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The Gnetales are exceedingly important from a morphological

standpoint because of many points of contact with angiosperms.

That they have not received the attention their character warrants

is probably due to the difficulty encountered in obtaining material

suitable for critical morphological study.

Ephedra, comprising about twenty species, is confined to the

warmer arid regions of the northern hemisphere, and is evidently

more nearly related to the Coniferales than is either Tumboa or

Gnetum.
^ Important morphological literature dealing with Ephedra is

extremely scanty. In 1872 Strasburger published an account of

Ephedra altissima and E. campylopoda^ dealing with the develop-

ment of the microsporangiate and megasporangiate strobili. In

1879 he described stages in the development of the embryo in E.

altissima. Jaccard ('94) described in a fragmentary- way E. helvetica,

giving most attention to spermatogenesis. He also gave some atten-

tion to fertihzation and early stages of embr}'ogeny.

The present study was undertaken with the hope of being able to

follow trif

This account, dealing with spermatogenesis and oogenesis, is to be fol-

lowed shortly by another dealing with fertihzation and embr}-ogeny.
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irETHODS.

Material was collected in the vicinity of !Mesilla Park, N. M.,

from December 20, 1902, to May 11, 1903. The second collection was

made one month after the first; and as development became more
M

rapid collections were made at intervals of four days. The strobili,

attached to a short piece of the stem, were packed in wet cotton, and

on reaching the laborator}' four days later were placed in a moist

chamber to enable them to recover turgescence. That fixation

immediately after removal from the tree is not absolutely necessar}'

is shown by nuclei in all stages of division. Further treatment did

not differ essentially from approved methods of microtechnique.

THE STAMINATE STROBILUS.

K trifurca is monosporangiate, and the staminate as well as the

ovulate strobih are borne in whorls around the nodes of the stem.

Exceptional instances were noted in which the strobili WTre bispor-

ik mpy
lopoda, and refers to it as an abnormal inflorescence. In another
instance two ovules were present in a staminate strobilus of E.

trifurca, although one is the usual number in the ovulate strobilus.

This last, however, has many exceptions.

quota sempervirens in which
the upper part was ovulate and the lower staminate. Dickson ('60)

observed the same thing in Picea excelsa. Coulter and Chamberlain
('01) figure strobih of Abies which are staminate at the apex and base
and ovulate between. Goebel ('01) observed that in Pinus maritima

angia above.
mcgaspor

In the middle region he found rudimentar}^

scales in the axils of the microsporophylls. In Tumboa the flowers
are functionally monosporangiate, but in the center of a whorl of
stamens there is a single functionless ovule with a spirally coiled
micropyle. This seems to indicate that at a not remote period of
its history the flowers were perfect. Ephedra, however, appears to
have gone a step farther, and has become wholly monosporangiate;
and the occasional bisporangiate strobili are reversions. It seems
that, instead of regarding such occasional strobih as abnormal, it is

better to consider them as atavistic ; as pointing back to a bisporangiate

y . I
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ancestry.
* Atavistic tendencies should not be lightly passed over, for

it is from such reversions that we may expect valuable hints as to

previous conditions.

THE MICROSPOKANGIUM.

In the first material collected, December 20, 1902, the group of
r

cells which gives rise to the staminate flower is shown in fig. 2. No

archesporial cells are yet distinguishable cither by size or staining

reactions, nor is the beginning of the perianth visible. Cell division

is proceeding quite rapidly, and there is apparently considerable

activity throughout the wdnter months.

A month later the perianth is quite well developed {fig. 3). The

cells immediately beneath the epidermis are about the same size as

the adjacent ones, and as yet no differentiation into archesporium

can be recognized. At the base of the strobili the flowers arc much

farther advanced than at the apical region. Later in the season all

stages from rudimentary sporangia to mother- cells may be found in

the same strobilus.

Fig. 4 shows a later stage in the development of an anther taken

from the base of a strobilus. There is no positive evidence that the

archesporium rises from a single hypodermal cell, but such is probably

the case. The primary wall layer divides periclinally,

to the wall layer and tapetum. The wall-cells do not divide peri-

clinally, all divisions being anticlinal (figs. 5, 6). The sporogenous

rells do not divide in any definite plane (fig. 5). The stages shown

givmg rise

fig

more advanced stage of the sporangium. The

wall layer and tapetum are completely separated, and the sporogenous

cells have ceased to divide; in fact, they are 'spore mother-cells which

have not yet taken on the appearance which is characteristic of older

mother-cells (Februar)- 15, 1903). A little later the wall-cells become

flattened by the growth of the mother-cells and the tapetum. No

further anticlinal division of the wall-cells takes place after they

begin to be flattened. They become much stretched by the further

growth of the adjacent cells. The tapetal cells increase in size and

stain intensely, this last because of the presence of food in large

quantities. Fig. 7 shows a more advanced stage. The wall-cells are
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beginning to disintegrate, the tapetal cells arc increasing in size and

dividing anticlinally, and the mother-cells arc in the resting condi-

tion (February 15, 1903).

In gj-mnosperms the number of wall layers varies considerably.

In Cycadales, Lang ('97) found the wall of^tangeria to consist of

from three to six layers; in Ginkgoales they number from four to

seven. Chamberlain ('98) found the wall of Pjnus Laricio to be

almost constantly three-layered. Coker ('02) found three wall layers

in Podocarpus, the cell-walls of which are very thin and ultimately

collapse; and in Taxodium he found a single layer. In E. trijurca the

wall is a single layer of cells, and Strasburger found the same condition

in the species studied by him.

In E. trijurca numerous instances were obser\'ed in which indi-

vidual tapetal cells were not distinguishable from adjacent mother-

cells. This seems to indicate that the tapetum is potentially sporog-

enous, and by virtue of its position has become sterile. With the

appearance of the mother-cell the history of the sporophyte ends-

In general the resting stage of the microspore mother-cell in gym-

nosperms is long. Chamberlain ('98) observed mother-cells in Piniis

Laricio^ Cupresstis Lawsoniana^ and Taxtis baccata canadensis in

October. The reduction division occurred about May i, thus giving

a resting period of about seven months. In Ephedra the first obser\'ed

reduction division was on March 12, giving a resting period of about

one month.

At the time of the reduction division the cells of the wall layer

are reduced to nuclei, scarcely a trace of cytoplasm being present.

The cells of the tapetal layer become conspicuously vacuolated and

their nuclei much enlarged. The nuclei become usually about four

times the volume of those of the epidermal cells (fig. 7). Two
more

are formed. amitotic

in all stages, from the dumb-bell stage to complete separation, can

be seen. At this time the tapetal cells, especially those nearest the

bottom of the loculi, become enormously distended and very vacuo-

late (fig. 14). Soon afterwards they become a flattened plate and
disappear.
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THE REDUCTION DIVISION AND MALE GAMETOPHYTE*

As has been said, the microspore mother-cell remains in the rest-

ing stage about one month. The mother-cells up to the late pro-

phase are filled with starch, which now quickly disappears. There

does not at all times seem to be uniformity in the stages of division

in the cells of a loculus. Instances were observed in which all the

cells of a loculus were in the same phase of division. Again, those

in the upper part of a loculus were in synapsis, those at the bottom

had formed tetrads, while all intermediate stages were between.

The spirem segments into twelve chromosomes (not all of whicli

are shown in fig. 8), which as they come to lie in the equatorial plane
m

of the nucleus are short and thick, closely massed, and can be counted

only with extreme difficulty. The result of repeated countings made

in various stages of the first division, as well as in the second, leaves

no doubt that the gametophyte number is twelve. Jaccard reports

eight in E. helvetica.

Twelve appears to be the prevaiHng number of chromosomes in

the gametophytes of gymnosperms. Three exceptions to this state-

ment are to be noted: Overton ('93) reports eight for Ceratozamia

mexicana; Strasburger ('04) finds eight in Taxus haccata; the other is

E. helvetica, with eight according to Jaccard. Dixon ('98) reported

^.ght chromosomes for Pinus sylvestris, but Blackman ('98) and Miss

Ferguson ('01) have shown beyond doubt that the number in this

species is also twelve.

Each chromosome apparently consists of four rods lying in

extremely close contact. In the heterotypic division {fig. 9) the

chromosome divides longitudinally, the ends opening out to form the

X, Y, V, and forms which are characteristic of the heterotypic

division in higher plants. A membrane {figs. 11, 12) begins to form

between the daughter-nuclei, as if spores of the bilateral type are to

result, but in the great majority of cases the membrane wholly dis-

appears, and the spores are of the tetrahedral type ; although instances

were noted in which they are probably bilateral. The second division

in the pollen mother-cell is homotypic {fig. 13) and immediately

follows the heterotypic division. In this second division longitu-

' dinal splitting of the chromosomes can be seen with little difficulty.

The J form is quite conspicuoi\s. As the chromosomes separate, in

t
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many instances they become quite irregular, being stretched almost

to the point of breaking. It is quite possible that irregular numbers

of chromosomes, which are occasionally reported in plants, may have

originated by the breaking of an individual chromosome. The micro-

spores, still within the wall of the mother-cell, quickly assume an

oval form {fig. 14).

After a brief period of rest {fi.g. 15) the nucleus of the microspore

divides, and the first prothallial cell is formed. It has been deter-

mined beyond a reasonable doubt that a wall is laid down between

the two nuclei {figs, 16, i"/)^ although it is extremely diflScult to differ-

entiate. The prothallial cell is pressed closely against the end of

the microspore by the growth of the other cell, its nucleus usually

taking the meniscus form {figs, iy-22). The other cell, still remaining

at the center of the spore, enlarges, and dividing (/z^. 17) gives rise

to the second prothalHal cell and the antheridium initial {fig. 18).

The antheridium initial does not appear to be separated from the

second prothalHal cell by a wall, but both nuclei remain in the same

mass of cytoplasm which originally surrounded the nucleus before

division {fig. 18). Here again arises a great difficulty in making

conclusive observations. It may be that a wall is laid down and

almost immediately resorbed, as Juel ('oo) has shown to be the

case in tetrad formation in Carex acuta, where a cell plate is

formed and immediately resorbed, leaving the tetrad nuclei free

within the wall of the mother-cell. It is conceivable that such a

wall may be laid down, for it must be remembered that the entire

prothallial region of gymnosperms is undergoing modification, in

that the prothallial cells are either more or less ephemeral or alto-

gether wanting; and that when cells arc becoming obsolescent the

wall is the first to disappear, leaving the two nuclei free within the

common cytoplasm; next, the nucleus occasionally fails to divide;

and finally no division takes place at all.

The second prothallial cell becomes flattened because of pressure

due to the growth of the antheridium initial, and its nucleus becomes

plano-convex or even meniscus-shaped, with its plane or concave

face turned toward the first prothalHal cell (figs. i8, 20). The nucleus

much {-fig. 18) and divides {fig

microspore
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cell and the tube nucleus (fig. 26). The tube nucleus, although

lying in close proximity to the wall of the microspore, does not become

flattened as do the prothallial cells. In all preparations examined

there seems to be no break in the cytoplasm surrounding the tube

nucleus and the second prothallial cell {figs. 20-22), nor is a wall

laid down between the tube nucleus and the primary spermatogenous

cell. The primary spermatogenous cell—or generative cell—lies in

a mass of cytoplasm differentiated from the surrounding cytoplasm

by a slightly denser zone {figs. 20, 21). This condition of affairs is

doubtless comparable to that of the generative cell of angiosperms,

where there is a well-defined Hautschicht, on the outside of which

food material is conspicuous. The primary spermatogenous cell

dividing {fig. 21) gives rise to the stalk cell and the body cell, both

of which lie within the cytoplasmic ring previously mentioned as

surrounding the primary spermatogenous cell. The male gameto-

phyte at this time (April i, 1903) contains five nuclei: two prothalhal

cells, tube nucleus, stalk cell, and body cell. The microspore will

be shed ten to fifteen days later.

The time periods in the development of the strobilus and male

gametophyte are as follows: The strobilus appeared the previous

season; on December 20, 1902, the group of cells which gives rise to

the staminate flower is apparent, but the ''perianth" is not yet visible;

January 27, 1903, the "perianth" is well along and the primordia

of the sporangia are clearly apparent; February 10, the primary

wall cells are dividing; by February 15 many sporangia have mother-

cells in the resting condition; one month later (March 15) the reduc-

tion division takes place; by April i the spores are mature, and about

April 1 5 the pollen is shed. These records are for one season only,

and the periods may be expected to vary somewhat in other seasons,

the variations being of course dependent on various external factors.

It appears that Jaccard never saw the prothallial cells, for he

says that at maturity the pollen grain contains three nuclei: "a

large central nucleus representing the antheridial cell of Belajeff and of

Strasburger; and two vegetative polar nuclei, of which one is the tube

pollin ique, PoUenschlauchkern)

o
erman So, putting

inology
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were tube nucleus, stalk cell, and body cell. It is hardly to be expected

that two prothallial cells will be present in one species and w^holly

absent in another.

The number of prothallial cells varies in g\'mnospcrms. Those

in which two have been reported are Ginkgo^ Strasburger (^92);

Larix europaea, Strasburger ('84); Picea vulgaris, Belajeff ('93);

Pmus Laricio, Coulter and Chamberlain ('01); Podocarpus coriacea,

Coker ('02); Ceratozamia longifolia, Juranyi ('82), sometimes two,

but more often one. Those in which one has been reported are

Ceratozamia, Juranyi ('82); Zamia, Webber ('97); Cycas, Ikeno

('98); Ephedra compyJopoda, Strasburger ('72). No prothaUial cells

have been observed in Biota, Cupressus, and Juniperus, Strasburger

('92); Taxus baccata, Juniperus, Belajeff ('93); Thuja occidentalis,

Land ('02); Taxodium distichum, Coker ('03); Cupressus (4 spp.),

Taxus baccata and 4 vars., Juniperus (2 spp.), Chamaecyparis (5 spp.),

Callitris, Cryptomeria japonica, and TJiuja orientalis, Coker ('04);

Ephedra helvetica, Jaccard ('94).

It is quite probable that in many g>'mnospcrms two prothallial

cells will be found eventually, and probably one at least will be found

in some of those forms w^here up to the present none have been

demonstrated.

THE OVULATE STROBILUS.

The ovulate strobilus was first collected in December. It differs

in external appearance from the staminate strobilus in that it is longer

and more slender.

The ovulate flower is not differentiated as early as is the stami-

nate. On March i, 1903, traces of the outer and inner integuments
could be seen; a few days later the integuments presented the appear-

ance shown m fig. 23. Much has been said concerning these integu-

ments or perianths, as they are variously called. Transverse sections

at different levels {jigs. 24, 25) show that the outer integument results

from a fusion of four leaves, and the inner integument from a fusion

of two leaves. The outer integument becomes several cells thick,

and in later stages quite hard. The inner integument is never more
than two cells thick. A short time before the pollen is shed, the

inner integument rapidly elongates and thrusts itself out through the

apex of the strobilus. The exposed end is wide open, and is also
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slit a short distance down one side (fig. 44). The pollen enters the

open end of the integument, and drops down to the bottom of the

pollen chamber [fig. 44), where it Hes in contact with the archcgonial

end of the female gametophyte. So far as known, there is no other

gymnosperm in which the pollen grain is placed so near the arche-

gonia.

The archesporium could not be traced definitely back to a single

hypodermal cell, but there arc indications that such may be its

origin. The earhest stage in which a suggestion of differentiation was

observed is shown in fig. 26, March 8, 1903. The lower larger cell

in this figure is beyond doubt the megaspore mother- cell. The large

cell above will divide again and again, and thus place the megaspore

mother- cell deeply within the nucellus. In fig. 27 the divisions of a

similar cell are clearly apparent, and the conspicuous megaspore

mother-cell is shown. In general not more than one megaspore

mother-cell is organized, but instances were noted in which two

and very rarely three mother-cells were present. Sometimes, but

not always, each of these cells produce megaspores. In general one

mother-cell soon gains an advantage over the others and causes their

rapid disintegration.

The mother-cell grows rapidly, meanwhile encroaching on the

surrounding nucellar tissue. The reduction division occurred about

March 8, 1903 (fig. 28). The second division quickly follows the

first, and the more deeply placed megaspore alone functions. Accord-

ing to both Strasburgcr and Jaccard, three megaspores only arc pro-

duced in the forms studied by them. In R. trijurca either three or

four may occur {figs. 29, 30). In many instances the upper cell does

not divide; again, the division may be incomplete, or it may be

completed entirely. In no observed instance does the division of

the upper cell take place until two lower megaspores are entirely

fig
It

seems that the more deeply placed cell because of its relation to the

food supply is enabled to divide first. From this it follows that the

most favorably placed megaspore—the lower one—is enabled to grow

so rapidly as to preclude much further development on the part of the

others. The megaspore remains a verj- short time in the resting con-

dition. The number of chromosomes at the reduction division is
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twelve, thus confirming the observations made on the microspore

series.

Lang ('97) has shown that in Stangcria the mother-cell forms a

row of three mcgaspores; Treub ('81) reports the same for Ccrato-

zamia; and three are reported for Ginkgo. Among the Coniferales

four are frequent. In Pjnns Laricio I have observed that either three

or four are formed indifferently. Strasburger ('79) gives three as

the usual number in Taxus, although four frequently occur; in his

later work on Taxus haccata (04') he says that four cells are formed

from the megaspore mother-cell. Juel ('00) finds four in Abies

sihirica and Larix sihirica; Shaw ('96) reports four in Sequoia;

Lawsori ('04) studying the same species of Sequoia finds three;

Coker ('03) finds three in Taxodhim distichum and ('04) four in

Thuja orientaliSy where they are not arranged in a row, but in nearly

regular tetrad form. Strasburger finds three in Ephedra campylopoda^

and Jaccard three in £. helvetica; in E. trijtirca three or four are

formed indifferently, dependent on the rapidity with which the func-

tioning megaspore encroaches. This encroachment is probably the

reason for the differences reported in the forms mentioned above.

THE FEMALE GAMETOPHYTE.

The two nuclei resulting from the division of the megaspore

seem invariably to take the position with reference to the major

axis of the ovule shown in fig. ji, for in no obsers'ed instance did the

nuclear plate vary from this position. Before the spindle fibers and

cell-plate have disappeared, a ring-like vacuole appears, entirely sur-

rounding the cell- plate. The rapid increase in size of this vacuole

is one of the chief factors concerned in the parietal placing of the

free nuclei. These two nuclei divide simultaneously, and the result-

ing four take equidistant positions at the periphery of the embr}^o

sac {fig. ^2). Successive simultaneous divisions (figs, jj, 55) rapidly

follow each other until the maximum number of nuclei is reached,

which in the present instance apparently does not exceed 256. It

may be of interest to note that at only one time—immediately after

the division of the megaspore—is the vacuole free from cytoplasm.

Careful staining shows that at all later stages (figs. 32-35) it is filled

with a dehcate cytoplasmic structure, which gradually increases in

density until free nuclear division ceases, which was about April i,
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1903. Free nuclear division, therefore, extends through a period of

approximately twenty days.

Simultaneously with the appearance of walls, the gametophyte is

differentiated into two distinct regions: a micropylar or sex-organ

producing region, and an antipodal or nutritive region. The behavior

of the lower part of the gametophyte is strongly suggestive of the

same region in Gfietum Gnemon^ as described by Lotsy ('99). The
cells of the antipodal region are only slightly elongated and arc fairly

regular in outline. As growth proceeds—and it is ver}- rapid—this

lower part is again separated into two physiologically distinct regions:

storage and haustorial. The storage region comprises the greater

part of the gametophyte, and is highly charged with starch and other

foods. In the center are a few rows of thin-walled cells containing

much more food than the surrounding cells, and extending up to the

base of the archegonia. It is down through this thin-walled region

that the embryo is thrust by the elongation of the suspensor. The

haustorial part of the gametophyte {fig. 44) is composed of one or

two layers of the outermost cells, which are clearly haustorial in

function. Those at the tip of the gametophyte arc elongated to a

point ending in a single cell. The haustorial cells do not have the

great elongation show^n by the cells in the same region of Zamia.

The storage and haustorial region increases in size as long as the

embryo continues to grow.

The region in the immediate vicinity of the archegonia and for

some distance below is very loosely organized, and the cell-walls are

extremely delicate. In the central region immediately beneath the

archegonia instances were noted in which the walls were late in appear-

ing. The cells of this region are very vacuolate, and in consequence

have little contents.

This feebly organized region is significant from a phylogenetic

standpoint- In Tumboa the upper part of the gametophyte is loosely

organized, and the numerous cells which function as eggs never get

beyond the archegonium initial stage. In Gnelum Gnemon the same

region never gets beyond the free nuclear stage, and these free nuclei

function directly as eggs. It is possible that Ephedra, Tumboa, and

Gnetum show stages through which the ancestral forms of angio-

sperms in all probability passed.
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THE ARCHEGOXIUM.

About April i, 1903, the archegonium initials were first obser\'ed.

They are the pyramidal form common to most g}^mnosperms. Two
is the usual number, one is occasional, and three are rare. The
primary neck-cell is quickly cut off after the initial becomes apparent

(fig- 3^), and almost immediately divides periclinally {fig. 37). Other

pericUnal walls follow (fig. 40), sometimes as many as four or five

tiers being cut off before anticlinal walls appear; and as many as

eight tiers of neck cells have been observed. Each tier divides anti-

chnally into four cells ; later there may be six or eight in a tier, also

the walls which come in later are no longer truly periclinal, thus

giving the neck a somewhat irregular appearance (fig. 41). Thirty-two
is probably the minimum number of cells, but it may go much higher.

Fig. 3p shows a cross section of the neck 40 fi above the top of the

central cell. E])hedra

archegonium. This may be due to the fact that the archegonial end
of the gametophyte is freely exposed to the air.

Simultaneously with the appearance of the archegonium initials,

a change is observable in the nucellus. Traces of disorganization

become visible at the tip of the nucellus and gradually proceed down-
ward, so that by the time the ventral nucleus is cut off, the cells at

the apex of the nucellus have completely disappeared, leaving a

pollen-chamber shaped like the frustrum of an inverted cone. The
p

pollen-grains are thus enabled to come in direct contact with the gamet-
ophyte and the necks of the archegonia. So far as has been reported,

Ephedra is the only gymnosperm having any part of the gametophyte
exposed freely to the air, except in the case of Cycas circinalis,

where, according to Warming ('77), if fertilization'does not occur,

the gametophyte continues to grow, ultimately bursting out through
the micropyle and developing chlorophyll on exposure to light.

Strasburger's figures show a pollen-chamber in E. altissima, but not
in E. campylopoda; and Jaccard finds one present in E. helvetica.

In Cycadales and Ginkgoales the pollen-chamber, formed by dis-

integration of the cells of the nucellar beak, is a conspicuous feature.

most

lination is an expanded stigma-like surface.

time

i

'I

I.
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The nucleus of the central cell lies in close proximity to the neck

of the archegonium. As the central cell enlarges, it does not have

a conspicuous vacuole in the center, like Pinus and the Cupressineae,

but is almost completely filled with cytoplasm except in the immedi-

ate vicinity of the nucleus, where there are a few small vacuoles.

Later the cytoplasm in the lower part of the archegonium becomes

almost homogeneous. A conspicuous kinoplasmic mass lies at a

little distance below the nucleus {fig. 41). In the earliest stages it

is coarsely granular, and later becomes dense, and is larger and

sharper in outline than the similar body which is so conspicuous in

some of the pines and in Thuja occidentalis.

When two or three archegonia are present, one is usually smaller

than the others, as is shown in f.g. 38 (a cross-section through tlie

middle region of the archegonia). When one archegonium is present

it is very large as compared with the larger of two in a gametophyte.

It is questionable if the eggs in the smaller archegonia regularly

function.

The jacket-cells are at first rectangular, with the longer axis at

right angles to the long axis of the central cell {fig. 40). Since peri-

clinal division does not keep pace with the elongation of the central

cell, the jacket-cells become much elongated {fig. 41). Their walls,

never at any time thick, become so tenuous that they can scarcely

be seen, and evidently offer little resistance to the passage of food

into the central cell. There is evidence that at the time of fcrtiliza-

tion the w^alls separating them from the egg break down altogether.

Fig. 41 shows two archegonia at the time of poUination (April 15,

1903).

The ventral nucleus was cut off about April 15 in the season of

1903. In material collected during the season of 1904 from the

same plants, the ventral nucleus was cut off about April i. This

difference is probably due to the fact that the season of 1904 was

unprccedentedly hot and dry.

No trace of a w^all can be seen between the ventral nucleus and the

egg, although in some instances there is a suggestion of cytoplasmic

thickening between the two nuclei. The cytoplasm at the ui)per end

of the central cell is still quite vacuolate; in the lower part it has now

become ver}' dense, in fact almost homogeneous.
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The ventral nucleus remains in the upper part of the archegonium,

and enlarging {-jig. 42) becomes very conspicuous. The egg nucleus

passes to the center of the archegonium, enlarges, and surrounds

itself with a mass of cytoplasm, slightly different from that farther

away from the nucleus in that it at first consists of radial strands

proceeding out from the nucleus in all directions. A thickening of

the cytoplasm next appears all around the nucleus at the place where

the radiations meet the general cytoplasm of the archegonium. Thi

thickening is very pronounced in most instances, again it can be

seen with difficulty; it ver}^ much resembles the first appearance of the

membrane around the egg and synergids of angiospcrms.

SUMMARY.

Rphedra trijurca is monosporangiate, but bisporangiate strobili

occasionally occur.

staminate

December, and the pollen was shed about the middle of April, the

interv^al being thus a little over four months.

The anthers develop in acropetal succession on a strobilus, and

are surrounded by a perianth.

Microspore mother-cells were observxd about the middle of Feb-

month

chromosomes

There are two persistent prothallial cells; the first is cut off by a

wall; the second is not cut off by a wall.

The primary spermatogenous cell surrounds itself by a membrane

(Hautschicht?), and on the division of the primary spermatoge-

nous cell, the stalk cell and body cell continue to be surrounded by

this membrane, and are not separated from each other by a wall.

The only wall formed in the pollen grain is the one which cuts off

the first prothallial cell.

m
prothalHal cells, stalk cell, body cell, and tube nucleus.

The megasporangium is surrounded by two integuments, the

outer of which consists of four fused leaves ; the inner of two fused

leaves.

The megaspore mother- cell is deeply placed within the nucellus

f/
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and gives rise to either three or four megaspores arranged in a row,

the most deeply placed megasporc being functional.

The nuclei resulting from the division of the megaspore show

polarity in that they are definitely oriented with respect to the axis

of the mcgasporangium.

A vacuole appears between the nuclei resulting from the division

of the megaspore before the spindle has disappeared, and soon becomes

filled wdth delicate cytoplasmic structures which increase in density

until walls appear.

The free nuclei are parietally placed from the beginning, divide

simultaneously, and are presumably 256 in number before walls

appear.

The female gametophyte is separated into two regions: a loosely

formed archegonial region, and a more compact antipodal region, the

latter being composed of a haustorial and a storage region.

The archegonia vary from one to three, two being the usual num-

ber; the neck is composed usually of eight tiers of cells; and there are

no archegonial chambers.

The apex of the nucellus breaks down, and a conspicuous pollen-

chamber is formed. The necks of the archegonia are thus exposed

to the air, and the microspores are brought directly into contact with

the female gametophyte.

No w^all is formed between the ventral nucleus and the egg; the

former becomes quite large and takes a position a short distance

below the neck of the archegonium.

.The egg takes a position midway in the cytoplasm of the archego-

nium, surrounds itself with a membrane comparable to the one which

invests the eggs of angiosperms, and in this position awaits fertilization.

At the time of fertilization the cytoplasm in the archegonium has

become almost homogeneous and xQxy dense, except in the region

immediately below the neck of the archegonium, where it is loosely

vacuolate.

Thanks are due Professor John M. Coulter and Dr. Charles J,

Chamberlain for criticism and advice; also Mn O. B. Metcalfe,

Mesilla Park, N. M., for efficient collecting of material.

The University of Chicago,
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figu

reproduction. Abbreviations are: br, bract; a, primordium of stamen; p, peri-

anth; oi, outer integument; ii, inner integument; n, nucellus; pc, pollen-chamber;

Sy mlcrosporangium; pw, primary wall-cells; w, wall-cells; /, tapetum; ar, arche-

sporial cells; pr\ first prothallial cell; pr\ second prothallial cell; ai, anther-

idium initial; tn, tube nucleus; g, primary spermatogenous cell; stn, nucleus of

stalk cell; bn, nucleus of body cell; mm, megaspore mother-cell; m, megaspores;

nr, nutritive region of female gametophyte; hr, haustorial region of gametophyte;

b, abortive archegonium; nc, neck cells; c, central cell; w, ventral nucleus; 0, egg.

Fig. I. A bisporangiate strobilus, X 16.

Fig. 2. Portion of a longitudinal section through a staminate strobilus

showing bracts and primordia of two anthers. X 225.

Fig. 3. Longitudinal section through an anther showing beginning of peri-

sporangia

sporangmm

cells, part of an adjoining sporangium, and perianth. X 225.

Fig. 5. Division of primary wall cells; the sporogenous cells are also actively

dividing. X 500.

Fig. 6, Early stage of the microspore mother-cells. X 500

Fig. 7. Microspore mother-cells in resting stage. X 500.

Microspon

Microspor

500

Fig. 10. ana

spore mother-cell. X 1500.

Fig. II. Later stasre in microspore

Fig. 12. Prophase of homotypic division. X 1500.

Fig. 13. Homotypic division. X 1500.

Fig. 14. Tetrads and enlarged tapetal cells. X 500.

Fig. 15. A microspore shortly before the first division. X 1500.

Fig. 16. Microspore after formation of first prothallial cell X 1500.

Fig, 17. Division to form second prothallial cell and antheridium initial.

00

Fig. 18.
00
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Fig. 19. Division of antheridium initial. X 1500.

Fig. 20. Two prothallial cells, primary spermatogenous cell, and tube

nucleus. X 1500.

500

Fig. 22. The two prothallial cells, stalk cell, body cell, and tube nucleus.

X 1500,

Fig. 23. Median longitudinal section through a megasporangiate strobilus

showing the two integuments and nucellus with gametoph}ie. X 46.

Fig. 24. Section through the strobilus above the nucellus showing the four

parts of the outer integument and the two parts of the inner integument w^hich

later become tubes. X 46.

Fig. 25. Section through the strobilus at level of gametoph}^e, showing the

fused parts. X 46.

Fig. 26, Megaspore mother-cell becoming differentiated. X 500. "I

Fig. 27. Megaspore mother-cell, resting stage. X 500. .

Fig. 28. Megaspore mother-cell dividing. X 500.
I

Fig. 29. A row of four megaspores, showing late division of upper daughter

nucleus. X 500.

Fig. 30. A row of three megaspores; the upper daughter-nucleus has failed

to divide. X 500.

Fig. 31. First division of the megaspore, showing formation of the central

vacuole. X 500.

Fig. 32, Four-celled stage of female gametophyte. X 500.

Fig. 23* Simultaneous division of the nuclei; eight-celled stage. X 500.

Fig. 34. Female gametoph}te; sixteen cells. X 500.

Fig. 35. Female gametophyte; simultaneous division to form sixty-four free

nuclei. X 500.

Fig. 36. Archegonium with primar}^ neck cell and central cell. X 500.

Fig. 37. Archegonium showing the enlarged central cell and two neck cells.

X 500.

Fig. 38. Transverse section of gametophyte at level of central cell, showing
a large, a small, and an abortive archegonium. X 75.

Fig. 39. Transverse section through neck of an archegonium at a distance

of 40 M above the central cell. X 500.

Fig. 40. An archegonium slightly older than fig. j/. X 500.

Fig. 41. Two archegonia just before the division of the nucleus of the central

cell. X 112.

Fig. 42. Egg nucleus and ventral nucleus lying in the upper part of the

archegonium. X 500.

Fig. 43. Egg lying near the center of archegonium and surrounded by a

membrane of thickened cytoplasm, and ready for fertilization. X 500.
Fig. 44. Longitudinal median section through the ovule and integuments,

showing reproductive, storage, and haustorial regions of the gametophyte X 48.



THE WATER-RELATION OF PUCCINIA ASPARAGI.

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE BIOLOGY OF A PARASITIC FUNGUS.

Ralph E. Smith.

(with twenty-one figures)

Whether the use of the term "ecology" would be consistent and

proper throughout the present article, the writer must confess his

inability to decide. With plants of independent existence ecolog}'

has become a well-defined branch of botanical science, but when

complicated with the phenomena of parasitism there must be dis-

tinguished two fairly distinct classes of life-relations; those which act

upon the parasitic organism directly, and those which affect it, even

more decidedly perhaps, in a secondary or indirect manner through

their effects upon the host-plant. "Biology," in the European sense,

seems on the whole a more fitting term for the present purpose;

since at many points it is difficult to say whether we are considering

the relation of the parasite to its environment, or to its host's environ-

ment, or whether its host is its environment. The subject is one of

ecology in the broadest sense, yet a distinction must be made between

the relations of an organism to natural influences, and its relations

to the effects of perhaps the same influences upon another organism

upon which it lives as a parasite. The fungus has no soil-relation,

of course, but its connection with the host-plant is much more than

this, though corresponding to a certain^ ^"*^nt. Without extended

discussion on this point, it will suffice"to~say that it has seemed to

the writer ver}- desirable to establish upon a systematic basis the

relations existing between parasitic fungi in general and the various

influences exerted upon them in nature, cither directly or acting

through the medium of the host-plant. While many scattered

observations of this kind exist, very little definite work has been done

in establishing general principles or in drawing definite conclusions.

The observations contained herein are offered as a modest contribu-

tion in this direction.

It is well established in a general way that the development of

1904]
19
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those fungi that live upon higher plants is favored by wet weather.

This is so universally the case that we may almost conclude without

further consideration that under normal conditions the water-relation

of such parasites is of more importance in their development than any

s
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Fig. I.

July 4, 1903.

Asparagus rust, PucciniaAsparagi DC, in all stages. Milpitas, Calif.,

Other condition. Considering this as established, there still remains
a broad field for research in determining just why this is true, and
m general in analyzing the conditions and their results. This has
been the writer's object in the case of the destructive parasite Puc-
cinia A"'- * "^^

1 • 1 .

study.

paragi
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The asparagus rust is caused by one of the Uredineae of the sub-

division Auteup of Schrocter's classification; that is, the

spermogoniaj aecidia, uredosporcs, and teleutospores all develop

upon the same plant. shown in fig. 7, where the various

spore forms may be readily recognized. Upon
the stalks represented at the extreme right and

left all four forms are present at once. This

disease has long been known in Europe, but

attained no prominence in this country until

the fall of 18965 since which time it has spread

entirely across the continent from ^lassachu-

setts to California, with extremely disastrous

results to the asparagus industry.

The development of this rust is practically

the same as that of others of the same class,

the spermogonia and aecidia appearing in

spring, followed by the uredo stage in summer,
after which the teleuto or black rust appears.

The development of the aecidial stage has

varied, according to the writer's observation,

with the nature of the spring climate in various

sections of the country. In Massachusetts,

where the spring is comparatively late and
short, the aecidium of Piiccinia Asparagi is

not unknown, but is by no means common,

of this stacre of the rust

Going south to Lono;&

form

is decidedly limited.

Island and New Jers-

common, but by no means noticeable ; while in

California the ''spring rust" is almost as well

known to asparagus-growers as the later

"v_

xj^^

Z X ^

^'.

^ ^r

r!

:h

^-^

^K

>>

Stages, and upon old beds, volunteer growth,
or beds too young for cutting, it reaches a

development quite unknown in the east, some-
i-imes covering the main stalk and branches velopment of the mst as

of the plant completely and causing consider- seen in California. Bouldin

Fig. 2. Aecidial de-

able damage. Fig. 2 illustrates a case of ^-"^^^^^ ^P"^ '''' ''°'-
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this sort. The uredo and teleuto stages follow in order as the season

progresses, and while the simultaneous occurrence of these forms is

by no means unknown, it is usual, as with most similar rusts, for

the uredo stage to develop almost exclusively during the summer,

when the plants are most active, followed by a pure teleuto growth

upon the dead stalks in fall. The latter stage in all the Eupuccinia

group is regarded, therefore, as typically the fall rust, and as a form
which develops to any extent only in the latter part of the season as

a result of the approach of winter and the death of the host-plant.

The relation of the development of the asparagus rust to soil and
atmospheric moisture has received some attention in previous publi-

cations. Stone and Smith' found a decided difference in the preva-
lence of the disease according to the moisture-retaining properties
of the soil, the trouble being worse upon the drier soils. So marked
was this difference in Massachusetts that in regions equally exposed
to infection, and in fact equally affected with the teleuto stage in the
fall, the beds upon heavier, moist soils did not show, and have never
shown, any rust previous to September (when the plants mature in
that climate)

;
while those upon hght dry soils became badly affected

with the uredo stage early in the season. The difference not only
appeared in different sections of the state in the same season, but
also in the whole state in different seasons, the amount of rust in the
most affected localities var>'ing as the season was wet or dry, being
least in the wet seasons. Although not universally accepted at first^

this idea has received much support from subsequent experience
over practically the whole country.

In most of the large asparagus regions of the eastern states but
little difference exists between the soils of the various plantations,
the characteristic soil being of a light, sandy, dry nature. In the
Iirst violent epidemic of the rust everything was affected in such sec-
tions, and differences in soil, as well as in varieties of asparagus and
other factors now recognized by all, were overlooked or imperceptible.A tour of these districts at present, however, will convince the most
skeptical that of the original beds those few which now remain are
almost entirely upon the heavier soils, and of the new beds the most

Collegf
""'''" ''' "^ '""• ""'P^^'^ ''' ''' ^- Hatch Exper. Station of Mass. Agric.

(
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thrifty are likewise on the heavier soils, other things being' even

approximately equal. Most of the growers in the large eastern

asparagus districts recognize this, and likewise attribute the marked

freedom from rust of the past tw^o seasons to the very unusual rain-

fall, which fact is in itself strong evidence of the unfavorable effect

of abundant soil moisture upon the fungus.

This is, of course, contrary' to the estabhshed principle above

mentioned that such parasites are greatly favored by w^t seasons.

One of the most prominent features in the observations of Stone and

Smith was the occurrence in the asparagus beds least affected of the

teleuto stage alone coming on at the usual time, but not preceded by

any trace of the other stages, so far as could be found by thorough

search. These beds were, as just mentioned, upon soils of high

water-retaining capacity. Furthermore, as brought out by two

extreme seasons, in a very dry summer (1897) the uredo stage appeared

upon some beds which never showed it before or since, while in a

season of excessive rainfall (1898) some of the places most affected

with red rust in other years had only the teleutospores late in the

season.

These facts were regarded as showing the indirect relation of the

rust fungus to w^ater. In the dry seasons and upon the drier soils

lack of moisture unquestionably reduced the vitality of the asparagus

plants. Consequently, they became more susceptible to disease and

suffered in inverse proportion to the amount of soil moisture available.

As to the direct relation of the parasite to water, the conclusion must

be drawn from the observations of these investigators that the host-

plant, depending upon the soil, felt the effects of unusual dryness to a

more Serious extent than did the parasite, thus turning the balance

more strongly in favor of the latter; while, on the other hand, in a

wet season or heavy soil the asparagus derived more benefit from

such conditions than did the fungus, and thus the activity of the

latter was checked. In other words, the fungus appeared to obtam

sufficient moisture for its requirements even in the dry season, and

received no proportionate invigoration from an excess of moisture m
seasons of abundant rainfall. It is also indicated by these observa-

tions that the uredo stage is characteristic of conditions favorable to

the fungus, while in the unfavorable seasons or localities no develop-
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ment of the parasite took place until the plants began their natural

loss of vitality at maturity, and under these conditions, when little

nourishment was left for an active parasite, only teleutospores

appeared.

Another side of the relation of Puccinia Asparagi to water was
brought out particularly by Sirrinc,' who, from his observations in

New York, was led to conclude that the relation of the rust to atmos-
pheric moisture in the form of dew or fog was the most important
factor of this nature in the development of the disease. In the cases
described by this writer the progress of the fungus seemed to be
accelerated by excessive dew-fall, while with the absence of the latter
the rust was less prevalent. In an asparagus bed upon a sloping
hillside, for instance, the most rusty portion was at the base, decreas-
ing with the rising grade. It has also been frequently observed that
asparagus growing in the shade, as where a tree stands in the midst
of a bed, remains free from rust when all about it is dead with the
disease. This fact shows certainly that the protection thus afforded
prevents infection by the fungus, and can be explained only on the
ground of the prevention of dew being deposited. Stone and Smith

ordinary

some
ot the least rusted beds were in regions most subject to heavy dews
and m the case of asparagus growing on a slope, that at the bottom was
hkely to be least affected, on account of the usually heavier soil there
They held m regard to the influence of dew that, "when plants are

difficult
to understand how this might take place, but the presence of any
amount ot dew fails to infect some beds in this state;" the beds
referred to being those in heavier soil.

In the writer's opinion both of these theories as to soil and atmos-
pheric moisture were correct, but modified by local conditions. In
Massachusetts asparagus is grown upon a great variety of soils and
showed rem the first more decided differences in susceptibility to
the rust than in any other section. These conditions were studied

observatio
of soils all over the state «nr1 fh^ ^ •

''[^"-''^'''^^^ analysis
vstr me state, and the conclusions arrived at have been

» Bulletin ,S8, N. Y. (Geneva) Exper. Station.

h
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repeatedly verified from year to year. In New York and New Jersey

large asparagus districts exist of practically uniform soil and of the

nature characterized by the Massachusetts investigators as most

favorable to rust. In these districts the disease became exceedindv

virulent at first and completely exterminated the original beds, with-

out regard to slight differences in soil or other features Avhich are

well marked in the new plantations of the same districts, now that the

severity of the attack has somewhat subsided. Since dew is neces-

sary for infection, it is but natural that where other conditions were

equal, the progress of the disease should be temporarily marked by

varying amounts of atmospheric moisture, but it must be said that

throughout the eastern states dew is so generally abundant, even in

the driest seasons, that nothing of permanent value can be credited

to this relation. That dew is absolutely necessary to the develop-

ment of the fungus seems proved from the effects of tree shade in

asparagus fields, and this is the direct water-relation of this parasite.

Conditions in California with respect to soil and atmospheric

moisture are totally different from those of any eastern state. On
account of the long, rainless summers, marked differences in the

natural conditions of various parts of the state, and the prevalence of

irrigation, any question having to do with moisture problems can be

followed with a degree of precision quite impossible under the natural

conditions of the east. This refers particularly to the degree of

dr}'ness obtainable, both of soil and atmosphere, a degree approxi-

mated nowhere else in the country save in the adjoining semi-arid

states. The principal asparagus-growing section of California has

proved to be especially well-adapted to a study such as that herein

described, and a description of this portion of the state must be given

at this point.

If in the accompanying map {jig. 3) a triangle be imagined between

the cities of Sacramento, Stockton, and Antioch, it will include, at

a safe estimate, 5000 acres of asparagus. This countr}' is at the

confluence of the two great rivers of California, the Sacramento and

the San Joaquin, together with a smaller stream, the Mokelumne,

which enters the angle formed by the other two where they jom.

These rivers do not run directly into one another, but form, in the

triangle just mentioned, a delta, composed of an intricate network of
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channels, sloughs, and low islands. By extensive dredging and

Icvcc work much of this extremely fertile country- has been reclaimed

and brought into cuhivation. The soil is a mixture of peat and

Fig. 3.—Map of central California, showing asparagus districts

formati
of each to an equal mixture of the two. After reclamation and con-
tinued cultivation the level of these islands gradually sinks, and
they become saucer-shaped, several feet below the river level outside
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the levee {-fig. 5). The soil is naturally full of moisture, but with
levees, drainage, and rainless summers it may become extremely
dry unless irrigated. Fires frequently occur in the peaty formation
and cause serious damage. Irrigation is a simple matter in most
cases, requiring only the placing of gates in the levee to admit and
shut off the water.

While this country would at first seem to be one of excessive atmos-
pheric moisture, the reverse is true in summer. Much of the

reclaimed land becomes extremely dr}^, but most important is the

position of this region directly at the opening of the great interior

valley of California into San Francisco Bay and the Pacific Ocean
(see iig. 4). Through this opening, formed by the Golden Gate at

San Francisco and the Carquinez Straits at Port Costa, there blows
m summer the strong, steady, so-called trade wind, coming in from
the west, passing up through the straits, and then dividing north and
south m response to the currents caused by the extreme summer heat
of the great interior valley. In this asparagus country there occurs

almost every day in summer a strong, dry, west wind which rises

early in the morning and quickly dries what little dew may have been
formed, except in sheltered spots. This wind, therefore, is an
important and perhaps the chief factor in the amount of dew forma-
tion. Across the lower left corner of the triangle, where the wind
IS most constant, there is practically no dew in summer. Approach-
mg the other two angles there is more, though much less than any
eastern section.

At various points on the margin of San Francisco Bay are other

asparagus districts, most important of which is that near Milpitas,

comprising some 600 acres. This is situated, as may be seen, in a

sort of pocket at the lower end of the bay, surrounded by high hills

on both sides {jig. 6). The wind current coming in at the Golden
Gate blows across the bay quite constantly and has a tendency to

turn south toward Milpitas and the Santa Clara Valley below, but

at Niles it is diverted into the interior valley through the Niles Canon
and Livermore Pass, which open through the hills at this point.

Without lengthening this already extended description, it need only

be said that this produces a condition at Milpitas much similar to

that in the East as regards dew. Atmospheric moisture from the
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Fig. 4

1 ' '

Relief map of California, showing the great interior valley and position

Livermore Pnss also indicated. Adapted from U. S.
Department of Agriculture Yearbook, 1902.
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Fig. 5.—Typical island country, showing low level ground surrounded by levee.

.s*^.-*^^'

.

Fig. 6,—Typical asparagus field at Milpitas; high hills in distance
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nearby bay and ocean is abundant; heavy dews arc frequent in

summer and remain until late in the forenoon. The soil here is

also more like the typical eastern asparagus soils, being of a light

sandy nature, drying excessively in summer unless irrigated, which
can be easily accomplished from artesian wells.

In both these districts the aecidial stage of the

asparagus rust is extremely abundant in spring, fol-

lowing the winter rains, the condition shown in fig. 2

being of ordinary occurrence in large areas. As the

season progresses, this is

followed at Milpitas with

the usual development of

the rust about as seen in

the cast; the accidia are
r

followed by an epidemic

of uredo on the main cut-

ting beds, which kills the

tops quite generally and
turns finally into black

rust as a final stage. In

the river country the prog-

al patch checked ''^^^ ^^ the disease is not

Fig. 7.—Aecidi-

by lack of atmos-

I heric moisture.

Grand Island,

Calif., July 13,

1903.

so regular. As the season

changes from moist spring

to dry summer, the effect

shown mfig. 7 becomes
evident. This is an aecid-

ial patch upon a young stalk which started
in the usual mann.er, but as the air became
drier and dews less abundant its develop-
ment was checked. Soil moisture was

\

abundant, but it is seen from this not only
that the fungus requires atmospheric moist-
ure for its spore-germination, but that a
certain degree is also needed for the a

^^^' ^•—^^'^^'^i^i patches

development of spores from the aecidial
patches. At this stage the mycelium is

''^g^^^^^^-

drying out without develop-
ing spores; plant green and

Bouldin Island,

July 28, 1903.
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vigorous and ready for development, as may be proved by placing such

a stalk in a moist chamber, when the " cluster-cups " break out in great

luxuriance. This is another direct water-relation of the rust, there-

fore, being apparently a provision for developing aecidiospores only

when conditions are favorable for germination. In the dry, windy
districts such aecidial spots remain in this condition far into the

^

v^

'ii*
jn

,-^;

4.
6- ^

At ^ -
Km

1 .!•
-^r^

^5

w^-^^
.f-fi.fr.*fc c *-m

^' m

!>

Tt^

tiG. 9. Uredo infection on green, vigorous stalks, checked and changed to
teleuto by lack of atmospheric moisture. Bouldin Island, July 28, 1903.

summer. Finally, they pass into the state shown in fig. 8, the original

aecidial areas dr}qng out, leaving a feeble development of mixed
uredospores and teleutospores about the edges.

Through the period of midsummer, from June to September,
but httle trace of rust can be found in most of this country. Care-
ul search, however, reveals here and there on volunteer growth in

sheltered nooks the condition shown in fig. g. These are green
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vigorous stalks, each with a single infection contracted earlier in the

season, which now appears as an almost pure teleutospore formation

directly on the green stalks. The value of these spores as reproduc-

tive bodies is doubtful, as they will not germinate at any time during

the summer. Apparently this is rather the form assumed by the

fungus under unfavorable conditions, when infection could not take

place, producing only the resting, teleuto stage. If such a stalk be

placed in a moist chamber, there immediately breaks out at the

outer edge of the infected area a circle of uredosori, with spores

capable of immediate germination. The same occurs in nature

later in the season as the dew becomes more abundant. Here again

is shown the same relation to atmospheric moisture in the case of

uredo development, proving that the fungus not only requires mois-

ture for the germination of its spores and for infection, but has the

same requirement for the production of spore forms capable of imme-

diate germination. Experiments by the writer show that both the

aecidiospores and uredospores of this fungus are comparatively

short-lived, but that the teleutospores are capable of lying dormant

for long periods and have a strong relation to the effect of frost in

their germination. This also shows the teleuto stage as not neces-

sarily a fall rust, but as occurring regularly under other conditions

extremely unfavorable to the further development of the fungus.

It is to be understood that these stages described are not indi-

vidual cases, but the regular development of the asparagus rust in

such a district as this. In September moisture becomes a little

more abundant, varying locally with the amount of irrigation and

other conditions, 'and now begins the regular uredo epidemic. This

starts invariably in the island country in corners and low^ places

sheltered on the west, such as are shown from actual experience in

figs, 10, II, 12, IJ. These are all of the same nature and represent
|

spots where uredo infection started two or three weeks before the'

main beds in the open were affected. It is scarcely necessary to'

say that such places will be avoided by growers in the future.

In the latter part of September the rust gradually works out into

the open fields. The trade wind is now subsiding, but blows fitfully

for days at a time. The disease still seeks sheher from this drying

influence and appears first on the east side of north and south rows,
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Fig. 10.—Corner of asparagus field sheltered from wind by willows and lev

Bouldin Island.
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Fig. II.—Bouldin Island schoolhouse, surrounded by asparagus fields and

harborina rust on east side.
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or in the sheltered places among the thick tops. Here it starts in

scattered spots, ery

No\

and if uninterrupted continues

figs

rust

ordinary manner. The feature shown in

one of the most remarkable. In this
i

started in the uredo form in the scattering manner just described.

Fig. 14 is in a mass of tops sheltered by taller growth toward the west,

P

r

M

Fig. 12.

of rust. August 14, 1903.

Old slough bed at Sacramento, with asparagus to left; starting point

fig
J

, ^ ^ -„ „.. .^^, ^,,^ ^^ ^,^ ^-asL-diiu-webi row. just as tins was
well started (the condition all over the district was mostly the same)\
the wmd revived in a very dry form and blew steadily for a numbeJ-
of days, with quite cold nights. Immediately the uredo rust on the""
green stalks turned to teleuto, the rust stopped spreading, and the I

thrust
green tops here and there, producing a black, dead spot in the green,

,healthy growth. The tops being still growing, new growth came
up through, and the fields were spotted with these perfectly black \dead, teleuto-covered patches, surrounded by and in contact with

^'

*
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green healthy growth. Fig. 16 shows a branch from the edge of the

dead spot with pure teleuto development on the green thrifty branches.

This condition lasted so long as the wind continued, then graduall\-

reverted to uredo infection, and the tops all became affected. This

shows more strikingly than anything else the effect of real atmos-

FiG. 13.—Asparagus at Sacramento, sheltered on west by trees; same effect as

in figs. II, 12, ij.

pheric dr}^ness upon Puccinia Asparagi at this stage of its develop-

ment, and the function of the teleuto form.

At Milpitas, where dew was quite abundant, though probably

scarcely as much so as in the east, and no summer rains occurred,

no such effects could be seen. Early in September ever>^thing was

badly rusted. Even here, however, one feature in connection with

the dew-relation is marked. This is the progress of the rust from

top to bottom of the stalks, seen in all cases of the disease in this

state. Fig. 77 shows the condition well along in the season, the
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Fig. 14.—Dead, rusty spot in green asparagus tops where fungus was checked
by wind and changed to teleuto form. Bouldin Island, October 20, 1903.

I

I

Fig. 15.—Same as fig, 14.
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top shading and protecting the lower portion. Fig. 18 shows the

bed still later, a condition which in beds well cultivated often lasts

until November. The writer has considered that this feature may
be due to the absence of rains to drive the spores more rapidly down

I

( Fig. 16.—Teleutosori on green branches at margin of spots as in figs. 14 and 15.

through the tops, as he has never obsen'ed it in the east. By the

means shown in pg. ig the rust can be absolutely prevented in Cali-

fornia, although in Milpitas the covering must be thicker than on

the islands, where one thickness of li^ht cheese-cloth is sufficient.
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It may also be said here that from the writer's observations he

has concluded that hea\7 rainfall has little to do in any section of

the country with producing infection by the rust, since there is evi-

dence to show that by this means the spores are actually washed

from the smooth surface of the plant to a great degree, rather than

being afforded opportunity for germination and infection, A copious,

misty dew, remaining tmtil late in the forenoon on the thick asparagus

r

Fig, 17.—Effect of rust at Milpitas, working from above downwards. Sep-
tember 23, 1903.

tops, appears to be the most important factor in producing infection.

Experiments with uredospores, placed out of doors on dry glass

slides night after night in various situations, support this view, as

well as extended field observations. During rain the spores are

washed from the slides and carried away. This would not occur

large extent. Durinerery

ery light dew no germination With
drying away early in the day, germination started, but the germ-
tubes dried up before they would have had time for infection. Most
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i

Fig. 18.—Condition late in the season of many California fields; green strip at

bottom. November i, 1903.

• ^^:.

Fig. T9.--Tent over asparagus; tops just gro^^^ng up. Bouldin Island, July 14

903

^"
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of these dews seem to form just before sunrise in California, so that

they exist only a short time. On misty nights, with heavy dew, a

most vigorous germination takes place, easily sufficient to produce

infection. It has even seemed to the writer that germination in this

way is more vigorous than in drops of distilled or tap water placed

on the slide, though no exact comparisons have been made.

Something remains to be said as to the influence of soil moisture

upon the rust in California. In the island district the wind effects

are so absolute that all other features are of secondary importance.

Soil moisture increases the amount of dew, and since almost all this

country has abundant natural subirrigation, it is desirable to keep

the surface as dry as possible. In the case of one plantation, particu-

larly, situated in the strongest wind belt and where the nights were

particularly dry, no rust whatever has developed, though in a center

of infection, although the soil became so dry through neglect that

cracks opened six inches wide and four feet in depth, and the aspara-

gus roots were almost killed. It should be fully understood, how-

ever, that in this case there was absolutely no moisture in the air to

germinate spores. A sheet of tissue paper lying on the ground would

be as dry and crisp at sunrise as at noon. Such conditions are never

approximated in the east.

At Milpitas, with considerable dew on all the beds, differences

in soil moisture are more apparent. Some of the beds here are

left unirrigated and uncultivated in summer and become extremely

dry. In these the rust makes much rnore rapid headway than in the

irrigated beds, and the tops are killed to the ground, while the others

{fig It is a

general principle, in fact, that in this district, where conditions

summer

com
throughout the summer are the latest and least affected. This

could not be shown more plainly than by the field in which fig^
20

was taken. In this case a stream of water was being run past the

ery dry asparagus When
the whole field back to the right was dead with rust, the end plants

in each row, next the water, were green and vigorous, as shown in
m

the illustration. It is difficult to imaorinp how more
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could be found than this. Fig. 21 is along the same line, showing a

low corner of a hundred-acre asparagus fleld, which portion remained

green much after the tops in the drier portion of the field were dead.

The water from irrigation accumulated here in the rusty season,

with the effect described and illustrated.

»

Fig. 20.

w

Eflfect of irrigation in region of dry soil and abundant dew. Near

San Jose, Calif., August 20, 1903.

paragi

DIRECT RELATION.

By direct relation is meant the effect of moisture (necessarily

atmospheric, except possibly in connection with the germination of

the teleutospores, which has not been touched upon) acting directly

This relation has provedmycelium of the rust

im It

has been attempted to show:
That dew is of absolute necessity in infection by the rust and of

more importance than rain.
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That without moisture of this sort no infection can take place,

regardless of all other conditions.

limited

spore-germination, but produce the following effects upon spore

production in cases of previous infection: idial development

celium remains di

mant

Fig. 21.—Showing same as fig. 20. Milpitas, August 20, 1903,

produced, otherwise the mycelium finally dies out. Uredo develop-

1

ment is similarly checked and changes to a production of teleuto- [

spores in the sori already formed, without regard to season or condi-

tion of the host; with moisture uredospore formation begins again

at once.

That the teleuto stage is a provision for surviving any condition

unfavorable to the fungus, whether of food supply, moisture, tem-

perature, or resistance by the host, without regard to season.

V

atmospheric moisture y

in most sectioi

direct relation.
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INDIRECT RELATION.

By this is meant the effect of moisture acting upon the parasite

through its effect upon the host, and limited therefore to soil moisture.

It has been attempted to show in this respect:

That under any but very unusual conditions of atmospheric

moisture the indirect relation is of greatest importance.

That an abundance of soil moisture during the summer has a

marked effect in retarding the development of this fungus by giving

the host greater vitality and resistance.

That this is shown by the effects of the varying summer rainfall

in different seasons, by the differences in the water- retaining capacity

of different soils, and by the effects of irrigation.

University of Califoekia,
'

r

Berkeley. Calif.



DELTA AND DESERT VEGETATION.
DanielTrembly MacDougal.

(with seven figures)

The systematized discussion of the deserts of North America
recently attempted by Mr. Coville and the author^ made it obvious

that the southern extension of the Ncvadan-Sonoran desert in Sonora

and peninsular Cahfornia around the head of the Gulf was practically

a terra incognita to the naturalist.

The waters of the Gulf have been surveyed and the more promi-

nent features of the shore lines traced, but since this work was done
thirty years ago, the charts, originally made from data collected by
"Commander" George Dewey in 1873-75, are sadly in need of

revision, especially in the region contiguous to the mouth of the

Rio Colorado. The positions of the prominent hills and mountains
visible from the sea have been plotted as range marks for the navi-

by the explorer on land.

interpretation

A fair share of attention has been paid to the animal life of the

mouth
river and the head of the Gulf have so far practically escaped investi-

gation. These regions offer difficult problems of transportation and
subsistence to the explorer. The southern part of the delta includes
vast areas of muddy salt flats cut by a labyrinth of shallow pools and
channels, and joining directly the desert slopes and plains of Baja
California and Sonora. The water in the lower course of the river
is brackish for a distance of 30'^'^ from the sea, while other sources of
water are uncertain and widely separated, the tropical sun forming
an additional factor to test the endurance of the unaccustomed
traveler. In running the boundar>' on the long northwestward slant
of the Arizona-Sonoran line after the Gadsden Purchase Treaty,
the commission found it necessary to haul water nearly 200^^" to
meet the needs of its camps. The trail which runs

VCDOUGAL
the Carnegie Institution. November, 1903. Washington, D. C.

44 [JULY
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ary

Mexican Californian gold fields in

1849, and in the waterless stretch of 150'''" between Q
may

and crosses of loose stones by the side of the trail, grim evidences of

failures to negotiate this formidable "Jornada del Muerto."

^

Attempts to penetrate the desert directly from the coast have met
with equally serious difficulties. The shore is fringed with mud fiats

many kilometers in width, and numerous sand bars bare at low
water; the tides rise 4-10"^ and produce currents that run 4-8'''™ per

Tmm
gering all craft not in protected anchorages. But few sheltered anchor-

ages are to be found in the upper Gulf, and nearly all of these are far

from a supply of fresh water. The few expeditions to this region in

which attention was paid to the flora are easily recounted.

Colonel Andrew B. Gray traversed the desert from the inter-

national boundary to Adair Bay in 1854, discovering the singular

parasitic Ammobroma Sonorae Torr.,^' which fastens to the roots of

Franseria and Dalea at depths of 60-120'^'" in the sand, and sends
Its fleshy stems to the surface, on which the flowers appear to rest.

Dr. E. Palmer traveled southward from Yuma to Lerdo near the

head of tidewater in 1889, and collected about two dozen species of

plants,3 but no general account of the expedition is available.

Descriptions of a number of the plants are to be found 'in the

accounts of the boundary survey,^ in which but little attention,

however, appears to have been paid to the flora of the delta.

1. S. Brandegee^ made a long journey overland,
year in which he traversed Baja California, for a distance of several

hundred nliles northward to San Quintin in about the same lati-

in the same

southernmost How-
ever, he did not reach the country east of the main divide north of

San Luis Bay, 300'^'" south of the mouth of the river.

^ ToRREY,
J., Ammobroma, a new genus of plants. Ann. Lye. Nat. Hist. N. Y.

^ June 1864.

^RosE,
J. N., Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 1:27. 1890.

^ Report on U. S. and Mex. Boundary Sun^ey, Emorj- 2:21. 1859.

5 Brandegee, T. S., a collection of plants from Baja California, 1SS9. Proc.
Cahf.Acad.II. 2:-. 1889.
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Mr. Edmund Heller made some explorations and zoological coUec-

tions for the Field Columbian Museum, February-December 1902,

in which the western slopes of the Santa Catalina, San Pedro Martir,

or Calamuie Mountains and of the Hanson Laguna Mountains were

traversed. Mr. Heller crossed the main divide in about latitude

31° 30', south of the main elevation of Calamahuie, to Parral, w^hich

lies about 600^ above sea level. One degree to the northward the

main range w^as again crossed at San Matias Pass and his expedition

reached the bay of San Felipe. The account of this w^ork contains

notes on the occurrence of many important plants, including the giant

cactus and the Washington palm.*^ .

The author organized an expedition to this region early in the

present year, under the joint auspices of the Desert Botanical Lab-

oratory of the Carnegie Institution, and of the New York Botanical

Garden. Mr.

uma
November 1903, where the construction of a small sloop, 9™ in

length with 2.4™ beam, was begun and which was brought to com-

Januar}' 1904 bottomed
design suitable for floating down the muddy shallows of the river,

and was furnished with a centerboard for use in saiHng the rougher
waters of the Gulf, being rigged with a mainsail and jib.

means
carrying fresh water, and a special form

canteen, provisions, compasses, binoculars, cameras, aneroids, ther-

mometers

H500^8 was taken aboard. The party included Prof. R.
Director of the Agricuhural Experiment Stations of Arizona, and
an assistant, in addition to Mr. Sykes and the author. A general
narrative in which the detailed movements of the expedition are
given has already been pubHshed^ and need not receive further atten-
tion in this article.

J

J

6 Elliot, D. G., A list of mammals collected by Edmund Heller in the Sap Pedro i

Martir and Hanson Laguna Mountains and the accompanying coast' regions of Lower
California. Field Columbian Museum, Pub). 79. Zoological Series 3: no. 12. 1903.

'

7MacDougal, D. T., Botanical explorations in the southwest. Tour. N. Y. I

Bot. Garden 5:89. 1904.

i
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THE DELTA.

e from the

J

from
great delta which extends from this point to the Gulf of California,
a distance of about 140''™; while the coastal plains on the western side
of the Gulf embrace mud flats that constitute an actual extension
of the delta so''™ further. This delta probably offers more varied and
strikmg features of natural history than any other watercourse in

North America. The river which has formed it rises in the perpetual
snows of Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado, and runs 2Sod"^, chiefly

through arid regions, before it empties into the upper end of the sub-
tropical Gulf, into which it carries sixty million tons of sediment
yearly, building up the delta and extending it seaward at a rate visible

to common observation within a single lifetime.* Numerous wit-

nesses among the Cocopa Indians, Mexicans, and river men are

agreed that the various distinct associations of plants characterized
by salt grass, willow, and poplar, have advanced about 12-14!^™ to the

southward during the last fifty years.

1 he portion of the delta near the present course of the river con-

sists of an alluvial plain, not
mark, subject to constant bank erosion, shifting, and remaking of the

sofl, cut in all directions by old channels existing as bayous and
sloughs, and -flooded at high water in May, June, and July. Almost
pure formations of willow and poplar (Populus mexkana) cover

many square kilometers and furnish food for thousands of beavers
that burrow in the banks. The poplar is thickly infested with a

mistletoe (Phoradendron), and fungal parasites are abundant.
Large areas are occupied by the arrow-weed {Pluchea serkea), and
mesquite {Prosopis vehitinea), and the screw-bean or "tornilla"

{P. puhescens). Two or three species of Atriplex are also to be
found in sections in which the action of the water prevents the estab-

hshment of the woody perennials of greater size. In the upper part

of the delta a cane (Phragmites) fringes the channel, and its closely

more

materially
s Forbes, R. H., The Colorado river of the west. Univ. of Ariz. Monthly 6: 112

1904.
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In the lower part of the delta, where the river is affected by the spring

tides, the cane is partly replaced by a cat-tail 'Hule" {Typha angusti-

jolia), which not only lines the shores for many miles, but extends

back some distance on areas free from trees, forming dense masses

I

I

^

*

»

•-

I

I

Fig. Scene on right bank of Rio Colorado, Baja California, a few meters
from the margin of the stream, lo^"^ below Yuma; the conchoidal fractures of the

clayey mud are 30-35''" in depth; Salix and Populus in background; Station i of

hygrometric observations.

I-

that afford shelter for a number of animals, including a peculiar sub-

species of a small mountain Hon.

Large areas throughout the delta which were not covered by trees

bore wild hemp (Cassia ?) in great abundance. The slender stems
reach a height of 3-4"^, branch profusely above, and bear numerous
pods. At the time of our visit, the plants which were annuals were

i

I

i

^
^

^k
r.C^ A .
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dead and dry, still retaining the seed pods, and progress through one

of these plantations was accompanied by a shower of seeds which

results from any disturbance of the plant. The clearings also fur-

nished suitable conditions for a plant with a deeply buried bulb, prob-

ably a Calochortus, which is eaten by the Cocopa Indians under the

name of '^chech/' and also forms an important article of food of the

sand-hill crane, and of the wild hogs that infest the tules.

The forests of willow and poplar begin to lose density at a dis-

tance of 50-60^"^ from the Gulf, the willows extending farthest toward

salt water,, a few being seen near the mouth of the Hardy branch of
r

the Colorado. Beyond these are the mud plains^ the portions not

actually subject to erosion being thickly covered with salt grass

{Distichlis spicata) and Cressa truxillensis, and bearing small clumps

and isolated specimens of salt bush (Atriplex), mesquite, and screw

bean. Such areas are inundated at the highest tides; consequently •

the soil solutions are heavily charged with salts, and whitish alkaline

crusts appear during the winter dry season.

The floods of spring and early summer from the rains and melting

snows of the headwaters region of the river raise the level of the

water until it flushes the innumerable old channels and covers the

greater part of the delta. Most of the herbaceous species make their

annual growth after the waters have subsided in July. Other species,

which are less affected by the lower temperatures and low relative

humidity of the winter season, are set in action by the favorable con-

ditions of March and April, and come into bloom at this time, thus

making two distinct seasonal groups of annuals.

The main stream of the river cuts directly into the gravel plain

or mesa of Sonora at four points on the eastern margin of the delta,

and here are to be seen the striking contrasts of the isolated xero-

philous plants of the dry gravelly soil of the desert within a few

meters of the pure dense formations of the muddy soil of the alluvial

plain of the deUa {fig. 2). In places the creosote bush (Covillea)

descends the gentler slopes to the margin of the moister soil near

the margin of the channel, accomplishing a growth which carries it

to a height of over 7"^, the maximum size for the species.

The above description apphes most directly to the eastern and

• southern portions of the deka, which may be observed in the descent

Mo. Bot, Garden

1904.
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of the river, but it by no means exhausts the interesting features of

If the low-lying contiguous areas to the westward capablethe region.

of being flooded are included, the delta may be said to have an

area approximately equal to the state of Connecticut. One arm

extends over 200^"^ to the northwestward and includes the Salton

Basin, with its exposed bottom more than 130^ below the level of

the sea. Although the summer floods of extreme height find their

;^o^" t^sih
SIZfyA,.-i-m

^^^.->|^

Fig. 2.—View of Rio Colorado at a point where it cuts into the desert mesa of

Sonora a few kilometers south of international boundary; looking downstream; Populus

and Salix on right bank; dense forest of Populus in background on left bank; portion

of mesa in foreground on left bank with Covillea, Stillingia, and Ephedra; Station 3.

way by old channels into this basin, creating a temporal lake of

great extent, yet the district affected must be classed as desert, since

the highly saline character of the soil and prevailing low humidity

and precipitation support representative types of vegetation {fig. 4).^

Other basins ordinarily dry, with sahne deposits, are to be found in

various parts of the depressed area, which has the characteristics of

a sea-floor of comparatively recent date.

9 See also Coville and MacDougal, The Desert Botanical Laboratory of the

Carnegie Institution (November 1903), pp. 21-22. pis. 23-26.

i:
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Many parts of the delta and of the adjoining districts in the deserts

of Sonora and Baja Cahfornia show traces of recent earthquakes

and of volcanic action, a tract 2 by lo^"" being now occupied by a

number of active mud volcanoes.

^. kj\—K

Fig. 3.—View to southward on floodplain of Rio Colorado below mouth of Hardy's

branch; Range Hill in distance; carpet of Cressa iruxillensis and Distichlis spicata;

Prosopis scattered over plain, which also shows great quantities of driftwood.

The Cocopa Mountains rise directly from the delta to a height

of over 1300"^, and their granite slopes support an island of desert

vegetation of the types induced by low humidity and precipitation.

DESERTS.

The arid region east of the delta, extending southward from the

Gila River, consists principally of long gentle slopes or sandy gravelly

plains rising gradually toward the interior, and broken here and there
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by a succession of low mountain ranges, such as the Agua Dulce,

Pinacate, and Santa Clara Mountains. The soil is particularly sub-

ject to the action of the wind, but the irregular consistency of the

sand allows the formation of moving dunes or "sables'' in a few

localities only near the delta. Mounds of a few meters in height,

held together by the roots of Ephedra, Covillea, and other shrubs,

are numerous, however, such mounds being due either to the erosion

of the soil around them, or to its accumulation and retention by the

\

Fig. 4.—View in Salton Basin, California; the suiface of the soil is thickly incrusted

with saline matter in the open spaces; the vegetation consists chiefly of Spirostachys

and Atriplex.

clumps of plants. In addition to the few herbaceous annuals which

arise during the season favorable for growth, the principal types are

perennials with spinose branches and reduced deciduous leaves,

although a few species with hardy leaves are included. Ephedra,
i

Gaerlneria alhicaiilis, Oenothera claviformis, Lupinus mexicana,

Ahronia villosa, Astragalus Vaseyi, Plantago scariosa, Langloisia

Schottii, Stillingia annua, Asclepias subulata, and Fotiquierla splen-

dens are typical examples; while a few forms with deeply lying bulbs

are also found here, including Hesperocallis montana (fig. 5).

k
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The character of the portion of the Colorado desert lying within

the state of California is the subject of a recent paper by S- B. Parish/

°

and need not be discussed further here. He says, concerning the

deha: ^^the region bordering the Colorado River is too little known
to permit exact statements regarding it.'^

The arid region of Baja California to the eastward of the main

divide covers an area of much greater topographical diversity, but
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Fig. 5.—View to southeastward from Lerdo, Sonora; the gravel mesa bears scat-

tering bushes of Covillea and Ephedra.

with less rainfall probably than the Sonoran slopes across the Gulf,

from which its flora is widely different in general composition. My
examination of this part of the country was made from San Felipe

Bay, which Hes about 60^™ south of the mouth of the Rio Colorado

in latitude 31° N. The western shore of the Gulf between this

point and the river is made up of a continuation of the mud-flats of

the delta, and has great expanses covered with Cressa and salt grass.

'° P.\RISH, S. B., A sketch of the flora of Southern CaUfornia. BoT. Gaz. 36: 203-

222, 259-279. 1903,
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ge which culminates

in the peak of Calamahuie at an elevation estimated at about 3300"".

To the eastward it breaks into lofty precipices and steep slopes which

have not been surmounted between 30° 30' and 32° 30' N., no passes

having been found in this wild stretch of loo'"". Between the main

range and the coast lie numerous minor ranges disposed in laby-

rinthine complexity, which also have not been explored. So far as

available information may be relied upon, no botanist had previously

visited this region, and some care was taken to secure living and
preserved specimens of the native plants whenever at all possible.

The lower coastal slopes were found to be sandy and gravelly, the

depressions and near the shore furnishing suitable conditions for

Lycium Toncyl and Parosela spinosa, which latter becomes a tree

7™ in height. Asclepias snbulafa was abundant in clumps, and
Ditaxis serrata grew on level areas. Other species, characteristic of

the lower levels, were Iheruillea tonella, Croton californicum, Lupinus
mexkanus, and the curious Franhenia Paimeri. The low alkaline

pockets reached by the spring tides furnished conditions suitable for

Spi Covillea, with its enormous capacity of

adjustment, extended from near the shore across the entire slope

and up the granite mountains through a range of over 600"^ in eleva-

mountains

tion. The various portions of the slope between the sea and the

first range of mountains supported ocotillo {Fouquieria splendens),

which attained its maximum height of 10"^, palo verde {Parkinsonia
mkrophylla), palo fierro {Olneya tesota), Bursera, and nnprf^Pvin iliri-

jolia. The streamways leading down from the

itcd by a number of Erlogonums and euphorbiaceous herbs. A few
Opuntias of the cylindrical arboreous t^npe, an Echinocactus, a Mam-
millaria, and a small Cereus were also seen. Pilocereus Schottii,

which is found on the mainland far southward, here reaches the
greatest density yet observed, forming dense forests, acres in extent.
Perhaps the most notable feature from a geographical point of view
was shown by the presence of a great tree cactus, having the appear-
ance of Cereus pecten-ahoriginis. Cereus Pringlei is known to be
abundant under the common name of ''cardon" farther south, but
this plant appears to agree with the former, and makes a splendid

of known occurrence.
northern

i.
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The Jarge number of species with laticiferous juices was especially

noticeable, but with the exception of the dozen Cacti no plants with

organs for the storage of water were seen, a fact possibly connected

with the extremely low precipitation and low water content of the

soil at all times. Seeds of a Cenchrus were very abundant and were

Fig. 6.—Desert of Baja California, looking westward from beach north of San

Felipe Bay; Opuntia, Covillea, and Fouquiera.

used by burrowing rodents as a means of fortification of the entrances

to their burrows, in the same manner that the joints of the "choUa"

are employed elsewhere.

A mountain to the southwestward of San Felipe Bay was climbed

and a summit reached at an elevation of over looc". The granite

slopes supported a sparse vegetation of such types as ]Mammillana,

Ephedra, Bursera microphylla, Asclepias albicans, Eriogonum injfa-
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turn, Yucca, Agave, and Opuntia. So far as might be estimated by

the instruments at hand, the mountain is probably the one on the

hydrographic map of 1873-75 designated as a "sharp white peak

4288^V' which had not previously been ascended, and still bears no

name.
METEOROLOGICAL FEATURES.

Data bearing on the climatic conditions in the delta and of the

contiguous deserts are very meager. Records have been kept at

Yuma for a long term of years, and some data obtained at Torres,

Sonora, quoted in the recent contribution by Mr. Coville and the

author,^ ^ constitute the only information available. The following

table taken from the records of the U. S. Weather Bureau'^ gives

the conditions at the head of the delta.

The transcript of the record was furnished by Hon. Willis L. ^loore

Chief U. S. Weather Bureau.

1903

Maximum temperature
Minimum temperature
Precipitation
Average precipitation (1876-90).

76

33

.39

a;

82
29
23
45

u

go
38
* •

.18

1

<

97
47

. 12

c3

106

*

.06

c
3

112

60
• *

3

III

69
.04
13

ta

113
72

.40

a

112

59
.67

.13

o

96
51
.04
.21

>
o

87
42

35

u

80
34

.64

•3

.98
3.06

c
o

« *

* «

2.98

Year

X903
1904

MEAN RELATIVE HUMIDITY.

8 A.M.

Jan.

53-5
43.0

1

Feb. Mar. April May

61.3
» * »

June

59.9
• « * *

July Aug.

68.3
* • • *

Sept. Oct. Nov.

46.7
4 4*'

62.9
45-7

53.3
» * V •

52-0 61. I

* * P *

67.4
* t « #

54-3
» * *

Dec.

39-5
> « t

1003
1904

28.0
20.7

44.8
21.7

23-0 17.0

8 p. M.

17.9
W «

17.8 21.7 2.82
• •

30-

9

• *

23-7 28.4 24.2

It is to be seen that the delta and the contiguous districts have an
annual precipitation of less than 7^^

, and that less than 2
cm was

lical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution, p. 23. November 1903.

^^ Greely and Glasford, Report on the climate of Arizona. Ex. Doc. No. 2S7.

Washington. 1891.

Arizona Section for 1903,

service Report for

L

I
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received during the year 1903, the relative humidity at all times being

very low also. The rainfall is distributed throughout the year, so

that only a small proportion of the total is received within any month;

furthermore, this distribution is irregular in any series of seasons,

so that the native plants have but little opportunity of acquiring a

Fig. 7.—Desert of Baja California; view from San Felipe Bay; peak over loooni

high, ascended February 14, 1904, in distance; the sloping plain which rises gradually

to the foot of the mountain bears Fouquieria, Ephedra, Covillea, Bursera, Parosela,

Parkinsonia, and Cereus.

rhythm of activity in response to the annual supply of moisture, a

fact not without its influence on the general anatomical character of

the plants, as will be pointed out below. In no part of the country

to the southward of Yuma did we find any evidences of a greater

rainfall than that given above, upon noting the surface of the soil
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and the state of resting vegetation, and no precipitation occurred dur-

ing the month the expedition was actually in field. Attention is to

be called to the table of relative humidity, in which it is to be seen

that the minima are very low, yielding averages from 17 to 30 per

cent. So far as a general inspection could be relied upon, it did not

appear that precipitation had occurred at San Felipe Bay within three

months, and it might well have been three times that period since

any had been received.

Dr. Edward Palmer visited the Raza Islands in the lower part of

the Gulf, 225"^" northwest from Guaymas, in February 1890, and

notes that no rainfall had been received there for more than a

year.' 3 Nothing can be hazarded as to the extent of the region

with this extreme limit of aridity on the Sonoran side of the Gulf,

except that it does not include the mesa at an elevation of 300"' at

Torres, and it does not appear to include the western slope of the

central range in Baja California, although no definite information is

available. So far as known at the present time, therefore, this region

of extreme and constant drought, constituting the most pronounced

type of desert in North America, lies on the eastward or lee side of

the San Pedro Martir range of Baja California, and includes areas on

the Sonoran mainland, the whole being a southern extension of the

Colorado desert. It is evident, however, that a further investigation

of the region is necessary to determine the exact meteorological status

of this area, as well as the general character, derivation and rela-

tionships of its flora. The extreme type of strict desert offered by
the area in question points to the possibihty of finding here the readi-

est solution of some of the more important problems presented by
desert vegetation.

RELATIVE

The relatively brief time during which the expedition was in the

field made it impossible to secure records of value as to precipitation,

although it has been noted above that no rainfall occurred, except
1 - Y 4 * *

Mount
main range in Baja CaUfornia. A Lamprecht's hair hygrometer
was carried, however, and obser\'ations were taken daily, the instru-

'3 Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 1:79. 1890.
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ment being compared before being taken into the field and after its

return with other instruments for standardization. The data given

below are corrected results, not direct transcripts from the notebook.

t

ft

Station j.

Camp on dried mud flats on shore of Rio Colorado a kilometer

below international boundar}^ in Baja California; observations taken

from margin

hore; see fig.

Jan. 28
i

28

28

29

29

29

29

29

29

4:30 p.

M

60° F.

6:30

8:00 u

12:45 A. M
1:20 "

6:00

6:25

7:00

7:40

li

it

a

55

51

30

29

27

38

iC

a

a

it

ic

iC

IC

17^ rel. hum.

15

Sun on instrument

18

66

70

60

36

n

ii

a

a

a

a

a

a

Station 2.

Camp on small island in great bend 33^^™ downstream from Yuma,

covered with a dense grove of ^alix except at one end.

Jan. 29

29

29

<

30

30

30

4:50 P.M .

7:10 "

61° F.

8:45
U

37

32

2:45 A. M.

5:45 "

7:50

ki

ii

u
3°

26 "

Sun on instrument

2\% rel. hum

75

57

84

58

35

U

U

u

u

u

Station J.

Camp at lower end of high mesa bank below La Grulla, Sonora;

obser\'ations taken at a point 60^ from margin of bank 13"^ in

height, constituting bank of river, among bushes of Covillea, Ephe-

dra, etc. (fig. 2).

Jan. 30 4:40 p. M
a

u

a

ti

tc

30

30

30

31

31

4:50

7:00

8:30

6:30

7:30

ii

a

u

70° F.

68
((

ii

A. M
it

54

48
"

44
"

45 "

19^ rel hum

16

IS

7

30

29

ii

it

ii
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Station 4.

Noon stop made at point ^vhere the river cuts into the Sonora
mesa

/ -

corresponding to Station 3, with similar vegetation.

J 1:45 P.M. 72° F. 15^ rel. hum.

Station 5.

Camp on'dry shore in Baja California among willows, poplar, and
saltbush, with numerous beaver slides aloncr bank.

Feb.
ti

ti

7:00 P. M.

8:30 «

6:30 A, M.

50^ F.

44 "

4T «

2,0% rel hum.

66 "

59

Station 6.

Group of adobe buildings at Colonia Lerdo, on margin of gravel
mesa sloping graduall)

quite, saltbush, and arrow-weed.

from stream

Feb.
iC

it

3

3

3

11:40 A. M
1:30 P. il.

4:15 "

78° F.

81

i6fc rel hum

79

4i

ii

ir

10-5

a

a

*

Station 7.

Camp on eastern shore of river at Colonia Lerdo, among poplar,
willow, cane, and tule, 25

m

surface.

from margin of water and 2"^ above

Feb.
ii

ii

5

5

5

7:25 p.

M

7:45 "

2:10 it

64° F.

64 "

67
"

38$e rel. hum.

40

37

Station 8.

number1 . , - ,
^-.xx.^v^ ciu a. iiuinuer 01 pomis on uie

plam and mountams, near camp on San Felipe Bay, Baja California.

Feb.
ii

ii

(i

it

II

II

12

12

12

Tent on beach.

6:20 p. M
8:20 "

5-50 A. M
it8:00
a

a

tt

52° F

49

37

56 "

63 «

42% rel. hum

39

44

27

24

ii

ti

it

a

\
^
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f

Feb. 13

" 14

In shade of Bursera.

At 76"' level, 13^'" from shore.

Feb. 14

Feb. 14

Feb. 19

1:00 p. M. 71^ F. 40J? rel. hum.

6:15 ^'
57

"
41

a

6:00 A. M, 60 "
33

u

800"^ on mountain.
*

8:4s A.M. eg'^F. 32!^ rel. hum.

1200'" on mountain (fig. 7),

11:00 A. M. 72^ F. 32^ rel. hum.

ill mountain loo"" high, 20'""
:north.

San Felipe, 8''"' from coast.

9:45 A. M. 72° F. 18:? rel. hum.

RESUME.
r

It is to be seen that the region discussed in the foregoing paper

includes a subtropical delta of irregular outline and long extensions,

which includes within its outermost boundaries a great alluvial plain

subject to floods, bank erosion, and shifting of the soil, and also to

the action of salt tidal waters ; a mountain range of granite and vol-

canic rocks over looo"^ in height; a small area of active mud volcanoes;

a depressed region, presumably an old sea-floor, the bottom of which

is more than loo"^ below the level of the sea; and the mud flats near

the actual mouth of the river. This delta is directly in contact with

the gravel and sand desert mesas of Sonora and Baja CaHfornia.

The portion of the delta subject to the direct action of the floods

and tides is everj^-where slightly alkaline and varies but little in the

general constituency of the soil, supporting a luxuriant growth of

vegetation, the more important elements of which grow in pure for-

mations of the greatest possible density. Tlie larger woody plants of

this region have their bases submerged in water at a low temperature

during the summer season, during which time the crowns are exposed

to low relative humidity at temperatures that may be as much as

70° F. higher than the roots. In consequence of this condition many

species in the low lands have xerophilous foliage. In addition, a

comparatively high concentration of soil salts must be endured during

the stages of low water.

An analysis of the flora of the region shows that many of the

species of the delta extend down along the coast especially in the
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regions with frinering mud banks derivedg^^-^^^^ ,,^^^^ ^X^i^J,Xii_ m
The greater part of the vegetation of the coastal slopes and plains,

however, is made up of species which also extend southward along

the shores of the Gulf, and are found but sparingly to the northward.

The vegetation of the Salton basin is subjected to the action of

extreme aridity and also of a high concentration of soil salts, com-

prising types of the most pronounced character, both of halophytes

and xerophytes. The elevations included in the delta are dry moun-
tain slopes and support a desert vegetation.

The mesas adjoining the northern part of the Gulf of California

appear to offer the most extreme desert conditions in North America.
The rainfall at Yuma at the northern extremity of the delta was less

than 25™"^ during 1903, and years have been noted at points farther

south in which no precipitation occurred. The entire normal pre-

cipitation in the desert in Baja California is probably no greater than
the amount of water condensed as dew in eastern United States.

The desert apparently extends to the slopes of the central elevation
of the peninsula to the westward, which reaches an elevation of over
3000"^. This mountain wall probably acts" as a barrier which shuts
off moisture-laden winds from the Pacific and causes the aridity of

the region. The southern and eastern limits of the extreme desert
cannot be defined with the information now at hand.

The vegetation of the desert areas in the regions of greatest aridity

consists chiefly of types devoid of massive storage organs, and of

perennials with laticiferous sap, while a large number of forms secrete
volatile oils or exude resinous gums. The determination of the
causal relations of these adaptations cannot be made

mterpretation

rpl

named

I

I

'I

1

occurs, storage organs would be manifestly useless, and indeed their
formation impossible. Species with spinose branches and minute
leaves which are quickly discarded during unfavorable periods are
abundant Several species of Ephedra with functionally useless .

leaves and chlorophyllose stems are included, while Lycium and
'

f

Frankema with small succulent easily detachable leaves are highly i

•i-
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the only species offering anything of the nature of water-storage

organs outside of the Cacti.' '^

The region under discussion offers matchless opportunities for

comparison of the most highly developed xerophytic types of the

desert with the broad-leaved forms of the deha which root in the

mud. Midway between the two are the species which stand in the

moist soil of the deha, and have foliage suitable to endure the extreme

aridity of the air, which constantly blows from the desert over the

entire delta.

New York Botanical Garden.

^4MacDougal, D. T., Some aspects of desert vegetation. Plant World 6:249-

257- 1903-
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THE AECIDIUM OF ilAIZE RUST.
W

The great economic importance of the corn (maize) crop lends special

interest to any discover}' relating to the habits and development of corn

parasites. It is partly for this reason, and partly because it illustrates a

method of observation not yet commonly understood, that the following

narrative of the discovery of the aecidium of Puccinia Sorghi Schw., the

common rust of corn, is given here in advance of the season's culture

work, of which it forms a part, and which has been undertaken in coopera-

tion with the Bureau of Plant Industr}' of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture.

As corn rust is practically coextensive in geographical distribution with

the cultivation of its host, although rarely so abundant and destructive

as to attract the attention of the cultivator, and as no aecidium has seemed

even in the remotest way to have connection with it, the view has gained

ground that either an aecidium is no longer produced in its life-cycle, or

that it occurs only in regions where corn was originally wild. In the latter

case the aecidium might inhabit some host of restricted range, for all gluma-

ceous rusts with one exception are heteroecious, and the chances, therefore,

to detect and prove the genetic connection would be ie\\\ I have found that

corn rust continues to produce uredospores until very late in the fall, in

fact often as long as the corn plants are alive. On October 9, 1901, I

tested uredospores taken from plants in the field partly killed by frost,

and found that they germinated well in drop cultures. It would seem

possible for the rust in northern regions to be wholly distributed by uredo-

spores, beginning in spring from a locality sufficiently far southward to

permit the corn plant to survive the winter. However, all these ruminations

ery

necessary

on which successful cultures were founded, were essentially of the same

character as those connected with three-fourths of the discoveries in heteroe-

cism which I have so far made, and are therefore given in some detail as a

typical and suggestive example of the method employed in my work.

On June second of the present year, while w^alking through a thick growth

of weeds bordering a cultivated field, I came upon some plants of Oxahs

cymosa Small, the common form of yellow wood-sorrel in this region, bear-

4

\

\

64
[jTi-y
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ing aecidia. The weeds were over two feet high, mostly Ambrosia trifida,

with many small plants of other species beneath, the Oxalis being abundant.
As this aecidium is rarely collected, I began to gather herbarium specimens,

and observed that while nearly every leaf on the lower half of the Oxalis

stems was infected with the rust over an area of about three feet in diameter,

beyond that area it grew less frequent, and was quite absent in four or

five feet from the center of the infected area, although the Oxalis plants

were equally abundant everywhere in the vicinity. It seemed to me this

gave evidence that the teleutosporic source of infection was within the

narrow limits of the rusted area. I reasoned that if the sporidia had been
blown from a distance, the infection would have been more evenly distributed,

and over a larger area. I observed that the lowest leaves on the plants

were most thickly dotted with aecidia, and especially those caught beneath

the tangle of dead stems from last year's growth. This indicated that the

germinating teleutospores must have lain close to or upon the ground, and
that the protecting weeds and shrubs had prevented currents of air from

materially distributing the sporidia.

I now instituted a search for remains of sedge or grass which might

happily show a few teleutosporic sori. Usually one is embarrassed by
finding portions of many species, often unidentifiable, but in this case I

could find no clumps or stalks of sedge or grass within the infected area,

apparently none having grown the previous season, doubtless prevented

by the dense thicket of tall weeds, or else they had wholly disintegrated.

There was, however, quite a mass of debris deposited by the spring over-

flow of the near-by river, made up largely of broken cornstalks, but so

covered with silt that it was impossible to tell if they had borne rust or not.

The cornstalks did not occur beyond the affected area, and so were seized

upon as a possible, although very dubious, clue.

The task of testing this inference was neither difficult nor protracted,

a piece of good fortune but rarely encountered. Rusted leaves

Oxalis were taken to the laboratory, about two miles distant, their long

petioles placed in a vial of water, and adjusted over a potted plant of corn

{Zea Mays L.), the whole being covered with a bell jar. On the third day

the bell jar was removed.

On the fifth day the corn leaves appeared paler where the spores had

presumably fallen; on the seventh day watery pimples began to show; and

on the eighth day a few uredosori had opened. In a day or two more

hundreds of characteristic sori were displaying a wealth of fuscous spores;

and nearly the whole green area of the leaf blades, upon both sides, was so

thoroughly rusted as to threaten the life of the tissues.

^ h
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This prompt and very abundant appearance of the uredo could be
interpreted only as the result of the aecidial infection, for corn rust had
not yet appeared out of doors, and even if it had, such an unusual attack
following closely within the time limit of incubation would be highly improb-
able. It may therefore be considered pro\-ed that the aecidium of Piiccinia
Sorghi Schw. occurs upon Oxalis, and a verification with teleutosporic
material can be confidently undertaken in due time.

There are but seven or eight records in literature of the collection of
aecidia on Oxalis, and there is litde doubt, if any," that in every case the
aecidium belonged to Puccinia Sorghi. They are as follows:

1876. Collected on Oxalis Bound Lindl. near Somerset East, Cape
Colony, South Africa, by P. MacOwan, and issued in Thuemen's Myco-
theca universalis, no. 1226. It was given the name of Aecidium Oxalidis by
Thuemen and described as a new species in Flora 63:425. 1876. I have
seen several specimens from this collection, and can detect no morphological

srus

uredospores. The probabHity of its being the same species is somewhat
mcreased by the fact that Puccinia Sorghi Schw. on cultivated corn was
also found near Somerset East by the same collector (Flora 63:569. 1876)

autumn

1877. Collected on Oxalis violacea L. at Ames, Iowa, by the writer
(Bull. Iowa Agric. College ~:i67. Nov. 1884). Only a few affected leaves
were found.

887. Collected on Oxalis stricta L W
M

Carleton (Bartholomew's Kansas Uredineae in Trans. Kans. Acad. Sci.

16:190). These citations probably represent only one collection. The
agrees

host is a diflterent though closely related species.

J
\\ebber (Bull. Neb. Agric. Exper. Sta. no. 11:333, and Rep. Neb. Bd.
Agric. 1889:211), who speaks of it as rare; and also on the same host at
Weeping Water, Neb., about 50 -" from Lincoln, by T. A. WiUiams (Rep.
JNeb., Bd. Agnc. /. c), who reports it as common. I' have not seen these
collections.

^ 1893. Collected on Oxalis cornicidata L. at Bozen in the Austrian
Ivrol. bv T Pm-i-i'fc-^u T^u- _ , _ . ,

Innsbruck
J Masrnus in the

—— -v-x,.!!! icpuiLi lor 1094, ana aescnbed as a new
species with the name Aecidium Peyritschianum. I have not seen a speci-
men from this collection, or the published article, but I do not doubt that
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the name is a synonym of Aecidium Oxalidis Thuem., judging from the
brief description in Saccardo's Syll. 11:215, and from the fact that corn

J

is grown in the region where the fungus was found.
» 1893. Collected on Oxalis strida L. at Lincoln, Neb., by the Botanical

Seminar (Bot. Survey Neb. 3:10). I have not seen the collection.
•

1894, 1899. The herbarium of the writer also contains a collection

Julv

J
on Oxalis strida L., of which there is no published record.

Summing up the evidence, the writer believes that all the above col-

lections can be placed with much confidence under Pticcinia Sorghi Schw.,
as representing the aecidial stage of the fungus. It would be interesting to

discuss the change in views which this discovery of the aecidium must
produce regarding the propagation and dissemination of corn rust, but
that can better be left for another occasion.—J. C. Arthur, Purdue Uni-
versity, Lafayette, Ind.

EXPERIMENT
PLANT GROWTH.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY. LX.

(with three figures)

Ix studies of the relation of soils to vegetational distribution in "Michi-

gan/ one of the authors found reason to believe that the nature of the

vegetation covering any upland area of that region has been determined
by the amount of water present in the surface layers of the soil. Further-

niore, it was pointed out that, with the exception of swamp margins, the

amount of water thus present is dependent upon the physical nature of the

soil, especially upon its water-retaining or papillary power, which, in turn,

is largely dependent upon the size of the soil particles. The physics of

this proposition, together with the literature thereon, is discussed in a

paper about to appear in the Annual Report of the Michigan Board of

Geological Survey for 1903. It will be necessary to state here only the

general fact that the smaller the particles of a soil, the greater will be its

Water-retaining power, and the larger the particles, the smaller this prop-
erty. Also, the greater the retaining power, the greater will be the power
to lift water from a lower level. Thus, clay soils have a great power of

' LiviNGSTOX, B. E., The distribution of the plant societies of Kent county,
Michigan. Ann. Report Michigan Board of Geol. Surv^ey, 1901.

The distribution of the upland plant societies of Kent county, Michigan. Box.
Gaz. 35:36-55. 1903-
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retaining and lifting water, while sandy soils possess this property to a

much less degree.

Since the natural soils dealt wuth in the paper cited differ chemically

as well as physically, clay being largely composed of alumina and sand of

sihca, it seemed wise actually to test by field cultures the hypothesis above

referred to. It was desirable that in these cultures the several soils should

at the start be chemically the same, while their physical properties alone

Fig. I.

should differ. To this end crushed quartz, containing 99.8 per cent, pure

siHca, was obtained in three sizes or grades. • The particles of the finest

grade have an average diameter of o.o2"i™; those of the medium 0.6"^"^;

and those of the coarse 1.15"^"^. To these different sands were added

mineral salts which should supply the essentials for plant growth. The
proportion of the ions to the volume of soil was made approximately the

same as it was found to be in natural fertile soils by Taylor and
The salts actually used were KH,PO„ CaCXOj),, MgSO,, NaN03. and

CaCl,. All three grades of sand were treated exactly alike.

Three ordinary- apple barrels were chosen for the cultures. These

^ U. S. Dept. of Agric, Bureau of Soils, Bull. 22:37. iQ^S-

Moonev
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have an end diameter of 40^^ and a height of jo^^. After a number of
holes had been bored in the sides and bottom, each of these was placed
upright, with the top even with the general ground surface, in gravelly

sand of an ancient lake beach in the experiment grounds of this laboratory.

The barrels stand in a north-and-south row about a meter apart, the finest

soil being at the southern end of the row, the coarsest at the northern.

Each barrel was filled to the brim with its particular grade of culture soil,

the salts being added in solution as the sand was shoveled in. The soil in

and around the barrels was then thoroughly soaked with water. After the

Fig. 2.

soils thus prepared had stood several days, wild plants were dug in the

vicinity of the university and set out in the cultures, practically all of the

soil adhering to their roots having first been removed by gentle water-

washing.

Similar plants, from the same locality, and often from the same clump,

were chosen for the cultures. Immediately following the planting, suffi-

cient water to wash the soil closely around the roots was added and no

subsequent watering was done. The plants used are as follows: Poa

compressa, Poa pratensis, Potentilla anserina, Potentilla argenlea, Solidago

Helianthus strnmosiis. H Verbena stricta,

and Verbena hastata.

Placed in the open, as the cultures are, they have been subjected to

the same external moisture conditions both in regard to precipitation and
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absorption from the surrounding natural soil. At the time of placing the

barrels, the ground water of the ridge where they were sunk had its sur-

face at a depth of 2.2'", i. e., 1.5°^ below the bottom of the barrels. Thus

the three cultures present no differences either in external water or in

chemical nature, but differ only in size of their component quartz particles.

It need hardly be added that the gravelly sand surrounding the barrels is

perfectly uniform throughout the series.

Fig. 3.

May first

gradually
v^v, ...xc^i ^na lorgea atiead of the others, and on June 5 a difference

was very weU marked. The plants in the finest material showed a much
greater growth and a greater general thriftiness of vegetation. The photo-
graphs here presented exhibit clearly the relation between the three cultures
as they e.xisted on June 15. Fig. i shows the condition of the culture in
fme sand; jf^. ., that in medium sand; and fig. 3, that in coarse sand.

thri
'! ™""^'"^^^ «^«^^ the height in centimeters of the plants in the

ttiree cultures on June ic.
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^ Plant

Potentilla anserina. . .

.

Potcntilla argentea. . .

.

Verbena stricta

Verbena hastata
Solidago serotina

Helianthus strumosus .

Ilclianthus divaricatus
Poa pratensis

Poa compressa

Fine soil Medium soil

20-23 8-10

20
8-

14-

42
18-
22-

23

15

19

45
23
28

15
28

-20
-40

4- 5
2- 5
5-8
10-17
3-12
14-19
dead

nearly dead

Coarse soil

6- 8

(3 out of 4 dead)

3-6
2- 4
2- 3

10-12

lO-II

10-17

dead
dead

Wliile

and therefore relative rate of growth, it does not express at all the equally

prominent features of comparative size and numbers of leaves, the presence

or absence of runners, the wealth or scarcity of flow^ers, and all the features

which go to make one plant vigorous and the other barely existing.

It will be realized at once that the experiment here described offers

somewhat conclusive evidence in favor of the above-mentioned hypothesis

of one of the present authors {loc, cit.)y as wxll as of that recently expressed

by Whitney and Cameron^ in regard to agricultural plants. A fuller dis-

cussion and .analysis of the conditions here dealt wath would be out of

place in this announcement, the purpose of the latter being only to state

the facts in regard to the experiment. Further w^ork along these lines is

in progress. J

1

A NEW GILIA.

Gilia sapphirina, sp. nov. (Hugelia).—Erect, paniculately branched

from the base, the branches slender, sparsely leaved, the main stem and

some of the principal branches inclined to be tortuous, viscid-glandular

throughout, 30^"^ high or more: leaves (all but the uppermost) simple,

subterete, tipped with a white bristle, often purplish, 1-5^*" long; upper-

most leaves with two very short bristle tipped divisions at base: flowers

solitary' or capitate in few-flowered clusters from most of the leaf axils,

even those near the base of the stem, either sessile or on peduncles 10-15'"'"

long; involucral bracts broadly ovate and simple or 3-lobed, membranous

on each side of the broad green rib, glandular and clothed with ver}- few

woolly hairs- calyx S'"'" long, the divisions one third the entire length,

the central green rib 0.75'"™ wide, slightly narrower than the membranous

3 Whitney, M., and Camerox, F. K., The chemistrj- of the soil as related to crop

production. U. S. Dept. of Agric, Bureau of Soils, Bull. 22:72. 1903.
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fold between, glandular-puberulent and viscid, not at all lanater corolla

salverform, the tube 4^"^ long, slightly surpassing the spine-tipped tri-

angular divisions of the calyx; border sapphire blue, throat yellowish,

lobes broadly obovate to orbicular, retuse at apex, 7"^"^ wide, lo"^"^ long;

filaments and anthers white, exserted about 7"""^, the anthers oblong,
w

sagittate, 3"^"^ long: style longer than the filaments but not equaling the

anthers; stigmas 3 or 4, short, narrowly linear: capsule barely surpassing

the calyx lobes, usually with only one seed in each cell, the other o\-ules

present but abortive.

Type collected November 1903 by :Mrs. Blanche Trask, in the San
Jacinto Mountains, California. Spe unen
from the same mountains, distributed as G. virgata Steud., is the same
but is much younger than Mrs. Trask's specimen. Neither can be prop-

erly referred to G. virgata if the figure in Hooker's Icones 200 represents

that species. The paniculate instead of virgate habit, the glandular
instead of white-lanate pubescence, the distinct and Inroad membranous
sinus of the calyx, the broad retuse lobes of the corolla, the few seeds in

the capsule, all serve to distinguish them.—Alice Eastwood, California
Academy of Sciences. San Francisco.

r

fl
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CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

Alaskan cryptogams.

The fifth volume of the series presenting the scientific results of the Harriman
Alaskan Expedition is devoted to papers on cr}'ptogams.' It has been prepared
under the general direction of Dr. William Trelease, who distributed the material
to specialists and writes an interesting introduction to the volume. Dr. Trclease
also shares with P. A. Saccardo and C. H. Peck in the section on fungi; the
lichens are treated by Miss Clara E. Cummings, with admirably simple keys;

Warnstorf, whose determinations

bv A, W. Evans ! and the ntpn'di

J

Wa^h

Three of these papers, those on algae, mosses, liverworts, have already been

ngton Academy of Sciences. In this

volume they are reprinted from the same electrotype plates, even to typographical

errors. The utmost care has been taken to preserve the original pagination and
plate numbers, so that from this volume the original publication may be quoted

—

a bibliographical precaution w^hich deserves thankful recognition. It would be

impossible to praise too highly the typographical elegance and beauty of this

volume. Xo detail has been overlooked. Paper, letter-press, plates, and bind-

ing combine to make it an example of the best work of American book-makers.

And the contents, judging by the reputation of the authors of the various

papers, is w^orthy of the perfect dress. About 75 species and 35 subspecies and

varieties are described as new. Alany are illustrated upon the 44 plates, of

which those for fungi are colored. The clever and artistic head pieces were

designed by Mr. F. A. Walpole, whose recent untimely death robs the Depart-

ment of Agriculture of its most skilful botanical artist.

The phanerogams are to be presented in two volumes, under the editorship of

Mr. F. V. Coville, which are announced for the present year.

Mr. Harriman deserves the cordial thanks of naturalists, not only for the

expedition itself which extended so much the knowledge of the Alaskan region,

but also for the sumptuous style in w^hich he makes it possible for the results to

be presented.—C. R. B.

'J. Cardot, Clara E. CummixgSj Alexander W. Evans, C. H. Peck. P. A.

Saccardo, DeAlton Saunders, I. Theriot, and WiLLiA^r Trelease, Alaska.

Vol. V. Cryptogamic botany. Harriman Alaska Expedition, With cooperation of

Washington Academy of Sciences. Imp 8vo. pp. x + 424' P^^- 43- New York:

Doubleday, Page &* Co, 1904, $5.00,

1904] 3
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS.

KoERXiCKE finds that Roentgen rays, after first accelerating growth for a

brief period, as do many injurious agents, later retard it.^ Experiments with

radium bromid^ inclosed in glass, so that only the /5 and 7 rays acted (a rays

and the gaseous emanation being stopped by the glass), showed a strong retarda-

tion of the growth of seedlings, but no fatal injury. Somewhat similar inhibition

of growth occurred with certain fungi after prolonged action of the rays.^C. R. B.

Harvey-* has made a study of the physiographic ecology of Mount Ktaadn,

tracing the origin and development of the flora and noting the various factors

operative in determining the present plant physiognomy. He also shows that

the accepted principles of physiographic ecologj^ hold in general in alpine as well

as in lowland regions. The associations discussed are the crustaceous lichens,

the reindeer moss, the alpine-tundra, the "Krummholz," the Picea-Abies forest,

the "roches moutonnees," the pioneer stage of the alpestrine meadow^s, the

meadow stage, the shrub stage, ponds, and sphagnum bogs.—J. M. C,

perimental

leaves of Pteris. posed

and have a '^hypoderm/' while those sheltered and shaded are of the "shade-

leaf" type, having no hypoderm and either weakly developed or no palisade

tissue. The same differences were developed by different leaves of the same

plant, and by different parts of the same leaf. A plant grown first in a damp

greenhouse and then in the garden produced shade-leaves in the former and

sun-leaves In the latter. It was further noted that the mature type of structure

determined ^T. M
Seward*^ considers the Carboniferous, Rhaetic, and Wealden floras of

South Africa in an important paper. The Ecca beds are held to correspond in

a general way with the Upper Carboniferous of the northern hemisphere, and

are more definitely correlated with the Karharbari beds of the Lower Gondwana
• T 1 T^ • » * - • •

in India.

larity which existed during the Carboniferous between the floras of India, South

3 KoERNiCKE, Max, Ueber die Wirkung von Rontgenstrahlen auf die Keimung
und das Wachsthum. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22 : 148-155. 1904.

3K0ERNICKE, Max, Die Wirkung der Radiumstrahlen auf die Keimung und

das Wachsthum. ibid, 155-166. pL w. 1904.

.VRRIS

Ililina

Ktaadn, Maine. The University of Maine Studies, no. 5. pp. 50. figs. 6. Dec. 1903-

s Boodle, L. A., The structure of the leaves of the bracken {Pteris aq

Lmn.). Jour. Linn. Soc. Bot. 35:659-669. 1904.

6 Seward, A. C, Fossil floras of Cape Colony. Ann. S. African Museum 4 =

1-116. pis. 14. figs. 8. 1903.
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Africa, and South America. The Stormberg beds are considered as of Rhaetic

age, and four new species are described. The Uitenhage beds are considered

as probably of Wealden age, and the fragmentary remains of nineteen species of

plants are enumerated, of which two, a Nilssonia and an Araucarites, are described

as new.

—

Edw^ard W. Berry.

Reed7 has made a cytological study of enzyme-secreting cells in corn and
date seedlings. Sections of living tissue were compared with fixed material to

avoid error. Torrey^s technique^ is regarded faulty, and no evidence was found
to support his observation that solid matter extrudes from the nucleus through

interruptions of the nuclear membrane into the cytoplasm. In addition to a

careful study of the literature and some valuable data in technique, the observa-

tions of special interest are: "(i) In the resting condition the secreting cells of

both Zea and Phoenix are crowded with relatively small proteid granules. As
secretion begins these granules gradually disappear. In Zea this disappearance

coincides closely with consumption of the endosperm; in Phoenix, however, the

disappe (2) The chromatin

of the nucleus is small in amount at the beginning of secretion and increases as

germination progresses. These changes are more noticeable in the case of Zea

than in Phoenix."

—

Raymond H, Pond.

WiELAND^ has brought together a large array of facts to support the thesis

that polar climate has been the major factor in the evolution of plants and animals.

He shows that climatic changes of a character affecting life must in the course of

time be at a minimum at the equator and at a maximum at the poles. He also

thinks it reasonable that the origin of life itself took place at the north or at both

poles; and that the Palaeozoic for various reasons was a period mainly of "gen-

eralized origins." From the origin of life down to the Mesozoic the north

and south polar areas may have played a well-nigh equal part in creating a certain

southward and northward stress; but beginning with the Mesozoic and ''extend-

ing to the glacial period, overwhelming evidence points to the polar origin and

continuous outward dispersion from the north polar area of most of the great

plant and vertebrate groups." Among the illustrations of this the author calls

attention to ''the outward movement especially of conifers and dicotyls from the

Arctic area for long periods of time."—J. M. C.

Wager/° in a preliminary paper, has discussed the much debated question

of the cell structure of the Cyanophyceae. He concludes that the central body

^ Reed, H. S., A study of the enzyme-secreting cells in the seedlings of Zea

Mais and Phoenix dactylifera. Annals of Botany 18:267. 1904.

^ ToRREY, Cytological changes accompanying the secretion of diastase. Bull,

Torr. Bot. Club 29:421. 1902.

i^WiELAND, G. R., Polar climate in time the major factor in the evolution of

plants and animals. Am. Jour. Sci. IV. 16:401-430. 1903.

^° Wager, Harold, The cell structure of the Cyanophyceae. Preliminary paper.

Proc. Roy. Soc. 72:401-408. 1904.
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is a nucleus of a '^ simple or rudimentar}- type/'although not to be regarded as

one of normal type, similar to the nuclei of the higher plants. He enumerates

twelve main chemical and morphological characters that belong to the nuclei

of higher plants, and claims that at least seven of them belong to the central

body of the Cyanophyceae, as follows: (i). presence of a nuclear network, (2)

reaction to nuclear stains, (3) behavior tow^ard digestive fluids, (4) presence of

phosphorus, (5) presence of masked iron, (6) amitotic division, and (7) presence

of chromatin granules on a linin framework. It differs from the nuclei of higher

plants in the absence of a true mitosis with spindle fibers, and in the absence of

a nuclear membrane and a nucleolus, although in certain conditions both mem-
brane and nucleolus are said to be suggested. The author evidently regards

this central body as a developmental stage in the evolution of the nucleus of

higher plants.—J. M. C.

Because of their perishable nature fungi are rare as fossils, and yet Weiss"
finds the remains of a parasitic fungus on stigmarian rootlets from the Lower
Coal Measures. Magnus has compared this type with the existing Urophlyctis,
which it resembles not only in so much of its structure as is discernible, but also

in its similar habit of growing on plants which inhabit marshy or at least wet
situations. Weiss accords in this identification to the extent of naming the fossil

Urophlydites Stigmariae.

The same author" notes a mycorhiza from the same geological horizon.

Janse is quoted as saying that 69 out of 75 plants in a tropical forest have their

roots infested by symbiotic fungi, and while this condition argues considerable
specialization on the part of both, the similar conditions that prevailed during
the Carboniferous mitigates our surprise at finding symbiosis occurring so far

back as this. The roots have not been associated with the plant which bore
them; they are possibly lycopodiaceous and are referred to the form-genus Rhizo-
mum of Corda. The hyphae are for the most part intracellular, but in no case
IS there any sign of injur)- to the host. The fungus is named Mycorhizoniui 1

possibly

ZoDDA^3 records the finding of a cone of a species of Pinus still living, in the
Lower Pliocene of Sicily.-EDWARD W. Berry.

HYBRID

about a year ago by Rosenberg.^ He found that D. rotundijolia has ten chro-
mosomes m the pollen mother-cells, while D. longijolia has twenty; further,
that in the jybnd there are found pollen mother-cells with ten, twenty, and

" Weiss, F. E., A probable parasite of stigmarian rootlets, New Phyt. 3:63-68.
1904.

Eiss, F. E., A mycorhiza from the Lower Coal Measures. Annals of Botany
18.2^5-265. pls.i8,iQ. 1904.

ZODDZX.UDA, ^., Fmus Pinea L. fossile nel Pontico di Messina. Malpighia XT-
40S-492. 1903.

^

'^ReviewinBoT.GAZ. 36:152. 1903.
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fifteen chromosomes, the ten and twenty being the number characteristic of pure
pollen mother-cells of the two parents, while the number fifteen is just what one
would expect in the pollen mother-cells of a genuine hybrid. A recent paper^s
records the results of investigations upon the embrjo sac mother-cells of the
parent and the hybrid. The sporophytic cells of the hybrid always show thirty
chromosomes. In the pollen mother-cells and embr>-o sac mother-cells, the
number of chromosomes is twenty, a very surprising number. These twenty
chromosomes are not alike, but of two sizes, ten being large and ten small. The
large chromosomes are evidently double and the small ones single. D. rotundi-
jolia

'iundifolia

longijolia
These are the numbers as seen during the metaphase. The daughter nuclei
of the tetrads contain quite regularly ten chromosomes, presumably five being
single and five double. It is evident that these obser\-ations have an important
beanng upon the problem of the reduction of chromosomes, and it is to be hoped
that the full account of the investigations will not be long delayed.—C J. Cham-
berlain.

With the rediscovery of Mendel's laws by Correns, Tschermak, and De
Vries, there has been a revival of interest in the fundamental problems of heredity
and hybridization, and many works of both experimental and speculative char-
acter have appeared. One of the most active workers in this field is Correns.
In several recent papers he has presented an account of some of his hybridizing
exjxjriments and has discussed questions of dominance.

A very striking result of experiments with Mirabilis hybrids'^ was the pro-
duction of characters in the oflfspring, which were found in neither parent. Thus
the offspring of dark yellow or pale yellow Mirabilis Jalapa crossed with the pure
white form, never showed either yellow or white, but all were red or rose-colored,
n the second generation these red-flowered hybrids gave rise to a whole series

forms, red-striped, white, pale yellow, rose, and red. Similarly M. Jalapa
o whatever color crossed with M. longiflora (white with a red-violet throat),
resulted m oflfspring having violet corollas, diflfering in the different cases onlym the intensity of the color.

^
n discussing dominance'? he points out that there may be every degree of

^ominance and suggests that a character be considered dominant if it occur in

'f til ^°ff
^^^ ^^^^' °^ ^^^ offspring, and recessive if it occur in o to 25 per cent.

^^offspnng. Characters transmitted to 25 to 75 per cent, are intermediate;

no '\ °^^*^'^ERG. O., Ueber die Tetradenteilung eines Drosera-Bastardes. Ber.
Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:47-53. pL 4- 1904.

P^f r^

O^E'N^s, C, Ueber Bastardirungsversuche mit Mirabilis-Sippen. Ber. Deutsch.
^ot.Gesells. 20:594-608. 1902,

T^rvt o ^,^^^'^^^' ^y Ueber die doniinierenden Merkmale der Bastarde. Ber. Deutsch.
^ot.GeseUs.2i:x33_i^7.

1903.
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there is no dominance. determinations

ents and offspring showed that many errors have been made regarding dominance,
through the neglect of Weber's law. The intensity of the color does not meas-
ure the amount of pigmentation. He concludes that complete dominance is

much less common than has been supposed. In a second paper on dominance^*
he presents a number of cases which do show complete dominance; e. g., Hyos-
cyamits annmis'X.niger shows absolute dominance of the biennal habit. Rimpau
found, on the other hand, that the annual habit is completely dominant in Beta
patula X vulgaris; dioecism dominates monoecism in Bryonia albaXdioica.
Correns opposes the statement by De Vries that dominance is characteristic of

hybrids between races and that hybrids between species are intermediate. He
shows that in form and color of root the hybrids between turnip races are inter-

mediate, and he also gives examples of dominance in hybrids between distinct

species. He discusses^nhe unique suggestion of De Vries that hybrids which
fail to "spht" in the second generation have Anlagen in one parent unmatched
by corresponding Anlagen in the other, and concludes that no such condition
exists, and that if no splitting occurs it is due to some other cause than that there
is nothing to split.
* *

^

Correns has recently reviewed^^ the present state of our knowledge of the
origin of species. He presents the experimental work which has been done,
laying most stress on the work of De Vries and Johannsen. The presentation

gnificance

cannot

when he
mutations as inheritable variations, however slight.—G. H. Shull.

guishes

Merkmale
der Mosaikbildung der Bastarde. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 21 195-201. 1903

Merkmalsp,
Bot. Gesells. 21:202-210. 1903.

Ber. Deutsch.

J°
Correns, C, Experimentelle Untersuchungen uber die Entstehung der Arten

auf botamschen Gebiet. Arch. f. Rassen- und Gesellschafts-Biologie i : 27-52. 1904.
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NEWS.

W. A. MuRRiLL has succeeded F. S. Earle at the New York Botanical Garden
as assistant curator in charge of the fungi.

Professor F, L. Stevens has been elected president of the North Caroh'na

Academy of Science for the ensuing year.

Columbia University has recently conferred the honorary degree of Sc.D.

upon Professor Hugo DeVries, of Amsterdam.

Edward W. Berry has been elected secretary of the Torrey Botanical Club
in the place of Professor F. S. Earle, who recently left for Cuba.

The University of Wisconsin at its recent Jubilee conferred the honorary

degree of LL,D. upon Professor W. G. Farlow, of Harvard University.

D. T. MacDougal, director of the laboratories of the New York Botanical

Garden, has been advanced to the position of assistant director of the institution,

June 22 for a collecting expedition in Siam.

The sets of plants obtained will be sold from the Royal Botanic Museum of

Beriim.

A. F. Blakeslee of Harvard University has received a grant from the Car-

negie Institution to spend next year in Europe continuing his mycological inves-

tigations.

John MacouNj the veteran botanist of the Canadian Geological Surv^ey, will

spend this summer in the Rocky Mountains of Canada making extensive collec-

tions of crj'ptogams.

At the recent annual meeting of the Linnean Society (London) the supple-

mental charter was laid before the fellows, one item of which gives authority to

elect women to membership.

Laetitia Morris Snow received the degree Ph.D. at the June convocation

of the University of Chicago, the subject of her thesis being'* The effect of

external agents upon the development of root hairs."

Mel T. Cook, formerly in charge of botany at DePauw University (Grccn-

castle, Indiana), has been appointed plant pathologist at the Experiment Station

of Cuba, newly established at Santiago de las \''egas.

The University of Gottixgen has awarded its Otto Wahlbruch prize, of

the value of $3000, to Dr. Wilhelm Pfeffer, professor of botany at Leipzig. The
prize is awarded for the most prominent contribution to science during the past

two ye3.rs.—Science.

>l
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Company to accept another position. He will continue his private work in labora-

tory photography and biology as heretofore, his address being 17 Birr Street,

Rochester, N. Y,

Dr. F. L. Stevexs has been promoted to the professorship of botany and

vegetable patholog}- in the North Carolina College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts. A new building is about to be constructed which will provide a well-

equipped bacteriological laborator}', a plant-disease laborator}', and an elementary

laboratorj^, together with offices for the professor and assistants, research rooms,

and greenhouses for experimental work.

The axxual report of the Secretar}- of the Botanical Society of America

embodied in Publication 24 is a statement of conditions and record of progress

during the first decade of the existence of the Society. The total constituency

of the Society now numbers 58, and its accrued funds amount to nearly three

thousand dollars, a large part of which is treated as permanent endowment, the

income only being used. Recently the policy was adopted of making grants,

from current funds in aid of investigations by members and associates. Thus

far grants to the amount of $840 have been made.
In order to promote unity of botanical interests a committee consisting of

B. T. Galloway (chairman), C. R. Barnes, and C. E. Bessey has been appointed

and requested to prepare a plan for cooperation with other botanical organiza-

tions, for consideration at the eleventh annual meeting.
The increasing demand upon the time allowed by the Society for the presenta-

tion of scientific papers has made necessar}' the action of the Council in accepting
1 ^ « _ #1

to contribute.

persons specially

The managers of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition

o

September 19-25. W
[position

J

ipeakers will be Jacques
Hugo

DE Vries, University of Amsterdam, will be one of the speakers before the sub-

section of Phylogeny. For the strictly botanical sub -sections the toUowing

appointments have been made. Plant Morphology: chairman, William Tbe-

LEASE, Washington University, St. Louis; speakers, Frederick O. Bower,

University of Glasgow, and Karl F. Goebel, University of Munich; Plant

Chicago; speakers,chairm

JULIUS WiESNER, University of Vienna, and Bentamin M
of Missouri. irman

J

chaiinan, Conwa\^^. v,.iai mail, ^^uiNWAY iviACAiiLLAN, University oi i>x""'—
speakers, Osjl^r Drude, Konlgl-Technische Hochschule, Dresden, and Charles

tLAKAVLT, Director of the Botanic Institute, Montpellier, France. Bacteriology:

chairman, Harold C. Ernst, Harv^ard University; speakers, Edwin O. Jordan,

University of Chicago, and Theobald Smith, Harvard University.
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Horsford^s Acid Phos-

phate keeps the mind clear,

the nerve steady and the
body strong

—

a boon to the
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Phosphate.
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HALL RUCKEL
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develop rapidly in hot weather. Cesspools,
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The Odorless Disinfectant

A colorless liquid ;
powerful, safe, and economicaK

Sold in quart bottles only, by druggists, high -class
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manufacturer for free illustrated book on sanitation.
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A MERICAN enterprise is nowhere more

conspicuous than in commerce and

industry. Goods made in the United

States are finding their way over the

whole world; improved methods of manu-

facture and transportation, together with

the rapid advances in banking and insur-

ance, make it possible for our manufac-

turers to bid on closer margins and to

guarantee quicker deliveries than those of

other countries. These methods are the

modern secrets of success. The Univer-

sity of Chicago, in its College of Commerce
and Administration, has recently made an
effort to exploit these methods. Success-
ful business men of large and varied ex-

perience were secured to deliver lectures

upon subjects in which they were experts.

The lectures have been carefully edited

form
the title

Lectures on
Commerce

This book comprises 340 8vo pp., is bound
in cloth, and sells at |i.5o,>/^/,- postpaid,
I1.62. Herewith we give a detailed out-
line of the contents and a few press com-
ments.

V

At aU booksellers, or direct from

Chicago, Illinois

Chicago Press

Contents of the

Lectures on Commerce

A Historical

INTRODUCTORY LECTURE

J. Laurence La^ughlin
Higher Commercial Education

RAILWAYS
A. W. SulUban

Railway Management and Operation

George G* Tunett
Railway Mail Service:
Sketch

E* D. Kenn3.
Railway Consolidation

Luis J^3.ckson
Railways as Factors in Industrial De

velopment

Pant Morton
Some Railway Problems

TRADE AND INDUSTRY

Franklin H. Head
The Steel Industry

H. F. J. Porter
The History of the Art of Forging

A. a Bartlett
At Wholesale

J^ohn Lee Mahin
The Commercial Value of Advertising

Dorr A. Kimball , ^ -, .

The Credit Department of Modern liusi

ness

BANKING AND INSURANCE

James H. Eckels
The Comptroller of the Currency

The Methods of Banking

D. R. Forgan
Investments

H. K. Btooks
Foreign Exchange

A. K Dean
Fire Insurance

¥ij

/

r

FROM THE REVIEWS

" The book contains an astounding
amount

of mioimtinon:'-Chicago
Journal.

^^.^

"We have no hesitation In commendine

volume as a really valuable handbook.

Outlook, J gjp3l

" This is a book of unusual i"/"";,^,"^.^

practical value."-5«/-«< '^"^ /^f Ur put

"One of the most informing booKs

out^y a un.versity."-C^'f«^f
Daily

^^^

(••"These papers make mo.t .nteres.mg

instructive reading."- The Dial.
^ ^^ ^.„

, "The volume is of SP^<^'^' '"'"flway >n«°'

be found of practical value to ra 1
J^^,,,.

economists, investors, and commerc.

tors."— r^f Railway Age. ^ of

"The book contains
'""'^.^'.o improve

J'*

value to the young mar. s"'' "/
'ed."'^''"'

knowledge of the subjects treatea

burg Times. . ^
gndth*

"This volume is of ""f"jl '",o eco'nof
i^«'

lectures are on subjects of v»'"^4°„ercia 'f
railroad men, investors, and com ^,^
cators."-rA* Courter-Jo^^"
ville).
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Established 1860
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»
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f We ought to know something about Pianos.
Others think so, for we do the largest retail Piano
business in the world.

If We are agents for 24 different makes of Pianos
and have over 600 individual Pianos on our floors.

f The prospective purchaser can make compari-
sons here that would be impossible elsewhere.
Then, too, we can meet your views in regard to
price, for we have Pianos from $125.00 up.

f We sell Pianos on
no hon)e need be
artistic acquisition.

such terms of payment that

without this necessary and

A Good NeMT
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t Let us send you our handsome Piano book. It

is free for the asking. Write today.

38 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO
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Lowest rates
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A SHort Ctit
to Comfort
The "Longf Distance'* HYLO
(showa in the illustration) is

just rigfht for the man who
\ reads in bed. % Cord snaps

\ on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-

ble switch turns
the light high or

low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
t ly the lamp needs
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when burned out.
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Development
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A ver>- practical and helpful book, which should
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^'^^'^^^r^r— Wisconsin Journal of Education,
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The same thoughtful and careful investi-

gation that is used in making other pur-

chases will, if applied to ewriters place a

TYPCWBITER
in your office everytime. Simply

because in building theFoxwe have

been satisfied with ything

short of absolute perfection.

The touch of the Fox is 50 to 100 pei

cent, lighter than any other typewriter

The speed is 25 to 50 per cent, greater
Every &ood feature that is common to other typc-

WTitcTs is found on the Fox and shows improvement.
May v^e not prove this statement in your office at our ex-
pense?

We place Fox Typewriters on free trial everywhere
FOX TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.

5(30-70 Front St., GRAND RAPIDS. MICH.
Branch Offices and Agencies in principal cities.

HY not use a clean Fountain
Pen, one that will write and

write always, without skipping,
blotting, or scratching?

The above Fountain Pen is and
has been sold on its merits all o^er
the world for siicteeii years, and is

oncoaditionally guaranteed.

F you are having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased

with their appearance, it is certain you have not

used LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

ever introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the

wood will dent under a blow, the finish will not

crack or turn white. This is the highest achieve-

ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not

likely to be improved upon.
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pamphlet on the care of natural wood floors sent
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BERRY BROTHERS, Limited.

Varnish Manufacturers.

NEW YORK
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Pulpit Terrace, Mammoth Hot Springes.
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Vacation, Remember

Rates Yellowstone Park

Lower Than Ever Before

year Park visitors find

h

From Chicag
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The natural charms of course remain always th

Lou Burlingt R akes
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higher include stage transportation thro
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Park accommo
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woman who does not give Nature

a chance. Gallons of medicines
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the stomach refuses to assimilate
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"BEST" Tonic, has the nutritive

properties of an ideal liquid food
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THE

morgan Park Jlcademy
FOR BOYS^=:

Is a constituent part of The University of Chi-
cago, and is situated in the beautiful village of
Morgan Park, eight miles from the city site of
the University. This situation is most favorable,
affording healthful surroundings and spacioTis-
ness of grounds.
The Faculty of the Academy consists of eleven

men. all college graduates, well-trained in their
departments.
The courses include Manual Training and
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By JOHN B. WATSON, Ph.D.

AN EXPERIMENTAL
STUDY ON THE

C A
DEVE LOPM E NT
OF THE WHITE RAT,
CORRELATED WITH
THE GROWTH OF ITS

NERVOUS SYSTEM

This study is largely supplemental to that of Flechsig and attempts to throw some
J'ght upon the following questions: (i) How far is it possible to give a systematic

account of the gradual unfolding of the associative processes in the rat? (2) Is it

possible to find out whether or not medullated nerve fibers in the cortex of the ral are

a conditio sine qua nan of the rat's forming and retaining definite associations ? (3) »s

there any connection between the increasing complexity of the psychical life and the

number of the medullated fibers in the cortex, together with their extension toward its

surface? - , ,

122 pp., with numerous text-figures and plates,
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COMMENTiS
.... a statement, homogeneous in spite of so many

co-operating minds, of a view of the world, both theoretical
and practical, which is so simple, massive, and positive
that, in spite of the fact that many parts of it yet need to be
worked out, it deserves the title of a new system of philoso-
phy. If it be as true as it is original, its publication must
be reckoned an important event. The present reviewer,
for one, strongly suspects it of being true. .... I prefer

to be exceedingly summary, and merely to call the reader^s

attention to the importance of this output of Chicago
University. Taking it en gros, what strikes me most in it

is the great sense of concrete reality with which it is filled.

• ... It probably has a great future, and is certainly some-
thing of which Americans may be proud,

—

Professor Wil-
liam James^ 0/Harvard, in the Psychological Review,

^
It may at once be said that we have here a weighty

contribution to current logical controversy, which will prob-

ably prove of special Interest to the historian of philosophy
as an effort which utilizes for the elucidation of our logical

procedure the telcological psychology of modern times, and
largely (and, until recently, independently) parallels the

'/ Pragmatism " of William James and his friends. So close

indeed is this parallelism, and so accidental the coincidence,
that no one who fully realizes the importance of this move-
ment can fail to be reminded of the double discovery of

Natural Selection by Darwin and Wallace The
work is one with which students of logic will have most

carefully to re^dcon.-Professor F, C. 5. Schiller, of Ox-
ford^ in Review and Mind,

r

Uewey's " Studies in Logical Theory" seems to me to

be easily among the distinctly valuable contributions made
in recent years to philosophical literature, particularly to

the discussion of the relation of thought to life and realit>'.

It is a very timely book. Its criticisms alike of Idealism

and of Empiricism arc peculiarly telling and the character

of its own positive statement, so skilfully analytical, so

T^«^: T-. ^__i_. . i ' .. 1- J ...i.v :n.,c»rafive

my opinion that these' "Studies" in an effective way

embody a view that is bound to have attention; they raise

questions in philosophy that no student today can aftord to

neglect; and whatever one's own standpoint may be or

whatever may prove true of the validity of their contentions,

they make a book that cannot fail to be decidedly useful.

Alfred H, Lloyd, of The University of Michigan.

To me the book is significant for its dynamic con-

ception of reality and its functional interpretation of all tn*=

categories of experience.— Pr^/^^Ji^r H. Heath Bawdtn,

of Vassar College,

It is an important piece of work, whose general influ

cncewill be salutary in the direction of making philosop 3

more concretely hum^n.— The Dial,

PUBLISHED BT

Unl
cage

CHICAGO
ILLINOIS

SEND THiS m?m TO ANY BOOKSELLER, OR DIRECT TO THE fl'BUSHERS

Please send me a
copy of "Studies in
Logical Theory." I
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for same.
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The Place of Industries

in Elementary Education
By KATHARINE ELIZABETH DOPP

• . . We can only wish that this book
may have the wide-reaching influence
that it deserves.— T/ie Nation,

At all Booksellers, or order from
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By JOHN B, WATSON, Ph.D.

AN EXPERIMENTAL
-"• STUDY ON THE

C A
DEVELOPME NT
OF THE WHITE RAT,
CORRELATED WITH
THE GROWTH OF ITS

NERVOUS SYSTEM

This study is largely supplemental to that of Flechsig and attempts to throw some
light upon the following questions; (i) How far is it possible to give a systematic

account of the gradual unfolding of the associative processes in the rat? (2) Is it

possible to find out whether or not medullated nerve fibers in the cortex of the ^al are

a condziio sine gtia non of the rat's forming and retaining definite associations ? (3) is

there any connection between the increasing complexity of the psychical life and the

number of the medullated fibers in the cortex, together with their extension toward its

surface '* J 1

122 pp., with numerous text-figures and plates,

Si. 25, net; postpaid, $1.35
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Methods in Plant Histology
By CHARLES

J. CHAMBERLAIN, A.M., Ph.D., Instructor in Botany in the University of Chicago

A CONSTANT HELP to Teachers and Students of Botany

CONTAINS DIRECTIONS FOR COLLECTING AND PREPARING
PLANT MATERIAL FOR MICROSCOPIC INVESTIGATION

\e''nnS ?"""
l^°'''l^-

^" ^""^^^'^^^^^ micro-technique. and is the first complete manual to

at fh. n?
"'J/h'ls^bject. It is the result of several years' work with classes in residence

versftv It .r^??li ^ f ^'"'^^°' ^""^ ^'^^ University Extension classes away from the Uni-

Ince of an nSfn •'

Tl,'°
'""'' '^' requirements, not only of the student who has the assis -

and with lim ted
'" ^ ^ T'^^^^ laboratory, but also the student who must «ork by himself

and The « xSneK r-
^^^^"^^^^ sectioning, the paraffin method, the collodion method,

t'ons are iiven fnr I
'
^'' '^'^'"^ ^° considerable detail. In later chapters specific direc-

prntk?nEf;i™K 7 '^'^ preparations as are needed by those who wish to study the

iC of k^fvokbetrfil \* "P "^ '^' «°^^""g P'^'^^^- Special attention is paid to the sta n^

irTAiK
''^'^>°'^!'i'^'ic figures, because the stuHenf whr. ,r...^...K^,,. ki„^ „,;ii find little difficulty

in aitterentiating other
histological laboratory.

Formul

60 pp., 8vo, illustrated, cloth, (nei) $1.50; postpaid $1.59

For sale by dealers or by the publishers

University of Chicago Press, Chicago, Illinois



KING BABYLON ABOUT 2250 B. C
Edited by ROBERT FRANCIS HARPER,
jmitic Languages and Literatures in the University of Chicago

PART I, ^SECOND EDITION
The best proof of the popularity of a book is its conlinued sale. If a work meets a popular

demand, public interest in it is cumulative ; the narrow circle of its first friends widens and soon

extends over states and countries. This has been our experience with The Code of Hammurabi.
The collection of these ancient laws of Babylon presents material of the greatest value to those

interested in social institutions, and contains many laws that in a modified form appear today upon

our statute books. Students are giving this code most serious consideration, and many are undertak-

ing a critical and comparative study of the details. The edition that we have put out is ideal for

such use, as it contains an autographed text of the original inscription, a transliteration, and a

very careful translation, all fully indexed and arranged in convenient form.

OF SPE:CIAL INTEREST TO
HIS X ORI-^NiSy because the habits, customs, and traditions of the ancient Babylon-

ians are crystallized in these laws ; the direct light thrown upon social conditions makes it pos-

sible to piece together a very satisfactory narrative leading up to the promulgation of the code.

JUIvISTiS will find a wealth of material bearing on all sorts of civil and criminal contro-

versies ; also curious survivals of primitive customs, and many sections showing transitional stage

in legal procedure.

ErCONOM[IiS7iS wull find very elaborate provisions bearing on property rights, wages

land rents, interest, prices, transportation, irrigation, building, and many other interesting

features indicative of advanced economic conditions.

iSOOIOLrOGrliS'TiS will be surprised at the advanced stage and complexi

of social institutions in ancient Babylon. Slavery was well established and hedged about

with many elaborate legal provisions. The status of master and servant is carefully

defined. The position of husband and wife is discussed at great length. The army

was highly organized,

THEOLOGIANS will find in this code many similarities to th

of Israel and also marked contrasts. The two codes are written in the same

literary style and present not a few cases of actual verbal agreement,

critical comparison of the two will be found very interesting.

n.G.

Aug-

Ptejtse

A second part will be published in the fall of the present year, at $3.00
fft, containing a critical examination of the Code ot Hammurabi and a
comparison with that of Moses, by President William R. Harper, of the
University of Chicago.

THE SECOND EDITION READY FOR DELIVERY JUNE FIRST
Large 8vo, 104 plates + 214 pages, cloth. Price $4,00, net; postpaid, $4.28

me a copy of

Pju-t I of

The Code

of Hammurabi
edited by Dr. Robert

Francis Harper*

J \ inclose td M
'

\ ^11 remit
^'^*

r28 cents for postage) fn pay-

ment for same.
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ForStudents ofBotany
ics and CKemistry

The Role ofDiffusion and Osmotic

Pressure in Plants

By Burton E. Livingston

HE first part deals with a dear statement of the
P

. physical principles of diffusion and osmotic

pressure, and will probably be found of use to begin-

ners in physical chemistry and theoretical physics.

The second part presents the literature of the physio-

logical role of these factors in a connected and reada-

ble form, and embodies the researches of the author

as to the influence of the medium.
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OOGENESIS IN VAUCHERIA.

COXTRIBUTIOXS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXL

Bradley Moore Davis.

(with plates VI AND VIl)

There have been published t\vo accounts of the development of

the oogonium of Vaucheria, attempting to explain in fundamentally

different ways the final uninucleate condition of the structure at the

maturity of the egg. All authors have found the young oogonium

multinucleate, and the problem has concerned the history of these

nuclei as the egg developed and the oospore matured. Behrens

('90), in partial agreement with Schmitz's opinion that the material

discharged from the opening of the oogonium represented a polar

body, believed that the final single nucleus of the egg resulted from

the fusion of numerous nuclei in the oogonium. Klebahn {^(^2^ p.

237), in criticism of the results of Schmitz and BEHRENS,held that the

egg and oospore were multinucleate. Oltmanns ('95) came to very

different conclusions. He described the gradual withdrawal of all

the numerous nuclei found in the young oogonium from that struc-

ture into the main filament, with the exception of one which was left

to become the nucleus of the eesf.

The view of Behrens was in general similar to those of Humphrey
and Hartog for Saprolcgnia, since the latter writers believed that

the numerical reduction of the nuclei in this form was the result of
r

successive nuclear fusions. The explanation of Oltmanns has no

parallel in any process of oogenesis known to the writer. Neither

of these accounts seems to be correct, and the processes of oogenesis

81
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in Vaucheria are alon£r very different lines, namelv those of nuclear

degeneration, which arc in sympathy in all essentials with the events

now known for gametogenesis in Saprolcgnia (DA^'IS '03), several

members of the Peronosporales, and certain Ascomycetes.

These facts give a high degree of interest to \'auchcria, which

becomes the greater in view of the position which this form takes

in the phylogenetic systems of many authors as representing a pos-

sible point of origin of the Phycomycetes. This subject will be

considered, with its bearings upon the writer's theory of the origin

and evolution of the coenogamete, at the end of the paper, under the

head of "Theoretical Considerations."

The material, identified as Vaucheria geniinaia racemosa, was

collected at Chicago, the younger oogonia being abundant late in

March and older stages a week or so later. Of the kilHng fluids

employed, chromacetic acid after the formula of Flemmixg proved to

be much the most satisfactory (i percent, chromic acid 25^^% i percent.

acetic acid lo^^, and water 65^^). This formula is \ per cent, chromic

acid and ^l per cent, acetic acid. Chromic acid in excess of \ per

cent, produced serious shrinkage. The weaker solution of iridium

chlorid and acetic acid (Eisen) also gave fair results {\ per cent,

iridium chlorid and i per cent, acetic acid). The cytoplasmic structure

and plastids were perhaps better preserved in the latter fluid, but

the nuclei did not stain so readily. All mixtures with osmic acid

were objectionable, because the protoplasm of \'auchcria is filled

with oils and fats which became so seriously blackened that they

could not be thoroughly bleached. Chromic acid takes out much
of these troublesome substances, or at least leaves the material so

that it can be readily cleared. Paraffin sections were cut 5 /^ thick

and stamed with safranin and gentian violet. The nuclei are so

minute as to require the best of lenses, and the Zeiss apochromatic
objective 1.5-- with the compensating oculars was used entirely.

The oogonia are somewhat variable in number (2-6) and are

arranged m a whori near the end of short lateral branches just below
tfte terminal antheridium. They commence their development as

small protuberances which from the beginning are mulUnucleate
^H- I). As growth proceeds the process enlarges and takes a glob-

ular form on the end of a short sfalk {figs. 2-4). It is evident that

i
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the enlargement is aceompaniecl by a stretching of the cell wall, wln'ch

is always much thinner about the young oogonium than aroun^] ll^e

stalk and vegetative filament, a fact which is clearly shown in jl^s.

4, 5, (5, and 7. The growth of the oogonium results from the accumu-

lation of large amounts of protoplasm with numerous nuclei and

chloroplasts, together with the formation of vacuoles which flow

together, so that finally the protoplasm lies peripherally around a

central space crossed by a few delicate stranfls and films of proto-

plasm.

The number of nuclei is variable, but always large; the range is

probably from about 20 to 50. These nuclei are carried into tlie

developing oogonium by the accumulation of protoplasm. They

lie very close together at the tip of the young structure {fig. /), but

become scattered as growth proceeds, agreeing in this respect with

the conditions found in all the growing points of Vaucheria. I have

seen no indication of nuclear division in the oogonium, and am

positive that it does not occur in stages as old or older than those

shown in ^gs. 2 and j. It is quite probable that mitotic figures arc

present in the vegetative branch before the development of the

oogonia, but I have never seen the spindles. The nuclei are so xtry

small and the plastids so numerous that studies of nuclear division

in Vaucheria will be very difficult. It is important to note that there

are no mitoses during the growth of the oogonium and none after

its separation by the cross wall from the parent filament. In these

respects oogenesis in Vaucheria is somewhat different from the pro-

cesses as known in Saprolegnia and the Peronosporales, where there

seem to be always one or two general mitoses after the oogonium is

formed. The absence of nuclear divisions during oogenesis in

Vaucheria presents serious difficulties for the theories of some authors

that such mitoses indicate reduction phenomena in those fungi where

they have been most studied. These speculations have been recently

criticised by the writer (D.t\'rs 'o^, pp. 339-^342) and the subject will

be further considered later in this paper.

We will now describe he development of the cross wall by which the

oogonium is separated from the parent filament. It appears when the

oogonium is about two-thirds its mature size. The wall is laid down

between two plasma membranes, as was shown by Harper ('99) for the
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formation of sporangia in Pilobolus and Sporodinia, and by Dean

Swingle ('03) inRhizopus and Phycomvccs. The plasma membranes

are formed chiefly along the surfaces of flattened vacuoles. I have

seen no evidence of furrows cutting inward from the surface as takes

place in Pilobolus and Rhizopus, but such structures would not be

seen easily in Vaiicheria because the stalk is rather narrow. Fig. 4

illustrates an arrangement of vacuoles at the base of an oogonium

which would probably have determined the position of the cross

wall, and fig, 5 shows a more advanced condition when the plasma

membranes have definitely separated from one another. The stages

shown in figs. 6-8 are all somewhat older than that of fig^ 5, and

there is evidence in all of them that the wall has began to form as a

delicate film visible at certain points between the two plasma mem-

branes.

The oogonium at the time of the formation of the cross wall is

multinucleate. There is no evidence in mv material of the wth-

drawal of nuclei from this structure, as described by Oltmaxns,

before the wall is laid down, and my preparations indicate that the

oogonium contains as many nuclei immediately after the formation

of the wall as before. These conditions are shown in figs. 5-7-

The number of nuclei is always large, but is variable, ranging from

20 to 50. They may be readily demonstrated at this period when

properly stained, but are ver}' difficult to trace from this stage of

development onward because of the remarkable and rapid nuclear

degeneration which sets in at this time. This interesting phenomenon

is apparently exactly the same as that which takes place at closely

correspondjng periods of oogenesis in Saprolegnia and in several of

the Peronosporales.

The degeneration of the nuclei really begins a httle before the

oogonium is separated from its parent filament. At that time the

nuclei in the oogonium do not stain as strongly as those in the anthe-

ndium and in neighboring portions of the' vegetative hlament. The

nuclear membrane is less distinct and there is very little substance

in the nucleus except the large nucleolus. Fig. g presents a series of

h H
branch slightly below the antheridium, c from near the oogonium,
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and d from within an oogonium. It will be seen, that a, hy and c

are nuclei which, although small (magnified 2,000 diameters), pre-

sent the structure of the nuclei of higher plants; that is, each has a

nucleolus lying among granule,^; of a chromatic nature and linin. In

c these structures are less conspicuous than in h^ wliile d shows

unmistakable signs of degeneration, for its nuclear membrane appears

very faint and there is scarcely any trace of chromatin or linin. The
nucleolus, ho;vever, is generally large and stains deeply and is always

the last structure in the nucleus to disappear. Figs. 6 and 7 show

degenerating nuclei in oogonia shortly after the formation of the

cross wall.

It is very difficult to trace the degeneration and final dissolution

of the numerous nuclei in the oogonia, because we are dealing with

structures that become more and more difficult to stain and find.

It becomes in the end impossible after the nuclear membrane dis-

appears and the nucleolar material is scattered throughout the

cytoplasm. These baffling conditions are identical with those in the

oogonium of Saprolegnia which the author has recently described

(Davis '03, p. 239).

The mature oogonia are finally uninucleate. There seems to be no

doubt of this condition, and the factors governing the selection and

survival of the fortunate nuclei are of interest. We know that the

])rocess in Saprolegnia (Davis '03, p. 23Q-243) is intimately connected

with the presence of organized structures in the proto]jlasm, the

coenocentra, which are probably the morphological expression of

dynamic centers. I have not been able to find a coenocenlrum in

Vaucheria. It is possible that the plastids might obscure such a

structure, but this is not likely unless it were very small. But there

are conditions around the surviving nucleus in the oogonium which

closely resemble those of the Saprolegniales and Peronosporalcs.

Before the formation of the cross wall the protoplasm in the oogo-

nium is arranged quite irregularly. There is always the rather thick

peripheral layer just inside the cell wall, but the interior region

generally contains several irregular vacuoles which frequently open

into one another. These conditions are partially shown in figs, j-j,

but of course they can be understood only Ijy the examination of a
w

number of consecutive sections.
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After the formation of the cross wall, the arrangement of the cell

contents becomes more regular. The oogonium increases rapidly in

size, and the peripheral la}-er of protoplasm grows proportionally

thinner. The strands and films of protoplasm that before crossed

the oogonium irregularly become arranged so that there is a gradual

accumulation of the protoplasm in the center of the cell, held in

position by dehcate strands which pass to the periphery, and the

surviving nucleus always lies within this region. Fig^. 10-12 illus-

trate these conditions as they appear in thin sections (5 m), but they

cannot show the numerous radiating strands that hold the central

mass in place. The degenerating nuclei lie chiefly in the peripheral

layer of protoplasm, but some may always be found in the larger

strands that enter the interior of the oogonium.

Although I have not been able to find any morphological evidence

which would indicate that this accumulation of protoplasm is a

dynamic center of the cell, there are good reasons for thinking that

it really is such. The surviving nucleus of the oogonium is always

found in this central mass surrounded by plastids and deeply stain-

ing granular protoplasm, which suggests material of a trophoplasmic

nature. The peripheral protoplasm forms a thin layer under the

cell wall in which one may find for a long lime traces of the other

nuclei that have degenerated. Figs. 10 and // show some of these

nuclei (d) so far reduced that there is nothing left but a deeply stained

(with safranin) globule of nucleolar material apparently lying free

in the protoplasm. No one would relate these structures to nuclei

unless he had followed their history through the process of degen-

eration, for they are soon reduced almost beyond the point of recog-

nition. But at this time the sur\iving nucleus {fig. lo) near the center

of the oogonium increases rapidly in size until in the mature egg

(fig- II) it is three or four times as large as the original nuclei in

young oogonia. The inference is plain that the central region of

the oogonium is a much more favorable situation for nuclear growth

and activities than at the periphery.
For this reason the author considers the dense central mass of

protoplasm as comparable to the region of the egg in Saprolegnia

and the Peronosporales which is dominated bv the coenocentrum.

It IS apparently the region of the cell most favorable for nuclear
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growth and activity, and as such is a dynamic center. There is a

very close resemblance to certain of the Peronosporales (e. ^., Pytliiuni)

whose oogonia have merely an accumulation of dense proto])lasm

in place of the usual well-defined coenocentrum.

The growth of the surviving functional gamete nucleus presents

some interesting features. There is a marked increase in the amount

of chromatin which fills the interior with numerous small trranules

ery The nucleolus does not increase in

size, so that it appears relatively much smaller in the older nucleus

than in the younger (compare fig, ii with figs, j and 4). Fig. 11

is of an oogonium almost at maturity, and fg. 12 is after fertilization

and shows two gamete nuclei fusing and also the remains of three

sperms which were unable to enter the egg.

The final steps in the maturation of the egg, as has been frecjuenlly

described, consist in the breaking down of a portion of the wall of

the oogonium and the formation there of a pore through which the

sperms enter. Much slime is developed, which partially exudes

Numerous

fii^

where the slime at the opening is filled with sperms held in the muci-

laginous matrix. It is possible that such conditions were inteqjrctcd

by Schmitz as nuclear material thrown oflF from the egg as a polar body.

The union of the gamete nuclei takes place slowly. The male

nucleus increases greatly in size, apparently being nourished in the

dense central region of the egg, and the great increase in the amount

of chromatin is as conspicuous here as in the female nucleus. Although

the male nucleus is much smaller at first than the female, the two

arc approximately the same size before they begin to fuse (fig. 14)^

and both show essentially the same structure at that time- As fusion

proceeds the two nuclei become indistinguishable (fig. 12).

The history of oogenesis in \'aucheria may then be briefly described

as from a multinucleate gametangium, by a process of rapid and

complete degeneration of all the nuclei except one, which is reserved

with all of the protoplasm for a single uninucleate egg. In these

some

fundamental points of agreement with the conditions in the Sapro-

legniales and Peronosporales, which will now be considered.
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THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS.

esnia of the

The essential agreement of the processes of oogenesis in Vauchcria

with those of Saprolegnia and members of the Peronosporales is

most striking. The oogonium in all of these forms so far known
Vaucheria, Saprolegnia, Pythium, Peronospora, Plasmopara, Sclero-

spora, Albugo, and Araiospora (King '03)—is differentiated from

the parent filament as a multinucleate cell. There may be one

mitosis in the oogonium (Saprc

Peronosporales, or there may not be any' (Vaucheria), but finally

extensive nuclear degeneration always begins. From among the

weakened nuclei one or more are selected to preside over the eggs.

The position of these surviving gamete nuclei in relation to favorable

dynamic centers of the oogonium determines their election and leads

to extensive regenerative growth. In Saprolegnia and some of the

Peronosporales (/. e., Albugo, Peronospora, Plasmopara, Sclerospora)

the dynamic centers are marked by the protoplasmic structures

called coenocentra, which are apparently trophoplasmic in character,

since they exert a chemotactic influence on the gamete nuclei near

them and are obviously concerned with their later growth. Although
there is no coenocentrum in Vaucheria, the surviving nucleus takes

Its position in a central mass of protoj^lasm which is evidently the

most favorable situation in the oogonium for its growth, and as such

of the condition.
o rpholo

_

The fact that there are no mitoses in the oogonium of Vaucheria
IS seriously against the view that thev have relation to reduction

phenomena when present in the oogonia of Saprolegnia and the Per-

oncporales. I have already expressed the conviction (Davis 'ot,,

PP- 339-342) that these mitoses in the oogonium have no such signifi-

ance, because they are so variable in their appearance and because

stud-

''
"°

T^'''^
'"'"''^''''^'^ °^ '"^^ functions. Rosenberg ('03) from

the Tr^ ^^^'"'^P^^^ Relieves that a synapsis condition preceding

form \\v
^^"^ "''^''''^' '" ^^"^ antheridium and oogonium of this

division ?? '^^"^^^on phenomena comparable to that in the tetrad

recently (Bo'V'''" T'^'""^^^
^' ^'^^-"^ P^^"^^' ^^" ^"^'^^

''i

respects 21^: ? "'^~'^> '903) criticised this view in several

P s, ^^hlch need not be repeated here, and the absence of mitoses
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in Vaucheria offers further difficulties for such a theory. Rrin.Axn

('03) IS also unwilling to follow Rosenberg in his theory of reduction.

For these reasons the writer believes tliat the mitoses in the oo^onia

and antheridia of the riiycomycetes have no special significance, or

are merclv the remains of nuclear divisions that were formerlv char-

acterislic of simpler types of gametangia or perhaps the primitive

sporangia that })receded these.

The simple precesses of oogenesis in Vaucheria seem to prove

conclusively that all of the nuclei in the oogonium are homologous

and potentially gamete nuclei, and this sup|)()rts H\kt()(;\s suggestion

for Saprolegnia of many years ago. Tlie author believes this to be

equally true of the nuclei in the gametangia of the Saprolegniales

and the Peronosporales. The mitoses in the last two groups ha\'e

complicated the problem, but there seems now to be no special sig-

nificance in these divisions, since they are not only variable in num-

ber, but may be entirely absent. Thus there are two mitoses in

Albugo and Plasmopara, but only one in Saprolegnia, certain species

of Peronospora, and Pythium, and they are entirely absent in tlie

species of Vaucheria just described.

There are then excellent reasons for considering all of the potential

and functional gamete nuclei in Vaucheria, Saprolegnia, and the

seem

but that the oogonia of all these forms are related at least as game-

tangia through remote ancestors, if not as fully differenliattd oogonia.

The problems then concern the exact relationships between the

eggs of Vaucheria, Saprolegnia, and forms of the Peronosporales.

Are these female gametes strictly speaking homologous, or have they

been developed along somewhat different paths? An old view, and

that probably held by most botanists, is one of strict homolog\%

implying an intimate relationship between these fungi and \'aucheria.

It is a problem of fundamental importance in all discussions of

phylogeny in this region of the plant kingdom, and of special con-

cern to those who make Vaucheria the starting point of a series of

fungi beginning with the Peronosporales or the Saprolegniales and

ending in the Mucorales.

From all points of view oogenesis in Vaucheria is simpler than in

the Saprolegniales or Peronosporales. It conforms perfectly to well-
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known principles of sexual evolution which the author has recently

'P The
process represents the final stage of nuclear reduction in a multi-

nucleate oogonium, and indicates plainly that the ancestral game-

tangium produced numerous gametes which were undoubtedly motile,

since the sperms of Vaucheria are biciliatc and the Siphonales repro-

duce almost universally ascxually by zoospores. It is difficult to

follow exactly the steps through which the ancestors of Vaucheria

passed in their evolution from isogamy, because it is the only heter-

ogamous type in the order, and there are few connecting links with

the prevailing simple conditions among the Siphonales. However,

we have in Bryopsis a form whose gametes, although both motile,

are of different sizes, those of the female being much larger and

developed less numerously in the gamctangium. This type exhibits

the first step toward the condition of heterogamy, but we do not

know exactly what would follow next. Probably the protoplasmic

cleavage in the female gametangium would become gradually reduced

and fewer gametes formed, until finally there would be no more cleav-

age, all of the protoplasm going into a single gamete, which when

efrcr rVnurheria). This con-rv

centration of protoplasm for a lessened number of gametes or for a

single egg must be accompanied by nuclear degeneration // the ances-

tral gamdangittm were mullinucleate. There arc of course types of

gametangia among the algae which are uninucleate from the begin-

nmg, and there cannot be any nuclear degeneration in these. But

the multinucleate gametangium is not uncommon in certain groups

and is apparently universally present in the Siphonales.
It k possible that Sphaeroplea will be found to represent a stage

in sexual evolution intermediate between Bryopsis and Vaucheria,

without necessarily implying a relationship to these types. Klebahn

('99) and Golenkin ('99) have given us the most complete accounts of

oogonesis in Sphaeroplea. Klebahn found the eggs of 5. annuUna

Braunii to contain several nuclei (2-5), one of which became

functional female gamete nucleus; the others remained inactive anu

might be found in the ripe spore. It becomes an interesting
question

whether or not these would eventually degenerate. This form of

Sphaeroplea may illustrate the beginning of a process by which

the

t
I
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fewer eggs arc developed than the number of gamete niielei, but

before a habit of nuclear degeneration has become fully established.

It is altogether probable that the extra nuclei in the eggs of the var.

Braimii do eventually break down.

Besides Sphaeroplea, it is very important that we know the pro-

cesses of oogenesis in Alonoblepharis, since this form has a structure

with many points of resemblance to the algae on the one hand and the

groups of Saprolegniales and Peronosporales on tlie otiier. La(;i:r-

TIEIM ('go) states that a single large nucleus enters llie develoj)ing

oogonium to become the gamete nucleus of the egg. Such a history

is not in sympathy with oogenesis in Vaucheria and the Peron()si)orales

or Saprolegniales, nor is it in sympathy with his own descrii)ti()n of

spermatogenesis in Alonoblepharis. The antheridium contains many
nuclei, each of which enters into the development of a sperm as in

Vaucheria. The author cannot but think that Laglrhkim's ai ( ount
of oogenesis is incorrect, or else that the conditions here are very

exceptional- It seems very probable that Monoblepharis and perhaps

some of the forms in the Leptomitaceae are closely related to \'au-

cheria.

The problem of the relationship of the events of oogenesis in the

Saprolegniales and Peronosporales to Vaucheria may be stated as

follows. Have the conditions in these groups been develoi)cd directly

from the relatively simple process illustrated by Wiucheria, or are

there peculiarities in these two groups that would make necc--ary

their derivation from more generalized types ?

The Saprolegniales present conditions that superficial!}- bear a

ver}' close resemblance to Sphaeroplea, i. r., there arc several eggs

in the oogonium. But these eggs are diflerentiated around cocno-

centra which determine the surv'ival of a limited number of nuclei,

while the great majority break down- lUicre are fundamental

differences between these events and oogenesis in Sphacroplea,

unless later studies should establish nuclear degeneration in the

latter type* It would not be difficult to conceive the dcveloj)ment

of several metabohc centers in a large gametangium of one of the

Siphonales, and the survival of several nuclei to form as many eggs

which would give a condition exactly like that of Saprolcgnia. So

the present investigation with the discover}' of a multinucleate oogo-

1?
I
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nium in Vaucherla tends to bring the Saprolcgniales into a somewhat

close relationship to A^auchcria, not directly of course, but probably

through more generalized types of the Siphonales now extinct.

The Peronosporales offer a more difficult problem than the Sap-

rolcgniales, yet there are fundamental features of oogoncsis here in

agreement with this group and with Vaucheria, namely a muhi-

nucleate oogonium and extensive nuclear degeneration. The advance

of the process of oogenesis in the Peronosporales o\'er that of \'auchcria

lies in the dilTerentiation of ooplasm and periplasm, the first being

associated with a remarkably well-developed coenocentrum. The

influence of this coenocentrum determines the survival of one or more

nuclei in the ooplasm to give a uninucleate or multinucleate egg. The

periplasm, containing numerous nuclei, becomes separated from the

ooplasm, and ahhough assisting in the deposition of the oospore

wall its nuclei and cytoplasm finally become disorganized.

The processes of oogenesis in the Saprolcgniales and Perono-

sporales seem higher than those oi \'auc])cna because of the remark-

able activities of the coenoccntra. But to derive the sexual organs

of the first two groups from the last form, it would be neccssar>' to

postulate the suppression of two important activities in Vaucheria,

namely, the development of motile sperms and the formation of pores

in the gametangia for the entrance and exit of these structures. The

suppression of the pore formation and conseciuent modification of

the sexual cells, the establishment of several coenocentra in the Sap-

rolcgniales, and the specialization of a periplasm in the Perono-

sporales are peculiarities involving very important protoplasmic

activities not represented in Vaucheria.

We have in the Saprolcgniales and Peronosporales the interesting

association of complex female organs developing eggs, with male

organs that arc much simpler. The antheridia in the first two

groups are all mutinucleate and morphologically gametangia. In

certain forms {Albugo BUti and A. Portidacae) the antheridia are

actually coenogametes as truly as those of the Mucorales,
because

large numbers of functional gamete nuclei are discharged into a

muUinucleate egg. Uninucleate gametes, probably motile in ances-

tral types, have been given up, and the antheridium, acting as a um^

follows the chemotactic tendencies of a male sexual cell in its
fusion
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with the female. All of these anthcridia behave in the same manner

whether there are one or many functional gamete nuclei. This

condition must have been closely associated in its orifi;in with the

suppression of the habit of forming pores for the discharge of 7:00-

spores or motile gametes.

We do not know enough about the porc-forniing activity in zoo-

sporangia and gametangia to understand how readily it may be

given up, and whether its presence or absence is of great mor])hological

importance. The activity is absent in the gametangia of the ^^uco-

rales, Saprolegniales, and I'eronosporales, but present in the s[)or-

angia of the Saprolegniales and most Peronosporalcs (coniflia which

produce zoospores), although lacking in some forms (Peronospora

and certain species of Pythium) whose conidia germinate by a tube.

The sp(M-angia of the molds may have at one time developed zoo-

spores, but there is at present no hint of such possible artiviti.'S,

except a general agreement in the processes of protoplasmic cleavage

by furrows with spore-formation in such zoosporangia as have been

studied (Hydrodictyon, Saprolcgia, etc.).

If the suppression of the pore-forming activity may take place

readily after some slight change in life-habits, there would seem to

be no great difficulty in relating the processes of oogenesis in Sajjro-

legnia and the Peronosporales rather closely to Vaucheria or rclati\es

of Vaucheria. But if pore-formation may be gi\en up only under

exceptional conditions and infrequently, then it becomes very (jues-

lionable whether there can be a close relation to Vaucheria, nnd uc

must look to another line of ancestry for the Saprolegniahs and I'rr-

onfisporales. The author thinks the latter condition at least <iuili-

possible and deserving of further consideration.

Such an ancestr>' for the Saprolegniales and Per«)nosi)orales

would naturally be sought through simi)lcr conditions, stjmewhat

like those illustrated in the Mucorales whose gametangia are coeno-

gametes. It is scarcely conceivable that the molds are very closely

related to the first two groups, but their coenogametes illustrate

such well-defmed sexual conditions that they naturally enter into the

discussion. It is possible that groups with coenogametes like those

of the rue

would fmallv become male and female sexual organ". The female
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coenogametc would be larger and well supplied with food material,

and might finally develop one or more eggs and thus become an

oogonium; the male coenogamcte in contrast would remain small or

perhaps become further reduced and would be called an antheridium

when it bore a sexual relation to an oogonium. Thus conditions

like these of the Saprolcgniales and Peronosporales might arise from

coenogamctes resembling those of the molds, and a condition of

heterogamy result, which would closely resemble that of Yaucheria

and yet have no genetic relation to the latter condition. The eggs

of the Saprolegniales and Peronosporales in such an event would

have an origin entirely independent of any other line of sexual evolu-

tion, and with the conspicuous peculiarity of coenocentra marking

the position of dynamic centers during the process of oogenesis.

A question sure to be raised in this connection is the possibility

throughgametes of (T

the simplification or degeneration of organs like the antheridia and

oogonia of the Saprolegniales and Peronosporales. Such a line of

evolution would demand the suppression of some very highly differ-

entiated cell processes, such as the extensive nuclear degeneration,

the formation of coenocentra, and the differentiation of periplasm.

There is no evidence of such tendencies among the forms in question,

but, on the contrary, excellent reasons for believing that the direction

of sexual e\-olution is toward greater and more precise protoplasmic

complexity rather than simplification. The point is especially well

illustrated in the series of species in the genus Albugo, 'where the line

and
of

no

r>

Bliti to the uninucleate egg and extraordinary large coenocentra

A. Candida and A. LepigonL The author can sec at present

probability of a' line of sexual degeneration or simphfication from

higher forms toward the molds.

For these reasons we are dri\-en to consider the possibility of an

origin of the coenogamctes of molds from gametangia that have no

passed the stage of isogamy. I have previously (Davis 'oo, P-
3^^^

^"d '03, p. 335) advanced' the hypothesis that such coenoga^e^^^

may have arisen from gametangia somewhat like those now foun

These gametangia
Cladophora

are generally terminal structures that discharge motile ga^e^^^
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"Rut should organisms of this lyi)e (whether algae or fungi) be placed

under conditions unfavorable for the formation of motile gametes,

the gametangia themselves miglu be expected to act as cocnocylie

units, and obeying the chemotaetic influences of sexual cells fuse

with one another as coenogametes.

So the problems of phylogeny in this higlier region of the Thy-

comycctes become greatly complicated through factors that concern

the environment and life-hahits of the forms in question. The

absence of pores in structures that at one time evidently formed

motile gametes presents great difficulties- to the establishment of

relationships between the Mucorales, Saprolcgnialcs, Pcronosporalcs,

and Vaucheria. Yet, it may be that the suppression of this structure

indicates little more than a change in Hfe-habit from an aquatic, to

an aerial exist ience (Mucorales) or to a parasitic hfe (reronosporalcs),

with the apogamous Saprolegniales presenting conditions peculiar to

themselves. But until we know more about these life habits and

the possibility of an organism passing from one condition into another,

it is pure speculation to lay out lines of relationship. And again, we

lack knowledge of the processes of oogenesis in a number of forms

which may have important bearings on these problems of phylogeny

(especially for Monoblepharis and Sphaeroplca).

In spite of the complications of the problems of phylf)geny in the

Phycomycetes, certain features stand out clearly which may be

briefly summarized. The multinucleate character of the sexual

organs in types of the ^Mucorales, Saprolcgnialcs, and Pcronosj morales

thus far studied, and perhaps some other forms as well (Monoble-

pharis) is likely to prove universal in these groups. Numerical

reduction of potential gamete nuclei takes place through degenera-

tion, a process of great physiological interest which deserves canful

study. The suppression of the pore-forming activity gives the ( l'>-'-d

oogonium and antheridium peculiar to the fungal grou{)s. The

coenogametes characteristic of the Mucorales and also illustrated by

certain of the Peronosporalcs {Albugo Blili, A. Porlulnaie) are

morphologically gametangia and probably ha\c had their origin by

the suppression of the processes of clea\agc to form many gametes

and their assumi)tion as coenocytic units of sexual attributes. The

Saprolegniales and Peronosporalcs exhibit the further peculiarity of
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eggs differentiated around dynamic centers (cocnoccnlra), with the

specialization of a periplasm in some forms. Perhaps the highest

expression of pcriplasmic development is the cellular en\elope which

finally invests the egg of Araiospora.

SUMMARY OF THE INVESTIGATION OF VArrHERIA.

Ihe oogonium arises as a process contammg dense protoplasm

with many plastids and nuclei. As the young structure increases in

size, vacuoles develop in the protopla-m, which consequently forms

a peripheral layer next the cell wall.

The number of nuclei is variable, but always large, probably

ranging from 20 to 50. Inhere are no mitoses in the oogonium.

The oogonium becomes separated from the parent filament by a

cross wall which is developed between two plasma membranes that

appear to be formed along the surfaces of flattened vacuoles.

The oogonium is multinucleate at the time \W- > ross wall is formed;

but even then there is evidence of the degeneration which becomes

much more pronounced later.

In older oogonia the degenerating nuclei are found chiefly in the

periplasm. They become exceedingly small, the nuclear membrane

disappearing first, and finally nothing remains but granular matter,

apparently nucleolar, which is fmallv lost in the cytoplasm of the

cell.

A single nucleus survives the general processes of degeneration.

This becomes the gamete nucleus and takes its position near the

center of the egg, which is probably the situation most favorable for

its growth. There is apparently no cocnocentrum in the egg

Vaucheria, but the surviving nucleus frecjucntly lies in a mass

rather dense protoplasm which may readily represent a center

metabolic activity.

There are excellent reasons for believing that all of the nuclei m

the young oogonium are potentially gamete nuclei, and that t e

selected egg nucleus owes its survival and later growth entirely to

gooa lortune of a favorablo ^^^..^..v. wi a. lavuruDic Situation in ine llu.

The gamete nucleus grows rapidly, until it is finally three or tou^

times the size of the nuclei in the' young oogonium. There is

marked increase in the amount of chromatin, which fills the inten
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of the nucleus with numerous small granules on a delicate linin

network.

After fertilization the nucleus of the sperm passes to the center of

the egg, where it increases in size at the side of the female nucleus in

the same region of dense protoplasm. The two sexual nuclei fuse

slowly when both are approximately of the same size.

The University of Chicago.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES VI AND VII.

The sections were cut 5 /t thick and stained with safranin and gentian violet.

All figures were sketched with an Abbe camera under the Zeiss apochromatic

objectives 2"^"^ or 1.5^"^ in combination with compensation oculars. The mag-

figs. 1-2, X500; jigs. 3-8 and 10-13, X667; jig

pg. 14, X 1,334.
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Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

ium beginning lo develop.

oogonium.

oogonium, large vacuoles forming

positions
Fig. 4. Oogonium, flattened

1 would have been formed
Fig. 5. Oogonium, delicate cross wall Just formed.
Fig. 6. Oogonium, delicate cross wall, nuclei showing signs
Fig. 7. Oogonium, cross wall, nuclei degenerating.
Fig. 8. Cross wall between two olasma memhraniMs
Fig. 9, A serie sect

disappearance
of the nuclear membrane: a, from antheridium; b, from just below the antheridium;

oogon

Fig. 10. Old oogonium with gamete nucleus in the central mass of proto-

Fig
id)

II.

(d) in the peripheral

1 A ^

flg- 10 and probably mature, remains of

no. 12. i-ertilized egg, gamete nuclei fusing in a
Fig. 13. Tip of oogonium showing ma^i of sperms
Fig. 14. Gamete nuclei showing comparative si?

structure when about to fuse.
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A STUDY OF TILLANDSIA USNEOIDES.

Fkluerick H. H 1 1. 1, tN*r. s.

(with one figure and platfs viii xi)

TiUajuhio usneoidrs, pojjularly called "long moss," "black

moss," or ''Spanish moss," is llic most widely distributed representa-

tive of the tropical and subtropical family Bromeliaceae. Accord-

ing to SniiMi'KR (i) it extends from southern Virginia, its northern

limit, as far southward as the Argentine Confederation. It forms

everywhere a consi)icu()US and t haracterl^tic object of the landscape,

its long gray festoons adorning not only trees of the virgin forest but

many cultivated r)nes as well. Although the beauty of the landscape

is enhanced by its presence, its growth upon ornamental trees is

regarded often with apprehension, a common impression being that it

lives parasitically. A most casual examination, however, will reveal

the fact that the moss is in no way connected with the tree, but merely

wraps its dead, wiry stems loosely around the twigs in order to support

itself. Old festoons which have hung in the same place for years

occasionally show a connection with the bark, the annual growths of

the limb finally enclosing some of the decorticated moss stems; much

in the same way that an old horseshoe hung astride a branch and left

unmoved for a long time will be partially enclosed.

An indirect cause of the popular belief in the paraHli.>m of Til-

landsia is its preference for sunny exposures. This habit would tend

to keep it from trees having a dense shade. In dark forests it hangs

suspended from the higher limbs of tall trees, especially those ihat

are dead. Many a cultivated tree when in perfectly healthy condition

p()"-^5es too dense foliage to serve as a host for Tillandsia, but if for

some reason

tions might be such as to make the presence of the epiphyte possible.

Should it make its appearance, the owner of the tree would be very

apt to regard the moss as the cause rather than the result of the reduce^l

epiphvti'sm of the plant is its long-true

continued and vigorous growth upon decorticated limba of dead trees.

rees

1 904] t'l
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yet supporting a large (luantity of m.. ^•. In order to demonstrate

experimentally that the mo«« can live solely on what it derives from

air and rain, some festoons were supported by twine and hung from

some branches of a tree upon which moss was already growing. As

:pected new

looked
on the tree, though they came at no time in contact with it.

Because Tillandsia has no influence as a parasite, it does not

follow that it exerts none in other ways, yet to just what extent it affects

a host tree is at present diflicult to say. Aside from the slight damage

done in breaking twigs and. small brandies by its weight, it is doubt-

ful whether such objections as shading and cutting off the supply of

air are really worthy of consideration. It is almost certain that these

objections are not sufficient to exjdain a reduction in foliage that

people so often ascribe to the presence of the moss. It is realized,

however, that this problem can only be answered satisfactorily by

experiments extending over a considerable number of years.

The problem of the distribution of T. itsmoidcs upon the various

species of trees '^ one of the first to force itself upon the obsenation.

That certain trees of a given loc alily arc abundantly supplied while

others not far distant are not, is a well known fact. One factor in

the case has already been mentioned, and that is the light relation.

But there are others to be considered, and the most important perhaps

IS concerned with the method of di«<=cniinali(>n. The epiphyte is not

usually propagated by seeds but bv fragments of festoons, which

bemg somewhat heavy cannot be carried far except in a ver)- high

wmd, or by birds, which according to ScnmrER (i) in some regions

utilize the plant in buildin- their nests. There is a good chance.

therefore, for a tree a little distant from others bearing the moss

to receive its first detachment of the epiphvte.
.

,

The character of the foliage also plays a part, in that a tree witJith

outermost . „ .^
a wmd-blown fragment of moss to hook itself to the branches,

would shed it. ScHiMPER (I) obsen-cs in this connection that

but

Baunie

"^it sehr dichtem Haube entbehren der Sonnencpiphyten
beinalie

oanzhch." According to Peirce (2) Ka,m,tim rdicukU^ a li*

having a habit and mode of dissemination similar to T.
»»«'*'
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is fouiKl more frequently on deciduous than on e\ergiven trees,

because, as he explains, the foliage of llie evergreen trees interferes

with its reaching the branches. Tlie umbrella tree (Me/ia AzcdcniiJi)

has a remarkably dense foliage and is almost unixersally devoid of

moss, yet near the university is a tree of this species with a scanty

su{)ply of foliage and an abundance of moss. It is reasonable to con-

clude that any tree furnishing proper conditions for attachment and

growtli may become a host of the epi{)hyte.

The source of the water supply of Tillandsia is atmospheric pre-

cipitation, as in all epiphytes. Dissolved in the water are the neces-

sary salts which have been dissohed by the rain from the dust in the

air. Perhaps an equally fruitful source of salts is in many cases the

washings from the tree, which in dry weather may accumulate much

earthy material in the form of dust upon its branches. The plant

itself even serves in collecting dust on account of the scaly surface, so

that when wet the deposits beneath the scales yield a small amount

of soluble material.

A most remarkable characteristic of Tillandsia is its ability to

retain water. The absorption of water is accomi)lished over the

entire surface of the living parts by means of scales, as will be described

further on, its retention being accomplished also by the scales, and of

course by the cuticularized epidermis. It is much easier to under-

stand how a melon cactus with its globose form and consequent

minimum surface and enormously developed water .storage li.s>uc

can resist prolonged drouth than it is to see how Tillandsia with il.s

small cyhndrical leaves, much greater surface expi...ure, and compara-

tively small storage facility can, without any water suj>ply, endure

drouth. A small festoon was hung in a cV^crl dry room for nineteen

days without water. It lost 23 per r<*nt. In weight during the time,

but when placed in water it aU'.i)rbi'd as much as it had lo^t, and

remained a healthy plant, showing that it had not really sufTered

injur}- by exposure to the drouth. There i.^ occasionally, of course,

a similar drying process in the o])en air when drouth occurs. During

the dr}' spell in the spring of 1902, mo^<= plants were known to have

been subjected to two months of rainless ex[>o^ure without injur}'.

From an economic standpoint, Tillandsia is of some commercial

value on account of its mechanical tissue. 'I his forms a central
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cylindrical strand composed of reduced phloem and xylem, surrounded

by a mass of thick-walled sclerenchyma fibers. When the paren-

chymatous cortex is removed, the sclercnchymatous axis remains as

a tough elastic fiber, which senxs as a packing in upholster}'. The

so-called curing process is a means of eliminating the parenchyma.

One method largely employed is that of bur}-ing the moss in trenches

or pits, allowing it to remain till the cortex is dead and in a condition

to be removed easily.

ach

DEVELOPMENT OF THE EMBRYO SAC.

The primordia of the ovules arise on the innermost wall of e

loculus of the tricarpellate, superior ovary. By a one-sided growth

each primordium becomes bent toward the base of the ovary, develop-

ing into the anatropous t}'pc of ovule. When the bending has reached

an angle of about 90°, the nucellus appears as a hemispherical mass

of cells, at the base of which can be seen the beginning of the inner

integument. Imbedded under two layers of nucellus cells, the single

archesporial cell becomes difTerentiated in the usual way, by its

slightly larger size and greater staining capacity (fg- 2). As the

ovule increases in size, the nucellus elongates, the outer integument

appears, and the archesporial cell enlarges considerably, especially

in length. There is no parietal cell formed, but by multiplication

of cells the nucellus over the archesporial cell forms an additional

layer, making three
(fig. j). The archesporial cell is now much

elongated, and occupies the central region of the nucellus. It is

filled with granular, longitudinally-striated cytoplasm, and has a

relatively large nucleus. The first and second divisions of this

nucleus probably give rise to the gametophyte generation. Only

one spindle of the first division was observed, and it was but little

more than one-third the length of the cell {fig. 4). The chromosomes

were short, and closely crowded at the equatorial plate. The con-

ditions were altogether unfavorable for ascertaining their number

on account of the small size of the figure. The number, howev-er,

was definitely made out from the second division of the pollen mother

cells, and was found to be sixteen. A protracted search failed to

yield a nuclear figure which definitely showed the chromosome

number in the sporophyte, though considerably over sixteen
were

observed.
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Tlie first division of the archcsporial cell is usuall}' followed by

a transverse wall and a resting condition of the nuclei (fif^. 5); but a

single case was observed, as reported by Smith (3) for Eirlilioniia

crassipes, in which a row of four nuclei was formed without sei)a-

rating walls (Jig. 7). in Eichhornia the absence of the walls is said

to be the rule, but in Tillandsia it is the exception. The division

which gives rise to the third and fourth mcgasporcs, thus comjjleting

the axial row, will be seen from fig. 6 to be in the cell nearest die

micropyle. In the meantime, the basal of the two proximal nuga-

spores begins to elongate, and is destined to develop into tlie embryo

sac. . A vacuole is formed in this cell as it pushes outwards crushing

the other three megasporcs, whose contents soon show evidence of

breaking down. The remaining stages in development arc the

familiar ones of complete absorption of the non-functional mega-

spores by the functional, and the internal division of the latter into

eight cells. The two cells that are to form the syni-rgids soon come

to possess larger nuclei than does the egg cell. The egg nucleus

in fact is smaller than is customarily observed. In the completed

embr}'o sac, the egg often lies against the wall of the sac near one

bet rhe

polar nuclei usually approach each other and fuse near the antipodal

region {fig. 14). The antipodals occupy a pocket at the extreme

end of the sac.

rERTIl.TZATION.

The pollen tube passes through the micropyle, penetrates the

nucellus, and enlarges as it enters the embr>'0 sac. It docs not

appear to pass between the synergids, but to one side of them, one

synergid being disorganized in the process. The two male nudi-i

which have arisen from the generative nucleus during the develop-

ment of the pollen tube lie near together and a little in advance of the

tube nucleus. In no case observed did the male nuclei show the

much elongated, spermatozoid-likc form so often described for other

plants. In fig. 13, which represents the tube before its rupture,

they are elliptical; but when discharged they are slightly more elon-

gated and may have pointed end^. The place of discharge may be

either at the end of the tube or lateral, though near the end (figs.

i6-ig). The tube nucleus is usually to be seen
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charge of the male nuclei, but may be absent later, which would

indicate that it too was ejected. In one instance (fig. ig) the nucleus

was observed after ejectment. The male nuclei are of about the

same size and appearance, and leave the pollen tube at about the

same time. The nucleus which is to fuse with the endosperm nucleus

can be seen in various stages of its passage to the antipodal end of

the embr}-o'sac. There is no evidence that cither nucleus increases

in size after leaving the pollen tube. The time of fusion with the

polars may be either before or after their complete union with each

other; in fig. i8 it is before. In fig. i8 the fusion of the two male

nuclei with the egg and polar nuclei respectively is seen to be simul-

taneous. After fertilization the egg secretes a wall about itself and

rests for a time.

The occurrence of darkly-stained bodies so freriuently seen in

pollen tubes has been noted in Tillandsia. They were observed in

the microspores before germination, which would account for their

presence in the pollen tube.
w

THE SLED.

The most noticeable change that results from fertilization is the

extensive elongation of the entire ovule. Part of the growth is due

to enlargement of the embryo sac and its surrounding integuments,

while the remainder is traceable to elongation of that part of the

outer integument which is prolonged above the body of the ovule.

The inner integument does not appear to elongate at all, hence the

opening of the micropylar canal comes to lie far below the opening

of the canal formed by the outer integument [fig-
22). A similar

elongation of the outer integument was obscr^•ed in Fuya chilemis

by HOFMEISTER (4).

Accompanying the growth of the embryo sac is the development

of the endosperm, It begins to form at once after fertilization, and

the nuclei resulting from the first divisions of the endosperm nucleus

take position at either end of the sac, leaving, however, a few to form

a thm parietal layer between. At the antipodal end, cell formation

with walls begins at once, and a number of large cells form a tissue

which stands out conspicuously in the ca^'ity of the sac, which other-

wise contains only a few free endosperm nuclei. At first this tissue
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was taken as an extraorcllnaty development of antipodals, but cases

were found where the tliree degenerate cells were lying benealli the

tissue in the small pocket at the end of the embr}'{) sac. The free

endosperm nuclei gradually gather in increasing numbers against

llie endosperm tissue, finally forming wall^ about themselves but

remaining readily distinguishable from the otlier tissue {jig. 24).

The functions of the two tissues appear to be somewhat diderent.

The originally formed cell-conipact retains its richness of protoplasmic

contents durmg the development of the embryo, probably serving

in the conduction of food materials to the later formed tissue adjoining

it, which soon shows signs of containing food deposits. The reserve

materials thus laid down are not utilized bv the embryo before seed

germination, but exist as the endosperm of the ripe seed. The endo-

sperm at the micropylar end of the embryo sac does not develop in

large c^uantity, forming a tissue about the embryo only after the

latter attains a considerable size.

The egg cell remains dormant for a time after fertilization. In

1903 the period of blossoming lasted (at Baton Rouge) for a month

following the middle of ^lay. Material gathered about the first

of July showed egg cells undivided, as well as cmbr}'0s of only a few

cells. Growth during the summer is slow, small cmbr)'os being

found in material gathered about the tenth of August. It was not

till the middle of September that large ones were observed, and even

then there was much diversity in size.

The first wall formed in the division of the egg cell is transverse,

as is the second one also. The proembr}'o of three superimposed

cells is therefore not different from the type that holds in so many

monocotyledons. The divisions immediately following, however,

^ary considerably in sequence.

The middle segment may divide sooner than the terminal (/if;.

, or the reverse may be true {/ig. 27). The basal segment divides

or Intor bv lonoritudin.'d walls into four cells—a variation from

\

sooner

the Alisma-type, in which the segment is unicellular and vesicular.

The terminal segment divides by longitudinal walls to form the

quadrant, and by transverse walls to form the octant. The latter

walls instead of being precisely transverse may be oblique (fig. J4)*

In many older embryos the arrangement of the cells in this segment
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indicates that the walls in question uxre originally oblique or else

became so by unequal growth in dilTcrent j)arts of the embryo {jig.

36). The dermatogen usually forms first in the terminal segment.

To distinguish the middle from the terminal segment soon becomes a

difficult matter, but from the position of the concavity in which the

stem apex is developed, it is safe to say that the apex arises from

the middle and the cotyledon from the terminal segment, as in

Alisma. The middle segment also gives rise to the root-tip, hypo-

cotyl, and part of the suspensor. A short time before the differentia-

tion of the stem tip in the lateral depression, the region adjoining and

outside of the area where the stem tip is to appear grows upward into

a ridge of tissue, which in the mature embryo encloses the growing

point complelcly. If the figure of the embryo of Guzmannia, as

shown b\- ^\'ITTMACK' in Engler and Prantl's Natiirlichcn Pjlanzen-

familien be compared with that of T. usncoides (fig. 40), the resem-

blance will at once be apparent. It''wni be noticed that what I have

called cotyledon in Tillandsia is called scutellum in Guzmannia,

the term cotyledon' being reserved by Wittmack for the small out-

growth labeled c, near the stem apex. It is probable that the author

in thus naming the two organs scutellum and cotyledon only wished

to emphasize the difTerencc in function, one as an organ of absorp-

tion, the other as a rudimentary leaf, at the same time recognizing

the two as homologous with the cotyledons of the dicotyledons.

From a study of the seed germination of T. usncoides, however, it

will be seen that it is extremely doubtful if the organ named cotyledon

in Guzmannia is really such. Further discussion of this point, how-

ever, wdl be postponed till seed germination is considered.

When the embryo of Tillandsia is about three-fourths grown,

there occurs a degradation of certain cortical cells of either the root

or the end of the hypocotyl nearest the root-tip. The cells in question

show at first a contracted protoplast, with incapacity to stain deeply,

and by the time the embryo has reached it^ full size almost a complete

absence of cell contents (fig. 42). This phenomenon undoubtedly

stands in intimate relation with the complete atrophy of root that

obtains in the mature plant.

'The index letter c in the description of fig. IQ, G of the Broraeliaceae has been

ound through correspondence to indicate cotyledon.
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Dispersal of seeds in the Tillandsia is curoniplislu^d l)y the assist-

ance of lon<i; delicate hairs that beset the seed coat. These arise by

elongation of the cells of that part of the outer integument which

forms a portion of the body of the seed, and also from that part which

extends to the funiculus. The hairs not only assist in wind trans-

portation, but are also of use to tlie seed in enabling it to adhere to

bark or festoons of moss. The adaptation for efTective adherence

closely appressed barbs attached to the hairs at inter-

vals {fif^. 44). Soon after the opening of the capsules, numerous

instances of seeds clinging tightly to limbs and to moss festoons

may be observed.

The time of discharge of seeds is in March (at Baton Rouge),

I have no data as to possible variation of this time in locahtics widely

distant, but suppose it is nearly uniform for the southern states.

March, of course, is an unusual month for dehiscence of fruits in the

north temperate zone, but in Tillandsia it stands In close relation

to another property not generally possessed by seeds in temperate

climates, that is, quick germination. Though lack of facts forbids

positive statement, it may be conjectured that this relationship

originated from ancestors living in tropical lowlands, where a dormant

period to withstand unfavorable conditions is unnecessar}'.

GERMINATION Or 1 HE SEED.

Tillandsia produces seed in considerable quantity each year.

Just what proportion contains fully-matured embryos has not been

ascertained, but there is no doubt that a large percentage have them.

The embryos appear perfectly normal, with the exception of the dead

cortical cells in the root or h\T;>octyl, and show no apparent rea:>on

why they should not give rise to seedlings. Thu experience of inves-

tigators, however, has been that seed< produced by the epiphyte are

worthless, a condition which has arisen through the introduction of

a vegetative mode of reproduction, whereby seed prf)duction has

degenerated. Nevertheless, I made efforts to induce seeds to germi-

nate by placing them in a germinator, but without success. Meeiian

(5i reports having found the seed germinating in the hollow crotch

of a tree in which vegetable mold had collected. He says that from

the seedlings or young plants proceed stolons or runners, having buds
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every few inches, which push out into lca\-es and stems to form the

gray-green moss. Schimper (i) succeeded in finding one seedling,

but he gives no description of it. Mez (6) states he was unable to

obtain any seedling at all. Realizing that the observations of Meehan
were worth consideration, I searched crotches of moss-laden trees, in

which plenty of vegetable mold had collected, but without success.

Fig. I.—SeedUngs o{ Tillandsia usneoides; on the right is a cluster of seedlings

still attached by their coma to a partially opened capsule; near the top of the shoot

on the left a seedling is adhering to the scaly surface.

ed seeds in the mold, but they could not be induced to

On April 6, 1903, I observed Tillandsia seedlings for

IP nnrl tlir.,. „ •__.•-_ e „ v.o^fi'illv-nnencd

germinate.

the first time, and thev were projecting from a partially-ope

capsule
[fig. I), Out of the nineteen seeds in the capsule, thirteen

had developed into seedlings. They were held in place by the tuft

of hairs from the testa to which thev still adhered. An examination

of moss festoons was then made, 'with the result that many little

n

^

m
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seedlings were found either still attached to the capsules, or else

hanging to the scaly stems and lca\es of the mother plants. Tn every

case the seed coat still adhered to the base, or root-end of the .seed-

lings, so as to enable the coma to keep them from falling to the ground,,

which they certainly would have done without this provision. When
it is remembered that the capsules dehisced in ^fareh, and llic seed-

lings were found early in April, it will l>e seen that germination fol-

lowed dehiscence quite closely. Of course the early growth was

attained at the expense of the endosperm, but when it was exhausted,

continued growth, which would naturally be exjiected from healtliy

looking seedlings, failed to occur. Material galliered in the summer
and autumn yielded the usual crop of seedlings, but in no rase were

any found that were larger than those found in April. Festoons

gathered the middle of January, nearly a year after the capsules

opened, had numerous httlc seedhngs hanging to them, all healthy

looking, but no larger than any obscrwd before them. It is ex])ected

that when the warm weather of spring comes, when Tillandsia puts

forth its most vigorous growth, the seedlings also will increase in size.

The question naturally arises here, why Tillandsia seedlings are not

to be seen in all stages developing into mature plants, counting of

course those which germinated previous years. As such is not the

case, it can only be conjectured that, as the spring of 1903 was an

unusually rainy one, the conditions for germination were especially

favorable.

Seedlings exhibiting various stages in germination were imbedded

in parafTm and longitudinally sectioned. (Jif^

4j) the first leaf shows only a slight growth, the stem apex is still

undifferentiated, while from the axil of the ridge of tissue that enclosed

the stem apex, or else from its inner surface, a pair of organs have

arisen. It is believed that the presence of these organs throws some

light upon the morphological nature of the ridge of tissue. If a sec-

tion is made through the nodal region of a mature plant (jig. 4g)^

it will be seen that the leaf sheath which encloses the lateral shrx^t

and main axis is double. The doubling is not due to splitting of a

tissue once entire, but to bifurcation. A section through a very young

sheath {jig, ^ga) reveals an outgrowth, one to several cells in extent,

from which a double laver of Qv]h arises. Thc^c soon >t parale to
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form the double sheath. In older stages the base of the sheath is

composed of many cells in width, so that the sheath appears no longer

to originate as a bifurcation of a single organ, but rather as two dis-

tmct organs. Both organs or portions of the sheath mav develop

equally, though it more often happens that one portion becomes

larger than the other". Occasionally, the

all, but remains a tiny rudiment.

The sheaths which arise in the seedling develop precisely like those

m the mature plant and differ from them in no respect. The two

organs that originate on the ridge of tissue, therefore, may be regarded

without hesitation as the first sheath, and as ever}- sheath appears in

connection with a leaf, that leaf must be the cotyledon. From the

section of the mature plant it will be noticed that the bases of each

leaf and its sheath are at the same level on the axis. If a difference

m level should occur, however, whereby the base of the sheath were

elevated above that of the corresponding leaf, the cell growth pro-

ducing that elevation would originate from the cortical parenchyma
lying immediately under the sheath. The parenchyma would give

rise to a ridge bearing the sheath upon its summit. Such an occur-

rence does not of course actually take place in the mature plant, but

It is believed that it is in such a way that the ridge of tissue originates

in the embryo. Reasons for coming to this conclusion arc based upon

the position of the first sheath. While the inner portion of the sheath

may grow from the crotch at the base of the ridge of tissue, the outer,

and sometimes the inner also, is attached to the ridge upon its inner

surface. The outer portion may in fact arise from the summit of

the ridge. The base of the sheath, therefore, is on the whole raised

above that of the cotyledon, the elevation being accomplished through

growth of the subjacent parenchyma. Thus there develops a special

organ which serves a special purpose, perhaps as protection to the

stem apex, and which must therefore be regarded as an embryonic

structure without an e.xact counterpart in the aduh plant. It cannot

be a leaf, or a cotyledon, because a leaf does not bear such a relation

to Its sheath. A leaf and its sheath always develop with a growing

point between them, so that thev can never join in a median section-

Campbell
(7) calls a similarly placed though less extensive outgrowth

m the embryo of Sparganium a sheath. While it does not require a
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stretch of the imagination to consider the growth in (luestion ashcatli,

there is at least one objection to this solution of the i)r()l}lem. The
development of the sheatli shows that it a[)i)ears as a bifurcated

organ almost from its incipiency, and that the base, at first narrow,

subsequently increases greatly in widlli. Quite the reverse would

be true in llie embryo if the organ enclosing the growing point were

regarded as a sheath, for the basal portion is first enormously devel-

oped, leaving the upper bifurcated portion to appear comparatively

late.

The stages in germination are shown in figs. 45-48^ which should

be compared with fig. 4g. The latter exhibits a difference in rela-

tive time of ditTerenliation of stem and leaf apex as compared with

the seedling. Tn the mature plant the leaf is still r^uite small when

the stem apex becomes distinguishable at its base, while in the seed-

lino: the leaf first attains considerable si/e.

thp: flower.

The llowers, which arc produced in considerable quantity in May
and June, present little of special interest. Each flower has a calyx

of three sepals, and a corolla of three green petals. Having a fra-

grant odor, it is possible that it is \'isited by insects, though no infor-

mation has been collected by me on the subject. Thrips, however,

inhabit many of the flowers and puncture the style in order to

deposit an egg at its base. It is possible, therefore, that they may
serve in cross poflination.

Although the flower appears to be terminal, it is regarded by

Mez (6) as a reduced indeterminate inflorescence. An examinatif)n

of preparations made longitudinally through buds bears him out in

his statement, for a growing point of considerable size is present,

though having dead meristem tissue.

THE LEAVES.

The leaves of T, tisneoides are acicular and with an ai)i)roximately

semicircular cross section. The epidermal cells do not have specially

heavy walls, nor are the inner ones thicker than the outer, as in certain

other Bromeliaceae. Sections through the leaf show it to have three

fibrovascular bundles, each surrounded by a ti^^ue composed of thick-

walled sclerenchvma fibers {figs, 50, 5/). The principal portion
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of the leaf is composed of parenchyma cells which do not show any

differentiatiation at all into palisade and spongy tissue. While the

cells ha\-e the shape of those in tv^^ical spongy tissue, the large inter-.

cellular air spaces characteristic of most mcsophytic leaves are here

replaced by small ones, giving the whole tissue a much more compact

appearance. Not all of the parenchyma cells contain chloroplasts,

for there are interspersed cells without them, whose function is that

of water-storage, having walls provided with large pits which facihtate

the passage of water from one cell to another.

Aside from acting in the capacity of mechanical tissue, the vascular

system has undergone a process of degeneration. The necessity

for a functional xylem with its transpiration stream is eliminated by

the fact that there is a complete absence of roots, and also by the fact

that the water-absorbing organs, the scales, arc found over the entire

exposed surface with the exception of some of the floral organs.

There would appear also to be no need for a functional phloem since

all hving cells either contain chlorophyll and are exposed to light, or

else are approximate to those containing chlorophyll.

THE CHT.OROPLASTS.

One of the most interesting features of the leaf is the structure and

behavior of the chloroplasts. These bodies, instead of exhibiting

the more or less homogeneous structure observed in most chloroplasts,

are seen to be composed of masses of smaller chloroplasts, measuring

O
every

(fig. 32). While

leaf contain chloroplasts

them have

been described above. The little chlorophyll bodies have almost,

of bacteria, and for convenience will bee minuteness

'crochloroplas^

sign

plasts. The true

ficance of the formation of the microchloroplasts will be readih

seen when it is stated that they may not remain in bunches ifi^-
5^)'

but can and often do separate from one another till the entire cyto-

plasm of the cell becomes dotted with them {fig. 53)- Under a low

magnification such a cell appears uniformly green throughout. They

even enter the vacuoles, where a lively Brownian movement is set up-
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It was at once suspected that the various phases in distribution of ihc

microchloroplasts were conditioned by the light intensity, and hence

their movements could be made subject to control. Festoons of

Tillandsia accordingly were placed under dilTercnt conditions varying

from darkness to direct sunlight. Those placed in darkness were

allowed to remain there 24 to 30 hours, and a similar period of expo-

sure was allotted to festoons hung in the shade. Those exposed to

direct sunliglit were hung up early in the morning. All were exam-

GO

The examination was made by sectioning numerous leaves of vari-

ous ages, and from as many different regions of each festoon as pos-

sible. Plants were also sectioned at different times of day and also at

night. The results in every instance were approximately the same.

Sections were obtained from plants under the var}nng conditions of

light intensity used in the experiment; sections in which the mcga-

chloruplusts wTre present; in which they were in the process of disin-

tegration into microchloroplasts; in which there was distribution of the

microchloroplasts uniformly through the cell; and in which all the

foregoing stages were present in the same section. In fact, the same

leaf varied in these respects in its different portions. There seemed

to be no method of telling before examination just what condition the

chloroplasts would be in. One of the best instances of complete

uniformity of distribution of the microchloroplasts throughout the

ned That the

disintegration of the mega- into microchloroplasts is not the result of

injury due to sectioning may be proven by an examination of the entire

leaf through the epidermis. Sections also cut thick contain in their

centers cells untouched bv the razor.

Homogeneous chloroplasts of the usual type were found which

showed evidence of undergoing division. Megachloroplasts, in which

the microchloroplasts were distinctly visible, were also found showing

a deep constriction as though they too were undergoing fission.

Owing to the difficulty of obser\-ing well the interior of the leaf

through the overlapping scales, it was not ascertained whether the

so

it seems certain that the latter would not be constructed of identically

the same microchloroplasts a second time.
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It is oflfered in explanation of this interesting condition of affairs

that the supply of light of Tillandsia is considerably diminished by

the presence of the overlapping scales, which are necessary for water

absorption and for protection against too rapid transpiration. In

order to meet this diminution, it not only prefers sunny exposures,

but has modified its chlorophyll-bearing apparatus by causing it to

occupy a much larger area in order to utilize to better advantage such

light as penetrates to the interior of the leaf.

It may be stated here that precautions were taken to examine

healthy festoons remo\ed directly from moss-laden trees. In some

instances these were examined immediately after such removal, lest

confinement in the laboratory should in some way induce pathologi-

cal conditions.

THE SCALES.

The scales cover the entire hving exposed portion of the plant with

the exception of the corolla, stamens, ovary, and a portion of the

cal3-x. Each scale develops from a single epidermal cell, the early

divisions of which occur while the young lca\es and stems are included

within the leaf sheath. The first division is transverse (fig- 55)-

The proximal cell thus produced remains undivided, the distal

dividing trans\-ersely till four cells are produced, of which the lower

three form the stalk of the scale (fig. 57). The outermost hemi-

spherical cell becomes divided into four cells by two longitudinal walls

perpendicular to one another {figs. jS and 63). By periclinal walls

group

(fig. 64). The central cells divide no further. The outer ones divide

by perichnal walls to form two concentric rows {fig- 65). The ce s

of both rows become eight in number by anticlinal walls, the inner

row undergoing no further division, but the outer, by another set

anticlinals, finally has sixteen. A fourth, concentric row is t en

formed by periclinal walls from the outermost sixteen cells.
'^

three inner layers consist of four, eight, and sixteen cells respective,

»

which numbers remain constant, but the fourth layer undergoes

repeated divisions till a large number of cells are produced (^^- 7>

h
.dinal

h
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basal cells undergo thickening of their walls in certain }X)rtions and

lose their cell contents.

ScHiMPER (i) was the first to call attention to the water absorptive

function of the scales, and his experiments along tlu's h'ne were so

complete as to leave little else to be done. That the leaves of

Tillandsia can absorb water is easily demonstrated either by wetting

them with water and then watching it disappear, or by noting the

weight before and after allowing them to remain a short time in water.

That the channel of absorption is through the scales is shown by using

colored water, which stains the stalk cells. Unlike most similar

appendages of the epidermis, the scales do not liinder the leaf from

becoming wet, but actually conduct water into the interstices beneath

them. When dry, the leaf is of a gray color, due to the air enclosed

by the scales, but when wet, the air is replaced by water, and a deep

green color results. From an examination of fig, yo it will be seen

that the outer w^alls of the scale are thickened. When water is

absorbed by the cells with thickened w^alls, they become turgid,

expand below, and raise the wing of the scale well above the epider-

mis {'fig, 6g). The water absorbed by the outer cells of the scale

passes to the stalk cells, w^hich have thin walls and rich protoplac^mic

contents. Through these it passes through the basal cell to the water-

storage cells of the parenchyma. If the plant be soaked in dilute

potassium iodid solution for a day, the walls of the stalk, basal, and

neighboring parenchyma cells will be stained. It should be noticed

that no ordinary type of epidermal cell with its thickened cuticulanV.ed

wall separates the scale from the parenchyma. The cell that repre-

sents the ej)idermis beneath the scale is the basal cell resulting from

the first division of the epidermal cell that gave rise to the scale. The
walls of this basal cell are thin and uncuticularized. If a scale whose

wing is raised well above the epidermis by the turgescence of its cells

be treated with glycerin, the contraction due to loss of turgescence

will draw the scale close down against the epidermis. I'his illus-

trates the process that takes place when scales become dry from

evaporation, as occurs in nature. Such a process cannot but assist

the epidermis in checking transpiration, so that the scales may be

considered not only as organs of absorption, but as serving to prevent

too rapid escape of the water they have been instrumental in bring-

ing into the plant.
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The effect of an absorptive system extending over the entire sur-

face has already been mentioned in the reduction of the mechanical

and conductive tissues. As such reduction is found mostly in sub-

merged hydrophnes, it will be seen that T. iisncoidcs behaves in these

respects much like such plants.

The scales stand in connection with the water-storage tissue. The

cells of this tissue lie well distributed among the chlorophyll-bearing

cells and keep them in a state of turgescence. Even after a plant has

lost one-fourth of its weight by transpiration, and the leaves have

become grooved by contraction, the chlorophyll-bearing parenchyma

is unhurt. It is believed that the leaf shrinkage is due to a partial

collapse of the storage tissue upon loss of water, rather than by

decrease in turgescence of the green parenchyma. There is no evi-

dence that the plant undergoes desiccation and subsequent revival,

podi

THE STOM ATA.

In addition to protection atlordcd by scales, hairs, and thick-

walled epidermal cells, xcrophytes sometimes guard against too

rapid transpiration by means of the position and structure of the

stomata. Sunken stomata, or those vestibuled by an epidermal air

space, itself with a narrow opening to the exterior, are all well known.

In some xerophytic plants the usual closing of the pore by the guard

cells is assisted in its function of checking transpiration by modifica-

tions in neighboring parenchymatous or epidermal cells. In Kingia

australis, for instance, there is, according to Tschirch,^ a large inter-

cellular space adjoining the stoma, partially filled with coiled cellular

' Since this paper went to press, one by Mez (9) has appeared on the physjolog)

of water absorption in certain species of Tillandsia, among them T. usneoides. Mez

corrects Schimper's observations as to the details of the absorptive process, claiming

that the empty cells of the scale do not contain air, but are collapsed when the sur-

face of the plant is dry. The thickened part of the scale swells when wet, raising 1

and causing the lumen to reappear in the collapsed cells. Water passes from extenor

capillary spaces into the partial vacuum through thin places in the cell walls, whence,

from the filled cells as reservoirs, the water is taken up and passed into the mesoph}

by the stalk cells {Aujnahmezellen) through the usual process of osmosis^ M
describes the scale of T. usneoides as having only one stalk cell instead of thre

^While it is true that two of the cells are very thin, their presence can readily be ra&

out in good secUons of mature scales and still more readily in sections of young

' Haberlaxdt, G., Physiologische Pflanzenanatomie. 2d ed. p- 399-
i^^"
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outgrowths of the parenchyma. The outgrowths do not stop, but

merely hinder transpiration. Xanthorrhoca hastilis exhibits a simihir

contrivance. Camellia japonica and Pruniis Laurocerasus have the

facuUy of fiUing up the air space as a result of excessive droutli or by

death of the guard cells. In such cases tylose-like ]>roccsses occur

which block up all gas interchange, Pilra elegans differs from those

mentioned above in that certain subjacent parenchyma cells develop

thickenings on their exterior walls, ^ne of these finally pushes up

against the pore of the stoma and effectually closes it. There is no

movement of the parenchyma cell away from the stoma, hence the

aperture is permanently closed. From an examination of figs, 72

and 7j it will be apparent that Tillandsia presents a condition of

affairs not widely different from that of Pilea. The principal differ-

ence lies in the fact that in Tillandsia the parenchyma cells undergo

no thickening. Both longitudinal and cross sections tli rough the

leaf show outgrowths from the parenchyma cells lining the sides of

the air space. The outgrowths turn upward and cither stop up the

opening of the stoma or else press directly against the guard cells.

It will be seen that the enormously thickened walls of the guard cells

preclude a possibility of change in their form. To show this experi-

mentally some planls were placed in water and exposed to direct

sunlight for a few hours. The leaves were then sectioned and the

guard cells watched with a micrometer while glycerin was run under

the cover glass. There was no measurable change. According to

Mez (6) the guard cells have lost the power of functioning, this power

having been transferred to certain cells of the subjacent tissue which

operate the passive guard cells, thus opening and closing the stoma.

There are two cells which come in contact with the guard cell and

may therefore be the means of moving it. One is the cell to which

it is attached and which extends from the hinge to the inner face of

the guard cell. This cell is usually continuous, but may be divided

by a cross wall into two cells. Should this cell, which is epidermal,

become turgescent, it would tend to raise the guard cell, swinging iti>

free side outwards. Such a movement, however, would close rather

than open the pore of the stoma. The hinge is quite thick and may

be much thicker than any shown in the figures. If the epidermal cell

is divided the division wall would effectually hinder any movement of
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the guard cell. From
ful whether the guard cells move at all in either direction. Of course

the glycerin experiment was repeatedly tried, but no motion was

discernible. The only other cells which by contact with the guard cdls

can move them are the parenchyma cells whose processes push against

the guard cells on the under side. It was at first thought that the

parenchyma cells were operated by ^-ariations in turgescence of the

epidermal cell, so that regarding the guard cells as immovable the

epidermal cell would press downward upon the subjacent paren-

chyma cell during turgescence, and lower the process, thus unstopping

the stoma. Out of a number of such processes only one reaches the

center of the stoma, all the others being considered attempts that

from necessity have failed. This e.xplanation of the function of the

parenchymatous outgrowth is plausible, to say the least, but it has

not been experimentally proven by the glycerin test. Numerous

mstances were investigated carefully, but in not a single case did any

of the processes change their position. It is here confessed that no

reaction was noticed in any part of the stoma or adjacent tissue in

response to the action of glycerin, nor was an instance found in fresh

material where the guard cells appeared to be separated. The

experimental demonstration of the presence of a mechanism in

stomata, therefore, has not thus far met with success.

Another explanation might be mentioned, in which the processes

are to be considered attempts on the part of the plant to close

stomata permanently.

the

the

may tually

reach the center of the stoma and close it, so that, granted that a

small opening exists between the guard cells, the number of functional

stomata would merely be reduced. The total number of stomata

per square milHmeter was ascertained and found to be relatively sm

number

all.

m each

section of serial sections taken from a portion of leaf of known length.

For mstance, a piece of leaf 3"^™ long contained 52 stomata. Calcu-

from ., there

300 per

square inch.

It must of course be taken 'into consideration that sections of hvmg

leaves were used for experiment and not entire ones. If variations m

m
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the pressure of the water-storage tissue exert any influence on the

opening and closing of the stomata it is very probable that the injury

done to the tissue in sectioning would greatly interfere with the action

of the mechanism.

IIaberlaxdt (8) figures the stoma of TiUamlsia zonata, which in

respect to guard cells, and their supporting cells, resembles that of

r. usncoidcs. The guard cells have greatly thickened walls, and a

thickened hinge. From llaberlandt's account it is evident thai lie

does not fully comprehend the mechanism. In T. zonula no subja-

cent parenchyma is mentioned as taking part in the opening or closing

of the stoma.

THE STEM.

Aside from the vascular region, the stem dilTers in no essential

particulars from the leaves as to structiire. The stem, of course, has

the added function of support, so that there is developed between and

around the bundles a thick tissue of sclerenchyma fibers (fig. 74).

The fibers measure about 750/i. in length. They do not impart

rigidity, but flexibility and power to resist longitudinal strain. If a

fragment of moss is blown from one limb of a tree to another, and

succeeds in getting a hold, the cortex of that portion of the stem that

passes over the limb dies, and then disintegrates, leaving the sclercn-

chymatous axis, which holds the plant in place for several and perhaps

many years. It is upon the durability and elasticity of this tissue

that the economic value of the moss in upholstery depends.

What has already been ^aid in regard to reduction in.the function

of the xyleni and phloem of the leaves could with equal truth be said

about the stems. With a superficial absorptive system and no root,

the xylem as a conductive system is useless. The pendent hnbit antl

method of dissemination are both closely associated with reduction in

mechanical tissue, lliough they are more likely to be the result than

the cauac of the reduction. The parenchymatous cortex, as in

leaves, is supplied with chlorophyll bearing cells, all of which are

exposed to light, so that a tissue like the phloem, to carr}' elaborated

materials to cells distant from the center of photosynthesis, would be

unnecessary

IxiuisiAXA State L'NivERiiiTY,

Baton Rouge, La.
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES VIH XL
Fig. 2. Ovule fundament showing archcsporial cell.

Fig. 3. Young ovule at period just before first division of archesporial cell

Fig. 4. Spindle of first divisiision.

(is.

IGS. 5-6. Stages in formation of axial row of potential megaspores
Fig.

7. Megaspores without se])arating walls.
Figs. 8-9. Enlargement of basal megaspore to form embr)o sac mi

Figs. 10-14. Stages in formation of embr}'o sac.
Frc. 15. Pollen tube just after entering embryo sac.
Fig. 16. Fusion of pdars before rupture of pollen tube: 5, synergid; e, egg-^

Fig. 17. Lateral discharge of pollen tube: e, egg; /, tube nucleus; s, synergi'
=

Fig. 18. Simultaneous double fertilization.
Fig. 19. Double fertilization with discharge of tube nucleus (/); e, egg.

Fig. 20. Fusion of male and endosperm nuclei.
Fig. 21. Ovule at time of completed embryo sac.
Fig. 22. Elongation of ovule and outer integument after fertilization.

IG. 27,. First division in formation of chalazal endos,
IG. 24. Chalazal endosperm tissue and portion of endosperm

as reserve material in ripe seed.
Figs. 25-26. Two- and three-celled embr>'os.

erm
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Q
Fig. bj. Formation of quadrant.

Fig. 28. Division of middle before terminal segment.

Fig. 29. Unusually early development of basal and middle segments.

Fig. 30. An unusual form of embr}'o.

Figs. 31-36. h
in the terminal segment are oblique; the last three figures show beginning of

dermatogen

.

Pig. 37. Embryo about one-fourth grown.

Figs. 38-40. OutHnes of embryos in late stages of development;

represents a mature embryo.

Fig. 41. Region in vicinity of growing point of a nearly ripe embryo.

fig

Fig. 42. Root region of nearly mature embr^^o^ showing dead cortical cells.

Fig. 43. Ripe seed.

Fig. 44. Barbs on hair of coma.

Fig. 45. Early stage in germination; outhne of longitudinal section.

Figs. 46-48. Stages in development of seedling; outline of longitudinal sec-

tion.

Fig. 49. Longitudinal section through the growing point regions of a mature

plant: 5, sheath; st, stem; 1, leaf; sa, stem apex; la^ leaf apex.

Fig. 49a. Very young sheath.

Fig. 50

Fig. 51

Fig. 52

Fig. 53

Cross section of leaf; p, pit In water-storage cell.

Bundle of leaf enlarged to show phloem (p) and xylcm (.v).

Megachloroplasts showing division into microchloroplasts.

Stage in separation of microchloroplasts by which they become dis-

tributed through the cytoplasm.

fig

Figs. 54-61. Stages in development of the scale seen in longitudinal section;

Figs. 62-68. fig

shows a mature scale.

Fig. 69. Scale in longitudinal section, after soaking in water for several

hours; the wing is seen to be raised considerably above the epidermis.

Fig. 70. Scale in longitudinal section, drawn from a paraffin section; it will

be seen to lie much closer to the epidermis than the one in fig. 6g. •

Fig. 71. General appearance of the surface of the leaf, showing the scales.

Fig. 72. Section through a stoma; the guard cells are unquestionably closed;

in addition a process has grown up from the parenchyma into the pore of the

stoma; 3", scales.

Tig. 73. Section of stoma showing slight variation from that in

^2 and 7? were drawn from sections through living material.

fig

Fig. 74. Cross section through the vascular region of the stem: p, phloem;

A-, xylem.
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BIOLOGICAL RELATIONS OF CERTAIN DESERT
SHRUBS.

I. THE CREOSOTE BUSH (CO\TLLEA TRIDEXTATA) IX ITS
RELATION TO WATER SUPPLY.

V. M. Spaldixg.

(with seven figures)

The general features of desert vegetation arc well known and have
been^ described in a voluminous literature. Certain striking pecu-

liarities, such as the production of spines, development of tissue for

water storage, and particularly the various anatomical means by
which the loss of water is pre\ented or controlled, have received

special attention, and still form the usual subject matter of observa-
tion and discussion.

These general and easily ascertained facts are by no means unim-
portant, and it is a decided advantage to botanical science that they

have been recorded in such numbers. A far more important fact

has become increasingly evident, namely that plants living together

under present day desert conditions have each a history and charac-

ter of Its own, expressed in peculiarities of habits and physiological

activities, and evidence is not wanting that, with changing and

most complicated interrelations of organism and environment,
through the long period in which each species has presumably been

m the making, these peculiar habits and activities have been acquired.

But apart from all theoretical considerations, it is certain that

a fairly intimate knowledge of even a limited number of desert species

nngs the conviction that no general statement is an adequate expres-

sion of the biological relations of any one of them,' that each is a law

itself, and that its actual relations to the environment must be

determined

and physiological characteristics, one by one! It is from this point

o view that the present studv has been undertaken, and for this pur-

pose certain desert shrubs ha^•e been chosen-the creosote bush, palo

^erde, and mesquite-all of which possess, each in its own way,

•i

«*

^
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remarkable adaptations to desert conditions, and present striking

examples of survival in a region that has passed from widely different

conditions at an earlier geological period to its present extreme

^^°- ^-

—

Covillea tridentata, near Tucson, Arizona.—From Contrib. N. Y. Bot.
Card. No. 46^- Plant World 6: pi. 35.

aridity. Work on these several species is now under way at the

Desert Laboratory' of the Carnegie Institution, and as yet is incom-
plt^te. It is thought best, however, to embody in the form of a report
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of progress the following notes on the creosote bush and its relations

to water supply.

The creosote bush, Covillea tridcntata^ is, as is well known, one of

the most characteristic species of the Lower Sonoran zone, and through

its wide range, from California eastward to Colorado and Texas,

and southward into Mexico, it is perhaps, of all the species of this

zone, the one most constantly present and most firmly established

{-jig. i). It occupies extended areas where its removal would leave

a bare waste, but at the same time shares, on mesa and foot-hills, a

great variety of soils and exposure wdth other species that exhibit far"

less capacity of accommodation than itself.

This power of accommodation is particularly noticeable as regards

water supply. One has only to pass from the mesa east of Tucson,

for example, to the low ground of the Rillito near Fort Lowell, observ-

ing the specimens of creosote bush as he goes along, to be convinced

that the differences presented by them are due to the meager supply

of water in the one case and its abundance in the other. More strik-

ing still are the changes that take place when individual plants are

well watered. In contrast with the specimens around them to which

no water is given, their leaves become deep green and undergo a

marked increase in size, while the whole plant presents the appearance

of robust health and remarkable vigor, very different from the pinched

specimens with narrow, pale leaves, branches more or less defoliated,

and other marks of a struggle that, however successful, is manifestly

one of great severity. Plants that have been well watered for a

period of years are far more fruitful than their companions standing

in dr>' ground near by, and from their vigor, fruitfulness, and habit

of retaining a greater number of healthy leaves and branches, there

can be no question as to which is the normal condition ; the creosote

bush reaches its normal development where there is a full supply of

water; arid conditions are indeed tolerated to a remarkable degree,

but the plant is dwarfed and suffers in other ways while it endures

them
{fig. 2).

These facts, though matters of ever}- day observation, are highly

significant. Provisionally they may be interpreted as indicating that

the creosote bush, living over much of the territory where it is now

found from the period of maximum precipitation to the present time,
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has acquired habits that enable it to withstand excessive drouth, but

has never lost its capacity to absorb and use large quantities of water,

and attains its best development only under such conditions.

The readiness with which this species accommodates itself to an

over-supply of water is shown by a simple experiment. Seedlings

of Covillea were grown in a flower pot, and after they had made a

Fig. 2.—Branches of Covillea; on the right from a well watered bush near St.

dr>^ soil of the mesa close by.

Laboratory

good Start were set Into a can of water, the bottom of the pot having

been broken through in several places. After three or four weeks
It was found that some of the roots had grown down into the water

and, in contrast with those growing in the soil, had taken the form of

water roots, being entirely destitute of root-hairs. The epidermal cells

exhibited plasmolysis with a 4 per cent, solution of potassic nitrate,

thus indicating their capacity for active absorpt Seedlings

grown in the Geneva tester also sent their primar}- roots down into

the water without apparent injury. It is plain, then, that the roots of

'i
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Covillea are capable of growing in water, at least for a time, and carry-

ing on normal absorption there-

in order to observe the effects of too great and too small a supply

of water on plants growing in soil, seeds were sown in two receptacles

measuring 23^^"^ in depth, and were treated as nearly alike as possible

except as to the amount of water given to them. Both stood where

they received sunHght through a wire screen during the entire day.

One lot received a very large amount of water, manifestly much more

than they required, and the other lot was given very little, so little

that at times they seemed in danger of drying up. At such times.

they were given a little more water, after which it was withheld again.

All the plants flourished, but in the course of a few weeks there

was a marked difference between those that had received an exces-

sive supply and the ones that had recei^'ed a meager supply of water.

April 1 2th, eight weeks after the seeds were sown, the plants were

carefully washed and examined. The seedlings of both lots pre-

sented a fine, healthy appearance, and the roots of both had reached

the bottom of the receptacle in which they wxrc growing and had

spread out upon it. They differed most conspicuously in the develop-

ment of stems and leaves {fig. j). Those that had received an

excessive amount of water measured approximately 2""^ more in

height than those to which a meager supply had been given, and the

leaves were both larger and more numerous, numbering from 6 to 10

m representative specimens of the former as against 4 to 8 in

latter
; while the largest leaflets in the two lots measured respectively

1.4 and 0.8^"^ in length. Neither lot showed as strong a development

of the root system as plants grown under the same conditions to w
an abundant, but not maximum, supply of water had been given.

Microscopic examination showed that while both lots were charac-

terized by abundance of root-hairs, these were most numerous and

better developed on the roots that had received little water
^F A V ^ ^

the

hich

^ •^^w -- v^v-^VkJ L,XXU,L XACCVA X \^\^\^X \ VVA XJLLCX^ it v* v

It will be instructive to compare with this the record of two other

lots of seedHngs that had been under observation for a period of seven

weeks, during which one lot had been given an oversupply of water,

while the other received very little. On March 31st, when they were

taken up and washed free from the soil in which they had grown,

it was found that the plants to which little water had been given had
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a strong and well-developed

root system, but that this was

very poorly developed in those

that had received much water.

It was noticeable, too, that while

the latter were not altogether

destitute of root-hairs, they had

not produced them in anything

like the abundance character-

izing those that had been given

little water, there being long

stretches on which no root-

hairs whatever were to be

seen. Both lots of root-hairs

showed plasmolysis of epider-

mal cells near the tip of the

fresh root, and of the adjacent

root-hairs, with 3 per cent,

solution of potassic nitrate,

but farther back in both cases

plasmolysis was effected with

difficulty or not at all. As for

the parts above ground, both

lots of seedlings had grown
well, but those that had been

given too much water were of

adecidedly lighter green,

approaching a sickly color.

From tlicse and other obser-

vations it appears that when
given an excessive quantity of

water seedlings of Covillea

make a remarkably rapid

growth above ground, but pro-

duce a less number of root-

hairs than those that have a

meager supply, besides show-

Fig. 3.— Seedlings of Covillea eight weeks old, showing effect of exc-.^^ive and

nieager water supply.
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ing Other differences that may be passed over at present. The capi-

tal fact, however, is that this species, whether as seedling or mature

plant, exhibits an endurance of extremes in the matter of water sup-

ply that apparently vcr) few species not possessing a storage system or

.

its equivalent have attained.

This ready adjustment to differences of water supply, manifested

not only in power of endurance but also in rate of growth and in

other particulars, might naturally be expected to find expression in a

corresponding varying rate of transpiration; it becomes, therefore,

a matter of special interest to determine the habits of the creosote

bush in this respect, particularly after long periods of drouth. Accord-

ingly a series of experiments were conducted in which the hygro-

metric method of determining transpiration, suggested by Dr. D. T.

MacDougal was chiefiy employed.' By permission of the Desert

Laboratory some of the results are here given in advance of publi-

cation elsewhere, in which a full account of methods employed by

Dr. W. A. Canxox will be given by him.
At the time these experiments were undertaken, late in April,

extremely dr}^ conditions, both of atmosphere and soil, had long pre-

vailed. The rainfall since September 1903, a period of nearly seven

months, had aggregated only one inch, spring flowers had failed to

appear, and during nearly all of the winter and spring an intolerable

dust had filled the roads and risen into the air. Under such circum-

stances It might naturally be expected that transpiration on the part

of every plant not artificially watered would be reduced to a minimum;
the facts of the case, however, by no means warrant this conclusion.

Two specimens of Covillea were selected, one on the hill a little

to the northward of the laboratory, the other at the foot of the hill in

the same direction. The former presented the fresh appearance

exhibited by most of the creosote bushes near the laboratory, indica-

tive of a water supply, however limited, in excess of that in the plain

below, where the bushes looked dull and dried-up, as if subjected to

most severe conditions, to which it seemed as if they must succumb.

'This consists essentially in direct reading of a specially constructed hygrometer

placed ^^ith the plant under a bell-jar, from which escape of moisture is prevented by

oiled silk or a cement base. The correction for vapor-pressure is made once for all

^y weighing calcium chlorid before and after the saturated air of the bell-jar has been

passed through it.

I
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TRANSPIRATION OF THE CREOSOTE BUSH.

No, I. April 22, 1904-

Time
A. M.

10:51

10:54

10:56

lo'sS

11:00

11:02

11:04

II :o6

II :o8

11:10

11:12

11:14

11:16

11:18

11:20

11:22

Time
A. M.

8:57

9:03

9:08

9:13

9:18

9:23

9:28

9:33

9-38

9:43

9:48

9:53

9:58

10:03

10:08

Percentage
of saturation

22

295
35-5

40-5

48

54

60

64

675
70

72

74

75

Temperature

26° c.

27

275
28

28

28.5

29

29

29

29

29.

29 5

295
295
29 5

30

No. 2. April 23, 1904.

Percentage
of saturation

21

22.5

235
24.

5

26.5

29

32

35

39

42

46

47

49

5

5

5

5

5

49-5

Temperature

24.5° c.

25 5

25 -5

26

26

26

26.5

26.5

27

27

27-5

275
28

28

28.5

Amount in

milligranii!

105

121

149

177

198

256

300

355

398

444

487

514

532

548

564

582

Amount in

milligrams

62

69

72

76

84

91

104

116

142

152

165

173

178

183

The above table gives in milligrams the aggregate amounts of

watery vapor transpired during the indicated periods by each of

tlie plants under observation, and the amounts given off are rep-

resented graphically by the accompanying curves (fig. 4). The
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readings of the hygrometer were reduced by means of the Smith-

appropriate correction then
soman meteorological tables and the

applied for the bell-jar employed. Later experiments indicate that

the correction applied in the present case must be considered approxi-

mately rather than quantitatively exact, but this does not affect the

value of the comparisons that follow.

From the tables here given it is seen that for the time of observa-

tion the rate of transpiration of the two plants respectively was:

no. I, 924'^g per hour; no. 2, io2"'« per hour.

PBfflttttttttIti 1 M^ i
" hill' 1' 'M

MM Ul i l444VMVr\^

\nm^\ iU]4llJiUij
1 1 N 1

1

1

M
III

1
1

1U^

Fig. 4. Curves showing rate of transpiration of two creosote bushes and amount
transpired by no. i in 31 minutes and by no. 2 in i hour and 1 1 minutes.

By counting the leaves of each plant and estimating their surface

and that of the green shoots on which they were borne, the entire

transpiring surface was estimated as: no. i, 1533^^™; no. 2,
660^''^'".

For equivalent surfaces, therefore, the rate of transpiration of no.

I, the plant on the hill, was 3.7 times that of no. 2, the plant on the

plam below. Further experiments gave similar results. A branch of

a creosote bush growing where the ground had been thoroughly soaked
a tew weeks before by the nmning over of water from the tank of the

csert^ Laboratory was exceptionally fresh and green, and its rate of

ranspiration, for equivalent surfaces, was found to be 8.9 times as

great as that of the bush on the mesa.

.
'''"' ^^^^c and other detailed experiments not here reported, it

IS abundantly proven that after months of excessive drouth the

1

c«

•
1
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creosote bush on the mesa and foot-hills is still transpiring consider-

able quantities of water. The amount transpired appears to stand

in direct relation to the amount of water available in the soil where

the plant is growing, as is indicated by the following comparison of

percentages of moisture given off by the soil when air dried.

Samples of soil were taken at depths of 20 to 30^™ below the

surface from points near the plants on which the transpiration experi-

ments were conducted. In each case the sample was weighed, then

left in a shallow basin in the air, exposed to sunlight, but protected

from draughts of wind, for three days, after which the weighing was

repeated. It was found that the soil from the laboratory hill, taken

at a depth of 30'''^ below the surface, lost by air-drying during this

period 8 per cent, of its weight, while that from the plain near the foot

of the hill, which was much drier and in which the creosote bushes

were evidently suffering from lack of water, taken from a depth of

20 to 25^^"^, lost at the same time 3 per cent. Another sample from

the hill lost by heating over an electric stove 12 per cent, of its weight.

The days when the drying was done the relative humidity of the atmos-

phere ranged from 20 to 27 per cent.

It is of course essential that much more extended and critical

work in this direction should be carried out. Meantime the impor-

tant fact is established that after months of excessive drouth the soil

in which creosote bushes were living, taken only a few inches below

the surface, gave up when air dried 3 to 8 per cent, of its weight of

watery vapor, while a considerably higher per cent, was driven off

by heat. This fact being proven, our interest chiefly centers in the

capacity of the plant to utilize the available soil water after it has

been so greatly reduced. This inA'olves a study of the root system.

By way of ascertaining first general facts, the roots of crco:=ote

bushes were examined by carefully removing the earth in which they

were growing, and then following their ramifications as far as possi-

ble. This is not an entirely satisfactor}^ procedure, inasmuch as it

is quite impracticable to follow the finest roots to the end without

breaking them off. It is possible, however, to lay bare so large a

part of the root system as to obtain a clear view of its direction of

growth, mode of branching, and other characteristic features. Fig. 5
is a photograph of two seedlings of Covillea, a few months old, that
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were taken up from the Januar}^ 13

\

s

I

)

i

)

V

^

\

I

}

J

Fig.
5

east of Tucson, Arizona.

Seedlings of CoviUea from th

cm
in

The soil where they were dug, though rather hght, is relatively deep,

and it is noticeable that

while the lateral roots

had attained only a slight

development, the tap-root

had reached a depth of

over 31^"^ in the one case,

and upwards of 53

the other. A much older

plant, taken up from the

plain northward of the

Desert Laboratory,where

the soil is underlaid b}

rock, shows a strong

development of secondary

roots, and the tap-root

instead of continuing

T

?

vertically downward,

turns off at a small angle

from the horizontal, but

finally, at 80^"^ distance

from the main axis, turns

directly downward. The

lateral roots in their turn

continue near the surface

only a short distance, and

then, in spite of the rocky

nature of the substratum,

turn dow^nwards, reach-

ing 40 to 45
cm in depth

where they were broken

off, though pro bably

e mesa extending to a consider-

The position of this particular plant with respect to those around

'^ instructive, and may account in part for the distribution of its
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roots.
fig

tance of a Parkinsonia, Fouquicria, Opuntia, and another Covillea.

The roots were traced more than half the distance to the Parkinsonia

in one direction, and to the Fouquieria in the other.

^

Fig. 6.—Covillea from plain to the north of the Desert Laboratorj-, showing char-
acter of root system.

From these and many other individual plants that have been

examined, it has been found that the general plan of the root system is

essentially the same in all; there is a strong tap-root which grows

downwards until it meets an obstruction, or for some other reason

changes its course, and slender lateral roots which run near the sur-
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face for some distance. It has not thus far been practicable to asccr^

tain the extreme distance to which either the main or lateral roots

may extend. At the entrance of an abandoned mine the roots of a

rather small plant were found exposed at a depth of 3"^, and from

their size at this point, it is probable that they extended 1.5"^ or more

farther. Larger specimens doubtless send their

roots to much greater distances. In any case it

is seen that the root system spreads widely and

penetrates deeply into the earth, a disposition well

adapted to secure w^hat water is available through

a comparatively wide area when there is a light

rain, while the longer divisions of the root extend

to the water brought by heavier rains that have

reached lower levels. Such an arrangement is all

the more advantageous in view of the lack of a

Fig. 7.—Position

of Covillea with refer-

ence to plants around

it, on plain north of special Storage system, the root as a whole being

Desert Laboratory.
manifestly incapable of holding any considerable

quantity of water.

The development of the root has been followed for some months

by observation of seedlings grown in flower pots and larger recep-

tacles.
referred

cussion of growth of seedlings as affected by water supply. There

are other facts, however, particularly the behavior of root-hairs and

absorpt

Seeds germinated in a Geneva tester, so that the radicles grew in

moist air, gave opportunity to observe the early formation of root-

hairs under these special conditions. As was to be expected from

what has been observed in other species, they were developed in the

bemg in some instances numerous root-hairs before the radicle had

reached a length of s^^. In other cases it had grown to the length

of !*=•", more or less, before any were produced". In some cases they

were close to the root tip, in others farther back, all on one side of the

radicle, or projecting from all sides ; in short here, where conditions

were far more nearly uniform than often happens, there was such

variety of habit as to render it extremely difhcuh to ascertain the

factors actually determining the outgrowth of epidermal cells into

root-hairs.
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Much the same difficulty was experienced with seedhngs grown

in soil. In some cases the root-hairs arise thickly in complete zones,

the rcbt of the root being free from them; in other cases, while they

are abundantly produced, their distribution is extremely irregular;

and in still other specimens of the same lot of seedlings the root is

nearly naked, there being almost no root-hairs w^hatever.

In examining a large number of seedlings grown under different

conditions other possibly important data in regard to this matter

have been obtained, but for our present purpose it is sufficient to

emphasize the well established fact that the roots of Covillea, whether

growing in the lighter soil of the mesa or the heavier soil of the labora-

tory hill, ordinarily produce great numbers of root-hairs, and that

their number becomes less if the plant is given a very large quantity

of water. If grown directly in w^ater root-hairs are altogether wanting.

Whatever other conditions, then, may or may not afford the stimulus

that results in the production of root-hairs in general, the quantity

of water in the soil is, in the present case, a factor of prime importance.

There is no doubt that the epidermal cells of the root of Covillea

which would retain their original form if abundantly supplied with

water do, as a matter of fact, promptly increase their surface greatly

by pushing out root-hairs if the water supply is suitably diminished.

Whether in this process the epidermal cell responds directly to the

diminished supply of water in the soil around it, or to conditions

arising from lack of water in the plant of which it is a part, is a ques-

tion of theoretical interest well worthy of special investigation.

The epidermal cells near the tip of the root, whether prolonged

into root-hairs or not, function as the living agents of absorption.

To what extent the older root-hairs may function in the same way,

or may serve rather to soak up water like a sponge, when there is an

abundant supply, is a question reserved for fuller discussion than can

be entered into here. We are now concerned, first of all, with the

degree of force with which the undoubtedly vital agents of absorption,

the living cells near the root-tip, absorb water from the relatively dry

soil in which, as we have seen, the creosote bush maintains itself alive

and keeps up its transpiration ''stream."

In the investigation of this subject, which is still in progress, seed-
I

*

ungs of Covillea, of different ages were carefully removed from the
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4

soil and subjected to the action of plasmolyzing agents. A few of

the experiments undertaken will be given in detail.

A young seedling, with a slender primary root 2'''^ long, showed

distinct plasmolysis of the epidermal cells near the root-tip within

five minutes after being placed in 3 per cent, solution of potassic

nitrate, and the same phenomenon was soon after obtained as far

back as i.6°™ from the end of the root. Some of the root-hairs also
w

showed plasmolysis, but not so strongly as the epidermal cells. In

the latter it was particularly distinct.

At the same time a number of good specimens growing in the

Geneva tester were treated on separate slides with 2, 3, 4, and 5 per

cent, solutions of KNO3 ^t a temperature of 27° C. With the 2 per

cent, solution plasmolysis was not obsers'-ed; with 3 per cent, it was

seen doubtfully or incompletely in a few of the epidermal cells; with

4 per cent, plasmolysis in many epidermal cells was strongly marked;

and with 5 per cent, not only was plasmolysis promptly and strongly

induced in the epidermal cells but also in some of the root-hairs. It

is seen from this experiment, and from others not reported, that the

root-hairs plasmolyze less readily than the neighboring epidermal

cells. In the present case, while the application of 5 per cent, solu-

tion of KNO3 was promptly followed by plasmolysis of some of the

root-hairs, others failed altogether to exhibit the phenomenon.
Similar results were obtained from a lot of seedlings raised in soil

in flower pots. They were strong and healthy, and at the end of five

weeks' growth, when they were taken up for experimentation, some of

them had one or two leaves well developed Employing the secon-

dar}' roots of one of the best developed individuals it was found that

plasmolysis did not occur" in 3 per cent, solution of potassic nitrate;

that it took place promptly and distinctly in 5 per cent., both in. epi-

dermal cells and root-hairs; and that in 4 per cent, different speci-

mens exhibited a marked difference of behavior. Of five specimens

placed in 4 per cent, solution two showed plasmolysis satisfactorily,

both of the epidermal cells and root-hairs, wdiile two failed to do so,

and one showed plasmolysis well in the epidermal cells but not in the
j

root-hairs.

In these, as generally in roots subsequently examined, it was •

found that the older root-hairs, farther back from the tip of the root,
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arc ver)^ slow to become plasmolyzed, or for the most part fail alto-

gether, in solutions that readily induce plasmolysis of fresh young

cells and root-hairs near the tip. It was found, however, that some

of the older root-hairs that are not too far back from the tip exhibited

plasmolysis distinctly in a 10 per cent, solution of KNO^, but the

great majority are not affected by this nor by higher percentages.

In the course of the work it was repeatedly noticed that many of

the older root-hairs presented the appearance of having undergone

regeneration, the distal end being clear or semitransparent, in con-

trast with the dark-colored basal part w^ith its old-looking granular

contents, the clear terminal portion being irregular in outline and not

mfrequently branched. In the course of experiments on an herba-

ceous plant, Verbena ctliata, which showed the same phenomenon
even more strikingly than did the creosote bush, it was found that

regeneration of its root-hairs could be induced readily by supplying

with water a plant from which it had been withheld for some time.

It is probable that this capacity for renewed growth on the part of

tion of water from the soil

absorp

To sum up briefly the observed facts regarding the absorbing

cells of the roots of Covillea: Root-hairs are, as a rule, produced
m large numbers, thus increasing many times the absorbing surface.

If the plant receives large quantities of water the number of root-

nairs falls off, and when the roots grow^ in w^ater none arc produced,

the creosote bush agreeing in this respect with what has been obser\'ed

in land plants generally. The undoubtedly active absorbing tissue

consists of epidermal cells and root-hairs ver}' near the growing point

of both primary and secondar}^ roots. These cells fail to show
plasmolysis with less than 3 per cent, solution of KNO3 and are

readily plasmolyzed with higher percentages; their osmotic pressure

"lay accordingly be set down, with more or less variation, as equiva-

lent to ten atmospheres.

The behavior of older epidermal cells and root-hairs is such as

to throw doubt upon their functional activity as absorbing cells,

though from their observed habit of regeneration under certain cir-

cumstances, and from their action with plasmolyzing agents, there are
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grounds for assuming provisionally that a considerable proportion of

these are still capable of serving this purpose. If they are thus

active, their osmotic force, as measured by plasmolysis, is several

times that of the younger cells nearer the root-tip. It is apparent,

in any case, that the osmotic force exhibited by the root-hairs and

epidermal cells that are indubitably active is amply suthcient to

account for the capacity of this plant to absorb water from the soils

in the vicinity of the Desert Laboratory, even after such periods of

drouth as those of the present year. Their absorption, however, is

necessarily limited by the amount of water available. This, as we

have seen, is also a determining factor of transpiration. The means

by which the latter is controlled will be discussed elsewhere.

That the creosote bush is able, through its absorbing cells, to

abstract continuously a certain amount of water, however small, from

such dr>- soil as that of the desert mesa, to maintain transpiration

through many months of excessive drouth, and at the same time to

regulate nicely the amount of transpiration to correspond with avail-

able water supply, while all the time it is capable of living and docs

ordinary )

is a remarkable fact. Its explanation involves more perfect knowl-

edge not only of the physiological habits now under investigation, but

also of the geographical history of the species, which still remains to

be written. It need hardly be said that the data for both are to be

sought first of all in the desert where this plant is at home.

W
Laboratory, and to Messrs

and MacDougal of the Advisory- Board for the admirable facilities

that have freely been placed at my disposal.

Desert Botanical Laboratory,
Tucson, Arizona.



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN GRASSES. III.

AGROSTIS STOLONTFERA L.

Ix view of the recent tendencies to base species so far as possible upon

type specimens, or in the absence of such specimens upon a definite idea

to be interpreted from references to the older authors, it becomes necessary

to investigate carefully the bases upon which arc founded the Linnaean

binomials. Two species of Agrostis are here considered.

A. slolonijera was described in the first e<lition of Linnaeus's Species

Plantarum as follows (p, 62, under the second division, Muticae):

stolonijera. 7. Agrostis paniculae ramulis divaricatis muticis, culmo repente,

calycibus aequalibus.

Agrostis culmo repente foHis radicalibus breviore, folii suprema

vagina ventricosa, flosculis muticis. Roy. ludgb. 59. Fl.

suec. 62 (61).

Agrostis culmo repente vagina supremi folii ventricosa. Roy.

ludgb. 59. Dalib. paris. 23.

Gramen caninum supinum minus. Scheuch. gram. 128. Habi-

tat in Europa. ^

There are three factors which enter into the determination of the type

of a species: the specimen or specimens from which the description was

drawn, the synonyms and citations given in the original description, and the

description itself. Establishing tyi)es for Linnaean species is complicated

from the fact that the descriptions may be not original with Linnaeus.

His work has been that of an editor who has taken material at hand and

rearranged it in accordance with his system of binomial nomenclature.

Frequently he merely attached a trivial or specific name to species already

well known under a polynomial designation. The older authors were not

accustomed to give citations of definite specimens or definite localities.

T.et us examine in detail the data for determining the type of Agrostis

stolonijera.

1. The specimens.—In the Linnaean herbarium (in the rooms of the

Linnaean Society of London) there is only one specimen labeled with this

name. This is from '' Attica " and is marked in the handwriting of Linnaeus

himself. This specimen is what has been going under the name of .1. vcr-

139 [1904
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ticillata Vill. The species is common in southern Europe, but is not found

in England or the Scandinavian countries. I found no other specimen

labeled^, stolonifera, akhoi

thus which was a form of A. alba (Proc. Linn. Soc. London, Bot. 6: 40.

''The Herbarium contains one of the forms of A. vulgaris, which is called

stolonijera, the Fiorin Grass; another, marked stolonifera. bv Linn., is A.

verticiUata Vill.").

2. Synonyms and citations.—The first synonym is from Linnaeus's

Flora Suecica, p. 23, no. 61 (1745). The citation is as quoted, but lacks

the words ^'flosculis muticis." The description agrees \\\\h A. verticiUata

VilL, especially ''folii supremi vagina ventricosa." To the description in

this work is added:

Gramen caninum supinum minus. Scheuch. hist, 128.

Agrostis stolonifera vulgo.

Suecis Kr}'p-hwen.

Habitat in agris incultis ubique pracfertim Upsaliae.

The reference here to Scheuchzer is the same as given in the Species

Plantarum. The description in Scheuchzer 's Agrostographia is quite full

and agrees weU with A . verticiUata \'ill. Scheuchzer gives references to

Bauhm, but the descriptions of the latter author are less satisfactory.

It is to be noted that the first citation given by Linnaeus {Sp. Pi) is

"Roy. lugdb. 59." This is an error, as this does not appear in Royen

Flora Leydensis, the work referred to.

sp

7

This

is also referred to "Dalib. paris. 23." This is also an error, as the first

citation appears here. It appears then that the authorities "Roy. lugdb-

59" under the first citation, and "Dalib. paris. 23" under the second cita-

tion should be interchanged. As the description in Dahbard, Flora

Parisiensis, quotes Linn. Fl. Siiec. 61, this still leaves the Flora oj Sweden

as the basis of the first synonym. It may be remarked that Dalibard also

quotes the description from Roven and "Gramen caninum supinum

mmus. j>

which refers

to an Irish plant, probably some form of A . alba.

Going back to the Flora of Sweden, we find as the first synonym the

citation from "Scheuch. hist. 128," which is A. verticiUata Vill.

All the evidence under the head of synonymy, then, is in favor of A .

verli-

cillata ViU. as being the basis of Linnaeus's A . stolonifera, except that the

description appears in a Flora of Sweden, where A . verticiUata does not occur,

or at least not commonly, and yet is said to be common there in unculti-

vated fields. Linnaeus evidently had confused two species-what we have
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been calling A, alba and A, verllcillala. It would seem best to dispose of this

conllict by admitting that Linnaeus committed an error of determination in

identifying the Swedish plant w^ith the form common in southern Europe.

In this connection it is interesting to note that Linnaeus has little to

say about A. alba in the Species Plantarum. The description is:

9. Agrostis panicula laxa, calycibus muticis aequalibus. Roy. lugdb. 59.

Habitat in Europae nemoribus.

Royen adds as a synonym ''Gramen nemorosum, paniculis albis. Vaill.

par. Tab. 17. f. 5. opt."

The figure in Vaillant, however, is not an Agrostis, but apparently a

species of Poa.

There are several sheets of A. alba in the Linnaean herbarium, one of

which is marked in his own handwriting and is the common form of what

has been so called.

3. Description.—The part relating to the divaricate panicle refers better

to A, alba, especially the variety vulgaris, but the part relating to the creep-

ing culm and the caual calvx refers better to A. vcrticillala.

Taking every-thing into consideration, it appears that Linnaeus confused

two species, but we are justified in taking the specimen in the Linnaean

herbarium as the type ol Agrostis stolonijera L. =.4. verticillata Vill.

The identity of the Linnaean specimen has been pointed out by earlier

authors, e. g., Parlatore Fl. Ital. i: 180,

AGROSTIS RUBKA L.
J

The description given in the Species Plantarum (p. 62) is:

rubra. 4. Agrostis paniculae parte florente patentissima, pctalo exteriore glabro

terminato arista tortili recurva- Fl. suec. 60. Dalib. paris. 24-

Agrostis panicula inferiore verticillatim laxa; superiore contracta. Fl.

lapp. 46.

Gramen serotinum arvense, panicula contracta pyramidali. Scheuch.

gram. 148.

flabitat in Europae arenosis subhumiclis.

1. Specimens.—In the Linnaean herbarium there is one sheet marked
by Linnaeus, but the plant is a panicle of what appears to be Sporob-

oius junceus of our southern states. As this does not accord with the

description or citations, it may be withdrawn from consideration, as there

IS evidently an error somewhere,
2. Synonymy.—In the Flora Suecica the three citations appear as given

m the Species Plantarum, and in the same order, but '* Dalib. paris. 24"

»s omitted, as this is a subsequent work (1747). There is added, however:
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Gramen serotinum arvense^ spica laxa pyramidali. Raj. hist. 1288. Vaill.

paris. 88.

Suecis Rod-hwen.

Habitat ad ripas lacuum & in partis depressis ubique.

In the Flora Lapponka. p. 27, no. 46 (1737) we find in addition to the

quotation given above (in which injerne replaces injeriore) :

Gramen segetum arvense, panicula contracta pyramidali. Raj. hist. 1288.

Scheuch. hist. 148.

a Ad ripas lacuum^ tempore autumnali; rufescens occurrit.

^ Panicula, dum floret, secundum verticillos explicatur horizontaliter patens;

contracta superius in eadcm nondum florente.

The references to Ray and Scheuchzer are based on Milium lendigenm,

as are also those of Vaillant and two additional references which he gives.

"Plukenet Phytographia Tab. t,7„ fig. 6," and "Tournefort Institutiones

Rei Herbariae 515."

3. Description.—Thare is no description in the Species Plantaritm^

aside from the synonyms given, but the habitat "in arenosis subhumidis

would not seem to apply to the plant going under the name of A .
rubra L. =

A. boreaJis Hartm., which is an alpine grass.

The description given in the first citation, "FI. Suec," does not apply

to A. horealis Hartm., as the flowering glume ("petalo exteriore") is said

to terminate in a recurved twisted awn. The awn in A . borealis arises from

the back of the glume. It is to be noted that Linnaeus described the next

species, A. canina, as having the awn dorsal (Sp. PI. 62; Fl. Suec. 392, no.

1138). As the awn is terminal in Milium lendigenm, it is probable that

this part of the description was based upon that species, which he has m

some way confused with the Swedish plant. It is also to be noted that he

describes in his Flora of Lapland only two species of Agrostis, A .

capilhris

and the species under consideration. It has been pointed out by severa

European authors that Linnaeus evidently confused two or more species

under A . rubra, one of which was A . vulgaris. This, added to his error

of determinntrnn ?n iVi^nfif,.;,,^ +i,„ c^o^^,-^o,„'nr. nlant with MiHwn kwt-

!l

geriim of southern Europe and the consequent mixing of synonyms,has
ma e

it impossible to determine with any definiteness the type of A
.

rubra-

this reason it is best to take up the next available name, A. borealis Hartm-

Skand. FL Ed. 4. 23. 1843.

Linnaeus :o^-ered his error in regard to MiUmn k"J^

gerum, for in the second edition of the Species Plantarum he described

^^^
and based the name on "Raj. Hist. 1288, Scheuch. Gram. 148-"

^^^^
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cites '*Pluk. Tab. ^^ fig. 6," but forgets to withdraw this citation from his

synonymy under /I. rubra,—A. S. Hitchcock, U. S, Department oj AgricuJ-

tnre.

CARL SCHUMANN.

A BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH ^ (wiTH PORTRAIT).

Karl Moritz Schumann was born June 17, 185 1, in GorHtz (Silesia).

After attending the Real-Gymnasium of his native town until 1869, he

sturlied at the universities of Berlin, Munich, and Breslau, devoting him-

self at first to chemistry, later principally to botany and related sciences.

The doctor's degree was conferred

u]K)n liim by the University of

Breslau, July 19, 1873, the title of

his dissertation being Dkken-
UHichsthum und Cambium,

A year previously he had ac-

cepted a position as assistant to

Professor Dr. Goeppert, the famous
authority on fossil plants, which he
held until the spring of 1876. In
November 1875 he passed with honor
the Prussian state examination, and
shortly afterwards took up the pro-
fession of teaching.

be
For eight years,

irinmng with 1876, he taught in

the Real-Gymnasium "Zum heihgen
^jeist m Breslau. A work entitled Kritische Untersudning iihcr die

^-mmtldndcr, which he wrote during this time, showed as much histori-

cal and geographical as scientific knowledge. On account of this book he
«as called in the summer of 1884 to Berlin, where he was appointed
curator of the Berlin Botanical Museum recently estabhshed by A. \V.

^893

June 1892 he was appointed professor, and in the spring of

rniversity of Berlin.

fenile life.

On March 22, 1904, death closed his full and

The contributions by which Schumann advanced scientific botany
are extraordinarily numerous, and as the work of a single man most aston-
ishing. ^\.. !• . , , . . . . , • .

togeog
morphological, biological, pharmaceutical, didactical, biographical, and
ihe Work of reviewing.

' txccrpt from a manuscript of Professor Vulkens.
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In Martius's Flora Brdsilicnsis he worked up Triuridaceae, Cactaceae,

Sterculiaceae, Tiliaceae, Malvaceae, Bombacaceae, Bignoniaceae, and

Rubiaceae; and for Exgler and Prantl's Die natUrlichen Pjianzen-

jamilien, in addition to the above mentioned famihes, he treated Chlaena-

ceae, Elaeocarpaceae, Asclepiadaceae, and Apocynaceae. Of mono-

graphs there exist from his pen Marantaceae, INIusaceae, and Zingiberaceae

in Engler's Pfianzenrekh; and Stercuhaceae in Engler's Monogmphien

ausgewalilter ajrikanischer Pflanzenjamilien. As an independent work

he pubhshed the Gesamlbeschreibung des Cacteen and Tconographia Cada-

ceariim. The new species he described may be numbered by hundreds,

probablj by thousands, especially notable among them being those of

tropical Africa. For the most part they were pubhshed in Engler's

Botanische Jahrbiicher.

Among the phytogeographic works of Schumann are Flora von Kaiscr-

Wilhelmsland, in which he was assisted by Lauterbach; Flora von Af«-

Pommern; and Flora der deutschen Schutzgebiele. Of his biological and

didactical treatises the most important are his investigations on myrmeco-

philous plants, and two text-books on systematic botany, Lehrhnch der

systematischen Botanik and Prakticum fur morpkologische und systemat-

ische Botanik, the latter appearing after his death. Among his pharma-

ceutical contributions are the new edition of Berg and Schmidt's Atla^^

der ofjicinellen Pflanzen, observations on Hydrastis and PodophyUum,

and several articles on plants yielding caoutchouc and kola. Among

his biographical works are numerous necrologies of welbknown botanbts

ihip of J
SCHU

ted
his studies op the development of the organs of flowers. These interca

him mo.st deeply and allowed him to show in a striking manner his mastery

descriptive powers. On observations of this kind were based his pape^^

on the borragoid, on the monochasia, on the ramification of Pan an^-^-

as well as his studies in regard to the morphology of flowers, the re=^^^^

of which he pubhshed in his voluminous work Ueber den -^^"'^"'^'"'.^jjjjg

Schumann was the first to point out the untenableness of the pre\ a^^^

\htory of the purely formal morphology of flowers. He showed that

^^^
comparison and the consideration of teratological facts lead to t e

^^

erroneous ideas, if it is desired to account for the position of the o^^

^^^

in their causal connection. The only way to advance the
^"f^g^g^.gs-

morphology of flowers, he claimed, is to apply the principles which
c

^^^^^
DENER had employed in his mechanical theory of the P^^^^^^" .^

j^^t^^i-
in relation to the vegetative organs. It must not be concealed t a
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MANN later, in his Morphological Studies, I and 11, did not strictly adhere

to this view, and that he even began to doubt the basis of the mechanical

theory of leaf position. To him, however, belongs the honor of having

immensely advanced botanical morphology by means of a wealth of single

observations, at a period when this branch of science elicited nowhere else

the interest necessary to produce results.

When we review the life-work of Scitumann we find ourselves con-

fronted by a problem. How did a man to whom every day brought new

professional duties still fmd time to occupy himself so fully with scientific

work? The solution is to be found in his creative impulse, in his gift of

easy comprehension, in his powers of clear expression, and in his con-

scientious desire to crowd into his daily task the full force of all his intel-

lectual activities.

The honors conferred upon Scttumanx were not in proportion to his

scientific importance or his distinguished gifts as a teacher. He was not

made unhappy by this, but contented himself with the recognition of his

colleagues, and found abundant compensation in the love and \eneration

everywhere paid him for his human qualities, his bright and cheerful

nature, his courtesy, and his never-failing willingness to help.—Tmnsldied

by J. Perkins.

A CORRECTION.

In- the June issue of the Botanical Gazette, Mr. Plowman pub-

lishes an article on "The celloidin method with hard tissues," stating that

it has been "developed and perfected by Dr. E. C. Jeffrey," and that it

"has been incompletely described at second and third hand elsewhere, .

in this connection calling attention to my book on Methods in plant histol-

ogy. The collodion methcKl was published in 1879, the celloidin methcwl

in 1882, and for nearl}- two decades both method? have been matter.^ of

text b(K)k knowledge. Since I have used celloidin very little, except

for woody tissues, I have made no efTort to improve the method, but have

simply followed more or less exactly and have described with slight varia-

tions the procedure in vogue in Professor Eycleshymer's classes at the

L"niversity of Chicago since 1893. Consequently, Mr. Plowman is mis-

taken in assigning my account so high a rank as second hand, when in

reality it is an accumulation so old that it cannot claim to be anything more

than an ordinarv text-book account, culled from older text-book accoun^'^.

Indeed, ihe use of hydrofluoric acid is the only essential addition by Mr.

Bowman- to the Ion" u=cd celloidin methods.—Charles J.
Chamberlain.



CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

Physiological plant anatomy.

That
as completed, so far as important new researches are concerned, is illustrated when

ABERLANDT
known work.' The first edition of this important work appeared in 1884, and

since then there has been no excuse for the presentation of anatomy in a dead

and formal manner. A second edition was issued in 1896,^ and now in a stil!

shorter time we are favored with a third edition. In this the pages have been

mcreased from 550 to 616, and the figures from 235 to 264. While the general

plan of the work resembles that of the second edition, there are many noteworthy

additions in most of the chapters, and the latter part of the book has been rewrit-

ten, because the knowledge of these topics has been almost revolutionized, and

in large part through the discoveries of the author himself.
The introductory- chapters on plant cells and tissues, and embryonic tissues

have suffered little change; a new section is added, dealing with the size of cells.

In the chapter entitled "Das Hautsystem," there is a new subsection on sec-

ondarj' epidermal functions. Anthocyan receives a fuller treatment, while the

recent studies of Damm on perennial epidermis, and Tittmann on the regenera-

tion of wax rods are summarized. Little change in the treatment of the mechani-

cal tissues is to be seen, except for the introduction of the experimental work of

VocHTixG, Ball, and Wiedersheim. More is added regarding the absorption

tissues. There is a new paragraph dealing with absorption in insectivorous

plants, and Schaar's discover^' of a cambium layer in the thallus of Raiflesia

IS fully described. The author clings to his former views regarding the functions

of rhizoids and aerial roots, and fails to accept as conclusive the work of KAiiER-

LiNG, Paul, and Xabooch. It is disappointing to see no essential change m

the treatment of mycorhiza, a topic concerning which vastly more is known than

in 1896. In the chapter entitled "Das Assimilationssystem," NordhausenS
work on palisade cells is considered, but the excellent work of GRirroN and others

receives little or no mention. Latex tubes are still regarded as conductive vessels;

KoiHERi's studies on the structure of the fibrous thickenings of conductive

^^sels^givejnaterial for an interesting additional statement. The most notable

' H-^BERi-AXDT, G., Physiologische Pflanzenanatomie. Dritte, neubearbeitete
und

vermehrte Auflage. Imp. 8vo. pp. xvi + 616. fig. 264. Leipzig: Wilhelm Engel-

niann. 1904.

' See review in Box. Gaz. 23:472. 1897

146
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additions to the chapter on storage tissues are a description of Joxsson's peculiar

"mucilage cork," water storage cells derived from phcllogen; and a note regarding

Fischer's work on inulia. Much new material is found in the chapter on aera-

tion tissues: Racibokski's breathing organs in early leaf stages; Westekmaier's

remarkable but questionable lung-like organ on Sonneratia roots; Brown and

Escomhe's brilliant work on gas diffusion; Kamerling on liverwort pores;

PoRSCiT on adaptations for securing permanent closure in the stomata of sub-

merged hydrophytes; and Devaux on lenticels. Haberlandt disagrees in part

with Devaux's resuhs, and does not consider the paper as ver>' important; he

also rejects Wieler's results concerning aerenchyma. There is an excellent

new figure of a lenticel, and another interesting new figure is that of the stoma

of Xipa. Another chapter that is rich in new matter is that on ''Die Sekretions-

organe und Exkretbehalter." The hydathode figure is much improved, and

the rich recent literature on hydathodes is well summarized; little or no credit

is given to the views of Span'JER and Lepeschkin, insofar as they are contrary

to the views formerly expressed by the author. One of the notable additions

here is the discover)^ of glands in Ruta which discharge to the exterior by means

of shts that arise between external cells.

Far the most notable change of the new edition is to be found in the expansion

of the old eleventh chapter, entitled "Apparate und Gewebe flir besondere Leist-

ungen." The material there presented is now considered in three chapters,

entitled respectively ^"Das Bewegungssystem," ''Die Sinnesorgane," "Einricht-

ungen fur die Reizleitung." In the chapter on motor tissues there is a fuller

discussion of the hygroscopic tissues. There is an entirely new section on cohe-

sion mechanisms, embracing the contributions of Kamerlixg, Steinbrin'CK,

and ScHRODT, regarding the movements that are due to the cohesive force of

water in the cell lumina of fern sporangia and liverwort elaters. Much is also

added in the section dealing with living motor tissues, embracing in particular

the contributions of Fitting, Schwexdener, Mobius, rAXXAXELLi, and Habkr-

LANDi. The topic which has been most completely recast is that of the sense

Haberlandt
contributor. be

of the volume on this subject which has but recently come from the author's

hand. After an introduction treating the general characteristics of sense organs

in plants, there is a specific description of the tactile pits of Cucurbita and

Drf»sera, the tactile papillae of various stamen filaments, and the tactile hairs

of Centaurea, Biophytum, Mimosa, Aldrovandia, and Dionaea. Then follows

an account of the sense organs for the perception of gravity and light stimuli;

here there is a description of the statolith organs of plants, in which there is

incorporated the chief results of Nemec, Noll, Jost, Darwin, and particularly

those of the author. In the chapter on motor mechanisms, there is an entirely

new section dealing with the intercellular and intracellular fibrillar structures,

to which Xfmec in particular has devoted so much attention. xyrtrt
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still holds to his former view concerning the motor mechanisms of Mimosa, in

spite of the doubt cast upon his theor}- by the work of MacDougal and Fitting.

The noteworthy changes that are to be found in this third edition make it

necessar}^ for all libraries. Many among us may not accept the teleological Mews

that are to be found throughout the work, and it may occasion disappointment

to find at several points, as stated above, that the author maintains his own

unstable theories in the face of what will appeal to most botanists as conclusive

proof against them. In particular, it is highly doubtful if we may longer believe

in the condensing power of the aerial roots of orchids, conduction by the shortest

route as explaining the elongation of palisade cells, the conductive function of

latex tubes, the secretive rather than storage function of aleurone, or the hydro-

static propagation of stimuli in Mimosa.
The teleological views of the author are apparently not merely conveniences

of expression, but purpose in plant structures appears to be regarded as an objec-

tive reality, which operates as a cause in the development of plant organs and

tissues. As a consequence, it may not be surprising that the author is almost

violent in his opposition to the contributions of such men as Devaux, Spaxjir,

and WiELER, and gives no place at all or at most inadequate consideration to

the work of such men as Griffon, Bernard, and Friedel. The trend of

modem investigation is certainly away from the idea that purpose is the directive

factor in the evolution of structures, as well as from the idea that all structures

must have a definite and advantageous function. However, the vast majority

of structures are certainly useful, and the study of function in relation to structure

gives life and vitality to what is otherwise a dead and profitless study to most

students. And for this reason Haberlaxdt's work fills a place that is taken by

no other work. For this reason, too, it is much to be hoped that there will soon

be available a translation of this third edition.—H. C. CowaES.

Smoke and vegetation.

There have been a number of treatises dealing with the injurious effects

of smoke on vegetation, but we are now favored with a monographic treatment

of the subject by Haselhofe and Lindau.^ There are first some general^ con-

siderations on the origin of smoke, the characteristics and extent of its injunes

to plants, the various causes of the formation of leaf spot, and the comparison

of normal plant characteristics with injuries due to smoke. The body of the work

deals with the injurious smokes and vapors in detail. Particular attention
^^

paid to the effect of sulfurous and sulfuric acid vapors. Injurious effects are

found to be associated chiefly with the foliage organs; little or no harm corner

to the plant through vapors which may have been absorbed by the soil Harm^

ful effects are made evident through the formation of leaf spots, the death _o

leaves and young branches, the disorganization of chloroplasts,
plasmolv^is,

3 Haselhoff, E, and Lindau, G., Die Beschadigung der Vegetation
durc^

Rauch: Handbuch zur Erkennung und Beurteilung von Rauchschaden. Imp- '

PP-viii + 4i2. figs. 27. Berlin: GebruderBorntraeger. 1903. M^o.
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an increase of tannin deposits, and a reduction in the annual ring. An impor-

tant ]>oint is that the stomata play no particular part in the absorption of the

injurious vapors; the whole leaf appears to be involved in the process.

Plants var)' widely in their power of resistance to noxious vapors; this might

he anticij)atcd in the case of different plant species, but it is strongly true as well

among different individuals of the same species. Harmful effects are accelerated

when there is an increase of light, heat or drouth, and as might be supposed

tliorefrom, one of the first signs of injury is a drying out of the leaf, due to an

impeded circulation of water. In a similar manner, though much less fully,

the injurious influences of other smokes and vapors are discussed, e, g., chlorin,

hydrochloric acid, hydrofluoric acid, nitric acid, acetic acid, ammonia, hydrogen

sulfid, bromin, tar, pyridin, phenol, fog, asphalt, illuminating gas, and dust.

It will be seen from the list of subjects treated that the monograph considers all

atmospheric elements apart from those which are commonly regarded as normal,

whether or not they may be classed under the head of smokes or vapors. The
book abounds in examples that have been taken from a wide field experience.

For this and other reasons, the work will prove of great value to foresters, and

to all who cuUivate plants in the vicinity of cities or factories. And the botanist

also will find here for the first time, perhaps, the injurious effects of smokes and

vapors presented in such a way as to permit of ready reference.—H. C. Cowles.

Classification of flowering plants.

4

w

Mr. a. B. Rexdle has undertaken to present to the somewhat advanced
student *'a systematic account of the flowering plants," and the first volume,

now before us, comprises the g}'mnosperms and monocotyledons. It may be
said that the emphasis is laid upon classification, as the title would imply, rather

than upon morphology. The essential morpholog}' of the great groups is out-

lined briefly, but systematically and clearly, the modern point of view and ter-

nimolog)- largely dominating, although it did not seem possible for the author
to eliminate sexual terms entirely from the terminology of sporophj-tic structures.

The author regrets that ''the means available did not allow of the prepara-
tion of large figures," for this feature of the book is out of all proportion to the

value of the text. However, he has done remarkably well with the limitations
that were set for him.

One of the most interesting chapters in the book is the first one, dealing
with the evolution of plant classification. The subject is one which the author's
experience has peculiarly fitted him to treat, and this chapter is one of the best
compact presentations of it for the general student that we have seen.

Naturally the large usefulness of the book is in its full account of the plant
groups, m which there is brought together a mass of information that will be of

Re.ndle, Alfred Barton, The classification of flowering plants. Vol. I.

'vmnosperms and Monocotyledons. 8vo. pp. xiv+ 403. Cambridge Biological Series.
^-nbndge: The University Press. 1904. $3.50.
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great service to those who are not extreme specialists in the classification of

seed-plants. The collated literature is supplemented by the large experience

of the author, so that in a sense the presentation is distinctly a fresh one.

This book and others like it serve to emphasize the increasing differentiation

between the specialists in morpholog}' and those in classification. It is no longer

possible for one man to do justice to both subjects in a single book. One or the

other dominates in accordance with the larger interest of the author, and the

other phase receives comparatively scant attention. In the book before us

taxonomy is dominant, and only that amount of morpholog}' is presented which

is supposed to be of importance to a specialist in taxonomy. In other books

morpholog}' is dominant and taxonomy reduced to a bare outhne. There is an

additional comphcation in the case of seed-plants because of an old morpholog}'

that belongs to them. The old morphology- has more dealings with taxonomy

than it docs with the new morpholog}-, and will doubtless continue to be exploited

chiefly by taxonomists. Anatomy has already become distinctly differentiated

as a subject, and the morphologist of either kind has learned to touch it very

lightly.—J. M. C.

MINOR NOTICES.
The issue of the twelfth edition of Pil4NTl's Lehrhuch der Botanik, under the

editorship of Dr. Pax,s indicates that this book holds an assured place among

German text-books. The present edition has been ver>' slightly enlarged, though

brought into line with modem work in many places. Improvements are also

noticeable in many figures and some new ones are introduced.

Of its kind the book is excellent, but the kind no longer appeals to American

botanists as a model. For it gives 122 pages to anatomy, 53 pages to

and 279 to the drear>' synopsis of plant famihes, which we suppose medical stu-

dents and other victims of the required "allgemeine Botanik" are still force

to study—else it would hardly form so dominant a part of all German text-books.

It might be well for our German friends to undertake a reform movement m

botanical instruction.—C. R. B.

The nineteenth p.\rt of Engler's Das Pflanzenreich consists of a presenta

tion of Betulaceae by Winkler.^ The usual critical discussion of structure,

geographic distribution, and systems of classification is followed by d«c"P"^"'

of 83 species recognized as representing 6 genera, all but 11 of the species be cnj^

ing to Betula (37), Carpinus (18), and AInus (17). In Carpinus 7
n^w s^c

are described, and in Betula 3, but none of them belong to the American
^^

Dr. Britton's 4 new species of Betula recently described? are referred to m
^^^

Addendum as not examined. The conser\'ative tendency of the work is m '^

nil -t 4

.

5 Pax, F., Pranxl's Lehrbuch der Botanik. 12th ed. Imp. 8vo. pP-

figs. 439- Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1904. . _^^^^
^ Engler, a., Das Pflanzenreich. Heft 19. Betulaceae von Hubert \M-^

PP- 149- Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1904. M 7.60.

? Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 31 : 165. 1904.
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not only by the few new species, but chiefly by the numerous varieties, esi)ecially

in Alnus.—J. M. C.

To ACCOMPANY his Secondary school text -books, which imply a consirlerable

amount of laboratory work in botany. Mr. J. Y. Bekgen has prepared a Note-

book,^ in which he has arranged directions for experiments, chiefly physiological,

with various useful suggestions to the student, intending thereby to promote

neat and thorough reports of the work. Most teachers will prefer the loose-leaf

nuLcbook, which permits criticism and correction without permanently marring

the record. The laboratory- directions of course minimize dictation and copying,

but the forms also curtail freedom and initiative which it is equally important

to cultivate.—C. R. B.

Miss Tlkkins^^ has published the second fascicle of her contributions to the

flora of the Philippine Islands. Numerous families are represented more or less

extensively, the more important contributions dealing with Marantaceae, Legum-

inosae (9 n. spp.), the genus Canarlum (Burseraceae) with 14 new species, lilia-

ccae (g n. spp.), Sterculiaceae (5 n. spp.), Asclepiadaceae (by R. Schlechter

and O. Warburg) with 24 new species and a new genus {Dorystephania), and

Gramineae (by C. Mez and R. Pilger) with 4 new species.—

J

The sixth fascicle of Roth's Europaischen Lanhnoose^'' begins the Bryaceae,

dr^-ribing, with the help of ten plates, 21 species of Webera, 108 of Bryum, and

13 of other genera. The seventh fascicle completes the Bryaceae, Mniaceae,

Meeseaceae, Aulacomniaceae, Bartramiaceae, Timmiaceae, and begins the

Polytrichaceae. The ten plates, however, are almost wholly devoted to Brj-a-

ceae.—C. R. B.

Maidex,'' in the fourth part of his revision of Eucalyptus, presents E. incras-

sala Labillardi?-re and E. joecunda Schauer, the description in each case being

followed by discussion of synonymy, range, and affinities.—J. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
PoRODKO,as a result of his researches on the oxidases," concludes that they

probably do not take part in the process of respiration. He also contributes

soroe facts to the technirjue of the guaiac reaction.—C. R. B.

* Bkrgen,
J. Y., XtHelxx)k to accompany Bergen's tcxt-bot>ks of botany or for

general use in botanical lalK)ratories of secondary schools. 4to. pp. 144- Boston:

<^^inn & Co. 1904. 75 cents.

9 Perkins. J., Fragmcnta florae Philippinae. Fasciculus II. pp. 67-152. ph.

i~^ Leipzig: Gcbrlider Borntraeger. 1904. M$,
>° Roth, Georg, Die europaischen Laubmoose. 2 Band. 6 Lieferung. Imp.

^ n>. 1-128. ph. l-ro. 7 Lieferung. pp. 129-256. pis, 11-20. Leipzig: Wilhelm

Engelman. T904. Each M 4. (Parts not sold singly.)

" M.viDEN,
J. H., A critical revision of the genus Eucalyptus. Part IV. pp.

0^-1.^. pis, ij^2^. Government of New South Wales: 1904.

" Pc»RODKO, T., Zur Kennmiss der pflanzlithen Oxida. Beihefte Hot. Cent.

**-»-io. 1904.
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Bernard adds his name'-^ to the increasing list of those who are unable to

obtain evidence of photosynthesis outside the organism. Using various methods

he ^'obtained no positive appreciable results."—C. R. B.

LocK^-^ has made some interesting observations upon a variety of Turnera

tilmijolia that has become naturalized in Ceylon. The flowers are distinctly

heterostylic and apparently absolutely self-sterile, and the pollinating insects

are bees, notably Apis indica. The seeds are most commonly dispersed by the

aid of har\TSting ants.—J. M. C.

on

J

A NOTE in the July number regarding the experiments of Koernicke

radium emanations should have included reference to the experiments of Dixox

who found seedlings retarded in growth without serious injury. Experiments

on cultures of 48 species of bacteria by Dixox and Wigham'^ showed inhibiiion

of development, confirming the results of other observers.—C. R. B.

Fries'^ has published an interesting article on omithophily in the South

American flora, arriving at the conclusion that there is no distinct dilTerence

between ornithophilous and entomophilous flowers, and that the same species

may be pollinated as well by insects as by humming birds in one place, while

in another locality either of these agents may be acting.—P. Olssox-SeefeR.

Intercellular protoplasm in the cotyledon of Lupinus alhus is reported

by KxY^7. This protoplasm does not seem to differ from that contained

within the cells, except that it contains no nuclei, starch grains, or plastids.

Ripe seeds were used in the investigations. The behavior of the intercellular

protoplasm during the germination of the seed will be described in a future paper.

Charles
J. Chamberlain.

In a paper on the flora of the mountains of northern Finland, BorC giye^'

the results of his studies of the plant distribution within two of the zones occurnng

in these mountains, none of them higher than 1200"^. The paper discusses m

detail the composition of the mountian flora and the origin of its
components.

'3 Bernard, Ch., Sur I'assimilation chlorophyllienne. Beihefte Bot. Cent.

36-52. 1904.

'4 Lock, R. H., Ecological notes on Turnera ulmijoUa L., var. f/^^''"^ ^
"^

Annals Roy. Bot. Gard. Peradeniya 2: 107-119. 1904.

'5 Dixon, H. H., and Wigham, J. T., Preliminary note on the action of the ra la

tions from radium bromide on some organisms. Sci. Proc. Roy. Dublin Soc. ^
-

10=
: 178-192. pls.i6~i8. 1904.

'6 Fries, R. E., Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Ornithophilie in der siidamenkan

ischen Flora Arkiv for Botanik l : 389-440. 1904.
g^,

'7 Kny, L., Studien uber intercellulares Protaplasma. I. Ber. Deutsc

Gesells. 22:29-35. 1904.
.,^.j,,„

'8 BORG, \-AiNo, Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Flora und Vegetation der fi"^'\^3

Fjelde (alpinen und subalpinen Gebirge). I. Acta Soc. pro Fauna et Flora

25: no. 7. pp. ijo.
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The promised second part dealing with the vegetation will probably be of greater

interest.—P. Olsson-Seffe

WiESNKR describes'^ casting of leaves in summer due to deficient hght and

to consequent interference with photosynthesis, which is distinct from a similar

effect of drouth and heat and not continuous with the autumn defoliation. The

loss amounts to 8-30 per cent, of the foliage in sensitive trees. It begins, in those

trees which complete their leaf formation in spring, when the midday sun lias

reached the same elevation at which foliation was completed, whereas it is almost

imperceptible in trees whose foliation extends into the summer.—C. R. B.

Hr.AT^D^° has discussed **the track of heredity'' in plants and animals, chiefly

thf latter. A luminous statement in reference to plants is as follows: "In the

eni])r)*o-sac of Tinus, which is the gametophyte, there are only four germ-cells.

Tn the corresponding structure in flowering plants there are perhaps three, or

at most six; while, as is well known, the male gametophyte of a flowering plant

is represented by one or two vegetative cells and one or two germ-cells." This

may be clear to a zoologist, but its interpretation is beyond the powers of the plant

morphologist.—J. M. C.

Blakeslee" has made preliminar}^ announcement of his results in a study

of the methods of reproduction in Mucorineae. It seems that zygospore produc-

tion in this group "is conditioned by the inherent nature of the individual species

and only secondarily or not at all by external factors." Two methods of zygo-

spore formation are recognized, and upon this basis Mucorineae may be divided

into two groups designated as "homothallic" and "heterothallic," the terms

corresponding to "monoecious" and "dioecious" among higher forms. The

gospores

mat the mycelium of a homothallic species is bisexual, that the mycelium 01 a

heterothaUic species is unisexual, and that among the heterothallic species certain

ones have a distinct difTerentiation of sex. It is interesting to note that in conju-

gation the swollen portions ("progametes") from which the gametes are cut off

do not "grow toward each other," as commonly stated, but arise as a result of

stimulus of contact bet

J M. C.

Mastkro ' has published a synopsis of the genus Pinus, the purix)se of which

he states is "to add to our knowledge of the species and to facilitate their detcr-

'MViEsxER,
J., Uber Laubfall infolge Sinkens des absolutcn Lichtgenu.>.->cs

(Sommcrlaubfall). Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:64-72. 1904.

Beard
Bot

Blakeslee

, Trans, and Proc.

figs. 3, 1902.

r^Tc. Vt-^.v^Tv^,-*. fr^rmntifin a ^viial urocess. Scicncc

N- S. 19:864-866. 1904.

" Masters, Maxwell T., A general view of the genus Pinus. Jour. Linn. Soc

60-6
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mination." The genus is limited, as is usual now, to those abietinous forms in

which both shoots and leaves are dimorphic. A somewhat full discussion of the

value of the histological characters often used in classification reaches the con-

clusion that they have no greater intrinsic value than any other characters, being

useful but not infallible guides, likely to var}- more than some other characters.

The two great divisions proposed are Texuisquamae (with relatively thin cone-

scales) and Crassisquamae (with cone-scales notably thickened toward the

apex). Under the former are the sections Strohus (lo spp.) and Cembra (3 spp.);

under the latter the sections Integrijoliae (8 spp.), Scrratijoliae (4 spp.), Indicae

(3 spp.), Ponderosae (12 spp.), Filijoliae (7 spp.), Cuhenses (5 spp.), Sylvestm

(10 spp.), and Pinaster (11 spp.). A useful feature of the contribution is a chron-

ipecific The author's long

study of the genus makes this contribution unusually rich in facts and sugges-

tions.—J. M. C.

Traxseau''^ has made a preliminar}- announcement of certain results in

connection with the investigation of the causes of xerophily in bog plants. Using

Rumex Acetosella, great modification in the appearance and structure of the

leaves was produced by varying the conditions; for example, growing in moist

conditions and in dry sand. Also, the marked xerophilous characters induced

by growth in the latter substratum were also obtained by growth in an undrained

wet sphagnum substratum of low temperature. Further, under these conditions

the drops of oil or resin, characteristic of bog xerophytes, were formed in the

: to the bundles. He concludes that these

modifications in the case of the bog habitat are a response to the unfavor

conditions for absorption by the roots, due to low temperature and lack of aera-

tion. It is also suggested that the development of palisade tissue in response

to strong light is correlated with drouth rather than with light, resulting from

increased transpiration. "The elongated palisade cells, therefore, are an adap-

tation for the ready transfer of food materials in the leaf tissues, under the stress

ermis

able

of a reduced water supply."—J. M
Haberl

--._._„ ...J perceptive mechanism of heliotropic leaves

finds three types:^^ (i) those in which the lamina alone is sensitive; e. g.,
Begonta

discolor and probably shade plants in general; (2) those whose lamina and petiole

are perceptive; e. g., Tropaeolum spp., Malva verticillata (fide VochH-Vg), a"

probably climbing and twining plants; (3) those whose petioles or motor organs

are sensitive; e. g., Phaseolus. He suggests that in euphotometric foliage leaye^

the cells of the upper epidermis constitute a sensor}' epithelium for the perceptio^

of light. Sometimes all cells share alike in this function, but in some planj

certain cells are specialized, forming a more localized sense organ. In ^'

'3 Transeau
in leaves. Science N. S. 19:866-867. 1904.

Haberlandt
Ber.

Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22 : 105-1 19. pi. 8. 1904.

>

f
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case the essential feature is a sensitive layer of protoplasm and an api:)aratus

which concentrates the light upon this plasma, of which certain regions are either

more or less strongly illuminated when the organ is out of its normal relation to

the incident light. Two types are distinguished: those in which the outer face

of the epidermal cell is convex, and those in which the inner wall is convex toward

the mesophyll or is the frustum of a cone. The hypothesis is not supported by

any experimental evidence, but is constructed merely from anatomical observa-

tions and a priori reasoning. (See also p. I57-)""C. R. B.

WAr.KR^5 has studied the nucleolus during nuclear division in the root of

Phascolus. After a summary of the extensive literature and a description of

methods, tlie subject is presented under the following heads: the resting nucleus,

structure of the nucleolus, changes in the nucleolus during the prophase, and

reconstitutlon of the daughter-nuclei. The main conclusions are that the nucleo-

lus simply forms a part of the nuclear network, in which chromatin or chromatin-

substance may be stored, and therefore is not an independent organ of the nucleus;

that it is concerned in the formation of the chromosomes, and possibly also m
the production of the spindle, and that a portion of it may in some cases be

extruded into the cytoplasm and there disappear; that in the reconstruction of

the daughter-nuclei the chromosomes unite together in a more or less irregular

mass or thick thread, out of which is evolved the nucleolus and nuclear network,

the major part of the chromatin passing ultimately into the nucleolus, except

where HJvUmn ^<r^\n I'mmprl Intelv takes nlace. Attention is called tocases

the fact that if these conclusions are correct, the part played by the chromosomes

in heredity will need revision, and that the nucleolus as well as the chromosomes

will have to be taken into account.—J. M. C.

Salmon ^6 has published the results of experiments with the so-called ''bio-

rms

identical, but differing physiologically in possessing

aetmed powers of infection. This specialization of parasitism has been found

to be associated with both conidia and ascospores. The present experiments

show that the restriction in power of infection characteristic of "biologic forms"

breaks down if the vitality of the leaf is interfered with in certain ways, as by

wounding. It was found also that conidia produced on a wounded leaf that was

normally immune to such attack would infect uninjured leaves of the plant m
question; by means of this "bridge" passing from one host plant to another.

Injuries to leaves in nature, resulting in such bridging, were observed to be made

by the "green fly" (Aphis). Therefore, in the evolution of "biologic forms"

two sets of factors are at work: one, called "specializing factors," tending to

specialize parasitism and deriving from a single morphological species a number

's Wager, Harold, The nucleolus and nuclear division in the nx)t apex of Phase-

olus. .\nnaU of Botany 18:29-55. P^- 5- I9°4-

Salmon- "hioloffic forms

siphaceae. Lo
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of "biologic forms;'' the other, called "generalizing factors," bridging these

forms
into each other." It is thought that these facts may explain the sudden appear-

ance of a parasitic disease on plants which had hitherto proved immune.-

J. M. C.

Dl-v-el'? has been investigating, since 1899, the causes affecting the vitality

of seeds, with special reference to the conditions under which they are stored

commercially. The general method pursued has been to store seed experimentally

under all sorts of conditions, and aftenvard to ascertain the exact percentage of

germination. The first factors determining the vitality of a seed are maturity,

weather conditions at the time of harA-esting (damp weather lowering the vitality^

and methods of har^esting and curing (especially avoiding excessive heating).

The life-period of a seed that has met these favorable conditions depends on

environment, but the average life varies greatly in different families, genera, or

even species. There is no relation between the longevity of plants and the

\-iable period of the seeds they produce. With proper precautions, the life of

seeds may be greatly prolonged beyond the present record, and in commercial

handling moisture is the chief factor in shortening it. It seems that seeds can

endure any degree of drying without injury-, and that such a reduction in the

water content is necessary if vitality is to be presen-ed for a long period of years.

It IS said that "respiration" is not necessary- to the life of a seed, and that the

evidence goes to show that it "is not dependent on the preservation of the par-

ticular ferment involved or on the zymogenic substance giving rise to the enzyme.''

"The one important factor governing the longevity of good seed is dryness"

-J. M. C.
s

^ 5

S. M. CouLTER^s 2^j^g pubiighgj ^ preliminary account of his inves:

of swamps. The paper is intended to collect and group together the facts con-

cerning the swamp areas investigated as a basis for a future study of the problems

involved. The data have been obtained from field studies extending through

three years and including swamps of six types: (i) a drained swamp along

Crooked River, in the northern part of the lower peninsula of Michigan; (2)

^undrained tamarack and black spruce swamp on North Alanitou Island, Late

Michigan;
(3) a slowly drained arbor vitae swamp on the same island; (4) ^^

small, swampy lakes south of Chicago; (5) Horseshoe Lake, an old "ox-boff

cut off from the Mississippi Ri^•er in southwestern Illinois; and (6) a cypress and

tUDelo (n\m owarr.r^ ;„ xi_ _ . . , ^, , • :„„ ^( tTipsc t>-pes

forms

germination of seeds, pp g6. Bull. 58-

Agric. May 28, 1904

areas.

'^ Coulter. Samuel Monds, An ecological comparison of some typical swam

3- Ren. Mr» Ti^.f r^ i __Rep. Mo. Bot. Card. 15:39-71- pis. 24. 1904

>

5!^';t^_th^per is a brief comparison of certain widely separated swamp areas

^
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of diflerent types expressed in terms of physiography and taxonomy, the history

and dynamics of each being reserved for later treatment. A somewhat detailed

account is given of Nyssa umflora^ special attention being called to the verj^ much

enlarged base, an enlargement which does not become conspicuous where the

water supply is scanty; and of Taxodmm distichum with its enlarged base and

"knees," neither of which phenomena ap})ears in connection with dry soil. The

half-tone reproductions of good photographs are excellent and form a substantial

addition to the data presented by the paper.—J. M. C.

Rkofa'kratton.—Winkler's ^"^ experiments on Torenia show that detached

leaves of this plant may produce buds from any part of the upper epidermis.

The shoots proceeding from these buds bloom at once, independent of the age

of the parent plant and of the place on the plant from which the leaf is taken.

The term "regeneration" should be confined to cases such as this, where fully

differentiated cells resume the embryonal state.

—

Simon^° has studied the exact

region of regeneration in root tips, and determined by microscopic observation

and by experiment that the pericambium is essential. He distinguishes direct

regeneration or replacement of the tip from partial regeneration, where the perl-

cambium grows out from the cut surface in the form of a ring and the new tissue

eventually spreads over the whole cut surface. The latter variety of regeneration

occurs when more than about 0.75"^"^ of the root tip is cut off; if 1-3"^"^ is cut

off, no regeneration takes place, but lateral roots replace the primar>' root. Three

periods of regeneration are distinguished: (i) reaction, time occupying about

one day, (2) introductory phase, consisting in pericambial division, (3) definite

formation of the new tissue.—Vochttng^' calls attention to the marked lack of

plasticity in Araitcaria excelsa. The bilateral branches of the first order when

used as cuttings produce a plant which retains the bilateral habit; branches of

the second order root slowly and grow in length without branching; only the tip

of the main axis gives a plant of the regular radial habit. As to the nature of

regeneration in general, the writer holds that the capacity to regenerate, though

not always of use either to the individual plant or to the species, is as charactcr-

»"^tic a phenomenon as is growth.— M. A. Chrysler.

Thk mode in which light affects perceptive organs is awakening interest.

In his paper summarized on p. 154, Haberlandt suggests that perhaps light is

perceived by reason of the difference in pressure between illuminated and dark

iireas. The same suggestion is made by Jost,^' but neither mentions Rape,^^

'* Winkler, II., Ueber regenerative Spossbildung auf den Blatlern von Torema
*^Mlica, Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 21:96-107. 1903.

5oSiyQ^,^ S., Untersuchungen uber die Regeneratiun der Wirzelspitze. Jahrb.

>&s. Bot. 40:103-143. 1904.

3*V5CHTIXG, H,, Ueber die Regeneration der Aniuoin'a excc'^i. Jahrb. Wiss.

^' ^orlesungen'uber Pflanzenphysiologie 586. Jena. 1904.

" Lnlers. liber den Phototropismus der Tiere. Leipzig. 1903.

W
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who seems to have ascribed phototropism in animals to the same fundamental

cause, though he thinks of the reactive pull rather than pressure. Utilizing

the figures calculated by M.\xwell (1873) and recently determined experi-

mentally by Nichols and HuLL,•5-^ the pressure on a cell .01"^"^ square in full

sunlieht would !srarrplv ammmt fn - VT/^—II ^'Ti.'rr^-^j^^i '^Q believe that a plant

000cell could discriminate between o and
darkness and of full sunlight) makes a severe test of one's credulity; but when one

remembers that some plants discriminate between darkness and the light of one

candle at a distance of 50"^, and that the phototropic optimum of Vicia lies at

3 candles, the reason simply balks at any possibility of the perception of such

differences of pressure.

.\r)L

has

his

and who endeavored unsuccessfully to test it experimentally with them,

turned to seedlings for confirmation. In a late paper's he endeavors to minimize

the objection grounded on the minuteness of the energy involved (whicli seems

absolutely conclusive against the hypothesis), and describes briefly a series of

experiments in which he hung seedlings horizontally in a moist chamber by a

cocoon filament, so that they were poised at right angles to light admitted through

a sht, while control seedlings were fastened in a like position. He then obser^•e(i

whether or not the free ones were caused to rotate, directing their apices toward

the light. Arguing that according to the extent of such rotation any cur\'a

they might also attain would be less than in the fixed controls, he interprets

51 results as giving 39 cases in support of his hypothesis and 12 against it.
The

sources of error both in experimentation and interpretation are so numerous

and the results are so inharmonious as to leave the matter still in statu quo. The

author recognizes the inconclusiveness of his results, but thinks them suggestive.

C. R. B.

Much has been written regarding the mycoplasm theor}' put forth by

Jakob Eriksson, of Sweden, to account for outbreaks of wheat rust when
e.^ter^-

nal infection from aecidiospores or uredospores is presumably impossible,
n a

recent article^^ Eriksson gave a concise statement of his position, in <^^^^^^^^.^

right his critics and opponents in regard to the fundamental conception
"of his

theory.

blishinHe has now laid the botanical public under a debt of gratitude by puf

^ ^^
a first instalment of his histological studies which form the solid basis

_^

theory, and by illustrating them with excellent colored plates."
Beginning

3-» Physical Review 17: loi. 1903.
35 Radl, E., Ueber die Anziehung der Organismen durch das Licht.

167-178. 1904.

Flora 9i

36Archiv fur Botanik 1:139-146.
37

.-.-.. x.x^y-i4u.
r etreiderosi-

Eriksson,
J. and Tischler, G., Ueber das vegetative Leben der

^^^^
Pil^e. I. Pucdnia glumarum in dir heranwachsenden

WeizenpAanze.

Svensk. Wet. Akad. Handl. 37:—. [no. 6. pp. 19.] f^- 3- ^9°^'
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made with a study of the vegetative life of the yellow rust of wheat, riiccinia

glumarum^ a species not known outside of Europe, and for which no aecidium

has been discovered.

After an introduction, in which some of the difficulties in explaining infection

and distribution arc indicated that have arisen since DeBary*s time, the materials

and methods for the investigation are described. Modern histological methods

were employed. Best results were obtained wMth Flkmming's fixative, and

Tlemming's safranin-gentian-violet-orange stain. From October 6 to October

27, 1902, and Ai)ril 28 to June 18, 1903, no trace of mycelium was found in any

of the microtome sections, but in many cells a protoplasmic mixture occurred,

which the author has called mycoplasm, because he believes it to be a mixture

of the common protoplasm of the cell and the protoplasm of the rust derived from

the germinating seed. The mycoplasm does not at first interfere with the

chlorophyll grains or nucleus, but these disappear after a time, and the cell wall

is filled with a uniform granular mass.

As the wheat plant continues to grow there appears in the intercellular spaces

similar granular masses, which soon become filamentous, although possessing

no walls or nuclei. As development proceeds, however, well-defined nuclei appear.

This naked intercellular stage, whether with or without nuclei, the author desig-

nates as protomycelium. This stage is soon followed by the appearance of

bounding walls to the filaments, and after a time cross walls, when the ordinarj'

vegetative state of the fungus is attained.

Although the author has not been able to trace the transition between the

form within the cells, mycoplasm, and the form between the cells, protomycelium,

he is confident that the first gives rise to the second.

Whether or not this clearly stated and well-illustrated article carries conviction

to the reader, it nevertheless is a satisfaction to be able so clearly to apprehend
the grounds upon which the mycoplasm theorj- is based.

In a recent article Klebahx^^ has supplemented one of his earlier articles^*

With details bearing directly upon the mycoplasm theor}'. He gives figures in the

text showing essentially the same phenomena which Eriksson has so strikingly ^et

furlh with colored plates. The lack of perfect agreemen* between the two authoT^

can well be ascribed to manipulation of the preparations. But the conclusions

drawn from these studies by Klkbahn are wholly different from those reached by
Lkikssox, and favor a theor}- of abnormal and accidental conditions rather than a

^J^eo^^onr^ C. Arthur.

Klebahx, H., Einige Bemerkungen iiber das Mycel des Gelbrostes und iibcr

neut_.c Phase dcr Mykoplasma Hvpothese. Ber. Dcutsch. Bot. Gcsells. 22:255-261.
1904.

»Zeits. Pfl. Krank. io:S8 ct seq. 1900.



NEWS.
Dr. CH.ARLES J. Chamberlain has been elected a member of the German

Botanical Society.

The sixth session of the University of ^Montana Biological Station is in

progress at Flathead T ake, ?iIontana.

Professor Dr. Gy. de IsTVAxrn has been awarded the Thore prize by the

Institut de France for his '' Etudes sur le rot livide de la vigne."

The Bureau of Government Laboratories of the Philippine Islands has

undertaken the establishment of a botanical garden at Lamao, across the bay

from Alanila.

Emmanuel Drake del Castillo died at his Chateau de Saint-Cpan on

May 14, 1904^ at the age of 48. He was formerly president of the Botanical

Society of France, and a well-known svstematist.

Arkiv for Botaxik is the title of a new botanical publication, issued by the

Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in Stockholm instead of the Academy's

previous "Oefversigt" and "Bihang till Handlingar," which have been discon-

tinued.

Professor Clara E. Cummings, of Wellesley College, has been granted a

sabbatical year, which will be spent in resting and studying the tropical flora.

Associate Professor Ferguson will have charge of the department for the year.

Science.

Dr. Wladislaw Rothert, professor of botany in the University of Odes^

is making a brief tour of the northeastern United States, in connection wit

J
visit to the Louisiana Purchase Exposition. He has had time to see^^°'>''j

botanical establishments at Washington, St. Louis, Chicago, New York, an

Boston.

Professor Volney M. Spalding has resigned the headship_o

Department of Botany at the University of ZMichigan. He will continue

^^
work at the Desert Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution at Tu«on-^^

correspondence pertaining to the department should be addressed to Fro c

V n XT„„.F. C. Newcombe.

The Clarendon Press announces that it is preparing to P^b''^*J^^'^^"^^g ^i
of Solereder's Systematic anatomy of the Dicotyledons by L. A. Bood

^ ^
F. E. Fritsch, revised by D. H. Scott; Eichler's Flower diagrams, by

-^^^^

Garnsey, revised by I. B. Balfour; Knuth's Pollination of flou'^''^

J ^

r^^

Wilson and Ainsworth Davies; and Warming's ^^^"^
^"'^''^'^^},or'-

translation of the last will be made from a new edition which
t"J^

'^^ .^j^ ^^
preparing. It is hoped that the translation will appear simultaneous v

new edition. The name of the translator is not given.
fAC"'^
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Russian Political 'nstitutions
MAXIME KOVALEVSKY
ofessor of Public La<a) £Lt the Uni<versity of Moscow

HE evolution of the Russian political regime

hitherto received slight attention

competent observers. Because of this discrepancy

in the literature an inter-

esting instructive
chapter of modern history escapes th

attention of the general reader,

present volume aims to fill this gap; in

doing this it avoids technical detail and
in a simple and interestinof manner re-

the progress of R political

ders, for example, why
f E in-

tutions has not appreciably curtailed

e almost oriental despotism o

czars, an answer may be found in th

fact that often the letter onlv and nc

interestin!

these Europe;

adopted. The em
institu;

status f
universities.of the serfs, local self-government, th^ .. - .

and the press form interesting portions not elsewhere availa

Few writers have contributed so much to our knowledge of Russian institu<'o"j'
^"^^J ,,," --

else could have vvritten so .satisfactory^

nistory to the present time, as Professor Kovalevsky has done

modern, as Professor Maxima Kovalevsky, and no one else could have written so sat su ^^^^^m
book on the growth and development of the Russian political system from ^^^ beginning

^ ^^,
history to the present time, as Professor Kovalevsky has done in his Russian Pohtical *"^"!^ rfedwa*^
opening chapter, twenty-six pages in length, on "The Making of Russia." "^^^ bej:omm^^ ^^^^ oi

students of sociology as an admirable example of due and balanced attention to the
)^; ojudonof*

environment race, language, temperament, ideas, and customs entering into the sociai^^
^^^^^

people. Following this introduction are chapters on old Muscovite institutions, the reiui ^^^ r

pire, and on the
compact with in

rineii.,oi Alexander II.. on the past and present position oi ruia

' past and present position of Finland in the Russian Empire. A
formation and sound ]\idgm.eviU—Political Science Quarterly.

310 pp., royal 8vo, cloth; ^1.50, net; postpaid, ;?i.6o.

fro
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WHICH?
SAN FRANCISCO

or BOSTON
SAN FKANCI5C0 and return from Chicago, $6l,
Soiiig ooe way via CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.*
ihrou^h tlic world-famous Canadian Rockies with their

ooo miles of

Stupendous Mountain PeaKs
Adi^o Inspiring Canox^a

and Mi^Hty Cataracts
TkkcUgood to go Angtist 15th to September loth,

bOOTON ami return from Chicago $16. 66. through
Ctnadi %Ia the CANADIAN PACIFIC RY., giving

opportunity to travel through

1*^* THousand Islands
Rapids of tHe SU I^aMrrence
Toronto. tHe Queen City
Ottawa, tHe Capital
Montreal, tKe Metropolis
Quebec, tHe Ancient

Hckeu good to go August 12th, T3th, and 14th—
rropomonate rates from all other points. All agents
can iell ticket* by these routes. For further informa-W» and Illustrated literature, write:

A* c. snA.\^,
Oen>l Agt., Cl&ica^o.

Trains a Day
via tK

*a<l C. H. (U D. Ry,

Only Hours
from

CHICAGO
to

CINCINNATI

*'^<« Comp%rttn«»t Car.

FRANK J. REED,
6en, Pasj, Art.

CHICAGO.

*"*«• H. ROCKWELL.

WO CBitom Houie Place,

'^

Were the Public to know about Cocoas

what we know they would use

COCOA

1095 TIMES' A YEAR

!

BREAKFAST LUNCH SUPPER
I

QUALITYa PRICE REMAIN THE SAME

/

'/ if you want Quality.

OUR ONLY STYLE CAM a YOUR OROCER SELLS IT.

Ride a cockhorse to Banburv Cross,

to seea fint lady ipona white horse.

Rings on her fjngers.and bells on her toes.

She shall have music wherever sue goes:

*v*

^

So SINGS THE fOND MOTHER IN NUR5ERY RHYriE

To HER GLAD INfANTJHE WHILE KEEPING- TIME;

And so can all mothers with tuneful refrain

Delight in their infants.whose'health they maintain

MrSnSLOH^ soothing SVRl'P

OVER FIFTY YEARS SOLD

Tn Mil 1 lONSOF mothf Rs IN the new yypRi D ANf



Established I860

ISO Varieties

Esterbrook's

Steel Pens

Sold Everywhere

The Best Pens Mide

The Esterbrook Steel Pen Co.

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John'St, N.T.

If your music dealer cannot supply you,

SEND US 50c
in r. S. Btamps and we will send (prepaid) one of the

Dltson Half-Dollar Seri
Full folio size and th« greateit values

ever given in music collection*

Do not confuse these with CHEAP music

H-nH2i''
R*"'^*'*'^?'""' Rubinstein, Raff.Schuma^

printed on extra quality paper and Well bound. '^

Any one of theje for 50 ceniaWould co^t fS.OO as sheet music

Unit Vertical FiUng System^

Dance Waltzes for the Piano. 64 T>aore^

Fo«/h "^ ^^y P'""« Pieces. 64 p.
^

fche^"„'l?^"'^«"°"* f3d graded ^62 p.

Vei^ P«t D- ^"^"A^^'P* *«" the Piano. 62 p.^ ^fA'^'^P^ P"e** (i«t and 2d grades).^Id by Music Dealers or mailed as above.

nm ^"VER DITSON COMPANY
otpt.ll 150 Tremont St., Bonton

62 p.

\

if-"n

%

^

_^^-

.^1

-^ -f

60 p. Library Burea^
Boston New Vork

Cb««^

Send for Catalog



FORTY YEARS
ofEDUCATION

In the Piat^o business

% We ought to know something about Pianos.
Others ihink so, for we do the largest retail Piano
business in the world.

% Wc are tgcnls for 24 different makes of Pianos
and have over 600 individual Pianos on our floors.

tThe prospective purchaser can make compari-
Nuni here that would be impossible elsewhere.
T^tkt too, we can meet your views in regard to
prtot, for we have Pianos from $12=;.00 ud.

I We sell Pianos on
no hnmr need be
artistic uishion.

f;uch terms of payment
without this necessary

that

and

A Good New Piano for Rent
$4.00 per MontH

ILet us lend yuu our handsome Piano book. It
ii Iree for the asking. Write today.

36 ADAMS STREET. CHICAGO

n

All overthe civilized world

THE IMPROVED

.'-V

i^ - ^

IS KNOWN AND WOR.^
Every Pair Warranted

The Name 1$

stamped on every

loop

The ^ ^,^
CUSHION
BUTTON

flat never

'^;.

SlipSi Tears nor unfastens

ALWAYS EASY
GEO. FROST CO.p Makers.

Boston, Mass., U- S. A.

Send
50c. for Silk,

26c. for Cotto

'^'^'"''SeFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

^^^

r^
a*¥

Ai

-^r-

w U'-f

V-.
#^

j=:t— *,

*^ -k^"-

"^SST

^ fc

CIBIGAGO A

'-^^-
mw

V*
.. , f

ABLWAT

THE ONLY ^VAY
TO THE

P^ '-'nm

I^25v^ST Rates
^ Wnttt for thcou
O«o. J. CaA«i.Toir

And now LADIES and GENTLEMEN, I

wish to inform you that it is not necessary

to INSURE YOUR COLLAR BUTTON

BUY A ONE-PICCE

Krementz
which carries automatic insurance. If anything happens

to it your dealer will jrivc you a oew one. Hut noihing

can happen. It is made in one stigng piece. No joi

No soldering. Will not b< nd or break. Em to btitton

and unbutton because it is correctly shaped, P^uMc
thick shank. Graceful design. Twenty-one modeU tor

Ladies and Gentlemen: pold. silver or rolled olatc. Be£Oia, Sliver or rwuca p
sure voii get the" KRKVTENTZ." Free Ijooklct." 1 mi

V OF A COLLAR BUITON," r»«» ^n'^^ainSTOR
ing information. Want one?

KREMENTZ CO.
EWA

^^>^^^-



THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO.
FACTORY, SYRACUSE, N.

BRANCHES IN ALL LARGE riTirc

'

X

/

THE ONLY REAL TYPEWRITER
AT A LOW PRICE.

iVx^,?!*.^'^®''
UNIVERSAL KEYBOARD. STRONG

MANIFOLDING, MIMKOGRAPH STKNCIL CrT-TIM, VISIBLE WRITING and INTERCHANGE-
JlfiLE TYFK.

The Postal wiU be sent on one wcek'i trial.

Write for our Booklet and Instalment Plan.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
pe favor which the Postal has met sinceu nm appeared on the market 18 months
ago, has necessitated a larger factory.Which we now have at Norwalk, Oonn.
Postal Typewriter Co., Dcpt.
main Office& Factory, Norwalfc. Conn.
Sales- (1140 Broadway, New York.
roomi^ 115 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

BEUiBLF ifiRKTS WANTE-n

THE EUREKA REMOVABLE

MEMORANDUMS
INEXPENSIVE, HANDY, USEFUL

Fill up one book, simply slide out

of cover and put in new tablet

ONE COVER WILL OUTWEAR 6 TABLETS

i

tas*-

lil

.'*ni

iti

PRICES
Complete

Each
Extra TABLm

£Ar«
Size

2J4 x^H . . . .

2^ X 4?; - . - .

35^ X 5H - - • •

3?^x5^ ....
Sent postpaid on receipt of price

S. D. CHILDS <SL CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STATIOITERS

200 Clark Street
^^^^^^

LEADHOW DOES THE
^^,Lf

GET INTO THE Pf^^^^

class, send us this adveru^ ^^^^j^
your name and address and we ^
book that tells the whole story.

. jrafion^

ufacture is not the result of anj F^jr-
.rnrfiirt of much care, thougm. •»

•
tion. additl^j

them in your school and see n

theman/kradsoieducat.ona^w^^^^^^j;<,

JOSEPH DIXON -

JERSEY CITY^W^



An Important
Book on

LIGHT WAVES
andTHEIR USES

By A. A. MiCHELSON

HESE lectures, delivered at the
Lowell Institute, proved so popu-
lar and interesting that it was

determined to make them available in
book form. This volume will be found
of great practical value by all who
have to solve engineering or mechani-
cal problems that call for extreme
accuracy, such as the manufacture of
instruments, tools, and machinery.
Numerous practical apphcations of re-
cent theories, together with accurate
illustrations and descriptions of appa-
j^us add materially to the value of the
w>ok. Students of physics and astron-
omy will find here an admirable con-
jlcnsation of the somewhat scattered
hterature of the subject, presented in
an ongmal and entertaining manner
and yet with no sacrifice of scientific
accuracy. The subjects discussed are
•« toUows:

W««Mmlon and Interfcrcnce^Comparlson of the

<cToiD«^
«™ .Microscope Telescope, and luter-

^^^Zr^^^'^^'''' o^ Interference Methods to

SWhl!?*' °^ Distances and Angles-App!ica-
Wwi^lf.'^T \^^^^^^ to Spectroscopy- Light
*

'X i?M '""*V^* ^^ Length-Analysis of the

r ^JT'^^S*!" ^»8*^t ^Vaves by the Inter

\L^t:J'i^ postpaid,
BOOKSELLE

ersity of Chici
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

•^TWirU

_ 1904
^e a copy of Michelson's Light Waves

will remit **-'^ '" payment for same.

Our Microscopes, Microtomes,

Laboratory Glassware, Ctiemical

Apparatus, Chemicals, Photo

Lenses and Shutters, Field Glasses,

Projection Apparatus, Photo-Micro

Cameras are used by the leading

Laboratories and Government De-

partments Round the World* (Catalogs

Bausch 4 Lomb Opt. Co.
Rochester, N. Y. •

New York Chicago Boston Frankfurt, G'v

-iiW"

.^?"^ >ji3/;-^; p--'

s^

THAT WILL SUIT YOUR HAND.
%

fmtmffliHii

^?-

'^m.

and*s Pencil Point Pens
positively do not scratch, spurt, stick or become coarse.

Higher in price, but infinitely higher in satistaction. We
will send 36 SAMPLES of the English steel line and

samples of Golden Points for 25 cenU. Stamps wiU do,

FRANCIS HYLAND PEN COMPANY
145 La Salle Street, Chicago, U. S. A.

-m^.,

V'f

THE

morgan Park J^cadcmy

FOR BOYS
Is a constituent part of The University of Chi-

cago, and is situated in the beauliiul village of

Morgan Park, eight miles from the city site of

the University. This situation is most favorable,

affording healthfid surroundings and spacious-

ness of grounds.
The Faculty of the Academy consists of eleven

men. all college graduates, well-trained m their

departments. . . ,

The courses include Manual Training and

meet the entrance requirements of all the lead-

ing colleges and technical schools.

Its seven buildings, all of brick and stone.

consist of three dormitories, the new gymna-

sium, the library containing 6.000 volunies, the

well-equipped science laboratory, and the reci-

tation building.
_ , . i *

The Academy's ideals are to develop the best

possible manhood in its students and to this end

all its discipline is directed. Especial effort is

made to teach boys how to study and to form

habits of work. The students* interests, athletic,

literary, social, musical, and religious, arc well

sustained. * r^
The expenses vary from J250.00 to ;P45o.oo

per year. Forty-five scholarships arc given in

recognition of excellence of effort.

THE FALL TERM HKGINS SBFTEMb*i.i« HOTH

rOR ILLISTRATRD CATAIOGUK ADD«BSS
Mj
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The same thoughtful and careful invest!-

ation that is used in making other pur-

chases will, if applied to ewriters place a

TYPCWBITER
in your office everytime. Simply

because in building theFoxwe have

been satisfied with anything

short of absolute perfection.
I

The touch of the Fox is 50 to 100 per

cent, lighter than any other typewriter.

The speed is 25 to 50 per cent, greater.
Every gocxl feature that is common to other type-

writers is found on the Fox and shows improvement.
May we not prove this statement in your ofilce at our ex-
pense?

We place Fox Typewriters on free trial everywhere.

FOX TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
560-70 Front St., GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Branch Offices and Agencies in principal cities.

l>AULE.Wirt
TountainI

s.

eswBloomsburo

TTCTHY not use a clean Fountata

Pen, one that will write and
write always, without skipping,

blotting, or scratching?

and
has been sold on its merits all over

anconditionally guaranteed

and

I

F you are having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased

with their appearance, it is certain you have not

used LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

ever introduced.
t

It mak'es a finish so tough that, although the

wood will dent under a blow, the finish will not

crack or turn white. This is the highest achieve-

ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not

likely to be improved upon.

Finished samples of wood and instructive

pamphlet on the care of natural wood floors sent

free for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited,

\

Varnish Manufacturers,

NEW YORK

BOSTON

PHIUDELPHIA

BALTIMORE

CHICAGO

CINCINNATI

ST.IOUS

SANfW^

Factory and Hain Office, DETROIT

i

SEE THAT CLIP?
THE NIAGARA CLIP holds securely from

* the thinnest sheet of paper up to % men in

thickness, and can be used over and over

a^ain. Better than pins for filing letters,

words, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly pinholes

in attaching second letters, business caras,

checks, drafts, invoices, etc. Put up in Iwxes

of too especially for desk convenience, ijam-

ple box 15 cents, postpaid, ^tmct mFW
MAfiARA CLIP COMPANY. 123 LIBERTY STKEL^

FACtlMILl

?

I

I

It costs you nothing to receive ou[

announcements and other 4

tising matter. Simply ask to

placed on our maihngjist

The University of Chicago Press. Chicago

_ ioLensas
and Shatters of every

kind lor all purposes

.

Professional,

Amateur. Proces^

Sold Boun. the

J^ K,-"r Cameras. CaUlog"
p

Bausch & loinb Opt Co

New York
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V\ IDEA VACATION
are afforded by the Burlington Route's present

LOW RATES TO COLORADO ?h°. WORLD'S FAIR
These tours are manv and varied. Here are a few examples.

Ask about any others that might suit you better.

^^ f\QQ ¥ron\ Chk^go to Denver and return

OVy via St. Louis to Chicago.

^^"750 ^rom St. Louis to Denver and return

^1 to Chicago.

$QQ70 ^Tom St. Paul to Denver and return

00 to St. Paul via St. Louis.

From Chicago to Denver and return $0/^00
to Chicago. OW
From St. Louis to Denver and return $Q plOO
to St. Louis. fcW
From St. Paul to Denver and return $0 070
to St. Paul via St. Louis and Chicago. OW

By adding $1.00 to any of the rates via St. Louis the passenger

has the privilege of a ten-days' stop-over in St. Louis.

P. S. EUSTIS. Passenger Traffic Manager,

CHICAGO, ILL.

Please tell me about the grand circle tour to Colorado and the World's Fair.

Name
/

P2B Address

T^^^:v
H^

^i^
/A'^

c u s
X

on tKe Histor^r of tHe

Development0/Chemistry
since the time of Lavoisier

Bjf Dr. a. Ladenburg
Professor of Chemistry in The University of Breslau

Translated /rom the second German edition by LEONARD DOBBIN

.

I his book contains sixteen lectures, tracing the development of chemistry

*'?J.^.^^e time of Lavoisier. Wherever necessary, the author himself has made
taauions and corrections in the English version. The subjects covered are the
nse and development of the different theories of matter and composition of

substances, with a description of the researches of the great chemists.
P

exor"^^*
iranslator has preserved to a surprising degree the charm of the original text, if the

P ession ,s not too strong; at any rate, the book is hard to put down when once taken up. In

Mr. /' 3/ FAysi

xv+374

SOLE AMERICAN DEPOSITORY

University of Chicago Press
• •

i «
diicago, Illinois
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Pab^Extrad is

The Original

M ItTonic
The original is always the

best for no man would imitate

an inferior article and no man
wants the imitation when he can

get the original, even though it

is oiFered at a lower price-

stamps

a

price that Its

inferiority.

The t(

and life

BEST"
the concentrated strength

barley-

grain, a food that has no equal

in all the world for nutritive

and restorative powers. With
lalt, is blended

J hop blossom.

the extract of

th
J of th

the mildest, gentlest and most
soothing of Nature's sedatives.

It feeds and calms the starved and
fretted nerves bringing nat-

ural restful sleep. It builds up
the worn-out body and revivifies

th wearied brain At all

druggists.

Write for booklet. Pabst Extract Dept.. Milwaukee, Wis.

:C-X^V.V: :•*'» •>;!'/;»v.': ^i : •}: 4^ <

Free

A-1 Request

AViII

n .^-^r^^Af,

• *^

practical

illustration of

the "Y and E " Vertical System

of correspondence filing.

^ Shows exactly how compact

and convenient this method is.

q Files ANYTHING FLAT,

from letters to photo negatives.

q Want it?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Phone: Central 2497

138-140 Wabash Avenue
•- 'w'-.

>r;V;. *^^ji-r^'^^''- '

W

'VOLLOW THE FLAfi'*

TAKE THE WAB

THE ONLY L"^^

RLD'S FAJ"

MAIN ENTRANCE.

A.G.P-*

3irM"ABQUETTEBuDa^
CF. A. PALMER Hic*««



SAVES

Hiip.

K- > \

A Short Cut
to Comfort
The "Lone Distance" HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is

just right for the man who
reads in bed- % Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-

ble switch turns
the light hi^h or
!ow or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs
to be replaced
when burned out.

Cords can be any
length desired.

i

t

J

Loo^ for the
name HYLO
and refuse im-
ttations*

THE
106 STATE STREET

Twelve styles of HYLO lamps.
Send forCatalogue and booklet
"How to Read Your Meter."

COMPANY
DETROIT, U. S. A

Preserve Your

fiagazines
H«ve them bound in Cloth

or Leather. It wiU improve

the appearance of your
library at a small expendi-

tiire. The University of

Chicago Press has a weU-
equipped job bindery and

e pleased to quote
win 1

prices + +

'^e University of Chicago Press
J ^pt. Binflery Chicago

C? Pr-.'"^^Jttun /

^ »«:.

V f

r.^

The

Remington
Typewriter

uces expenses

capacity for work
cost of maintenance.

great

sma

Remington Typewriter Company
327 Broadway, New York

Pioneer Line

From Chicago to

INDIANAPOLIS

ittUfitffi I.L

CINCINNATI

Is 'it>ha.t is ncyw knolfn as ihe

ft<

u oute
f

Parlor Cars, and Dining Cars

Pullman Compartment and Open Sleepers

Everything Strictly First Class

For rates, tL-kefs etc., cMon or address

J. C. TUCKER
General Northern Agent

238 Clark St. /CHICAGO, ILL



The New Hammond Typewriter

V

I

f
y

i

t
r 1

\

S

\.

\
-r-

-**:

For All Nations and Tongues and used by All Classes of People

1

i V^

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.

THE SCIENTIFICMAN - Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

range of service.

THE LITERARY MAN- Because the Hammond allows the use of se

styles and sizes of type.

THE LINGUIST - - - Because on one Hammond machine more

twenty languages can be written.
#

THE LADIES - . . - Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script t}P«

and others in preparation.

EVERYBODY- Because one Hammond <wtll ivrite anything

than

in 19

style of type, language, or

size paper in any direction.

color of in^^ ^ '^

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRITER
69TH TO pTH STS.. AND EAST RiVER ISJEW YCR?<,

N.Y

H

t

U

K



Ro Remedy of Ordinary Merit Gould Ever Have Received

Indorsaiions from Men Like These i

rli'hrs Disea$«

Mfauminuria

and

Posi-Scarlaiinal

KephritiSt

Alfred L. Loomis, M. D.t/srmer Pr j Pathology and
the Practice of Medicine in the Medical Dept. ofthe University

of New York.

Wm. A. Hammcndi M. D., Surgeon-General {retired)

U, S, Arnty^ and former Prof of Diseases of the Mind and
Nervous System in the University of New York.

Geo, Halsted Boyland, A. M., M- D., Doctor of Medi-^
cine of the Faculty of PariSy and former Prof of Surgery in
Baltimore Medical College.

Wm. B, Towles, M. Xi.^ former Prof of Anatomy and
Materia Medica in the Medical Dept, of the University of Va.

E. H. Pratt, A. M., M. O,, LL.D., Prof. Orificial
Surgery to the Chicago Homeopathic HospitaL

C. W. p. Brock, M. D., Ex-Pres. National Assn. Rail-
way Surgeons and Member Medical Society of Va.

J, T. Davidson, M- D., Ex-Pres, New Orleans Surgical
and Medical Assn.

nSna! CalCUlif V ^^^ ^* Gabrlel Pouchet, Prof of Pharmacology and

^1 » ft
^^<^^^ria Medica ofthe Faculty of Medicine of Paris,

^'086 III Ine I J, T. LeBfanchard, fV!. D., Prof of Montreal Clinic,

Bladder and < ^'^^^^•^-
i« ^ I

James K, Crook, A. M., M. D., Prof Clinical Medicine

Hffla Rl 1113tioH of I ^^^CHmcal Diagnosis^ New York Post-Gra iuate MedicalSchooL

ffcft Xil^dAmm I *'^'- Holt, M. D.,
int Biaiflff, \^ Board ofHealth, etc.

Ex-President of the Louisiana Stats

Uric leld
eAm J* At

Robert Bartholow. M. D., M. A., LL«D., Prof Materia
Medica and General Therapeutics^ Jeffersun Medical College^

Philadelphia.

James L. Cabell, M. D., A. M., iA^G,^forn:^r Prof.
of Physiology and Surgery in the Medical Depi. of the Uni-
versity of Fa., and Pres. of the National Board of Health.

Horatio C, Wocd, W, O., former Prof of Materim
Medica. etc in the Medical Debt, of the University of Pa.

\

Chf»s. B, Nancrcd«, M
DepL of the Univct.

' Dm Prof of Surgery^ Medici
'ty of Michigan.

Dr. Joh * T. IVIetcalf, New Ycrk, Emeritus Professcrcf
ClinicalMedicine ^ College ofPhysician i i^dSurgeons, New Yori.

A, Alexartder Smith, M. O.^Prof afPractice ofMedif*
and Oinicat Medicine, BeUev^ue J'/^dical ColUfe^ N Kr >

for f^a!e h j^oeral dmg and minet^l water tiw^
Tolxxminans medical t^^timony laailed.

WOPRIETOR, eUFFAL.0 LITHIA SPRINGS, VA
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A BJSBFECT FOOn
JProlongs I,ife.

ei BaKets co;s

Breakfast

fi,>* ocoa
->?

^1

THE FINEST IN
THE WORLD.

1.00IC FOR THIS
TRADB MARK.

Costs less than one cent a cup

EUROPE AND AMERICA

Walter Baker & Co."^
2*ttbil«lied ino. Borcliester, Mass.

WEBER PIA

HEINRICH CONRIED,
Director of the Conried MetropoUtm Opera Co.,

"Writes as follows:

New York, May u, v

"From time to time during the past '^•^

season I have been impressed with ' -

ful resources of the Weber Pianos w*-

have been using at the Metropolitan.

"Subjected to immense usage byu*
our numerous rehearsals, these ir

nevertheless retain their exquisite tone

"1 know of no piano that wo^id

better satisfaction, and it is my des',

Weber Piano shall continue to be u

Metropolitan Opera House."

HEINRICH Cu>>^

THE WEBER PIANO COW^^
AEOLIAN HALL

362 Fifth Ave., near 34th St., New

Catalog upon Request

b

J

V -

fr.

J

t-

i
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TENNIS, GOLFING, AUTOMOBILING, HSHING- All great fun.

tnit all necessitate

HAND SAPOLIO, the only soap that removes

Make the bath a pleasure by ««o?
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CENTRAL CYLINDER OF
AR.^CEAE AND LILIACEAE.

COXTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTAMCAL LABORATORY.
LXH.

M I N T I N A S B U K Y CHRYSLER.

(with plates xii-xv)

The fundamental unity of the vascular structures found in the

higher plants was perceived by VanTieghem, whose conception of

the stele and its modifications, outhned in 1886 (17), displaced the

earlier view of DeBary. But it became apparent subsequently that

VaxTieghem's assumptions were not sufficiently supported by

observation. For example, it was shown by Gwynne-Vaughan (3)

that polystely does not arise by bifurcation of the protostele in the

genus Primula, and Jeffrey (6) proved the same foij^'

\'a.\Tieghem's theory is also open to the objection that it is founded

on the conditions occurring in a highly organized group of plants,

while there would seem to be a better prospect of finding a primitive

condhion of the vascular system among pteridophytes. In 1897

Jeffrey
(5) proposed a stelar theory in which this objection is met,

the t. _ntial feature of which is the important influence on the cen-

tral cyUnder of the outgoing leaf or branch traces. Emphasis is also

placed on the study of the young vascular axis, on account of its

recognized importance in accordance with the principle of recapitu-

lation. • The following diagrams may serve to show the main difFcr-

bet
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I, VANTlEGHEil.

I. Protostcle

2. MeduUated monostele 4. Polystele

I. i 1

•

3. Astele (schizostele) 5. Gamostele
*

II. Jeffrey (using the same niimbers to designate equivalent types).

(i) Protostele

(5 and 4) Siphonostele with internal phloem and endodermis (amphiphloic

siphonostele)

(3) Siphonostele with internal endodermis (ectophloic siphonostele)

(2) Siphonostele without internal phloem or endodermis.

It will be noticed that Jeffrey derives the vascular structures

characteristic of the seed plants from those of the pteridophytes by a

process of reduction ; further, he considers the pith to be simply fun-

damental tissue which has intruded through the fohar or ramular

gaps, while VanTieghem assumes a stelar origin for the pith.

The researches of Jeffrey (7) and Ga\^'nne-Vaughan (4) seem to

place beyond question the view that the ferns possess an amphiphloic

siphonostele derived from a protosteHc condition by the bending in

of phloem, endodermis, and cortex above the point of exit' of the

fohar traces; but that the seed plants have primitively a central cylin-

der built on this plan is a generahzation which must be tested by the

examination of representatives from a number of typical families in

different regions of this great group. With this object in view I have

undertaken, at the suggestion of Dr. Jeffrey, to investigate the devel-

opment of the central cylinder in two characteristic monocotyledonous

famines, the Araceae and the Liliaceae. Such an investigation

ought to answer the following questions:

1. What bearing on current stelar theories has the development

of the central cyUnder in these families ?

2. Are the amphivasal bundles found in so many monocotyledons

to be considered a primitive type?

'For the sake of clearness the leaf traces wiU be treated as if they originated at

^^
central cylinder, regardless of the actual direction of their development, which m m

cases has not been made out.

^
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3. Docs the structure of the young stele throw any light on the

question of the origin of the monocotyledons r
7

ARACEAE.

The number of forms which have been available in this inquiry

has not been large, but they are sufficiently varied in their affinities,

and appear to the writer to yield no uncertain result,

Pothoideae. This subfamily is regarded by Engler (i) as the

most primitive one in the family. Hence one of its most available

rei)resen(ativcs will be first described.

AcORUS Calamus.*—In a seedling of this plant the central cyliiiflcr

in its lowest region is a solid mass of vascular tissue, consisting of a

core of xylem and a ring of phloem, surrounded by pericycle and

cndodcrmis, that is, it is a typical protostele. One trace is given off

to the cotyledon, and usually three traces to each of the next three

or four leaves, after which the number of foliar traces is increased.

In the region where the traces of the second leaf are given off, the

central cyhnder is seen to possess a parenchymatous pith, which is

continuous with the pericycle through the gaps in the vascular tissues

caused by the bending out of the traces {-fig. i, which, however,

represents a higher region of the stem). The endodermis does not

hcnd inward through the gap with the pericycle, but remains

unbroken, a portion of it surrounding the trace as it passes outward.

Followed downward through the stele the pith either becomes nar-

rower and disappears above the point of exit of the cotyledonary trace,

or m some cases enlarges at this point and communicates with the

pericycle at the higher node; follow^ed upward the pith widens out

^vith the enlarging central cylinder. As the three traces of the third

leaf bend outward, the pith again communicates with the pericycle;

since the median trace is the largest of the three, the gap it leaves in

the va.^cular ring is the widest; in fact, the gap of one or both of the

lateral traces may be filled only by a single row of parenchymatous
cells or may not be present. Up to this point the vascular ring is

practically continuous, owing to the foUar gaps being so short, but

in the higher regions of the young stem the gaps remain open longer,

so that the central cyhnder appears to be made up of a ring of sepa-

"1 he nomenclature emploj'ed in this paper is that of Engler and Prantl.
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rated bundles which are at first collateral, but soon become amphi-
vasal. Fig. i shows this region of the stele. Not until a consider-

ably older stage is reached do certain bundles turn inward and nin
for a distance in the medulla before turning out to the leaves. Fig. 2

shows part of a section through the mature rhizome; most of the

bundles are amphivasal, and some of them run in the medulla; g is a

gap through which a medullary bundle has lately passed, and it will

be noticed that the endodcrmis cui-ves inward around the edges of

the gap for a short distance, thus making the cortical parenclyma
continuous with that of the medulla. This intercommunication of

cortex with medulla is even better marked in the base of the flowering

axis, as is shown in jig. j. It will be seen that the endodermis extends

around the edges of the gaps for a short distance, and completely

encircles one small section of the vascular ring. It seems reasonable

to believe that if the gaps in the central cylinder of the seedling of

m
pith as it does in the seedlings of other Araceae possessing a wider

central cylinder.

AxTHURiUM ACAULE.—In the hypocotyl che central cylinder is a

hollow tube consisting of xylem, phloem, pith, and surrounded by an

endodermis. Just below exit of the single cotyledonaiy trace the

vascular ring breaks up into a circular row of five or six collateral

bundles or meristeles. Above the exit of the cotyledonar}^ trace the

row is horseshoe-shaped, but soon becomes circular again owing to

the reunion of the bundles on the two sides of the cotyledonar}^ gap.

The endodermis cannot be followed clearly owing to its poor develop-

ment. The stele retains its form of a ring of about six collateral

bundles through the first internode. At the upper end of the inter-

node several bundles divide, and certain of these turn outward as

traces of the second leaf, while others turn inward and run upward

through the pith, becoming traces of leaves higher up. In the young

stem no concentric strands have been found.
Monsjeroideae.—MoNSTERA deliciosa.—The hypocotylcdonar)'

stele consists of a circle of collateral bundles inclosing a parenchyma-

tous medulla. Nearly a third of these bundles bend outward at one

side to supply the cotyledon; a little above this point bundles begin

to run in the medulla; in other words, the central cylinder early

I
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assumes the characters seen in the adult stem. The bundles are

collateral in all parts of the -stem. No endodcrmis can be distin-

guished.

Calloideae.

—

Symplocarpus foetidus has already received some

attentidn in J s (6).

Tlie seedling at the age of one year consists of a spherical tuber about

i^"^ in diameter; from the upper side of this rises a conical bud with

a cylindrical base 4"^'" in diameter, from which spring several roots.

A transverse section through the basal region of the tuber shows an^.. ^..^ ^^^^x j.^^

elliptical row of collateral strands, each surrounded by an endodermis

{fig. 4). A little higher up several bundles at one side of the ellipse

turn outward, so that at about the middle region of the tuber the

bundles are arranged as a horseshoe. Opposite the open part of the

liorscshoe there is frequently a swelling of the tuber, and in some
cases this part of the tuber separates off at a slightly higher level by

an absciss layer; this part accordingly constitutes the cotyledon, and
the opening in the central cylinder is the cotyledonary gap. Toward
the upper part of the tuber the separate strands approach one another,

as is shown in jig. 5.3 At g is the cotyledonary gap; most of the vas-

cular strands have fused laterally, producing a hollow vascular cylin-

der with an external and internal phloeoterma (using the term in

Strasburger's sense (15, p. 310)), broken by the wide cot}dedonary

gap and by several areas where the individual bundles have not yet

irs

are obviously continuous. The latter may persist for some distance

upward, finally becoming indistinguishable, or may degenerate quite

tarly, and, as is seen in fig. 7, the external phloeoterma runs for a

short distance around the edges of the cotyledonary gap, and then

disappears. Compare jigs. 2 and j of Acorus, also Jeffkfa-'s figure

vuotcnlus rhomhoideus (6, fig. 16). A Httle higher up the cotyle-

donary gap closes and the stele forms a hollow tube with external

and internal phloeoterma. Almost immediately, however, the vas-

cular tissue aggregates into separate strands, the xylcm of which is

disposed circularly (amphivasal bundles), and a few of these turn
into the central region of the stele (fig. 6). Each of these bundles is

surrounded by a portion of the internal phloeoterma, if th]< has not

^^^- 5» 6, 7, 8, and ii are from sections treated with sulfuric acid.
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already become invisible in llils region of the stem, as is seen to be
the case in the stem represented in fig. S. These bundles soon become
quite numerous and run upward for some distance before resuming
their collateral structure and passing outward to the leaves.

Two points of interest in this plant are the existence of a well-

marked internal as well as external phloeoterma in the young stem,

and the early disappearance of the internal phloeotermal layer. It

can hardly be doubted that the thin-walled tissue forming the pith

of the stele is simply extrastelar tissue which enters at the base of

the stelar system, and through the cotyledonary gap. Absence of

the protostelic condition is probably to be accounted for by the shape

of the stem; it is in the region of the cotyledonary gap that the central

most
— ^ _ ^ __ ,

possessing both external and internal phloeoterma. The spaces

between the vascular segments in the basal region of the stem are

not^foliar gaps, as Jeffrey's account seems to imply (6, p. 29), for this

region of the stem is the hypocotyl, and further there are no outgoing

bundles between the segments referred to. Separation of the seg-

ments may be due to expansion of the young stem as it assumes its

tuberous shape.

Jeffrey
The development of its stele follows pretty closely the course out-

lined for Acorus, though the endodcrmis does not seem to be well

developed in Calla, also the foliar gaps extend for a greater distance

Acorus

Philodendroideae.—ScHizMATOGLOTTis Roebelinii seems to

show- a scattered disposition of the vascular strands in all parts of its

seedling. The material available has not permitted a satisfactor}'

study.

Peltand
4

The seedling possesses a tuberous base

consisting of a somewhat cylindrical axial portion with a thick coty-

ledon applied to its side; the cotyledon is separated in its upper part

from the axial portion by a prominent absciss layer. In fig. 9,
^

represents>e;cotyledon, and r, r secondary roots. A section through

about eight collateral bundlesbasalfp

{fig. 10). Most
to the cotyledon, so that only a few slender strands continue

off

the
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upward course; toward the upper part of the tuber these enlarge and

each is seen to be provided with an endodermis whose cells show a

cutinizcd band girdling the radial walls. The strands now unite

laterally into a flattened arch whose hollow is turned toward the

cotyledon; by continued increase in the vascular tissue the arch

becomes more and more nearly a complete circle. In jig. 11 the

cotyledon lies to the right ; the individual sheaths have fused to form

a common endodermis which is continuous outside and inside the

arch; r is the trace of a root, which as usual leaves no gap in the

central cyhnder. Fig. 12 shows the central cyhnder at a slightly

higher level; the opening to the right faces the cotyledon, and is

unJuubtedly the cotyledonary gap. Soon this closes entirely, and at

lliis level the vascular tissue of the stele becomes partly broken up

into separate strands, some of which turn into the medulla; each

strand and segment of the stele possesses its own endodermis. Amphi-

vasal bundles are found at this level and in the later formed regions

of the stem, but they are not so characteristic of Peltandra as of

S)'mplocarpus, to w^hich plant Peltandra evidently possesses many

resemblances with respect to its central cyhnder. The medullary

strands are connected with the traces of all leaves above the cotyledon,

and each trace leaves the central cylinder through a gap, around the

edges of which the external and internal endodermis are continuous.

Eventually, however, the endodermis becomes obsolete, and an increase

in the number of medullary strands gives the stele the appearance

characteristic of monocotyledons generally. It should be mentioned

that the ring of bundles is not always present in the lower part of the

tuber; in such cases bundles are so poorly developed in this region

that a central cyhnder cannot be said to exist below the cotyledonary

gap-

^AXTEDESCHIA AETHIOPICA (

MACULATA may be described t( _
similar. As the stele of the root merges into that of the hypocotyl

it assumes a pith into which several strands turn from the original

vascular ring, and soon the whole stele is converted into a network

of anastomosing strands. From this network about six bundles are

given off to the cotyledon, whose base forms a sheath around the

younger leaves. In the succeeding regions of the stem the bundles

t>
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pursue the course ordinarily seen in a monocotyledonous stem. In

no part of the stem is an endodermis well developed.

Colocasioideae.—.\locasia odorata.—Above the point of exit

of the cotyledonary traces the stele is represented only by a scanty

vascular mass of flattened form, its side being turned toward the

cotyledon. Further upward this mass splits into several strands,

and a ring-shaped row of bundles is completed by the appearance it

novo of several delicate strands between those already present and

the cotyledon. The flattened vascular mass referred to seems to

Itandra in jig. ii,

namely, there is an unusually wide cotyledonary gap, which is not

closed in the ordinar>^ way owing to the tendency throughout the plant

for the vascular strands to lie widely separated. In a slightly higher

come
of the bundles assume the amphivasal shape. No endodermis was

found in any part of the stem.

C^LADiUM BULBOSUii.—Departure of the cotyledonary trace

causes no break in the narrow stele of the seedling; the stele soon

becomes complicated by medullary strands which anastomose with

one another. In many sections, however, it may be seen that the

cortex communicates freely with the medulla above the point of exit

of a leaf trace. No endodermis has been demonstrated.
Aroideae.—Arum italicum.—The five traces which pass into the

sheathing base of the cotyledon arise from a complex vascular mass,

The pecuhar habits of sprouting described for another member of the

genus by RmsACH (lo) and Scott and Sargant (13) have probably

had the effect of modifying the vascular system; and no part of the

plant suggests a primitive condition, but on the contrary a highly

specialized one.

^

_Arisaema triphyllum.—The method of sprouting is essentially

like that of Arum. The five cotyledonary traces rise from a vascular

Above this

but are not

com

more
arranged in a definite central cylinder surrounded by endodermis.

In older seedlings the bundles form an extensive network in the

central region of the corm. It is probable that the phylogenetic

I
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development of this corm has been accompanied by considerable

changes in the vascular system, leading to complications which

render this plant unsuitable for the purposes of the present inquiry.

Artsaema Dracontium, a. speciosum, a. intermedium, and A,
*

\RiNOWii all resemble A. tripliyU o

show a complex network of bundles. They all likewise produce a

corm.

Typiioxium divaricatum has a vascular system so similar to that

found in Arisaema that it docs not merit a separate description.

Tn viewing in a general way the genera so far described the ques-

tion arises: Wliat characters arc to be regarded as primitive? Tlie

answer must be, those which occur in the first formed part of the stem,

unless there is reason to believe that this region has been influenced

by the assumption of some special habit, such as the tuberous or

bulbous habit. The stem of Acorus is relatively free from external
w ^

influences, on account of its gcophilous habit; its central cylinder is

at first protostelic, then siphonostelic with a pith communicating

with the pcricycle through the foliar gaps. Judging from the condi-

tions in Svmplocarpus and in the mature organs of Acorus, we may
infer that if the central cylinder of the Acorus seedling were not so

narrow the endodcrmis and cortex might here also enter through the

gaps, in which case the stele would differ from that characteristic of

the ferns mainly in the absence of internal phloem, a feature which

appears to be quite rare in seed plants. The simple siphonostelic

stage persists in Acorus for several internodes, and the stem looks

much like that of a dicotyledon; higher up some segments of the stele

become amphivasal, and this may be regarded as the first appearance
of a monocotyledonous character; very soon certain strands begin

to run in the medulla, and so the monocotyledonous nature of the

stele is established. The steles of the various genera differ from the

type just described in a modification of the basal part of the stele in

accordance with the tuberous habit, as in Symplocarpus, or in the

rap'rl disappearance of the phloeoterma, as in PeUandra, or in the

early appearance of the medullarv' strands, as irTArisacma. What-
ever may be the nature of the pith in Acorus, there seems to be good
reason for beheving that in Peltandra and Symplocaq^us the pith is
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simply fundamental tissue which has been inclosed by the gradual

curving around of the edges of the cotyledonary gap until they meet;

moreover, the stele is in open communication with the cortex in the

basal region of the tuber. It has been shown that in Symplocarpus

more
tion, so that the included parenchyma comes to lie next to the xylem,

and so might be mistaken for stelar tissue in the upper part of the

stem.

It is of interest to note that from a general morphological study

of Araceae Engler (i) places Acorus among the most primitive

genera of the family, and members of the Aroideae, such as Arum
W # V ^ ^

My
liTh

Acorus hile

members of the Aroideae early acquire the most complicated vascular
^ ^ A ^ -^

system found in the family.

LILIACEAE.

allIn this family over fifty species have been studied, representing

the large subfamihes; in most cases both the adult plants and seedlings

have been examined. The search for primitive type's has convinced

me that ancestral characters are most likely to be preserved in a

rhizome, since such a stem is free from the modifying influences of an

aerial life ; hence the first subfamily to be treated is one in which most

of the members have the basal portion of the stem a rhizome.

Asparagoideae.—Clintonia borealis.—The plant is characterized

by a horizontal rhizome which turns upward at the end, bears a

number of scales and several foliage leaves, and terminates in a scape

carrying an umbel of flowers. Fig. ij represents a cross

through the rhizome a short distance before it turns upward; it^^iU

be seen that the stele forms a tube perforated at the point of exit of

several leaf traces, also that there are no medullary bundles. FiS- U

is a more highly magnified view of a portion of the stele. It show^

that an internal as well as an external phloeoterma is present, an

that these are continuous through the foliar gap ; also that some o

section

the meristeles are amphivasal.

Clintonia umbellata.—A cross section through the rhizome I?

h and
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here also is an internal as well as an external phlocoterma. Certain

of the strands are amphivasal, and three of these have left the stelar

ring and run immediately adjacent to it in the medulla. The vascular

system of this plant evidently represents a condition slightly more

complicated than that present in^, horcalis. Unfortunately seed-

lings of neither species of Clintonia have been available, so that the

origin of the interesting condition seen in the mature stem remains

unknown.

^i^viAXTiiEMUM BiFOLiUM.—The general habit of the plant is

similar to that described for Clintonia, though the two foliage leaves

arise from a higher region of the aerial shoot. Fig. 16 represents a

section through the rhizome a short distance above W'hcrc it turns

upward. The heavily cutinized external phlocoterma is a prominent

feature, and inside of it is a circle of collateral bundles; three amphi-

vasal l)undles run in the medulla, but these do not become leaf traces;

on the contrary they end as they begin, namely, by joining bundles

of the vascular ring. Throughout the horizontal course of the rhi-

zume no medullar)' bundles are present. Several leaf traces arc to be

been at various stages in their escape from the stele; it will be noticed

that they cause no break in the continuity of the phlocoterma.

In the seedling the stele contains pith even in the hypocotyl; as

the single cotyledonary trace leaves the stele, the phlocoterma bends

mward around the edges of the gap, but does not lose its continuity;

the pericycle is continuous with the pith through the gap and no amphi-

vasal strands are present. To the second leaf three traces are given

off; the median trace causes the phlocoterma to bend inward, as does

the cotyledonary trace {fig. ly) ; the lateral traces emerge exactly as

in the adult stem {jig. i6). The third leaf receives three traces which
leave the stele as do those of the second leaf; the same is true of the

fourth and fifth leaves. Comparing the stele of this plant with that

of Chnionia borealis, the absence of internal phlocoterma and the

presence of amphivasal medullary strands in the former are to be
noted, though these do not make their appearance until a late stage
of development.

^MiLAciXA STELLATA.—As the primary root merges into the hypo-
cot}!, the stele becomes hollow and the vascular tissue aggregates in

several collateral strands at the periphery of the stele. An external
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phloeoterma is present and is not broken by the exit of a larc^e strand

of vascular tissue to the cot3'ledon. Fig. i8 shows the appearance of

the stele in the first intcrnode, and illustrates the tendency which the

stele has to break up into separate strands. The three traces of the

second leaf arise in the same manner as the cotyledonary trace; above

this level, however, some of the strands become concentric, and one

or two branches are given off into the pith, where they run only a

short distance, join bundles of the vascular ring, and then pass out

to leaves. Fig. ig shows such a strand at m, and also a leaf trace (/)

which is just leaving the vascular ring. Higher up other medullary

run

leaves without anastomosing with bundles of the vascular ring. The

seedling of this plant shows clearly the gradual appearance of mono-

cotyledonous characters in a central cylinder which in its first formed

part closely resembles that of a dicotyledon. The mature stem both

in its subterranean and aerial regions differs from the rhizome of

Maianthemum in having a number of medullary strands.

Smilacina racemosa.—In the youngest plants obtainable the

central cyhnder exhibited the characters of the adult stem, that is the

bundles are scattered through the medulla. Seeds of this plant

failed to sprout.

Steeptopus roseus.—The stele of the secdhng resembles that of

.^lilacina stellata in that it consists of a ring of collateral bundles

surrounded by a phloeoterma and enclosing pith; but the bundles

early become concentric and afterwards some of them run in the

medulla. Bundles of the vascular ring turn outward as leaf traces

without destroying the continuity of the phloeoterma.
J'OLYGONATUM BiELORUM and P. VERTiciLLATUM.—The Central

cyhnder, at first a sohd mass, becomes divided into about six widely

separated collateral strands at a comparatively young stage;

several medullary bundles appear; a phloeoterma is not distinguish-

able. The wide separation of the strands is probably due to the fact

that the subterranean stem (a horizontal rhizome) early becomes

swollen into ovoid form through deposition of starch. •

Medeola \irgixiana.—The cotyledonary gap is wide; as

closes the stele becomes divided into 'six or eight meristeles arrang

later

this

'ed

circularly, each provided with its own endodermis and having a

!

J

i

t

_^

I.

-r_
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collateral structure. The meristcles unite at the next node and a

single strand turns outward, leaving a wide gap in the vascular ring.

Again the meristeles separate widely, owing no doubt to the fleshy

nature of the stem which by this time has begun to show its habit of a

horizontal somewhat swollen rhizome. As the stem turns upward

into the air the meristeles approach one another and some of them

become amphivasal. At about this point the internal endodermis

( ppears The
amphivasal strands resume their collateral structure at a slightly

higher level; medullary strands are absent in most plants.

Ti^iLLiUM GRANDIFLORUM.—^The Subterranean stem is a vertical

rhizome which becomes thicker and more ovoidal as the plant grows

older, owing to deposition of stores of starch. In the young stem

the central cylinder is a solid mass of vascular tissue for a few inter-

nodes. The first leaves have three traces; the median trace is much
the largest, and as it leaves the central cylinder the latter becomes
somewhat crescent-shaped; the lateral traces are very delicate and
by their departure leave no indentations in the stele. After exit

of the traces of the third or fourth leaf, however, there is intrusion of

fundamental tissue into the central cyhnder, since the angles of the

crescent above referred to curve around and finallv close in on the

side next the trace. h
trace, /, is one of the lateral traces whose gap was narrower than
that of the median trace and had already closed at this level. The
\vnier fails to see how the thin-walled tissue inside the stele can be
regarded as anything but a portion of the fundamental tissue inclosed
Ijy approximation of the vascular tissue at the sides of the gap. The
appearance above described may be masked by the overlapping of
t^^o foliar gaps on opposite sides of the stele; in such a case the stele

is broken into two halves (jig. 27), ^a condition which has frequently
ccn described for various ferns. In the upper part of the rhizome

t e stele becomes complicated by bridges of vascular tissue reaching
from one side of the stele to the other; also certain of the leaf traces
run for a short distance in the medulla before turning outward. It

should be remarked that these medullary strands are amphivasal.
n some seedlings the stele retains its solid or protosteHc character
or many internodes, and it is possible that the diversity noticed in
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ings

grandifl^

seedlings of the two species are hard to distinguish in the field, and I

have been unsuccessful in attempts to grow them from seed. In

many instances a leaf trace arises from one side rather than from the

base of the gap, as has been observed in many ferns, or the trace may

run vertically for some distance before turning out from the stelar

nng. A
and ^3 are the lateral traces of the same leaf; the last has not quite

broken away from the stele.

Trillium sessile and T. recurvatum greatly resemble T. granii-

forum in the seedhng stage, but differ from the last species in ha\ing

wider gaps and showing concentric bundles in a younger part of the

stem.

ASPAILA.GUS OFFICINALIS, A. VERTICILLATUS, A. SpRENGERI, A.

VERTiciLLATUs, A. Broussoxetii, and A. MEDEOLOiDES do Hot appear

to throw any light on the problems under consideration on account of

the complications attending the formation of lateral buds.

Ruscus AcuLEATUS has a seedling much resembling those found

in the genus Asparagus. In the seedlings available the stele had

already assumed its mature condition.

Dracaenoideae.—Yucca filamentosa.—The hypocotyledonan'

stele consists of a hollow vascular tube from which about one-third

of the vascular tissue tiirns outward to the cotyledon, leaving a U-

shaped stele whose pith is in free communication with the cortex.

No phloeoterma was observed. Almost immediately strands turn

from the U into the pith, and before the cotyledonary gap is closed

these medullary strands are quite numerous. These become traces

of higher leaves, so that the stele in this plant quickly attains the char-

cularacteristic monocotyledonous condition. Nearly all the vas

strands are collateral.

TCCA ANGUSTiFOLiA and Y^ BACCATA resemble Y. filamentosa
m

the young state; in the first-named species the medullary bundles are

somewhat later in arising than in the tw^o other species.

Dracaena Draco, D. rubra, D, Veitchii, and Cordyline ais-

T^ALis differ in no essenrial respect from Yucca as regards the develop-

ment of the stele.

-.
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AsTELiA sp. {Funkia coerulea) offers no points of significance.

Lilioideae.

—

Lilium canadense.—The young plant consists of a

vertical axis upon which is set a spiral series of fleshy awl-shaped

scales which are loaded with starch; to each of these three traces run

from the tubular central cyHnder, taking a course directly outward or

even curving downward for a short distance after leaving the central

cylinder. These traces, though slender, subtend foliar gaps which

frequently extend the whole length of an internode, so that the central

cylinder has the appearance of three separate collateral strands,

except at the nodes, where a vascular ring is formed, and in the lower

part of the seedling, where the scales are more crowded. Fig. 2j
shows the appearance of the central cyHnder at a node, / is the median
trace; bordering the vascular strands are cells differing from the

surrounding parenchyma by their entire lack of starch; these may
represent a phloeoterma. In the hidier regions of the stem the usual

O**"^" "^O
medullary bundles appear, and some of these are amphivasal.

Ervthronium americanum, Calochortus venustus, Galtonia
CAXDICANS, SCILLA HYACINTHOIDES, CaMASSIA Fr.\SERI, HyACIX-
THUs candicans, and L.a.chenall\ pendula early assume the bulbous
habit characteristic of the adult plant, hence the stem is flattened in

the vertical direction. The comphcations produced in the vascular

tissues by this habit render these genera unprofitable for study, and
smce there is no reason to beheve that the bulbous condition is a

• *

primitive one, no description of these genera wifl be necessary' here.

Allioideae.—Allium Cepa, A. canadensis, and iV. angulosum
have seedUngs much resembling" those of the last group in their

bulbous habit and intricate vascular system.

Agapaxthus umbellatus has a stele much resembling that of
Allium.

Asphodeloideae.—Asphodelus fistulosus, Asphodeline libur-
^ICA, Bulbixt: annua,^. frutescens, Axthericum Liliago, Chlo-
HoniVTUM elatum, Kniphofia Tysoni, K, brevifolia, and Aloe
P- agree in having short internodes and passing quickly through the
early stages of stelar development, so that the medullary bundles are
ound near ihe exit of the cotyledonary traces. Further, an endodermis

>s rarely discernible, so that these genera are unsuitable in the present
investigation.
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AxEMARRHEXA ASPHODELoiDES has been studied with much inter
est because Miss Sargant (ii, 12) considers that the vascular system
of the seedhng represents a primitive t3pe. The theory of this author
considers chiefly the cotylcdonary traces and their insertion- it is

natural to inquire whether the stele of the older seedling shows
features which may be regarded as primitive. The stele possesses a
medulla below the exit of the two cotyledonary traces ; these subtend
wide gaps through which the cortical and medullary parenchyma
freely communicate; the traces of the second leaf are three in number, '

and before they emerge medullary bundles have made their appear-
ance. Except in the root an endodermis cannot be identified. This

\fact, and the early appearance of medullary strands, and the presence
of a pith in the hypocotyl I do not regard as primitive characters,

though It is evident that a plant may retain some ancestral features

and lose others, so that the disposition of the cotyledonary strands

may still represent an ancestral type.

Gloriosa suPERBA.^The pecuHar habit of
Mela

stem

the lower part of its stele; in the upper internodes of the seedhng,

however, the vascular strands are arranged in a simple ring, and

certain of the strands turn outward as leaf traces after anastomosing
with adjacent members of the ring.

UvuLARiA GRANDiFLORA.—At the point of departure of the coty-

ledonary trace a wide gap is left in the vascular tissues ; here funda-

mental tissue enters and extends downward into the hypocotyl for a

short distance as well as upward. Fig. 24 shows the stele at level of

the cotyledonary gap; the cotyledonary trace is not visible because it

bends downward after leaving the stele; though no distinct phloeoternia

IS visible, the small celled tissue surrounding the stele certainly does

not seem to be continuous across the gap, as it is in some of the adult

stems already described. At one place in the stele it will be noticed

that the xylem surrounds a mass of phloem, so that the concentric

bundles begin to show themselves at this early stage; they make up

the whole vascular ring above the point of exit of the second leaf |

trace
;
some of them then turn inward and run in the medulla, but |

here they soon become collateral.

5-

I
L

F^
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Viewing in a comparative way the genera of Liliaccae described

in the foregoing paragraphs, it appears that Trilhum exhibits very

clearly the stages in development of the stele. These stages may be

briefly enumerated as follows: (i) the protostehc condition is present

in the basal part of the stem and persists through one or more inter-

nodes; then follows (2) the siphonostehc condition in which cortical

tissue is included in the stele above the point of exit of the leaf traces

and thenceforth forms a medulla; (3) many segments of the stele take

on the amphivasal character; (4) strands of vascular tissue, usually

amj)hivasal, turn into the medulla where they run for a greater or less

distance and may become connected with leaf traces. Though the

blcni of Trillium seldom shows any traces of a phloeoterma, _^//»/o/?/a

horcalis presents a diagrammatic example of a stele which never gets

beyond stage (3), and has external and internal phloeoterma which

communicate through the fohar gaps. The internal phloeoterma is

probably degenerate in Maianthenum except at the edges of the leaf

gaps of the young stele; there may be a physiological correlation

between the very heavily cutinized external layer and the absence of

an internal layer; stage (4) is much delayed in this plant. In Smila-

nna stdlata stages (3) and (4) appear sooner; the phloeoterma is less

distinct. Medeola and LiHum show the effect of long internodes

combined with extended gaps in breaking up the central cylinder

into se\-cral strands arranged on the circumference of a circle. IJju-
laria and Sireptopus quickly pass into stage (3). Many members of

the family such as Allium have assumed the bulbous habit, and in

the vcr}' short stem of these plants the medullar}' strands appear very
early. They probably express the highest order of specialization

shown in the family.

As to the bearing of the foregoing observations on the central

cylinder of the two families upon so-called stelar theories, it may at

once be stated that though the pteridophytes must be the critical

group m any discussion of these theories, yet information from even
so highly specialized a grouj) as the monocotyledons is of importance,

'
^vc acknowledge the descent of the seed-plants from fern-hke ances-

of?. Many of the Liliaceae studied do not seem to afford any evi-

ence on the points in dispute, which is not to be wondered at when



having acquired a new mode of insertion of the leaf traces, which has

replaced the mode characteristic of ferns. However, in rhizomes,

whose subterranean position has shielded them from the disturbing

effects of aerial life,a more primitive type of stele is frequently found;

seedhngs almost universally show a gap in the central cyhnder above

the point of exit of the cotyledonary trace, unless indeed they are

protostelic at this level, as in Trillium. The siphonosteHc nature of

the central cylinder is often retained for several internodes, but

sooner or later the medullary strands appear, or the gaps persist

through an entire internode, in either case resulting in the masking of

the essentially tubular nature of the stele. That the young central

cyhnder of so highly organized a group as the monocotyledons should

\

\

I

t

\

I

t

t
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one considers the adaptations which these plants show; but several
plants of both families show characters ^vhkh, to say the least, are

significant.

Concerning VanTieghem's types, the polystele need not be con-

sidered, for no monocotyledon has yet been found with internal i

phloem; the medullated monostele may be present in such forms as

Acorus and Smilacina, but the condiion maybe equally well explained
by assuming the degeneration of an internal phloeoterma, deriving

this condition from that shown in Clintonia; what may be called an

astele or schizostele is probably present in the mature stem of most

members of the two famihcs, but in none of the cases examined docs

t arise by the breaking up of the stele followed by the uniting of the

broken ends of the external endodermis on the inner side of the

meristeles; on the contrary, wherever the endodermis is discernible

m the region of splitting up of the stele, there is an internal as well as

external endodermis which communicate at the leaf gaps (e. §.,

Clintonia)
;
in S^^plocarpus each strand which turns into the medulla

IS surrounded by a portion of the internal endodermis.
Turning to the theory of Jeffrey, a consideration of the figures

which accompany this paper shows that there is evidence in the case

of the two famihes studied to support his fundamental statement that

the siphonostelic type of central cylinder "is primitively a fibro-

vascular tube with foliar lacunae opposite the points of exit of the

leaf traces" (6, p. 38). That the simple tubular condition is found

4

i

\

i

I
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show fern-like characters is a fact of considerable phylogenctic sig-

nificance. The evidence concerning the extrastelar or intrastclar

origin of the pith is not so plain, but from the method of closure of

the cotyledonary gap in Peltandra and Symplocarpus and of the foliar

gaps of Trillium, I am led to believe that the tissue in question has

been included; the hypocotylcdonary region in Peltandra and Sym-

plocarpus also suggests the unity of extrastelar and intrastelar tissues.

Narrowness of the gaps would account for the failure of the endodcr-

niis and cortical tissue to enter through the foliar gaps in Acorus,

and the absence of internal enclodermis in such plants as Maianthe-

muni may be ascribed to degeneration of such a layer as is found in

the lower part of the stele in Symplocarpus but disappears in the

higher regions of its stele. Thus it appears that the terms "cortex"

and *'pith'* should be used only in a topographical sense, and not as

implying a difference of origin, for morphologically they must be

regarded as identical, as regions of the ''fundamental tissue/' using

this term in the sense of Sachs and DeBary. Hence if the term

stele" is used, it should be restricted to the vascular elements of the

central cylinder, as is insisted on by Farmer and Hill (2). Further,

the researches of Schoute (14) have shown that Haxstein's derma-
togcn, pcriblcni, and plerome do not correspond to VanTieghem's
epidermis, cortex, and stele, so that there no longer appears to be
any necessity for postulating a common origin for all the tissues found
inside the cndodermal ring. On the whole, then, the development of

the stele in the two famihes in c^uestion appears to support the gener-

alizations made by Jeffrey.
Medullary bundles.—The writer is inclined to believe that

c.-^c did not originate as leaf traces, but as strands to which leaf

traces subsequently became attached. This tentative view^ rests upon
the following considerations:

Tlie tendency of the monocotyledonous stele to break up into

th

I,

segments

Penphery of the stele and run for a distance in the medulla; such a
s rand may at a higher level return to its original course, or may join

Jne stelar ring at the opposite side. Both of these conditions are to

^ seen in the young stele of Smilacina steUata. In Maianthemum
t nrst medullar}' strands to appear do not come in contact with the
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hat

extensive investigation of this point may be briefly stated as follo^^•s:

(i) only collateral strands are found in the lowest part of the stem of

the seedHng; (2) amphivasal strands are found in the older stem m

nearly every genus; (3) the floral axes show only collateral strand?,

}:

'\

1

to the stclar ring. It is probable that the anastomosing strands seen
'

in TriUium, Zantcdcschia, etc., are of the same nature.
2. VanTieghem (16, p. 172) has shown that in Acorus gramineus ^

after a bundle has run for a distance in the medulk it divides, one

part bending outward as a leaf trace, the other pursuing the medullary-

course, again dividing further on, and finally passing out to a leaf.

The bundle marked b in fig. 2 is in process of division into a mediillaiv

bundle and a leaf trace.

3. :Medullary bundles are either absent or few in number in rhi-

zomes, but become numerous as soon as the stem turns upward into

the air
;
this is not altogether due to the greater development of leaves

in the aerial part.

It IS probable that these strands have an important mechanical

function, which may explain their paucity in rhizomes; they can

hardly have arisen in consequence of a crowding out into the medulla

of the too numerous vascular elements of the stclar' ring, for they

occur in stems whose meristeles do not form a complete ring, e.
S-,

Smilacina stellata
(fig. ig),

Amphivasal bundles. The mode of formation of these was

observed by VanTieghem in the mature stem of Acorus gramincus

(16, p. 171); I have traced their formation in the young stele oi Acorus

calamus and Smilacina stellata. Starting with a simple colTateral

bundle of the vascular ring it may be seen that the trachcids increase

m number s*o as to give the xylem a U form and finally an form.

Some strands never go any further than the U stage, and some that

have become concentric lose the tracheids of their outer side. It is

plam, then, that amphivasal bundles are derived from collateral ones

and are simply a modification of the latter type. Since phylogenetic

significance has been attached to the concentric and mesarch bundles

found in the petioles and peduncles of cycads, it has been thought

worth while to find in what parts of the plant in the Araceae

Lfliaceae the amphivasal bundles occur. The result of a Somew \

i

Hi

'M

^
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which may be arranged in a circle or scattered; (4) only collateral

strands are found in the leaves. Hence amphivasal strands are to

be regarded as cenogenetic structures.

The observations recorded in this paper seem strongly to support

the statement made by Jeffrey (8) that neither the medullary course

of the bundles nor their amphivasal nature are primitive features,

Inil tliat they appear at a more or less late stage, and that they serve

to distinguish monocotyledons from other groups. The plan of llic

young stele, e. g.^ Smilacina, bears a close resemblance to that of a

dicotyledon, and differs from the older stele of a dicotyledon only in

the absence of cambium. The resemblance between the two groups

is further shown by the occurrence of medullary strands in several

dicotyledonous families, e. g., Nymphaeaceae, and in the older sub-
i

tcrancan stem oi Ranunculus acris (6, p. 20); also by the occurrence

of amphivijsal strands in the mature tissues of such plants as Rheum
and Canipanula. These considerations lead to the conclusion that

the monocotyledons are not an ancient group, but that they have

branched off from the dicotyledons, or that both groups have sprung

from a parent stock which resembled the modern dicotyledons more
closely than it did the monocotyledons.

CON'CLUSIONS.

I- The members of the Araceae and Liliaceae have primitively a

collateral tubular central cyhnder, or ectophloic siphonostele, derived

from a protostele, and interrupted by gaps above the points of exit

of the foliar traces; through these gaps the external and internal

phloeotcrmas communicate; the intrastelar parenchyma is to be
regarded as having the same origin as the cortex, i. e., both cortex
and medulla are portions of the fundamental or ground tissue.

2. This primitive condition becomes altered (i) by degeneration
of cither the internal phloeoterma or both the internal and external

phloeotcrmas;
(2) by the assumption of a medullary course by some

vascular strands, with which leaf traces are connected; hence the
scattered arrangement of bundles is to be regarded as a cenogenetic
character.

3- ihc amphivasal concentric strands are not a palingenetic
eature, for they are derived from collateral strands and do not occur
in the base of the seedling nor in the leaves and floral axes.
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4. Anatomical evidence favors the derivation of monocotyledons
from dictoyledonous ancestors.

Jeffrey

the investigation has been carried out under his direction and that of

Dr. J. M. Coulter; to both of these gentlemen I wish to tender my best

thanks for valuable assistance in the work and in securing material.

Thanks are also due Miss E. Sargant, of Reigate, England, for material;

W. T. Thiselton-Dver, Dr. N
^emarrhena

seeds of various species from the botanical gardens under their

direction.

The University of Chicago
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XII-XV.

PLATE XIL

Fig. I, Acoriis Calamus; section through stele at point of exit of traces of

third leaf. X 90.

Fig, 2. Same; part of mature stem: 6, bundle in process of division into leaf

trace and medullary bundle; g, gap through which a leaf trace has recently passed;

c, cortex; w, medulla. X 55.

Fig. 3. Same; central cylinder from base of flowering axis. X 35.

Fig. 4. Symplocarpus joeiidus] section through basal region of tuber. X 15.

Fig. 5. Same at region of the cotyledonary gap {g)> X 25.

Fig. 6. Same a short distance higher up; cotyledonar)' gap closed. X 25.

PLA TE XIIl.

Fig. 7. Symplocarpus foetidus; specimen showing early degeneration of

internal phloeoterma. X 25.

Fig. 8. Same; region above closure of the cotyledonarj' gap. X 25.

Fig. 9. Peltandra virginica; general view showing cotyledon (c) partly sepa-

rated off; r, r, secondar}* roots. X 7.5.

Fig. 10. Same; basal region of seedling. X 30.

Fig. II. Same; region of cotyledonar}^ gap; r, secondary root. X 25.

.
Fig. 12. Same; cotyledonar}- gap closing. X 25.

PLATE XIV.

Fig. 13. Clintonia horcalis; stele of mature rhizome. X 25.

Fig. 14. Part of section shown in jig, ij. X 85.

Fig. 15, Clintonia umbellata; stele of mature rhizome. X 20.

Fig. 16. Maianthemum bijolium; stele of mature rhizome shortly above

on at which it turns upwards. X 25.
Fig. 17. Same at the second node. X 85.
Fig. 18. Smilacina stellata; stele in the second internode. X 125.

regi

PLATE XV.

Fig. 19. Smilacina stellata; higher region of seedling; m, bundle which has

'tit periphery of stele to run for a distance in the medulla; /, leaf trace. X 65.
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Fig ao. Trillnun gra.Ji^iorun,; young stele: /, median trace of a leaf-tj, lateral trace of same leaf. X 30.
'

Fig. 21. Same; stele slightly higher than the precedin^r showing twn fnl'gaps overlapping. X 50.
'-'^""o. snowing t^^o foliar

Fig. 22. Same still higher; /., median trace; /,, /3, lateral traces. X 50.

the ri^ht X t "" ''' ""'^ '' "^'^'"- '' "^^^^^ *-- °^ '4'ing to

r

^
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THE DEVELOPMENT AND RELATIONSHIP OF
MONOCLEA.^

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE BOTANICAL LABORATORY OF
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. No. 2.

Duncan S. Johnson.

(with plates XVI AND XVIl)

While studying and collecting the native Pipcraceae of Jamaica,

in the spring of 1903, I also preserved plants in various stages of

development of the liverwort Monoclea Forsteri Hook. The results

of the study of the material of this little known form are given in the

following pages.

Monoclea occurs in Jamaica chiefly on wet rocks and banks in the

mountain forests (Campbell '98). The most luxuriant growth of it

seen by the writer was one of many meters in extent in a small depres-

sion near New Haven Gap in the Blue Mountains. This depression

^vas filled up considerably by living and decaying vegetation, but the

water in it stood at such a level that the tangles of Monoclea and
associated plants were practically floating upon its surface. The
appearance of a mat of Monoclea is not so much Hke one of the more
attenuated plants of Marchantia or Fegatclla as it is hke a mat of

gigantic PeUia, though the edges of the thalhis are often more crisped
or cuded upward than in the latter genus. The plants growing in

the water at New Haven Gap were often 2,"^ wide, in the case of the

broader branches, while elsewhere they seldom exceeded 2^^™. The
growing ends of these aquatic plants were almost erect, apparently
because of the wet substratum, since this pecuharity did not seem to

be attributable to the direction from which Hght reached them.
A majority of the plants found were sterile, and in the case of the

P ants growing in wetter situations fertile plants were very scarce.
n groups of plants growing in the damp ravines, where the substratum

^^^lf°^.^°
completely saturated with water, though the air was satu-

ra ed with water vapor, fertile plants of both sexes were easily found.
'An investigation pursued with the aid of a grant from the Botanical Society of

America

1904]
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The older female plants vrcrc most readily distinguishable by the

presence of the large tubular involucre enclosing the large sporo<Joma.

:\Iale plants were readily found, being slightly smaller than the female

plants, but in most of them the anthcridia had matured and dis-

charged, and only the shriveled male receptacle remained. Careful

sorting of large amounts of material was necessary at the season I

was in Jamaica, in order to discover young male receptacles with

developing anthcridia in them.

HISTORICAL RESUME.

Monoclea Forsteri was originally described by Hooker ('20),

from material collected (in "Insulae Australes") by Forster while

accompanying Captain Cook on his famous voyage. Hooker was

aided also by a drawing and a manuscript description of the plant

by Forster, who had named it Anthoceros univalvis. The general

Sim

female receptacle, and the structure of the open capsule, all features

which were shown in Hooker's jig. i. were apparently taken from

Forster's drawing. By study of the specimens Hooker made out

that the unopened capsule was cylindrical, and that it opened by a

single lateral sHt. He also figured the spores and elaters and noted

the presence of three well-developed capsules in a single involucre,

each with its own tubular calyptra.

The removal of the plant from the genus Anthoceros, and the estab-

lishment of the genus Monoclea to receive it, was based by Hookir

on the absence of the columella and the presence of but one valve m

the open capsule.

Ten years later Hooker ('30) described as Monoclea crispatd a

liverwort found in the island of St. Vincent, in which he found a uni-
|

and a rolumclla like that of

t
+

4

valve capsule hke that of Monoclea, and a colun

Anthoceros. This latter led him to think that he had probably over-

looked a columella in M. Forsteri, and to decide that Monoclea was

probably intermediate between Anthoceros and the Jungermanniaceae-

Taylor ('44, '45), apparently after consulting Hooker's later

paper only, added two other species to the genus Monoclea-

A year later Nees von Esenbeck ('46) estabhshed the gen -

Dendroceros to contain Hooker's M. cris pata and Taylor's speci ^

f

.L
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but failed to recognize the full importance of the differences between

the involucre, calyptra, and sporogonium of M. crispata and those of

the other forms included in the genus by Hooker and Taylor, and

apparently based the division of the genus chiefly on the columella,

GoTTSCHE ('58) studied material of Monoclea from Chili. From
this he described the gross and minute structure of the vegetative

thallus, noting the presence of two types of (non-tuberculate) rhizoids

and the occurrence of fungus hyphae in certain cells of the thallus.

The in\olucre he thought completely closed at first. He also described

the structure of the mature sporogonium, from the foot to the capsule,

with its one-layered wall, unicellular elaters, and roughened spores.

On the 1)asls of these observations Gottsche clearly distinguishes

J/. Fonlcri from the species of Dendroceros with which it had been

associated by Hooker, Taylor, and Nees, and seems to fmd in it

dose resemblances to Pellia and Blasia, with which he frequently

compares it. He also remarks on the outward likeness to Marchantia

which had been noted earher by Hooker ('20, p. 176).

Nine years later still Gottsche ('67) discovered the elevated,

oval male receptacle on plants of Monoclea from Mexico.
The next important worker on the genus was Leitgeb ('77), who

confirmed the work of Gottsche on the structure of the thallus, calyptra

and capsule, and insisted on the similarity in structure and branching
of the thallus with that of Pellia and Symphyogyna, rather than with

that of the dichotomous, areolate Marchantiaceae. He described
the slender, thick-walled rhizoids, found by Gottsche ('58), as gener-

ally distributed over the under side of the thallus, and as lying parallel

to It, while the larger, thin-walled ones are, as Gottsche showed,
confmed to the median portion of the thallus and stand out perpen-
dicular to the latter. Leitgeb found that the involucre arises as a

depression in the tip of the thallus, being closely like that of Pellia

jn ongm and structure. He also discovered that the involucre is

'nnependent in its development of that of the sporogonium, and even

crtihzation. No young archegonia or embryos were found. The
mature archegonia occur in groups of eight or ten, have a large venter,
and a long twisted neck. The capsule he thinks imperfectly four-
va \ed. From these facts Leitgeb concludes that Monoclea is more
'^ osely related to Pellia than to any of the Marchantiaceae.
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In 1881 Leitgeb studied alcoholic material of male and female
plants of a Monoclea from New Zealand, the male plants of which
had earher been described as Dumortiera dilatata, and found that

except in the larger size of the plants and of the involucre, they agreed
closely with Monoclea Forsteri. In the male plants he found'that

m
by GoTTSCHE ('67). The receptacles he hkens to those of FegatcUa
and notes that the elongated, conical antheridia are secondarily sunkenm the cavities of the receptacle. These characters of the male plant

Marchantiacea

Tungermanniaceae
characters is to preponderate as an index of relationship Leitgeb
does not definitely decide.

Monoclea
overiooks the later papers of both Gottsche and Leitgeb, and

states that the male plant is unknown. He also says that the wall of

the capsule is of two layers of cells, though both Gottsche and Leit-

geb say it is one-layered. Schiffner is then naturally led to follow

Leitgeb's earher conclusion ('77) that Monoclea is shown by the

female plant and sporogonium to be closely related to Pellia.

Coincidently with Schiffner's work appeared a paper by Ri-ge

{'9Z)y in which he described the development of the male receptade

and the antheridium, as worked out on preser^^ed material from Vene-

zuela, more completely than had been done by Leitgeb. According

to RuGE several transverse walls appear in the primarily superficial

antheridium mother-cell before any longitudinal ones are formed.

The series of figures given does not show the details of the further

de\-elopment of the antheridium clearly, and the series for the arche-

gonium is still less satisfactory.

In this description of the female plant Ruge agrees with Gottsche

L

more
archegonial cavity. Ruge, for some reason not clear to the writer,

described the slender rhizoids as being also thin-walled and the lai^e^

ones as thick-walled, the exact contrary of the condition found by

Gottsche, Leitgeb, and the present writer.
Campbell ('98) in a short paper reviews briefly the bearing of the

ivnrlr ^f XT ^ ^
1 _:«f.- nutHOOKE

I

I

T

J.
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that tlie work of the latter (though Ruge apparently failed to appre-

ciate this) materially adds to the likenesses between Monoclea and

the Marchantiaceaej wiiich Leitgeb ('81) had already noted.

From the presence of two types of rhizoids, the development of

the male receptacle and the antheridium, and from the structure of the

mature archcgonium made out by Campbell himself, he concludes

that Munoclca is to be included in the Marchantiaceae. The absence

of ventral scales and of the air chambers, characteristic of the Mar-

chantiaccac, he thinks cannot be considered a greater objection here

than in the case of Dumortiera, in certain species of which he has

shown that the air chambers are not present at any stage of develop-

ment.

TTTE MALE RECEPTACLE.

\q of Monoclea is a sliiih

4-10"^"^ long and 2-3"^"^ broad, on the median line of the upper sur-

face of the thallus {fig. j). In general appearance it is something
like the male receptacle of Fegatella/ but in origin it resembles more
closely that of Fimbriaria (Campbell '95), since the receptacle is not

sunken into the thallus and is not the product of several growing
pomt

istic of Fegatella.

The antheridia of Monoclea occur in groups of fifteen to fifty,

arranged in four to six rather indefinite longitudinal rows along
the receptacle {figs, j, 2, 4, 6). They arise in acropetal succession,
and the antheridia of the same receptacle may range in development
from those of a few cells each at the anterior end to nearly ripe anthc-

ih^
The male receptacle arises by the upward growth of the cells of

9\
iU

This upward growth of the sterile cells is subsequent to the

{h
.

the development of the latter, from behind toward the growing
point.

^

\\ hen the formation of antheridia ceases for a time, the grow-

^ point which has given rise to the antheridia pushes on, forming
a^ stretch of vegetative thallus of normal thickness {fig- P)- Thus
e receptacle has an abrupt ending in front, with an elevated and

s gntly overhanging margin, like that on the lateral and posterior

^h^ (figs. 2, r 8. nY
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Three or four successive series of receptacles may often be seen

on the same plant (figs, i, j). The youngest of these appear as

crescentic regions at the growing point, with only the posterior edge

slightly elevated above the thallus (figs, i, 4). Whether more than

one series of receptacles arise in one year was not made out with cer-

tainty, but I am inclined to believe that one series may be formed

in each of the two rainy seasons that occur in Jamaica each year.

Not infrequently a receptacle is found which extends up each branch

from the point of forking of the thallus. This is due to the division

of the growing point into two after the formation of antheridia has

begun. The series of antheridia from the two growing points are

clearly distinguishable in the young receptacle (fig. 5).

The older receptacles, after the ripening and discharge of their

antheridia, become somewhat shriveled and brown, but finally dis-

appear only with the progressive decay of the plant from the base

il^gs. J, i).

THE ANTHERIDIUM.

The mother-cell of the antheridium is first distinguishable when

it is but a few cells back from the initial of the thallus, but the exact

age or portion of the segment from which it arises was not determined.

It is first recognizable because of its greater size and the darker staining

of its contents, by its failure to divide by perclinal walls as early as

the surrounding cells, and iinally by the gradual separation of its

lateral walls from those of the surrounding cells (fig. 6). This sepa-

ration of the lateral cell-walls begins at the outer surface, and even

before it is completed the surrounding cells begin to push upward

more rapidly than the antheridium itself, and soon close in above it

to a narrow pore (figs. 6, 8, p, ij). Thus each antheridium finally

comes to lie in a long-necked, flask-like cavity in the male receptacle.

From the cells lining this cavity, club-shaped unicellular hairs are

formed, which probably secrete the abundant shme that completely

fills the older cavities around the antheridium and oozes out at the

neck of the 'cavity (figs. 8, g, 13). In paraffin sections this slime,

with the imbedded hairs, has the appearance of a shrunken eel

"

"'

jacket. The similar mass of slime in the archegonial cavity

GOTTSCHE ('58, fig. I

brane, bearing hairs.

llular

led
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Soon after the separation of the antheridium mother-cell from the

surrounding cells, it divides transversely into a terminal or body cell

and a basal or stalk cell. The latter remains attached to the cells at

the bottom of the pit, while the former is free from all but the stalk

cell {jigs. 6, 10, if). The body cell soon becomes remarkable because

of its denser contents and its more active division. It first divides

twice transversely, and thus gives rise to four primary cells in the

body of the antheridium {jigs. 6, 10). Meantime the stalk cell of the

antheridium divides into two, the upper one of which usually remains

undivided for some time, while the lower one soon divides by a trans-

verse wall {jigs. II, 12, ij). There are thus usually seven tiers of

cells in the antheridium at this stage. Of these the three basal ones

are concerned with the formation of the stalk, while the four terminal

ones give rise to the body of the antheridium {figs. 11, 12, ij).

The stalk is more evident in the younger antheridium, since in

the older ones, though it is several cells broad, it is usually crushed

down by the rapid elongation of the. antheridium, which pushes

upward against the roof of the anthcridial cavity and downward upon

the stalk {figs, p, ij).

The first longitudinal wall in each of the four cells of the body of

the antheridium is a diametric ohe {fig. 13). Each of the two cells

so formed is then cut by a radial, longitudinal antichne, and thus

quadrants are formed
{fig. 16). The next wall appearing in each

quadrant is a pericline, which cuts off an outer wall cell from an inner

spcrmatogenous one {figs. 11, ij, ly). N&xt there appears in each

jvall ecU a radial anticline {fig. 17), and this is soon followed by other

longitudinal and some transverse anticlines, but no periclines are

formed in the wall cells except at the tip of the antheridium. Here
the cells of a small group divide by one or two periclines, and thus give

nse to the thickened terminal area in the wall of the mature anthe-

ndium
{figs, p, j^y -p^g j-est of the wall of the mature antheridium

IS one-layered throughout. The cells of the wall at maturity are

-uewhat elongated longitudinally to the antheridium and arc about
^quaUy thickened on all sides. The place and mechanism of the

ning of the antheridium were not observed,

ridi

^""^^'y spermatogenous cell of each quadrant of the anthe-
"ni breaks up, at first in a pretty regular manner, by approximately
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.longitudinal anticlines {figs. i8, ig, 20). Then by the appearance

of other longitudinal and transverse anticlines a very large number

of spermatogenous cells are formed. The nuclear divisions in these

spcrmatogenous cells occur simultaneously over larger or smaller

blocks, commonly extending over one-tenth to one-fifth the area of

a longitudinal section of the antheridium, but never over the whole

of it at once. In several of the antheridia examined there were found

to be from 35 to 50 of these cubical spermatogenous cells on a single

diameter, and from 125 to 160 of them in the length of the antheridium.

This means that there are from 100,000 to 250,000 of these cells in a

well-developed antheridium. Each of these cubical cells divides

later by a diagonal wall to form two triangular-prismatic sperma-

tozoid mother-cells. There are thus formed from 200,000 to 500,000

spermatozoids in each antheridium.

The organization of the spermatozoid in the mother-cell begins,

as in other described Hverworts, by the elongation and coiling of the

nucleus. The presence of a blepharoplast was not demonstrated.

When mature the spermatozoid is coiled to about one and a half turns

in a flat spiral, whose axis is perpendicular to the broader side of the

triangular-prismatic mother-cell.

The most striking pecuharity shown in the development of the

spermatozoid is the fact that the individuality of the chromosomes

is visibly persistent in the ripe spermatozoid. Careful study of the

mitotic figures in spermatogenous cells at various stages of develop-

ment showed the number of chromosomes to be eight or ten.^ In

preparations of ripe antheridia, which had been fixed in Flemming's

solution and stained in Flemming's triple stain, when washed so as to

wtII the chromatin in the vegetative nuclei round about, the

spermatozoids appeared as single dark blue coils. When however

show

more
were of a faint blue, the color remaining in the spermatozoid was con-

fined to a number of fine threads of nearly the length of the sperma^

tozoid. These threads were twisted about each other slightly so thai

each thread in its length made a complete turn about the near)

cyhndrical spermatozoid
{fig. 8a) . A careful count of these threa n

which could best be made in optical transverse sections of the co'^^

of the spermatozoid, showed that the number is constant and identic
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with that of the chromosomes in the spermatogenous cells {fig. 8b).

The fact that no other part of the spermatozoid retained the stain,

and the constant agreement in number just mentioned, seems to leave

no doubt that these threads in the spermatozoid are the greatly elon-

gated chromosomes. The significance of this unique individuality

of the chromosomes in the nearly ripe spermatozoid might be discov-

ered by a study of the process of fertilization and the behavior of these

chromosomes in the fusion nucleus of the fertilized egg. This I was

unable to accomplish because of a lack of material of the particular

stage needed.

THE ARCHEGONIUM.

The portion of the thallus from which the archegonia develop is

not as much differentiated from the vegetative part as is the male

receptacle. The archegonia arise in acropetal succession, in groups

of six to ten, on the upper surface of the thallus just back of the grow-

mg point. At about the time of origin of the first archegonia of a

group, for these differ considerably in age, the thallus begins to thicken

just behind the growing point. A longitudinal section of this region

at this time would look much hke that of a young male receptacle

[figs. 26, 27). Soon the upper anterior edge of this thickening grows
forward to form a hood-Hke involucre above the archegonia (fig. 28).

1 his hood-like roof above the archegonia keeps pace with the advance
of the growing point below, and thus is formed the long, tubular

involucre, which may become 15°^^ or more in length, though seldom
more than t,-^^-^ in width {iigs. 22, 2g, 30, 31). Though widely
open at first the involucre is finally closed anteriorly except for a very
narrow sKt, the edges of which fit together closely (figs. 22, 29, 31).

fier a growing point has given rise to a single series of archegonia
and has done its part in forming the lower side of the involucre its

c ivity ceases. Then a new growing point appears on each side of
the involucre at the anterior end {fig. 22). By the activity of these
a new branch is formed on each side and the involucre is left behind
at the juncture of these two branches.

Lining the walls of the involucre on the inner side, among the arche-
gonia, are large numbers of glandular hairs, which are outgrowths

w 11

^"P^^^^^^ cells. These are usually cut off by a transverse
"^ from the parent cell (figs. 28, 33). These slime-secreting hairs
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seem, like those of the antheridial cavity, constantly more slender in

form than the bent, club-shaped hairs which occur close to the growing

point, as was noted by Ruge ('95).

The early stages of the archegonium were not made out as com-

pletely as were those of the antheridium, but the stages seen were

sufficient to show that the archegonia of Monoclea agree essentially

in the early stages of their development with those of other liverworts

that have been carefully studied. ' Thus in fig. j2 we have a young

archegonium with wall cells, a cover cell, and three axial cells of which

the lower is evidently destined to form the egg and ventral canal cell,

while the upper are to break up into neck canal cells. The structure

is in other words identical in all respects with that of the young arche-

gonium of all the well-known Marchantiaceae and Jungermanniaceae

(c/. Campbell '95, figs. 2, i^, 46, and Goebel '98, fig. 137).

The mature archegonium
[fig. jj) has a rather broad stalk, a well-

marked venter, and, as noted by Leitgeb ('77, p. 67) and Ruge

('93), has also a very long neck {figs. 28, 2g, jj). In the cavity of the

archegonium is found a large, oval egg, a small ventral canal cell,

and an unusually large number of neck canal cells. The number

of the latter is larger than ten, and in the case figured was apparently

fourteen, though the cells shown in dotted outHne could not be made

out clearly, being located just at the level of juncture of the two adjoin-

ing sections from which the drawing was made.

The number of cells seen in a transverse section of the neck of the

archegonium is usually six, as shown by Campbell ('98), but occa-

sionally five and frequently seven or eight were found (figs. J5. 34)-

The twisting of the cells of the neck of the archegonium was not

nearly so marked in my material as in that studied by Leitgeb ('77)

and Ruge ('93).

As noted above, the hood-Hke involucre begins its development

long before the archegonia are mature, hence, as was pointed out y

Leitgeb ('77), it cannot be the result of fertilization as Gottscbe

('58) believed. The archegonium shown in fig. 32 was found in the

involucre shown in fig. 28. Since the archegonium is practically nF

it seems evident that the fertilization of most if not all of the arc e-

gonia must take place before the mouth of the involucre is much con

tracted. The size of many involucres containing embryos points
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the same conclusion. It may still be, however, that the unusually-

long neck of the archegonium is of advantage in insuring fertilization,

as suggested by Leitgeb ('77, p. 65) and Ruge ('93), though the

involucre is not so nearly closed at the time of fertilization as they

apparently supposed.

The wall of the venter of the archegonium becomes two-layered

before fertihzation. After fertilization, as the embry^o develops, the

venter increases greatly in length and in thickness, forming thus a

long tubular calyptra which may be twelve or fifteen cells thick near

the base {jigs, ji, jp, ^7). This calyptra is ultimately ruptured near

the top by the elongation of the seta, in such a manner usually as to

leave it more or less two-lipped.

THE SPOROGONIUM.

The actual fertilization of the egg was not observed. At some time

after the maturation of the archegonium, the neck shrivels at the tip,

the wall of the venter begins to thicken ; the egg then increases in size

and cell divisions appear in it (fig. 38) .

Material was not available for the determination of the sequence
of the earliest divisions of the embryo, and from the youngest ones
seen it could not be discovered whether these were longitudinal or

transverse. That longitudinal walls appear very early is evident
rom

fig. 36, and the transverse wall near the middle in this figure

may be the primary one of the embryo, as is usual with other liverworts.

_

hat there is a quadrant formation in the upper part of the embr)^o
IS evident from figs. 41, 42.

^ differentiation of foot and capsule appears early in the develop-
"lent and is indicated by the more rapid enlargement in diameter
of the former and by the larg

^ * 3 , 39, 40). The capsule later increases in

(fig

f g tly to exceed the foot, and becomes elongated to eight or ten times
^s diameter

(fig. jj). The seta is developed from just above the con-
noted region that first marks the separation of foot and capsule

ifigs
Later on this constriction is obliterated, the foot

^

i^eia differ little in diameter
(fig. 31), and the foot is not as sharply

^tinguished from tV... ^o.f ^f ^i, : ;„ .-u^,,,^ ^^.r HnrT.

fig

rest of the sporogonium as is shown by Gott-
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The longitudinal walls which immediately follow the quadrant-

walls in the capsule do not appear in very regular order, but there is

soon discoverable an inner series of six or eight cells surrounded by

an outer layer of about twice as many cells {figs, j'/, 41, 42). The

latter series form the wall of the capsule, while the former give rise

to the spores and elaters (figs. 40, 43^ 44^ 45), Apparently no further

periclines are formed in these primary wall cells, except at the top of

the capsule {figs, ji, 45, 48). Thus all but this portion of the wall

is a single layer of cells as described by Gottsche ('58). I have seen

. no authority for the statement by Schiffner ('93) that the wall is

two-layered.

These cells of the waU of the capsule, as has been carefully de-

scribed by Gottsche ('58), have their walls provided with an elaborate

series of thickening bands. The cells of the basal part of the wall are

elongated to five to ten times their width, while those at the top

of the capsule are nearly equal in length and in tangential width,

though somewhat irregular in shape. The rupture of the ripe capsule

originates at the top and extends down one side to allow the smooth-

edged flaps to open out to the spoon-like form figured by Hooker

('20). The mature capsule is about 1.5
"""^ in diameter and 6-8

long.

The seta of the nearly ripe capsule is about i^^ long and in the

final stretching to elevate the capsule increases to 3C^-40 ™'". Before

stretching, the sporogonium has a nearly horizontal position in the

involucre, but as the seta extends it curves upward and the capsule

finally becomes vertical in position.

Just before elongation the component cells of the seta are 30-35|*

wide and 12-16/i long. During elongation the width of the ce

changes but little, while the length increases often to o.

5

The division of the archesporial cells in the interior of the capsule

goes on without evident differentiation until there are about -^p ^ 4

cells on a diameter of the capsule {f^gs. 43, 44). Soon after this

cells elongate markedly in a direction longitudinal to the caps

(fig- 45') When their length has reached five to ten times their ^^^

eter (fig. 46), some of the thicker cells divide transversely and

^^^
gives rise to eight cubical spore mother- cells. Other more slender

«^^

continue to elongate greatly to form the elaters (fig- 4?) -^ ^

mm

niin
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forming cells are thus not sister cells of the spore mother- cells, but

rather of cells which give rise to several of the latter. The longitudinal

grouping of the spore mother-cells in "figs. ^7 and 4Q indicates their

origin, and the pointed, terminal mother-cell of each row in -jig. 47
recalls the spindle-like form of the parent cell.

When the capsule is about three quarters grown, that is when it

is 3 or 4"^"^ long, the spore mother- cells round off from one another.

Soon afterward they assume the usual four-lobed form (fig.^g). Then
follows the division of the nucleus and the separation of the spores

of the tetrad in the usual manner. The mature spores are uninucleate,

nearly globular, 16 to iSfi in diameter, and have a thick, reticulated

wall {figs. 57, 52).

The elatcrs continue to elongate as the spores are maturing and

ultimately reach a length of 150^^. • They are about Sfi in diameter

in the middle, and taper to a rather blunt end in each direction.

Some time after the individual spores are formed two rather closely

trvisted, spiral, thickening bands appear in each of the elaters (fig. 50).

These bands are about as wide as the interspaces of thinner wall left

between them. One of the bands often disappears considerably

before the other as the end of the elater is approached. No grouping
of the elaters or attachment to the wall of the capsule was noticed,

except the attachment of a few scattered elaters at the base of the

capsule to the wall near the end of the seta.

The elongation of the seta occurs after the capsule is practically

npe, and the latter opens soon after being pushed out of the involucre-

The opening seems to proceed gradually, and the escape of the spores,

aided by the twisting and untwisting of the elaters, is thus distributed

over a considerable portion of time.

CONCLUSIONS.

:he

Monoclea

likeness in the structure
the antheridium and the male receptacle to those of the same group

of liverwortQ. "Ruf fU^ r _r .t-_ •
^ .1,^ .4^^,,^f,,^^ ^f +1,^form

^rc cgonmm, and especially the absence of air chambers and (as

Marchantiaceae
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GoEBEL ('98, p. 240) points out the similarity in the development

of the antheridium of Monoclea to that of the Marchantiaceae, which

was figured (but apparently not recognized) by Ruge ('93), but still

GoEBEL does not definitely include Monoclea in that family.

Campbell ('98) for the first time placed Monoclea definitely in

the Marchantiaceae, because of the form of the thallus and the pres-

ence of two types of rhizoids, but especially because of the structure

of the male receptacle and of the antheridium and archegonium.

Practically all the evidence collected in the present research seems

to the writer to favor the view of Campbell. For it is found that the

thallus of Monoclea is hke that of the Marchantiaceae in gross struc-

ture, in the mode of growth and branching, in the type of initial cell,

and as I have been able to show in the possession of tuberculate rhiz-

oids as well as thin-walled ones, in which latter character Monoclea

differs from all described Jungermanniaceae.

These tuberculate rhizoids have been overlooked by earlier

observers probably because of their comparative rarity, and because

of the very few tubercles present in each rhizoid {jigs. 23, 24). The

tuberculate'rhizoids are 10 to 15/i in diameter, while the other rhizoids

are 25 to^35/i in diameter and much thinner walled. The distribu-

tion of these two types of rhizoids is perfectly constant, as was shoftii

by Leitgeb ('77, p. 63). The thick-walled ones are. scattered more

generally ^over the thallus, and always lie nearly parallel to it, while

the thin-walled ones are clearly grouped near the mid-Hne of the thallus

and stand-out 'perpendicularly to it {-figs. 8, p, 28). This is Just the

relative'position of these two t>TDes of rhizoids in, for example, :March

(Cavers '04, jig
rhizoids

arise under the ventral scales along the whole costa and run backward

between these scales to the base of the thallus,*while the large, thin-

walled ones arise in groups and stand straight out from the thallus-

Monoclea

, , means that there is a long-continued

growth in length in this region. Some of them surely reach a very

great length.

The absence of the ventral scales characteristic of the other

Marchantiaceae, and of the air chambers with their chlo^oph}-
"

bearing cells, is probably, as Campbell has suggested, to be regard
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as a reduction due to the nature of the habitat of Monoclca. For,

though these plants are not actually submerged, they do live in very

wet places and are surrounded by a constantly saturated atmosphcrc-

CoKER ('03) has shown that we have an actual example of this sort

of reduction in Dtimortiera hirstita, plants of which growing in a

damp atmosphere on a porous, sandy soil, had well-developed air

clKiinbers, while other plants which were constantly wet with dripping

water had no trace of such chambers. Even in Marchantia I find

that, as was shown by Ruge ('93), submerged plants have imperfect

air chambers or none at alL There seems also to be a marked reduc-

tion In the size of the ventral scales, in the number of tuberculate

rhizoids, and likewise in the number of tubercles in them in these sub-

merged plants.

The facts of vegetative structure referred to strongly indicate a

relationship with the Marchantiaceae, and the structure and develop-

ment of the reproductive organs seem to me to confirm this beyond
reasonable doubt.

The male receptacle of Monoclea does not, it Is true, closely

resemble that of Fegatella, with which it has been most frequently

compared, since it has but one growing point, while that of Fegatella
has several, as has been shown by Leitgeb ('81, p. 95) and Cav^

(04)- In this respect Monoclea resembles much more certain ot

genera of the Alarchantlaceae. In Corsinia, for example, according
to^BiscHOFF

('35, pi. 70) and Leitgeb ('79, p. 48), the antheridia
anse acropetally on an elongated, thickened, and bordered receptacle

RS

Monoclea Similar also are
"^e less known male receptacles of Funicularia, according to MoN-
TAGXE ('56), and of Sauteria, according to Bischoff ('35) and Leit-

^

fi (01). Among the higher -Marchantiaceae also male receptacles
similar to that of Monoclea are not wanting. Thus Aytonia (Leitgeb
«, OoKBEL '98), RebouHa (Bischoff ^35, Leitgeb '81), Grimaldia

(
ischoff '35, Leitgeb '81), and especially Fimbriaria (Bischoff

3d, Campbell '95) show a striking resemblance to

^and there

; resemblance to Monoclea in the

male receptacle. On the other

comoarable wdth the male recep-

Th f
^^^^ ^^^ known among the Jungermanniaceae.

^ development and structure of the sunken antheridia of Mono-
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more

primary
The large number

spermatogenous

cells, and the elongated pointed form of the mature antherldlum are,

I believe, not found in any of the Jungermanniaceae.
The development of the archegonia directly upon the dorsiventral

vegetative part of the thallus has, as was noted above, always been

Monoclea
Marchantiaceae

niaceae. Monoclea

Jungerman

parts among the Marchantiaceae. For example, in Funicularia,

according to Leitgeb ('79, p. 59) the archegonia are formed in

groups of three or four, each group being sunken in a pit in the dorsal

side of the thallus and protected by a hood-hke involucre, which

grows out over the archegonia from behind. Likewise in Corsinia,

according to the same author ('79, p. 55), the archegonia arise acrope-
4 4 ^

Monoclea
covered by a similar hood, which however seems to develop after

fertilization. may
may

more legonia. In both genera of the Targionioidcae

(Targionia and Cyathodium) the archegonia arise directly behind the

ordinary J

pp. 133 and 139, and Campbell '95, p. 54). The two-lobed out-

Monoclea
resembles

It seems more probable that in the case of Corsinia the wall of the

Monocle

Monoclea
most iich

genera mentioned, is the development of the archegonia on an

unspecialized portion of the thallus.

Of the archegonium of Monoclea I have already said that its

development and mature structure are t\TDically marchantiaceous.

very

known Junge

*
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Monoclea
the Marchantiaceae has been the sporogonium, which with its long

seta and its erect cyHndrical capsule has quite the aspect of that of

certain of the frondose Jungermanniaceae. But even here distinctive

marchantiaceous characters are not entirely wanting. Thus, for

Monoclea

ik^ In this

Marchantiaceae CScHirFNER

J
supposed to be related. For the wall of the capsule of Pellia is well
know

phyog>'na to have a similar structure, instead of a one-layered wall
as is stated by ScmrrNER. The slightly developed foot of Monoclea
has many counterparts among both Marchantiaceae and Junger-
manniaceae. The seta is probably longer than is found in any other

typ

Junge.
and Anthocerotaceae, are perhaps related in some way to the pecuhar
habitat of the plant. The spores and elaters show, so far as I have
discovered, no characteristic peculiarities.

.

'^^^ particular genus of the Marchantiaceae to which Monoclea
IS most closely related I am at present unable to suggest. We have

certam
ongin of its antheridia and archegonia. These facts seem to me to
aver Campbell's view ('98) that the relationship of Monoclea is with

laceae. The occurrence of similar male recep-
Marchant

IS
forms

^eptacle
typ

SUMMARY.
Wlea occurs in Jamaica in very

^^'^tantly wet with dripping water.

f^egatella

petal Slir

Monoclea is only superiically

imja

lacie are xormea 111 uliu-

It resembles rather that
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The antheridium rudiment is elongated, and it divides transversely

into six or seven primar}^ cells. The wall cells and spermatogenous

cells are separated from each other in the body of the antheridium

after the formation of quadrant and octant walls. The mature

antheridium is elongated and pointed and is sunken in the reccptade.

In the nucleus of the spermatozoid the individual chromosomes

are recognizable as distinct twisted fibers.

The archegonium is very long-necked, has six rows of neck cells

and twelve or more neck canal cells. It is probably fertilized before

the hood-Hke involucre has grown far beyond its tip.

The capsular portion of the sporogonium divides to quadrants

and octants before sporogenous cells and wall cells are separated.

The foot is small, the seta stretches to 30 or 40"^™ in length, and the

extended capsule is erect, elongated, cylindrical, and its wall Is a

single layer of cells.

Monoclea possesses two kinds of rhizoids, corresponding to those of

Marchantia in size, direction of growth, and in the presence of

tubercles in those of one type.

The absence of air chambers and ventral scales is probably due

to the nearly aquatic habit of the plant.

The evidence gained from the study of the origin and structure of

the male receptacle, and of the antheridium and archegonium, and

from the structure of the wall of the capsule, and the presence and

direction of growth of the two types of rhizoids, favors the view '

^

Monoclea is most closely related to the lower Marchantiaceae.

Johns Hopkixs University,
Baltimore, Maryland.

that
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EXPLANATION OF PLATES XVI AND XVII.

PLATE XVI.

Fig. r. View of upper surface of part of a male thallus, showing branching
and three generations of male receptacles. X1.5.

Fig. 2. Transverse section of a male plant through a mature receptacle.

^

IG. 3. Longitudinal section of male plant through receptacles of two gen-
^'^tions. X3.

^

IG. 4. Diagrammatic view of upper surface of a half-grown male receptacle
with a single growing point; the dotted outlines indicate the location of the anthe-
ndia. X 25.

IG.
5. Similar view of a male receptacle with two growing points. X 25.

^^ Upper anterior part of a longitudinal section of a young male recep-

FiG
'"^ ^'ery young antheridia. X 350.

side r I' f'^^"^^' section of a young male receptacle, passing just at one
the growing point; the dotted lines indicate the position of the growing

i»"U in an adjoining section. X ^8.

t»;e*
j'

,

^^^^^'^^ view of nearly mature spermatozoid, showing the inter-
*^ed chromatin fibers. X 1500.

^
^ ' ^

rtlati
" ' ^^Sr^"^ of an optical section of such a spermatozoid, showing the

^on of chromatin fibers still more clearly. X 4000.

indir.t ' ?^
^^'^'^^ longitudinal section of an older m

Fig lo'

''"^'' ""^ ""^^'^ ^^ '^' antheridia.

tolart 'v^°*
^^""g antheridium and surrounding cells from a section similar

'*^- X 350.

male receptacle; the letters

X30.
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±IG. II. i^ongitudinai section of a young antheridium, showing the seven

primary tiers of cells and the separation of the wall cells from the sperma-

togenous cells. X 350.

Fig. 12. Similar section of a slightly older antheridium. X 350.
Fig. 13, Similar section of an antheridium and an antheridial cavity of the

male receptacle. X 350.

Fig. 14. Longitudinal section of an older antheridium. X 160.

Fig. 15. Transverse section of a young antheridium and surrounding cells

showing a primary longitudinal wall of the antheridium. X 650.

Fig: 16. Similar section of an antheridium showing quadrant walls. X 650.

Fig. 17. Similar section of an antheridium in which spermatogenous cells

and the antheridial wall have been differentiated. X 650.

Fig. 18. Transverse section of an older antheridium, showing the mode of

division of the four primary spermatogenous cells. X 350.
Figs. 19-20. Similar sections of still older antheridia, showing multiplica-

tion of spermatogenous cells. X 160.

Fig. 21. Portion of longitudinal section of nearly mature antheridium,

showing the wall and the three-cornered spermatozoid mother-cells. X 350.

Fig. 22. View of the upper surface of part of a female plant, showing an

mvolucre containing two young sporogonia, one containing a nearly full-grown

sporogonium, and one from which a capsule has already been extended. X i-S-

Figs. 23-24, Optical longitudinal sections of tuberculate rhizoids. X 650.

Fig. 25. Portion of the edge of the thallus with thick-walled marginal rhizoiV^

X 160.

Fig. 26. Longitudinal section through the growing pomt of a female plant

showing the beginning of the pit in which the archegonia arise. X 75-

PLATE XVII.

Fig. 27. Lower portion of the same section, showing the slime-secreting

form
Fig. 28. Longitudinal section of an half'

grown involucre and tw^o mature archegonia. X38.
Fig. 29. Similar section of a full-grown mvolucre, containmg an archegonmm

with a young embryo. X8.
Fig. 30. Transverse section of fertile branch of female thallus passing

nvolucre containing a nearly mature sporogonium. X 8.

thxou^

31. Lonmtudinal

Fig. 32. Longitudinal section of a young archegonium. XSS^-
Fig. 23' Longitudmal section of a mature archegonium. X160. ^

S
I^iG. 34. Transverse section of neck of archegonium, showing eight n

cells. X160,

Fig. 35. Similar section of archegonium at
venteT:

- normal six-celled neck. X300. ,%

36-37. Longitudinal sections of vounsr embr\'0S, showing the e

walls in the latter. X350.

7

m:
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Fig. 38. Longitudinal section of young embryo and archegonium. X38.

Fig. 39. Similar section with a slightly younger embryo, showing the differen-

tiation of the latter into foot, seta, and capsule. X 160.

Fig. 40. Longitudinal section of an older embryo, showing differentiation of

capsule into wall and sporogenous cells. X 160.

Fig. 41, Transverse section of an archegonium and embryo of the age of

that shown in fig, j/, showing arrangement of cells in the capsular region. X 160.

Fig. 42. Similar section of another embr}'0. X160.
Fig. 43. Transverse section of an archegonium, with an embrj^o showing

wall of capsule and isodiametric sporogenous cells. X38.
Fig, 44. Detail of last. X350.
Fig. 45. Part of longitudinal section of a capsule of the same age as the last.

X350.

Fig. 46, Part of a similar section of an older capsule, showing elaters and
their spindle-shaped sister cells dividing to spore mother-cells. X350.

Fig. 47. Similar figure from an older capsule, showing elaters and rows of

spore mother-cells. X350.
Fig. 48. Longitudinal section of the tip of a nearly mature capsule, showing

two-layered region of the wall and three-lobed spore mother-cells. X 160.

Fig. 49. Elaters, tetrads of spores and a cell, from the wall of a still more
mature capsule. X350.

Fig. 50, Single elater from a ripe capsule. X 700.
Fig. 51. A single spore showing structure of spore w^all. X1250.
Fig. 52. Optical section of spore wall. X 1250.



ON THE SPORES OF CERTAIN CONIFEME.

W. C. C O K E R.

(with twenty-four pigures)

The pollen grain.—^There is much greater diversity in the male

gametophyte of gymnosperms than of angiosperms. Such forms as

Thuja, Taxodlum, and Taxus have this structure so much reduced

as closely to resemble, in the number of cells formed, the pollen

grains of the flowering plants. Others, as Ginkgo, Pinus, and Podo-

carpus, contain, sooner or later, as many as six nuclei in the pollen

grain and tube. In my paper on Taxodium I have summarized the

present knowledge on this point in gymnosperms, and it is seen that

structure tube

is understood in all genera.

During the spring of 1902, while in Bonn, I examined almost

number
them to the time of shedding. This was for the purpose of settling

the point as to whether it were possible that a sterile prothallial cell

becoming disor

ganized, be overlooked in the ripe grain.

In the following species it was found that no division whatever

occurred in the pollen grains while they were in the sporangium,

and that they were shed in the one-celled stage : Cupressus Gffi'enui^

C. macrocarpa, C. Benthamiana, Taxus haccata and vars. epacrm .

fastigiata, cuspidata, and adpressa, Juniperus sphaerka, J. cinn--^-O/f'

Cupressus sempervirens
the

but

warm-house showed a division while still in the sporangium,
^

this variation from the rule in this genus probably resulted from
^^^

in the dehiscence of the sporangium, caused by the "^'^^^^"^^

ditions. It could easilv be seen that dehiscence did not
^

promptly and in some cases was only partial. Pollen
» ^^^^
cases

about a week.
pollen^_ just

In the following species there was one division ot tne f"^-
^^^

206
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before shedding: xyp Lawsoniana pendula, C. sph

pisijera, Callitris sp., Cryplonh

japonica and var., Thuja orlentalis.

The fate of these pollen cells was not followed further, but the

appearance of the small cell cut off before shedding is quite unlike

that of a prothallial cell, and bears every

resemblance to the single (generative) cell

cut off at the same time in Taxodium, where
certainly no prothaUial cell is formed. Fur-

thermore, in all cases where prothallial

cells arc known to occur, they are produced
while still in the sporangium, and the divisions

that cut them off are immediately followed
by another which gives.rise to the generative
cell. It is hardly to be doubted, therefore,

no prothallial cell is formed at any time
in the species above mentioned.

^In ^g, I is sho^vm the mature pollen grain of Thuja orientalis, the
cxmc not being drawn. The generative cell is of the usual structure
and IS sharply separated from the rest of the contents. Its nucleus is

as usual more dense than the tube nucleus. In fig. 2 the pollen
gram of Ciipressns sempervirens is represented in division, while in

H- 3 the division is completed. In this last figure a few starch grains
own. In most cases the generative cell is free from starch even

that

Fig. r. Thuja orientalis;

pollen grain ready to shed.

X 1700.

fig. 2, pollen grain in division; fig
y

lOT snedding;
figs. 4 and 5, abnormal pollen grains. X 750

Po en where it is abundant, but here (fig. 3) it also contains a few
scattered

grains.

USB -
^ T^^

^^^^ ^^^ above results confirm to a large extent
tRGER's

observations on mature pollen. He finds^ that in

SiaAs
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species of Taxus, Cupressus, and Jimlperus the pollen grain divides

only after reaching the nucellus; while in Thuja, Ccphalotaxus,

Podocarpus, Chamaec>'paris Lawsoniana, Cryptomeria, Sequoia,

Araucaria, and the Abietineae it divides before shedding.

In examining so many pollen cells it was not surprising that a

good many abnormal forms were met with. In Cupressus it happened

not infrequently that the genera-

tive nucleus was not cut off in a

separate cell of its own, but

remained free in the general c}1o-

plasm, side by side with the pollen

tube nucleus. In such cases {jig^4^.

the two nuclei were so much alike

as to be hardly distinguishable.

In fig. 5 is illustrated a pollen

grain of peculiar shape and about

twice the normal size. The genera-

tive cell, however, is of the usual

appearance- It will be re

that the tree from v

congenial

membered

^hich this

.t
growing

surround-
in perfectly

ings, and this may account for the

rather unusual number of abnc

'iGs. 6-IO. Larix europaea; figs, malities.
abnormal pollen grains; fig. jo, j^ r

normal

h
h

Figs, ii 12.
^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ \^

europaea 3i
number <!^

which tie

mother
I

so that only two instead of io^

(fig

the divisions proceeded about as usual. F
but here only one prothallial cell is evident.

(Trains
i

case

irmal

(fig fig

ery

Encephalartos

I cell, p^ a ger

.nee is snown. r ui t^.^ --

normal poUen grain of Lark ipS'

a (k
I
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Starch was found at this stage, but when the pollen was put in sugar

solution it made its appearance in about two days. A sprouting

grain that had been in sugar solution six days is shown in jig. 12.

Here the prothallial cell and the generative cell are changed in posi-

tion and the tube nucleus has moved down, and is surrounded by

starch. One prothallial cell has been found in Ceratozamia, Zamia,

and Cycas.^

The megaspore and embryo sac.—In the Cupressineae there is

practically nothing known of the behavior of the megaspore mothcr-

14

I'iGs. 13-17. Thuja orientalis;
fig, zj, megaspore mother-cell surrounded

spongj- tissue, X 335; fig

525; fig. .

abnormal

mother-cell during first division,

fig. 16, the same, X 525; fig.

<^11 or of the origin of the megaspore. In Taxodium, which I con-

sider as belonging to this group, the megaspore mother-cell divides

into three potential spores, the largest of which is functional. As to

f>^her members of the group there is scarcely any literature that treats

stage. Strasburger^ remarks that in Thuja the origin of the
of this

CTnbr)-o sac IS essentially as in Taxus.

e literature on this point is cited in my paper on Taxodium.
Die Angiospermcn und die Gymnospermen. 1879.
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Thuja.—In the hope of settling these points in some member of

the Cupressineae, young ovules of Thuja orientalis were collected

and sectioned in Bonn. The megaspore mother-cell soon becomes

evident among the conspicuous spongy tissue. It has thicker walls

and is also less dense than the cells around it. Its position is not

always in the center of the spongy tissue, and its long diameter is as

otherw

ih
mother

such cases they are generally separated by cells of the spongy tissue,

In fig. IJ the mother- cell nucleus is in synapsis, and in fig. 14 the firsl

division spindle is shown. There is the same kinoplasmic mass at

the lower end of the cell as in Larix sihirica'^ and Taxodium. The

spindle of the next division was not seen, but the result is shoM in

figs, ij and 16. Four megaspores are produced and their arrange-

ment is more nearly that of the typical tetrad than in any other

gymnosperm in which this stage has been described. After the

completion of the last division, the spores may be seen packed together

within the still nearly round mother- cell. They are never in a straight

row, but are so arranged that in thin sections no more than three

nuclei appear at once. The mother- cell wall around them also stains

more deeply than those of the neighboring cells, so that the appear-

ance approaches very closely what is found in the divided mother-cell

of ferns. None of the spores is conspicuously larger than the othc-'

and it was not determined which one became functional.
^

A peculiar abnormaUty in the ovule of Thuja orientalis is given in

fig. 17. Two separate nucelH are present within the same sporangium

and each has the usual sporogenous area. In other cases two fu^

sporangia were found in the same ovule, the sporogenous areas s

being distinct. I have a preparation showing the same pec^'j^^^

in the ovule of Erythronium americanum; the nucellus is t\\o-

and contains an embryo sac in each lobe. , ..j.

Tcxi/j.—Strasburger finds^ several megaspore mother- ce s

^^^^

oped, and says that one or more of them divide into three or

4jxJEL,H.O., Beitrage zur Kenntniss der Tetradentheilung. J^^^
'

Bot

626-659. V^s. 1^-10, 1900

Gymnosp
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Figs. iS-
IQ

23
fig' i8y megaspore

synapsis, y fi v:

' in^^a^puic ju^t uciv^xt ^v

ftmnT^- . .
'^' ^^- -^^^ ^^^^ during first division, X 675; fig^"^^"Q division V A^^. ^™ __ r . . ,77 ""™. X 675; fg. 27, four pote in a row, X 525;

525; h- 2J,
megaspore, X 625.
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more cells lying in a row. Jager^ with some hesitation

Strasburger that there are three or four megaspores formed from

the mother-cell; but it is pretty evident from his figures that heha(

before him not the spores, but the mother-cells and sterile tissue

Jager also seems to agree with Strasburger that there may be scv

eral megaspore mother-cells. I can

not confirm these two observers ast(

the number either of the

mother- cells or of the potential mega-

spores into which they divide. In mj

preparations there is no evidence that

there is ever more than one megaspore

mother-cell formed. The mother-cell

is here harder to distinguish than in

At the

megaspore

any other plant I have seen.

time its first division occurs, it is long

Fig. 24. Taxus canadensis; and narrow, resembling closely in

shape the cells adjoining {jigs> iS^^^

19). It differs from them, however

in the possession of a rather con-

near its lower end, resembling in tm>

two prothallia in same ovule;

embryos in lower, disorganizing

archegonium in upper. X 43.

spicuous kinoplasmic mass
respect the mother-cells in Larix, Taxodium, and Thuja. Very

rarely there is another smaller kinoplasmic mass above thenudeuN

In ^g. 18 the mother^cell is shown in the center mth its nucleus in

synapsis. The first division is given in fig. 19. The spindle as h

shown is at the upper end of the cell, and the division results in cutting

off a small upper and a large lower part. The second division occurs

here

t)
H

This results in the formation of four potential megaspores, which He

as a rule in a single row {-jig. 21). The second division in the upF

daughter-cell of the first division, however, may in some cases be at

right angles to the longitudinal axis of the ovule, so that the two

upper megaspores lie side by side (fig. 22) . The long, narrow ce

adjoining the megaspore mother-cell, which as mentioned above

^
well filled with starch, have remained undivided during these divi-

In some cases they divide into two, but they never resem

^Eeitrage zur Kenntniss der Endospermbildung und zur Embn-ologie v..

haccala. Flora 86:241-288. ph. 15-19. 1899.

ions.
ble
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the megaspore mother- cells, nor do their divisions give rise to cells

resembling the megaspores. There seems no doubt that Stras-

BURGER and Jager were wrong in giving the number of megaspores

as generally three.

In addition to Taxus haccata and Thuja orientalis (as here

shown) there are but three other conifers in which four potential mega-
spores have been definitely described. They are Larix siblrlca,

Finus Laricio, and Sequoia semperuirens.''

As mentioned above, there is no spongy tissue surrounding the

megaspore mother- cell in Taxus, and as the lower megaspore develops
in sprouting, it crushes aside and destroys the cells immediately adjoin-
ing it, eating its way gradually into the more distant layers [fig. 23).

HoriiEiSTER observed many years ago that more than one embrj'o-
^ac may occur in Taxus, and this I have found to be not uncommon
m Taxus canadensis. Here one of the two prothallia, when two are
present, is usually much smaller than the other. It is interesting to
find that^ both prothallia may bear archegonia {iig. 24, a). The
archegonia in the upper prothallium face towards the lower prothal-
lium and not toward the micropyle, showing that the upper prothal-
hum is inverted. The pollen tube does not stop at the upper end of
t e nearest prothallium, but growing past it presses in between the
two to reach the archegonia. In aU such cases it was the archegonia

— v,.„^,^ii J- vvibu 10 inanK rrc
valuable advice and unfailing kindness.^

d (fig. 24) .

Strasburger

See

s
— ^" " w ^ ^» ~^^p ^^^t ^L ^ M IIB Jk#J Jill I^IIIIIb—

he drawings have been inked in by Mr. H. A. Allard under my direction.



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

ARTIFICIAL PARASITISM: A PRELIMINARY NOTICE.

Some years ago, in the course of an investigation suggested by Pteffei

to show that ordinary roots, as well as those of parasites, can penetrate

living tissues, I succeeded in growing a pea (Pisum sativum) on a plant of

horse-bean (Vicia Faba), at least so far that the pea blossomed and set seed.'

At inten^als since that time I have g^own peas on plants of the same bean,

with success varying according to the very unideal conditions under wfiicli

I have experimented. Some of the results obtained seem worthy of pub-

lication now, although I have only begun a piece of work which I hope to

carry on for years to come.

The main object of the investigation is to ascertain how an independent

plant will behave when compelled to lead a parasitic or partially parasitic

existence; what the changes, immediate, successive, and cumulative, may

be in successive generations.

The method so far pursued is this. Pea seeds of "extra early" vaneiies

soaked in water for twenty-four hours, are placed, radicle dowiiward, m

bulb pots of fine sand, and allowed to germinate until the radides are

These

idipot

I"2cm long. The seeds are now ready for setting on the beans

Care is taken to select for experiment only strong plants, aUhough I cannoi

grow At a height of about

I -cm above the soil I cut a hole, with a taper-pointed, sharp, clean seaIpd.

in the stem of the bean, the hole being about as large as the radicle of te

pea selected for mounting on the bean plant. Into this hole the radi

^

is gently pushed, passing into the cavity of the hollow stem, until the cot)-

ledons are close against the stem. A strip of writing paper is now so wrap"

nArl qK^i,+ +T,^ r.i-„ J r-.^___ 1 -,1 1- ^ f^ f^rm n COnicalro^form a co

Into this plaster of Paris is poured until it all but covers the co^)'^^

^^

In this way the pea is held in place without interfering with the up«-^

growth of the plumule. In dry
ough

This

to hold a layer of wet saw-dust i^"^ or more deep over the plaster-

is unnecessary, however, in damp weather. When the pea-plants are^

» Peiece, G. J., Das Eindringen von Wurzeln in lebendige Gewebe.

52: 169-176. 1894.

214
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or so high, I take off the paper and plaster, cut off the cotyledons, and thus

force the peas to draw all their water and mineral salts from the bean plants.

This they do successfully.

By such a simple method as this I compel peas to live on bean-plants

in essentially the same degree of parasitic dependence as that of Viscum

or Phoradcndron upon oaks. What are the results ? These will be shown

by extracts from my laboratory notes.

January 27, 1902. Peas set November 12 on beans and in dirt in same
boxes began to bloom; one flower on a bean-pea, several on soil-peas.

Great difference in size of plants, number and area of leaves, size of flower

and of parts of flower, between bean-peas and soil-peas. Weather since

November 12 dry and cold for the most part.

These plants were grown out of doors in a cold frame on the southwest

Mtlc of the laboratory building. The frame was usually open from nine

or ten o'clock until four or five daily, the hours of opening and closing

depending mainly upon the temperature. The boxes used were shallow
and the soil poor. The soil-peas were about half the size which the plants

of the same variety would attain later in the season in rich soil of proper
depth. The bean-pea plants were about one quarter to one half the size

of the soil-pea plants growing in the same boxes, but were well proportioned
and stocky.

From these plants I harv^ested a crop of ten good seeds from the bean-
and ninety-three from the soil-peas. On the bean-peas there were

only two or three peas in -a pod, and the pods were small and rather thin,

spliitmg normally when dry.

^
1 nese^ pea-seeds I subsequently measured by vernier caKper. The

air-dry, ripe seeds were not uniform in shape, and rather than take the
fgest diameter in each case I decided to measure through the same points,

^V^^^^y
^s possible, in each seed, viz., on a line bisecting the hilum at a

^^t angle, holding the hilum toward my lefth and, the caliper being in

^> nght. Of the bean-peas three were decidedly smaller than the rest.

peas

Thick

Thick

ness mm
ness of largest bean-pea seed 6.95

Average thickness of 10 bean-pea seeds 6.31
Average thickness of 7 larger bean-pea seeds 6.66
Average thickness of 3 smaller bean-pea seeds 5 .48

^romTr""^^^^
similarly the 93 seeds, ripe and air-dry, which I had gathered

tK.« o
^ pea-plants grown in the soil. Three of these peas were more

"*^n o.Oonim ,• ^\^' ^
^

any bea
thickness, one was 5,12"^^. This last was smaller than

-pea. There were also fifteen among these soil-peas which were
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less than 6.00"^"' in thickness. The average thickness of 93 soil-peas was

6.88mm

The weights, air-dry, of the bean-peas and soil-peas were

Bean-peas Soilpeas

Total weight i . 709^' 20. iii^^

Mean weight 0.170 0.216

Largest weighed 0.227 o-337

Smallest weighed 0.090 c.119

Comparing these sizes and weights of the seeds with the sizes of the

plants, we see that the individual seeds are much less reduced in size and

weight by the enforced semi-parasitism of the parents than are the vege-

tative parts.

I subsequently soaked these seeds, the ten and the ninety-three, in sepa-

rate dishes of tap-water, for twenty- four hours. The bean-peas then

weighed 3.363^', the soil-peas 32.449^'. The bean-peas, therefore, gained

1.967 times their weight, the soil-peas 1.613 times. From this it maybe

inferred that the bean-peas either were thinner skinned or contained more

actively absorbing substances than the soil-peas. WTiich was the case I

cannot tell.

The bean-peas were then placed (2 :oo p.m., May 5, 1903) in wet sphag-

num to root. been

ribedformed by six of these seeds. I mounted them, as before des

potted plants of Vicia Faba. The following morning three more were set

on the bean plants, I broke the root of one of the ten seedlings in mounting

it, and therefore threw it aside. Thus I had, mounted on bean plants

These
w

nine seedlings of peas grown the previous year on bean plants,

seedling peas, therefore, had never been in contact with the soil. Never-

theless, in the tap-water and especially in the sphagnum there was a certaifl

amount of "dirt." This could be avoided, and will be in future expen-

ments.

During the succeeding weeks these peas grew into little plants, somew a

smaller than those of the preceding season, but well proportioned an

healthy-looking. I moved them from the laboratory to my oOT garden,

where they would be watered during the summer vacation and ttkre^

could watch them, but unfortunately a dog or some other creature pla.^^

havoc with my beans one day while I was away from home, and my expe

ment was ended.
#.

Something should be said, even in such a superficial account as^^

about the roots of the peas grown on beans, and of the relations o^^^^

roots to the tissues of the beans. There was no tissue union bet\veen
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and parasite as in natural semiparasites like Viscum and Phoradendron.
M

The roots grew downward through the internodes and nodes, but did not

in any case here reported, reach the level of the soil, much less reach the

soil itself. The roots branched much less freely than normal soil roots,

were closely applied to the walls of the hollow internodes, and did not at

any point fill the cavity of the internode.

- That this much reduced root-system sufficiently supplied the small
bean pea plants with water is proved by an accidental experience. The
potted bean plants one day became dry enough to wilt, but the peas were
perfectly fresh and turgescent. The beans recovered promptly when
watered and the peas at no time showed any ill effects.

It may be claimed that the smaller size of the pea-plants grown on beans
IS due to hard times—to mechanical interference with the normal growth
and development of the root system. This may be true, but it is equaUy
true that there are mechanical hindrances to the growth, extension, and
development of the root systems of all phanerogamic parasites. In this

respect, therefore, the cases are parallel.

In the aerial parts of Viscum, Phoradendron, and Arceuthobium,^
xecnphytic characters are evident.3 These did not appear in my bean-
Peas, unless the smaller number and size of the leaves and the shortened
mtemodes may be so called. Xerophytic characters may appear later if

peas are cultivated on beans through a series of generations. I hope to
be able to do this, under conditions which can be carefully controlled, and
especially where my plants may at least be protected against ordinary

I have tried various other seeds on Vicia Faba, including Vicia Faba
.but peas have so far done best and Vicia Faba has proved to be the
nost for them. A mnrA cii^r-,,ir.rif ^i„„<- „„vt, „^i;j ^+„™ u^„.^,.„^

Itself

best

, however.iiiuic buccuieni piant w
^ould be^better. This I shall try in the future.

cluded°-^ v!"

^^^^ ^^ ^^ incomplete account of experiments far from con-

throw [ 'r
^-^^""^^ ^^^* ^° P^^ ^^'^ ^^^^ °^ ^^ ^^""^ ^"^ ^^^^^^- ^^ ^^^

immed'
'"^^ ^^^^^ ^^ questions regarding the beginning of parasitism, the

mediu
^^^,^^^^^^ ^^ removing the roots of green plants from their normal

with w t

^ ^^^'' ^^^ compelling these green plants to supply themselves

^/<i«/orJ r
^^^ "mineral matters from other plants.—George J. Peirce,

I

^ Can-}

Calif

^'^ect presently to pubUsh a paper on Arceuthobium.

^ nj ,0 / ' ^^^^omy of Phoradendron villosum. Bull Torr. Bot. Club
374-390. pis, 27-28. 1901,
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RAMALINA
WITH

Ramalina reticulata (Noehd.) Krempelh., so characteristic of the

coast valleys of California, offers to the plant physiologist a particularly

gro^\fruitful field for the study

dissemination of lichens.

.
Tuckerman states^ that his longest specimens were a little more than

a foot in length, and that the widest per-

'^. Justforated expansions exceeded 20^^.

what dimensions this plant may attain I

am not prepared to state^ but I agree with

Dr. Peirce that it is probably the largest of

our North American lichens. Specimens

four and five feet long are common on the

trees about Stanford University, their

widest perforated expansions reaching two

feet or more. Specimens in my herbarium

vary from those of the most delicate lace-

like structure to those having broad, un-

perforated expansions 25 to 40"''" in ^^idth,

dimensions much greater than the largest

perforated specimens seen by Tuckerman. Usnea longissima Ach. attains a

length of eight or nine feet on the redwoods of the Santa Cruz mountains, but

the thallus is so slender that its real size is much less than i]i<ii oi Ramalm

reticulata.

The plant is evidently such a rapid grower that last September a senes

of measurements were made, at the suggestion of Dr. G. J.
Peirce, in order

to obtain some definite results. The lengths in the column under Septem-

ber are the measurements made September 25, 1903; those under May

Fig. I.

—

Ramalina reticulata:

A, thallus branch; B, lobei C, knot
of silk used to designate measured
lobes.

winter

M^y 5* 1904, an interval of seven months and ten days.

were made, and ceased two or three weeks before the lichens were remca>

ured
beenmonths. During the late winter and early spring growth must have

^^

both rapid and continuous, since for nearly two months it rained almo'

daily, the temperature also being favorable for growth. ^The thallus was measured from the point of attachment, the o

measured being marked by a knot of silk thread, the weight of whicb ^-^

so inconsiderable as to have no effect on the growth. The measureme

' Synopsis N. A. Lichens, part i, p. 22.
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were of two kinds, the entire thallus, and individual lobes {jig, i). To

obtain the best results they should all be of the latter kind, as owing to the

constant breaking off of long plants it is impossible to be sure of results,

or even to find the plants measured. About twenty-five measurements

were thus lost because the mistake was made of measuring the w^hole plant,

which later was broken up by the winter rains and w^inds.

Number September

1

May Growth Per cent . of growth

116 3.0*^^

- 34-0
6.0
6.0
28.0
16.0
8.0

46.0
47.0
5.0
8.0

3-5

4.1 cm

38.0

7-5
8.8

32-5
25.0
10.

54-0
90.0

7-3

5-3

I.I cm

4.0

2.8

4.5
9.0
2.0
8.0

43-0
2-3

3-3
1.8

i

36.66+
IT. 76+
25.00
46.66 +
16.07 +
56.25
9 1 on

8218 A
B
C

96 A
B
C

6418 A 17.00 +
91.00 +
46.00

41-25
51.42 +

B
6^oc A

B
C

Dismissing no, 6418 B, which may be due to the tearing of the long

thallus by the winds, we see that the short lobes, 3 to. 16^"^ in length,

show a rate of growth astonishing for lichens; but one to be expected where
they grow under such favorable conditions. Taking those fronds of 16 ^^

or less in length, we find an average growth in length of 41 per cent. No
measurements were made to ascertain the increase in width of the lobes.

It was intended to make an extended series of measurements on various

cnens, but it was not possible to do so. However, measurements were
made

calij^

No. 5888

Longitudinal diameter
transverse diameter .

September 25

22.5 cm

21 .0

May s

24 ^'^

22

Growth

1.5cm

I.O

e growth of this plant is really much greater than appears, as it is

diffused

° egress in percentages.
It IS hoped that students in favorable locahties may be induced by the

above nnf^c t^ ,._j^ - , . .
•'

. . .

iitn

°^
^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ foliaceous lichens, but also on the crustaceous

''sT^'T^^^^
°^ ^^^^^^ ^° ^o^^t grow very rapidly.—Albert C.

not

lich

Herre
University, Calil
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BOOK REVIEWS.

Flowering plants and ferns.

i

J
volume. It is a book of general reference for those interested in learning some-

thing of the plants they meet in a botanical garden or museum, or in the field.

In this edition much new material has been incorporated, especially in connection

with those subjects that have had large recent development. The range of sub-

jects^ covered is extraordinarj-, for the book gives the outlines of morpholog)',

uses

of .vascular plants, besides containing "a dictionary in which the whole of the

families and the important genera of flowering plants and ferns are dealt with."

It would seem impossible for one man to present such a range of subjects

with any uniformity. He is almost sure to enlarge those he knows best at the

expense of those with which he is the least familiar. For example, in this volume,

while the older morphology with its copious terminology has full swing, the

modern morpholog)- has a scant showing and is presented in such a way as to

bnng no clear conception to the uninstructed. The alternation of generations

and the various important evolutionary lines can be apprehended clearly only

as they are approached by way of the lower plants. We have never seen any

special gain in including these subjects in a book for the general reader deahng

only with the vascular plants. If the statements are understood, they are not

exact; and if they are exact, they cannot be understood. •

These subjects, however, are very minor matters in the book, while the treat-

ment of geographical distribution, forms of vegetation, and plant associations is

extended and full of information. Mr. Willis seems to be more than an)-thing

else an ecologist, and his contact with various plant conditions has been unusual.

As a consequence, this part of this book has all the flavor of personal experience.

The larger part of the volume is devoted to the presentation of the "dashes.

cohorts, orders, and chief genera," and is unique in the alphabetical arrangement

and m the amount and kind of information one can find about plants concerning

which he may be curious.

_

The book will certainly be of great use as a reference book in providing that

nformat"".V. V.X iinormation tor which it really stands, and the only adverse cnuu^-

directed against its claim to include great regions of botany for which it does not

stand.—

J

' ^"^ iLLis,
J. C, A manual and dictionary of the flowering plants and ferns.

Secon

edition, revised and rearranged in one volume. Cambridge Biological Senes. F

-^11 + 670. Cambridge: The University Press. 1904.
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Vegetation of the Sihl valley.

A PORTION of the Sihl valley about S'"" south of Lake Zurich, Switzerland,

is soon to be converted into a reservoir which will have an area of about i2^'^'""*

This valley is celebrated botanically as the home of a number of rare species,

and ])resents ecological conditions which have caused many unique features in

the vegetation, particularly those which make this one of the most southern

localities for a truly boreal moor-formation. As the most peculiar portions of

the present vegetation will be completely destroyed and the surrounding regions

consideralby modified, an important service has been rendered to science by

Dr Max Duggeli in the presentation of a complete ecological and floristic study

of the present vegetation.^ The completeness and care with which this work

has been done make adequate review diflicult. Among the unique features of

the vegetation is the conifer forest (Picea excelsa) in the lowlands at an elevation

which is characterized ever)^where else in Switzerland by deciduous forests. The
deciduous forests occur at higher levels along the valley slopes where there is

better insolation, better drainage, and consequently warmer soil.

The most widespread formation in the trough of the valley is the low moor
{Fkclimoor)j while in several small areas the high moor or sphagnum bog (Hoch-
moor) occurs. Many samples of peat were examined and the vegetable remains

loentified. These showed that no essential change has taken place in the vege-

tation since the last retreat of the ice, though remains of several species were
lound which do not now occur in the valley. Ever}'where the samples showed
that the low moor (Carex, Phragmites, Equisetum, Hypnum, etc.) is the pioneer,

followed by the high moor (Sphagnum and its companions). The same suc-

cession
The author considers the most

iniportant factor in determining the occurrence of low moor and high moor to be
t e amount of dissolved salts in the water. He contrasts these formations as

ows. The low moor develops where the water comes from the earth charged
^•ith considerable mineral matter. It is flat and centripetal. The high moor
^n t e other hand grows only in soft water nearly free from minerals, is raised at

e center, and is centrifugal in development. Not until a considerable thickness
peat has accumulated can the sphagnum get a start in the low moor. To

f t}i
*!^^

^^*^^^^^^'^ ^hat the mineral content of the water conditions the occurrence

^
e igh moor, he staked out squares of sphagnum 30^^" on a side, and watered

^ V With a liter of water containing minerals. Sphagnum w^atered thus with

^IkCO
^^"^ ^'^^ "^^^^ ^^^^ ^'"^'^ '"^ ^^^^^"^ ^^^'^* Solutions of KNO3, Na3P04,

\^ 3» CaC03, etc., gave a similar result. His solutions do not appear to have

"n wh'^h
"^ ^^ ^ ^^^' scientific basis, and he makes no mention of a control

»^ sphagnum is similarly treated with a mineral-free water, but the results^ suggestive.

Sihltales \^^V'
^^^^' ^^anzengeographische und wirtschaftliche Monographic des

8^. on
^
^^^^^^*deln, von Roblesen bis Studen (Gebiet des projektierten Sihlsees).

PP- 222. pis. ^. fig^^ j^^ Zurich: Zlircher &: Furrer. i903
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The numerous types of meadows are treated in an interesting manner.

>difi'

he contrasts meadows diflfering only in the direction of the slope, and others

differing only in the character of the soil, thus showing the great ecological sig-

nificance of these factors.

There are many commendable features about the work which will make it

a suggestive model for future studies of similar small areas, not the least impor-

tant of these being the lucid literary style.—G. H. Shull.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
Shibata^ proposes to designate as amidases certain enzymes found in tbe

mycelium of Aspergillus niger, which spilt off ammonia from urea, biuret, and

certain acid amides. They have nothing in common with the proteol}"tic cn2)'mes.

—C. R. B.

Chaelotte Ternetz^ finds in peat and peaty soils at least one fungus wbid

is capable of fixing free N from the air. The fungus has a much branched

septate mycelium and forms brown pycnidia which contain very small hyaline

spores. It acts less energetically but more economically than Clostridium Pus-

teuriamim.—C R. B.

LiGNiEE,3 in an interesting comparison of the structures of Equisetales and

Sphenophyllales, and of both with the structures of other pteridophytes, reaches

the conclusion that these two groups, although differing in certain important

particulars, really form one group, for which he proposes the name "Articulfe"

He further concludes that all the "Articulees" have a common ancesti}-, wliidi

was probably the most ancient Filicineae.—J. M. C
LIGNIER4 has discussed the nature of the so-caUed "flowers" of Gnetales in

relation to similarly named structures in other g>'mnosperms and in angiospernis.

He concludes that the staminate "flower" of Gnetales is a simple flower, and does

not differ essentially from the much reduced flower of angiosperms; but that the

ovulate "flower" is a ver>- complex structure, really representing an inflorescence

excessively reduced and condensed, and therefore could not be considered as a

stage between the other gymnosperms and the angiosperms.—J. ^I- C
Ikeno, in reviewing and discussing the literature of the blepharopla^t,'

Zeits. Ges. Biochemie 5:384-394. 1904.

' Ternetz, Charlotte, Assimilation des atmospharischen Stickstoffs
durch en

torfbewohnenden Pilz. Bar. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:267-274- i904-

' LiGNiER, O, Equisetales et SphenophyUales. Leur origine filicin^nnc
com-

mune. BuU. See. Linn. Normandie V. 7:93-137. 1903.

LiGNiER, O., La fleur des Gnetacees est-elle intermediaire entre ceUe deiQ^
spermes et celle des angiospermes ? Bull. See. Linn. Normandie V. TSrl^- ^

siKEXo. S., Blepharoplasten im Pflanzenreich. Biol. Centrabl.
24:2"

fii^- 3- 1904.

Amidesualtenden Enzymen

-2:1
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which

reasserts his previous view that the blepharoplast is a centrosome. He draws

the following homologies between the structures concerned in plants (Characeae,

Filicineae, and Equisetum) and animals (salamander and mouse): cilia are

homologous witli flagella; the thread from which the cilia are developed is homol-

ogous with the middle piece; and the deeply staining body in the plant spermatid

{Nebaikcrn of BelajefT) is homologous with the deeply staining body (Korperchen)

in the spermatid of animals.

—

Charles J. Chamberlain.

In the nuclei of the proembryo of Ginkgo biloba, according to Arnoldi,*^

the chromatin is very inconspicuous, but increases in staining capacity and is

easily seen during later stages in the development of the embryo. The staining

reactions of the chromatin favor Fischer's theory that staining reactions are due

to physical rather than to chemical causes. After the embrj-o has become some-

what elongated, it is differentiated into an upper haustorial region, a middle region,

is the suspensor, and an apical region which gives rise to the embryo
proper.—Charles

J. Chamberlain.

Laurent? has published the results of a study of the Juncaceae, the first

part dealing with the phenomena extending from the first appearance of the ovule

to the formation of the testa, the second part describing the phenomena connected

with seed germination. Various species of Juncus and Luzula were used. The
tacts of pollination and of fertilization are as usual; the undifferentiated embryos
ot certain species of Juncus are in contrast with the completely organized embr}'os
of Luzula; the suspensor "contributes" to the formation of periblem and forms
the root cap; the antipodal tissue, especially in Luzula, is noticeably active; and
the structure of the testa forms the basis of a division of Luzula into two groups.

J- M. C.

Schroder contributes further data on the statocyst theory of geotropic
^rception.* He has investigated a considerable number of plants in which
^e occurrence of mobile starch has been hitherto questionable. In all cases

^1 the parts were geotropically sensitive (he examined many species and
Jjnous parts) he found starch-bearing cells which may be considered statocysts in

of'ch

"^'^^'^^•'^ ^^"^^' ^ ^P^cial study, also, was made of both stems and rhizoids

T\ ^-^ ^^^^^^^ strengthen Haberlandt's view that the Glanzkorper at the

j^^J*

the rhizoids act as statoliths, but he could find no such bodies in the shoots.
aves una-ttled the question as to whether the oil drops in the sporangium

ftycmyces nitcns act as inverse statocysts.-C. R. B.

Akn
**™ Bau dcr

nospermen VI. Ueber

'903
' Agronomiqu:

,T2^^^- ^Q- 97-^92. pis. ,-8. i<

C«tr^.^'''l "": ^^-^ StatolithentS

VII. Die Embryobildung bei

Ann. Sd.

des Geotropismus- Beihefte Bot
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GuiLLiERMOXD^ has published a second paper upon nuclear and celldivi^oB

in the ascus, extending his observations to Piistularia vesiculosa^ Peziza colms^

Ascoholus marginatiis^ and Peziza rutilans. For the first three he finds that tk

nuclear figures agree with what he and others have already described for other

forms. P. rutilans possesses unusually large nuclei and differs from other fom=

so far studied in that the nuclear membrane disappears during mitosis; neithe:

centrosomes nor asters are in evidence. In contradiction to Dangeard's general-

ization that the Ascomycetes have four chromosomes, Guillieemond finds eight

in Aleuria cerea, P. vesiculosa, and probably also in Olidea onotka; t^veIvc in

P. cotimis, and sixteen in P. rutilans,—W, G. Marquette.

]\IOTTiER^° has studied the development of the sperm in Chara jragllh, his

account differing in certain important details from that of Belajeff. The ble-

pharoplast is crescentic in cross-section, being concave within, and is of homt>

geneous structure, excepting a strip of granular substance along the concave side

at the posterior end. It arises as a delicate threaddike differentiation oi the

cytoplasm at the surface of the cell, seeming to be a modification of the plasma-

membrane, and in its later stages is one piece, extending the entire length of the

sperm. The cilia were always found attached some distance back of the antenor

extremity of the blepharoplast, and did not seem to develop from any centrosome-

like body or 'Tlasmahocker," as described by Belajeff, Strasbukgek, and

others —J. :M. C.

Parthenogenesis in Taraxacum officinale was reported about a year ap>

by Raunkiaer/^ but the evidence was hardly convincing. In a short pre^^

nary announcement Juel'" describes the tetrad formation in the o\'ule.

embr}'o sac mother-cell divides, giving rise to two cells of unequal size.

^
^^^

smaller cell, which is nearer the micropyle, disorganizes without further duisi^

while the larger cell develops at once into an apparently normal enibr)-o

^
Ahhough the number of chromosomes was not determined definitely, there

^^^
to be no reduction, between 20 and 30 chromosomes appearing in both the em^^

sac mother-cell and in vegetative cells. The mitosis in the embryo ^^^/"^
cell is not heterotypic, although in some phases it resembles this form- ^

J. Chamberlain.

Parthenogenesis in Thalictrum purpurascens was described by
^^^^^^

1902.^3 A preliminar}' announcement^^ of his further studies shows

9 GuiLLiERMOND, M. A., Rechcrches sur la karyokinese chez les

Rev. Gen. Bot. 16: 129-000. 1904.
10 MoTTiER, D. M., The development of the spermato^oid in Chara.

^Botany 18:245-254. pi. ij, 1904.

cH«s-

Ann*« ^

11

12

See Box. Gaz. 36: 397. 1903. ^^
JuEL, H. O., Die Tetradenteilung in der Samenanlage von Taraxacu

.AikJ^

Bot. K. Svenska Vetensk. Akad. 2:— (reprint pp. 9). igo-l

'' Bot. Gaz. ZZ:2>(^i~iis. 1902.

'4 Overton,
J. B., Ueber Parthenogenesis bei Thalktrum purp^

laufige Mittcilung.) Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22: 274-283- P^- ^^- ^

(Vof-
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j«„rs

formation of the pollen is normal, a reduction in the number of chromosomes
taking place in the pollen mother-cells. In the formation of the mcgaspore in

some cases a tetrad of four megaspores is formed, accompanied by a reduction

in the number of chromosomes. In other cases no reduction takes place in the'

megaspore mother-cells, and sometimes a true tetrad is not formed. Such con-
ditions are not unexpected, since Overton had previously shown that while

Thalictrum is often parthenogenetic fertilization may occur. The number of

chromosomes in the sporophytc is twenty-four and in the gametuphyte twelve.

—Chari.es
J. Chamberlain.

rARTTTEXoGEXESis In Ciictum Ula Brogn. is reported by Lotsy.'s In the

Inpmcnt of the female gametophyte, as in G. Gnemon, a period of free

nuclear division is followed by a period of cell formation. The cells of the lower
part of the gametophyte are small and form a close tissue, while in the upper
part they are much larger and are loosely associated. No pollen tubes were
observed, but many of the loose cells in the upper part of the gametophyte behaved
lilie zygotes, sending out tubes as described for other species of Gnetum. The
number of cells behaving in this way was so large that the pollen tubes could—rccly have been overlooked had they been present. This study has strength-
ened LoTSY in his previous view that the angiosperms have not come from the
Gnetaceae.-CHARLEs

J. Chamberlain.
Carletox'6 ji^g published a series of notes giving the results of investigations

and culture experiments with rusts. It is found that Uromy es euphorhiae can
propagated through the agency of seeds and seed pods infected with the fungus.
s IS the first instance of a rust propagated in this manner. A long series of

eTperunents with the black stem rust of Agropyron and Elymus showed that

^^
rust could be transferred to a number of hosts, including wheat, barley,

tl,7

*'"'" ^""^'^'"'"' Agropyron tenerum, A . Richardsoni, Elymus canadensis; while
^j^orange leaf rust of the same species is sharply limited in its host plants. The

^^
mentioned by the writer in a former paper, that the uredo of the orange leaf

'W th^"^^'

^""^'"^^ ^^"^ ^^-'^riicr, is again emphasized in this discussion. It is also
that the uredo of blue grass rust is hardy.—H. Hasselbrixg.

than

^'^^ ^^^^ copper sulfate is much more toxic in its eflect upon plants

'or knii^"

^"™a's is taken advantage of by JNIoore and Kellerm.\n'7 in a method

water
'"^

^- ^^' ^^^'' '" '"^^^•^'oi^s, without at the the same time rendering the

<«enninrT"^
^^^ human consumption. According to the organisms to be

of tK«
j'- *^

' !^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ *he water, and other conditions, a certain amount

be

reservoir, a device being used to insure uniform
?L?!lP^n is added to the

t^^'9-lo 1^0 ^ '
^^^l^henogenesis bei Gnetum Ula Brogn. Flora 92: 397-404.

^ua.Bull
/^^' ^^' '^'' Investigations of rusts. U. S. Dept. of Argic. Bur. PL

""- 03. pp. 20. A/e o T^^ .PP- 29. pis, 2, 1904.
*' Moore G t a ^^

the growth of' 1

-t^ELLERMAN, K. F., A method of destroying or preventing

^ •V"'- Bii^r Pi^ T^
^^^ certain pathogenic bacteria in water supplies. U. S. Dept.

1^1- Indus. Bull. 64. pp. 44- 1904-
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distribution of the salt. exceed

one part in a million of water, and since copper is not poisonous to human be-" •^

in doses of less than perhaps 0.02^"" daily, it appears that some fifty quarts of

treated water might be taken daily with impunity! The paper represents what

seems to the reviewer to be a 'most excellent piece of work.—B. E. Limngstox.

RoLrs^^ has described several diseases of citrous trees and fruits due to

Colleiotrichiim gloeosporioides. When the fungus attacks the young growing

twigSj into which it gains entrance through the leaves, it produces a dis^"^'*

known as "wither-tip," characterized by the dying back of the youn,2^ hranchci

The most serious damage is caused to the mature fruit into which the fun*""^

gains entrance through an injury^ or bruise. The fungus rapidly develops until

the whole rind is brown. This injury^ occurs to a large extent during the handling

of the fruit, especially in the coloring process. All varieties of citrous fruits arc

attacked by the fungus. Spraying with potassium sulfid and copper mixtures

are suggested as remedies, although no experimental data are given. Cultiv.t.::

fertilization, and pruning are also suggested as preventive measures. — H.

Hasselbring.

A RECENT CONTRIBUTION ^9 from the Gray Herbarium contains sL\ papers

by the various members of the herbarium staff. The first three, by B. L. Roblv

J. M. Greenman
)j

chiefly Mexican

in distribution and containing 6 species; '^Revision of the Mexican and Central

American species of Trixis/' 16 species being presented, 6 of which are ne ,

and "Revision of the Mexican and Central American species of Hieracium, 5

of the 19 species being new. The two papers by M. L. FerX-ALD are b}Tiop5»

of the Mexican and Central American species of Alnus/' one of the six speae

being new; and ''Some new species of Mexican and Nicaraguan dicotyledon^

13 being described, A paper by J. M. Greenman, entitled ''Diagnoses
^

synonymy of ^Mexican and Central American spermatoph}tes," includes
^

tions of 39 new species, besides new varieties and discussions of certain

species.—J. M. C.

Hybrids between Fundulus and Menedia have been investigated by-

^
HAUS.^° The fertihzed eggs begin to develop normally, but ^^"°""!^^,'^^'

„..

appear and the embr^-os do not develop beyond the closure of the a

^^^
Botanists will be interested in the history of the chromatin. The c ^'^^^^

of Fundulus are rather long and straight, while those of Menedia art

^8 RoLTS, P. H., Wither tip and other diseases of citrous trees

^""^^^^^J^,
Colleiolrickum gloeosporioides. Bur. PL Industry, Bull. 52. pp- 20. p

S-
'

'

'9 Contributions from the Gray Herbarium of Har^^ard University.

XXVni. Proc. Amer. Acad. Sci. 40: 1-57. 1904. , t^*

=° MOENKHAUS, W. J., The development of the hybrids
^f

*'''^^"
J'^atemal

"•^

oclitiis and Menedia notata with especial reference to the beha\ior ot t e

paternal chromatin. Amer. Jour. Anat. 3: 29-65. ph. 1-4- ^9°^'

J-

4'
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and are usually cun^ed; consequently it is possible to distinguish the paternal

and maternal chromosomes during fertilization and during mitosis. At the first

two mitoses in tlic fertilized egg the two chromatins appear grouped and bilaterally

arranged on the spindle, but later the grouping disappears. There is a mingling
of chromatin in the resting nuclei, but the characteristic chromosomes of the two
pau,..o can be distingin"shed during mitosis. The writer strongly supports the
thforv' that the chromosome is a permanent organ of the cell.—Charles J.
CTT\iIBERLAI.V.

Tu£ THEOKV of the individuality of the chromosome is supported in a recent

fwJxT by RoSE.NHKRG," whosc work on Droscra has already furnished consider-
able evidence in favor of this view. In the resting nuclei of Capsella, particularly
m the nuclei of the cells of the suspcnsor, the 32 chromosomes characteristic of
the ipccies can be counted without difficulty. The same number was counted
m the sporophytic mitoses, and 16 were counted in the pollen mother-cells and
•n the embr)o sac. Further, 48 were found in mitosis in the endosperm. Mito-wm Zostera show 6 chromosomes in pollen mother-cells and 12 in root tips.
R^Mng nuclei in the seed coat showed 12 chromosomes. Resting nuclei in the
integument of Calendula ?;hnwprl ^Konf ->,-. ,-v,,-^rv,^c^r.,=.» ,,,u;i,. „,,•*„„„„ „'u„...„j

forms32 in the sporophyte and 16 in the gametoph>te. The „.. ....
short thick chromosomes, which are more easily tracednnto the resting condition

the nucleus than are the long filamentous chromosomes of the Fritillaria type.
-Chap-5

J. Chamberlain.

J

EAviTT" has published the results of an extensive study of root hairs. Two^ are recognized. In one case any cell of the piliferous layer in the young

This t*^"^-

^^^' ^^^^^^^ ^ '^^''' ^^^""^ ^^^"S no speciahzation for this purpose.

dic^v/r
'^ ^'^^'"^'^'^^'"^*'^ ^f ™ost Filices, of some monocotyledons, and of the

^
^-^edons. In the other case special cells for producing hairs are cut off in

"pecUJi^ H

°"
if

P'^^^^*"^"^ ^^>'*^'" by a peculiarly oriented cell-division. These

«'l Pt.TiT h
^^^ ^"^^'*^'^ ^^^^^ "trichoblasts," and they are characteristic of

•^
ophytes e.xccpt most Filices, of most monocotyledons, and of the Nym-

moriprTf^"^''"^
^^'^ dicotyledons. Attention is also called to the relationship

•!n.n f,.'.°™',.^"''
probable function between the trichoblasts and the so-called

hypodermal
••tPfnatein h

">i^"^^mai layer, ttie stiort roundish or oval cells that

«k« amon" ""h
^^'^""^'"^^ '"°^' ^^'^^h the elongated prismatic ones. It is singular

l*^' ^
of Uv

'^^^'^'^^^s to literature the author has not included his own

-] M. C
^^'^ ^^^^ ^^'^' ^" ^'^^'^^ ^^^ trichoblasts of Azolla were fully described.

fl«aov ,., 'Y' ^^^" "i^c Individualitat der Chromosomen im Pflanzenreich,
^>*- ^31-259-^^^.7. 1904.

Leavttt R G t *
I

™*c. humanW V ' '^^"'^^es of the root in vascular cryptogams and angiosperms.
^^*^' *Nat, Hist. ^T-o^-^_,^, j-7_ ,^ _-

hairj

i6-ig, 1904

BoT. Gaz. 34:414-419. pi. 16. 1902,
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The formation of the heterotypic chromosome is described in a recent

article by Berghs.^^ Although referring often to a 'longitudinal duisioD"

of the spirem, the writer wishes it understood that he means merely the appear-

ance throughout the length of the spirem of two filaments more or less parallel

Whether the two filaments result from the splitting of a single filament or whether

there is simply the reappearance of two distinct filaments will be discussed in i

future paper. The split which appears in the spirem is the one which sepantr?

the two filaments entangled in the strepsinema stage. The spirem passes mtu

the strepsinema stage by a longitudinal fission, not by looping and approximatiofi,

as Dixox claims. After the strepsinema stage, the chromosomes are r

pleted by a thickening and shortening. The two pieces, which the heterol}, -

mitosis separates, are the two longitudinal pieces of the spirem thread. If thcit

is an approximation, it must be looked for during the formation of the spirem-

This latter point will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.—Charles J.
CH.a-

BERLAIN.

RosEXBERG,^^ in continuing his studies upon Drosera rolundijolk, doscrki

the two mitoses in the pollen mother-cells and arrives at some interesting condu-

sions. In an early prophase of the first division, before the disappearance of

the nuclear membrane, the chromosomes appear in pairs, which soon unite to

form double chromosomes. There are 20 such double chromosomes, and tbej

are formed by the uniting of the 40 chromosomes of the vegetative mitoses. In

a series of diagrams the paternal and maternal chromosomes are represent^

first as distinct, and soon after as approximated in pairs. Each paternal*

maternal chromosome now divides, and all of the paternal chromosomes H;

to one pole and all of the maternal to the other pole. The second mit^^^

simply separates the two parts of each chromosome, which was already lonne-

during the prophase of the first division, so that in two of the four F^^" ^^
all of the chromosomes are paternal and in the other two, all are maternal,

suggestion is made that the double thread of the early spirem is due to

^^
rather than to splitting, and is consequently a process of reduction.-CH.^

J. Chamberlain.

PAPERS
the ^^ d

enzymes in respiration. quaniuauv^. >.-^.-

stolomjer ^nd Asper^^^^
"^^

4 Berghs, Jules, La formation des chromosomes heterotypiques da

.._-_.'. -, -. ^ - . . , .. TniV.s dans la

'">-

some vegetale. I. Depuis le spireme jusqu'aux chromosomes mto ans^
^^^

sporogenese d' Allium fistulosum et de Lilium lancifolhm (speciosum)-

21- 173-189.^^.15. 1904.
Meddel-^*^^'

s Rosenberg, O., Ueber die Reduktionsteilung im Drosera. '
^ , ^^^^-vw^^xxi>j2,Ku, yj.y ueoer cue KeauKuonsicnuiig ^^^ ^'~

hut the
holms Hogs. Bot. Inst. pp. 13. figs. 20. (Reprint signed April 1904, f

and date of the publication in which the article appeared are not indica
•

^

KosTYTSCHEW, S., Uber Atmungsenzyme der Schimmelpike.

Bot. Gesells. 22:207-215. 1904.

DeotJ*
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Ilis most Important conclusions are that both the absorption of oxygen and tlie

excretion of carbon dioxid in the respirator}^ process are at least partially effected

by the activity of specific enzymes; and that the excretion of carbon dioxid when
frw oxygen is excluded is occasioned by the activity of an enzyme which is not
identical with the zymase of Buchner.

Maximow^' studied the behavior of the liquor expressed from the mycelium
ol Aspergillus niger, and obtained the important result that this lirjuor on standing
Mhiliits a gas metabolism analogous to respiration. This exchange of gases
...jrs as a consequence of the activity of enzymes present in the liquor. The
f'"-'rtion of carbon dioxid is accompUshed by an enzyme analogous to zymase,
while the absorption of oxygen is induced by one of the oxydases. The former
enzyme analogous to zymase also resembles zymase in being equally active in
tir or in hydrogen.—R. II. Pond.

SABLiNE'Ssuljjccted roots oiVicia Faha to different temperatures; to lack of
oxygen; to the action of saccharose, distilled water, sulfuric ether, quinin sulfate,
and lithium chlorid, in order to determine the effect of various conditions on
karynkinesis. Few divisions were found in roots subjected to 0° C. The hnin
WM coarse-meshed and the chromatin stained blue. At 10° growth was slow
«nd chromosomes blue. At 30°, the optimum temperature, the nucleoH did not
Wholly disappear in some instances, and the chromosomes stained blue; when the
nucleoli disapi^ared the chromosomes stained red. After deprivation of oxygen
Chromosomes stained red. When subiected to >..-, rr>n n rn=^ tT.^ r\..r.r^r..r.r^.. „..™

large
There were no mitoses

th. !^:!. ^T.'"!/"!^'"^^
''''''^'- A^ftosis was frequent in nuclei subjected to

In nuclei which divided mitotically the chromo-

^ ^
1 J ov,ct,,t^xod, and in some cells stained red, in others blue.

- clivision was sometimes found in cells acted on by quinine sulfate. Mul-

thc _

Air'*

J« spindles were frequent. Lithium chlorid caused the chromosomes to
wwrne^abnormally large and the stain was red.-W. J. G. Land.

'

to tile ^^r^- l^"^^
^^^^^r's laboratory by Wiedersheim^s contributes new data

JosT and sT
-°^ Photonastic and thermonastic movements. The opinion of

'
alt of

^°^^'^^'^^^'^^ ^hat only the primary movement in response is a direct

Ttction of th"

'^""''^^*'°"' ^'^'^^ the secondary movement constituting a

, ih ^ l^"^"""^'
"movement is autotropic, is not supported. The view

"Taction

Pfepf

The dZk
"'"' ^'^''^ ^^"^^^ the prima^pmnhecy of Fittiko that the "double

1. nI'rr- N- A.. Zur Fra.e tiber di

-w:.:"!'^""^^^ "5-235. ^^...1904

7 mo\ement, is strongly supported,

curve" expressing the twice accel-

lung. (Vorlaufige Mitteilung).

Sablike V L'i fl .
^ ^'

de View' Fah
""^"'^'^ ^^^ agents externes sux la division des noyaux dans les

"''^
Jalub. Wi.c'-n

^tudien uber photonastische und thermonastische Beweg-

904
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erated growth of the *^middle zone" which was found by him to characterL JJK

haptotropic movements of tendrils could also be demonstrated for photon:."'-

and thermonastic movements is entirely fulfilled. Fischer's assi^Timtnt J

Impaticns parvijlora to the group of autonyctitropic plants is ratified. Tit

plants best suited for investigation of photonastic movements were found V
^

Impatiens parviftora, I . glanduligcra^ and Chenopodium album; while TulipcDu

van Toll and Crocus luteiis are excellent for study of thermonastic movemffti

The conclusions are based upon data obtained by the quantitative mcthoi! -'-'-k

characterize the laboratory in which the investigation was made.—R.-\vm"N''''

Pond.

A SUGGESTION as to the formation of asparagin Is advanced by PKiAMh

K0W3° in a preliminary paper. He argues that as the decomposition of pr:!

tends to produce ammonia on the one hand, and amidoacids (perhaps e*0

aspartic acid) on the other, asparagin may be produced by the formation of am

nium aspartate from which a molecule of water separates. This secondar)'

of asparagin rather than its origination as a direct decomposition product of pro-

teids he infers from the following facts.

He and others have found that the relative amounts of asparagin and aspartK"

acid produced in germination and by hydrolysis of proteids are quite unlike,

they are the more unlike the later the stage of germination. In late sti^

.1 !4.

the rate of asparagin production even surpasses that of protcid decomp^

Further it has been found that the decomposition of proteids by prote
.

w

enzymes (such as occur in the germinating seeds) gives rise to the same a«i»-

acids and bases as hydrolysis with mineral acids, but no asparagin is formed

Finally, the distribution of asparagin in the cotyledons and growing rggo^^

not such as would occur were it produced for migration out of the stored pi*»

in the cotyledons, since it is much more abundant in the growing parts tt

the cotvledons.-^C. R. B.

GATIN3 1 has been investigating the development of the first root iniw

^

mination of Archontophoenix Alexandrae and Phoenix canarlcnsis. ^^
mentioned follows the "admotiva" mode of germination in which the vpoffn

scarcely elongates. P. canariensis follows the "remotiva" method, the ^^
elongating for the supposed purpose of burj'ing the young plant. ^^^
embryo of A. Alexandrae possesses a root of which a rudimentary

^_^__^^,,

only is present. The cortex arises during germination from a zone surrour

the tip of this axis and forming apparently an integral part of the '^^^^^
tissue. The region lying directly in the path of growth of the vase ^

conUft
distinguishable into three parts. The mnermost, lying directly m

^^^
the end of^the axis, forms the root-cap. The next, together with e r-

3° Prianischnikow, D., Zur Frage der Asparaginbildung.
uiir

teilung.) Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22: 35-43- iQO^-
la fH^"

31 Gatin, C. L., Observations sur la germination et la formation e

racine de quelques palmiers. Rev. Gen. Bot. 16: 177-187- H^' '^- *^ '
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L^.;Jermis, which forms the outermost, enters into the formation of a root sheath.

The first root forms an angle of about 90° with the axis of the shoot. A subse-

quently formed adventitious root, which continues the shoot axis; exceeds the

primar}' in growth and becomes the principal root at least for a time. The origin

of rortt'x, cap, and sheath in P. canariensis is the same as in ^. Alexandrae, but

ihctiis of the primar}^ root coincides with that of the shoot, so that the first root

.^'.Miia^ tlu' i)rincipal one,—F. H. Billings.

GhKAssiMuw^^has investigated the influence of the nucleus on the growth of

tht- cell. By exposing various species of Spirogyra wnth cells in the process of
.1' ' '

>n for one-half an hour to one hour to a temperature a little above 0° C, he
WIS able so to interfere with the processes of. mitosis that the following irregu-

liritics arose when the filaments were transferred and cultivated under normal
editions: cells with a single large nucleus, the equivalent of two normal nuclei;
cells with the dauL^hter nnrlpi fiiQP»f1 f^ q fYT-*:»a+^t- ^^ l^oo ^^4^^^.*^ rv:,.:«„ 4.1

wall

normallv
- i.^ uMc ciiiumer ana Dotn on me same side ot the newly formed cell

This \yall is either complete, thus cutting off a cell without a nucleus, or
1
opening remains forming a non-nucleate chamber communicating with

t bmutleate cell. From a large number of measurements made upon cells as
tbovc described

the growth of thew» Having an excess of nuclear material is greater than the average growth ofmrm
tbcnor

Mrmal —C. F. HOTTES.

IkXT?- ^'u "^'r'^'"^
'^' ^^'^ ™P°^*^"t insects and fungous enemies

^ coffee plant m the Island of Java. The following are nnt.d W. f.. ..r...
*"«• .^ sort ot stigm

'***s the lower sirlf

to

The following are noted here for refer-

^entatoma plebeja, which

The author was unable

V^O- ml^uT '^"' ''^ ^'^ P^^"^ ^^^ '- I--tures on the leaves

ibed. tin.!'
the punctures are described in detail. Of the<fescribed

UicHiand^ b, Cher p7 i.;;^™f
?'"'

'°", '"'= ™^' '""^^ '' »"- -~"-

<^ C«w-
'"'""" ^™"' ""* '^^""P"" '"HAola Berk &

*«*«' «^ew Z™":""'
«'"»«'«"-'»^«<. rosea, and A„L„ia seio.a are

*«""«
. -rUc anrilf

""'"^ °" .*' ="*'^' of 'he leaves in secretions ot

" • »T:r;/.ilf,r^^:*^'' ^" ZeU. Moscow
ZlMMEKltA:

"u^SL^^^^^^^^^^^^ !" Ph^-logische Waarnemingenover
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certain causes an injury termed "spiderweb disease.*' A number of other funW

many of them new, are described on the stems, roots, and fruit of the plant. Those

on the fruit are mostly saprophytic molds. The last part of the report contains

some observations on sterility of coffee flowers, variation in the fruit, poh'em-

brj^ony and the influence of light, and injuries due to nematodes,—H. Ha:::i-

BRING.

FLXJENCE of chloral hydrate upon nuclear and cell division is described

in a recent paper by Nemec.^^ It is possible that very weak solutions may sti^"

late division, but more concentrated solutions cause various disturbances. Some

stages in mitosis are more readily and more profoundly influenced than others.

The phragmoplast is most resistant. The stages of metakinesis are much iesi

resistant, and the equatorial plate stages and stages in the formation of the spindle

are the most sensitive of all. Root tips which have been treated for an hour in

0-75 per cent, chloral hydrate show a degeneration of the spindle fibers and ar.

interruption of mitosis. If the solution be washed out and normal conditiL.^

restored, mitosis proceeds in the usual manner, but the interrupted mitoses §vt

rise to cells with several nuclei, or an irregular nucleus and incomplete walls mar

be formed. In binucleate cells ^the nuclei may fuse, and the nucleus resulting

from such a fusion has double the usual number of chromosomes. In cells in

which the two nuclei do not fuse, two mitoses may occur simultaneously. Cells

ijvithout nuclei may be formed. Mitoses with double the number of chromosoma

gradually disappear from the root tip and apparently a reduction in the number

of chromosomes takes place. There was no conclusive eindence that chloral

hydrate causes amitosis. Figures which might be mistaken for amitosis nit

tw

—Charles
J. Chamberlain.

Non-sexual nuclear fusions is the title of a series of short papers by

Nemec.35 Much of the material was obtained by treating root tips of seedling?

of Pisam sativum with a 0.75 per cent, solution of chloral hydrate. Tips J

So""" long were placed about 2^^ deep in the solution and allowed to remaJii

for an hour. They were then washed in water, material being fixed at inten-als.

:Material fixed immediately after removal from the chloral solution shows numerous

binucleate cells besides other abnormalities. After an hour's washing m ^atcr

normal mitosis and abnormalities become less numerous, and after about twen^'

eight hours' washing the processes are practically normal. The nuclei

binucleate cells fuse and some stages in the fusion might be mistaken for amit^

No amitosis, however, was obsen^ed. When a nucleus which has resulte

^^
fusion divides, it shows double the number of chromosomes ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^r^
sporoph}tic cells. Nemec believes that the double number is not mam

Nemec
Id-

teilung. yarhb. Wiss. Bot. 39: 645-730. figs. 157^ 1904-
, ^^

35 Nemec, B.,UeberungeschlechtlicheKernverschmelzungen.
Sitz.

Bohm. Gesells. Wiss. I, 1902; 11, July 1903; III, Nov. 1903.
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but soon becomes reduced. The fusions resemble sexual fusions in the behavior

of the chromatin. The nuclear fusion and the reduction may be regarded as

automatically regulated phenomena. Reduction may sometimes be an atavistic

character; it is a result of fusion rather than a preparation for it. Morphologically

the most important character of fertilization lies not in nuclear fusion but in cell

fu''-'-n. When the conditions for cell fusion are present the other phenomena
funder certain conditions) follow necessarily as automatically regulated pro-

>. J
r

TuE KXTANT theories .of causality in leaf arrangement have been critically

disoi-- (1 in detail by Winkler-^^ in two parts of a paper on this subject, of

which we are promised a continuation in a third part. The author brings for-

-arJ evidence from various plants that the mechanical theory of Schwendener
suiBce There

appear to be many cases in which the primordia are not constant in size at the

^lort, many in which contact or absence of contact between different primordia
plays no controlling role in development, and also many in which pressure of older
parts has no influence. The various theories of teleological nature, such as the

mon one which attributes leaf arrangement to the need of having these organs
ao plu.cd as to give best access of air and light, are discussed rather more fully
than would seem necessary for intelligent readers. It is to be hoped that such
theories may at length be accorded a decent burial and then allowed to rest.

The COnstnirtlVA i^OT-f ^f 4-1.; *.. , -1 . .i r^ r

ment

ones.
term

protoplasmic conditions (probably purely physical) of which we know absolute!)
nothing at nr^c^r,*. «„ ^ .1 . .1 . ™. - . . . .

organs

paper

formation

which

series of factors of different kinds, concerning the nature and influence of

B. E. Livingston.

vilue

IK

HINGLE37 has just published the results of his study of the date palm, and

fcr'thTu"-^^*^'^^
"°^ °"^^ ^^ demonstrating the possibilities of a valuable crop

lural poinr^^
^^"^^^^ ^" regions otherwise apparently hopeless from an agricul-

wm view, but also from their much larger practical bearing upon the

ite
jj^" ./"^'^^'Sations. The following statement is vigorous, but who will

and th r
^^^^^^ '^^ '^ ^^ exaggeration to state that the life history- requirc-

—
bette \

"^^ *^^ P^^^'^'' *° ^^sist unfavorable environmental conditions

•od a1"ae
^ "^^" ^^^ ™^"^ microscopic lower plants, such as bacteria, fungi,

^_^'en for species having no economic ir

^Ms-Bot »6 ' ^ "tersuchungen zur Theorie der Blattstellungen. I. Jalirb.

^' '55. pis 02 -D
P^'"^ ^^^ ^^^ utilization in the southwestern states,

- •
Bur. PL Industr}^ U, S. Dcpt, Agric, Bulletin 53., April 28. 1904.

are

iportanc
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important crop plants whose culture provides employment for tens of millions,

and whose products constitute the daily food of hundreds of millions of human

beings. Such a condition is discreditable alike to biological and to agricultural

science and should not longer continue."

In reference to the date palm the following conclusions are reached: It can

endure any degree of heat and any amount of dr>-ness in the air, and is even

favored by hot winds and by a rainless summer. The best sorts can mature onlv

in regions having a very long and very^ hot growing season. It can endure more

alkali in the soil than any other profitable crop plant, and can thrive on i.l

containing from 0.5 to i per cent, of alkali, even when irrigated with brackisli

water containing 0.43 per cent. (430 parts per 100,000) or more of injurious

alkali. It can withstand without injury accumulations of alkali at the surface of

the soil that would kill all other crop plants, even those considered to be vr^

resistant to alkah.—J. AI. C.

PoESiLD^s gives an account of the expedition to Disko Island in 1898. The

account includes observations on the geologj' and topography of the island,

incidental notes on the fauna, and detailed notes on the flora. In conclusion

he discusses the southern flora of the island, considering the questions of possible

relict endemism from a warmer epoch, and migration in postglacial times.

The upland vegetation consists of lichens and herbaceous plants with veiy

few shrubs. Under this categor}' are placed the windy plateaus, the sheltered

terraces of the trap, the gravelly bottoms and deltas, and the raised sea

'

The Calluna heath is found on the talus and gradual slopes of the trap, on large

hills poor in humus, or in depressions rich in water. The tundra is discussed

as a peculiar formation transitional between the moss-bog and the Calluna heath,

the transition to one or the other depending upon the water content of the soil.

Moss bogs are found where water stagnates and is sour, on gneiss, on uneven

basalt, and on undrained terraces, where the bog often goes above the Calluna-

In some cases the moss formation actually forms the climax type after the Cal-

luna, and in comparison is relatively unmixed in its species.

Halophytes occur along the sea strand. Cyperaceous meadows occur

along streams in ver}' flat and moist soil. Dwarf birches and willows are aku

occurrin? on a somewhat drier soil

bottoms.

onlv

latter.

former

As regards vegetation in the inland waters, lakes are poor in species,

^^
in individuals. Glacial streams contain no vegetation or at most only arich in individuals,

diatoms.

Hyd,
>nes, are ricn in aigc^w --iP^ '

gneiss and basalt is not m^
when flowering plants are considered. Mosses, on the other hand, deci

.

Fefer^he^ne or the other. Thus species of Andreaea, Sphagnum, and ^^v-

38 PoRsiLD, M. P., Bidrag til en Skildring af Vegetationen paa Oen Disto^^^

ligemed spredte topografiske og zoologiske lagttagelser. Meddel. om GrorUa
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cyphus never occur on basalt or tuff, while Drepanium, Thuidium abielintim^

BfQchytheciuin salebrosimi, and Potlia latijolia are characteristic basalt plants,

G. H. Jensen.

In a rather lengthy paper on embryonal substance, Noll-^^ discusses the
various theories which have been announced regarding the controlling force in

development, and presents some interesting observations on the protoplasm of
the growing tip in Bryopsis, together with his interpretation of the latter. The

determined

The

extending into the tip region as well as elsewhere; nevertheless the protoplasm
of the apical portion is verj' different from that below. While the non-growing
portions have only the usual thin protoplasmic layer lining the wall, that of the
growing tip occupies the whole lumen. Also in the tip there are no chloroplasts,
and the protoplasm is much more dense than elsewhere, while the nuclei are
more numerous. Since the currents of cyclosis are constantly carr}ing new sub-
stance into the tip and out again, there is a constant transformation of protoplasm
at the limit of the denser region from somatic to meristematic and vice versa.
At this limit the entering substance becomes more dense and the chloroplasts
are left behind in apparently somewhat the same way as lighter bodies float
upon water. Noll suggests that the increase in density may be due to loss of
water from the entering protoplasm. (It occurs to the reviewer that it may be
due to mcipient coagulation of the colloidal bodies.)

On account of this constant interchange between apical and more basal
portions, It is impossible to suppose here that the meristematic protoplasm in

former region is fundamentally different from the somatic. The author

Hautschicht
1 .

I ,
^^^^"^-^'^^ JO Lijw KJLiLj H*^^ ^ '-'JL lilt, living ouuoLaiic^

in th-

'\'^^"^*'*"^^^' ^^ t^^ tiP' and does not take part in the cyclosis, it must be

IlaZcr]
^^^ ^''"^''.''^^'"^ ^'^^t^^ o^ g™^'th is located. Thus he looks upon the

AM sc IK It of the tip as the only true embr}^onal substance here, and it does

KTowtTd'"
""*^'^''. '^^'^'efore, he points out that in Br>'opsis the factor producing

^0^
does not lie in nuclei. The objection to this conclusion lies in the fact

inat we rannr>t k.. .1 . . _

Haut-
schirl (• V,

• •

•j^iiiv. iKjiiu ui cyciubis uoes not occur ui iiic xiuui-
»' t at It IS not observed does not prove its absence.—B.E. Livingstox.

ox^KiiATOGEXT:sis in Marchantia

SCHOTTLAND
rm

POssihl t \ •

— ***--^ii^^n, uui uic inure criiicai meinous nave iiiiiuc n

During t{j^ \^
out important features which have hitherto been overlooked.

^be numl
^^^ ^^^'*5ions in the young antheridium no nucleolus is demonstrated;

SCHOTTLANDER has akcady shown

^»oI. Centralbl
' ^^"^^^^^^^"g^n und Betrachtungen uber embryonale Substanz

297^321-337,401-427. 1903

Ccntralbl jk f\ \
^P^^inatogenesis von Marchantia polymorpha. Beih. Bot.

5:05-88. pi, J. ic)03.
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ceased,

Schottlander's statement that centrosomes are present during the diaster and

dispirera stages in young antheridia is also confirmed. Centrosomes were found

throughout the spermatogenous divisions, during which they perform the ordi-

nary functions of centrosomes. They do not persist throughout the life b''-*"7

of the cell, but appear at the beginning of each mitosis and disappear by the time

the dispirem stage is reached.

the centrosomc reappears, functioning not as a centrosome but as a blepharoplil

giving rise to the cilia. Ikeno interprets as genuine centrosomes the blepharo-

plasts of various pteridoph}1:e5 and of the cycads and Ginkgo.

According to current accounts, the spermatogenous tissue, at the close of i^'

spermatogenous divisions, consists of approximately cubical sperm mother-cells,

each of which gives rise to a single spermatozoid. The present investigation

shows that there is still another nuclear division in a diagonal plane and not

followed by the formation of a cell wall, so that each sperm mother-cell gives

rise to two spermatozoids. This is true not only for Marchantia, but probably

for other liverworts also. At this diagonal division, the centrosomes, after func-

tioning as centrosomes, do not disappear, but persist and function as blcpharo-

plasts. The blepharoplast elongates, and its body comes into close contact
^•'''

the inner surface of the spermatid cell, so that it appears like a thickening of the

Hautschicht. From this elopo'^+prl f-pn+T-r^c/^mo r>T KioT^Tinmrvlnst mirip the tfl'o

ciha.

Shortly after the diagonal division a peculiar spherical body, staining some-

what like the centrosome, appears in each spermatid mother-cell, but is readQy

distinguished from the centrosome by its larger size and its position. It is
^

distingu From the resem

diflSK)"

body

blance to the chromatoid body of some animals, the same name is suggested for

this body. Occasionally each of the cells resuhing from the diagonal

divides. Such a division is accompanied by a division of the chromat

and of the centrosome. Thus four spermatozoids would be formed from what

is usually denominated a sperm mother-cell. However, only two spermatozoids

mature, the supernumerary ones being used for nutrition. This homolog)' oi

the centrosome is fully discussed.—C. J. Chamberl.\in.

Problems concerning water absorption by epiphytic
BromeliaceK

Mez
ersed a few years ago by Schimper. He agrees with Schimper in most parti

saklars, but is at variance with him regarding the behavior of the individual si»

during water absorption. Schimper claimed that the four central and em^

cells of the shield part of the scale are filled with air when the surface of the F^
IS dr>', and that the air is replaced by water when the surface is wet. M»

^
;™^emical tests, as well as by direct observation, finds that the canti

. Carl, Physiologische Bromhaceen-Studien. L Die Wasser-Oe on
^

cler extrematmosphasrischen Tillandsien. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 40: 'S7'''9-
«'
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the four cells are always free from air, so that when dry conditions prevail they

are in a state of complete collapse. The much thickened upper surface of the

shield part, or Deckel, is the active part concerned in absorption of water from

the capillar)' spaces beneath the scale. It is composed of a mesh of cellulose

containing large deposits of pectin. A layer of pure cellulose covers all. When
wet, this Deckel absorbs water rapidly, and being resisted beneath by the

q)iderniis, as well as on the sides by the cellulose wing of the scale, the only

dirertion in which swelling can take place is upwards. As a consequence, the

DecM becomes convex, the cone-like processes on its under side straighten out

aad become more obtuse, with the result that the collapsed walls of the four cells

separate, causing cavities into which w^ater is drawn through thin areas in their

outer walls, in response to the negative pressure. Water is thus absorbed till

the scale is distended to its Jjreatest extent, and the four central cells are filled

with water. Mez has calculated the amount thus drawn into one scale in Til-

hndsia slreptocarpa, and found it to be approximately 0.000464"^'""" or 1.451"

for a given entire plant having 1,880,000 scales. The shield, or central region

of the scale, lies in connection with a row of 1-4 living cells, which in part form
th_ -.;Jk of the scale. The uppermost of these is larger than the others and borders

directly on the four water-filled cells. The transverse walls of this cell are cuti-

cularized except in certain small areas. The water contained in the four cells

adjacent above is drawn through these areas into the cell by osmotic action due
to the presence of sugar in the cell sap.

1 he water is passed on through the series of stalk cells, w^hose cross walls
have uncuticularized areas, till the mesophyll is reached. This continues till

Zf
^*ater in the capillary spaces outside is exhausted, or until the plant is supplied.

The water remaining in the four central shield cells is not available to the plant,

M the tension of the scale overbalances the absorptive power due to osmosis.
IS water must pass off by evaporation from the surface of the scale. It will

seen that the scale acts hke a suction pump in drawing water into the cells,

J
nee It may be absorbed into the plant by the usual process of osmosis.—F. H.

Sydow
^^^

Items of taxoxomic ixterest are as follows: H. and P. ^x..v.., ,

Btfaki.vu^?r
^^^'^' ^904), among descriptions of many new species of fungi,

and Maiirodothis as new genera of Dothi-
«stablish

Can
^^^' ^' ^^^^^^^ (Ottaw^a Nat. 18:37-39. 1904) in a second paper on

^^^

ac lan Antennarias describes five new species.—T. S. Brandegee (Zoe 5 : 179^
•

J904)^

has described new Mexican species of Thelypodium (2), Sperma-

JX/h f"^'
^"'^' ^^^t'll"^' ^"^ Krj^nitzkia.

Eupato^-
'^"^ ^^^^' ^P^c^es of Cerastium (3), Arenaria, Dalea, Xama, and

«^
^^"m (2) from Mexico.—Katharine Br.axdegee {ihid. 189-194), among

^lammiu'
^^^^^ °" Cactaceae, has described new species

"a (2).—L. Diets anH P Por-r^r-T f-Q^nA^^i^- Tj^f Tahrb
n er the title "Fragmenta Phytographiae Australiae occidentalis," present
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a list of the plants through Proteaccae, with critical notes, including descriptions

of new species and the following new genera : Dielsia Gilg (Restionaceae) and
Hyd

57

Kenneth K. Mackenzie (Torreya4:56-

species

SuMSTiNE {ibid. 59) has described a new species of Hydnum from Pennsylvania

-

Charles H. Peck (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 31:177-182. 1904) has published 16

new species of fleshy fungi.—A .W. Evans {ibid. 183-226. pis. 8-12. 1904I >

his fourth paper on the Hepaticae of Puerto Rico, has described Cyclokjnim a
a new genus containing four species.—H. Christ (Bull. Herb. Boiss. II. 4:393-

400. pi. I. 1904) has described a new genus {Loxsomopsis) of Filicales (Loxso-

maceae) from Costa Rica.—G. Lindau {ibid. 401-418), in his third and dosing

paper on American Acanthaceae, has described Juruasia as a new genus.-L

Giesenhagen (Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:191-196. pi. 13. 1904) bi

described a new genus {Sorica) of Ascomycetes found attacking the sori of fems.-

F. Heydrich {ibid. 196-199) has described a new genus {Stereophyllum] of

Corallinaceae. Aven Nelson (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 31: 239-247. 1904)1145

separated a new genus {Chondrophylla) from Gentiana and described new

species in Eriogonum (2), Linum, Anogra, Pachylophus, Lavauxia, Gentiana,

Hedeoma, Castilleja, and Symphoricarpos.—N. L. Britton (Torreya 4: ()i-
^'^^

has described a new Scirpus from Colorado.—Fr. Bubak (Hedwigia 43: iQS'iP^-

1904) has described a new genus {Lentodiopsis) of Agaricaceae from Bohemia-

—W. R. :VIaxon (Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. 27: 741-744. 1904) has described two

new species of Polypodium from Jamaica.—E. Rosenstock (Hedwigia 43:

0-238. 1904) has begun a series of papers on the pteridophjtes of southeni

Brazil.—P. Hennings {idem 242-273. pi. 4), in his second paper on Ule's col-

lection of fungi from the Amazon region, has described Hypoxyltftt^

(Dothideaceae), Parmidariella and Uleopeltis (Hysteriaceae), and Rehmimjca

(Bulgariaceae) as new genera.—F. voN Hohnel {idem 295-299) has described a

new genus {Atractina) of Hyphomycetes.—W. A. Murrill (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club

3^= 325-348. 1904), in his seventh paper on the Polyporaceae of North ArafW*-

presents Hexagona (17 spp., 8 new), Grifola (6 spp., i new), Romellia (naff genus,

Coltricia (6 spp., I new), and CoUriciella (new genus)—O. F. Cook (/ifW 349-ji--

in a discussion of the nomenclature of the royal palms, has described a new go*

{Plectis) from Guatemala.—G. E. Osterhout {idem 357-358) has descnbed ne*

species of Arabis and Aulospermum from Colorado.-H. Sydow (Ann^M}^»-

2: 244. 1904) has described a new genus {Rickiella) of Ascomycetes. i
'^

Hohnel {idetn 273-275) has described the new genera Kordyanelh (Hy^c^^

mycetes) and Debaryella (Hypocreaceae).—Theo. Holm (Am. Jour. Sci. 1
-^^^

12-22. 1904), in a report upon a collection of Canadian (British ColUm

Cyperaceae, has described a new Scirpus.—J. M. C.



NEWS.

DrRixG THE T^KCFNT MEETING of the British Association at Cambridge, th

university conferred its doctorate of science on Professor Adolf Engler and

Sir W. T. TilISELTON-T)YER.

Professor Juuus Wiesner and Dr. Leopold Portheim, of Vienna,

rpcrntly visited the University of Chicago on their way to the Yellowstone National

Park; the former to study the light relations of plants, the latter the algae of the

hot waters.

^TnE DAILY PAPERS announce the death of Dr. Rudolph A. Philtppt, the

tminent German botanist, who has for more than half a centurj^ devoted his

^'^es to the development of scientific work in Chile, especially in connection
with the museum at Santiago.

^
M. A. Chrysler, of the University of Toronto, and later Fellow in the

Iniversity of Chicago, has been appointed senior assistant in the Department of

'botany of Harvard University. For the past summer he has been conducting
^ological field-work for the Marjdand Biological Survey.

The PRELnnxARY program of the eighth international geographic congress,
wwdi convened in Washington, September 7-10, contained an announcement
^asection for biogeography. In addition to papers by American plant geogra-
W, announcement was made of papers by Professor Flahault, of Montpellier,
AJr. Drtoe, of Dresden, and M. Christen, of Bern.

the dJ
^"^ ^^"^^^^R CONVOCATION (September 2) of the University of Chicago

of tht^'^-^^
^^'^' ^^^^ c^^iiferred upon three candidates in botany. The, names

recipients and the subjects of the theses are as follows: W. J. G. Land,

_

morphological study of Thuja;" W. B. :iIcCALLUM, "Regeneration and
•«»nty ,n plants;" R. B. Wylie, "The morphology of Elodea canadensis."

•"M ena^

'-^^tallation of Lanston monotype machines in the University Press

y,p ^^^
^ publishers to make notable improvements in the typography of

of n..,
^? ^'ol"me of the Botaxical Gazette, to which we direct the attention

ft our subscribers. Tt xvlll .1.. u. „...•_.. .,.' _ . . .. _•_„:..-„„ t,„.

formcri
y

positio

lower than

J

^^*cUceae V ^^^^ American Crassulaceae, have undertaken a study of the

*"^*1 and
^'

if
°^^ ^^'*^ ^^^^ considerable time in field work, especially in

''^
will kTk

^e-'^ico, where the Cacti are in inextricable confusion.
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tions of living plants from which the descriptions will be drawn. Living material

is desired from all parts of the southwest, and the National Museum will gladly

furnish means for sending material to Washington.

During his \^sit to the United States, Professor Hugo DeVries has delived

courses of lectures at the University of California and at the University of Chicago.

These lectures are to be published at once, and will bring to American readen a

compact and clear exposition of the mutation theory and the experiments upon

which it is based. At the University of Chicago, on September 2, Profc;:;:

DeVries delivered the convocation address, his subject being "Evidence of

evolution," and also received the honorar)- degree of LL.D. He is also to take

part in the International Congress of Arts and Sciences at St. Louis, Septemher

19-25.

The private herbarium of Dr. John K. Small consisting of 21,900 sheets,

fully representing his collections in the southern United States, has lately \m
acquired by the Field Columbian ]\Iuseum. The herbarium also contains several

good series by other collectors, notably Robert Brown's Australian planLs

Career's Florida plants; Heller's Virginia, North Carolina, and Pennsylvania

plants; Kearney's Kentucky and Tennessee plants; Lewton, Berg, i»i

Reynold's Florida plants; Orcutt's Lower CaHfornia plants; Porter's Penn-

sylvania plants; Small and Heller's Pennsylvania, Tennessee, North Carolina,

and Virginia plants; and Wilkinson's Mexican olants.
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THE RELATIONSHIPS OF SEXUAL ORGANS IN PLANTS.

CONTRIRUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXIII.

Bradley Moore Davis.

Tins paper will attempt a classification of the sexual organs of

plants based upon certain evolutionary principles and involving

phylogcnctic relationships in so far as these are understood. With
the classification is presented a terminology new in certain respects

and restricting some older names to a more precise significance. The
establishment of a terminology is of course a matter of usage. The
present

o
new set of terms, but rather as a means of making plain the funda-

*"-ntal characters of the classification. But there are some features

^ ich if adopted would lead to much greater clearness of expression.

Almost all of the sexual organs of plants fall into one of three

8J"^ups, quite distinct from one another, each marked by fundamental
<: aractcrs so well defined that one form cannot pass into the other

!!!!^I
^^^'""^Sh great changes of structure and behavior. The only

organs whose positions do not seem to be clear in this classifi-

^tjon arc the complex multicellular structures of the lichens and the

^^aboulbcniaceae. The conditions in these interesting forms are

nud^^^^^^"^'
and much more must be known of their ceU and

PU
^^'^^^'^^^^"^^ ^nd developmental history before we can hope to

*<^c them in relation to other forms. The three great groups of

^^ualorgans in plants are:

sexual

wi

^^^icelhilar Rtruriuv^o ^^..^i^p
These

«ans "^ay be called collectively gametocysts or, when sexually dif-

241
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ferentiated, the male becomes the spermatocyst and the female the

oocyst. They are restricted to the thallophytes and are generally

characteristic of the algae, but are not the only types of sexual organs

found in this assemblage.

II. Multicellular structures developing uninucleate gametes —

These organs comprise the antheridia and archcgonia of the br)'o-

phytes and pteridophytes, which have probably been derived from a

multicellular structure whose gametes were sexually undifferentiated

(isogamous), which structure would be included under the more

general term gametangium. In a harmonious terminolog}' baa'd

upon the gametangium the male organ might be called a sper,,..

tangium and the female an oangiiim. Gametangia are represented

among the thallophytes by the so-called plurilocular sporangia.

Spermatangia (antheridia) are found in the Charales and Dictyota.

III. Multinucleate sexual cells or coenogametes

.

—These rcmarK-

able sexual organs, named by the author "coenogametes" (Davts

'go, p. 307), are most typically illustrated in the Mucorales and

Gymnoascales, but are also found in a somewhat modified form m

the Saprolegniales, Peronosporales, and certain Ascomycetes. Coeno-

gametes are morphologically either gametocysts that have become

changed directly into gametes, or they are restricted portions of sue

cells.

These types of sexual organs will be considered in order, ^\^t

brief summarized list at the end of the paper.

I. GAMETOCYSTS, SPERMATOCYSTS, AND OOCYSTS.

The terminology which we shall use for the simplest sexual organs

of plants {unicellular structures developing uninucleate ^^"'''^\^

based upon suggestions of Vuillemin ('02) presented for the puip*

of clearly separating tliis group from the multiceUular rcpro ^u^^^^

organs characteristic of plants above the thallophytes.

lular sexual organ is well known to have had its ongin ro

^ ^^
ductive cell which produced asexual spores, and such may

_^^^^^^

'porocyst The list of unice

of the beter

reproductive organs leading to the high sexual conditions
^^^^^ ^

ogamous algae, such as Volvox, Oedogonium,

Cyclosporeae, and the Rhodophyceae, is then as follows:
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Sporocyst, a unicellular structure producing asexual spores.

Zoosporocyst, a unicellular structure producing zoospores.

uninucleate

'rm

Oocyst, a unicellular structure producing eggs.

The terms sporangium, gametangium, antheridium, and oogonium,

which have been applied to the above structures and to others as well,

have been reserved for more precise usage, as will appear later in the

paper.

It should be noted especially that this hst includes the sexual

organs of almost all of the groups of algae, forms which illustrate

the usual course of sexual evolution. The principal stages and steps

in the origin and evolution of sex are fairly well understood. The
writer has recently described them (Davis '01, '03a) and will not

Jake up the matter further than to emphasize some facts which have

importanl bearings on the subject of thispaper.
The gametocyst came into existence with the origin of sex, and was

enved from a zoosporocyst whose zoospores became physiologically

sexual. Sex has probably arisen a great many times in the plant

kingdom, since it is fundamentally only a physiological condition,

ut so far as we know the origin has always been the same, namely
through the conjugation of motile cells.

^Vith the gametocyst established, there is sure to follow a tendency

'0 differentiate the structure according as the sexual cells assume
more and more the characters of sperms and eggs. The differentia-

lon of sex is well known to be one of the results of plant evolution

ch has appeared in a number of divergent hnes of ascent entirely

"*< ependently of one another. The eggs and sperms of widely

^paratcd phyla in the algae, as for example those ending in Volvox,

^
auchena,

Coleochacte, and Fucus, can only be related through their

^"f^n from the undifferentiated gametes or zoospores of a distant

^*^e^try. So the mother-cells, oocysts, and spermatocysts of these

^jj^^V^^'^^^^nts are related in the divergent lines among the algae

y through an ancestry from the undifferentiated gametocyst or

Pf^genitor the sporocyst.

ties f"^
^^^ ^^"^^ral groups of algae which offer interesting peculiari-

tous^c
^''^"''^^^^ ^^^^ demand special explanations. In the filamen-

onjugales we have the union of gametes while still contained
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within the cellulose walls of the gametocysts. This is far from a

simple sexual condition, and it is a great mistake to present these

types as illustrations of primitive sexuality. It is possible that the

Conjugalcs have come by way of the unicellular forms related to the

VolvocaceaCj w^hose cells adopting quiescent habits gave rise to the

desmidsj through which the filamentous Zygnemaceae and I\L^v.ar-

paceae may have been derived. In many of the desmids thegamctci

escape from the gametocysts to fuse as naked masses of protoplasm.

The retention in the Zygnemaceae and Mesocarpaceae of these

gamete protoplasts within the gametocyst, and the consequent fusion

of sexual cells surrounded by a cellulose wall is a peculiarity identical

in this respect with the fusion of coenogametes in the Mucorales,

PeronosporaleS; and lower Ascomycetes, and is evidence of a highly

specialized sexual condition.

In the Rhodophyceae the spermatocysts have the peculiarity of

producing each a single non-motile sperm, and the oocyst (carpogo-

nium) develops a long filamentous receptive outgrowth, the trichog}'ne,

surrounded by the cell wall, wdth which the sperm fuses. There is

here, therefore, as in the filamentous Conjugales described above, the

fusion of gamete protoplasts while still surrounded by their respedne

cell walls. Eliminating this pecuHarity and the production of non-

motile sperms, the sexual organs of the red algae appear to be sirai ar

to those of Coleochacte. There are some possibilities,
hoover.

problem

Rhodoph}

tions in the Laboulbeniaceae and lichens. I refer to the presence o

trichogyne nucleus in Batrachospermum reported by myseli, an

binucleate sperms described by Schmidle ('99). We may

and in other red algae peculiarities with direct relationships to t e l..^

fungal groups mentioned above. , 1^

'X<1,„ r>i 1 , - f ^^viz-li'tmrx;. The It

The Charales present extraordinary conditions.
compR*

organ is apparently an oocyst, surrounded, however, by a

^^
envelope of investing filaments ; while the male organ is nui ic

^^^^

and consequently is not a spermatocyst, but falls withm
^^

group of sexual organs, although it can hardly be suppof^
^^ ^^

genetic relation to these. The spermatangium (antheridium

Charales is certainly one of the puzzles of plant morpholog}'-
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The male organs of some other algae, as Oedogonium, are groups

of closely related cells which constitute a simple tissue, and similar

conditions are also found in the Rhodophyceae, but all of these

structures are really clusters of spermatocysts, and can scarcely be

considered differentiated organs of the plants, even though they

sometimes have very definite form. Nevertheless, the structures

frequently are so constant as to have taxonomic value, and conse-

quently probably always will be called antheridia in the works which

deal \^-ith such matters.

The sexual organs of Dictyota present conditions that make their

classification difficult. The cells producing male elements become
divided (see figures of Williams '04) into a very large number of

compartments, each of which develops a solitary sperm. This struc-

ture seems to be the same as that of the so-called plurilocular sporangia
of the Phaeophyceae, in which case the male organs cannot be called

sporocysts, but are true spermatangia (antheridia). The eggs, how-
ever, are formed singly in the mother-cells, which are therefore

ooc)'^ts. The significance of these mixed characters in the group is

not clear. Either the spermatangia (antheridia) are derived from

spermatocysts that have adopted the peculiar methods of extensive

ecu division characterizing plurilocular sporangia, or the oocysts

stand as the final stage in a remarkable reduction and final suppres-
sion of such activities in an ancestral multicellular female organ
(oangium).

The desirabihty of some system and uniformity in the nomencla-
ure of a group of reproductive organs which are clearly homologous
as are the sporocyst, gametocyst, spermatocyst, and oocyst) lies of

--^rse m the greater clearness and simplicity of the conception and
expression of these relationships. The adoption of a new termi-

^^&- for these structures will depend upon how strongly botanists

y feel the need of these changes. Such old names as sporangium,

^"^t-'tangium, antheridium, oogonium, and ascogonium would be

^estncted to a narrower apphcation, but, as we shall presently explain,

^y need not be entirely discarded.

^ ^ will be asked what are the particular advantages of the set of

^

°^es proposed (sporocyst, gametocyst, spermatocyst, and oocyst)
"'^r older terms, and' why have not the latter been retained and new
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names proposed for the other great class of sexual organs, the multi-

cellular structures ? The principal reason for the present suggestion

is the desirability of naming unicellular structures in a manner indica-

tive of their morphology. A better set of names would have been

sporocyte, gametocyte, spermatocyte, and oocyte, but the last two

terms have a special and precise significance in zoology. There is

no evidence of exact correspondence between the events of spermato-

genesis and oogenesis in animals and plants, but on the contran-

many reasons for beheving that the processes have not only had an

independent origin, but have developed along quite different lines.

This subject cannot be treated at this time, but for these reasons we

have avoided the term spermatocyte and oocyte, and instead have

made use of Vuillemin's susrsrest ons.

ir. GAMETANGIA, SPERMATANGIA, AND OANGIA.

The second group of sexual organs comprises muUicelMar struc-

tures which develop uninucleate gametes. The fully differentiated

organs are best illustrated by the antheridia and archegonia of the

bryophytes and pteridophytes, but these heterogamous conditions

must have arisen from a simpler type of gametangium, and this must

be sought among the thallophytes. The writer (Davis '03) has

from a type of structure something

and
like that of the plurilocular sporangium of the Phaeophyceae ar

fruiting

Stigeoclonium tenue irregulare, and the conditions sometimes

in Draparnaldia and Chaetophora.

found

will be difficult to displace such firmly established names

^
terminolo

with sporangium and gametangium as a basis which is as con.^is

and harmonious as that proposed for the first group of organs,

would be as follows:

Sporangium, a multicellular organ producing asexual spores.

Zoosporangium, a multicellular organ producing zoospores.

Gametangium, a multicellular organ producing uninucleate game
^^

Spermatangium (antheridium), a multicellular organ P^^^"^^"^
^y^^j^Li---^'

Oangium (archegonium), a multicellular organ producing eggs (

'02).
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The origin of the sexual organs of the bryophytes and pterido-

phytes is necessarily a matter of speculation, but the relation that

they bear to one another and the type of structure which they repre-

sent are much more clearly understood than formerly. These gamc-

tangia are essentially cellular capsules composed of an outer layer

of sterile cells which encloses a central mass of gametogenous tissue.

The development of the antheridium and archegonium generally

starts from a superficial cell, which by various divisions differentiates

a single terminal cell or a group of terminal cells that become the

growing points of the structure, building it up from above. Thus the

antheridium and archegonium are from the beerinnine: and at all^xx^.^xx.^

limes tissues of a definite form whose cooperating cells establish the

organ. They are not structures of the same class as certain assem-
blages of independent gametocysts whose cells are massed into definite

form, as for example many so-called antheridia of the red algae.

^

It seems to be perfectly clear now that the central region of cells

within the capsule wall of both antheridium and archegonium are

Phylogenetically gametogenous tissues and are homologous; or,

expressed concretely, that the canal cells of the archegonium are

gamete mother- cells which together with the

fertile egg cell are homologous with the sperm mother-cells. This

which has been held tentatively by many botanists for a long
view,

»ime, is supported especially by observations by Hy and Treub,
and the recent studies of Holferty and Lyon. Goebel ('02) in
an important paper has discussed the homologies of the sexual organs

"
"f^.^?'^^^

^^^ Pteridophytes, recognizing that the suppression of

|f
ivision and a process of sterihzation were largely responsible for

e peculiarities of the female. He also clearly showed the difficulties

the
theory

archegonium and oogonium of the Charales.

ai n

^'^^' ^* ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ various species of mosses present occa-
^lonaUy the transformation of archegonia into antheridia, a phenomc-

apparently frequent in Atrichum unduhtum. Treub's {^^6,

ffeat^°'~-°^^
obser\'ations on Lycopodi

nudT ^^.^^^^^nce. He found that the canal cells may contain two

lon^
>' T^

^^ H^"^^^ an archegonium in which a canal cell is divided

^ "^'f^ally so that the axial row is double at that point. A dia-
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gram which the author introduced to illustrate a theoretical sta^c

in the evolution of the archegonium (Davis '03 c, p. 491, jig. 21, r)

unwittingly almost duplicated this figure (Treub '86, pL 21, fig. g\

to which his attention was called after the publication of this paper.

Treub also noted the transformation of archegonia into antheridia

and archegonia whose tips remained closed and became abnormally

swollen. Recently Holferty ('04) has determined for Mnium that

the series of canal cells is sometimes a double row for a greater or less

distance instead of the single line usually present, that the egg and

ventral canal cell are usually of nearly equal size, and that occasionally

organs are found with mixed antheridial and archi ^
as when portions of an evident axial row break up into sperm mother-

cells. A number of observers have reported abnormalities among

the mosses, such as archegonia with two eggs, with two venters, or

with enlargements of the neck regions. These conditions all appear

to justify entirely the conclusions of the previous paragraph.

Especially interesting are some illustrations of unusual conditions

in the pteridophytes brought together by Miss Lyon ('04)- There

are the two canal cells that normally lie side by side above the ventral

canal cell of Equisetum, a condition also found in Isoetes. Two

effsfs are occasinnallv nrpQPnt Jr. fV.P ^rrViPfronnim of Selamella apus
t

and a pair of eggs, one above the other with two canal cells between,

have been observed in Adiantum cuneatim. The most remarkable

c tissue.

conditions, however, are those found in Lycopodium compJanamn,

whose deeply imbedded archegonia have sometimes as many as four-

teen to sixteen cells in an axial row, over half of which, and some^

times the egg cell itself, are binucleate. Thus the observations

Treub ('86) on Lycopodium Phlegmaria are substantiated, and it is

hkely that others of the Lycopodiaceae have archegonia of a genera^

ized type, with large- amounts of potential ganietogenous
'•^"

They present conditions that may be expected in any primi"^'^^^"^

of bryophytes or pteridophytes. For male organs Miss Lvo>
^

tributes a new fact in finding submerged antheridia in i)'^".

annotinum.

The evolutionary tendencies of antheridia and archegonia»

their most generaUzed conditions among the br}^ophytes, are exi^^^^^^

in the direction of numerical reduction of the number of ga
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mother-cells and the amount of sterile tissue developed. These

tendencies are plainly shown in comparisons of the sexual organs of

the ptcridophytes with those of the bryophytes. The antheridia of

the former group are all very much smaller than those of the latter;

the wall of the capsule contains relatively few cells and the amount
of spermatogenous tissue is very much reduced. Thus where thou-

sands of sperms are developed in each antheridium of the bryophytes,

there arc less than a hundred formed in most of the pteridophytes, and

sometimes very few (four in Isoetes). The archegonia of the ptcri-

dophytes have a smaller number of cells than those of the bryophytes.

The neck region is much shortened and the number of canal cells

hecomes reduced from a large number in the br}^ophytes to two or

three in some pteridophytes. Physiologically this reduction in the

number of gametes, together with the greater specialization of egg
and sperm, follows a history generally parallel with that in the thallo-

Phytes, and is what should be expected in any series of plants subject

to the conditions that lead to the high levels of sexual evolution.

Ihc histor}' of the antheridium and archegonium in the reduced

?ametophytes of seed-bearing plants is not well understood, but
this IS not the time to discuss such difhcult and highly special problems
as the homologies of the stalk and body cell of the pollen grain or the

^ apparatus and antipodals of the embryo sac. It is certain from

^ transitional conditions presented in the gymnosperms that the

spenn and egg nuclei of the spermatophytes are homologous with the
same gamete nuclei of the pteridophytes, and that they stand for

amhendia and archegonia which have lost most and in some cases all

I
^^^"le tissue characteristic of these organs as found in the

•^0-oph>ies and pteridophytes.

the
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ °"^^^ °^ ^^^ antheridium and archegonium,

^^
investigations of Holferty are strongly in support of the hypothe-

ml^^h!'"^^^^'
suggested by the author (Davis '03 c). This hypothesis

jy be briefly summarized as follows : Since the antheridium and

mo T"^^."^^
^^^ muhicellular structures from the beginning, and are

^^orphological units developing from well-defined growing points,

ori
^^^"^^ ^^^^ ^^^^ derived directly from the unicellular sexual

njy^^
^^^"^^tocysts) generally present in the thallophytes. They
ave arisen from a multicellular structure (gametangium),
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which was probably at the level of isogamy in its sexual evolution,

because the gametogenous tissues in the antheridium and archconium

structure

forming the surrounding capsule. The only multicellular reproduc-

tive organs of the thallophytes which offer any possible points of

relation seem to be the so-called plurilocular sporangia or gar"

tang'a of the Phaeosporeae, and similar structures in certain green

algae, Schizomcris, Stigeodonium tenue irregulare, and condition?

occasionally found in Draparnaldia and Chactophora. Such multi-

cellular reproductive organs of course must be regarded only as

^
representatives of a certain type of structure (sporangium or gam^

tangium), and not as direct ancestors of the sexual organs of bnt

phytes and pteridophytes. I have never associated the archcgonium

Miss
lead one to suppose.

These sporangia and gametangia of the brown and green algae

have the pecuharity that the original cells divide up into a great num-

ber of very small cells (loculi), each of which often develops but a single

zoospore or gamete. It is probable that the extensive cell dinsion

by which each zoospore or gamete is often given a separate compart-

ment in. the general structure is responsible for the origin of a mult

cellular reproductive organ (sporangium or gametangium) from some

type of unicellular structure (sporocyst or gametocyst). These spor-

angia and gametangia of the brown and green algae are known to be

modified branches, generally somewhat smaller than vegetative

branches. Should such gametangia be placed under environmental

conditions demanding protective coverings (as by a change from \vattf

to a land habitat), the first expression w^ould be the sterilization
of f^^

outer layer of cells to form a protective capsule around the mteno

gametogenous tissue. Such an advance would give the essential
stnii

ture of an antheridium and an archcgonium, and further spcciali
^.^^

need be only along the well-known lines of sexual ^'^^^^^^^^

by which one form of gametes would become somewhat modi ^*-

small sperms, and the other form, by loss of motility an<i .

^

^

^^^jT,

numerical reduction and consequent conservation of "^^^^"^^^
few gametes, would become large eggs. These matters na^^.

discussed in full in the author's paper on "The origin or
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gonium " (Davis '03 c) and the reader must be referred to that for

a detailed treatment of the subject.

Afiss Lyon ('04) has discussed the interesting problem of the rela-

tion of the sunken gametangia, characteristic of certain ptcridophytcs

(especially Lycopodium) and such Hverworts as Anthoceros and
Ancura, to the stalked archegonium and to my theory associating

these structures with plurilocular sporangia. She is incHned to derive

the sunken structure from an indeterminate region of gametogcnous
cells which later might develop into an emergence with the general

characters of a gametangium (plurilocular sporangium). This view
carries the origin of the archegonium still further back, and allows the

organ to develop through an emergent gametangium into the stalked

structure, or to remain partially or wholly imbedded in the tissues of
the ganictophytc. In the first group the archegonia would become
definite gametangia, comparable to plurilocular sporangia; while in
the second they would remain as less defined or indeterminate regions
of gametogcnous tissue. The chief difficulties in this view, in the
author's opinion. He in the remarkable unity of structure displayed
by the archegonium, in the presence of a single terminal opening,
an^ the situation of the egg at the bottom of an axial row of gametog-
cnous cells, which conditions imply an origin from some definite
^pe of gametang-um whose fertile tissue was limited to a central
^on- The rarity among the known thallophytes of indeterminate
repons of gametogcnous tissues present further important difficulties
'n Miss Lyon's theory.

the 1

^^^ °^' ^' ^^^^' ^^^^'^^^^» is inclined to pass lightly over

readil^r
^^^'^'^^^^^^' believing that transitory conditions may "be

presents •

"^"^^"^ *^ ^^^^^'" ^^^ discusses several types and

conoid' H ^'^F^^ ^^ ^^^^ indicating a gametogcnous tissue of

Wti've d-

^^'''^''^^^ ^^ ^^^ P'^^^^^ ^^ reproduction. This is a very

^e suc^*^

'^Sram, for not only are there no walls formed between

Matter arr^^'""

^^g"^ents of protoplasm in the mother-cells, but the

>ts neiehL'^^"^^^^^^^^
well-defined sporocysts, each independent of

verya th;ill,.c
—..iuiaue 01 uiva is .^

^ PhyUitis th
^^'"^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^' ^^ ^^'^^ ^ differentiated tissue.

•Jthin th ^^h
^PP^^^^ ^ successive segmentation of the protoplasm

e mother-cells with the formation of walls by which the
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zoospores or gametes are finally developed, each in its own compart-

ment, and this fact makes the group of cells derived from each mother-

cell a sporangium or gametangium. The groups are quite independent

of one another and there is little hint of a tissue. Essentially the same

conditions are found in Punctaria. Porphyra is probably ver}- similar

to Ulva in its methods of spore-formation, whatever may be the signifi-

cance of the so-called antherozoids and carpospores. I am impressed

with the exceeding rarity in the thallophytes, and indeed in all plants,

of indeterminate regions of gametogenous tissue, and I know of no

form that illustrates clearly Miss Lyon's conception of primitive con-

ditions such as she has tried to illustrate by her diagrams of Ulva.

Miss Lyon might have made her case appear stronger on first

glance by citing Schizomeris and Pylaiella as illustrations of "in(^^

terminate masses of reproductive cells." In these two types tlie

sporocyst and sporangium or gametangium come so close togetL..

that the general morphology of the respective fruiting filaments l«

almost identical. The distinctions, however, lie in the presence of ver}'

numerous cell walls w^hich are never found in sporocysts, and whicii

give the compartment structure to the sporangium and gametangium.

The development of cell walls following the segmentation of

protoplasm during sporogencsis may seem a very insignificant factor

on which to base a broad classification, but I think that close examina-

tion will prove it to be of fundamental importance, because the intro-

duction of these w^alls transforms a reproductive cell into a tirr"'

however simple the arrangement may be. I doubt if it is F?^'

to derive a clearly defined structure from the mere association o »

group of sporocysts or gametocysts, without the cell divisions mdiu.v^

above wdiich immediately change the groups of reproductive ci-

into sporangia or gametangia. When a number of closely
^^

ated reproductive mother-cells divide in this manner, the ^^^"^

1|^
become quite extensive, and if these cells make up a well- en

• there i* *^

structure, as perhaps a filament or some emergent region, ^""^

^^^

once developed an organ. There are abundant illustrations o^

^^

simple conditions, in various stages of relative compl^'-^^^?'

'|^^^

Phaeosporeae ; for example the Ectocarpaceae present a ^i
^^^^^^^

from the generalized fruiting filaments of Pylaiella to the spec^^

sporangia and gametangia (plurilocular sporangia) of Ectocarp
-
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Tn this distinction of protoplasmic behavior during sporogcnesis

and gami'togcncsis (/. e., the formation of cell walls during the seg-

nienlatiuii of the protoplasm) lie the fundamental peculiarities of

the sporangium and gamctangium. And in this distinction are based

my views of the homologies and origin of these structures. Associated

with the peculiarity is the fact that sporangia and gamctangia are

almost universally superficial, and perhaps always have their origin

from superficial cells. There may be exceptions to this general rule,

as the anthcridia of Anthoceros and some sunken sexual organs of

the Lycopodincae, but these have not been sufficiently studied to

justify conclusions. Thus, Emma Lampa ('03) has obtained x\ntho-

ctros plants bearing anthcridia of superficial origin, and regards

these as representing primitive conditions, and one cannot guess

.-L.it investigations among the pteridophytes may bring forth. The
^- ns for the superficial position of reproductive organs are probably
at bottom physiological, although of course one may readily advance
teleological explanations.

_

I do not find the same difhculty as Miss Lyon in deriving the gener-
jhzcd and sunken sexual organs of some pteridophytes, notably the

Lycopodineae, from superficial structures. Of course one does not
relate them to extreme emergent types, such as are found in the

Jungermanniales and Marchantiales. But a simple type of arche'-
gonium, sessile upon the gametophyte, might incorporate adjacent

into its structure, especially if these are so generalized in char-
^cter as to have reproductive potentialities, and thus become a more

ch" fl

^" structure. The emergence of an archcgonium depends

wtIn
°" ^^'^ P^^^ng out of a superficial cell, from which, so far as

the

"°^-^' ^^^ "^^^^ ^'^^^^^ ^^ derived as from a growing point. And

\i^
>n many sunken archegonia unquestionably takes its position

^se adjacent cells develop an uplifted portion of the gametophyte

as in L •

^^"^^^^^^Sia which are deeply sunken in the gametophyte,

WrtrcmeT^t^^""^
^^^^ ^^"^ ^^^'^ ^^^^ reported), are perhaps

fnosses
^^/ ^ direction of suppression as are the gamctangia of

sybmergcd
^^^^ ^i^'cnvorts in the direction of emergence. These

•"^•estigatio

^^^^^ ^^^^"^ present difficulties that demand special

"f the se'°n
^^ ^° ^^^^^ ^"^^^" ^^^^' ^^^^^ ^^y ^^ ^^ evolution

-e gametangium in both directions, on the one hand

beca

around it.

as
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leading to uplifted stalked structures and on the other re?"^*'"*

in a submerged condition. We know at present too little of the ca^

parative structure and development of the archcgonium and anther!'*-

ium, to define safely the evolutionary tendencies throughout the

various groups of the pteridophytes.

III. COENOGAMETES.

Cocnogametes (Davis 'oo, p, 307) are mulUnudcale scxml
"'

and are morphologically either gametocysts that have become ch:''H

directly into gametes or they are restricted portions of such u-io.

Recent investigations have established their presence in various

Phycomycetes and Ascomycetes, and it is probable that iuiu.e

studies will show them to be a type of sexual organ common in these

regions of the plant kingdom. We do not know enoi

speculation as to the exact relationships of these structures, but li

«

not likely that they are all closely related to one another, and his

very probable that various types of- coenogametes may have *»^-

independently.

Coenogametes fall into two classes: (i) those in which allot

It

in which only a portion of the protoplasm is thus utilized, the ren.

der being devoted to other functions than that of reproduction,

is not perfectly clear as yet whether the evolutionar}- tcndencift^

from the first group towards the second or vice versa, or per"P

irregularly both ways, iiut from our knowieage ui lu^ "'i<^5

evolution in the other tw^o groups of sexual organs (gametocjsu
^^

gametangia), the author bcHeves the general advance to be rom

c-

—

1„. ^„,^ _i r .-_ .„ ^u. ^^r-^ rnniolicated
secow

vd

simpler first class of coenogametes to the more comp

class.

Coenogametes of the first class are best illustrated b)
^

organs of the Mucorales and the Gymnoascales. The lai*-^

^
has been recently studied by Miss Dale ('03), who finds

^^
earhest stage of the gamete is a uninucleate cell whic

^^
muhinucleate as it increases in size. After the union of

^^^^^^^^
gametes the ascogenous hyphae develop from a coiled F^^'^^^^-

that grows out from the fusion cell. We do not know t e --
-^^

the nuclei in the fusing gametes of the molds or in 9>'"^"^"^ .^

there is every reason to expect that most of them unite 1 V^
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the case under similar conditions in Albugo Blili and Pyroncma. It

b probable that the conditions in Gymnoascus will be found to be

^ lUTally present in what are usually called the lower groups of the

\^. umycclcs. It looks very much as thou<;jh such genera as Ercmns-

cus, Eurotium, Ccratostoma, Sordaria, and Ascobolus will be found

to pr nt sexual organs essentially similar to those of Gymnoascus.

Their

may have great significance in connection with the origin of the

coenr—imctc and possible relation of the Mucorales and Ascomycetes
to one another or to a common algal ancestry.

Cocnngamctes of the second class are much better understood with

*• .a to the details of protoplasmic structure and beha^nor than those

of the first class. The development of the sexual organs and processes

I'f
fmilization are perhaps as well known in Albugo (Stevens '99,

'01) and Pyronema (Harper '00) as for any plant types. In Albugo
Dittt and A

. Portiilacae the ooplasm contains numerous nuclei, and
an equally large number is introduced into the egg from the male

uclei then fusing in pairs. Other species
Mtn

Tragop
•onaiand potential ^
*a .1. Candida and ,1. Lcplgoni (Ruhlaxd '03) whose eggs are nor-
*">• uninucleate. This series in the genus Albugo, so well described

All

^^^^^ ^'°^^' ^^ ^'^O' interesting and we shall refer to it again.

•
cr genera of the Peronosporales have, so far as is known,

ptm)
•

In Pyronema there is developed a conjugating tube that takes

mim*i

^^^ ^^"^'^'"^ cocnogamete many of its nuclei. But a very large

^^
x-r are left in the structure, and these fuse in pairs with numer-
male nuclei that enter the female cell by way of the conjugating

/'-,' female coenogamete of Monascus, according to Barker

The T^
^^^"^^ ^^^ ^""^ ^^"^ disposes of some of its protoplasm

hkivv
^"^. ^^^"^^'on of Ikeno ('03) as to the systematic position o

history after fertiHzation. 1 here

tube

f

no <^nticism of Barker's account of th e structu

^ believing
reasons

amcte nuclei of Monascus fuse in^
« --. txi^ numerous gamete nuclei ot 3lor

in Albugo Bliii\ A. Portiilacae, and Pyronema.
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The Pcrisporiaceae, Lichenes, and Laboulbeniaceae among the

Ascomycetes present sexual organs of a highly differentiated character.

These are very much specialized groups whose morphology and life

histories indicate a degree of development and differentiation far

above most of the simpler forms that we have just discussed (Gym-

noascus, Monascus, Pyronema). The gametes of Sphaerolhea

(Harper '95, '96) are uninucleate, and it becomes an interesting

problem whether or not this form stands at the end of a series rcpre-

sentmg nuclear reduction from a coenogamete, such a series a? i<

illustrated by the species of Albugo. The receiit studies of B.utj

ARBISHIRE

lished the sexuahty of these forms and the significance of the asco-

genous hyphae. But we do not sufficiently know the nuclear condi-

tions to justify any extended speculations on the homologies of the

cells in the archicarp and trichogyne of the female sexual organ.

And similarly the sexual organs of the Laboulbeniaceae (Th.\xter

'96) present most interesting and puzzhng complications of cell

structure that cannot be explained until we know the detailed histon'

of the nuclei in the processes of development and fertilization.

In a discussion of the origin and evolution of coenogamctes much

depends upon the relation of the structures in the first and se

class. Which is the more primitive type? Some botanists

•claim that conditions of the first class (Mucorales and simpler Asco-

mycetes) illustrate degeneration from higher sexual forms. The

author is of an opposite opinion, believing that the coenogamctes of

the first class illustrate closelv the conditions of veiy simple and the

This view has been discussed

cond

vsnli

primiti\^^ j--A-iiiiii.ivt. Ljpcb ui Luenogameies. j.nib view i^aj i^^— -

in a previous paper (Davis '03 h, pp. 233-327, and 331-339)' ^u' °^^J

be summarized briefly here.

The coenogamctes of the first class are morphologically
gamc''^

cysts which have given up the function of forming numerous game^^^

(represented by the many nuclei), but obeying chemotactic
influence

of a sexual character fuse with one another as coenocytic
unu>

They would represent a relatively low level of sexuality (iso

and their progenitors would be looked for among groups

^ ^
garaetocysts discharged motile gametes that fused in pairs,

^^^

hose

as 15

illustrated among the isogamous Siphonales. An ancestry

#
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character under certain conditions, as through a change from aquatic

to aerial habits, might give up the habit of developing motile sexual

elements, which would be represented, however, by the numerous

gamete nuclei fusing in pairs in the cytoplasmic union of the parent

Luonogametes. We have excellent illustrations of the sacrifice of

motile spore-forming habits in the conidia of Peronospora and some

species of Pythium, w^hich germinate by a tube instead of developing

zoospores. These conidia are morphologically sporocysts which

have become coenocytic units, and coenogametes are gametocysts

which have become coenocytic units. It must not be supposed that

coenogametes are all related to one another. They might readily

anse, according to our theory, from various types and at different

times, thus making possible a number of developmental lines.

The coenogametes of the second class are restricted portions of

cells, which Hke those of the first class are morphologically gameto-
cysts. Indeed in many cases the mother-cell is essentially a unit,

even though only a part of the protoplasm is actually the sexual ele-

ment, because the remainder has some special relations or functions
m connection with the sexual processes. Thus the periplasm of the

Peronosporales and the conjugating tube of Pyronema hold such
intimate relations to the sexual portion of the protoplasm that . the

gamctocyst is really a coenocytic unit, and might be called the
coenogamete instead of the restricted portion that is actually fertilized,
rom the condhions in the genus Albugo it would seem that some
Jiogametes of the second class follow the general law of sexual

^j^oution, reducing the number of functional gamete nuclei until

pIT^
^""^ uninucleate. The series from Albugo Bliti and A.

^onr/acae through A. Tragopogonis to A. Candida and A. Lefigoni

jj
^I'^y'^^^'^^sting one, and the author (Davis '03 b, p. 323, 324)

^at th^^ /•
^^^^'^^^'-'^ ^^^ agreement with Stevens and Ruhland

order f^

^^ development in the genus is plainly in the above

*iih i

'"^"^ ^^^ "multinucleate to the uninucleate egg. We may hope

coH^evT^-^^'
^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ organs of Ascomycetes to dis-

•osuffide^

"^^^"ary lines in this group, but our knowdedgc is entirely

gametes I'k

^^ ^^^^^"^ ^o justify conclusions. Thus, uninucleate

P*^ess f

*^
^ °^^ °^ Sphaerotheca may represent the last stage in a

nuclear reduction. And along a very different line such

entire
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Structures as conjugation tubes (Pyronema), accompanying sterile

cells (Monascus), or an investing cellular envelope (Araiospora)

might give rise to more conspicuous accessory structures.

It need not be supposed that coenogametes of the second class are

all derived from those of the first class, and in some regions there are

good reasons for believing that this has not been the case, especially

since the processes of oogenesis in Vaucheria (Davis '04) conform

in the most essential features with those of the Peronosporalcs and

Saprolegniales. These three groups agree in -the fundamental fact

that extensive nuclear degeneration takes place in the gametoc;^

previous to the formation of the sexual cells. In Vaucheria all but

one of the nuclei become disorganized. In Saprolcgnia a nun^' :

survive in relation to several coenocentra that determine the position

of the eggs which are occasionally bi- and trinucleate. In the Pero-

nosporales the surviving nuclei he in the ooplasm, and when only

one is selected it is because of close proximity to the large coenoccr.

trum. These conditions in the Peronosporales and Saprolegniales

are so similar to one another and to Vaucheria in various particulars

that there are evident relationships, but whether these are direct or

more general by way of a common ancestry among the lower Siphon-

ales is a problem that perhaps may be better handled when we know

more clearly the processes of oogenesis in such forms as Sphaeropea.

Monoblepharis, and some other types. Their processes of oogenesis

are likely to conform to the type in Vaucheria.
^ ^

Whatever may have been the o:

gametes representing the second

difficult and perhaps impossible to solve with the fragmentar}-
cvidcr.-^

left to us, we can at least attempt to judge the probable ^"'^''''T^^

their development, and possibly establish some system or law o

^^
sexual evolution. As stated before, some botanists ^^'^^^^

^
even the simplest forms of coenogametes (Mucorales and

)^^^^^

cales) have been derived from heterogamous algae by proce;^"

verv

idcr..

sscs

tude

phfication or degeneration. The author cannot take i^ ^

^^^^.^

beheving as he does that the simplest coenogametes na\e ' ^.
origin from isogamous algae, that they may tend to pass

^
conditions leading to those of heterogamy, and that very

^^.^^
same factors are at work to differentiate the sexual e em

region of the plant kingdom as among the algae.
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The old group of the Oomycetes has been a favorite starting point
for evolutionary lines in the Ascomycetes and Mucoralcs. DeBary
pointed out the resemblances between the Ascomycetes and members
of the Peronosporales, and since his time a number of writers have
traced lines of relationship with greater or less detail. The most
rt.cnt expression, that of Barker ('03), considers Albugo as presenting
sexual organs sufficiently primitive to be like the progenitors of the
Ascomycetes. The less complicated sexual organs of Gymnoascus,
Ercmascus, etc., and the similar conditions in the Mucorales have
very generally been regarded as derived from higher conditions (as
in .Albugo) by a process of simphfication or degeneration, whereby
Hxually different gametes become essentially similar.
The two regions of the algae most discussed in attempts to estabhsh

points of origin of the higher Phycomycetes and Ascomycetes have
l^n Vaucheria and the Rhodophyceae. The resemblances of Vau-

more so since the recent studies in oogenesis have brought all groups
nto close sympathy. The author believes that that there are relation-
ips here, although probably they are riot direct. But when the

*-.xuaT

""'' '''''''''^'^ °'' ^^' ^^^"""^ ^^""^ *^ ^'^^^y differentiated

those^ r?"^
^^ heterogamous groups may become generdized to

insunT ^f,
"'''^'^'' *^^^ difficulties appear which seem at present

<rf develo
'^ ^° morphological evidence of such a line

r,..:.. 1 ''^"^J^'
and the process as a physiological event would be

;
.^ ""P<ifaiieiccl and contrary

^'wal cond
•
''""'^^'^^ Barker's view that Albugo Bliti presents

*^' not se

"^^'^^ ^'"^^^^ enough for the most primitive ascomycete

iDavk 'nT
^° ^^^ ^"^^°^ justified by its cell and nuclear activities

The rem '

^^' ^''' ^''^^'

^ Rhodlph'^''^^^
resemblances between the Laboulbeniaceae and

«^'^d that trT
^^^^ ^'''''' ''''^''^ ^^ Thaxter ('96), who has sug-

Plant kincrdo
^ !^^"^>'^^t'^s may have arisen from this point in the

^^ 's cmaTnl'
^™!^^,^^^y of the Laboulbeniaceae to the red

P^blems in thi^'

^^^^ striking, and there are no more interesting

^*=^^1 compar"^
^^^'^^ °^ ^^^"* morpholog>^ than those irivolving

'^^ '^ astocar^^^°^^
°^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ processes and the development

^ and ascocarp in these two groups. There are indica-
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tions among the red algae in the trichogyne nucleus of Batrachosper-

mum and its binucleate sperms (Schmidle '99) of conditions which if

found more generally may assist to a clearer understanding of these

remarkable fungal groups and materially support Thaxter's vi

It is very- difficult to conceive a relationship between the sexd

organs of the simpler Ascomycetes (Gymnoascales, etc.) and those of

the hchens and Laboulbeniaceae. One can scarcely conceive of a pro-

cess of simplification by which the former could have come from <^

latter. On the other hand, the general principles of sexual evolution

operatmg upon the simple sexual organs of the lower Ascomy.v:..

would be more likely to result in the conditions illustrated byMona.:::,

Pyronema, and Sphaerotheca than those of the lichens and Laboulben-

iaceae. Such an evolution would also be in sympathy with the general

ascending complexity of vegetative thallus and ascocarps in the form.^

under consideration. This view would place the progenitors of the

snnpler Ascomycetes in a region much lower than the Rhodophyr

and perhaps relate them to certain Phycomycetes. There is of couRf

the possibihty of the Ascomycetes being polyphyletic, removing
'

Laboulbeniaceae from the general assemblage, which might &^'^

of these difficulties, but we must know much more about !?^

comparative development of the ascocarps in the groups before su(

a view can be considered well founded.
The author cannot agree with any view that fixes the origin of

j^ftA

h

^*^

problems of relationship
-left

tions, those of taxonomy as well as evolutionary tendencies mXi,

that arrangements of living types in series seems futile. He bcL.^

that the most hopeful Hne of speculation will be founded on the c\^

study of the principles of sexual evolution and a comparison of for^

in this light, with such checks as may be furnished by the compaff

morphology And thf*

or®''

for the Ascomycetes and Mucorales than have been supposed,

'

with their origin below the Peronosporales (Oomycetes),andF 7
finally, for the JMucorales at least, from the isogamous Siphc

(Davis '03, p. 335).
We Mnnnf of fU'.c- ^+ ge in the progress of investigation^

eivt
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precipe statement of the cvolutionar}' tendencies of coenogamctcs,
but certain factors may be considered, of which the principal ones

A A .^ -^ _

seem

tiA

.\„.aniing iliat coenogamctcs may have arisen at various times inde-

pendently of one another, and from an ancestry at approximately
the level of isogamy or slightly above it, their evolution might proceed

three or more divergent lines. They all agree in having very
numerous potential gamete nuclei, and there is strong evidence from
the pruLt:,ses of gametogcnesis in Saprolcgnia, the Peronosporales,
P)Tonema, and Vaucheria that these are under conditions which
demand extensive nuclear degeneration. Consequently the evolu-
tionarj- tcndfncies are largely concerned with the disposition of
^^ui>crlluous nuclei and seem to present the following possibilities.

I- General nuclear degeneration may result in the survival of a few
gamete nuclei in relation to coenocentra and the development of a
•imned number of eggs, as in the Saprolegniales.

n. Superfluous nuclei with some cytoplasm may be differentiated

^
-i penplasm, with functions to perform in laying down portions of
e spore wall, which conditions accompanied by numerical reduction

e nuclei m the ooplasm give the general tendencies in the Peron-

Tm^T
-^^^''^ '' apparently presented in Araiospora (King '03)

in ,h- T^'^'r
°^ ^^"^ ^""^'^^ ^^ *^ Peronosporales, since the periplasm

ITT
^';"'^^^^'^^°Ps a cellular envelope around the spore.

with

n the Ascomycetes we have a much wider range of conditions,
proport

•orki

very speculative- How-
--

^irlictur'''

protoplasm with nuclei is used here to form acces-

"^rile cell of'tf

^^""^ ^^ ^^'^ conjugation tube of Pyronema and the

^"«ion W T^^^""^-
'^^^''^ ^s probably also numerical nuclear

Sph^^rothcc'a ''!l7°''^'^
culminate in uninucleate gametes, as in

^n^ and th . T k
"^"'^^^^'^^^^^^ trichogynes and archicarps of the

^ rph

^ i^hodophr^'
^"^ P^s^ible- relations, however, to conditions in

^blish the n''"^^'
""^P^"^^^^ ^^ouW further study in the latter group

The sugg

^B nf

e sexual organs.

e investigations on many more forms and with refer-
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ence to points of general morphology as well as those that concern the

sexual organs alone. The former would have been treated by the

author had they appeared to present difficulties in his views, but they

seem to be in general accord. Thus the simplest types of cocno-

gametes are found in the simpler groups of Phycomycetes and

Ascomycetes, and the more complex conditions in forms above.

If coenogametes may lead up towards a heterogamous level of

sexual evolution, their sexual organs, while closely resembling those

of the algae, might not be strictly homologous. Thus the eggs of

Saprolegnia and the Peronosporales do not seem to be the exact

homologues of the eggs of any alga, and the female organ is unlike

the typical oocyst because of obvious relations to coenogamctc condi-

tions. Their male organs differ from spermatocysts in their coeno-

cytic behavior. Similarly the sexual organs of the Ascomycetc? do

not fall into the classification based upon the gametocyst. For these

structures the old designations of oogonia, ascogonia (archicaTps),

and antheridia are applicable, and they will be thus distinguish^

from the two main classes of sexual organs, the gametocysts an

gametangia.

IV. SUMMARIZED LIST OF THE SEXUAL ORGANS OF PLANTS.

This summary presents the new terms introduced in our discu""'^

of the sexual organs of plants. As stated in the beginning of t^

paper, the estabHshment of a terminology is a matter of^ usage, i ^

importance will rest entirely on the value of the classification an i

ability to express the characteristics. These new terms will mte

chiefly the morphologist who seeks to understand and f^P^^^^
tionships. Much of the work of taxonomy disregards difficu

rpholo
ten*

(oogonium, antheridium, sporangium, etc., among the tha op^^^^>

are sure to be used, in some cases without regard to the exac

ogies of the organs considered.

Sporocysts are unicellular structures developing asexual spores.

^^^^
Gametocvsts ^re. \m\cp\\u\^r Qfnirtiirpft developinff uninucl^te

ga
I ^

Gametocysts are unicellular structures developing

ctic the most primitive types of sexual organs and aic -a^-^*

unicellular structures that develop zoospores. Gametocysts

r^

differentiated into

;perms, and

Oocysts^ unicellular structures developing eggs
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Cameiangia are multicellular organs which develop uninucleate gametes.

These are believed to be derived from zoosporangia, multicellular structures

which form zoospores. According to the author's hypothesis (DA\as '03 c) the

pmt'tangia of groups of extinct Chlorophyceae leading into the bryophytes

became difTorentiated into

Spermatangia (anther"dia), multicellular organs developing sperms, and
Oangia (archegonia), multicellular organs developing eggs.

Coenogamctes are multinucleate sexual cells, and are morphologically either

gunctocysts that have become changed directly into gametes, or they arc restricted

portions of such cells. In the Mucorales and Gymnoasceae the coenogamete con-
Uins all of the protoplasm of the parent cell. In the Peronosporales and certain

Asromycetcs only a portion of the protoplasm of the gametocyst is utilized in the
c-niete, the superfluous protoplasm passing into sterile structures (periplasm,
conjugating tubes, sterile cells, etc.). The sexual organs of these latter forms,
vhich are probably higher conditions than the former, may very properly retain
the old names of oogonium, ascogonium, and antheridium. The structure of the
•cxual organs of the lichens and the Laboulbeniaceae is not sufficiently known
to establish their position in this classification.

The University of Chicago.
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A LICHEN SOCIETY OF A SANDSTONE RIPRAP.

Bruce Fink.

(with five figures)

Tm: Geologic conditions governing the composition of a given
lirhcn society are interesting and instructive, though often difficult to
' .ermine ^vith any degree of certainty. The writer has in various
papers attempted to trace in a general way some of these conditions,
tr.uiing a considerable number of societies and attempting to show
how the plants are adapted structurally. Among other societies
thus studied, there are a number occurring on sandstone, all surrounded
by very similar cHmatic but quite different edaphic conditions. Some

these
other hchcn

soactics, usually of trees, and show most interesting instances of
tension Imes and invasions of certain hchen species from one to
another of two adjacent societies. Discussions of these societies may

ound m the writer's papers concerning the lichen floras of Minne-
sota and Iowa.

I. DESCRIPTION OF THE RIPRAP.
e Chen society to receive special attention in this paper is

to stur
^^]^ "^""^^^^ ^^ ^'^ys- For some time it has seemed desirable

^y
other lichen societies of sandstone than those of ledges along

an im-est^^ •

'''''*''^^ '^''' ^''^^'' ""^ *^^ ^^'^ opportunity for such

rnwing^
'^""^""^ ^^"^ ^""^"^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^"^ ^y taking a society found

siderins th'''"

'°^^^ removed from their native beds. Before con-

<^lain somc^^^^^^'
^^ '^'^^ ^^ ^"^ °^^^^ ^° ^^^^^ ^^^ location and to

*hich hav"^^'^ !l^^-°^
^^^ surrounding conditions and antecedents

**««y occur"^f
'^^ ^^^^tence possible. The riprap on which the

^ock'lslanT T"^^
^ ^^^^^ ^"^ ^ protection for a high grade of the

^ *hich the

^^ "^^ ^^"^ "^^^^^' ^^'est of Grinnell, Iowa. The rock

^" Carbon^f^'^^
'^ constructed is the ferruginous sandstone of the

**^'ard on'^th"^^^'
^"^ ^'^^ obtained at Kellogg, some thirty miles

^^-d, and is^ ^T^
^^^Iroad. The riprap lies on the north side of

19m ' ^^ *^ ^^^ ^o™ of a wall along the upper part of the grade

265
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and four bracing extensions running downward and away from the

track, nearly to the base of the high grade (fig. j). The riprap wall,

running parallel to the roadbed and 1.2"^ below it, is 60"" long,

varies from 1.5 to 2.5^ in perpendicular height, and rises at an angle

of 45 to 55°. The four bracing extensions run down the sides of the

grade at right angles with the wall above and at an angle of about 30*^.

The length of the extensions averages about 21"^, and they vary from

2 to 2.7"^ in width. A grass-sedge swamp lies to the north of the

of two of

Fig. I.—View of a portion of the northward-exposed wall and portions two^

the extensions, showing something of the spermatophytic flora and the genera p

structure of the riprap.

society and contains a considerable amount of water in wet sea
^

bed,

buat
and the riprap extensions pass from within 1.2"" of the rac

downward to within 3™ of the swamp level. The riprap \\

in 1874 and is thus thirty years old. .

II. ECOLOGIC FACTORS.
^ . ^

The conditions as a lichen-bearing substratum are uniq

^^^^^

number of ways. Though the same rocks used ^°''
^^Vj^^dy

buildings and ten or more years older are apparently soim ,
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laid and more exposed rocks of the riprap have weathered consider-

ably and differentially, the rate of weathering depending partly upon

position and in part upon the amount of cementing iron contained

in each particular piece. In its position away from running water,

a portion of the disintegrating sand of the riprap remains on the ground

and in the crevices and forms a small amount of soil upon which
plants may grow. Again the riprap is partly swamp-bound, with

woods some 150^ away. Also there are only two or three bowlders
near by, the Kansan drift which covers the surrounding country

carrying very few at the surface. Thus there are at present and have
been since the cstabHshment of the society no lichens, or at least none
that can be detected readily, in the region immediately surrounding
the society

;
for one would hardly look for Hchens among the plants

of the grass-sedge swamp or among the xerophytic spermatophytes
of a gravelly railroad bed worked year after year. Hence we have
here an isolated hchen society, which has developed to its present
condition during the last thirty years, while separated from the nearest
lichen society by 150™.

How each individual species of the society found its way to the

't now be ascertained certainly. Indeed, one wtII acquainted
With hchens might pass the spot without examination, so complete

f * ^ isolation of the society and so barren do the rocks appear at first

inspection. In fact it is only after an examination of the rocks with
^a and lens and a careful survey of the crevices that anything of special

w^l!^
^^^o^;ered. Till recently cut, a group of oaks and other

standing about 150"^ distant from the riprap, and these

and th

^^ ^°^^^se ParmeHas and Physcias, the fruiticose Ramahnas,

trees

^ ^^^^^^^ Placodiums, Lecanoras, and Rinodinas. But the

a foot^"^rr°^^^
^^^^^ ^^^' ^^^ largest measuring scarcely more than

mere sh^ f^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ majority about half this size, and were

^ 1- ,
^ ^^^ riprap was made, surely not carrying any of

t,^ ^
ens, except perhaps some of the crustose forms. Were

^ety tlTr
^^^^ ^^^ bearing lichens immediately surrounding the

01 the ri

^ ""^ ^^°^ ^^^ ^^^^^ '^^"^'^ ^^"^ ^^ gaining a foothold

^ some^'"T
^^^^^^' though not so well adapted to the substratum

another
^ ^^ h*^hens. Were numerous bowlders near at hand,
}Pe of hchens might now be less sparingly represented in the

spot

trees

bore
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society. But the lichens of the trees 150"^ away are on the whole of a

type very sparingly represented on the riprap, those of the trees being

of the genera mentioned above and very seldom seen on the riprap,

and in the main then by different species, while those of the riprap

society are mainly a number of crustose species absent from the trees

or only sparingly represented on them, and several fruticose species

wholly absent from the trees. All of this will appear more plainly

after a hst of species of the society under consideration is given. The

causes which have led to the possession of the riprap by certain

types of lichens may also be discussed to better advantage later, the

intention here being merely to bring out the fact that proximity has

not enabled the lichens of the trees to gain possession of the rocks

in face of certain unfavorable conditions, and that other types have

consequently gained the ascendancy.

As to moisture, the swamp brings an abundance of soil moisture,

especially toward the lower ends of the riprap extensions. Thus at

certain times, as in wet seasons and after rains, the fruticose Clad-

onias grow well in the somewhat shaded and moist openings between

the blocks of riprap, and pass into the desiccated condition without

injur}' whenever the moisture becomes deficient. Since the soil

moisture does not pass upward through the loose riprap to any great

extent, and the small blocks retain very httle moisture, the upper

surface of the sandstone blocks becomes drier than would the upper

surface of a similarly exposed soHd wall or natural exposure oi c

same kind of rock. Accordingly the conditions on the upper surfaces

of the extensions are quite xerophytic, especially toward the uppe

portion of each extension where farthest removed from the swamp

and where the vertical height of the extensions averages about i-
•

as the

Passing downward on the upper surface of the extensions,

height of each one gradually decreases and the soil becomes m
^^

moist, the soil moisture works upward through the riprap ^
more and more, so that the conditions become gradually lei^s -

phytic. Passing to other considerations for the present, t e c ^

in Hchen species upon the upper surface, resulting from

ecologic conditions, will receive attention below.
_ .^

The conditions determining the composition of the he en

^^
are plainly quite different, surely drier and doubtless on
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somewhat less varied than those affecting the seed-plants surrounding

the lichens. Yet for those more accustomed to the considerations

of societies of these higher plants, a brief statement of the types of

seed-plants will be more illuminating, than would a mere statement

of physiographic conditions and the corresponding structural adapta-

tions of the lichens. So although the conditions affecting the lichens

are somewhat different, we will no doubt be able to consider the lichen

society more intelligently after such brief view of the higher plants.

On the upper surface of the extensions and along the northward-

facing riprap wall, the xerophytic conditions are plainly seen in the

few scattered seed-plants, including Onagra biennis, Lepidiiim inter-

medium, Ambrosia artemisiaejolia, Cassia chamaecrista, Hordeumjuba-
lum, Polanisia Irachysperma, Polygonum scandens,VerbascumThapsus,
and Ccnchrus Iribuloides. The same xerophytes occur on the dr}^

gravel of the road bed with Equisetum arvense, Chenopodium Botrys,
and one or two others; and in passing dow^nward one encounters
0' meadow, wet meadow^, and grass-sedge swamp conditions, all

in the few meters, the hydrophytic flora of the swamp showing a num-

Scirp

Typh

number of fresh water algae in the limited areas where water stands
a larger part of the time.

in. COMPOSITION OF THE LICHEN SOCIETY.

at such rapid transition in seed-plant flora should be accom-
panied by somewhat similar conditions in the lichen flora would be

^^ ' ^^} ^he riprap does not extend down to the swamp, and

in th^*

^?.^^^.^^'^ ^° ^°t g^ow on the soil, or when they do they ha\'e

the so'^

^ ^^° ^^ ^^^^ means for seeking moisture as compared with

^^
mew at ficshy and deep-growing roots of some of the xerophytic

bj. ti^^ J"^^

"^"^^ed above. Hence the lichens arc not so much affected

in'gly th"^^
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^^ moisture as are the seed-plants. Accord-

<^ntirelv ab'^"''^'''^''^^''''^''^'

Collemas, Leptogiums, and Pannarias are

»s shown^
-^^

R-
^^^ extreme xerophytic adaptation as to lichen flora

^^t poit^

^^^^''^ ^^y^^ocarpoides, which grows abundantly on the

plant repr^°"^
°^ ^^^ ^VV^"^ surfaces of the riprap extensions, this

Presentmg in the more xerophytic lichen society what the
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xerophytic seed plants named above do in the spermatophytic society.

The lichens composing the society, naming the genera in the order

of the importance of one or more of their species as floral elements of

the society, are as follows

:

common

lichen of the society, and most abundant on the driest and most exposed portions

of the riprap extensions; appearing as dark stains on the rocks, the nature of

which can only be ascertained with hand lens.

Bacidia {Biatora) inundata (Fr.) Kbr., replacing the last above to some extent

in the more moist and shaded portions of the society, both on rocks and soil, the

plant being as the name indicates somewhat hydrophytic in nature. This spedes

also occurs sparingly mingled with the last in quite dry portions of the upper sur-

face of the riprap extensions, where the thallus is more scanty than in its more

natural habitat. The two plants, where occurring together, are very difTicult to

distinguish macroscopically.

Cladonia mitnila Tuck., on earth and rock along the northward-facing wall;

frequent; rarely on the extensions.

Cladania cariosa (Ach.) Spreng., on soil from disintegrated and somewhat

shaded rock; rare.

rock and

usually on the lower and more moist portions of the riprap where more or less

shaded; rare.

jiircata (Huds.) Schrad.; only one well developed plant seen and

that in a well protected and moist place on the east basal part of the upper portkm

of one of the riprap extensions. -

Cladonia fimbriata cmiiocraea (Fit.) Wainio, in shaded or somewhat exposed

places and more often toward the moist basal portions and sides of the nprap

name

tubaefi

fimbriata

to distinguish.

fi

new

and
pass into th«

' — ^ ^ ,

irregularly cylindrical forms of the last two above.

Cladonia pyxidata negleda (Flk.) Schaer., in more or less damp
J^M

places on disintegrating rock ; frequent. , ^,^
Cladania pyxidata cUorophaea (Spreng.) Flk., in more or less

^J'*'^ ^^
toward the base of the riprap extension; rare. These two vaneties

previously been recognized in Iowa collections. . ^ jgm
Cladonia gracilis dilacerata Flk., on shaded or northward-facmg

an

or less disintegrated surfaces: rarp
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Chdonia gracilis dilatata (Hoffm.) Wainio, occurring with the last; rare.

These forms have not been recognized before in Iowa, but have been included

under the partial synonym var. hyhrida Fr.

Stereocaidon paschale (L.) Ach. (?), on exposed and little disintegrated rock,

but better developed toward the basal, damp, and more disintegrated portions

of the riprap extensions. Small and perhaps as near S. coralloides. A northern

8pe^ new to Iowa. Frequent, but only once seen in fruit.

Leawora cinerea (L.) Sommerf. ( ?), on exposed and comparatively firm rock;

once seen and sterile.

Lecattora mnralis saxicola (Poll.) Schaer., occurring as the last; once seen and
sterile.

riacodium aurantiacum (Lightf.) Naeg. and Hepp, on firm rock of the riprap

wall; once seen.

Placodium vitelUnum (Ehrh.) Naeg. and Hepp, on firm and exposed rock;
rare.

Placodium cerinum (Ehrh.) Naeg. and Hepp (?), occurring as the last and
fare; spores immature.

Acampara (Lecanora) cervina juscata
of the northward-facing wall.

Acarospora (Lecanora) xnntknhhn^n (

onceseen and sterile.

firm

if»Wt«a sophodes (Ach.) Kbr.; once noted on a firm and exposed spot where
rock was especially hard because of the presence of a large amount of iron.

distintruished— ^^ ^v~^ ^h ^L ^v ^L fc. 9 m I J H I f I ^^ I I ^U III ^^^ I IIE'-^lll ^^k J I II IIEbIII III« IVI ^^ ft ft I ft ft J m_j A. A a. J ^^

"° S^ ^"^ewhat more common than appears at present.

^ 1^
eamteroleuca Ach., on exposed rock, rare and easily passed over for the

rucana muralis Ach., on exposed and comparatively firm surfaces; rare.

plr^iV"'''"''
^'' ^'^"""""g ^ith the last and more rare.

M» ,r,A
_^'''.,

''^^'^ Turn., on quite firm, but somewhat damp and shaded rock;•* and stenle.

^mtul;

«erile

Ph'^"yscia steUnri<: CT ^ ^r 1 , 1

wan.
*• ^^ luck., once seen on the shaded, northward-exposed

W,W calicaris (L.)
•'^^f^'ng wall; once seen.

^
--I- -tensions; very rare.

^crile th 1]

^ ^ ^^^^ forms listed above, there occurs commonly a

notum J
"^ ^°"^^^^;hat like that of Amphiloma {Pannaria) lanugi-

^'^^b' as r' r
'^^'^ thallus is without distinct cortex and seems

ru imcntarj' as that of Amphiloma, but is verrucose rather
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than finely granular, is chinky or subareolate and not so distinctly

sorediate as the thallus of Amphiloma. This unknown thalliis seems

also to resemble that of Urceolaria scruposa in microscopic structure

but it is not so well developed. This lichen is a very conspicuous

feature of the society and is common toward the basal, damp ends

of the riprap extensions, especially the eastward two. It also cxtetr'^

upwards to the upper end of the extensions, but in passing upward

is confined more and more to the damp sides and crevices.

Fig. 2.—Blocks of riprap at the side of one of the extensions, showing thalh of the

1-1 « «« • . ^

Amphiloma-like lichen.

IV. TYPES OF THALLI REPRESEXTED.
La

As to types of lichen thalh in the society, we have in the main i

rudimentary type with leprosc or finely granular surface and AcwA

of cortex, and the fruticose cyhndrical type with P^°^^*^^'.^'''' .l^

strengthening pscudocortex of mostly parallel and longitudin^

hyphae. Other, types, as the foliose and the areolate or squam

^

corticate-crustose forms, appear but rarely and do not form a
^^"^P'J^

ous portion of the society. The first type of thallus is ^eP'^'f
J

by the first two lichens of the list, and by the Amphiloma-like
t

J^'-

The first, Biatora myriocarpoides, was doubtless the first ic ^
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gain possession of any considerable portion of the riprap and is

btill abundantly maintaining itself in the drier places where the rock
is not disintegrating so rapidly. The second of the list, Bacidia
Inundata, occupies similar but moistcr surfaces of both wall and
extensions, its thallus varying considerably according to conditions
of moisture, being well developed in the moist places where the
species is usually found, but almost wanting in the dry, exposed
places. These two species seem to prevail here instead of the better
developed types of crustose thalh, because the rock disintegrates too
rapidly for the possibihty of extensive establishment of the better
developed thalli. The better developed crustose thalli are the forms
that prevail on such hard rocks as the Sioux quartzite, or as we shall
see shortly, on riprap of similar sandstones where drier and disinte-
grating more slowly, and are represented in the present society by
the rare specimens of Lecanora, Placodium, and Acarospora. A
asty study of the similar thalh of the Biatora and the Bacidia abov„
named scarcely reveals definitely why one should be more xerophytic
t an the other, though the thallus of the former is on the whole more
Closely adnnfp ttior, fU„^ „r .i. ^ .. ^t .i t^- 1

-tiowever, the Biatora shows

e

the

^^ "Microscope a more pronounced xerophytic adaptation in

and^r^'f
^^

^^""f^^^'
""^^^ lecideinc condition of the hypothecium

exciple, and in the somewhat better development of the para-
phy

andb^7^''^^"'''^^
^^'^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ represented by the Cladonias

nthelo
-^ ^'^^^^ "'^^^^^^^ °^ Stereocaulon. These hchens thrive best

when
^^""^^ ^'''^^''^ t^ey may have a fair supply of moisture and shade,

somewh T'v
Protected from the wind, and on soil, or on rocks

P'^tection f

'''^'^!'''^'^- The conditions as to moisture, shade, and

^^t base of 'h^
^''"'^ "^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^"^^^ ^" ^^^ crevices toward

^^h and
^- ^ ^^^^^?^^'^^^"^^cing wall, in the openings between riprap

^^^^-
' As h

^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ protected more or less by a pro]ecting

themsfl^-. •

^^ stated, these plants are often able to maintain
.

*^'^es in snifp nf ^,v,Vi .• -, , , , , ,.

^ c^^e to rest on a sandy soil
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V. VARYING ECOLOGIC CONDITIONS AND RESULTING DISTRIBUTION

OF MEMBERS OF THE SOCIETY.

Plainly the conditions on the upper surface of the riprap extensions

become less xerophytic n passing downward toward the swamp

below, and also because the riprap is not so high toward the lower

ends. The gradual increase in amount of moisture influences per-

ceptibly the distribution of the lichens upon the riprap extensions'.

Biaiora myriocarpoides is more prevalent toward the upper portion

of each extension, not because it is poorly adapted to the more moist

conditions farther down, but because in the latter position the plain

must compete with others as well or better adapted to the position.

The Amphiloma-hke hing, in its distribution upon the riprap, sho" -

a most delicate adjustment to conditions of moisture. At the I0..J

ends of the extensions it is more common, rises to the exposed sur-

face and forms a conspicuous portion of the flora; while in passing

upward, it becomes less and less conspicuous, and toward the upper

ends is scarcely noticeable on the exposed upper surfaces of the

blocks, but is frequently seen in crevices and increasingly so the

deeper one may be able to look downward through the loose riprap.

Bacidia inundata occurs on the northward-facing wall and compc:

with the last for position upon the upper surface toward the lower

ends of the extensions, but from its inconspicuous character and lc^=

frequent occurrence does not form so conspicuous a portion of the

society. The Cladonias also are ,

ture conditions in their distribution in the society {jg. 3)-
'^^^^'^

^

the lower ends of the extensions, they rise to the exposed surfaces
<'

the riprap, and in passing upward are more and more inclinen

seek the more moist and shaded positions in the cracks between t ^i

blocks of riprap and along the sides of each riprap extension
*i

toward the base of the wall. It has already been noted that^^

moisture reaches the upper surface

most

here

same
may

surfaces are more exposed to the drydng winds than those at the
0^^

ends of the extensions and nearer the level of the general surro"

ing surface, this condition also influencing the distribution

und-

of the

Cladonias.
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VI. ORIGIN OF THE SOCIETY.

Just how each species arrived at the spot or when it came is not

easily stated. It is supposed that fragments of Hchens carried in

the wind fall in places favorable for growth. ^ Few of the lichens of

the sodcty are conspicuously sorediate, but it is probable that nearly

all of them arrived at the spot from some place near at hand, through
purely vegetative dissemination. In this way the species may even

Fig ^ _ c

•le on an
°"!''"

|^
shaded and disintegrated riprap blocks near ground on north

•t the left

^''*^"^'°"' ''"^^ Cladonia fimhriaia scattered throughout the field, C. jiircala

lie
^'Vmph'ilomrrk''''^''

^'''^'''' '° ^''^ "''^'''^ ^* ^^^ forefront, and a few white thalli of

Takin
""^ "^ stations quite remote from their present position.

of lichee

'"^" ^*^^^^^"^ the statements given above as to the scarcity

i^ndin^^r
*^- ^^"^""^^ °^ ^"^^ ^^ diameter and immediately sur-

^or quite
^ ^^'^^^^^ ^^is supposition seems quite probable, at least

P^^es m
^

' Ih^"^
°^ ^^^ species. Yet the inconspicuous, crustose

Thus the^B*
^^^ ^°"^^ ^^^"^ ^ ^^^^ Kansan bowlders recently removed.

latora and the Bacidia may have reached their present
"tIRCE, G T Th

^^- -W. Sci III

"^'"^^ °^ ^^^ association of alga and fungus in lichens. Proc.
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habitat, and the same may be stated regarding the rarer crusto?;e

members of the society, such as the Lecanoras, the Placodiums, the

Acarosporas, the Verrucarias, the Rinodina, and the Lecidca. Yd a

crustose m

and

- J

away, some of the trees no doubt being old enough to bear these lichens

at the time when the riprap was built or shortly after. These species

are the first and the last Placodium of the hst, the Rinodina, and the

Lecidea. As to the C adonias, there are not any conspicuous

Cladonia-bearing substrata wdthin a mile, except the loess and Kan-

san drift of railroad cuts, on which the first Cladonia of the list is

very common. However, all of the Cladonias except C. jumld

have been found within a few miles of the society, and in all probability

arrived from various places not far away. The northern Stcreocaulon,

not known elscw^here in Iowa, doubtless originated in the society

through fragments of thalli brought to the spot on railroad cars,

very probably on ties or telegraph poles. It is not so common a

member of the society as a number of the similarly constructed

Cladonias, and is usually found on the more solid rocks, the more

disintegrated spots having been previously occupied by other lichens

or mosses, and the rocks on which it occurs not having had time to

disintegrate conspicuously since its advent into the society. The

fact that the Stereocaulon
(fig.^ 4) is almost uniformly sterile may

indicate either that it has only recently gained access to the society,

or that it is poorly adapted to the climatic conditions of the region.

Also the position of this species on the northward exposure is worthy

of note. The RamaHna, the Physcia, and the first ParmeUa doubtless

came as fragments from trees from one to several miles away, unless

these rare members of the society may be thought to have come from

fragments blown from, the trees some 150™ away, since the trees

became large enough to bear these species.

Before leaving this subject it must be pointed out that it is bj

means a matter of chance what species will reach such an '^

'

bv no

isolated

lichen society and sundve. But the matter is determined in suc^

^
instance largely by adaptabihty and early access before the su^

stratum is occupied.^ As has been noted elsewhere, in _
mstan^^^^'

where rock-lichen societies are adjacent to tree-Hchen so^i^tie^^^

lichens of the trees, though scarcely so well adapted to the
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because of proximity, get possession often of considerable portions

of the rocky substratum. Excepting the Stereocaulon, there seems

to have been in the present instance a pretty nearly equal struggle

for place in the society, those lichens that are best adapted to the

ecologic conditions gaining the ascendency, and entirely or nearly

completely crowding out those less well adapted. That gaining pos-

ion is by no means a matter of pure chance will appear in the

discussion next below of an adjacent society of a southward exposed

ri[)rap.

IG.
4. Stereocaulon paschale on a riprap block on the upper surface and toward

">^t«ise of one of the extensions.

The Amphiloma-hke thallus has been purposely omitted from
^•^ese considerations of origin of the floral elements of the society,

^ncc no xitry definite statement can be made till the species is ascer-
tained.

vii. COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SIMILAR SOCIETIES

There

A.
j a neighboring riprap

side rV^^
^ number of ripraps at various places along the south

^euT \
^^^^^°^^ bed, and all of these have been examined, as

as others on the north side, the one selected for the present study
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being by far the most extensive and the best one for such an investi-

gation. For a comparison of the effect of north and south exposure?,

we may select a smaller riprap, consisting of a single extension, and

lying directly across the track from the one on which occurs the socicly

studied above. Indeed, the plants of the single extension on the

south side of the track might perhaps be considered a portion of iL

society on the north side, but it was thought a separate consideration

of them would better show the marked difference in character of the

flora. The single extension is of about the same length and width

as each one of the four on the north side of the track and makes-

about the same angle. The land to the south of the track is a low »

meadow with conditions distinctly less moist than in the swamp to

the north. Yet more pronounced is the dr}dng effect of southward

exposure, and altogether we have distinctly more xerophytic condi-

tions on this single riprap extension on the south side of the track.

Plainly less shade is to be found on the southward exposed extension,

and as a result of drier conditions the riprap blocks are much n-v

disintegrated^ than those on the north side. A discussion of the spe-

cies of lichens on the riprap south of the railroad track will demon^

strate a remarkably nice adjustment between hchen structures and

ecologic conditions. The species are as follows:

Acarospora°xanthophana (Nyl.) Fink, scarcely infrequent; A. cerima fuscati

(Schrad.) Fink,'frequent; A. cemna cinereoalba Fink, frequent; Biatora nnnoo^

poides (Fr.) Tuck., rare; Buellia myriocarpa (DC.) Mudd, frequent; Verruc
^

fuscella Fr., frequent; Lecanora muralis Ach., infrequent; L. subfusca

^^^

Ach., rare; Placodium cerinum (Ehrh.) Naeg. & Hepp, s^^^^^'^'
'"'f^"^

P.vitellinum (Ehrh.) Naeg. & Hepp, rare; Parmelia conspersa (EhrbO^ t^^'^_^

seen in a somewhat protected spot; Cladonia fimbriata coniocraea (
-,

once seen in a protected and shaded spot.

Besides the above, the Amphilomadike plant is spanngly ou^^

on this southward-exposed extension, occurring in shaded ^^
^

especially toward the base, where it is sometimes m more cxp|

^^
positions. Comparing the Hchens of the hst above with those

^ ^^
list for the northward-exposed riprap across the track, ^^^

.^^^^
,.._

the general structure of the plants in the two societies is \cr}

^^ ^^

Biatora myriocarpoides, abundant on the north side, i^
, gjje^ait

south side; and the Acarosporas, each once seen on the no
^^^^^^^ ^

all frequent on the south side. In the more xerophytic con
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the southward exposure, Buellia myrlocarpa has in part replaced

the Biatora. The better adaptation of the Buellia appears in the

greater tendency toward disappearance of the thallus and the better

development of such protective structures as exciple, hypothecium, and
paraphyscs. The Biatora is further replaced by the Acarosporas.
This is due to tw^o causes. Primarily, the disintegration being
slower on the drier southward exposed riprap, the more highly
developed thalli of the Acarosporas have time for development and
the production of apothecia on the more permanent rock surfaces,
and are consequently frequent and often fruited. Secondarily, with
their well-developed upper cortices the Acarosporas are even more
able to endure extreme xerophj-tic conditions than is the Biatora.
Also Ucanora muralis, once seen on the north side, was noted several
limes on the south side, where thalli with well developed cortices
are better adapted to the conditions. Response to conditions is

beautifully shown in that while Cladonias are common enough on
t e moister and more shaded north side, only a single specimen could
be ound on the south side. Also the total absence of the Stereo-
Qu on from the southward exposure is quite significant, especially

^e recall that it occurs commonly in quite exposed places a

to d-^^
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ "°^^^ ^^^^' Finally, the response of lichens

anrlTu
'^"^^ °^ environment, as shown here, is quite remarkable

lully justifies the detailed attention to a limited area.

The society of the sandstone ledges near Boone, Iowa.

stone
^ ^^^ °^ ^^^^^^ structure found in the societies of other sand-

^lifferenr'^Tr^
^^''^'''^ '"^ ^°^'^ ^""^ Minnesota have been quite

^-^ forth
^^^^^^ studied have been ledges along streams, which

'•»« rocks
.•!-"^^-

^-
^^^^ ^^^^^^ carried away the loose sand as fast as

*hich fpiv

^hen

few

ere disintegrated, or frequently'subjected it to inundation,

*imost th 1

^^i^LJcose lichens will endure. In such societies,

^*^ofth T^
^^^*^°"^^^ found have been those growing on the

ion hn
present society some ot tne prociucrs

The'^^ r^^^"^^
^° ^^^^ ^ ^°^^ ^" ^^^^^ ^^^^^ lichens could

omnI
^1 ^ ^ ^^^b^ along a stream was recently carried out

^ewrirV^
the "Ledges" {jig. 5) in Boone county, Iowa,

^r has done elsewhere; and while the studv of the col-
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lection made at the '"Ledges" is not yet completed, enough has been

dohe so that data for comparison are at hand. The **Lcdj?es"

have an extent of about two miles along a tributar}- of the Des Moines

river and are fully 15"^ high in some places. They are well shaded

in.many places and bear a higher plant flora quite different from that

about the society especially studied above, and including such

moisture-lovers as Camptosorus rhizophylhis^ Woodsia oblusa, Asa-

rum canadense, Impatiens auj-ea, Anemone quinqiiefolia, Arisncr^

Dracontiumj Adicea piimila, Aralia racemosa^ Conocephalus conintu

and a species of Grimaldia or Preissia; while the conditions at other

points are more xerophytic and bear a number of ferns, composites

and trees or shrubs. The lichen species of the ''Ledges" arc forlhe

most part quite widely distributed upon the rocks, so that the whole

number recorded is about the same as for the riprap. The list is as

follows

:

Usnea barbata Fr., infrequent; Ramalina calicaris farinacea (L.) Fr., fre-

quent; R. calicaris fastigiata (Pers.) Fr., infrequent; Parmera Borreri Tr"

common; P. crinita Ach., frequent; P. caperata (L.) Ach., infrequent; Phrso*

pulverulenta (Schreb.) NyL, infrequent; P. speciosa (Wulf.) Nyl. rare; Pel "

canina (L.) Hoffm., frequent; P. canina spuria (Ach.) Tuck., rare; Senechoblastu^

(Collema) nigrescens (Ach.) Stizenb., rare; Collema pulposum (Bernh.) Ach..

rare; Leptogium chloromelum (Sw.) Nyl., infrequent; Pannaria nigra (Hu..^

.

Nyl., common; Amphiloma (Pannaria) lanuginosum (Ach.) Nyl., abundan.

Acarospora (Lecanora) fuscata oligocarpa Nyl., rare and new to Iowa; ^^^""^^

muralis (Schreb.) Schaer., rare; Placodium aurantiacum (Lightf.) N'^S-

Hepp, frequent; "P. cerinum (Ehrh.) Naeg. & Hepp, infrequent; P- ntel^

(Ehrh.) Naeg. & Hepp, frequent; P. citrinum (Hoffm.) Leight., rare; Pert

velata (Turn.) Nyl., rare; Urceolaria scruposa Ach., rare; Cladonia mitru a ^ •

common; C. caespiticia (Pers.) Flk., rare; C. pyxidata chlorophaea f^P ^
Flk., frequent; Bilimbia (Biatora) trachona (Fit.) Fink, rare; Bue'l'^^^

(Ach.) Am., rare; Dermatocarpon (Endocarpon) pusillum
^^'^'^^^'''/VjuJ

Verrucaria muralis Ach., common; V. nigrescens Pers., frequent;

Ach., rare and new to Iowa; V. fuscella Fr., rare.

A comparison of the list above with that for the riprap shows^^

^^
resemblance. The -most striking difference is the occurrence o

^
shade- and moisture-loving lichens in the society at the

J.
_

which are absent from the riprap society. These sha e

^ ^
hchens are the CoUemas, the Leptogium, the ^^^^f^^'^\^
Amphiloma. The next most conspicuous difference is t a
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siiHd and less rapidly disintegrating surfaces at the "Ledges," the

somewhat better developed crustose thalli, as the Lecanoras, the

Ilacodiums, the Pertusaria, the Urceolaria, and the Buellia, have to

some extent replaced the less differentiated thalli such as the first

two of the list for the riprap. Because the disintegrating sand-

>oine of the "Ledges" falls to the ground and is covered with water

Fig.
5- Portions of the "Ledges" on both sides of the stream, showing general
and spermatophytic flora.

on th

^^^
'

^^"^^^^ ^^^'^y in high water, the Cladonias appear only
e Mndstone of the ledge faces and are comparatively rare.

and lh^''f

^'^^^^^"^ occurrence of the foHose Parmelias and Physcias

•"ore I
?^^'^°^^ Ramahnas at the "Ledges" is due partly to the

'^rrouL^-
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ conditions, and in part to the presence of

"^e abo
^^ ^^^^^' ^^^"^ which they may easily wander to the rocks.

*hen it

-^ ^ ^^"^P^^ison of the two societies is the more interesting

^'-^ of h^
^* ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ growing upon the ferruginous sand-

^
e same geological horizon, and that the differences noted
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are not due in any degree to difference in rock composition, but

entirely to other ecoloiiic factors.

C. Some other similar societies.

The lichen societies of various other sandstones differ somewhat

from either of the two considered above. Of those hitherto considered,

only a single one, that of the Sioux quartzite at Pipestone, ^Minnesota,

is isolated in such a way as to show no tension lines or admixture of

elements that so frequently intrude themselves from other adjacent

lichen societies. The lichens that have established themselves here

are a number of Acarosporas, Placodiums, Lccanoras, Rinodin-^*^

and BuelHas. These lichens in general have strictly crustose thalh\

well developed and variously chinky, verrucose, and arcolate, and

some of them at least a well developed upper cortex. Withthe^*^

two foliose but closely adnate Parmehas and two similar Pliysc^.

occur here and there in the society, but do not form a conspicuous

portion of it. Much of the beautiful wind polishing of the quartzite

was surely done at latest before the Wisconsin stage of the Pleistocene

4.

or shortly after the retreat of the Wisconsin ice, and the writer &-,-

the lichens growing on the smoothly poHshed surfaces, which are

much polished below the lichens as elsewhere. Thus there has been

no visible change in the surface of the quartzite since the advent o

the present Hchen society, ' and these hchens Avith well developea

thalli have had an abundance of time in which to become cstablished

upon the hard surfaces. There is no doubt but that these speaes

may reach an advanced age upon the quartzite, becoming much o

than is possible upon the more rapidly eroding ferruginous san
-

of the riprap, and the finding of all the species in good fruit upon

^^

quartzite is quite conclusive evidence of considerable age. J>o
^

many of these lichens of the quartzite were growing when the np^^

was built. Yet we find mainly the same species upon the sout ^

^^
exposed riprap extension, and this shows that such thalli ma}

^

established upon the softer sandstone in a comparatne}

time.

^FiNK, B. Contributions to a knowledge of the Uchens ot^^
^^^ ^^

Lichens of the Minnesota valley and southwestern Minnesota, ^^i^^"-

2 :284. 1899.

1'
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Neither upon the softer sandstone nor upon the harder quartzite

has the writer been able to observe any certain evidence of the pro-

tection which the lichens have afforded the rocks against wind or

other atmospheric agencies, though other observers find such evidence

elsewhere on rocks of the same kind.3 But whether the acidic action

of the lichen thaUi upon the rocks, or the climatic, erosion-producing

agencies acting upon the surrounding rocks causes the more rapid

disintegration, in the end the two factors together act on the softer

femjginous sandstone with comparative rapidity; and as compared
with the lichen population of the quartzite, that of the sandstone is

quite transient, lichen thalli or portions of thalli disappearing and
becoming replaced, except upon the southward exposed extension,
more rapidly than the better developed thalli can become estabhshcd
and produce fruit. So it happens that when Hchens having the
better developed thalli are found, as they rarely are, in the society
especially considered in this paper, they are likely to be sterile; while
Ibose with less differentiated and apparently more rapidly develop-
ing thalli are the ones that are common and well fruited. The fruti-
cose species, as the Cladonias and the Stereocaulon, are rather rarely
established upon the firmer and more exposed rocks. In their more
"•' ^^s shaded and moist habitat in the holes in the riprap, or in pro-
^«^ed places about the basal blocks, these fruticose species are able

^
maintain themselves in spite of disintegration, the wind not blow-

^ hem away as is the fate of the smaller thaUi on the more exposed

disiT^'
^^ ^°^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ atmospheric agencies together

^'n cgrate the rocks sufficiently. Finally, any of the fruticose forms

probah!
^ ^° ^^^^ ^ foothold on the more exposed surfaces are

«eds th^

^^^^ "^°^^ ^^^^^^ ^° ^^ ^^°^^" ^^ ^^ disintegration pro-
'^^ are the crustose forms thov^ ^^-^ >-^'-'*-'-'- ^^ *^" f^t-^.tot-

the lau
^ ^°^^^ ^° greater depth than do the hyphal rhizoids a

sissip ^ R
^^^^^^^^^ »^ the Saint Peter sandstone alon? the Mis

'^^i consid'^^ •
^'^''''''^P''^^^ ^^d so^th of McGrego., -

^ discus
^1 -^ ^ P^^^:ious papery and are quite different from the

ssed chiefly in this paper; and the same may be said of the

^^'i^^liB* V ^^^"^^^^^^^^^S^*^^^g^^f^c^o^s. ProcIowaAcad.Sci. 10:42. 1902.
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Jordan sandstone near Mankato 5

However, these last three societies were not so exhaustively studied

as the first three considered, and a further examination would brine

to light some of the less conspicuous members of the societies and

decrease the apparent differences.

VIII. CONCLUSION.

The facts stated show clearly some very evident adaptations in

lichen thalH, and as disintegration is going on with comparaiive

rapidity at the spot where the society is found, the data herein estab-

lished will be found useful in future studies. Finally, it may appear

that undue attention has been given to a society covering a limited

amount of surface. However, as the writer has stated elsewhere,*

it is impossible to deal with the details of the ecologic distribution

of lichens over a large area, and he has purposely chosen to restrict

himself, as in this instance, so that certain minute details might

receive attention.

Thanks are due Dr. L. H. Pammel for a photograph of the

"Ledges."

Iowa College, Grinell, Iowa.

» .1 ^M
l>'^

5 Fink, B., Contributions to a knowledge of the lichens of Minnesota: V. Lie

of the Minnesota valley and southwestern Minnesota. Minn. Bot. Studies 2
:jOi-

i8og.

6 Fink, B., Ecologic distribution an incentive to

gist 5 140. 1002.
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TRAXSPIRATION OF SUN LEAVES AND SHADE LEAVES
OF OLEA EUROPAEA AND OTHER BROAD-LEAVED
EVERGREENS.

Joseph Y. Bergen.

(with eleven figures)

Tut. structural diiTcrences between sun leaves and shade leaves

ff several species have been described in a classical memoir by E.

bTAHL.' Fr. Johow has given an excellent summary of the adapta-
tions of foliage leaves with reference to transpiration. =" LeOx\ Dufour
^ investigated many of the differences in

^' -'' " '^-

fn^roduclive organs of phanerogams due to dh......... ... c... ^...^^...

"flight supplied to them.

3

ine writer has not at present access to any tolerably complete
collection of botanical periodicals, but neither in Alfred Burger-

'' s bibliography^ nor in such journals as were accessible has he
n able to find mention of any paper which discusses experimentally
su ject of transpiration in leaves of the same individual, some

^evL'^...I in the sun and others in the shade." It would seem that the

) the relative activity of sun leaves and shade leaves must

su"t hi

" ^ ^alue. For such an investigation no leaves can be more
'^. ^^^^ ^^ose of such evergreens as the ,-

_ J^'

Schimper calls the Hartlauhflora, Oka, Quercus Ilex, Myrtus,
congeners. For it is evident that leaves which are active

aod

Mediterranea

amount afforded by the sun,

(j^j
.- — '''^"'- ^ii^ Lu several years, ana wnicn auring an ui

period arc respectively exposed to illuminations varying from

expected to show far more notable differences in structure
faitllrl^icg J

'-'O- let,,
^.^"'"g*^^ Oder schattigen Standorles auf die Ausbildung der Laub-

J«na.ZeUs.Natunv-iss.
16:162. 1882.

tcber die Bp *
v,

'**"'-niasen t ^ ,

''''§'^0 einiger Eigenschaften der Laubblatter zu den Standorts-

.rT""- J^^^b. Wiss. Bot. 15:-. X884.

*« VII
5"'' ^" ^ ^"""^^'^ ^"^ la forme et la si
5-311-412. 1887

^^^ Botx^u IV
"""" ^^""og^aphie der Tra

^ ^""-^^ 'en- 1887 and 1899.

Ann. Sci. Nat.

Verhandl.

28s
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illumination

flourish only for four or five months of the year. Broad-lcavcd ever-

greens, too, cast a denser shade than is afforded by ordinar}- conifers,

and the leaves of the former therefore grow (inder more sharply con-

trasting conditions than do those of the latter.

The lack of suitable laboratory facilities has made it Impossihl"

for the writer to investigate the relative amounts of photosynth
'

accomphshed by the leaves of the species studied. It has been ^"
ble, however, to determine with a fair degree of accuracy the rdativc

amount^of transpiration done by the sun leaves and the shade ku...

of several species.

shrubs mostly studied were: Oka enrop

Q Tlie obs:r

vations, unless otherwise stated, were made upon leaves from thirteen

to fifteen months old. Where sun leaves and shade leaves wei?

compared these were from different parts of the same shrub or trw

shaded

wholly by their owm foliage.

I. COMPARISONS OF COLOR, SIZE, SHAPE, AND STRUCTURE OF -
^

LEAVES AND SHADE LEAVES,

Out of ten trees and shrubs examined with reference to the tua.

of illumination on the color of the upper surface of the leaf, only or. .

,

Quercus Ilex, showed sun 1pavp<; plwavs darker than the shade

found

to be of a very dark green, while shade leaves (i to 2 per cent, illumi-

nation) were of a grass-green color. , ^
»,,...,„ ._ • , T ^-i^l^ J,-<T«vonrp in color U''

sempervirens

illuminat

-i^ignt species [Arbutus Andrachne, A. unedo, Citrus Aurd

^^
Myrlus communis tarentina, Nerium Oleander, Oka eiiropa^'if

^ ^
tacia Lentiscus, Rhamnus Alaternus) showed a much darer

^^^
green in the shade leaves than in the sun leaves, though sonietim

^^
shade leaves of Pistacia are lighter green. The shade leases

^^

individuals studied received amounts varying

of the total illumination.

per

Liii., LULdi luuinmauon.
j ii He 1

In comparing the relative areas of sun leaves and s a
L^
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the author arrives at a result opposite to that which Dufour^ obtained

from tlie study of many herbaceous species, but agreeing with the

J

Nerium Oleander, has leaves extraordinarily

in size, the smallest being bractlike and only 0.027 the area of the

makelargest ones.

of the relative areas of the sun leaves and shade leaves of this

species.

All other species examined had shade leaves larger than their
sun leaves. Exact measurements were made for only four species
of these, as follows

:

Citrus Aurantium

Olea europaea

Quercus Ilex (large tree)

Q- Ilex (small bushy sapling)

Rhamnus Alaternus

The

Ratio of areas

Sunn-shade

0-75

- 0.56

0.44

- 0.20

0.68

comparisons were based on fairly typical twigs of the same
^e, and all the leaves of each twig, or an equal number of homolo-
P>«^y situated leaves from each, were examined.

foun \ \ vl^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^^ °^ ^^^^'^^ ^^ question were often

bv^ T?
^^^' ^'^^"^ined in ten species. In the pinnately compound

wn leav

"^ ^^^^^^cus there was little difference in the ratios of

•Ki'let wkh?"^
^^^^"^ ^^''^'^^' whether leaf was compared with leaf or

eaflct. The other nine species gave the following results

:

Ratio length-J-breadth

Sun Shade

2.70 2.35J';
--Arbutus Andrachne

'*' A.Unedo

;3|
«"^s sempervirens

'-'""
'^ 't

J;|

Citnas Aurantlun. . . .'.'^If. 1.89

^hnus communis tarentina
-Atrium Oleander

(6)

''' Olea europa"er^^

----- 5-9o

Q

'Uc.ri. _
^ - - - . 1.75

2.04 1.37

2.21 2.14

5-34

4.05 2.64

2.69 1.60

1-37

* Loc. cit., p. 304

1-75 2.05
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it was not possible m every case to obtain the per cent, of total

illumination for the shade leaves examined. Those noted were a^

follows: (4) 2.8, (6) 2.2, (7) 4.6, (8)A 1.8, (8)B i.i, (9) 4.6.

It is obvious from inspection of the results obtained that the sun

leaves are usually narrower than the shade leaves in proportion to

their length. This is especially

true of the leaves of Citrus,

Olea, and Qucrcus; and the

Olea and Qucrcus arc cer-

tainly among the most xcro-

phytic of the nine species in

Fig. I.-Leaves of Olea europaea: a, the list above given. Fi^S.l-^

sun leaf of very xerophytic form; B, sun leaf; sufficiently illustrate the dilTer-

C, shade leaf from another tree; D, sun le_af;
q^icQ in form of thc IcaVCS in

a

E, shade leaf from another tree which is in

constant partial shade. X0.4.
question

Ax.other difference betwun

the sun leaves and the shade leaves of man; species consists in the

former In many

instances the under leaf surface of sun leaves is, strongly
concave.

while that of shade leaves is nearly plane,

the cross sections of jig. 6.

In the case of Olea the sun

leaves and shade leaves differ

remarkably in the manner in

which they present their sur-

faces to the light. The latter

are arranged in a somewhat
horizontal manner, that is with

the lower surface approxi-

,
mately parallel to the ground.

This is well shown m

L«»

m
FlG.2.-LeavesofG«^^^«-f^--^

leaf, very small xerophy-tic fo^-^ ^
leaf, same tree; C, sun leaf; V<^

appro«-

Tf doe*

mstances stand with the tips T 1 ' X04^ from another tree. A 0.4

pointing almost straight
upward or downward. In other words, the shade leaves a

mately euphotometric and the sun leaves panphotometr^^-^
^ ^^

not appear that the edges of the leaves are prescnte
^.^^^ j{|,c

and south direction more frequently than toward other poi
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compass. It is this approximately vertical position of many leaves,

with the silvery under surfaces facing in all directions, that gives the

shimmering effect of olive foliage so often described. Figs. 7 and 8

ilhistratc extreme cases of leaves standing vertically as above described .

'

The thickness of sun leaves was in every case found to be greater

than that of shade leaves, as

described by Stahl and others.

In leaves of Quercus the ratio in

thickness of the former to the

latter was nearly 2.0; in Olea

*'from 1.5 to 2.3; and in Pistacia

from 1.8 to 3.7-

In those species which are

pubescent or scaly on the lower

surface the pubescence is much

denser on sun leaves. It is gen-

erally difficult to reduce the com-

FiG. 3.—Leaves of Pistcna Lentiscus:

^, sun leaf; S, shade leaf. X^4.
• A.

numerical
the kind can be made in the case of the leaves of Olea. The lower
surface of the leaf is always more or less completely covered with pel-
tate scales. On sun leaves the lower surface is so thickly scale-clad

overlap considerably.

Apparently on sun
j^ves, the number of scales

« sufficient to cover the
under leaf-surface at least
|*iceover. On some shade

f^^^ the scales

found
were

*ith the

by measurements

eyepiece micro-
•"«" to cover just one-

J"^«cr of the unde
lac

er sur-

FiG. 4.^Lcaves of Pislacia Lcniiscus (another

tree): A, sun leaf; B, shade leaf. X0.4.

1 vL ^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^'sre about one-eighth as numerous as on sun

Th s omata were found to be somewhat more numerous on sun
^"-a than
Is

on shade leaves; an average of two determinations gave

^.^
^^cess for the former.

^ rawings the writer is indebted to Mrs. Herbert S. Jennings.
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In none of the species studied were any such extreme differences

between the internal structure of sun leaves and shade leaves noted

as have been described by Stahl and others. Since the thick

and texture of the leaves of Pistacia differed more under different

amounts of illumination than did those of any other species examined,

special attention was paid to the

histology of these leaves. The fol-

lowing points of difference, many

of which can be verified by refer-

ence to jigs. p~ii 8
?

were made

out: (i) cutinized layer of upper

epidermis much more

m sun

developed

leaves; (2) palisade layer

double in sun leaves and single in

shade leaves, the cells next the

epidermis longer in the former;

(3) intercellular spaces smaller in

portions of mesophyll of

leaves; (4) bundles much inore

upper

sun

Fig. 5.— Leaves of Rhamnus
Alaternus and Citrus Aurantium:, A,

highly developed in

(5) a pahsade layer

sun

occas

leave?;

ionally

sun leaf, and B, shade leaf of Rham- developed next the lower epidermi>

nus; C, sun leaf, and D, shade leaf of

Citrus. X0.4. in sun leaves.

n. RELATIVE AMOUNT OF TILA.NSPIRATION OF SUN

SHADE LEA\TES.

LE.W-ES A-VT

The three most obvious cases which present themselves ^^^^^^

gation are: {a) transpiration of both kinds °^.
^^^^'.^^'

!f ^ynlight;

natural emironment ;
(h) transpiration of both kinds m

(c) transpiration of both kinds in shade.
_

.
j^^^.^^

No mode of determining the losses by transpiration
bU^^

^^^.^_

as those in question is free from sources of error.^ 1 ^ M to pre^*''"'

ing detached leaves, with the cut end of the petiole sea e

accidental loss, is an admirable one for succulent R|i^^^^^^

leaves with a less amount of stored water it is un Cbir

8 For these drawings the author is indebted to Dr. Grace

because

College.
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the transpiration of the sun leaf and the shade leaf would be measured

amounts

STOW

for large shrubs or trees, since seedlings which were small enough
to be handled would fail to shade their own leaves and would not

a b c d
Fig. 6. Transverse sections of leaves : ^ , sun leaf, and B, shade leaf of Olea; C,

lun leaf, D, shade leaf of Qiicrcus Ilex. Natural size.

furnish leaves of typical adult form, size, and structure. Weighing
lufy twigs with the cut ends immersed in water is not likely to afford
the same absolute amounts of loss by transpiration as would be given
by the same twigs supplied with water by the normal root pressure

—Sun leaves of Olea: the branch

makes an angle of about 60° \dth the verti-

cal, most of the leaves pointing somewhat
vertically upward; in many other instances

one leaf of each pair was found to point

upward and the other downward.

^ ^he plant.

4

ut the leaves are in a normal atmosphere, and their

same very

^freslil
mimerse

cut ends of the leafy twigs studied in water contained in

/
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small test tubes. Each stem was carefully sealed into its tube, but

a capillary glass tube alongside the stem permitted air to enter to

take the place of absorbed water. To show how much of the total

loss was due to the cortex, control experiments were made with twigs

deprived of their leaves. As it was found that the losses through the

cortex sometimes amounted to 15 per

cent, of those through the leaves, the

plan of covering the entire cortical sur-

face with cacao wax (a mixture of half

beeswax and half cacao butter) was

finally adopted. Weighings were made

on a balance sensitive to less than s"*

and the period in most cases allowed for

transpiration (two to four hours) usually

secured a loss of weight of more than

200"^^ for the least active set of leaves

employed. Only sunny days were

chosen for the observations, which were

all made out of doors. The therniome-

the season of the
ter ranged, during

houexperiments and the

occupied by them, from 18 to 30"

(usually from 20° to 25°). ^^1^=^
of

the work was done between 12:00

5:00 P.M., and the per cent, of rea-

and

humidit)
sually

under 55- The determination of the

per cent, of total illumination
un^r

Fig. 8.—Sun leaves of Olea: which shade leaves have been de\-eIopea

the branch stands nearly vertical
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ important part of an)

and the leaves in general point . ^u^ ' — '"""'•

upward. set of observations on the

ure, or functional activity of such^lca-

and many photometric observations were made on the ea\
^^^

form

discussed. otherwise per cents criven

ine iiiummation at or near midday, at tne seasun ^^^--^
^ ^

the shade leaves studied had grown in about the following
a

arc for

leral

amounti

of illumination: Q 1.5-5 per cent.;
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Pistacia, 1-4 per cent.; Rhamnus, 4-6 per cent. The results of the

determinations of comparative transpiration are as follows:

h Sun leaves in sun and shade leaves in
shade.

Maximum
Minimum
Average of all values obtained

//. Both kinds of leaves in full sunli^kL
Maximum ...

Minimum

Ratios
Loss OF Sun Leaves

Loss OF Shade Leaves

Olea

3-04
1.45
2. 10

Pistacia Q. Ilex

Average of all values obtained.
'.

',

^n. Both kinds of leaves in the shade.
Maximum
Minimum.

.

.

Average of all values 'obtained

2.15
1. 17
1.47

0.97
0.81

0.90

4.60
2.20

3-70

^.24
1. 00
r.70

2.58
0.68
1.87

10.70

1.85

6.35

Rhamnus

3-90
0.96
2.04

7.00

2.25

5-91

2.70

0.93
1.86

1.42

0.52

0.98

2.61

1. 17
1.86

xpcriments
piration (taking into account some aberrant values not included in
eatable above given), the following conclusions may be stated:
I- Under the conditions normal for each class (I), sun leaves

^nie species.
much

^Il'a H TT
^^^sses of leaves under abnormally equal conditions

wore^th
^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^\ts of the species studied usually transpire

times as much

most

•nequaHt ^^"^f

^"^ ^^^ averages of II and III, it appears
'

that the

a> ml J ^^^^^Piration of sun leaves and shade leaves is about

7 If' '^ '^^^^^^^ ^s ^^ the shade.

^^4.
The thinnest and

^^her m
^°^^ sharply wim sun leaves m their behavior than do

^ the pri

"•^'"'^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^'^^ ^^^^ developed in the shade. This

mm:«-. ^P^^ cause for the difference between maximum and
results, particularly noticeable in the transpiration of

''^imum

* This result i<; •

^•^tanists
generall^^^^^

^^ variance with what would probably be the a priori opinion

^^^^^f 1902, y^J\
^^^ ^^^^^^^y contravenes the statement of Wiesner (Biologic der
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5. Shade leaves exposed for some hours to full sunshine may,

without showing any signs of wilting, become almost unable to trans-

pire- For example, a Q. Ilex shade leaf that during two hours in

sunlight transpired almost one-fourth as much as a sun leaf from the

odoq
Fig. 9.—Upper epidermis of Pistacia: A, sun leaf; 5, shade leaf. X 230

same tree, was afterward in the shade found to transpire about on^

sixtieth as much as the sun leaf in the shade.

The fact that shade leaves transpire less than sun leaves, under

similar conditions, may at first sight appear singular. But a little

consideration will suffice to show that leaves of the former class are

structurally unable to Derform as much of any kind of work as are

Fig. 10.

Xl2S.

Upper epidermis and mesophyll of Pistacia: A, sua leaf; ^, s a <=

uch

the more vigorous sun leaves. The latter, by reason of t e

^^^^

stouter stems from which they spring, and the greater de^eoI

^^ ^

of the bundles In the leaves themselves, are able ^^
.

*

''^"^J^,,^
per

peripheral direction larger quantities of water per ^^^
!^,

^^'^^'j^jck-

unit of time than shade leaves can. Also sun leaves, wit a

^^^^

ness two to four times that of shade leaves, usually con ai

^^^^

more interior evaporating surface than shade leaves o eq
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These considerations, however, do not explain all of the observed

inequalities of transpiration. Portions of leaves of Agave americana

freshly cut and with the cut surfaces hermetically sealed with wax, so

as to permit no loss of water except through uninjured epidermis, were
found to give ratios ranging from 1.5 to 4 for loss of sun leaves com-
pared with that of shade leaves, when both were exposed to full

sunhght. Here the transportation of water is an unimportant factor,

and the amount of tissue inside the leaf from which the transpired

water is drawn was nearly the same in both cases. The Agave
shade leaves had grown in a permanent shade of about 2 per cent.

illumination.

X 125.

Fig. ii.—LQ^.gj. epiderm

a h

t may be of interest to append a statement of the absolute rate

abo\

transp

e^ given. The measurements were made with sun leaves a year

humidity of 67 per cent.

' '^''^' ^^^^ in moderately bright sunlight.

TR.\XSPIR.^TIOX m MG. SURPACE 10

These

ristacia - - - . 231

Q. Ilex - - - - 238
Rhamnus - - - 6s8

hat
V alues for the transpiration of some-

J
Leaves of Ulmus canipestris

*nd wcr f

"^^^^"^ at the same time, for purposes of comparison,

^^is, hoV^^^
^^ ^°^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^""^ °^ ^^^^^ P^^ ^^"^' respectively.

I
^ ^ver, only ser\'es to emphasize a fact too often lost sight of,

^^y one surf"nace of each leaf (the lower) is taken into account.
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namely that xerophytic leaf structure is not always incompatible unth

abundant transpiration^ hut sometimes exists only for use in ou.

gencies to protect the plant from injurious loss of water.

In conclusion, the writer can only express his regret that he ha^s

so far been able to investigate only one phase of the transpiration of

four out of some sixty coriaceous evergreen species which occur in

the Mediterranean region. A detailed study of their transpirational

activity, month by month throughout the year, could not fail to give

results of much value.

Naples, Italy.



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

NOTES ON NORTH AMERICAN GRASSES. IV.

POA FLAVA L. and p. SEROTINA EHRH.

l.v the first edition of his Specks Plantarum (i:68. 1753), Linnaeus
fi" ribes this species as follows

:

7. Poa panicula diffusa, spiculis ovato oblongis nitidis. Gron. virg. 13.
Gramen pratense majus Virginia num. Pet. mus. 239.
Habitat in Virginia.

This has been considered by many authors as identical with Poa serotina
thrh.^ which occurs in Europe and also in the northern part of North
~~-ica. The identity of the two was probably assumed from Munro's

_

n-ment: "7. p. flava, marked Gron. virg. 13, is Poa crocaia Michx.; but

.

"ame should be altered to P. flava:' (Identification of the grasses in
Linnaeus' herbarium, Proc. Linn. Soc. Bot. 6:43.)

efernng to Gronovius' Flora Virginica we find that he cites Clayton

Ame

Clayton

k ,

'!".' '^ ^^' ^^erbarium of the British Museum.
has

flava L. Clayton's

Mr. A. B. Rendle

brn / ^'^^^i^ed this plant and informs me that it is Triodia cuprea

fl

flava to Poa serolina.

K fR
'^

^^^ identical, and hence proposes the name Sieglingia flava

•"••s'hi t^"

^^' ^^^^^' ^^ ^°^^ ^^* ^^^t^' however, upon what he

•^^JJected h ri^"
^'^^^ ^^^^ Linnaeus based the name upon a plant

•Wrir. 1'

^^^y^^^'' and gave the locality as Virginia should have led
can botanists to doubt the reference of Poa

pj^'7 "' ^"'^ ^^* «^^^^ i^ Virginia.

^ "J-DExow
^^'^^.^'^^^" ^P ^y several authors after Linnaeus, as Persoon,

^'^itsleri •'/'I
^^^^' ^^t apparently without knowing the grass, since

Ther. " ''^'^- "^'^^ ^Iso retained.
*ucre is still

*^^ty of Po
^°^°^ ^P°^ ^^'^^^^ ^^^^ l^Sht is needed, that is, the

^^^ same a^V^"'^^'''
^^^^^x. Although Munro states that Poa flava L.

^'^ ^^ ^ in Li

""^

^^"^f^
Michx., I cannot confirm this. I did not observe

** Parish Fro^^^r^^'
^^^^^"^"^ "or Poa crocaia in Michaux's herbarium

'^ '^y wdl C^
description and the type locality, near Hudson's Bay,

,^j

'

one of the northern Poas alhed to P. serotina, such as P.

297
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glaiica VahL, but can scarcely be Triodia ciiprea Jacq., which does not

occur north of New York. Persoon {Syn, PI) refers P. crocea [crocak]

to his P. hydrophila, which is given In Kew Index as a synonym of Leehli,

oryzoides. Nuttall {Gen. PL) retains P. crocata, and refers to this P.

hydrophila Pers. as a doubtful synonym.

Furthermore as to the validity of P. serotina Ehr. (Beitrage 6:83. 1791).

This rests upon the mention of the name in Etirhart's Hst of plants entitled

*' Index Cahimarium, Graminum et Tripetaloidearum Linn., quasinusum

Botanophilorum collegit et exsiccavit." Miss Mary A. Day, who has

kindly verified the reference for me at the Gray Herbarium, states thai

the name is mentioned without description, ''Poa serotina, Ehrh. Upsaliae."

As this is a nomen nudutn, the name was not technically published, and the

next name in chronological order should be taken up. This appears to be

trifle

trill

but both species occur in the northern portions and extend southward in

estem /'

southward to Pennsylvania and is quite common northward, whde r.

netnoraUs is rare and seems to be introduced.

P. paliisiris L. (SysL ed. lo. 874. 1759) is used by Aschersox and

R (S}'nops. Mitteleur. Flora 2:416) for P. serotina Ehrh., but

? is founded on a plate in Morrison's History (p. 201^ P^- ^'^^^

27), which is Phalaris arundinacea, and consequently cannot be used ^

Graebx

triili

DIGITARIA Heist.

This is generally cited as "Heist, ex Adans. PL Fam. 2:38. iJ^J-

fig

L. (/«i/ex 550) . Consequently, according to the recent " Code of Botanica

Nomenclature," Digitaria Heist, ex Adans. is published {Canon io,Jh^

and its type is Coixdactyloides L. Sp. 972. 1753, inasmuch as ^^^^^

{I. c.) cites Plukenet, pi. igo, fig. 2. Tripsacum, based upon Coix

loides, was established in 1759 {Syst. ed. 10). .

^^^
Digitaria as commonly understood was published by Scopoli ( ^

1772). The type of Digitaria Scop, is D. sangtiinale, as this ^vas

^ ^^^
species described. Since the name Digitaria had been used ear ic^

^^
different group, certain botanists thought it advisable to

^^^f^^ J^^^^xaf
for the group typified by Panicum sanguinale, and take up

in chronological order, Syntherisma Walt.
niVtari^

^*-"'

The fact seems to have been overlooked that the "^™^
?y^^^. I

used at an earlier date than that of Adanson's FamiUes des
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FABRicros

Rdm. (1763), where it is based upon "Gramen ischaemon Plinii, Clus.

H. CCXVII," and "Panicum spicis aggregatis, basi interiore nodosi, flos-

culis, geminis muticis vaginis foliorum punctatis, L. Sp. 8?" Both these

citations refer to Panicum sanguinaJe L. This work is at the Missouri
Botanical Garden. Kuntze states that although dated 1763 this work
a|)peared after that of Adanson. It would appear that the latter author may
have adopted the word from Fabricius nevertheless. If the name appeared
in the first edition of Fabricius and with the same type, then there would be
no doubt about its antedating AdansOxX. I have not been able to find

this work in America, but it is in London, and Mr. Edmund Baker has
kindly sent me a transcript of what appears concerning Digitaria. It says
"Digitaria Heist. DactyHs Raj. Gramen dactylon majus panicula longa^
spicis pluribus nudis crassis. Sloane." (Fabricius Enum. PL Hort.
n«w. 207. 1759). The same citation from Sloane appears under Pani-
cm dissedum L. Sp. 57. 1753. Consequently Digitaria is pubhshed
a^'-Tding to the canon of the code above mentioned.

But Paspdum L. was established in the same year {Syst. ed. 10. 855,
^759) and is typified by Panicum dissectum L., as this is the first species
mentioned, although Linnaeus changes the name to Paspaliim dimidiatum.
^^ere

13 a curious mix-up here. In the first edition of the Species Plan-

J"»
LesXaeus describes as no. 6 Panicum dissectum, which is Pas-mm dissectum L. Sp. ed. 2, to which he erroneously refers Sloane's

dimid'
^' ^^^^^" 7» Panicum dimidiatum, which is Stenotaphrum

^

w mum. In the tenth edition of the Systema he pubUshes Paspalum,

f^ink^n^d-^^
^^^ ^^^"^^^^ ^' '^^'^^''^^'^^"'"' although he bases it upon his

•iVra/""*

"^^^^«w no. 6. Sloane's plant above mentioned he names P.

difficuh'"
^A

*^_^^cond edition of the Species Plantarum he corrects the

of tJ,<. c
^^

.

P^^^^^hes Paspalum dissectum based upon Panicum dissectum
°' we first edition.

''^ ^^e Still two questions to" be ans^Yered.first,.

earlier

It]

Scopo]

Which

Was Digitaria published in some

*''*^ from
}i

™6i"ioned emphasize the evil consequences which may

^ S. Hrrr^r!
^"*^"^ ^^'^^1 known names without sufficient investigation.—

'^. t/. ^. Dept. Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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OOGENESIS AND FERTILIZATION IN ALBUGO IPOMOEAE-

PANDURANAE.

(with two figures)

Albugo Ipomoeae-panduranae (Schw.) Swingle occurs upon various

species of Ipomoea^ among others the sweet potato, upon which it intlicu

however, but slight damage. Its most common host is probably /. pun-

durata, in which it induces great hypertrophy of leaves, stems, and

flowers. The distortions are so marked as to attract the attention of

even the casual observer. It is within these hypertrophied parts that the

sexual organs and sexual spores are found in such abundance as to render

this species the most favorable of all in the genus for the study of oogc'^" >

and fertihzation.

The material is killed in admirable condition if cut in pieces a few milli-

meters square (the outer part being first shaved off to avoid endange"""

the knife by adhering sand) and dropped in chrom-acetic acid of thestrcngifi

recommended for other species of Albugo.^ The stain chiefly emplnytd

is the triple stain of Flemming.

Inasmuch as several other species of Albugo have been described v -.

considerable care, I will detail here only the more salient features, and t.

^-^

which present divergence from the usual types. The early histor}' of oogen-

esis runs parallel with that of all other species of Albugo invesL^.-t

namely, the mycelium enlarges to form the oogonium, the nuclei ei

enlarge greatly, and pass to the spirem condition. This stage pre^
^^^^

little divergence from the same stage in other species that it is adequa .

represented by fig. 45 drawn from /I. Blitl' Following the stage.
^^

described comes zonation or the differentiation of ooplasm from penp^-

^

In various species of Albugo zonation occurs in various ^^'-^'
^^

Bliti the protoplasm condenses in masses which then run toge
^^^

the ooplasm.3 In A, Ipomoeae-pandurame zonation P^^^^^^^^^^^

character exhibited in A. Candida and A. Tragopogonis, in whic
,

plasm may be said to fall away from the oogoniai wall, it.

^^

o ^
only a few strands, sufficient to suspend the oosphere m the cen

•

type

pogo

fig

T77V' RoT O*^'

I STEVE.YS, F. L., The compound oosphere of Albugo B.n-

6<r^.176, 225-245. pis. II-15. 1899. (p. 233). r??(ri---

^ Stevens, F- L., loc. ciL, pL 12. 3 Stevens, F. i-., /^^'
^^^^ ^^

. ^;-

4 Stevens, F. I.., Gametogenesis and fertiUzation ir. Albugo.

()&, 157-169, 238-261. ph. 1-4. 1901. (/>/. 3)-

BoT.
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With the inception of zonation comes the advance from the spircm to

the later stages of mitotic division in all the nuclei of the oogonium. Many

uf the nuclei in process of division are floated to the periplasm, others com-

plete the division within the ooplasm and there leave both daughter nuclei

within the egg. The completion of this mitosis results in conditions very

!''.c those in A. Tragopogonis^ Many of the nuclei are in the periplasm,

Mjme arc in the ooplasm. The chief difference lies in the coenocentrum,

to l>e disaisscd later.

The daughter nuclei of the first division, which remain within the

ooplasm, proceed to a second mitosis as in yl. Tragopogonis and A, Candida^

though the number of oospheric nuclei is constantly diminishing, owing

to their outward movement. All of them, except one or two contiguous

t the coenocentrum, reach the periplasm before or immediately after

n>'*'>sis is completed. One or two nuclei in mitosis are seen attached to

the coenocentrum during the second division. The completion of the

Tnitosis, however, finds only one daughter nucleus remaining thus to func-

fc*^AA U ^ the female pronucleus. Conclusive evidence was not obtained,

wit it is probable that some nuclei suffer degeneration within the ooplasm^

as i? the rule in A . Tragopogonis.

The coenocentrum is first to be seen as a homogeneous globule, much
lie the central globule of A . Bliti, though considerably larger, being nearly

« large as the nuclei at the completion of the first mitosis. There is no
striking differentiation of the protoplasm surrounding the globule at this

tune. The globule, which does not change materially in size in later

P<"ods, is larger than that of A. Bllti and much smaller than that of .1.

»<w, and it shows much less structural differentiation than is exhibited

^ globule in the latter species. When the second mitosis approaches
phase the globule is surrounded by zones of protoplasm of varying

'; d

^' ^^ ^^^'acter these resemble the structure shown in ^igs. 6g and

'

J^J"^
^''^ ^- Blili,(' though the development attains a higher degree

'i; ^(^'''oeae-panduranae.

_ ,

^ ^"'"^^^^^<^ power of the coenocentrum for nuclei is evidenced by the

- ment of one or more nuclei to it before and during the second mitosis

TragoL^^'-^
Phenomenon precisely Hke that already described for A.

^Pogonxs and A
. Candida. After the completion of the second division

^l"^^^"^:^.
Regenerates.

open,
^^^ll^ericlial tube, shorter in this than in most species of Albugo,

,

"^ ^^^e time of the completion of the second division, emptying

'
•
•^-. ihe compound oosphere of Albugo Bliii. he. cit. pL IJ-
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one male nucleus into the ooplasm. This nucleus joins the female, and

each enlarges much before pronuclear union, which is completed in the

ruins of the decadent coenocentrum.
^

Simultaneous with the opening of the antheridial tube begins the rnn-

struction of the oospore walls. These are completed much as in othff

species of Albugo, with the exception that there is a slight though very pt:

ceptible thickening of the oogonial wall itself. Such thickening is one of

the chief features in the spore of Sclerospora, but is not known to o^vurin

any other species of Albugo. .

ov

. '-.V X :^i^~rKT^»C

^ ft H

i-V''^' V '^-.w'-"^'-

Fig. I. Fig. 2.

e.xtrww

Fig. I.—Central globule and coenocentrum of A. Ipomoeae-panduraiM

second mitosis; one nucleus attached.

Fig. 2.—Similar to fig. r; nuclei not yet attached to the coenocentrum.

Subsequent to fertihzation, which does not proceed with thai

slowness noted in some species, the fusion nucleus divides m

increasing the number of nuclei before the assumption of the resting ^ =

A minor point, worthy of mention as an indication of chemica co

^^
sition, is a feature of the staining, conspicuous in this species but not -n^

in any other Albugo. All of that portion of the fertilizing tu

^^

w^

touches the periplasm, and often the whole antheridium as \^f'

structures.
dered

I

>mark-

ably conspicuous, and dozens are often seen in a single nek
^^J^^^

thirds M
-:.n \X



CURRENT LITERATURE
BOOK REVIEWS.

Methods of ecological investigation.

THK

.^ a work on the development and structure of vegetation, from the hand of

Dr. r'-''^\Xs.J The object of this and a forthcoming volume is to present

m a systematic and detailed manner the methods of ecological research that

li--^^been employed by the author for a number of years in the prairies and
lands of Nebraska, and in the mountains of Colorado. The principles

898, and have since

The present paper deals in particular

W"-'MJ

btti

»i^ the biological side of vegetation, while the forthcoming work is to be concerned
with the physical aspects.

.

fiindamental phenomena of vegetation are regarded as invasion and suc-
<*«ion (dynamic), zonation and alternation (static), and association, the latter

•^•"senting the stage to which vegetation has been brought. A section is devoted
«cn of these topics, and in each case there is given a historical sur\-ey of the

phfti

analysis, and a bibliography. One may classify

(

^^
-aliens with relation to stratum, light, water, etc., but of these Clements

^^y emphasizes the dominaiice of the water factor. He inclines not to accept
^^^^^^^ER s edaphic and climatic associations, holding that all but submerged

m,

ons are both climatic and edaphic. Invasion consists of the movement
'^wn) and estabhshment (ecesis) of species. In discussing this topic, a

^^^^0
terms are introduced applying to the plant member that migrates, the

py^^
r of the contrivance which facilitates migration, and the agent involved,

^^^^is (theory of poljlopic origin) is carefully analyzed, and the author fully

""l second
^
r'^^

^h^ory. Successions are divided into primary (on new soil),

«g the diL^"^
denuded soil). Some excellent terms are introduced, indicat-

llwjlr , J
!**'^ ^^ movement in the succession, xerotropic, mesotropic, and hydro-

**««, thoimJ,^!
^^^^ '^^^^ ^^ succession, which will be admitted at once in most

** IS hkely that some may require modification. Zonation has been

^^^^^ ^y former authors than have the other topics treated here,

^^exwTh'^
^ phenomenon that has been discussed and developed only

— ^P
y Dr. Clements. Alternation is defined as the response of vege-

^ f% cons

^ ''"-nation

^f N~ebr' t
'

'^^^ development and structure of vegetation. Botanical

• 1904

'^''^
^" ^^^d'^s in the Vegetation of the State, III. Svo. pp. i75-

30.3
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tation to the heterogeneity of the earth's surface, and is in sharp contrast tozona-

tion as it is related to topographic asymmetr}^ A very interesting analvsis is

made of competition, which the author holds to be a physical factor in the last

analysis.

This book is most diflficult to review adequately, because of the great num

ber of vital topics which are presented. The presentation is so logical and con-

cise that a satisfactory review or summary would be little less than a v./^jtim

reproduction of the work. The paper must be digested thoroughly from br;^"

ning to end by all who profess to be engaged in ecological research, and it should

be studied by all botanists, especially those who think that ecolog}' may notLj.

to deal with facts or have the logic or discipline of other lines of biology.—H. C

COWLES.

Leaf ecology.

Hansgirg, who for a considerable time has been gathering data for ?•"*

a work, has issued a somewhat elaborate volume on phyllobiology.' The aim

of the author is to present the topic of the biology of the leaf, much as the biolop

of the flower has been presented in earlier works. Part I is devoted to a gr'nl

consideration of leaf adaptations, especially those adaptations that may be oW
protective.

biological classes or types of leaves.

present

gnized: the water and swamp leaf typs of hydro-

phytes and halophytes, and the air leaf types of land plants. The former r i

has six subdivisions: the Vallisneria type adapted to currents, the ^klyrioph}'
'•"

type adapted to standing water, the Nymphaea type of floating leaves, the IsK^H

type, the Lysimachia (Naumburgia) type, and the Calla type. More than m
types of air leaves arc given, among which the following may be noted, so as

illustrate the method of the author: the violet type of shade leaf, the Tnenu*

type (wedge-shaped at base), the Taraxacum type of rosette leaves, the Ii^"—

type of liana leaves, the Cyclamen type (reddish beneath), the
^^^*^"'^p-J^

velvety leaves, the Ficus type of gutter-pointed (dripping) leaves, the
^

op**

type of trembling leaves, the Allium type of tubular leaves, the ^^^^?^^^^^

of weather-vane leaves, the conifer type of needle leaves, the Eucalyptus ^^

of

Mesembriantheraum

•mduus type of spiny leaves, the Drosera type of insectivorous leaves.
"-^^

there is a detailed description of the leaf type under consideration, toge^^^^^^^

a discusion of the ecological advantages of the type. The plants w 'f

the types are given in considerable detail. . ^^ ML
Part III considers the same material, but the arrangement is

^ .^
families and genera. Part IV considers the protective

adaptations

= Hansgirg, A., Phyllobiologie nebst Uebersicht der bi^^*"^^
j^i^^g':

G<*»

ind-sechzie SiDhono^amenfaTnilien. 8vo. PP. xiv+ 4S6- fiS^- -i^'ein-und-sechzig Siphonogamenfamilien. 8vo. pp. xiv

der Borntraeger. 1903. Mj2.
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leaves, and twelve types are recognized and discussed. The concluding chapter
contains a summar)' and some concluding remarks.

.\s might be supposed the author inclines to tcleological views, holding that
plant structures harmonize with their environment and even tend to become
modified in advantageous ways. The volume will have somewhat the function
of an encyclopedia, and it is therefore to be regretted that there is no index to
genera.—H. C. Cowles.

MliNOR NOTICES.
A RETOED EDITION of Coulter's Plant Structitres,^ an elementar}- text-buuk

of plant morphology, has appeared, the first edition having been published in

1899. There are numerous changes that deal with misstatements, illustrations,
changed points of view, and recent discoveries so far as these have to do with the
purpose of so elementary a book. Such subjects as mycorhiza, the development
of the sporophyte of br)-ophytes, and the endosperm of angiosperms have been
'^•ntten, and the topic of "double fertilization" introduced.

Hele.v Eastm.a.n* has written a fern book for amateurs, which is intended to
be _..

the neec

been "p

books is

to make

purpose

concise

The photographs for the plates are said to have

{ original process." The general purpose of such

—J. M
Doubtless the present book will serve its

Atkixsox s has published an outline of his lectures on plant ecology as
delivered

• . .
v.io,uj. aiiLi uicj Will ue 01 vame 10 an leacners wno

After te
^\\ ^^"'"^^^ °'' ^^'^° introduce ecological features into general courses.

^general lectures on the plant organization, plant organs are considered, then

Several lectures on the various
*«^""ns or societies conclude the series.^H. C. Cowles.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
Hitchcock ^ *

i*

^*nncd State
'

l

^
^ address on the control of sand dunes in the

^tTol/an/m!"l !^^^'.
^^^'^^ ^" account of the European methods of dune

in this country.—H. C. Cowles.
^ Coulter _0HN

*£astm

i^^ 5JP V
-t^^ant Structures. Second edition revised. i2ma. ppn

. 2^9. New York: D. Appleton and Company. 1904.

»9CH. Hought

Atkln'»*M.\sov G F p«w r ,^ <rf course of 1

'
"' '^"^^ ^^ Plants to environment (or plant ecology). Out-

"*^904, DD A.
^^""^^ delivered in the Summer School of Cornell University 1903

*Hirr«
'^ Publishing Co., Ithaca, N. Y.

"' "^ \ra„
' ' ' ^ontroUing sand dunes in the United States and Europe.^- -'lag-
1904:43-47.
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CosTERUS and Smith? have begun the publication of an account of numer-

ous ^'monstrosities"' obsen-ed in the Botanical Gardens of Buitenzorg and else-

where in the tropics. This is in continuation of a paper published in the same

Journal in 1895 (p. 97), and deals with monocotyledons. In a subsequent paper

dicotyledons and a few cr}^ptogams wall be presented.—^J.
M. C.

Postglacial fossils have been too much neglected by American paleobotanisu

There seems to be no reason why the magnificent results that have been nbtained

by the Scandinavian investigators should not be duplicated here. Pehr OlsS(»i*

Seffer ^ has given an account of the methods of bog study (telmatoIogy)emp'"\T(l

by Andersson, Sernander, and other Swedish workers.—H. C. Cowles.

Shaw^ has found that the stamens of Sanguinaria pass the winter in the

mother-cell stage; that in Sanguinaria, Chehdonium, and Eschscholtzia there is a

stylar canal; that in all three genera the antipodals are ver)^ prominent; and that

in Sanguinaria and Eschscholtzia the testa is developed from the inner part u)

the outer integument, w^hile in Chelidonium it is developed from both inteim-

ments.—J. M. C.

Boodle ^° has discovered that a reduced secondar)- xylem occurs in the st

^

^

(both subterranean and aerial) of Psilotum, outside of the solid mass of tr^ '"*

described by Bertrand and internal to the ring of sieve tubes. In the lo^er

region of the aerial stem a few cases of apparent mesarch structure were observed.

The results strengthen the hypothesis of the affinity of the Psilotaceae with the

Sphenophyllales.—J. M. C.

In a presidential address before the Linnean Society of New South W

Maiden ^^ devotes attention, among other things, to a botanical sun'ey

country. He suggests a scheme for dividing New South Uales into a nutn
^^

botanical counties or domains, and gives a hst of the most important and ^^^^

papers deaUng with each, A plea is made for an ecological study along p
.

graphic lines.—H. C. Cowxes.

W. L. Bray has given an interesting anatomical account of some of the p^n^

of the xerophytic regions of Texas.^=^ A study was made of -l^'^"'^ ^^ ^^

7 CosTERUs, J. C, and Smith, J. J., Studies in tropical teratolog}".
Ann.M

Bot. Buitenzorg II. 4:61-85. pis. 8-11. 1904.

8 Olsson-Seffer, p. Examination of organic remains in postg au

Amer. Nat. 37-7^5'797- ^903-
^^^,^ mem^-*^

9 Shaw^, Charles H., Note on the sexual generation and the

^^Y^..,
//.r<.

seed-coats in certain of the Papaveraceae. Bull. Ton*. Bot. Clu 3

1904. i^^
1° Boodle, L. A., On the occurrence of secondary xylem m

of Botany 18:505-517. pi. 33. 1904.

II Mmden, J. H., Presidential address.

1902:740-804.
.^^ BuU-'T^

.
" Bray, W. L., The tissues of some of the plants of the Soto regio .

Bot. Club 30:621-633. 1903.

Qnr XeW South
^'

Proc. Linn. Soc. ^^^
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Hesperaloe parviflora, Nolina texana, Ariocarpus fissuralus, and Euphorbia
antisyphilitica. The stomatal apparatus, in particular, was found to exhibit

marked xerophytic peculiarities. In Ariocarpus there are a nuniLer of projec-

tions of the cuticular layer into the pit just above the stoma, which virtually makes
a aries of chambers of the pit.—H. C. Cowles.

^

C.\.\N0N'-5 has concluded from anatomical evidence that the two species of
mistleto {Phoradcndron villosum and P. calijornicum) occurring in the vicinity

of the Desert Botanical Laboratory (Tucson, Arizona) do not penetrate their
ho.sLs hy means of solvents secreted by the haustoria; but "the points of admission
are determined solely by the character of the host-substratum, whether its cells are
I'wscly put together, as in the Icnticels of the cottonwood, or tlic ])lace where tlie

'-'te seeks admission has cellulose cell-walls."—J. M. C.

Stapfm has published an account of his studies of the fruit of Melocanna,
hich IS peculiar among grasses in being very large and having a fleshy pericarp.

The three species are restricted to India, and the fleshy character of fruit or seed
IS shared with Melocalamus and Ochlandra. Endosperm is developed only as

» dehcate parietal tissue, which is soon resorbed by the much enlarging scutcllum,

^ food reserve in the mature fruit being in the fleshy pericarp and the scutellum.
ditional facts of interest are that the ovule develops no integuments and that

"vipary is an established habit.-J. M. C.

Miss Robertson's has studied material of Torreya califonilca from plants

^^
in Great Britain. The microsporangia pass the winter in the mother-
and the tetrads are formed early in April. No prothallial cell was

and h^

^'^^ ^""^'"^ ^^^ '^^^^^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^^ *^^ division resulting in the generative
nuclei occurred. Primordia of o\'ules were observed December i, and

tin

^

-'h

"^^"' _P<^'l^"ation took place. The megaspore mother-cell was not dis-

j ij

'^ ""^'' '^te in May, and a month later the reduction division occurred,
near tetrad being formed. Material did not permit following the dcvclop-

the female gametophyte and embryo.—J. M. C.

> tuber^"' h^
^'^ studying the roots of our terrestrial orchids. lie finds that

^uMmt^
'"'==o"ie is provided only with slender roots, while species with slender

•" roots T^^
^^^^^.^^ tuberous roots. The subject is treated under three heads:

''' sam
^y^^^^' ^'^^ t^^ leptome and hadromc located in one central cylinder;

f^t roots tuberous; (3) roots tuberous, with several cylinders of lep-

P r^rt
^' ' Observations on the germination of Phoradcndron villosum

.,;
;f;"""'"-

^-"- ^orr. Rot. Club 31:435-443- X904.

^ ^ ^' ^^^» ^^ the fruit of Melocanjta hamhusoides Trin., an endospermless,

^1'^"^ ^^"^^ ^^ Bambuseae. Trans. Linn. Soc. London II. Bot. 6:401-425-
^-> ^. 1904.

^^^\-H^^Tl^^^'
^^^^^'^^^^^ formation in Torreya caH}or?iica, ^^qw Phytol.

* • P^^' 3-4, 1904.

* l™,r c .

^^^^' ^^^ root-Structure of North American terrestrial Orchidcae.
^\- i». 197-212. 1904.

obsen-ed.
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tome and hadrome. The results show the greatest diversity of structure, r-'^n

among the most closely allied forms. An interesting obser\^ation is that while

the roots of our terrestrial orchids form mycorhizas, this is not true of all the roots

of the same species, nor of the same individual.—
^J.

M. C.

Westgate has been making a study of the reclamation of sand dunes

on Cape Cod. ^7 The ecological relations of the vegetation are first treat.-''

Ecological factors, mode of sand deposition, development of the range of dun

natural reclamation, the vegetation of areas which receive gradual accumulatioBS

of sand, of areas which receive no such accumulations, and of marshes and bogs

are briefly discussed. An account is given of the devastating effects of the dai

sand on adjoining areas, and of the means that have been employed to cb«'*f

them. At no other place in this country have artificial plantings in dune -

been carried on so extensively or for so long a time as there.—H. C. CowLES.

Britton^^ has made a study of some rather extensive sand plains in the

neighborhood of New Haven, Conn., especial attention being paid to the

anatomy of the more typical plants. Perhaps the most characteristic specks

are Afidropogon scoparius and Jimiperus virginiana. A fact of much mteres

is that several species of swamp plants were found on the plains; e. g-, - .

sylvatica, Aronia arhutijolia, Vaccinium corymhosum, Kalmia angustijoUo, m
verticillata, Rosa Carolina. In the anatomical portion of the paper, particular

attention is paid to the anatomy of the subterranean organs, a topic that is oiien

superficially treated or even ignored in treatises that are othenvise ^^^''^'^j^'^

.

A number of interesting details are presented, for which recourse must be

the original.—H. C. Cowles.

Studies on the plant cell is the title of a series of articles in which
a\t^

proposes to describe the chief structures and functions of the plant ce

^^^
subject will be treated under the following heads: (i) structures of the p

an

^
(2) the activities of the plant cell; (3) highly specialized plant cells an

_^

peculiarities; (4) cell unions and nuclear fusions; (5) cell activities
^^^^^

periods in the ontogeny of plants; (6) comparative morpholog}' an p. ^^
The opening paper deals with the first of these section^^

^
protoplasmic contents; (2)

non-protoplasmic contt
,

(3) the cell wall. A list of fifty-five papers is given.
^ i,;i,w)Dhic»i

of the plant cell.

the subheads: (i) protopla

iiic ecu wail. n. iisi ui iiiL^-iin- ya^^L^ ..^ o . nhiloSOp

While the subject is in such a condition that critical discussion «^P^^^^

speculation is unsafe, a summary- of the literature will be useful to s

ested in this subject.—Charles J.
CHAiiBERLAiN.

^ J A Hiines Bulleun

^7 Westgate, J. M., Reclamation of Cape Cod sana au
•

»•''

Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S. Dept. of Agric. pp- 36- P^^- "

^'^°^'

^
^8 Britton, W. E., Vegetation of the North Haven sand plains-

Club 30:571—620. 1903

ioDavis, B. M., Studies on the plant cell. Amer. Xat. 38: 367-^90-50v k'-
^'-'
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PARTHENOGENESIS

g^"^ra, it is interesting to note any accessor}^ peculiarities. In i)arthenogenet!C

:, -:ics of Alchcmilla, Mukbeck"° finds that the niimher of chromosomes remains

unchanged throughout the entire h'fe history, not showing any reduced number
in the gametophytic generation. The behavior of the antipodal nuclei and syncr-

pds is also pccuhar in Alchemilla, some or all of these five nuclei having the power
of motion, so that they behave like polar nuclei. Consequently, it is not at all

unrommon to find three or four nuclei at the middle of the sac where one expects
to find the two polar nuclei. In such cases the extra nuclei clearly belong to the
antipodals or synergids, these regions lacking a corresponding number. Asso-
uated with parthenogenesis in Alchemilla is the phenomenon of polyemhrj-ony,
the extra embryos coming from the synergids or from the cells of the nucellus.—
Charlks

J. Chamberlain.

TuE Ce\'lon patanas, which may be compared to our prairies, are forming
thf subject of an important study by Paekin and Pe.\eson.=^ In an earlier

pafXT the junior author gave a general account of the patanas, which are grass-
«nds situated in a region that is otherwise forested. The patanas are of two
w - u-ct patanas, located above an altitude of 4500 feet, and dr}' patanas at a

-r ahitude. The present paper deals with the anatomical characteristics of
" plants, and data have been collected from eighty species. As might he

^^^' ^^^ characters as a whole may be regarded as more or less xerophytic.
most important result is that the plants of the wet patanas are as xerophytic

^<>seof the dr)- patanas; indeed the former are more hairy, and have a compacter

^ .

^^^^ authors appear to have been surprised at this feature of their

^^ ' ^ ^^^^' however, seems quite in harmony with the well-known xerophytic
^crs of the plants of peat bogs and salt marshes.—H. C. Cowles.

bvC A \

^*^^^ ^^^ histor}^ of the generic name Gloionema, proposed in 181

2

WiLLF V
^^^^^' ^^^' having studied the types in Agardh's herbarium in Lund,

<•? bel

^ ^-^^ ^^^^ ^^^ specimens on which the genus was founded are eggs of some

•hkhT^^^*^
^^^ Tipulidae. The genus Gloionema, the systematic position of

^ been subject to much discussion, has comprised not only these "egg-
^^^^nens,

'

but also some diatoms. Since Kutzing (1849) used the name as a

*nxE^ h"'^
?^^ certain diatoms, later writers have followed the example.

_^^ ject in reviewing the histor)- of this name has been to show the errors

« confusion in nomenclature, which may result from an indiscriminate

*<»MrfT>

hr --^^y^^
'^^^f^\'., Ueber Anomalicn in Baue dcs Nucellus und des Embryosackes

cnogcneUschen Arten dcr Gattung Alchemilla. Lunds Univcrsitcts Arsskrift
- W^ u. pi r. i^o^^

' ^
t Sor

Pearson, H. H. W., The botany of the Ceylon patanas. Jour.
^- 35:430-463 1903.

*^^at from ** f'
^^^^^ ^^^ Gattung Gloionema Ag. Eine Nomenclaturstudie.

^ ^

estschrift zu P. Ascherson's siebzigstem Geburtstage," pp. 439-450
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use of the priority rule and from an imperfect description such as Agardh's.

which suits not only a great number of different algae within various groups,

among them diatoms, red algae, Myxophyceae, and Chlorophyccae, but also ii..,/,

eggs. He advocates therefore the necessity of furnishing not only a compltte

diagnosis, but also a good drawing of every new form of thallophytes described.

OLSSOX-SErPER.

MacDougal has published several short papers that will be of intcrcit tf>

the readers of these notes. In a paper entitled ''Soil temi)eratures and \^

tion"^-' he gives the results of his thermographic studies, and concludes that too

little attention has been paid to soil temperatures; it seems likely that diurnal and

seasonal variations, and differences in the temperatures of aerial and subtem-

nean portions must have a large influence on physiological processes, both directly

and indirectly. In '*Some aspects of desert vegetation "^-^ and ''Botanical cxp:..--

tions in the Southwest "^^ he gives interesting popular accounts of our deserts an(i

their vegetation, and show^s the possibilities of the Desert Laborator}- in shefl-

ding light on the origin of species. "Mutation in plants"^^ is a sympalhetic

presentation of the mutation theory, in w^hich the author gives the results of his

own cultural studies. The mutants have in all respects the specific character
'"^

of their Holland prototypes. "Some correlations of leaves"'^ deals with the

results obtained in the further development of the shoot and leaf, when rtsort is

had to defoliation. Extra development was awakened in stipules and nf^

organs.—H. C. Cowles.

WiLLE and WiTTROCK^^ submit to the next International Botanical f'^"'^

at Vienna the following propositions : I. In order to establish the right of pnor*^

for new species and morphological varieties among the thallophytes, it ^^

necessar}^ to publish in the future not only a description, but a figure of theory

ism under consideration, sufficiently clear to make the diagnosis of the specK*

understood. II. In order to maintain the right of priority for new genera air^

the thallophytes, besides the description there shall also be published (or re f

to) a figure of at least one species among those comprising the genus consi

^
III- These resolutions shall be in force from the first of Januar)^

"rtrted

most beneficial results that would be obtained if these proposals were acc^

would be that the identification would be considerably aided by
^^^*^"^^J|^^

to refer to; such figures would in the future be executed with greater exac

=3 Contrib. N. Y. Bot. Card. no. 44. Mo. Weather Rev. Aug. 1903-

^4 Contrib. N. Y. Bot. Card. no. 46. Plant World 6:249-257- IPOJ-

^5 Jour. N. Y. Bot. Card. 5:89-98. 1904.

'^ Contrib. N. Y. Bot. Card. no. 48. Amer. Nat. 37-737-77°- '9°3-

=7 Contrib. N. Y. Bot. Card. no. 43. Bull. Torr. Bot. Club. 30S°5'=
pi,,,,;*,*,

«8WiLLE, N., and WiTTROCK, v., Motion au Congres international de^^''

'

Deuxieme Session, Vienne 1905, Nyt Magasin Natur\4denskabernc 4
•

1904.
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order to maintain the right of priority; characters would be more carefully observed,

and better diagnoses would be obtained; provisional descriptions, which only

lend to confuse the right of priority and are more or less incomplete, would be

avoided.—Olsson-Seffer .

Priamschxikow^^ considers Czapek's conclusion,3o that no free acid but

carbonic isisecreted by roots, to be not justified by the experiments. Ilis objections

toCZArEK's work are, first, that the assertion that aluminum phosphate is insoluble

in acetic acid is incorrect; second, that the aluminum phosphate used was not pure,

the pre j)ce of tlic hydrate decreasing the solubility; third, that water affected

the surface of the g}^psum plates used. By using sand mixed with pure iron and

aJ"*^inum phosphates, the author found that the phosphates were absorbed by
the plants, and concluded that root secretions contain organic acids capable of

iiissolving aluminum and iron phosphates. The solution of phosphates varied

with different plants. If it can be proved that carbonic acid secretion varies in

consonance with the solution energy of the root system of various plants, and that

aluminum and iron phosphates are dissolved by carbonic acid, then there is no
ncfdto suppose the presence of other organic acids than carbonic in root secretions.

I ne presence of acid phosphates in the root secretions of seedlings may be explained

«>y the fact that in germination, decomposition of proteid is in excess of synthesis,

and the phosphorus set free may be, in part, secreted as phosphates.—L. M. Snow.

BucKMAx^i has discussed the relation of fertilization, apogamy, and parthe-

«^nesis, closely analyzing the processes indicated by these terms. The fact is

mphasized that the process of fertilization is almost impossible of definition, in

y^ch opinion all biologists will probably concur. In "typical exogamous
fendization," with its fusion of gametes from different individuals, three results

«^ast are apparent: (i) a stimulus to further development; (2) a mingling of

"*^ ^f descent; and (3) a doubling of chromosomes. Starting with this

\™ »^e t}'pe, a series of reduced processes is indicated in which one or more

getf^
/characteristic results of fertilization have been lost. For example,

rtilization,^' common among angiosperms, no longer brings about the
^9»ng of different hereditarj- properties; and cases of apogamy preceded by

Manv ^T^
^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ reduced form of fertilization in the same direction.

^' y the so-called cases of parthenogenesis are regarded as still further cases

oTar^*-!^^,^^
^^^ primitive process, for there has not even been the formation

potential egg, in the sense that there has been a reduction division. In this

r M44i4d,
'^.!^

"s c aimed that true parthenogenesis has not been proved among the higher
jnce there is no reduction division, there is no true gamete, and the

^
D-, Zur Frage iiber die Wurzelausscheidungen. Ber.

^
2:i89-iQo. pi, 12, 1904.

^^

Cw«,
Jah,b. ,vi3s. B„t

. ,8<,6.

pogamy," and
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resulting embrj'o is really a case of sporophyt ic (somatic) budding. In such

cases the reduction of the primitive process of exogamous fertilization is complete;

the mingling of different characters, the stimulus to developmentj and the doubling

of chromosomes all having disappeared.—J. ]\I. C.

Bray32 finds that according to their character and distribution the fore^* J

Texas are to be classified as the east Texas timber belt, the timbered area of

Edwards plateau, the live oak timber belt, the Rio Grande plain chaparral, the

mesquite, and the timber of the Cordilleran region. According to the habitat of

its different components, the eastern timber belt is subdivided Into the fullowing

types: the swamp and bayou forests, the hardwood forests of the alluvial botto^v

the mixed hardwood forest of the interior of the coast plain, the long-leaf forc-ts

of the Fayette prairie, and the harchvood and short-leaf forests of the lignitic belt.

Under each of these headings follows a brief but verj' careful analysis of the factora

determining the present condition of the tree growth in each forest t}'pe. From

the economic standpoint the bulletin shows that only lo per cent, of the entire area

of Texas is covered with a merchantable forest; 125,000 acres, yielding nearly a

billion feet of lumber, are being cut over annually. The timber is cut in such a

way that the land does not reproduce valuable forests. The author gives valuable

and timely suggestions in regard to forest management both for private owners and

for the state.

The same author33 has studied the forests of the Edwards plateau with special

reference to their relation to the w^ater supply. The plateau is composed of lime-

stone, and the naturally high water-absorbing capacity of the rock is enhantet

by the position of the strata and by the numerous extensive fissures and ^^'^-

j^

Thus the region forms a vast catchment area for the water which supplies

agricultural lands below. The rapid collection and run-off of the waters rom

the bare slopes cause frequent disastrous floods. The writer shows how covering

the slopes with tree growth (which is rapidly taking place naturally) ten

^^
reduce both the frequence and the eroding power of the floods. By consen

the w^aters of the plateau in this manner they could be used to irr gate the nc
-^

arid lands of adjacent plains. State ownership for this purpose is
''^*^^^"!^^'r

'

These two bulletins are valuable contributions to our knowledge
_^^

relations of trees, and they demonstrate the value of careful ecologies ^
u(

.

deahng with certain problems of pracrical forestry —Clifton D. Howt

Items of taxonomic interest are as tollows: Carl Wl^ \.
,

Boiss. II. 4:619-634. 1904) has published new species of ^^^"^^''^^^^^*"
^- ('i*

Aechmea (2), Billbergia, Pitcairnia (9), and Puya (7).

32 Bray, William L., Forest resources of Texas. U. S. Dept. Agnc,

Forestry. Bull. no. 47. 1904.

33 Bray, William L., The timber of the Edwards plateau of

'J'^^'^^'

'. boB-

to climate, water supply, and soil. U. S. Dept. Agric, Bureau o

no. 4g, 1904.

.,

SeEM£>

of
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Q A. Thei-
LUNG (idem 695-716), in the first of a series of studies of Lepidium, has replaced

[h L.virgiiiicum of American authors by L. densiflorum Schrad., has disentangled

from the same confused mass of forms the new species L. neglcctum, and has
«k"ibed a new related species (L. costaricense) from Costa Rica.—C. A. M.
Llndmax (Arkiv for Botanik 1:7-56. 1904) has published a critical review of the
American species of Trichomancs, based on collections in Swedish herbaria and
on specimens obtained by the author in Brazil, 3 new species being described;
and has also {idem 187-276) published an account of a collection of Brazilian
ferns containing 16 new species.—M. L. Fernald (Rhodora 6:162. 1904) has
published a new species of AInus {A. mollis) from Canada and adjacent Eastern
United States.-E. P. BiCKNELL (Bull Torr. Bot. Club 31:379-391. 1904), in

presLiuing the Cahfornian species of Sisyrinchium, has described 5 new species.—
!'• A.^^Rtoberg {idem 399-410), in his nth "Studies on the Rocky ^^lountain
flora," has described new species of Juncus (3), Juncoides, Allium (2), Corallorhiza
jilix, Atriple-x (2), Corispermum, Claytonia, Cerastium, Arenaria (3), Alsinopsis,

J;.vchnis, Stanleya, and Schoenocrambe.—N. Patouillard (Bull. Soc. Mycol.
ranee 20:136. fg. i, 1^04) has described a new genus {Sewatia) of Capnodiaceae

on the leaves of the coffee plant.-H. Harms (Ann.
413-16. 1904) has described a new East Indian genus {Anomopanax) of Aralia-
c-^-, comprising

3 species.—S. H. Koorders {idem 19-32. pis. 2-3) has described
anew genus {Teijsmanniodendron) of Verbenaceae under cultivation, its nativity
jmg unknown.-G. R. Shaw (Gard. Chron. III. 3^= " " -" ^

^-

<Bu|"t
"" """^^^ ^'""^ ^^' ^^^^""'^ ^^^™ northeastern Mexico.—W. A. Mureill

of \ hT ^^ 31 :4i5~428. 1904), in his eighth paperon the Polyporaceae

^ orth America, has presented Hapalopilus and Pycnoporus, and described 6

Imes
°"°[^'P'^^^"^'"^(^^'"'''>0''"5, Cyclomycetella, Cycloporus,Glohijomes,Nigro-

newc'J
^'"'"'^ididus).—^. L. Brixton (Torreya 4:124. 1904) has described a

"*" ^P^'^'es of Alnus from New York.-T If C

Tard

h

^904.

*«

'^'We^^^H^
^.^^ PubUshed in full34-the results of his studies upon the

^eproduction in the Mucorineae first announced in Science June 3,

that
'^ /'^^^'^"^ ^^'^^^ ^^^ completely revolutionized our views of the condi-

been t"

"^"^^ ^^^ production of zygospores. While most investigators

»nfn.
"^'"^ ^"^ determine external factors such as increased humidity, high

Bukes as the stimuli to- zygospore formation

'"''^"dual s
"• ^

^^
"*^ conditioned primarily by the inherent nature of the

^LAKEsJ^^^Y""^
''''^^ secondarily by external factors."

'^'n^^theh
^

^J°^^-^

^^^^ ^^^ Mucorineae fall into two groups. The first,

*^ ionn .,
^"^"^^^'^'^ group, comprise "the minority of species (ex. Sporodinia)

can . „ i ---„ ..„„i uiaiicnes 01 ine same tnaiius or mycenuin, auu
rom the sowing of a single spore." The second group, termed

^"'^:
^10 */r

^'
'
^'' ^^'"^'^^ reproduction in the Mucorineae. Proc. Am. Acad.
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heterothallic, contains a large majority of the species (ex. Rhizopus, Mucor,

Phycomyces), each of which is made up of two sexual strains, so that the *'2)'go-

spores are developed from branches which necessarily belong to thalli or mycdia

diverse in character and can never be obtained from the sowing of a single spore.

.... Every heterothallic species is, therefore, an aggregate of two distinct strains,

through the interaction of which zygospore production is brought about.'*

These sexual strains show in general a greater or less vegetative luxuriance

and are designated by the + and — signs respectively. The two strains only

form zygospores when growing together, as the progametes ''arise from the stimu-

lus of contact between the more or less differentiated hyphae (zygophares) and

are from the outset always normally adherent."

^'A process of imperfect hybridization will occur between unlike strains of

different heterothallic species in the same or even in different genera," i- ^., the

gametes are formed by the chemotactic stimulus of contact with the mycdium

of an opposite strain. This peculiarity makes it possible to determine the strain

of an unknown form by cultivation with the strains of determined material and

is most interesting as evidence that the stimulus to zygospore formation is c^^^-n-

ical rather than the rougher physical conditions. These attempts at hybndization

were not observed to go farther than the cutting off of the two gametes.

Blakeslee concludes from his studies: {a) that the formation of zygospores

is a sexual process; {b) that the mycelium of a homothallic species is biseml:

{c) that the mycelium of a heterothallic species is unisexual; and further [d) that

in the + and - scries of the heterothallic group the two sexes are represented.-

Bi M. Davis.

The conditions influencing the production of zoospores in Chlamydomonas

have been studied by Fraxk,3s who shows that a decrease in concentration

Knop's solution acts as a stimulus, as does also, but in a secondar}' way, ciecrw

in light intensity. Temperature limits were also studied, with the conclusion a

this factor is only a secondarj' one in the production of zoospores. ^^^
bears concentrations up to 2.5 per cent. Knop's solution. In the '^'p

fj
^ ^

centrations the cells are larger and their contents more dense. On so
1

^^^

strata soaked with solution the plant behaves much as in a more concen ra^

solution. The transfer of cells from Knop's solution to solutions
un^^

single chemical salts influences the production of zoospores various v ac

ing to the salt used. Thus, as has been shown before, K is somewhat
mo^^^

sonous than Na. With all the salts used a concentration is soon obtaine^

^^^^^
no zoospores are produced. The osmotic pressure of the solution a

^
^^

tration-hmit sometimes lies above, sometimes below, and sometimes
^^^

that of the limiting concentration for Knop's solution. From this

^ ^^^^^ ^
concludes that the stimulus producing zoospores is not a°/'^"^*^^"^/l

j
^^jsaii

mere reduction of concentration in the nutrient medium is mvo\e •

35FRAXK, Theodor, Cultur und chemische Reizerschcinungen

domonas tingens. Bot. Zeit. 621:153-188. pi 6. 1904-

of

Ji-
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see how this follows, for in all the simple solutions used there was a lack of the

other salts normally present in the Knop's solution. Thus, in the study of these

poisons more than one factor has been varied. The strengths of solution used
are throughout stated in percentages, and the obsolete method of isotonic coeffi-

cients is used in calculating osmotic pressures, so that it will be necessarj' to trans-

form the data to more modern terminology before they can be of wide use in com-
parison. The methods and terminology of physical chemistry are most suital)]c

for this sort of investigation. The general results of this part of the paper are
as follows: Production of new motile cells can take place only with a reduction
of the concentration of the medium. The process is checked by the presence of
many substances, and these act chemically rather than osmotically, i. e., they
act like poisons.

The zoospores of this alga are positively phototactic towards blue light of
not too great intensity, but after a limiting intensity is passed they are negatively

»• They are sensitive to very weak light. It w^ould be well if such observations

« these could be made with a photometer, such as a silver salt perhaps, so that
limits of light intensity might be definitely stated. The chemotactic responses
of these same cells were also investigated, as were also those of Euglena gracilis,
but the results cannot be stated here.—B. E. Livingston.

The experimental morphology of Achlya polyandra has been studied,

\ H ll"

^ ^'^"^'''''^^* medieval way, by noRN,36 working in Klebs's laboratory

^
alle. He shows that the presence of metals in the nutrient medium, as well

as traces of metallic salts, has a marked effect on both vegetative and reproduc-
^\e activity of this organism. In such media the hyphae, which are normally

J^

out cross walls, develop such walls, often at regular intervals, and the fila-

ch*" ,

" becomes divided up into polyhedral chambers, like irregular paren-

pUsmol
•

^^'^^ '^ ^'^ directions. The same effect is brought about by partially

ButTh
'
^'"^ ^^^^^hy hyphae and then returning them to the normal medium.

cases- th^

^PP^''^'"^ ^° ^^ ^ difference in the nature of the cross walls in these two

of J^-
^^. P^'^^^^ed by a metal are not doubly refractive and consist largely

"pectin, while tln».«^.„.i..-,, , , , . -^ . . , .. ,

cellulose.

difference

— ..^ i^xw^uLcu uy piasmoiysis are anisotropic and contain mucn
However, the latter form of walls is at first exactly like the former;

^that \'h' \y

^^^^^^^ '^^i^r. The general response of the plant is quite parallel

•^ J^n I have obtained in Stigeoclonium,37 the formation of cross walls

Baiy KxiTx^"'
^^^^^"^^"^^^^^^ Entwicklungsanderungen bei Achlya polyandra rle

"For'
^ = "°7-24i. figs. 21. 1904.

^^^' B. F. o
'^ ^^ °^ external osmotic pressure upon Stigeoclonium see LiviNG-

"wphic p-ee
"

I

^ nature of the stimulus which causes the change of form in poly-

** P'iysioloK\- f^^^
^°^' ^^•30:361-377. pi. 22. 1900. Also, Furthernotes on

*wkonUieeff°
^^"^'''""^P'^sm in green algae, ihid. 32:292-302. 1901. The recent

^'- Louis meeur' "f
"^^^'^'^ ^^'^^ "P^"^ this same plant was reported in part at the

""
The fui"^ ,-

^^^ ^"'- ^^^- ^^^- '^ci-, Dec. 1903. See Science N. S. I9:i73-
^" '^'-

Bot Ga r ''"^^'°" °^ t'^s subject is about to be published in the Bull.
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and of irregular division being quite parallel to the production of the palrndLi

form in my alga, which is brought about by many metal salts as well as bv V:^

osmotic pressure of the medium. bees

am
walls the same cellulose formation would have occurred as that which he obser-*

in the partially plasmolyzed filament.

Regarding the production of zoospores, the unsatisfactory and almost mi-

ingless general observation is made again, as it has been made with other fonn.s

that these bodies are produced ^Svhen a sufficient amount of nutrient material

for growth is no longer present in the medium." This is of course not etad

science. They are produced at a temperature of from 5° to 31° C. "Osmotic

pressure has only an indirect effect." Intercalary sporangia are produced in ibc

filaments poisoned with metal and also in those which have been partially plas-

molyzed for a short time; indeed, all the cells of the parenchyma-like masses abovr

described seem to be potential sporangia. This last obsen^ation seems to ap"*

quite accurately with that made in the case of Stigeoclonium, that palmella Hb

are capable of producing zoospores when in weak media, whether the plant ha»

been brought to this form by metallic poison or by external osmotic pressure.

These are the main results of the paper. It is to be regretted that good

experimentation should be brought to so little account by such vagueness of

thought as indicated in the adoption of Nageli's theory of the oligodynamic effca

of metals, w^hich has no real basis in experiment, and the idea that nutntion »

somehow a thing apart from chemical stimulation and response. The pr.

paper appears to ''strike only the high places," as the phrase goes, ^^ha^^

needed in physiological work is more of the methods of the physical chemi-'

B. E. Livingston.

LAWSOX38 h^g published the results of his investigation of Cryp o^^

japonicaj concerning which we have had heretofore only Arxoldi s so

meager account. The material was obtained chiefly from trees S^^^)'^"^^^.,

campus of Stanford University. The staminate cones appear early m ^^^
the reduction division occurs the first week of November, and b}'^^^

^^;

the microspores are rounded off. In Januar}^ the first nuclear dis-

place, resulting in generative and tube nuclei, no prothallial cell being

tube?

nu*•
out branching, advance directly towards the embr}'0 sac. The g^"^|\^^'

, ^^„

divides early in the pollen tube development, and the body cell "'^j^^^

large, consorting with the tube- and stalk-cell nuclei in the tip of the tu

the middle of June the male cells are formed and fertilization occurs.

^^^^^^ ^^
Deep in the nucellus three or four mother-cells become

^^^^^^J"

*

^ ^ tbc

in :\Iarch, each giving rise to a tetrad. The centrally placed
^"^f^^ ^^-in ->xait.n, eacn giving rise to a leiraa. mc lculi«iv r

—

male T
twelve to sixteen potential ones functions, the development of t e e

38LAWSON, A. A., The gametophyte, fertilization, and embo'O

japonica. Annals of Botany 18:417-444. ph. 27-30. 1904-

of Cor
it^'
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ophyte proceeding as usual, so far as parietal placing and centripetal growth
arc concerned. The method of forming the permanent endosperm tissue is

remarkable, and is either unusual among gy^mnosperms or has escaped obser\a-
tion. The primar}^ endosperm cells, that is those open towards the center of tlie

sac, clonfjate inward, and free nuclear division proceeding they become multi-

nucleate. Then comes a stage when "hundreds of the free nuclei divide about
Tne time," but no cell plate is formed between the daughter nuclei, the

kinoplasmic fibrils extending between them increasing in number and curving
out.,..Js on all sides until both nuclei are completely surrounded by a sheath
of fihriis which fuse,, thus forming an investing membrane. This method of free
ffll formation goes on throughout the whole of the prothallium except in the

•e-n of the archegonium initials, the cells becoming crowded and thus resem-
^'Hg ordinar}- tissue composed of binucleate cells. After this tissue has been
organized nuclear division with cell plates proceeds in the usual way.

The archegonium initials were observed about May 25, and eight to fifteen

•rcnegonia are organized into a complex invested by a common layer of jacket
alls. The neck cells are usually four in number, and just before fertilization

|«
nucleus of the central cell divides into ventral canal and egg nuclei, without
formation of any separating membrane. Only one male cell enters an egg,

^

eggs thus being fertilized from one tube, and the male nucleus is liberated
fom Its cytoplasmic sheath only after the male cell has become imbedded in the

fi-'K ooplasm.

The proembr)-o begins with the formation of four free nuclei, in one case six

in thVt

^"^^' ^^^''^^ ^^^^ ^"^ ^^*^ ^^^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^'^S'n the divisions that result

^

e ong and tortuous suspensor, and one or several embr)-os may be devel-

^^'^mo^^
^ single egg. The estimated but not definitely counted number of

'?>rophrt™^^

"^^ ^^^^ °^ *^" ^^"^ *^^ gametophyte and eighteen or twenty for the

The general conclusion is reached that the structures of Cr\-ptomeria are
'•> of the Cupresseae type.-T. M. C.



NEWS.

Dr. J, P. LoTSY has been appointed reader in botany in the University of

Leiden.

Dr. W. a. Murrill has been appointed assistant curator at the New York

Botanical Garden.

Professor G. Boxxier has been elected an honorary member of the T\^a\
4

Microscopical Society of London.

Dr. K. Linsbauer has become privat-docent for anatomy and physio!'

of plants in the University of Vienna.
i

Professor P. A. Saccardo has been elected a corresponding member of tbe

Reale Accademia dei Lincei of Rome.

B. M. EvERHART, known best through work in systematic mycolog}' (i^ne m

association with Mr. J. B. Ellis, died at West Chester, Pa., on September 23, it

the age of eighty-seven years.

Imperial

J
al Park.

where he expected to study the light relations of the flora. Unfortunately i
11*-

the Congress at St. Louis. Professsor Wiesner delivered

in spite of evident weakness.

Thomas H. Kearney, of the Bureau of Plant Industn^ United ^

Department of Agriculture, has been authorized to proceed to Xorth .

etimew

hovstW

iut.

* fl m d

other Mediterranean coast regions for the purpose of securing new .

^

plants adapted to the southwest. A special study will be made of t e
^'^'"'^^^

new introductions of this fruit will be undertaken.
^^'^^''"''^^^^j^"^,,^;_yB«

crops will also be studied and the introduction of seeds of new ""

\
kinds will be made. Mr. Kearney will remain abroad until next spring-

^ ^

A SECTION of biogeography was organized in connection w

^ ^^^ ^ ^

International Geographic Congress, which met in Washington, ..cp^<^^

Professors Heilpein and Harshberger, both of Philadelphia, ac
^'^jp^

as chairman and secretary. The papers of botanical interest ve^^^^^

Oscar Drude, Die Methode der pflanzengeograpliischen
Karlogn'

Nomenkldtur pfl

Form>^

J. W. Harshberger, MetJtod of determining the age of the ^^^^[^'^^^'^
gj .V«

in the eastern United Stales; Charles C. Adams, The '^^^^^"^
pi^-

American biota; H. C. Cowles, The remarkable colony oj nor ie

^^,^^^^ ^^

the Apalachicola River, Florida, and its significance, ^'
^^^^^^

318
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title.

dofilices. A paper entitled The importance of the

C. CowLEs, was read by

AULT

ptper entitled La cartographie de geographic botatiique, was detained in France

by illness. The biogeographical sessions were well attended, although there

wtre few visiting botanists present, and the papers excited lively discussions.

TiTK International Congress of Arts and Science he'd at St. Louis, Septem-
ber 19 26, secured the attendance of large numbers of scientific men, both American
and foreign. It is safe to say that no more distinguished Ijody of scholars has ever

been gathered on this continent, or probably on any other. The formal addresses
by botanists were as follows: John Merle Coulter, University of Chicago,
P--'^pmnit oj morphological conceptions; Hugo de Vries, University of Amster-
-Ja, Fundamental conceptions of evolution; Frederick O. Bower, University of

Glasgow, The relation of the axis to the leaf in vascular plants; Karl F. Goebel,
Iniversity of Munich, Die Grundprobleme der heutigen Pflanzcnmorphologie;
Jnjus WiESNER, University of Vienna, Die Entwickelung der Pflanzenphysiologie
•"'" (/fw Einflusse underer Wissenschaften; Benjamin M. Duggar, University
M M::ouri, Present problems of plant physiology; ' Joseph C. Arthur, Purdue
wersity. The history and scope of plant pathology; Merton B. Waite, U. S.

I^partment of Agriculture, Vegetable pathology as an economic science; Oskar
«|^E, Royal Technical College, Dresden, Die Stellung der Oekologie in der

r^ ^^^^«nschaft; Benjaihn L. Robinson, Harvard University, Problems

*^^^y- These addresses will be published in the volumes of Proceedings of the
^gress. Short (ten-minute) papers were read by J. M. Coulter, Morphology

^

^-'^ '^'^'^jolia;
J. A. Harris, The importance of the investigation of seedling

s'«.' t. E. Bessey, Distribution of trees in Nebraska.
^HE iiARiNE STATION of the University of Washington has completed a suc-

summer's work among the San Juan islands in the northern part of Puget

»*n«ig th
• ]

^^^'^^* "^ ^^^ ^"'^'^ ^^^ ^^ determine the marine life of the Sound

'"ttom fro h'^^'

^^^^ ^° ^^^" ^^^ ^^^^^' °^ ^^^ distribution of species on the sea

T». .orT"-
^'^^''^S'^^^ Poii^t of view. The station was in charge of Professor

•^majority on
^^'^^''^'' ^"'^ ^'"- ^- C- ^^^^ (botany). The party included

^ schooll °f V^
^^^'^^^'s of biology in the colleges, normal schools, and large

-^wbr h !
^ ^*^^^' ^^ ^"^^^^ ^^ ^ number from adjacent ones. Headquarters

"^room ft \
^'^'^^^ Harbor, where house room was secured for laboratories,

OB the shfln. ^''-Ilr'^^
*^^ ^^^^y ^^^'^d in tents pitched in the dense coniferous forests

cessful

-Jnd.

shore. The
-^ *'re cable

-^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ disposal a naphtha launch, and a scow fitted

** and iale'

J'"^"^^^' ^^^^^^^> ^^^ "^^s, by means of which the bottom in the

*'*^*K utensils^

^-"^""^ ^^^^- '^'^"^^ ^^'^^ P''^"^ ^^^^^ explored. Carr}'ing their

'" - headquart*
^^'^^ ^^^^^ '^^ ^^^ launch, the party was enabled to make trips

^
*^'>'IectionT''

^^*^"^'"° ^^'^^ several days and thus cover a large area.

*^ '^n^d CO

^'^'^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^' ^^^^^^' ^"^ hydroids, and valuable data
oncerning their distribution. Professor Cutting, of the State
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University of Iowa, took charge of the hydroids collected. The University of

Washington is endeavoring to locate the richest field in the Sound for the pi

of estabhshing a permanent marine station. The site has not yet been definitely

located, but it is expected that one will be determined upon before spring.
w

The meetixg of the British Association for the Advancement of Sdencf.

Au crust

forciern

The president of the botanical section, Francis Darwin", discussed, critir''"^

and sympathetically, the hydrostatic and the statolith theories regarding the per-

ception of gravity by plants, expressing the conviction that, at the present timf

at least, the latter theorj^ has most in its favor, but admitting that it is not yet

proved. About sixty papers were presented, representing the whole field oi

botanical study. A group of papers on paleobotany showed the extent and the

fruitfulness of this line of investigation in England. Many of these pai)ers

illustrated by lantern slides, often of great beauty, and always interesting. The

group^of papers by the ecologists showed by the careful anatomical and expen-

mental investigations, coupled with examinations of soil, drainage, and meteorolo-

gical conditions, that the thoroughness and accuracy which alone can give ecology

any real value are recognized and applied in England and Scotland. There weit

also papers on mycology, morphology and* cytology, anatomy, and physiology.

HriQ-^f ^-U„ V.1 J.. .J. f . _. _ r xi • ^: +1,^ ^iVn^r nf the botafi*»^

enty, in St. John's College. The speeches by DAR^^•IX, Engler, Uor

;wARD, and Wager were felicitous, and the cordial reception accoi*i

. - .-, of Tokyo, was especially interesting at this time. As one of the

^^ ^
of the Association, I cannot refrain from expressing my grateful apprecia^-

^
the gracious courtesy and hospitality which were extended to all—G. J- '

Fum
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Edward C. Jeffrey.

line

(with plates XVIII AND XIX)

Amoxg the material of fossil woods stored in the basement of the
Botanical Museum of Harvard University is a large piece from the
'"" of the Central Pacific Railway. It is catalogued as no. 7354 and
B described on the label as "From tunnel no. i, Central Pacific

• K Blue Gap, Sierra Nevada Mountains. Elevation above the
sea j:9oft

furth

4520
. Found under 60 ^^ ^f conglomerate." There is no

. ^
—^" ""=• •-" <-j.ic iiiiic ui lib Luiiecuoii or uie loriiiauuii

rom which it was derived. As the piece of wood in question had the
^^or and general texture of a Sequoia, I was led to investigate its

_^n)scopic structure, with the result that it turned out to be a new
Ci the genus, presenting a number of interesting and nov^:!

.m,
^"
^\ ^' ^^o^^'i-TON, of the United States Geological Sur^-ey, has

^^ tne opinion that the wood which forms the subject of the

bt i^ ^^i^^^
^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ °^ ^^^ auriferous gravels, L e., Miocene;

*'

dbse"^

^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ positively that this is the case, on account of

dearlv ^^^.
^^

^J^"^^^^
evidence. As the location of the specimen is

bsequ"
1*^^'^^' ^^ ^^^^ probably be an easy matter to determine

^cai fe"!
^ ^^^

^'"^f
^^ geological horizon. In any case the morpho-

* <J«scrinr

^''^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ presents are of sufficient interest to Justify

The w'^^^^P^^^-^ time.

collect^^"^^"^
^^ ^'°°^ ^^ ^^^ original condition as taken from

^ irom the Phanerogamic Laboratories of Harvard University. No. i

.

32 T
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bmi

broken away from a longer piece. This supposition is strengthened

by the fact that there are a few ax marks on the broken end of the

specimen. The piece measured about 15^"^ in the radial direction

and about iS^"' tangentially, and is rounded in these directions

apparently by water carriage. There are about three hundred ri f
perpen

trunk of which the specimen under discussion is a fragment must

have been at least six feet in diameter. It was possibly much lar^,:,

since in all probability a good deal of ligneous tissue has disappeared

from the outer surface of the specimen. The wood had undergone

comparatively httle alteration from decay, and the fact that it is onlv

very slightly impregnated with sihca, easily removed with hydro-

fluoric acid, makes it very favorable for investigation. The prcscn-a-

tion even of minute details of structure is far beyond that of ""}'

other fossil Sequoia with which I am famihar.

Fig. I shows some of the characteristic features of a trar- ^

section of the fossil wood under discussion. The annual nngs are

well marked and very regular even in sections of greater area an

that shown in the figure. Two peculiarities stand out above

fig
canals

narily occur in cupressineous woods, and the presence oi
^ ^

in both horizontal and vertical planes, a feature charactenstic o

^^^

Abietineae and hitherto unknown in the cupressineous sene?^^

^^^

rings of growth are mostly composed of thin-walled trac ci
-^ _^

suddenly toward the outer border of the annual zone appear^ *

thick-walled tangentially flattened elements. In one oft e a

rings may be seen a number of open spaces rounded m out ine.

^^^ ^^

are vertical resin canals in transverse section, and arc ^^

^^^|^

nnual

the spring wood. A very

from the vertical series of resin can ual

......v. u... boundary of the figure. Fig. 2 shows "^"^^ ^
rings highly magnified. The tracheids are more often_*q^

^^
^^,

pentagonal or hexagonal in outHne. The pits are
^^ ^

.w.

radial walls, except in the case of the thick-waUed
^^^^^^.^^ xbe

eids, and are obviously in two rows as seen in transverse

^ ^^^ ^^
tangential pits which are sometimes found in the spnng
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h

living Sequoias are not found in the present species.^ On the left of

the figure may be seen a medullary ray. The cells arc obviously very

long, and in the present instance extend across a complete annual

ring. The elements still retain their dark granular contents, the

so-called resin globules. In the present species of Sequoia the

resinous material is mainly found in the medullary rays and scarcely

al all in the wood, in this respect presenting a marked resemblance to

Tsuga and Abies among the Abictineac. There is, however, a cer-

tain number of resin cells on the outer face of the summer wood.
One of these elements is shown in the second annual ring and on the

nght of the figuroy This feature, too, finds a parallel in Tsuga among
the Abictincae.

Fig- 3 shows part of a tangential section of the wood of our
species, under low magnification. The irregular dark striping of

the center of the figure represents the summer wood, while the light-

colored lateral portions correspond to the spring wood. Most of the

medullary rays appearing in the figure are so small as to be scarcely
iscernible, but some of them are enormously enlarged to constitute
wsiform rays, which contain horizontal resin canals. Most of these

appear to be empty, but some are obviously filled with coarsely
S^ ar contents. The appearance presented in the section shown

PS- 3 IS somewhat exceptional for the species under discussion,
"lost cases a tangential section of the wood reveals no fusiform

-•s^and no horizontal resin canals.

^' -^ appears to afford an explanation of the peculiarities seen

^
S- 3- The magnification in this instance is not great, and as a

^quence a large number of annual rings are present. These

^
e arched and suffer interruption toward the lower part of

^
gurc. In this case w^e have obviouslv to do with a healing

canals

in

In

r:

•ndicat" h
.^'^^^"^^P^^^^ in the continuity of the annual rings

8>pthe^-
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^* ^^^ ^^^^^' ^°^^ P^^^^' ^^^ outside this

in ^j^^ ""P
°^ growth are unusually thick, as is ordinarily the case

'^^

-^me

^^'^ ^^°°^' There is a reaction farther out and the rings

^ fartr^
thmner, again to increase their thickness once more

er out. From the right border of the wound a horizontal
' P^N-HALLOvv, D P r . . ^ A'' ^ -r.

^' '-'eneric characters of North American Taxaceae and* r.

1
fans. Roy. Soc. Canada 2: 1896.
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resin canal can be m
annual rings seen in the plane of the figure. By careful inspection

it is also possible to make out that there are vertical canals in scries

in the spring wood of the first ring of Hgneous growth subsequent to

injur}^ Fig. 5 shows part of another section through the same

wound more highly magnified. The tangential series of resin canals

in the spring growth of the first traumatic ring can now be dearly

seen. Passing off from these can be made out three horizontal duct?,

the most median of which does not actually communicate with thf
4

vertical canals in the plane of the present section. To the right of

the figure a short tangential series of ducts can be seen in the second

ring of growth formed after the wound. No horizontal canals
4

originate from this weaker series of vertical canals. Fig. 6 is taken

from the center of the wounded region, and the annual rings imme-

diately abutting on the wound are the second and third formed

subsequent to the injur>\ Each of them contains a weak scries of

vernal

horizontal ducts.

the same wound, somewhat

tion through

The vertical

_ now clearly discernible, and from these

are passing off in the horizontal direction three huge resin canals.

more
tyloses.

We are now in thp nnQitu.n in rlkniQc; \hp rpsin canals vertical aoa

_ I and 3. It is a well-known fact that

in the Abietineae the formation of resin canals may be brou
fig^

c

about as
that

canaL

]o%

goes. In those Abietineae which give rise to h'gneous resin canals

^
as a result of injury they are also confined to the vertical plane, c«^

Cedrus

about to be published, they are formed horizontally as weu.
Three

injury
led to

consideration, and in each of the three cases the injuries

3 Jeffrey, E. C, Memoirs of the Boston Society of Natural Histon- 5-

tbe
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apt to be both horizontal and vertical canals; while in the later formed
rings the impulse gradually dies out and only vertical canals originate.
The horizontal canals run in considerable numbers from the mtr.rins
of healing wounds. Fig. j represents a section through such a patch
of traumatic horizontal canals. Fig. 8 shows the appearance of the
large horizontal canal to be seen on the left of fg. 3 when somewhat
more highly magnified. The enormously enlarged medullar)^ ray
IS almost entirely taken up by the huge resin canal, which in turn is
ocdudcd by a mass of cells constituting a tylosis. Fig. g shows a
snialler duct from the right of ^g. j somewhat more highly magnified
than the foregoing. The continuity between the tylosis and the wall
of the duct can clearly be made out in this figure. The cells consti-
tuting the walls of the traumatic resin canals in the Sequoias are
mck-wallcd and much pitted, and generally contain in greater or
'^abundance the dark brown masses which occur in the resin cells
01 the wood of the Cupressineae in the larger sense. Not all of the
na s contam tyloses in the fossilized material, but it is probable

tt^Uhey were universally present in the living tree.

.i!'
^^ ^"".'^'^ ^^^ transition from a vertical to a horizontal duct

--»
j" T'^^^

'^"^'^^ ^^^^'°'^" ^^^ ^""^^^ difference in size which

The ab

^'

H

between the two sorts of ducts is very apparent.

although I'v^'V^^'''^"
^""^ ^^^"^ ^ ^'^^^''''' ^^ ^^^ horizontal ducts,

^'n can 1
^ ''''"'^''^^ ^^ ^^so occasionally found in the vertical

seen

bel

to

may extend very'owthf'- J
^^^^ canals maj calchu very lar aoove anu

'"njurv
jj^^"^ '^^.^^^^ ^n small isolated pieces of wood their relation

^^krslnX ''^^- -^""^^ ^ ^^'ide knowledge of living forms of

^t rows of

^^'""^ ^"^ '''^''''^' ^ ''"' '"^ ^^"^ position to state inductively

«>n'ferous w
^ 7^'"^^^ ^^^^^ occurring vertically and tangentialiy in

that thiT h""
''^'' ""^^ ^""^ ^"^ '''^'''^- ^^ ^""^ ^^^"^ vossihh to

^Warrant . 1
^! ^^^^ wherever the material was abundant enough^nt a defimte conclusion.

'^onzontal tr

*^nd throu h
^^"^^^ ^^y pass outward from a healed

^*^
e«ende^d th"^^''^

^"^^"^^ ^'''^^' ^" ^^^ instance horizontal
trough thirty-eight rings of growth, ending in another

Aow
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from

ood

my disposal. In another case I was able to follow the course of a

horizontal duct through over seventy annual rings before it finaUy

tapered off and ended bhndly. Although the horizontal canals

always start from a vertical series, they by no means always end in

the next outward vertical series, even when one is present. More

frequently they end bhndly, as in the one last described above. Th*

formation of new series of vertical canals may recur in remote rings

of growth, and these are nearly always united by horizontal canals.

It will be convenient at this stage to consider more particularly the

structure of the wood parenchyma, since it is of considerable di

nostic importance. Our fig. 2 shows the scantiness of the parcnchynui

as seen in transverse section through the wood, and also that it occurs

on the face of the summer w^ood. Both these features are unusual,

for in the Hving Sequoias the resiniferous parenchyma is particularfy

abundant and is found throughout the annual ring. Our fossil also

presents a contrast in this respect to the woods of other extinct Sequoias.

PENHALL0W4 describes his S. Langsdorfii as having abundant resin

cells throughout the annual ring and appearing also in a rudimentary

form on the face of the summer wood. In another species, S. Bur-

gessii, according to this author, s resin cells abundant throughout the

ring are most numerous on the face of the summer wood.

a of Knowlton'5 the distribution of resin cells through^.:

the annual growth seems to be somewhat uniform. Lo _

sections of the wood of the species under discussion, taken in num-

bers both in the tangential and radial planes, show clearly that the

absence of resin cells from all locations except the face of the summer

wood is not due to disappeararice through decay, for there is no en-

the

gniii

Ml

than

Fig
resin cells of our species in longitudinal section. They are long Mf

row elements comparable among Hving species
^i^am

PenHALLOW. D. p.. Nntes nn Tprtiarv nlants. TranS. RoV- SoC. Ca

s Op. at.

^Knowlton, F. H., Geolog>' of the Yellowstone Park. Monographs

Geological Survey 32: pt. 2.

of^ •
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rather than to the stouter.
p

virm. They may be seen on the outside of the summer wood in two
contiguous annual rings. They contain a very small number of

On the left of the figure is a longitudinal section
resinous

of a vortical resin Canal.

In fe. 72 is secj

species under consideration. The lateral walls of the ray which are
in contact with the tracheids are characterized by so-called bordered
pits, which owe their double contour to the fact that the outline of
the pit on the side of the tracheid is different from that on the side of
the mcduIlar)^ ray cell. The medullar}^ ray of the present species of
Sequoia is strikingly different from that of tHe two livincr cnpnV^; i*n

crucial There
arc distinctly differentiated marginal cells, broader than the central
cells and having two to three radial rows of pits instead of the single
row found in the central cells. The marginal
ticularized by their undulating borders, the tops of the undulations
rorresponding to the walls of the tracheids. They present an addi-
tional contrast to the central cells in the fact that they are generally

very
rhombic crystals, lodged in cysts derived from the cell wall. The
presencer u^c ui crystals tmds a parallel in the genus Abies among the

letincae. Strasburger has noticed their occasional presence in
peclinata

cotKoIor
very

may

^ • brown matrix similar to that found in the resin cells of cupres-

inth"^hi°°^^
^"^ ^^ ^^^ so-called crystallogenous cells which occur

indole
^^"^ °^ ""^"^ °^ ^^^ Coniferales

;
but I have not found them

mclosed

spen'w,

medullary

*«»gle row
^P^^^^^^^ed marginal cells, instead of constituting a

our ia
°" upper and lower borders of the ray, as is shown in

«• 12, may be present to the number of three or four rows. In

just middle

,-^jj, »i . . •' ""- ^"o'- vviLii Liic Liciciiciua.! CCllij 111 uic ia.ys ui
le ineae. Another feature which differentiates our species
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from the living species of Sequoia is the very abundant pitting of the

tangential walls of the medullary ray cells. This is an additional

point of resemblance to the Abietineae. Through the kindness of

Professor PenhallowT have had the opportunity of examining the

type specimens of his Sequoia Langsdorfii and Sequoia Bur^essil

The state of preservation of the medullary rays is very indifferent in

these species; but so far as could be made out they do not possess

the peculiar marginal cells and the strong pitting of the terminal

(tangential) walls which are characteristic of our species. The Sequoia

magnifica of Knowlton has badly preserved medullary rays, accord-

ing to the author's description. ^ Professor Penhaliow has seen

sections of our species and agrees that it is new and unlike any which

have been described. The name Sequoia Penhalloivii is proposed

for it in recognition of Professor Penhallow's great services to

the paleobotany of the Coniferales. The following is the diagnosis:

Sequoia PenhaUowii, n. sp

Transverse,
thia

summer wood. Rings ' regular, or if varying in thickness vary-ing uniform,

and without violent transitions except as the result of injur)'. Resin can

present in both the vertical and horizontal planes apparently only as the resu

of injury. The resin canals when present surrounded by resin cells, contain!^

dark brown resin. Resin cells inconspicuous and confined to the face o

summer wood, except in the case of injury, where they may be present throug o

the zone of annual growth. Tracheids of the spring wood ver)' large an w

pits on the radial walls only. Tracheids of the summer wood with tangenti F»

Radial.—R2.y% without tracheidal cells, but with distinctly ^^^^^\^

marginal cells. Lateral pits of ray cells elliptical and bordered, larger in marpi^

cells. Rows of pits single in the central cells of the ray and two to three »
^

in the marginal cells. Medullary ray cells covering one to four trac ei^^^^

central ones resiniferous, the marginal generally empty, sometimes
^.^

large clinorhombic crj'stals inclosed in cysts derived from the cell ^^' /"
.^ pj^tjje

cells with undulating ft-ee border, deeper than central cells. End w

^^^ ^^
cells of the medullary rays xtxy strongly pitted. Longitudinal walls o^^

.

^^

also pitted and rather thick. Rays contain resin canals in the co^eo v^

which take their origin from similar vertical canals nmning m the ^
^^

'^^^^
canals of the rays sometimes ending blindly and sometimes ^" ^

'f ^.j^--

series of vertical canals, often extending through '^^'^J'^""^
,

"j^'
neraBT

greatly in size and frequently occluded by tyloses. Spring trac ei
^

with two rows of opposite pits, which often alternate in the ends.

7 Op. cit.
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TangentiaL—Rays of one kind only in uninjured parts of the wood. Fusi-

form rays present with linear rays in the case of injury and varying greatly in size.

Fusiform rays when present generally with central resin canal, which is often

occluded by tyloses. Linear rays var}'ing greatly in depth. No pits on the

tanircntial walls of the spring tracheids. Pits on the tangential walls of the

summer tracheids numerous, generally not in rows.

CONCLUSIONS.

5.

The greatest interest connected with the study of any extinct

species is the light it throws on the structure and relationships of

.
living forms. In the case of Sequoia PenhalloivH the first point in this

connection is its affinity with the living species of the genus. The
ver)- regular rings of growth and the very thin summer wood fmd
their nearest parallel in S. gigantea. It is possible, however, that

this similarity in structure of the wood may be due only to a similar

mountainous habitat, since such surroundings tend, as is well known,
to produce regular growth rings in living trees. For example, wood
of spmce grown at high akitudes is particularly fitted for turning

and the manufacture of fiddles on account of the regularity of the

annual rings. The narrowness of the zone of summer wood, how-
<^er, cannot be explained in this fashion. The long narrow resin

WIS of the wood in our species also most nearly resemble those of

gigantea. The wide spring tracheids with their double rows of

'ji'iial pits present a feature of resemblance to 5. sempervirens rather

.

to 5. gigantea; but this feature cannot be regarded as conclusive,

^ce in some of the fossil Sequoias known only by impressions the

^" free leaves of the 5. sempervirens type were correlated with
^es hkes those of S. gigantea. The greater transpiration thus

cated may well have been provided for ^-- Kmnrlpr and more
^«merously pitted tracheids. A ver>' strong a.,.,„^i our species with ^. gigantea is the fact of their similarity of

^aphical distributbn, for the fossil under discussion came from

^'^n^^
^^. ^^^ Sierra Nevada Mountains, which are the home of the

^enh^
^ -^"^^^' ^^^ weight of evidence seems to point to Sequoia

lowii being Somewhat more closely alHed to S. gigantea than
^ ^- ''"^Pervirens.

may now turn to the question of the light which the study of
"^ present .<;np.;o. .-u ^., , f, _ _r .u„ ^T,..u.,.nxr

gumcnt
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of the Coniferales. Attention has been called in the descriptive part

of this article to the striking points of structural resemblance presented

by 5. Penhallowii to certain abietineous species. The medullar)'

rays, for example, although they lack the marginal tracheidal cells

characteristic of the typical Abietineae, have distinctly differentiated

marginal cells which find a close parallel in the medullary^ rays of the

genus Abies. Further, the marginal cells of the medullary rays of

our species are crystallogenous, as are those of Abies. Another

feature of strong resemblance to the Abies and the Abietineae is the

marked pitting of the terminal walls of the medullary ray cells. This

character is absent or poorly marked in the cupressineous series.

Equally strong indications of abietineous affinities arc to be found

in the structure of the wood. The resin cells, which are such a marked

feature of cupressineous woods, are almost absent in our species,

few which are present are confined to the outer surface of the summer

wood, as in the abietineous genera Tsuga and Abies. The strongest

argument, however, for the transitional nature of our fossil is that

presented by the ligneous resin ducts. As has been pointed out m

the foregoing paragraphs, resin canals occur in both the honzonta^

and vertical planes in the wood of S. Penhallowii as the result o^

injury. In this feature it presents a striking '"^^^^'^^^'^'^p
^°^j^(^

normal state of affairs in the abietineous genera Pinus, Picea, Pseu o

suga, and Larix. In another place* I have pointed out tha^^^^^

normal occurrence of vertical resin canals in the wood o e
'

first
;peaes

had come from ancestry tne picai-i'^- ^ ^

sempen'irens resin caiia^

of the vertical type only occur in the secondar>' wood as t e

^^^^^
_^

injury. In view of the conditions found normally
^"^^^'J'^^^^

^^u-

the matter of the occurrence of resin canals, I have arg

ood
matic resin canals are a case of reversion in the mjur^

^^ ^^

gigantea and S. sempervirens. Here we have an
f^^cd by

value of experimental morphological evidence when c

^^^ ^^

that of comparative anatomy. Further it may be poi

^^^^

8 JEFJREY, E. C, The genus Sequoia. Memoirs of the Boston

History 5: no. 10.
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if it is possible to recall experimentally morphological characters

which have entirely disappeared (as In the case of the ligneous resin

ducts of S. sempervirens), the range of possibility in tracing phylo-
gcnetic relationships will be greatly extended. In our fossil the
traumatic resin ducts occur in both the horizontal and the vertical

planes, and thus present a ver>' close approximation to the condition
occurring normally in Pinus. There is, however, a difference in the
arrangement of the canals, for in Pinus they are distributed regularly
throughout the wood and form an anastomosing system, while in

5. Peuhallowii the vertical canals are confined to remote annual
nngs and the horizontal canals form a very incomplete system of
connecting commissures. It is interesting to note that S. Lanss-
iorjii as described by Penhallow has only vertical canals, Wxx..^
S- Burgessii described by the same author has only radial ones.
Had the material of the latter species been as abundant and as easily

manipulated as in the case of our fossil, I am disposed to think that
vertical canals would have been found as well. It is a note^vorthy
act that in three out of the four woods of fossil Sequoias which have

ha

Sen

similar
ve been found

;
or, to state it in another way, the oldest woods of

quoia of which we have any reasonably complete knowledge more
Jjearly approximate in structure the wood of the Abietineae than do

,?^f-
^^^^^ living descendants. This fact, taken in connection

2 V
^^^^^ pological age of the Abietineae, makes it ver>^ probable

ancestry. This conclusion
quite in harmony with evidence derived from the study of the

femal

.

length
im

SUMMARY.

Sic (M

actu ' ^T ^^"^."^^^i^S' although presenting features of wood
stnictu

feat

resin

highl

ures 'W u
— nvmg :5equoias, possesses oiner

n rpli^
strongly suggest the Abietineae. The paucity of

medullary rays, and the traumatic resin canals
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running both m the horizontal and vertical planes point strongly

toward the Abietineae. The species is new and has been named

Sequoia Penhallowii. It appears to be more closely allied to the

moreover

rence. A formal diagnosis is given in the body of the article.

J

In conclusion I wish to express my obligations to Professor R. T.

article, and to Professor D. P. Penhallow for the opportunity of

examining his type slides of fossil Sequoias.

Harvard University.

EXPLANATION OF PLATES XVIII AND XIX.

PLATE XVIII.

Fig. I. Transverse sect'on, including several annual rings and showing

both horizontal and vertical resin canals in Sequoia Penhallowiu X 30.

Fig. 2. Transverse section of thin growth rings of same species. X 180.

Fig. 3. Tangential section of the same showing horizontal resin ducts. X 8.

Fig. 4. Transverse section through a healed wound in the wood of the same

species; on the right is a horizontal traumatic resin duct; smaller traumatic ducts

can be seen in the spring wood of the three annual rings abutting on the wouni

X 4-
"

,

Fig. 5. Part of another section through the same wound, showing three

horizontal ducts on the left; the smaller vertical ducts of the spring wood can be

more clearly seen on account of the greater magnification. X 8.

Fig. 6. The central region of still another section through the same woun

showing small vertical ducts in the spring wood. X 8.

Fig. 7. Another of the same
wound. X 16.

PLA TE XIX, ,

^... \.;^\.ur ^o^nr/^^H from the margin of U^e

h

lUU. A I(J. •

Fig. 8. Transverse section through one of the large horizontal ducts seen

3- X 40. ^^
Fig. 9. Section through a smaller duct from the same preparation

Illustrated in the last figure. X 60. ^.^^^
Fig. 10. Section showing the relation between a horizontal an

duct; the former is blocked by a tylosis. X 50.
_ renchyo*

Fig. II. Longitudinal section, showing the scanty resiniferous P^^j^^

on the face of the summer wood in two annual rings; a vertical resin c

shown. X 60.

Fig. 12. Radial section to show the topography of a medullar}' ra)^^

size: on the. borders of the ray can be seen the empty crystalloaenous c

iDe<i*
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PLACE-CONSTANTS FOR ASTER PRENANTHOIDES.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY.
LXIV.

George Harrison Shull.

(with eighteen riGURES)

I. INTRODUCTION.

Geographic isolation has long been accredited as an important

factor in the process of evolution, but with the introduction of methods

calculated to demonstrate the evolutionary processes an altogether

new conception has been gained regarding the importance of locality

as a modifying factor. Statistical methods have shown that the organ-

isms of any species from different stations, often quite near each other,

are not to be considered homogeneous, and that in order to establish

proper basis for comparison investigations must deal with definite

areas. The modal condition of any species .prevaiHng on such a

limited area is known as a "place-mode" for that species at that

place.

^

The importance of determining and recording place-modes for

yanous species was first emphasized by Davenport (1899a), and

^ response to his appeal a considerable number of local statistical

studies have been made. Some of these studies have shown that

e determination of place-constants is not so simple a problem as

*as at first supposed. As a result of my earlier studies on Aster

UULL 1902) it was shown that the estabhshment of place-constants

M ^^^"^^^^ °^ '^^^^^ ^^"^"^ involve the collection of all the heads

^[

"ced during the season, since there is a continuous and more

thr
^\ ^^^^^^^ change in the variable characters from day to day

^roughout the season. It was suggested there that considerable

seal!*^"*^^^
"^%ht also be presented by the same population from

^

^ to season. The results of a number of studies on various
'*Pecies hv r^fU„_ • . .... , . _...j-. ^f

for

•k
xpla

Yur
^^^^ ^^^^' MacLeod 1899, Ludwig 1901, Tower 1902,

'904]

902, Pearson 1903, Reinohl 1903, etc.).
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Tower (1902) discusses the bearing of these results upon the

estabHshmcnt of place-constants, and concludes "that the 'place-

mode ' for a species or for a character of a species should represent the

average prevaiHng condition at a given place during a period of

observation continued through years or long enough to eliminate

the effect of secular fluctuations."^

It has been proved conclusively that conditions of variability

which are a function of place are masked by others associated with

time, and before we can satisfactorily arrive at the one the other

must be eUminated. In the efforts which have thus far been made

to establish place-constants this fact has not been taken into account.

Indeed, we do not yet know how to take it into account, since no

adequate investigation has been made of changes in variability

which take place during the season and from season to season. It

was to add to our knowledge of such secular variation and to con-

tribute by its ehmination to the estabHshment of true place-constants

that the present study was undertaken.

^ In his summary Tower gives the foUowing definition: "A 'place-mode is

the average prevaihng state of a homogeneous lot of individuals [i. e., of the same

pleomorphic condition and stage of development] characteristic of a particular plaa

and season, as determined by observations carried on long enough to ^^""^"^\^

effects of secular climatic fluctuations." The limitation of a place-mode to a partic r

season was plainly unintentional, as it is inconsistent with the requirement that t

observations be carried on long enough to eliminate the effects of secular dimatic

fluctuations.
He savs-

Pearson (1902) objects to this definition as not being biometnc. xi

^^
"It might refer to any constant whatever of the frequency—to the mean, t e .

the variability, or indeed to the whole frequency distribution itself/' '^*^^^^^

^^
cation of the term place-m^ie to the average prevailing condition of a homoge

^^
population is in harmony with a well-known philological principle which

^.^^j^_
very many words from their original signification to meanings of greater oror

As no one
notthe theoretical mode is at present indeterminable. As n

^^ ^^
ce-modes, of limiting his studies to the theoretical mo e,

^

siveness, because the original concept as limited by the Hteral meaning
^^^^_^^^^\j^

used proved to be of comparatively litrie importance. In very many ms a^^

^^
mode is the least important constant involved, and in others—particularly

m
^. . ,

^ '
_ . 1 1 _ A^ nn fine tnou^"

tion of plants-

in studying place-modes, of limiting in:. :..^^.^^ .- ..
^^^^

unnatural so to extend the meaning of place-mode as to involve all t e q

relations of a population.
^ ,^^ -'pUct-

While it was evidently Davenport's intention in proposing ^^.
.^^^ ^Usho*

mode" to use it in its strict mathematical sense, a reference to his de m
^0^ ^^ ^^

how easy it was to make it include the entire condition of the popu a

^^^^^^
^^^ ^

(1899a): '^I use the word 'place-mode' to embody a well-known idea,
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II. MATERIAL AND METHODS.

Muhl
P

thrice a week from the same area which

furnished the serial collections for my earhcr studies (Shull 1902).

This species is in some ways an ideal subject for studies of this kind.

h They
are little subject to injuries, and almost the only heads which must

be thrown away are those

in which insect larvae have

hatched and subsisted lipon the

developing flowers. Such cases

arc not numerous, amounting
to less than 2 per cent, of the

heads collected this year. .

^

The personal equation was
eliminated in the same manner
as in my former work, i. e., by
the collection of every head
that bloomed on a naturally cir-

cumscribed area. The method
used in making the counts was
also the same, the heads being
completely dissected. This
"method prevents the errors

7'^ ^viU frequently occur in
the counting of rays without
I #1l W^\ i"- 1 _ J V A

^"iplete dissection errors Yig. i.—A ster prenauthoides at Clihon, Ohio.

«i diffe

'^
?
^''^"cnt mode {i. e., a different prevailing condition of size, color, etc.)

the
p^^if. '"^^'ities. The person who seeks to determine a place-mode determines

1«alities^ f

"^ dimension of the principal measurable qualities (and practically all

It se**

°''2''^"|s"^s are measurable) of a species as it occurs in the locality in question."

•"^tain^^
desirable in applying the exact methods of the mathematician to biology

•^ then L'''^''''*

mathematical significance of the word "place-mode," though the

'"'^'ine th
1!°^^ °^ comparatively little usefulness. As a more inclusive term,

'*P^nied h
'''^^''"stics of any or all the measurable qualities of a species as

**"! plac
^ ^°* °^ individuals occurring at anv place in question, let us adopt the

^^ ^^
'^""^^tion or place-habit. We may then sav that we in\estigate the place-

"
-'-::ih thrT°"'^'^'°''

""^ ^ ^^""^'"^ ^^ "^ particular place in order to determine or

e P ace-constants, among these being the place-mode.
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resulting from the loss of rays due to age or other causes—and it saves

the necessity pf discarding any material on this ground, since the

remains of the ray-flowers are always distinguishable from the disk-

flowers when they are separated.

It ought not to be necessary in work of this kind to give assurance

that no material has been arbitrarily discarded, either in collection

or in seriation, but the importance of this matter seems to be too

httle appreciated. If one student arbitrarily discards material,

who else in working over the same material wifl arbitrarily discard

on the same basis? And if an investigation cannot be repeated

by another investigator with at least approximately identical results,

of what value is it ? To\\t:r (1902) assumed that his failure to get

a mode at 34 in Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum might be due to the

fact that he discarded a number of heads on account of age. He
M

States that counts of some of this rejected material showed that all

of the heads had a large number of rays. What would have been

the result had he counted all the heads he rejected ? Hiss Small-

wood (1903) " arbitrarily threw out the small " specimens of bcach-flf*

and then presented statistics as to the size and variability of the

remainder, as if these data could have either interest or scientific

value. ^ If anomahes appear when all the data are seriated, they

should be explained if possible, but explained or unexplained th»

data should be given, because these have value whether the explana-

tion has or not.

In calculating the various constants I have again used the formulae

tabulated in Davenport's (1899Z') Statistical methods, except that

instead of Duncker's method of calculating the coefiicient of coir-

lation I have used the neat method adopted by Yule (1897)' ^' "^

may be expressed by the formula

/„^/

P '

n ' '")^.

in which x" and x"' are the deviations from an integral
assuffl^

mean of subject and relative classes respectively, / is the freq"
-

of occurrence of each combination of subject and relative de^ la 1

' In justice to Miss Smallwood it should be said that her paper '^^^
with the ethological relations of the beach-flea, and that she seems to ha^-e vr

the unsatisfactory character of her quantitative results.
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fi is the whole number of variates, v^' and i//' are the deviations of

means
of mean square or "standard deviations" respectively of the subject

and rclati\'e categories.-^

III. LOCALITY AND HABITAT.

Flowers collected from the hillsides differ in a marked way from
t^"^e of the same species collected in the lowlands of the same locality,

iii has been shown in many instances by de Vries, Ludwig, Reinohl,
and others. This is a question of habitat. It remains an unsolved
problem whether plants are not so sensitive to edaphic and local

dimatic conditions as to make impossible the derivation by statistical

methods of anything more fundamental than the fact and the degree
oj this extreme sensitiveness. This problem can be solved only by
ng and carefully conducted investigations. In order that we may

discriminate between the influences of habitat and locality in making
studies in

poswbl

necessary

to indicate the locahty that future investigators may visit the identical

"W studied.

The definite character both of habitat and of locality has strongly

commended the choice of this particular area of Aster prenanthoides
or such thorough investigation as is needed to elucidate the complex

West

Problems involved in work of this kind.

^
ifton is a small village on the boundary between Clark and

'^"e counties, Ohio, in lat. 39° 48' 43'' north and long. 83° 48' 41"

^ The Little :\Iiami River, on whose northern bank the village

•.,n.^/^^^^f^
a post-glacial channel in massive gray Niagara lime-

^^ne, forming a deep and narrow gorge widely known for the beauty

stream

?•

scenery. About one kilometer west of the village two small

^
s enter the river from the north. Both of these tributary

JieiJ bid

^^^ ^^t gorges in the limestone, but, being unable to corrade

tie lev 1
^ ^^^'*^^^ ^^ ^"^^^ ^^^ ^^'^^' ^^^^ ^^^'^ ^^^" ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^"''^

"ver'th V
^^^ ^^^'' '"^ ^^''g^^g y2l\Qys. At about ic^20 ^ from the

*fches,

^

r^^''
^P^^^S^ turnpike crosses these streams by two stone

'This
^^^^ ^^o^^n as the source of material for this study is

* ^^ r?*^ "^'P'^"^^^ DuNCKER's method in the second edition of Davenport's
"^hods which has just appeared.
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that portion of the more westerly tributary ravine lying between

the road and the precipice over which the stream falls into the river.

The locality is indicated by a star on the map (fig. 2).

An important theoretical consideration is the relation of the loality

to the whole range of the species and to the direction of its migration.

What relation does the vari-

ability of a species near its

limit of range bear to that

at its center ? Is there a pro-

gressive change of variable

characters along the lines of

migration radiating from the

center of distribution of the

(1003)Adams
e

species ?

accepts such progressiv

change as one of Ws ten

criteria for the determina-

Fig. 2.-Map of Clifton and vicinity; station
j ^jtrfbu-

I f//.y /..-^.>„„;7,^,Vo„ ™—1,„J _„•*! i lion 01 LCllLCio wi

tion. He concludes that the
for Aster prenanlhoides marked with a star.

southeastern United States has been the principal center of post-glacial

distribution for the eastern half of North America. The determination

of place-constants in various parts of the range would test the value

wiU
this criterion. It is to be hoped that investigators in other places

make studies similar to this for the purpose of throwing a more certain

light on these principles.

To show the relation of Clifton, Ohio, to the total range of A^tf^

prenanthoides I present in Jig. 3 a map showing the range

species as represented at the present time by specimens m the lea ng

American herbaria. Such a map is always to some extent a ^^^^^

tary

different parts

range E. S. Burgess, the well-known specialist on the g^""^.^'j,j^

writes that the stations in the Berkeley Hills, Mass., an
1^^^

Catskills and Shawangunk Mountains, N. Y., are ^rcall}

Hmital, "the species becominjT common 2>o° miles [480 "J ^^' ^
,hore '^' *^*^

•d.

southern snore ^.

G
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the stations in the western half of the range is due to the general

scarcity of herbarium material from this area rather than to the

rarity of the species. It will be seen from this map that' the Clifton

station (marked with a star) is vcr}^ nearly central.

Fig. 3.—"The
leiding^g

^^"^^^ °^ Aster preitanlhoides as represented by specimens in the

on, Ohio, marked with a star.

* Th

I.
\>!!^?f"^^^P^^^^"^^d on the map are as follows: Massachusetts: Berkeley

''tf;. Buffalo, ElmW

•«*: Big st"''^r°^'^'
-^"^"^'"sburg. District of Columbia: Washington. ViR-

one Gap, Pulaski, Wythe%'ille. West Virgixia: Aurora. Kextlxky:

*^dbury.

Co.

ira, Macedon, Catskill Mts., Shawangunk Mts. New
Pennsylvania: Bedford Co., Chester. Co., Conewago Co.,

Run.^^^estmoreland Co., Easton, Mercersburg, Philadelphia, Trout

^
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The habitat of the population in question is typical of the species,

if we may judge from the statements made in the various manuals, all

of which agree that the characteristic habitat is along margins of

thesestreams in shady places. This fact will make it easy to find

plants growing under essentially the same conditions in other localities

and thus facihtate the establishment of place-constants which shall be

' *^*-
, Fig. 4.—The habitat, looHing south.

J L

properly comparable. The general character of the habitat at
^^

will be best understood by a reference to figs, i, 4, and j- • ^^

once recognized that we have here an example of temporar} "^''

^^^^

tic chmax characteristic of young ravines, the luxuriance \k--

Bell Co., Carter Co., Lexington. Ohio: Frankhn Co., Berea,
^^^'^^^'^"^

' y j-

,Ironton, Mansfield, Wooster. Indiana: Hamilton Co. Illinois^
^^ ^^^

.gan: Allegan Co., Keweenaw Co. Wisconsin: Eau ^^^'^' ^ ^^^^^^ K^^'

-

Sparta. Minnesota: Mazeppa. Iowa: Fayette Co., Johnson Co.,

-

Neosho Co.
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tion being due to the moderation of extremes of temperature, light,

etc., the protection from winds, and the consequent maintenance of a

rdativcly high degree of humidity. Besides the relative constancy

of atmospheric conditions, it should be noted that the stream -"hich

occupies the ravine, and along whose margin the Asler prenanthoides

is growing, is a permanent, spring-fed stream draining so small an

arta

f'lG. 5.—The habitat, looking north.

rainy periods. The map shown in fig

due to the akernations of

P^

stream

^^^
eftanlJioides with reference to it, thus enabling the future

•^^tigator to note any changes of area or relation which might have
*" ''^uence upon the variability.

^^^ collections havina

IV. RESULTS

•^
does

been made about three times a week,
m

heads which were in bloom at any time,
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Fig. 6.—Map showing the relation of Aster prenanlhoides to the

^J^^^^^
Clifton station; heavy contours represent the upper margin of the ^ '^^

*^^ y^lkj

show the limit of the flood plains; depth of ravine 5-7"^; height of hanp 8

above river level 7-8 *^.

of each separate collection.

purpose

make the original daU

.dents may .^-ish ^o turn

.....1 rnllections
(Tables

A, B, and C).
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TABLE A
BRACTS.

I
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TABLE B ft

EAYS

.

. _-_

OCTOB F R

,

September, 1903
^T .^

• V^^*5
Total 1000 100^ SumNo.
1903 ins;

13 14 16 18

t t

21

t

23 25

ft V

28

I

30

ft ft

2

I

6

ft ft

9

ft ft

V

12 2 ft ft ft ft .26 .14

13 ft * I « • ft ft ft ft • ft ft ft ft t ft I ft ft •13 .07

14 * ft « t « * ft ft I B ft I ft ft 2 . . 4 « ft ft S3 .28

15 t t

r

I I ft ft ft ft ft • ft ft I J

3 * ft ft .40 .31

16 4 I I • ft 2 3 2 I I I 16 .... 2.TI 113
17 2 I * ft • B * 2 * M 3 8 • 15 1.06 .64

18 5 ft ft

b

I 3 I ft 3 3 2 3 21 .00 2.77 1.48

19 I 2 ft t 4 3 « • 5 ft 4 4 10 29 .91 i-^i 2.47

20 7 I I I 3 I 12 4 4 7 41 .91 5 41 332
21 2 2 3

1-

7 3 9 6 7 9 S3 2.13 7.00 4-74

22 2 I 4 3 II 5 13 8 15 II 74 5-12 9-77 756
23 I 5 5 3 8 5 12 6 7 6 2 61 5-32 8.0s 6.79

24 # • I 2 7 4 4 3 4 7 8 6 46 7-30 6.07 6.65

25 2 2 2 2 5 5 10 6 9 8 I 53 7-45 7.00
V'l

26 2 2 3 5 2 8 14 9 5 6 57 8.66 7-52 g.o6

27 ft ft I 2 4 4 7 5 II 3 5 4 I 47 8.97 6.20 7-49

28 8 I 2 « « 6 6 6 4 5 2 41 8.36 5-41 6.79

29 I • 6 II 3 6 I

^^
1

2 I 37 7.14 4.88 5-94

30 4
i

« 4 3 6 4 4 I 4 2 32 7.14 4-22
I

5-59

31 I 2 3 8 I 3 5 4 I 4 32 7.90 4.22 5-94

46732 5 ft ft I 8 2 2 2 3 2 25 6.23 3.30

33 ft > 2 ft ft 12 6 7 3 I 31 7-45 4.09

34 • fe I I 8 2 3 I 16 5.02 2. IT
;

35 2 I
1

I 4 5

+ »

ft ft I
1

I
1

1

15 1.67 1.98 1
i.»4

36 I 2 1 2 I I ft

1

8 1.22 1.06 1. 13

37 ft ft t ft 4 ft ft ft

'

1

• 15 .00 .07

38 ft ft ft ft I 4 T
1

1 2 .46 .26 35

39
40
41

ft

ft •

ft ft

I ft ft

ft ft

ft •

ft ft

ft ft

- -

I

1

2

ft ft

•15

-15

.00

.00

.26

• •

.«>7

.21

.00

42
ft *

ft ft

36

4

ft ft

37 23

ft •

ft ft

88

1

1

60
1

m

1

92

ft ft WW

ft ft aft

64 83 83 4

ft i • IS • • •

A

.07

64 123
i

757
.

»

L

TABLE C.

DISK-FLORETS.

+ October,
1

No.

September, 1903 1903 Total
1903

XQOO I9OJ Sir*

0f
1

1

I

12 14 16 iS

1

21 23 25 28 30 2 6
1

9
i

1

1

1

^ ^

d

•13

.,-^

.07

14 t W ft ft ft ft ft ft

1

1

« ft

I * • • '

.00' .00

IS ft ft ft 4 ft « * ft ft
ft

1 • • • '

.1; .07

16 * m m > * > I • * ft

I . • • • ' ^*^

-»3 .07

17 ft ft ft ft I * * k * B ft ft ft
I

-20 .14

18 ft t _ I « ft > I ft ft V * '
• ft

2 • • • •

.00 .00

19 ft ft ft t • • • ft * ft ft ft * ft ft

. • •

.26 .14

20 I ft • ft ft
m ft I ft ft

2 . • '
•

.ij .07

21 • « ft ft ft ft m • T I . - • •

.00 .00

22 » • .. ^ ft ft ft
• • ••

° • • •

.-26
.14

23 « .. .. « ft I ft ft
I 2 . • - •

. 13 •'^^

24
25 * ' t *

ft ft

ft

'.'.

ft ft

m ft , 4

I

I ::

*

I

z

2

. • • •

.26
.71
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TABLE C (
continued).

H October,
SEPTEirBKS, 1903

No.

* y^^ij Total
1003

1900 1903 Summj k* A

13

4 #

14 16 i:

1

1

1

+ t 4

S 21 2

* • • *

3 25 28 30

I . . 2

2

4

6

I

9

21 4 .00 •53 .28
27

28

t 9

I

» 44

2 . • * *

2 . ,

I . -

I

3
d

4

7

.00

.00
•53

.92

.28

•49
^b

'V V

29 I ^ A 2 T T 4
5

1

I

I

2

9
lO

00 1. 19
1.32

1-45

1.32

1.58

.64

•71

85
.78

.92

30 3 I

i

1 00
31 2

t I

A K ^ 2

2

V 4 4 «

I I

3 I

* 4 4

* *

3 ••

3 •-

2 .

.

I II
J-

10

12

4 ^^ *^

15

• 15

• 15

V

32

I

1

I

V 4 4

I

4 ^

5
34 ' I

1 t 4 .. 2 . . I 3 I 3 15 ,46 1.98 1.27
3j

36

3 I * t I I 2 I S 2 4 9 I 30 • IS 3-96 2.19
* t I # « 2 I 2 I 4 I 4 5 21 .00 2.77 1.48

37

38

39

40

.41

42

43

44

2 « V 2 I 5 2 I 4 3 3 6 29 .46 i'^Z 2.26
3 « t 4 4 2 I I 3 4 3 6 4 27 .46 3-56 2.12
2 3

1

3 I I 3 3 5 3 5 I 30 .61 3-96 2.40
2 I • •

1

2 2 2 X 5 • 4 4 23 1.98 3-04 2.55
I * * * 2 I 2 2 8 3 4 5 2 30 1.22 3-96 2.69

t t 2 I 4 .. 5 2 ,9 4 6 3 36 2.28 4-75 3.61
2

1

I

1

' 4 2 I

T
4 .. 6 2

6 6

2 2 22
26

4.10 2.90 3-46
3-46

45

46

1 * * 4 X 5 I 2 4 1 3-5^ 3-43
I 4 3 2 4 3 3 7 4 4 35 5-78 4.62 516

r

47 9

2 I 1 2 2 2 5 I 9 I 26 6-54 3-43 4. 88
1

48

£
3 2 2 3 3 2 4 2 7 2 32 5-32 4.22 4-74

49 -1
'

4
13 •• 7 2 4 6 2 I 25 5-93 3-30 4-52

50
3 t w

3 3 I 2 5 2 4 2 25 7.14 3-30 5.09

51

1

If

2 I 2 2 3 9 4 3 4 31 7.14 4.09 S-^A
52

<

T

I 1 5 2 4 2 3 I I 20 S •47 2.64 -3-0.6

S3

1 I t « 4 .. 4 I 5 2 I 19 6.84 2.51 4-52

54

I I 3 2 2 4 5 • 3 • « 21 6.38 2.77 4-45

55

56

I

T
3

4 4

4 4

2 I

2 4
4 5

3 5

2 I

5 ••

I 16

23

4.86

3-95

2. II

3.04
3-39
3.46

57

X
3 I 4 6 3 3 2 .

.

23 4-56 3.04 3-75

58

T 4

V
•

I 3 8 2 I I
1

18 2.74 2.38 2.55

59 2
1

I
1

2 6 2 I 4 I I m 4 18 2.13 2.38 2.26

60
« 1

1 I

I
5 I 4 2 . * *

1

• 15 1.67 1.98 1.84

61
A

I
4 3 T .

.

4 * 10 2.13 1-32 1.70

6j
1

2 .

.

I . . . ^ 4 1-37 •53 .92

«3 3 I . I , 5 1.22 .66 .92

64
2

i * ^ I .

.

1

I .61 .13 •35

65

41

1

I 2 I . I , ^
1

7 .00 •92 .49

66 1

1

I .
, . I 1.06 .13 •57

Ĵ ^ 1 •

t

2 .
, 2 .46 .26 .35

6g 2 .
.

3 .00 .40 .21

69 3 .. !

3 •30 .40 35
70 F

4.^

.15 .00 .07
7t

4 #
.00 .00 .00

72 *
1

.00
'

.00 .00

73
I

1

.00 .00 .00

;4
4

2

[

I ^15 .13 .14
X

1

2 15 .26 .21
H

* .00 .00 .00

1 .00 .00 .00

2
1 i .00 .00 .00

<!l
1

1

2 .00 .26 .14

36
37 23 8

t

8 60 9 2 64 li^3 64 33 83 4

* m. •15 • • •

1

.07

"^^
757
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TABLE D.

CHIEF CONSTANTS OF THE SEVERAL COLLECTIONS

Bracts Sep, 12 Sep. t4 Sep. i6 Sep.iS Sep. 21 Sep. 23 Sep. 25 Sep. 28 Sep. 30 Oct. 2 Oct. 6 Oct. 9

Mean....

<r .......

c.v
P. E. V* > •

36.55s 43.297 43.17443.898 40. 700 40.652 39 -328 37-423 36.016 35.120 33.0^
± I. no ± .868 ± .947 ± .500 ± -723 ± .492 ± .598 ± .401 ± .543 ±.423 ±.389
9.870 7.829 6.735 6.951 8.303 7.002 7.090 6.598

i

6.43« 5-717 5.247

± .7SS ± .614 ± .670 ± -ZS^ ± .511 ±.348 ± .423 ± .284 ± .384 ± .200 ± -275

27.000 18.081 15.600 15-835 20.401 17.225 17.801 17-630
;

17.877 16.278 15.854

±2.146 ±1.418 ±1.551 ±.805

1

1

±1.256 ±.857 :±i.o6i ±.758 ± I . 066 ±.852 ±.830

35.J50
± .935

3. 77J
± .661

7.756

Rays

Mean .

.

P. E. M
<r

P. E. (T

C.V...
P. E. V"

23-305
± .720
6.407

± .509
27.490
±2.185

27.540
± .582
5.248

± .4T2

19-158
±1.494

26.739
± .669

4-757
± .473
17.790
± I

. 769

28.681
±.380
5. 284
± .269
18.423
±.937

26.600
± .485
5-571

± .343
20

. 945
± I . 290

26.033
± .326
4.628
± .230
17. 780

.884

26.187 24.179
± . 392 ± . 249
4-650

± .277
17.756
±1.059

4.092
± .176
16.926
± .728

24.109 23.880
± .342
4.058

± .242

16.834
±1.004

I ± .272

3.668
± .192

15.361
± .804

22.301' 34.500

± .378 ± -55^

3-757 l-6g

±.l97i± -39^

16.846 6.769

±.88a'±i.6U

Disk-florets

Mean

<r

P. E. (T , , .

c.v
•E^t Hiw V* •

41. 611
± T . 282
11.405
± .907
27.408

51
±1
II

±
22

±2.i79'±i

720
318
884
932
973
So I

46.522
±1.343
9.546

± .949
20.519
±2.041

51. 511
± .724
10.062
± .512
19.534
± -993

47. 100
± .862

9.899
± .610
21.017
± I . 294

46.891
± .603
8.569
± .426
18.274
± .909

47.672
± .813

9.647
± .575
20.236
± 1.206

43 .
569

± .459
7.539
±.324
17.303
±.744

42.187
± .682

8.087
± .482
19.170
±I.T43

41.301
±.469
6.339
±.332
15-349

38.072

±.535
7.21P
±.378
18.962

±I.IOJ
3.a69

± .7*0

8.tn

±.804l±.993,i»-937

more Qstants of the several

collections with the probable errors of the determination. The

average deviation is omitted as having no significance, since the pro

able error of the determination is almost as large as the determin

value of the constant. It will be noted on examining this table tlia

all the constants are quite variable, and that only the mean seems to

follow a rather definite law, beginning low, then leaping am

immediately to the maximum, after which there is a gradua

until almost the end, when a slight rise appears. The fall nie

18 to the minimum on

aod
from the maximum

October 6 was 24.6 per cent, in bracts, 22.25 per cent, m ra.
,^^^

26.4 per cent, in disk-florets. The changes of mean value for ea

from
season

900 are shown
graphically

h
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L Bracts,—The frequency polygon for the bracts is shown in

fS'8. The mean value is 38.5971^.189, and a number of empirical

modes are present. Some, if not all, of these are doubtless due to

the smallness of the number of heads counted. It will be noted

September October

Fig.
7-~-Curv^ *«= bigin

^*^^ ^^^^"ng the changes in the mean numbers of parts in the heads

^ '900 and^"^
^° ^^^ ^^"^ °^ *^^ season, and the difference between the two coUec-

it

tthe

„,,.
I

^°?^ prominent modes are those which lie below the mean

^ eviden"' h

°^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ skewness in multimodal cun^s, there

-mh^^^
^ ^^^°^^ positive skewness. The breadth of the

i s to the eye the great variability, which may be expressed
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numerically by the standard deviation 7.692 ±.133, or by the coeffi-

cient of variability 19.928 345
2. Rays, fig

.122 and by much the strongest mode at 22, so that here again

there is" a very prominent skewing of the curve. The empirical

Fig. 8.—Bract-curve for 757 heads collected in 1903: mean 3S.597±-^°9> ^ ^
ical modes 29-30, 34, 39, 41, 46, 49, 51; <r = 7.692 ± . 133

modes at i6, 22, 26, ;^^ are somewhat suggestive of the senes which

but
LuDWiG, DE Vries, and others have shown to be so ^^"^"^^"Vj
aside from such suggestion can have little meaning. The Stan

deviation 4.990 ±.087 is considerably less than that of the D ^
while the coefficient of variabihty, 19.764^2.344, is pracUcally

same.
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florets,—The polygon of distribution of the disk-florets

fig The range, from 14 to 78, is so wide that 757

heads are quite insufficient to make the many empirical modes of any

Fig. lo.^Disk-floret curve for 757 heads collected in 1903:

mean 44- 933 ± -238; empirical modes 38-39, 44-45> 5°~5i' 5^5 7»

±.168.

classes
doubled;

64-65; '-9 '°J

oflFered
Significance. To make the curve comparable witn uid^

the'disk-florets in 1900, the classes were doubled, but this sU
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five prominent modes. The positive skewness is not so marked as

in the bracts and rays, but inspection of the curve will show plainly

that the theoretical mode is below the mean, though the principal

apparent mode nearly coincides with the mean. The standard

deviation is 9.7o3±.i68 and the coefficient of variability 21.595 ±.374-

4. Summation^ igoo and igoj.—The more important constants

for bracts, rays, and disk-florets are given in Tables E, F, and G;

along with the corresponding data for 1900 and the summation of

the two lots. The summation- curves- of bracts, rays, and disk-

TABLE E,

CONSTANTS OF BRACTS FOR IQOO, I903, AND THEIR SUM

X'umber

Mtan...

^Wes, empirical
. .

.

tv...

P.E.V..

1900 1903

658

44 • 044
± .150

34, 39.

43,49
5-717
± .106

12.979
± .241

757
38-597
±.189

29-30, 34,

39, 41, 46,

49, 51

7.692
±-133
19.928
±-345

Combined

TABLE F.

CONSTANTS OF RAYS FOR 190O, 1903, AND THEIR SUM,

1900

Xumber

>; *^nipirical
. . .

.

ipo3

658
28 . 038
± .107

4.070
± .076
14.516
± .

Combined

757
25-247
± .122

16, 22, 26, S3
4.990
±.087
19

.
764

± .344

1415

26.545
±.086

16,22,26,31,33

4.792
i .061

18.052

± .229

H togeth

the

w with the two partial curves of which each is com

tll^"^^^'"^
in figs. II, 12, and 13. These cun-es are all reduced

^^ea, 500 units, in order to facihtate comparison, and•- ^^^ ^^J^^^'

500 units, in order to facihtate comparison, and

SjperpQg^
"^^ "loaded ordinates" is used to allow the curves to be
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The bracts for the two years combined present no less than seven

empirical modes, showing without question that 141 5 heads is still

too few for material having so wide a range and so high standard

deviation. In the rays, the range being less and the standard dcvia-

FiG. II.—Summation curve for bracts 1900 + 1903 and the bract-cun-es for 19

and 1903 superposed for comparison; all reduced to the same area, 500 units; hca|7

line the summation curve; dotted line the 1900 curve; dot and dash line the 1903 cun •

TABLE G.

COXSTAXTS OF DISK-FLORETS FOR 19OO, I903, AXD THEIR SUM

Combine*
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tion only two-thirds as great, the number of heads is much more
nearly adequate. There are presented five empirical modes, 16, 22,

26, 3^ ?^?>:
almost in agreement with Ludwig's series.

5. Correlations.—The correlation between rays and bracts is

shown in ^^. 14, between rays and disk-florets in fig. /c, and between

J5 20
Frp

" '" 25 30 35 40
*iG. 12,. q

'^3
superposed

^!^!^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^'^ 1900 + 1903 and the ray-curves for 1900 and

'ation

b

to the same area, 500 units; hea\7 line

^y otted hne the 1900 curve; dot and dash line the 1903 curve.

.

-t^f^.
dIsk-flor.ts

i

bet

0- high fig The coefficient of correlation is

htho

^
a I, being greatest between rays and bracts, and least

seof
H

The coefficients may be compared
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TABLE H.

COEFFICIENTS OF CORRELATION

1900 1903

Rays and bracts
Rays and disk-florets.

.

Bracts and disk-florets

7051 ± .0092

6749 ± .0100
8745 ± .0042

8240 ± .005S

8355 ± 0055

V. DISCUSSION.

in I t

In my earlier study the conclusion was reached that the mean

number of parts in the heads of Aster prenanthoides begins high

and falls continuously from the beginning to the end of the flowering

season. This was recognized as in accord with Burkill's (1895)

results on Alsine media and other species. Reinohl (1903) has

recently made a ver)- careful study of Alsine media and reports that

the first flowers never have the highest number of stamens and that

the maximum number is reached only after some time. He attributes

Burkill's results to the fact that they were based upon occasional

collections which, he supposes, did not happen to involve the ven'

earhest flowers of the season. My collections of Aster prenanthoides

900 included all the heads which bloomed that year, but the firs

collection was made so late that- the mean numbers of parts in the

very earliest heads were indeterminable because of their association

with heads of later development; but in 1903 the collections were

made with such frequency as more closely to analyze the changes

taking place during the season, there being presented here twelve

successive collections instead of four.

It is now shown that in Aster prenanthoides also the mean numbers

• begin low, leaping almost immediately to the maximum, and thence

falling more gradually till near the end of the season. Inspection

iig. 7 will make it clear that four collections in 1903, n^ade on t e

same dates asjhe 1900 collections, would have led to the conclusions

then reached that there is a continuous fall from the beginning to t e

end of the season.

It will be noted in the same figure that the last collection in m^

shows a rise in mean values. As this collection consisted of bu

heads, it can be considered as having little significance. I
'^^^^'

however, that this condition will be found to occur not infrequcn .•
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It was observed by Burkill (1902) in Ranunculus arvensis L., but

he did not "feel justified in suggesting a cause for it." Burkill

(1895) showed in his earlier paper that in CaJtha palustris, Ranun-

culus arvensis, and R. bulhosus the first flower of any individual has

a higher number of stamens than any subsequent flower of that

individual. Haacke (1896) points out the same fact in regard to

the number of rays in the heads of Tanacetum {Chrysanthemum)

corymhosum. If this is also true in Astei prey

k
The general fall in mean values from near the beginning to near the

end of the flowering period can be best explained perhaps by the

gradual waning of vegetative vigor during the time at which the

differentiation takes place which determines the number of parts

in the heads. This decreasing vigor was supposed by Burkill (1895)
to be largely due to changing temperature, but Reinohl (1903) has

shown that temperature has httle if any influence, while the important

factor seems to him to be that of available food-supply. It is conceiv-

able that there may be a decreasing labihty of the protoplasm result-

ing from lessened water-supply, or the accumulation of inert products

of metaboKsm, or from other causes, which would bring about a

progressive fall in the number of parts in the heads, even though the

food-supply remained unchanged.
But if every individual produces the highest number of parts in the

first head that blooms and the low^est number of parts in the last, how
ca-n the mean number begin low—far below the maximum—and end
^^th a nse ? This is to be explained by the fact that we are dealing

^T^
a population instead of an individual. The precocious flowering

^ ^^an-ed or otherwise weakened individuals is a well-known phe-

first

"^-o^ proaucea by
'^^ values to that fact.

very

Very

^^"s bnnging the mean values at once to the maximum, from which

]J^
gradually fall until almost the end of the season. The very

to bloom will undoubtedly be the last heads of certain very

andT^
^""^^^^^^als which did not begin to bloom till late in the season,

^ough these heads have the lowest numbers of parts produced
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Sept. 12 ?7 Oct. 2

by those individuals, they yet have higher numbers than the last

heads of the mediocre portion of the population which determined

the minimum mean value. These facts will be made clear by a

reference to fig. ly, in which the numerous oblique parallel lines

represent the change in mean number of parts in the heads of the

individual stems com-

posing the population.

The abscissal distances

of the ends of a given

line indicate the time

at which the individ-

ual represented by that

hne began to bloom

and that at which it

ceased blooming, while

the ordinatal distances

of the same points rep-

resent the number of

parts in the first and

last heads produced.

The hea^7 line running

through the middle of

the figure is the exact

mean of the figure as

This fissure is
Fig. 17 Schematized representation of the

changes in mean number of parts in the heads of the drawn. 1 n ^

1903 population; each of the parallel oblique lines sonicwhat schematic,

represents the change in a single stem; the heavy line ,
pQyj-SC but it is not

shows the change in mean value for the whole population. , Trr^ot-i- The

mean is suggested by the 1903 bract-curve of fig- 7' ^"° ^ ^°
.^j^

will be recognized in the distribution of numbers in Table A,

J ^^

also belongs to the bracts of the 1903 population, so that K-^^/

may be looked upon as a slightly schematized
representation

bracts as they actually occurred in 1903.

mean values from the maximum
^^

minimum was 11.6 per cent, in bracts, i4-4 P^r cent, in
-.^^^

18.9 per cent, in disk-florets; and in 1903 it was 24.6 per cen^-^n
_^

-

22.3 per cent, in rays, and 26.4 per cent, in disk-florets.

to the

•<;. and

ts,

This con-
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siderable change in the constants of variable characters during the

single season is now generally recognized^ as has been made manifest

in the discussions which were roused by Ludwig's (1901) interpretation

of such differences as indicative of the establishment of local races

or petiles especes. Miss Lee (1902) says in her discussion of Ludwig's

results and conclusions, ''we require in fact to know how the means,

variabilities, and correlations of the characters of a plant change

(i) with its season and (ii) with the influence of environment before

we can formulate a test for racial differences/^ and Pearson (1903)

and other recent writers make similar statements.

While there is thus a general recognition of the changes which

may be expected to take place during a single season, there is still a

question as to changes of variability from season to season* This

IS the first investigation in which factors involved in modifying the

variable characters of plants or animals have been so completely

limited to the dissimilarity of different seasons. Although a number
of students have at times found differences similar to those presented

^nthis paper, their ^material has been collected nearly ahvays in such

a ^vay as to allow of some other interpretation, and the conclusions

amved at have in consequence usually assumed the absence of

seasonal fluctuations.

Yule (1902) has investigated the number of sepals of Anemone
^oma growing in several different habitats in the neighborhood

!L^!^^^^'
Surrey, England, during the years 1 889-1 900, but

made
e several years, and one of the habitats had changed during the

^"le in which the observatio]
^^^ well-grown shady copse.

made
interprets

'eating a considerable fluctuation from season to season, his data

^ De thrown into a single series and shown to exhibit just the

Jlgcs which recent investigations of Reinohl (1903) on Alsine

to
pren

^jccur during a single season. Thus, taking Yule's data for

Boo^kl^

^^^' ^^^^ ^^ describes as a narrow strip of copse at Little

which

"^' ^^^ a'^ranging them according to the time of year at

^or\
^"^"^ collection was made, without regard to the year, we have

' "^ean number of sepals: April 8-12, 1899, 6.63; April 15,
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1900, 6.81; April 21-22, 1898, 6.76; May 7, 1898, 6.51. A com-

fig

P

thoides in the single season of 1903, They differ, however, in being

much less striking, the greatest change of mean value in Anemone

nemorosa being only 4.4 per cent., while the greatest change in mean

prenanthoides

p
condition, and though the region is much visited for its fine scenery,

this particular spot, being less attractive to tourists and at the same

time more difficuh of access, is not Hkely to be at any time seriously

disturbed. It can be assumed with perfect assurance that there

were no appreciable differences in the habitat in the two years 1900

and 1903, except such as were due to meteorological differences, and

to these factors or possibly to internal periodicity, or a combination

of these internal causes and chmatic changes must be attributed the

great differences found.

- It has not been infrequent to find great differences in variable

characters of plants from markedly different habitats, as in the daisies

{Chrysanthemum Leucanthemum and C. segetum) collected from barren

hills and fertile valleys by Ludwig and de Vries. But here at Clifton,

Ohio, in the same spot,'in the very same group of plants, undoubtedly

consisting largely of the uniparental offspring of the veiy same

individuals, the mean number of bracts was nearly 12.4 per ccn .

less in 1903 than in 1900, the mean number of rays was nearly 10

per cent, less, and the mean number of disk-florets 10.6 per cent. less.

If such differences as these are due to chmatic fluctuations, it is

of interest to consider what factors may have been important m

producing them. As already mentioned, Reinohl (1903)
considers

the chief factor in determining the number of parts in the androccium

of Alsine media to be the condition of the available food-suppy»

whether this be dependent upon the character of the soil or upon

photosynthetic activity conditioned by the intensity of ^^^
|^^

As ^the physical and chemical conditions of the soil in ^the C
1

^to

^

ravine were doubtless essentially the same in the two years in qu
^

the only soil factor which need be taken into account is water-supp

.

as influenced by precipitation. Reinohl (1903) states tnat n Id
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March August September October

August September October

1900 and
^^'^Parison of the climatic conditions during the growing season of

'itpttsent r^T'
"^"^^'"^ ^^"^^ ^-^^ ^900; unbroken lines for 1903; temperature cun-es

*^^^.ul-^ ^^ Dayton, Ohio; precipitation curves are for Cedarville, Ohio;

sunshine
curves for Cincinnati, Ohio.
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observe no influence produced by differences of temperature other

than that of acceleration or retardation, but as conditions of nutrition

are greatly affected by temperature, it is conceivable that it may be

in some cases an important factor in determining variability. On

these considerations I have sought to compare the season of 1903

with that of 1900 with respect to temperature, precipitation, and

light. Weather

any of these factors at Clifton, I have compared the conditions at

the nearest stations at which complete records were available. In

fig. 18 these comparisons are represented graphically, the temperature-

curves representing conditions at Dayton, Ohio, about 60 ^"^ distant,

the precipitation-curves made from data for Cedarville, Ohio, 10

distant, and the curves for light-intensity from the self-recording

instrument at Cincinnati, Ohio, 160^"^ distant. These data are

tabulated in Tables I, K, and L, along with the eleven-year or

twelve-year normal, and such fragmentary data as were attainable

for Clifton itself.

As this is the first attempt to refer changes in the variability of

plants in a state of nature to definite climatic changes, there are

obvious difficulties in the way of making satisfactory interpretations,

and these difficulties can be overcome only by further study.

^
need to know (a) the relative importance of the several factors involve ,

in

imum
question, (c) whether the critical period is that which precedes or

that which accompanies differentiation, {d) the time of beginning

and ending of the period of differentiation.

TABLE I.

TEMPERATURE IN DEGREES CENTIGRADE

March
April

May
June
July
August. . .

.

September
October. .

.

Dayton, O
Curtos, 0.

1900

2

II

iS

22

24
26
22

17

3
.4

.4

.7

.2

•7
.2

1903

7-7
10.7
18.4
18.9
24.0

23-5
19.7
13*1

ii->T. normal

4-3
II-3

17-4
22.6
24.8
23.0
I9S
12.6

IQ• •*•
1903

10

18

24

25

3
o

3
I

8.9

10.6

17-9

23.0
^

13^
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TABLE K.

PRECIPITATION IN CENTIAIETEES

Cedarville, O. Clifton, O.

March . . .

.

April

May

June

July

August . . .

,

September

October. .

.

ipoo 1903 ii-yr. normal

6.

5-

7-

6.

9-
10.

2.

45
51

70
20

32

29
08

S-ii

10.41

8.79
9.07
8.20
4. II

1-75
2.46
5-92

1900

10

5
8
8

9

5

5

4

14

87
71
18

63

54
74
67

1903

4

5

13

9

83
00

04

* t

7.98
8.51

11.58

11.94

305
•79

5-77

TABLE L.

LIGHT-INTENSITY AT CINCINNATI, OHIO

i2-yr. normal

March
April

May
June

July......

August . . . ,

September
October...

49^ 36^ 45^
68 42 56

73 . 72 62

71 62 72
80 84 76
84 69 75
76 81 72

73 73 t w

•in Asl

^^^^^' ^^^ ^^^^ "^^^^ ^° determine the period of differentiation
^er prenanthoides, but I am assured by Dr. C. J.

Chamberlain,
as studied Aster Novae-Angliae, that some of the heads in that

t«cies are already blocked out by the first of July. I consider it a
fair.

head

If J
e accept the normal cHmatic conditions as near the- harmonic

irea

»ere

this very since the

question is near the center of range), we find that the conditions
'"ore favorable

i

i^ratur ,

'"^^^ ^^ iQoo {a) with respect to June and J
my lem-

ably ij^f'
^^ temperature for these months in 1903 being consider-

hal}r: ^°!^^I'
(^) in July I 903 having less than

fer even!^°'"^'^^
precipitation for that month, and [c) in Hght-intensity

May, up to August I after which

could have any further influence. It may weU be a question J
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however, whether the harmonic optimum for light-intensity is not

hkely to be above the normal, the shade habit of Aster proianlhoides,

as well as of other green shade plants, being assumed on account of

the protection afforded against excessive transpiration, and not against

excessive lighting. If this be true, the conditions in 1900 were even

more favorable than here assumed, since with the exception of July

the light-intensity was higher in 1900 than in 1903, being generally

above normal in the former year, while in 1903 it was generally much

below normal, being strikingly below in April and June.

These several advantages of 1900 over 1903 seem to be offset

by the single factor of precipitation during May and June, the rain-

fall being appreciably below normal during those two months of

1900. As pointed out in the discussion of the habitat, it is probable

that precipitation is of ver}^ slight importance in this case, Ica^ing

the low light-intensity and low temperature of the month of June,

1903, as probably the most important factors in bringing about the

great change in the number of parts in the heads, the factors of next

importance being possibly the very high light-intensity coupled ^vith

slight precipitation in the month of July 1903.

I wish to repeat that these conclusions are based on assumptions

which need confirmation. It must not be forgotten that the after-

effects of a preceding season or a rigorous winter may also be factors

of importance, or even that there may be an internal periodicity

which cannot be definitely referred to environmental fluctuations.

Two features of the frequency polygons for the bracts, rays, a

disk-florets (figs. 8-10) are sufficiently striking to warrant considera-

tion, their multimodality and their skewness. So much has

written upon the multimodal character of the frequency ^^^^''^ °

phyllotactic organs that it need only be pointed out here that^ t

additional collection of material show^s no tendency to ehminate

multimodahty observed in 1900, and though the errors of ran cm

sampling, which are very great in material of such wide range,

be held to account for most, if not all, of the irregularities of

^^^

curves (Pearson 1902), there are some evidences that perm

modes may be developed on the Fibonacci series ana ^

" Unterzahlen."
.^^.^r,

The constant recurrence of tliis series is not to be taken.
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as has been maintained by Ludwig (1899, 1901), as proof that

variation in plants is fundamentally different from that in animals.

WTien the phyllotactic series shall have been successfully analyzed,

from

UB
the result of purely mechanical relations, as believed by Schwen-
DEXER, followed by Weisse (1897) and Church (1904), but either

Iiypothcsis, in explaining the occurrence of such series, must leave

departures from the theoretical numbers to be accounted for as

fluctuating variations. In addition to this variation about each num-
ber of the series, there is the general variation which may have a
sufficiently wide range to allow the variates to coincide with two or
more numbers of the phyllotactic series, so that we have in the case

0^ pliyllotactic variants two series of variations, the one overlying and
partially masking the other. There can be little doubt that these
^anations taken separately will be found to agree with all the laws of
vanation determined for animals and the non-phyllotactic characters
of plants. ^ ^

-Although DE Vries (1899J) was able by selection to establish
ces of Chrysanthemum segelum having monomodal ray-curves, this

^ust not be taken as supporting Ludw-ig's (1901) view that multi-

>pl
mixed population of petiles

occurrence of asexual and autogamic

-^2^
reproduction, for Reinohl (1903) was able to reduce the

lion T ^^^'^^ °^ Alsine media to monodal curves witkotit selec-

{^
7 ^^f^^^ent degrees of light and manuring.

phvlW
^°-

^°P^^
^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ ^ method of treatment of

permitT^
^'^^^^nts which will remove the Fibonacci mask and

much
^ ^- !^^^^^'^^^ °^ the underlying individual variation with as

precision as is now attained with non-phyllotactic variants.

°"gh It is impossible on account of the multimodality of these
Alth

•^'es

ance. There have

f<ivorite"°?
^^t^'T^retations of skewness in different connections,

W the e^ *

^'^-^^^^ (I^AVENPORT 1901) being that it results either

plocess

^''^^"^^^^^ of one or other of the extremes through the
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+

development of a new race within the range of the old but centering

about a different mean. It is also believed that skewness may result

from physiological causes having no direct bearing upon the origin

or modification of species. While in no specific case may tlie

suggested interpretation be the correct one, these different views may

at least be accepted as evidence that skewness may result from various

causes, and that it is therefore not self-explanatory.

If the 1903 curves are compared with those for 1900 in figs, ii-ijy

it will be seen that in every case the positive sides of the curves arc

approximately coincident, but on the negative side there is a ver}-

material disagreement. According to the recent discussion of skci^

variation by Luxz (1904), we have here a case of skewness produced

by the addition of variates, and this addition of such magnitude as

already to overtop the 1900 population, thus giving a fine example of

"historic" skewness; but no one can be convinced that this is here

due to the "starting of a new race about a mean within the range

of the old race."

It is evident that the skewness is here the result of direct physio-

logical reaction to the changed environment. Not all indmduals

are alike sensitive to changed conditions, some being more, some less

affected by a given amount of change ; so that while many individuals

respond to the less favorable conditions by the production of heads

with smaller numbers of parts, there is still a considerable number

of conservative individuals which are little or not at all affected. The

positive skewness of these curves is due to the fact that only a sma

proportion of the population is conservative. If the great mass

variates had been comparatively conservative and only a smal pe^

„!. J j:.:.„. u ,'. r.Wm that the posi-
centage sensitive to the changed conditions, it is plain tnar lut

^

tion of the principal modes would have been little affected,

''^Y,\l
mean would have been lowered and negative skewness woul a\^

been the result. This would then have been a case of so^-i^
^^^

"prophetic" skewness. We may say then that in cases of
^^^^^^.^^

physiological variation, prophetic skewness indicates slight sensi

^^
ness, and historic skewness great sensitiveness, ^ to the chang

^

ditions, provided always, of course, that "under ordmar}' con

the distribution of the variates affected is normal.
^ ^

5 As measured by the number of sensitive individuals, not by t

sitiveness of each individual.
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Cases are well known in which the distribution docs not appear
to be normal under any ordinaiy conditions, the frequency curves

being of the "half Galton" type, as for instance the petals of Caltha
paluslm, Potentilia anserina, Ranunculus hulhosus (de Vries 1894),

Munculusrepens{Vi.-EJ^GiL 1897), sepals and petals of Ranunculus
arvensis (Burkill 1902), leaflets of clover (de Vries 1899a), ascidia
and other abnormalities of various species (de Vries 1899a, Tammes
1903), and other characters. Such cases may not be really so
exceptional, however, as they at first appear. We have only to
assume that the normal condition for these characters is one in which

l!l\-l"^
°^ °" ^PP^^^'^h^s zero to see that these are cases of "pro-

" "*"
skewness due to the small proportion of abmodal variates;

in other words, due to slight sensitiveness to conditions tending to
produce a number of organs higher or lower than the normal mode.

.

"^^ybe found that any population or even any species is suffi-

} uniform in its reactions to various degrees of environmental
^ ange to allow us to derive from the direction and amount of skew-

e approximate value of the mean under average conditions
or under conditions which would give a normal distribution of the

phetic

^'anates.

thoii
prenan

IS so sensitive to change as to exhibit strong positive skewness

^^
conditions are below average may be found to warrant the

unus^^lK^
^^^^ ^^^^^ ^'^^^ ^^ ^ strong negative skewness under

by a"^ I
^^7°^^^^^ conditions, and also that the skewness exhibited

its dir^'^

^^^^^^ ^^°"^ ^^^ "^^ locahty would give an indication by

avera'^'^^^'^^
^^ .^° whether that collection was below or above the

acnlv^l-f
^^^^^!^^ condition for that place. But before we can

principle with any confidence in determining the "normal

"«rass

^"^^ particular population, it \\\\\ be necessar)- to confirm

under

^!^^^^°^^ ^^"^ that the distribution for that population is normal

Wabr^^^'^
conditions, and {h) that the sensitiveness to unusually

Wavr..l,^°^^^^^°"^ ^^ similar in intensity to the sensitiveness to

The '
.'"^^^t^^^s-

less t!
^f^""P^^ here presented of variability in individual sensitiv

.
'0 chanppq .^f _. • i , ., _„„,.• „u;i;

"PPly this

•Hean

our

m the int
.

environment is hkeiy to find a wide appiicauun;

Vermin
-^^^^^^^^^^ °^ skew variation, and suggests the need of first
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character under consideration before assuming that either natural

selection or mutation is involved in any given case of skewness. And

although this is most strikingly true of plants, it must likewise be

true of animals, especially of animals having a short life-cycle, so

that no investigation can be considered as giving satisfactory support

to any hypothesis of evolution until the sensitiveness of the character

under consideration to secular changes shall have been determined.

Perhaps even more remarkable than the skewness and the changes

in mean value, which have resulted from the less favorable conditions

in 1903, is the great increase in value of the coefficient of variahility.

Reference to Tables E, F, and G will show that the variability in

the bracts in 1900 was 12.979 ±.241, as compared with i9.928±.343

in 1903, Corresponding changes are shown in rays and disk-riorcts,

from 14.5 16 ±.270 to 19. 766 ±.343, and from 12. 546 ±.233 to 21.595

.374, respectively. As it has been assumed that the low mean

values indicate that conditions wxre less favorable in 1903 than in

1900, we may accept these changes in the coefficients of variabuit)

as proof of the hypothesis that when organisms are introduced into

unusual surroundings or subjected to unusual conditions they become

more variable, and that this w^ould be favorable to any selective

process which might set in as a rcsuk of the change. Before too

great stress is laid on this conclusion, however, we need to consider

the nature of the coefficient of variability. The importance of this

constant hes in the fact that it is an abstract number and therefore

allows us to compare the variability in characters of different magni-

tude or even of different quality, as color, form, size, weight, num ^cj^

etc. It consists of tw^o factors, the standard deviation (o") an

mean (M), and is expressed by the formula C. V.= ^^

value of the coefficient of variabihty will change directly with changes

of a and inversely with changes of the mean. Turmng nOT

cause of the greatly increased coefficient of variabihty, y*^

inspecting Tables E, F, and G that the value of o" was in ever}

that

900

the mean was much lower, so that both factors actea g

producing the high values of the coefficient of variabihty.
^^^^^

To show that this coefficient is not ahvays a satisfactor}"
m
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m

of variabiUty, let us assume that conditions had been unusually
favorable to such a degree as to give curves with the same values of
<r, but negatively skew. The variabihty would then be approximately
the same, but, instead of the coefficient

nearly the same, it would be very much

increased value of the mean. I do not think that^ gives a proper

value of the coefficient of variability in cases of skew variation, since
Its values m positively skew curves are not comparable with those
'" curves of the same species or even of the same population, which
are negatively skew. If the ''normal mean" could be derived from
Skew curves, that might be used instead of the mean in the formula
lor the coefficient of variabihty, thus making the value of <t alone
iMicate the changes of variability from time to time within one and
^e same population. This would be theoretically correct, but it

mil
^^^'^^^^^ *a^ the experimental determination of the normal

tio7' T^^^
^^^^^gh a long series of investigations upon any popula-

above th
'
^°^^'^^''^^'°^' ^^ impossible, even though, as pointed out

)
e degree and direction of skewness may in some cases give

rough
approximation to it when

"^ question is known.

mean

th

to Ghana r^
^^"^ *° ^^^ question as to the increased variability due

feet ^^^^
.^^^'^^^^"^ental conditions, we find that the present imper-

variabni

'^^^ °^ variabihty, which would tend to minimize the

consider^ b]

^^^-^^ conditions are unusually favorable, would still be

^ould r / •

^"*^^^^^^^ ^y such unusually favorable conditions as

skewne
^^ ^ negative skewness equal in magnitude to the positive

ess of the T

result ; • ^ ^^ P^oof, therefore, that changes of environment do

It wa
'"''''^'"'^ ^-ariability.

bead Tx;o

^°^^^ ^^ ^900 that the correlations between the parts in the
^^ Were verx- t^' u i

'"'^ ^igh, and by reference to Table H it will be seen that

both V. r ^^^ considerably higher still, thfi

°^ change *
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ween bracts and rays. The exact meaning

Pi^zling ^\! degree of organic correlation is proving a somewhat

--king cf^
^^ ^^^ present time. Ludwig (1901) presents a

^se of this kind as evidence of racial distinctness between
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two populations of Ranunculus ficaria, but MacLeod (1899) has

shown that similar changes may be found in that spec"es at d'ffcrcnt

times in a single season. I have also found (Shull 1902) that the

P
at different parts of the season.

Before the significance of such changes can be understood it will

be necessary to investigate the nature of correlation when considered

in this statistical way. Some biologists use the term "correlation"

to designate a relation between two organs or characters, such that

determines

the dependence of the secondary sexual characters upon the primary

in animals, or the relation of the internodes to the leaves in plants.

In this kind of correlation the failure of the one organ or character

to develop, or its removal at an early stage of development, invariably

prevents or modifies the development of the other. Ever}' degree of

correlation in this sense is found in different cases, and it probably

exists to some extent even betw^een organs whose immediate relations

to each other are little understood. It is only rarely, however, that

this kind of correlation is not insignificant as compared with biometn^

cal correlation. Thus, in the biometrical sense there is a ver\^ high

correlation between the index fingers of the right and left hands,

but the removal of one of these would have no appreciable effect

upon the development of the other.
^

„

For convenience we may speak of "immediate or

correlation when one organ or character stands in a d rcc
^

ca ^

relation to another, and "mediate" or "indirect" correlation in cases

of correlated variation in which no such direct dependence e.vis s.

make
these

two kinds of correlation, but as a notable degree of immediate corr^^

lation is comparatively rare, while mediate correlation is
^ -^

universal, the correlation of parts as spoken of by the bionu n
^^

may be considered as mediate or indirect. Mediate co

between two organs or characters may be defined, then,

red
common

ity, nutrition, etc., which determine their quantitative re

^^^^^
It is the relation which results in proportion and symmetr} •

^^^ ^^

mediate correlation is perfect, i. e., when p = i) the t^^o
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uiaidLLCis dif prupuruonareiy mnuenced by every variation in the
factors which determine their size, number, or other quantitative
relation, and neither is affected by any factor which does not affect
the other. The organs clo not modify each other, but both are
affected by the same conditions. Only confusion resuhs from the

re to appreciate the difference between immediate and mediate
correlation, as may be seen in Burkill's (1902) discussion of the
correlation in the parts of the flower of Ranunculus aruensis, when

failu

he,„

reflex

number
on the number of sepals in anything Hke the way in which

tiie reduction of sepals may be said to promote reduction of petals."
as the values of any pair of mediately correlated organs or

c aracters are increased or decreased tlie correlation between them
js changed, it must mean that one or other of them becomes propor-
lonately less sensitive to the causes producing the change of values,

Such
more

^1 change is well illustrated by an interesting diagram presented

and

^^^^^^ (^902), in which it is shown that sepals, petals, stamens,

^^
carpels of Ranunculus arvensis vary together, i. e., are closely

buH T^'
^^ flowers having the total number of parts less than 19,

in^ owers havmg a higher total number of parts the sepals become

part
,

!^^^ ^^ 5j and the correlation between sepals and the

mor \
^^^^^^^^ to increase becomes zero. In flowers with

feed t^^
^^ ^^^^^ *^^ ^Q^n number of petals likewise becomes

show
^ ^' "'•^ flowers of still higher numbers of parts the carpels

comn
,^^

.

'^^^^ to respond with proportionately less increase as

any ^L-
-^"^

^^f
stamens. It is plain then that in this species

fiumber ^T^^
^^^^^ promote the formation of flowers with a high

x^
° P^^ts will tend to decrease the degree of correlation and

"te versa. °

But it I'c

.
^^ important fact which must not be overlooked that

chan

#
^'^tual h

"''"''' ^i correlation ao not necessain/ mcaii ct.x

Iieterogen^'^^^
-^ correlation. Pearson (1903) has pointed out that

^^elatio^^K
^^ ^ population tends to increase the coefficient of

actual dT'
^^ course such heterogeneity docs not increase the

changes ^^^^^^ °^ correlation. It is probable that most of the marked
^^ ich have thus far been observed in coefficients of correla-
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tion are to be accounted for in this way. I have already showTi that

my first collection in 1900 was made long after the beginning of the

flowering season, and hence had the earliest heads with low numbers

of parts associated with the heads having the highest numbers of parts

produced during the season, and this fact sufficiently explains the

high correlations found in that collection, A similar explanation

may account for the considerable increase in the coefficients of corre-

lation between the parts of the heads in 1903 as compared with those

of 1900, as there are associated in the 1903 collection the heads of

conser\'ative individuals and those of individuals which were much

modified because of their great sensitiveness to the unfavorable

conditions in the latter year. It' is apparent, therefore, that in cases

of changed coefficients of correlation, as in other cases, it is neccssar)'

to scrutinize carefully the influence of more or less artificial conditions

upon the value of the constants before we can appreciate their biological

significance

The results of this study have fully borne out the suggestion that

considerable differences may occur in individual variation from

year to year, and it shows that such differences may be even greater

than one would expect. It is not likely that this is an extreme case,

nor that the differences between these two collections is even near

the limit for this species. To some these results may seem to pre-

clude the possibility of deriving anything of further value from quan-

titative studies of variation, while to others many new problems ot

great interest and importance will be suggested. The interpretations

which students have based upon the assumption that seasonal fluc-

tuations do not occur will have to be greatly revised or discarded

altogether, and before we can appreciate the exact bearing of an,

case of variation upon the great problems of evolution it will be n

sary to know the laws governing that variation. It is to problems

this nature that students must direct their earnest attention 1

are ever to have a basis for the appreciation of the bearing

vidual variation.

\t:. summary.

A second collection of heads of Aster prcnanthoides Mun.
^^^

made in 1903 from the same area at Clifton,. Ohio, tna ^ ^^
,

matpn'nl for a miantitntivp ctnrlv in TOOO. The braCtS,
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disk-florets were studied quantitatively, and the results compared

with those of the earlier study-

Twelve successive collections were made from the same plot, and

it was found that' the earhest collection had low mean numbers, that

the mean values then leaped quickly to a maximum, falhng gradually

to near the end of the season, and that the last collection exhibited a

rise, the rise in mean values at the beginning and at the end of the

season being in disagreement with the conclusion reached in my
earlier study. In general, the first head to bloom on any stem has

the highest number of parts possessed by any head produced by that

stem, and the last to bloom has the lowest number. The low mean
numbers at the beginning of the season are due to the precocious

nowering of the weakest individuals, and similarly the rise at the end

w the season is due to the belated flowering of a few very vigorous

individuals.

Comparison of the results with those of 1900 show that the mean
values in 1903 were 10-12 per cent, lower than in 1900, and that

accompanying these low mean values there are a strong positive

skewing of the curves, a remarkable rise in the coefficient of varia-

% and a considerable increase in the coefficient of correlation.

The difference in the mean values for the two years is attributed
to less favorable climatic conditions in 1903, chiefly to low tempera-
ture and low light-intensity in the month of June.
The skewness is due to the unequal sensitiveness of individuals to

"^ ^^ges of environment. It is positive because the proportion of

"h?^^^
»^^ ^^^ividuals is small. In direct or physiological variation,

ske^'°"^''
^^^^™^ss indicates great sensitiveness and "prophetic"

'
^^^J^^ss indicates slight sensitiveness to the changes of environment.
The

coefficient
jrease m the standard deviation and a decrease of the mean. The
present

satisfactory

^^^"^^ and the value of <t alone should be used as the measure of

ft s of variability in one and the same population.

o^i> in tlie coefficient

degree T^^
°^ correlation or to the introduction of a greater or less

e of heterogeneity. The latter is probably responsible for the

g^s noted in this species.
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I gratefully acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr. C. B. Davex-

PORT, under the inspiration of whose lectures this study was under-

taken, and under whose direction it was largely carried on; to Miss

Olive D. Coe for the care with which the material was collected,

for the negatives from which figs, j, ^, and 5 were reproduced, and

for the original of fig. 6; to the Directors of the U. S. Weather Bureau

stations at Columbus, Ohio, and at Cincinnati, Ohio, for climato-

logical data; and to the curators of numerous public and private

herbaria for the data upon wliich fig. j is based.

Station for Experimental Evolution",

Cold Spring Harbor, Long Island, N. Y.
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A NEW SHEEP-POISON FROM MEXICO.

Through the kindness of Professor Alfred DugI:s of Guanajuato,

Mexico, I have recently had an opportunity to examine specimens of a

plantj locally known as moradillo, which occurs on the Hacienda de Santiago

in Zacatecas, Mexico. This plant is said to poison sheep which eat it.

From its floral structure, as well as its habit, there can be no doubt that it

belongs to the small solanaceous genus Bouchetia. Only two species of

this genus are recognized as valid, namely B, erecta DC. and B. procum-

bens DC, both published by Dunal in De CandoUe's Prodromiis 13^: 589.

1852. Of these, B. erecta^ is a well-known much-branched erect or decum-

bent plant, 7 to 30^^ high, growing in rocky thickets, etc., of the south-

western United States, Mexico, and southward to Argentina. The corolla

is 14 to 18 ^^ long, being about twice the length of the calyx. The proper

.tube of the corolla is short and entirely included within the calyx. The

habit of the plant is closely that of an Evolvulus. B. procumhens is a very

poorly known species, founded upon one of the drawings of the Mocino

and Sesse collections. The tracing of this drawing (Caiques des Dessins,

pi, g2o) shows a plant with a cluster of five slightly thickened roots. From

the united summit of these spring eight leafy strongly decumbent or perhaps

prostrate stems. These are in some cases as much as 12^"^ ^^ong. 1
^^

leaves have the narrow lanceolate or oblanceolate form prevalent in B. erec a,

but the corolla has a slendej considerably exserted proper tube,

limb is represented as about i ^^ broad, the lobes being subacute or even

shortly acuminate.

So far as I know, the only specimen ever referred to this species since
— — _ ,,y *-*w v-**y ^^ n^^*-*—— ^- — — - ,

its description was a part of SchafTner's no. 6ii from the Valley of San Luis

Potosi, a plant so determined by Mr. W. B. Hemsley (Biol. Cent.-.Am.

Bot. 2:437). This plant (in herb. Kew) I have not seen. IMr. HEiisLn

also mentions some specimens (SchaflFner's no. 69 and Parr}- & 1 a

no. 701, from San Luis Potosi, as well as Graham's no. 270 from Jalapaj

I The synonj-my of this species is as follows: Nierembergia anomala '^'^^^^'^^^^

S. Am. PI. 1
:
99. pi. 20. 1846. N. staticaejolia Sendt. in Mart. FI. Bras. lO: 1

7^;^^^
Bouchetia erecta DC. ace. to Dunal in DC. Prodr. ly-S^- '^^S^-

Leucanihea
^^^^

iana Schecle, Linnaea 25:258-259. 1S52. Bouchetia anomala BnttonS: Rus j,

N. Y. Acad. Sci. 7:12. 1887.

376
tfo-v^^^
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t

.which he doubtfully refers to a variety of B. prociunhens with "floribus

quam in icone fere duple majoribus." Of the numbers here mentioned,

Dr. Schaffner's no. 69 and Parry & Palmer's no. 701 are in the Gray Herba-

rium and appear identical with the sheep-poisoning plant recently sent by

Professor Ducfes. The stems are very short (3 to 4 ^"^ in length) and

prostrate; they spread from the summits of a 2-several-branched caudex.

The flowers, mostly appearing terminal, are more than 3 ^^ long and 2
^™

in diameter, the long slender proper tube of the corolla greatly exceeding

the calyx. The lobes of the corolla are rounded or retuse. I cannot at

all believe that this is the plant sketched in the Caiques des Dessins, pi. 920,

which has the grumose roots, far longer branches, narrower coroUa-hmb

and pointed lobes. It seems best, therefore, to characterize the large-

flowered plant as a new species. The name chosen alludes to its baneful

effects on sheep.

Bouchetia arniatera, n. sp.—Perennis pilis albis minutis cur\^atis

noa-glanduliferis subcanescens: caudicis erectis rarms
terraneis saepe elongatis flexuosis pallidis ; cauHbus aeriis pluribus brevibus

3-4 "^"^
longis prostratis foliosis prope apicem florentibusr foliis lanceolatis

''el elliptico-oblanceolatis 8-1 1 mi" longis 2.5-4"^'^ latis breviter petiolatis

jcutis vel obtusiusculis uninerviis: peduncuhs 3-6 "^^ longis teretibus;

onbus solitariis
: calycis lobis lanceolatis obtusiusculis erectis 4 "^ longis

quam tubus ovato-turbinatus paulo longioribus : corollae purpureae 3 2-3
5"^"^

ongae 2^™
latae externe obscure glanduloso-puberulae tubo proprio

^^ e calyce longe exserto, faucibus gradatim ampliatis, hmbi lobis

^ato-deltoideis apice rotundato vel retuso: filamentis equalibus paulo

<:iassis

iiliformib

»mil°^'°''l!"^

1-5"^"^ longis: capsula ovoidea obtusiuscula 6"^™ longa:

exte"^

^^ ^"^^ '^"^^ pallide brunneis irregulariter ovoideis, integumento

^^ sub laxe celluloso.—JS. procumhens, var. ? Hemsl. Biol. Cent.-

i-uisP^^*

^''^^^' ^^^2.—In mountains of San Miguelita, Valley of San

tributer'p^"^'^' ^^76, Dr. /. G. Schaffner,^ no. ' "' ^^ -" -'•'"

df

, , ;
The fonn

'"-'^fcxicoa H
^jerman apothecary, a native ot UarmstaQt, wno bcivicvj

**^Saii Lui"
p"'^^?^"^^ extensively in the neighborhood of the city of Mexico, Orizaba,

'^^times J T°p^''
^^ ^k'^ed himself in two ways, sometimes as WUhelm Schaffner

,M J •
G.- SchaflFner. The two signatures have given rise to some confusion

question

**^«sstanir
^° ^"^ '^entity of the person or persons concerned. The "G

"^
^t initial

•
^^^ ^""^'"^ Guilielmus and the "

J
" probably for Johann or Johannes

^ *^ ^opp^dV^^
manner of the Germans being regarded as relatively unimpor

°y Schaffner in his ordinarv German siffnature.
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(hb. Gray); Hacienda de Santiago, Zacatecas, communicated by Proj. A.

Diigh, June, 1904 (hb. Gray),

The reported poisonous qualities of B. arniatera certainly raise a

suspicion regarding the nearly related B, erecta^ which is frequent in some

grazing regions of our southwestern states where, in case of unexplained

sheep-poisoning, it would be well for veterinarians io investigate the toxic

eCfects of this plant.—B. L. Robinson, Gray Herharium.

SOME WESTERN SPECIES OF AGROPYRON.

Agropyron spicatum Vaseyi (Scribn. & Smith), n. comb.

—

A, Vaseyi

Scribn. & Smith, U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Agros., Bull. 4:27. 1897.

After a careful study of a large series of specimens I am disposed to regard

A, Vaseyi as a depauperate form of A, spicatum.

Agropyron subvillosum (Hook.), n. comh.-^Triticum repens suhvillosnm

Hook. FL Bor.-Am. 2:254. 1840. A. dasystachyum subvillosum (Hook.)

Scribn. & Smith, U. S. Dept. Agr., Div. Agros., Bull. 4'33- i897-

iluch field study of this grass has led me to regard it as a distinct species.

With its slender culms and small spikelets it is certainly quite different in appear-

ance from the stouter and larger-flowered A. dasystachyum and A. occidcnlak.

Often it is not at all glaucous, but quite green, and the flowering glumes are

sometimes merely scabrous. It is very common in this region, occurring on

bench-lands and alkali flats.

Agropyron Bakeri, n. sp.—A smooth cespitose perennial, ^^^th stout

culms, 3-5^1" high: leaves rigid, flat, prominently stria te-nerved;
culni

leaves three, 12-20 '^"^ long, 2-4™"^ wide, those of the innovations longer.

spike 9-12 ''^ long, scarcely exserted, equaled or exceeded by the upper-

empty glumes 11-12 "^"^ long, two-thirds the length of the spiKeiei-O

nerved (the nerves scabrous) , margins scarious, narrowly oblong, ^""^V.
abruptly narrowed into an awn 2-8 "^™ long, and with or without a t

to one side at the base of the awn : flowering glumes scabrous or n

smooth on the back, the strong midnerve extended into a ngi

spreading awn 10-35 "i"* long, often bidentate below the origin of t

palea equaling or somewhat exceeding its glume: rachilla scabrous.

ideir

culms,
miisnea u\ iu»^-—— ,^, ^

J
— ^

^

firm and strongly ner^'ed leaves, and long widely spreading a\vns. -r-^

men in the Rocky Mountain Herbarium, collected by C. F. Baki:k,
"^_^

near Pagosa Peak in southern Colorado, altitude 2750"^ i<P^ ^^^^'

1899.

—

Elias Nelson, University 0} Wyoming, Laramie.
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NOTE ON SOME BRITISH COLUMBIAN DWARF TREES.

(with three figures)
m

WiTiLE at the Minnesota Seaside Station on the west coast of Vancouver

Island during the past summerj an interesting forest of dwarf trees was

discovered. For the most part they grew on the weather-worn edges of a

strongly inclined slate formation, but a few were found in crevices between

blocks of diabase. They were all close to the sea, but outside the influence

of the surf, Mr. F. K, Butters and I succeeded in getting a number of

Fig I.

^^^^ographs, after securing which we cut down the trees and determined
^ge by the help of hand lenses and the compound microscope.

Ma ^""^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^""^ °^ ^'"^^ species: Picea sikhensis, Tsuga hetero-

are .11
?^ ^^' "•'"'' Sk<i'^tea. The pictures herewith presented, however,

shows the largest tree photographed

eiglj, ^
^^ youngest. It was a Httle less than two feet high and sixty-

bttt the?'^
°^ ^^^- The leaf-bearing phytomeres were decidedly short,

iiie
pict

^^^^^' ^^""^^^ ^PO" the twigs for several years, so that he eSect in

^'e IS of twigs o ordnary length. Fig. 2 shows a tree growing in a
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cleft of the diabase. It was less than a foot in height, with trunk three-

quarters of an inch in diameter. It turned out to be eighty-six years old.

Fig. J shows a tree cut down and held in the writer's hand. It was aliout

a foot highj with trunk one inch in diameter, and ninety-eight years old.

These trees have very much the appearance of the well-known Japanese

dwarf trees, so much so indeed that it would be an easy matter for the

unscrupulous to pot them and palm them off on innocent purchasers.

Their striking resemblance to the famous products of Japanese horticul-

tural art suggested to me that from such seashore dwarfs the Japanese

might very easily have obtained their hint and learned the tricks of cuUure.

Fig. 2.

Two strong dwarfing influences are at work upon these little
British

Columbian trees. In the first place, the root system is strongly comi)ressed

between plates of rock.

was exposed and it looked a good deal like a

trunk of the tree attached to one edge.

Of some' of these trees the whole root s^^m

sheet of brown paper with the

..... In the second place, the w.n^

from the sea dwarf and contort the twigs. So with great prtoa
^^^^^ _^

the root system and strong wind action upon the shoot the

accomplished.
slend«f

These little trees have a very different appearance from the^s

^^^
dwarf spruces of bogs in northern Minnesota. In such re^,

^^„p
with trunks an inch or so in diameter have been noted, showing a^^^

to sixty years, but they are tall, slender, and regular in the arra o
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r

of their branches. The dwarf trees of mountain tops have likewise a

decidedly different appearance, so far as they have come within my observa-

tion, and do not particularly resemble the Japanese products.

I do not remember to have seen it suggested an)nvhere that the dwarf

Fig. 3.

of Japan are essentially of seashore origin, but in view of the Httle

ij I
^°^^^^ «n the coast of Vancouver, I think it very possible that this

IP
^^^^^^ exp'anation.—Conway MacMillan, University of Minnesota,

<-ELLOIDIN TECHNIQUE: A REPLY.

HH^^
"^^pst number of the Gazette, Dr. Charles J.

Chamberlain

the suj^
^ ^^^^'"sm of a recent contribution by Mr. A. B. PLOWiL^x on

*^tten
^^^^^^ ^^^^oidin imbedding. As the account of the method was

^. Cha"^
^^^' -^^^^^"^i-^^' at my suggestion, and the "Correction" of

liih a
^j^^^^^*^^ contains several misconceptions, I think it well to pub-

the „i4)^ l^^^y-
I^r. Chamberlain is unable to find anything new in

'

hed a . K
^"1^ ^^^ preliminary use of hydrofluoric add. If so accom-

^chnician takes the trouble to reperuse the article in question,
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he will discover, in the very careful removal of air from the tissues before

imbedding, the numerous accurately graded sokitions of celloidin (2, 4, 6,

5, etc., per cent.), the repeated heating and rapid cooling of the objects

during the process of infiltration, the thickening of the final matrix by the

-addition of chips of celloidin and the use of heat (instead of the usual

process of evaporation), the hardening by means of chloroform fijllowed

by Strasburger's solution of equal parts of alcohol and glycerin, the

method of attaching the objects to the microtome, etc., etc., features of

•greater or less novelty in celloidin technique. It is scarcely necessary to

discuss the misconception on the part of Dr. Chamberlain, by which he

supposes Mr. Plowman to claim originality in the matter of using celloidin

as an imbedding medium. The reference to previous incomplete accounts

was perhaps unfortunate, but was due to the fact that Mr. C. II. Miller,

an assistant in the Anatomical Department of the University of Chicago

had described imperfectly the celloidin method at present under discussion

as derived from Prof. R. R. Bensley, a former colleague of the i)rcscnt

writer. In his chapter on celloidin technique, Dr. Ciiamberlalx too makes

reference to his indebtedness to Mr. W. B. Mac Caelum, a former student

of the Ontario Agricultural College, an institution into which the present

writer's celloidin method had certainly been introduced. The writer i? glad

to accept Dr. Chamberlain's statement, in a letter to Mr. Plowm-\n, that

he owes nothing to Dr. Mac Callum. The mention of possible prior

publication arising out of the wide informal diffusion of the method was

not introduced out of any desire to establish priority, but for the purpose

of obviating just such well meant criticisms as that of Dr. Chamberlain.

The excuse for publishing the method is the fact that it gives results which

excel those obtained by any other process known to the writer.—E.

Jeffrey, Phanerogamic Laboratories of Harvard University.

The correction to which Professor Jeffrey refers in his reply was based

upon the following data:
Lfc*-

v.v...v^.vii.. ,u ^, 4, u, O, lU, UIIU liJ pel <-CUl. ;3iMutx.... .^ --

Vade Mecum (ed. 3, 1893, pp. 193-195)- The series in
"^"^^'i^^'^J' ,,

seems due to the fact that the Scherixg's celloidin, which is mo^t com
.^

used, comes in tablets accompanied by directions stating that a 2
per

solution may be made by adding to a tablet a sufficient quantity of cther-

nother
alcohol to make the whole weigh 20008"^. For a 4 per cent. soluUon a

tablet could be added, and %o on. The chloroform method for bar

celloidin after infiltration was described by Viallanes in 1SS3 (I^
^

I'hist. et le de'vel. des insects, p. 129; also Revue scientifique 31 ^ •*

h .
- Jr
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1883). A mixture of equal parts of glycerin and alcohol was recommended
by Strasburger (Das botanische Practicum 1884, p. 79) for facilitating

the cutting of woody tissues. Eycleshymer (Amer. Naturalist 34: 354-
357- 1892, and Jour. Roy. Micr. Soc. 1892: 563-565) describes a series of
four grades of celloidin for infiltrating, chloroform for hardening, and a
treatment with glycerin before cutting. In view of these facts, we do not
doubt that others, who like ourselves have used Strasburger's method
for softening woody tissues, have continued to use the glycerin and alcohol
mixture when deahng with material imbedded in celloidin.

Mr. Plowman has certainly presented the subject in a very usable
form, and in

.

perfecting the applicadon of fluoric acid he has made it

possible to obtain better sections of refractory tissues. In my "correction "

I intended merely to lodge an objection to the characterization of my account
as a second-hand presentation of Dr. Jeffrey's methods. A study of
Lee's VadeMecum and the references there cited indicates that Dr. Jeffrey,
ke myself, is deeply indebted to previous investigators.—Charles J.
CH.\iIBERLAIX.

HAVE been permitted to read the proof of Dr. Chamberlalx's com-
on my letter. Matters have now resolved themselves into a difference

^^opmion between Dr. ChamberlAin and myself as to what constitutes

aUow \
^^^ ™Provement in celloidin technique. I am very willing to

ow the case to rest on the practical value of the method published by
^^•^^•~^- C. Jeffrey.

AN ABNORMAL AMBROSIA.

(with three figures)

andbadlv • •

'''' artemtstaejoUa

the

<^onditi

"^"^^^ ^^^^ both staminate and pistillate flowers in an abnormal
"• The young shoots bearing the flowers arose verticallv from

P^^^^^ate and injured main stem.

•tormal^ ^':!,'f

^"^^^ ^o^^trs of this injured plant appeared larger than the

'Contained ^
^^^^^ ^^^^ scattered, forming a loose raceme, and each

Wds ther

^"^^ ^°^^^^^ ^^^" "^^^^- ^^ *^ ^^^^^^ °^ ^^^ °^^^^ ^'^^^^'^

»hile the^^

^'^^ ^ ^^^"^ ^^ ^"^^ ^^^^ appeared to be vegetative {fig.
i),

*"'"Sng Ih^^^"^
^^^^^ contained vegetative buds only within the bracts

the
sterile

^ ^^^^' *^^ flowers having been entirely replaced. Instead of

center
(ji t\

^^^ °^*^^^ staminate flowers bore vegetative buds in the

^' ~^' '^^e pollen of these flowers appears to have been arrested
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in development. In some cases the grains were shriveled and not well

formed, in other cases the pollen seemed to have been checked just beyond

the tetrad stage.
IT

The pistillate flowers of the same plant bore no ovules, but instead of

(fig These flowers were not

clustered as usual^ but were mostly in the axils of leaf-like bract?, for the

most part being considerably separated and forming a very loose raceme.

The styles were glandular

at tip only. In tracing the

development, the bud ap-

peared very early replacing

the ovule, and the parts of

the flower weremore length-

ened.

like appeared

A rudimentary ring-

outgrowth

just beneath the carpel, cor-

responding to the corolla of

the staminate fl

3yp)^

(fig

Fig. I.

Fig. 2.

Vegetative buds (/) in the center of a staminate head.

stamen

Fig. 3.—a vegetative bud (/) replacing the ovule; c, carpel; /»,
corolla.

All the staminate flowers examined had styles more or less rudimcntaf)-

In some of the marginal flowers protruded
O^-ules

ranee of a

^1^ m^ —

and were terminated by a disk fringed by glandular hairs.

not formed in any specimen, but a tissue that had the appea

rudimentary ovule was seen in some flowers. .^ ^^
It would appear that under the abnormal conditions descri

^^
primordia that usually form reproductive parts produced vegetatne pa

/ Botany, SL Loidsj Mo.



CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOKREVIEWS.
The adaptation theory.

From the time of Lamarck the theor>' of direct adaptation to environment
nas lound Its adherents, and there certainly appear to be many facts which are
t. explained by some such theory-. Dr. Carl Detto, assistant at the Botanical

sub T- 1.*'
^'""''^''^^^^ °^ Je"^' has made a careful reinvestigation of the

d j h

^''^^^ ^^ ^''^ ^'""^^ modern botanical knowledge.' The first chapters

ada t""!

"''^^^''.'^''^^S^^^^ postulates and a general statement of the problem of

oppL^d h^
'^ ^"^^^^ ^™"^ ^^^ ^^^* sentences that the author is radically

ofthT r
^^'"^^^^i^n theories and especially to the Neolamarckian aspect

someT
7™^ ^^ ^^^^' ^°^ ^"^^"^P^^' by Wettstein. '

It is to be feared that Detto

to mai^^^ T^
*^ appearance of impartiality, and becomes a partisan, anxious

am am his view at all hazards. He regards the capacity for an advantageous

Lamar k""

"^^^' ^"^'^ hitherto unexperienced conditions as the central feature of

kind\-"th V,'

^"'^^ks that the most refined Neolamarckian views are of a

-V\GEi w
"^°^-^ '^o^^rse and obviously teleological expressions of Lam.\rck and

tefeoloc'

^ "^^h^^'^s that those who hold to direct adaptation are necessarily

f'fplain' 1,
•

^'^^^^^' and fundamentally in error because they attempt to

'"thin a
^
^r^f

P^ienomena by means of psychological data. The presence

t'ons is 11

^^"^^"^ °^ ^ capacity for an advantageous response to changed condi-

indiffere

^ ^" ^^'^^^'^Sism, while the development of an advantageous from an

takes the ^^T
-^ ^^'^^^ ecogenesis. The difficulty with Lamarckism is that it

towitca^
'^^^^^g'sm for granted; a true explanatory theory will have to explain

Dett
^^istence, i. e., we are in need of a theory to account for ecogenesis.

"Captation ^^^"^l"^^
^^^^ evidence that has been adduced in support of direct

'^'''" as e"'h^h^^"^^
consideration being given to "accommodation" or "regula-

and'the
^'^ ' ^^^'^

^? bacteria, molds, the biological species among the Uredineae,

^''scularnr^'^^^^^^^^'"
"byg™phytic," and "hydrophytic adaptations" among

*hen aeii T^^
^^"^ changes usually regarded as advantageous, which ensue

''eld that th

^"^^^^^ ^^^ placed in water, are here referred to hypoplasy, and it is

^nefit at n

^^^^^^^ °^ modified structures may be of slight benefit or even no

•^"seofar
" " changes may be due to reversion, or to the removal of the

arrest.
rm

Anpass

^^arungpri" -"^^^endenzproblem. Versuch einer methodologischen Kritik des

"^^M- Ten ^T^ ^^^ ^^^ botanischen Tatsachen des Lamarckismus. 8vo. pp. vi

u^^j
"a: Gustav Fischer. 1904. M4.

385
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potential limit of variation; the supposed direct adaptation is in reality nothing

new, but rather the manifestation or release of a hitherto latent property. The

new habitat is merely empirically new. Consequently Detto agrees with Klebs

that a species should not be defined as it exists normally in nature, but should

include all possible variations in all imaginable conditions. The capacity of an

organism is not widened but demonstrated by environmental changes. Direct

adaptation or ecogenesis is impossible because it implies that there is a setting

aside of the constitutionally prescribed effect of a given stimulus in the interest

of the organism, or that menacing factors are in reality beneficial. The direct

adaptationist conceives of a vital mechanism that looks out for the future, and holds

advantageous reactions in readiness for conditions which have never yet occurred.

Ecogenesis must therefore be indirect in all cases, chance alone determining

whether the new ecologism is of advantage or not. Detto, who agrees with

Klebs at so many points, holds in direct opposition to him that the external

world causes no changes whatever in plants; every plant character is an organiza-

tion character (in Nageli's sense) and the external conditions in which a plant is

placed act merely as releasing stimuli.

The book should be read carefully by all who are interested in the philosophy

of adaptation, since the volume as a whole is so written as to stimulate good

thinking. However, it seems to the reviewer that the perspective is^ frequently

distorted. In this country, at least, there is no need for such a continuous and

hearty lampooning of teleological and vitalistic views, for they have been long

since abandoned by most scientific investigators. That chance determines suc-

cess and not a prudent foresight on the part of the plant is certainly the common

view. Again, if one holds to a potentielle Variationshreite wide enough to embrace

all changes that ever occur in plants, it is obviously impossible ever to demonstrate

the contrarj^ by experiment; it is a concept incapable of proof or disproo .

seems far better to hold that both the organism and the environment are nee^e

to secure the evolution of new^ forms; any other view seems to the review ei

mentally unthinkable.

—

Henry C. Cowles.

funda-

APPRECIATIVE

Matthias Jacob Schleiden.

i,„ ^t c^x..^TT.r-xT Kv M MoBTUS, was published

MoBius was related by marna^

Mo
family sources of information have been open. Schleiden's life ^^''^^

""'^^\jj
^f

save for two Incidents; the one an attempt at suicide on account of is "f-

resii

the
of the professorate at Jena because of the refutation of his theories o

^^
of cells and the formation of the embryo. Clear and vigorous in thin

\^^^^ ^^

expression, he demanded accuracy and lucidity in others and was e\e

=» MoBTus, M., Matthias Jacob Schleiden zu seinem loo Geburtstage.

+ 106, portrait, figs, 2. Leipzig: Wilhclm Engelmann. 1904- ^"^^^o^-

IV
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criticise sharply. Indeed, polemics seem to have been his delight, and he attacked
without reference to the standing of his antagonist, as his famous controvei^y
with LiEBiG shows, a propos of which Unger wrote Endlicher: "Den arroganten
Liebig hat Schleiden ganz kostlich zugedeckt."

The greater part of the book is devoted to an account of Schleiden's published
work, including an account of his famous cell-theor}', his classical Grundziige
dcr mssenschaftlichen Botanik, many minor papers, popular addresses and books,
his editorial activity, and his philosophical, religious, and speculative writings.
For many important ser^'ices to the science of his day, and especially to botany,
this many-sided man deserves of the present generation fuller recognition. This

_

00k, with its interesting portrait and character portrayal, will promote this and
IS a useful contribution to the history of botany.—C R. B.

MINOR NOTICES.
Engler 3 has published a new edition of his SyUahus, including the most

recent results of his views as to relationships. This complete outline of his classifi-
ca ion, including as it does the whole plant kingdom, is of great service to students

morphologj' as well as of taxonomy. There is a prefatory^ statement of the
Pnnciples of this particular scheme of classification, and an appendix containing

" geographical regions recognized by the author.—J. M. C.

has

j^^^^°^'°™^'' '^'ermont, has long been famous for its flora, and Kexxedy *

ne good service in publishing a compact account of the region and a list of

and s T^
'^^^ characteristic features of the region are wet clifTs and slides

is remt k^^^^
^^^^^ swamps. The small area in which the species are massed

^uT^ M
probably nine-tenths of the indigenous species being found in two

^uare miles.-J. M. C.

forest^tT^^
^"^ Corner s have published a simple key to the genera of the

'1 larJ^T
^^ Indiana, using the most obvious characters. Its practical value

Indiaf T
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ publication, and its usefulness is not restricted to

uidna.—J. ^i Q

countyT^
^^ PubHshed a list of the vascular plants growing in Emmet

590 numr^
^' ^ "^''^^^^'^^^'^^"^ county bordering on Minnesota. The list includes

' J' -^1. c.

the

3 "P ,

'^nzensvjf^'
'^'' ^^'"^^'^^ ^^r Pflanzenfamilien, Eine Uebersicht uber das gesamte

Gtbriider B
'^"^

'

^^^' "^'^erte, umgearbeitete Auflage. 8vo. pp. xxx-f-237. Berlin:

^ora^r^^^'
*^^^^°^ G., Flora of Willoughby, Vermont. Reprinted from

93-134. ph. 54-56. 1904.
vOiTLTn? c

°^
^^diana h

^^^'^^^' ^^^ Dorner, H. B., A key to the genera of the forest trees

P^^iished K T^ *'^^>' ^P^^ ^^af characters. i6mo. pp. 12. Lafayette, Indiana:
^ ^y the autli^T-o^he authors. 1904.

duced
plant?' p" ^' ^^°'"^ °^ Emmet county, Iowa. A list of the native and intro-

• Reprinted from Proc. Iowa Acad. Sci. ii: 201-251. 1904-
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NOTES FOR STUDENTS.
Yabe 7 gives his opinion that Coville's ericaceous genus Arcterica,* from

Bering Island, is Pieris nana Makino, common on the higher peaks in Honshu

and Hokkaido, Japan. The plant was originally described as Andromeda nana

Maxim., of which genus Pieris is often regarded as a section.—J. M. C.

Holm ^ has been investigating the mflorescence of Cyperus, chiefly with

reference to the prophylla. It is claimed that by means of the "cladoprophyllon"

the originally erect and congested rays of the umbel are brought to their more or

less horizontal position. Also, the small bodies always observable at the base

of the secondary branches of the inflorescence of grasses, more distinct in large

panicles, are said to represent rudimentary prophylla identical with those char-

acteristic of the Cyperaceae.—J. M. C.

Fujii '° in a short preliminary announcement gives the results of his investiga-

tions upon the droplet which exudes from the micropyle of g}-mnosperms at the

time of pollination. The preliminary announcement deals with Taxus baccata.

Chemical tests indicate that the droplet contains glucose and calcium. A kind

of gum and perhaps also maHc acid are present. Schumann claimed that only

one droplet is produced. The present investigation shows that droplets may be

formed repeatedly, both in the laboratory and in the field.—Chakles J.
Ch.\mber-

LAIN.

Verschaffelt '" finds that the minimum lethal strength of some toxic solu-

tions for fleshy or succulent organs of potato, Aloe, Rheum, etc. can be determine

with fair accuracy by noting the change in weight which occurs when the^ es

object is removed from the toxic solution and immersed in water. The ba^ib

the method is that tissues which have succumbed to toxic exposure lose in weig t

by yielding osmotically held water, or at least do not gain in weight by water

absorption as compared with controls. .The method has hmitations, some

which are noted by the author.

—

Raymond H. Pond.

The experiments upon which Elfving based his theory of
P^^^^''_^^J^'^

negative galvanotropism have been repeated by Plowman'' ^^lt r

the most part confirmatory. Two exceptions to be noted are, first, that an e e

Q

7 Yabe, Y., On a new genus Arcterica. Bot. Mag. Tokyo 18: 127-1^ •
1004

Abstract.

8 See Box. Gaz. 37: 298-302. 1904.
^1

9 Holm, Theo., Studies in the Cyperaceae. XXIIL The inflorescence

Cyperus in North America. Am. Jour. Sci. IV. 18: ^oi'S^l- ^904-
^

'o FtJjTi, K., Ueber die Bestaubungstropfen der Gynmospermen.

Mitteilung. Ber. Deutsch. Bot^ Gesells. 21: 211-217. 1903-
^ -

" Verschaffelt, E., Determination of the action of poisons on p
^

Akad. Wetens. Amsterdam 1904: 703-707.

" PLO\raAX, A. B., Electroti-opism of roots. Amer. Journ. Sa. 18

236. pis. g-io. 1904
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current passing through water in which seedlings are growing is not necessarily

fatal, and that the roots of such seedlings will cun^ toward the positive pole even

when the current is of less than lethal strength; second, that negative galvan-

otropism is not a constant property of any species thus far studied. Since electrons

instead of ions are the cause of the cur\'e responses the author proposes to sub-

stitute for Elfving's '*galvanotropism" the term *'electrotropism/'—Raymond
H. Pond,

Newcombe '3 reports experiments on thigmotropism of terrestrial roots

which show very feeble sensitiveness of the terminal millimeter and of the growing

region, tKe few responses being positive and the angle of deviation small. Many
ingenious modes of securing continuous pressure and avoiding hydrotropic stimuli

as far as possible were tried. The most convincing results were gained by sur-

rounding roots with collapsible collodion tubes, and using a water stream to give

the pressure. The tubes do not allow appreciable filtration. These experiments

gave strong evidence for the identity of rheotropism and thigmotropism, and

Newcombe applies to thigmotropism the results given by his earlier experiments

on rheotropism. ^+ The sensitiveness is equal on all sides, and the stimulation

roust extend over a considerable area and be continued for some time to produce

a complete reaction. The feeble sensitiveness is probably of no utility to the

plant.-C. R. B.

Br.\Ndt holds ^5 that Reixke errs in thinking the N-content of the sea small ^*

«cause little is added to it. His estimates of the yearly addition of organic

-N-compounds and of inorganic N-compounds by rains would indicate an N-
wntent in sea water that analysis does not corroborate. This discrepancy is

explained by the active dentrification through the action of bacteria, so that the

- -content never surpasses a minute amount. This dentrification has been

!
°"'"

^1 occur and the bacteria have been carefully studied in several localities

U
*^;^'orth Sea, the East Sea, and even in the Antarctic under the ice. It is

e chief reason for the smaller N-content of tropical waters and this difference

^ermines the lesser amount of plant life there. Brandt believes the N supply

^"U'
^'^'^"^te without special appeal to such bacterial symbionts as Clostridmm

exa ,

*?^^^^^^' though these insofar as they occur may be effective. For

"'P e, in the water of Kiel Bay (at 2o'«) the content in inorganic N is four

^:;;^^theplankton.-C.R.B.

n./'f^'^'^^'^^E. F- C., Thigmotropism of terrestrial roots. Beihefte Bot. Cent.

' '-»4- 1904.

'*B0X. Gaz 33- tS-,^'^'- ii- 103. 1902.

ducti^'^!''^^'^^'
K.. Ueber die Bedeutung der Stickstoffverbindungen fur die Pro-

^^

im Meere. Beihefte Bot. Cent. i6: 383-402. 1904-
• Rein-Ke,

J., Die zur Ernahrung der Meeres-Organismen disponiblen Quellen

37-
r«'^' Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 21: 37x-38o- -9-3- See Box. Gaz.

'* ^^^- 1904.

bee
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PiLOSTYLES is a gcnus of the Rafflesiaceae parasitic upon various Leguminosae.

Material from Brazil has been studied by Endriss ^7 in Goebel's laboratory.

The staminate flower consists of a solid axis in which are imbedded two circles

of sporangia, with 18-20 sporangia in each circle, twenty being probably the

usual number. If four sporangia represent one anther, the whole structure

would represent five anthers, corresponding in some measure to the relations

obtaining in the ovulate flower, which has normally five placentae. While the

flowers are monosporangiate, a rudiment of the ovary appears as a column in the

center of the staminate flower. In related forms the flowers are said to arise

endogenously, within an originally compact tissue. In Pilosiyles Ingae the

flowers are strictly exogenous. The pollen grains are extremely small, measuring

only 5 ^ in diameter. Some flowers have been poUinated, but in only one case

had pollen tubes begun to form. Many older seeds contained embr}^os, but no

trace of pollen or pollen tubes could be found. The writer doubts whether normal

fertilization occurs. The anatomy of the plant and the development of the

embryo are described.

—

Charles J. Chamberlain.

Various attempts have been jnade to attribute to external conditions the

polarity seen in cuttings of roots and shoots. The latest effort is by KtJSTER,

who discusses in a preliminary paper^^ the influence of oxygen and of centntugal

force upon polarity, and in a second ^^ enlarges upon the same topic. KrsxER

placed the roots of Taraxacum, which under uniform conditions of moisture

produce roots at the apical (normally lower) end and shoots at the basal end,

with their basal (normally upper) ends in w^ater and the opposite ends pointing

upwards into the air. Shoots develop on the latter end and none on the parts in

water. Cuttings of the stems of Ribes auret4?n placed with their basal ends in

water and their apical ends in moist air produced roots only on their apical en

Salix vilelUna gave similar results^ showing a marked tendency for the roo
^

appear only where there is a sufficient supply of air. Cuttings of Salix and o

plants were rotated horizontally on a centrifuge. The centrifugal force acted as a

check upon development, the inhibition being in proportion to the force, t, m

the apical end describe the greater circle the buds there are inhibited more t an

those at the opposite end. In this way the usual polarity may be reverse •

W. B. ;MacCallum.

Lyon^° has made a detailed and much needed study of the embr)'Ogeny

J^
Ginkgo, with an unusual abundance of illustration. The general

^^^/'^''^f" "Ij^jj^^j

mass of tissue that is knowm to fill the t^z after free nuclear division is ca t

if

17 Endriss, W., Monographie von Pilostyles l7tgae (Karst.)- (^'^^-^

Solms-Laub.) Flora gi: 209-236. pi. 20, figs. Ji, 1902.
^^^_

iSKtxsTER, Ernst, Experimental Untersuchungen uber ^\urzel- un

bildung an Stecklingen. Ber. Deutsch. Bot. GeseUs. 22: 167-170- P-
^.^^yjj^g.

19 KtJSTER, Beitrage zur Kenntnis dcr Wurzel und SprossbUdung an

Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 40: 279-302. figs, 4. 1904, 275-
20 Lyon, Harold L., The embr}'ogeny of Ginkgo. Minn. Bot. Stu les

290. pis, 2Q~4J, 1904.
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the "protocorm." The cells in the micropylar two-thirds of this spherical proto-

corm divide little or not at all, but the cells of the antipodal extremity form

a small-celled meristem which passes over directly into the meristem of the

"blastema" or "metacormal bud." The blastema invades the endosperm as a

broad, blunt cylinder, the protocormal tissue being forced back through the neck

of the archegonium, many of its cells often being crushed. The metacormal

bud is meristematic throughout, but soon two "growth-foci," those of stem and
root, are organized in its axis and very close together. Later the primordia of

the two cotyledons are organized in the marginal region of the broad apical

meristem. Thus in the organization of the embryo much of the original proto-

cormal tissue is not involved, heretofore being described as a rudimentary sus-

pensor. There are usually two cotyledons, but in certain of the material three

cotyledons were quite common; they are normally equal and entire, and spring

apart when liberated from the seed. The anatomy of the embrj-o, including

its histogenesis, is also described.—J. M. C.

Bessey has studied the eiTect of various external factors on the pigment

formation in several fusarium-like fungi.^^ The plants used were (i) two fungi,

closely resembling each other, isolated from the roots of diseased sesamum plants,

(2) Neocosmospora vasinjecta and (3) its variety nivea, and (4) Fusarimn cnl-

mrum. Of these the first four when grown on acid media produce a red pigment
which changes to dark blue when treated with alkalies. The fungi were grown in

Kxop's solution to which the substances to be tested were added. No general

relation could be established between the composition of the culture medium
and the production of pigment. Mono-, di-, tri-, and polysaccharides generally

gave a red or violet pigment, which changed to blue in cases where the culture

Pcame alkaline during the experiment (gelose). Organic acids gave a scariet

wlor, except palmitic acid which is not soluble. Salts of the acids with few exccp-

'ons gave no pigment. In alkaline media no pigment production takes place.

J

^^ce of air also suppresses the development of the coloring matter. These

^"^gi also produce a yeUow pigment whose formation is independent of the char-

^^ of the substratum. Light and oxygen are necessary for its production,

strat

"^'^^^^ ^'''' ^^^"i*^^ i^ the cells of the fungi and not primarily in the sub-

^a urn as has been stated.—H. Hasselbring.

Shibata's ^3 mycological studies of endotrophic mycorhizas in Podocarpus,

,f
p^7' Alnus, and Myrica have given the following results: In the tubercles

thV. r!'^'^'''
^^'^ mycelium of the fungus develops extensively, and is then

^.g
sted and resorbed by the cells of the host. The nucleus of the infected cell

_/"' repeatedly amitotically, the nuclei increasing greatly in staining capacity

Abs

Flora n-."""^'
^'™^^ ^•' ^^eber die Bedingungen

^3" 3°i-334.
1904.

Wiss'7'''''^''''
^' Cytologische Studien iiber die endotrophen Mykoirhizen. Jahrb.

ot.
37:643-684. pis. J^^j^, 1902.
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on account of the increase in a nuclein-like material. After the digestion of the

fungus the nuclei of the host cells resume their normal appearance. The increase

and subsequent decrease in the nuclein-like material indicates that the nucleus
r

takes part In the formation of enzymes. The amitotic division is not an indica-

tion of degeneration, but is rather a means of increasing more rapidly the nuclear

material. After the fungus has been digested, mitotic division is often seen in the

multinucleate cells, showing that nuclei after dividing amitotically may again divide

by mitosis. The number and arrangement of the chromosomes does not seem to

be affected by the previous amitotic division. In Psilotum the cells containing the

fungus can be distinguished as host cells and digesting cells. The nuclear change

consists chiefly in a great increase in the chromatin. The formation of transverse

walls in the intracellular hyphae is almost entirely suppressed. In Alnus the

fungus is not a true hyphomycete. A plasmatic body appears in the nucleus of

the infected cell, and within the body are numerous droplets which disappear

after digestion of the fungus has been completed. The fungus in Myrica belongs

to the genus Actinomyces, the first instance of actinomycosis recorded.

In all the mycorhizas studied the cytological changes are intimately connected

with the intracellular digestion of the fungus substance. The presence of a typical

digestive fluid was established in all cases. The mode of nutrition of the endo-

trophic fungus is still an open question.

—

Charles J.
Chamberlain.

Amar 23 has recorded data obtained from histological and physiological study

of the role of calcium oxalate in plant nutrition. As a general rule the root con-

tains few if any crystals, and they become less numerous as one follows tne

course of foods from the leaf blade to the root. Ciy^stal formation in the leaf is

localized chiefly in tissues adjacent to those concerned with photosynthesis an^

conduction. The crystals represent excreted waste and not reserve products in

storage. Amar seeks to relate the formation of oxalate crystals to physiologic

conditions resulting from the chemical composition of the nourishment absorbe ,

but in the opinion of the reviewer he does not present convincing eviaencc.

found that each species has a minimum requirement for Ca, up to ^^^^^^^
,

do not form, and above which they form in proportion as the Ca exceeds

minimum requirement. Since cr}^stals do not form in seedlings grown wit

any calcium, the author attributes the retarded growth in such cases to de ciency

of this element, and concludes that the cr>'stals form under natural <^^" *^^.^^^

to reduce the excess of calcium rather than to remove oxalic acid from so

The justification for this conclusion is not apparent, because the expenmen

^
tried does not exclude the presence of oxalic acid as a possible factor.

^
^

opinion of the reviewer an important fact has been overlooked, name)
^^

molecule of oxalic acid consisting of just two carboxyl groups requires

^"J^^^^^
addition of one atom of oxygen for complete oxidation to carbon dioxi an^

^
For this reason an abnormal excretion of oxalic acid in animal meta

*3Amar, Maxime, Sur le role de Toxalate de calcium dans la nutnu-*^

vegetaux. Ann. Sci. Nat. Bot. VHI. 19: 197-292. figs. 34- ^9^-^'

He
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always been regarded as evidence of incomplete oxidation. Since calcium oxalate

occurs in fungi as well as in green plants, it is quite possible that oxalic acid means

incomplete oxidation for plants as well as for animals. The author's experiment

would then be interpreted thus: an excess of calcium retards o.xidation and hence

favors oxalic acid formation; rather than that oxalic acid is formed especially to

remove excess of lime.—Raymond H, Pond.

ToBLER =•! experimented at the Zoological Station of Naples upon fragments

of living Rhodophyceae taken from the detritus zone of the bay. He finds motion

essential to keep the thallus of some algae intact. Griffithsia Schomboei, for

instance, grew well upon a shaking machine, but fell to pieces in a day when
kept quiet. Bornetia, which normally has straight branches, only the claw-like

branches about the fruiting organs being hyponastic, in darkness developed such

branches at the tip of the plant. Lack of light produces abnormal growth and
other effects. For example, alternately branched forms in the dark became oppo-

sitely branched, and oppositely branched species became whorled. Terminal
cells of Aniilhamnion phimida became elongated, lighter colored, and hair-like.

Calhthamnion lived three and one half months in complete darkness-longer
tiian It had ever been cultivated in light. Dasya grew more luxuriandy in yellow

light. About ten cells from the tip of the axis intercalar}' growth was induced.

Etiolation phenomena represent only a general form of reaction, because cultures

of a number of algae in the light show typical etiolation, which the author calls

Pnenomena of degeneration. Intercalary growth may occur normally in Pleono-

sponum and its relatives, yet it is more common in cultures placed in the light.

' 'ter eight to fourteen days in darkness every cell of the axis not rarely began to

form cross walls. Later, intercalary growth occurred in the large branches also.

aventive sprouts and rhizoid-like branches are common characteristics of degen-

eration. The cortex, which is an important taxonomic feature in many red algae,

«-as found to be variable. Pleonosporium, which has no cortex in nature, devel-

«Ped one in the dark. The youngest cells of Griffithsia often fell off singly in

^^kness, and in darkness or in yellow light Bornetia fell into filaments or separate

J

Such isolated cells or cell complexes may bud and develop new plants.

"contrast to these forms, Callithamnian grannlatiim often cast off young cells

'f

never formed proliferations, but quickly died. The author explains this

Peculiarity by the mtimate correlation between the cells of Callithamnion, which

B
g'^ "impossible for them to become separated and remain alive.-ETOiLE

to« '^T
^^"^^^^E of experimental morphologists of the present day is decidedly

teUi
^ "^""'^^ explanation for the behavior of organisms, as opposed to the

J^'«g>cal v-iew of the past. Reinke,^^ in a lengthy discussion, strenuously

und VT"-^^' ^^ ^'^ber- Eigenwachsthum der Zelle und Pflanzenform. Versuche

^^'"dien an Meeresalgen. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 39: 527-577- P^- '^- ^9°3-

Zeit 1
^'''''^^'

J-' ^'^ber Deformation von Pflanzen durch aussere Einfliisse. Bot-
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opposes this point of view and argues for a ''final" (which he makes synonymous

with t'eleological) explanation. Reixke cites as illustrations upon which his

: they are not necessary for the life of the plant, and are not hereditarj^ but

r potentially so, in that they occur only as reactions to definite stimuli, i- ^j

argument is based the behavior of Nuphar liUeum and Ranunciiliis aqualihs

which in flowing water produce no floating leaves or flowers, of Euphorbia Cypar-

issias whose shoots are distorted by a rust fungus, and of lentinus lepidciis which

in darkness develops a branching non-fruiting form. These cases he considers

as undoubted malformations because they are forced departures from the normal

type. In Nuphar, for example, the form developed in still water is "abnormal,"

though it always occurs under these conditions. This character, Reinke claims,

not being ''normal" is not hereditary; only the capability of reaction to this

stimulus is hereditar}\ One is tempted to ask here, what is the "normal" form

of this plant but evidence of its capability of reaction to the conditions of still

water ?

The branched non-fruiting form of Lentinus occurring in the absence of light
^

Reinke discusses at length, and claims it to be a true malformation because it is

the result of abnormal conditions, while the fruiting form is "normal" because

it is the result of "normal" conditions, the test of normal or abnormal conditions

here being very apparently whether they are the rule or the exception in nature.

Such "abnormal" modifications according to Reinke all have this character,

that

only
. , ,

the reaction ability is hereditary. When an organism responds to two different sets

of stimuli by definite reactions in each case it seems to the reviewer rather futile

to argue that one response is normal and the other is anything else.

Klebs's work is freely quoted, and Reinke, as would be expected, takes

exactly the opposite view, maintaining that there is a definite form which t e

plant is strivinff to assume, but when certain inhibiting conditions exert t ei

influence the morphological equilibrium is disturbed and the plant, agains

innate forces, is compelled to assume another form. These externa

Reinke considers as opposed to the "normal" form, and the plant, so to spea ,

resists them.—\V. B. MacCallum.

Items of taxonomic interest are as follows: K. Schumann (.

o
. j

34: 325. 1904) has described a new African genus {Stcphanostema) of Apocynacca^,

and also (idem 331) one {Dolichometra) of Rubiaceae.—W. H. Blanchakd (•
rn^^

Botanist 7 : i-4- 1904) has published a new species of Rubus (^'^^'^^^^/ ^jL,_j>

a variety, from Vermont.—H. Christ (Bull. Herb. Boissier 4- 93^951-^ ^^9°,'^

has described new species of Hymenophyllum (12), Trichomanes (2),
C)a

_^'

and Alsophila from Costa Rica. P. Hennings (Hedwigia 43:353-4°^-
^^^^^^

concluding his Ule's Fungi amazmici, has described as new S^"^^* ^^'''"^'

^^^J^
(Englerulaceae), Ziikaliopsis (Perisporiaceae), AsteropeUis and

^"^f^. .^^^

(Microthyriaceae), Metadothella (Pseudophacidiaceae), Cicinnohella,
^*^^^^^^ ^^^

and Septodothidcopsis (Sphaeropsidaceae), Poropeltis, Peltistroma,
'^^|\^^,p^e).

and Phragmopcllis (Leptostromataceae), and Bactr'idiopsis
(Tubercu a
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-W. LiPSKY (Acta Hort. Petrop.' 23:1-247. /»/j. i-ii. 1904), in his second
contribution to the flora of central Asia, which includes Ranunculaceae to
Labiatae, besides numerous new species describes two new genera {Kozlovia
and Ladygima) of Umbelliferae.^A. A. Heller (Muhlenbergia 1:63-110. 1904)
has brought together the species of Ribes in California, with a key, recognizing

43 species, one of which is described as new; and has also described new species
of Heuchera, Sidalcea, Eriodictyon, and Orthocarpus.—E. P. Bicknell (Torreya
4:129-132. 1904) has described three new species of Viola from Long Island.
W. A. MuRRiLL {idem 141-142) has described a new genus (Phylloporia) of pore-
fungi from South America.—N. L. Brittox (^idem 142) has described a new species
of Bradburj^a from Florida.—E. L. Greene (Leaflets 1:49-64. 1904) has read
the riddle of Nacker's genera of Cactaceae (all of them happily synonyms); has
ca led attention to Amarclla as the prop^ name of the American species referred

entiana, describing under it eight new species; and has described seven new
species of Apocynura and five new western species of Rhamnus.—Anna Murray
AIL (Bull. Torr. Bot. Club 31:457-460. ph. 16^19. 1904) has published two

new species of Asclepias from New York and one from Kansas.—T. D. A. CocK-

20-2

cognizm
les and varieties, describing eleven as new, and transferring seventeen

publish T^
^^°^^*^«i^ian Miscell. Coll. 47:159-162. pi. 20. fig. 18. 1904) has

"s ed a new genus {Lenophyllum) of Crassulaceae, comprising four species

'^^rtheastem Mexico and southern Texas.-J. M. C.
A

is in

./^^^^^-""'^^'^ monograph on anthocyanin by Buscalioni and Polacci ^^

tains 866^
^^'^^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^ bibliography, presumably exhaustive, as it con-

Arhoret

^^^^^^' ^"^*^"^ which are Linnaeus's Flora Lapponica and Loudon's

discrr"'"".
"^^^ i^'^ustry of the authors in gathering titles has exceeded their

^ideTbl^^^^^'
^^ ^^^ inclusion of a paper by a Mr. Roblxson, entitled Blue

does not""'''"^-'

^"^^ ^''^^'^^' ^'""^^ ^^ ^^ P^''^^>' ^ ^^^'^'"^ ^'^* ^""^ ^^"^ ^^""^ ^'"^^^

^toricVri-^
^^^'^oJor to anthocyanin. The second part (114 PP-) is a critico-

PP) cont

^^"^^^°^ °^ t^^ researches of previous authors. The third part (255

have Co"

^'"^ ^" account of the ve^j extensive researches of the authors, which

from
,^".^"^^^^ ^or two years. The gist of their results is here given, condensed

tion in Sh^^^'^"'"^^
^PP^^^ °^i^y in highly developed plant forms. Their distribu-

^•'at th
'\^^!^^^ "^ different plants does not accord with that of starch and indicates

than formation

often inv i^^'^""'
^<^n^Parative studies show that the presence of anthocyanins

«n suga T ^ °^^^^^^^tion of cells. Their origm seems due to oxidases acting

The
influ'

^ "^^^^^^s, etc., while their decomposition is oftenest due to reduction.

--^__^e of humidity, of nutrition, and of light upon them are verj- variable.

8b neu'r^^'^'''^''''
^''''''' ^ Polacci, Gino, Le antocianine e lore significato biolo-

Piante. Atti Istituto Botanico di Pavia II. 8: 135-511- P^'- 9- ^9°4-
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They apparently tend to moderate rather than to accelerate transpiration. The

relations of anthocyanins to parasitic organisms show that anthocyanlc cells react

against the invader by augmenting their osmotic pressure, which is acconipli^ihcd

by accumulating in them substances from which ultimately anthocyanins ari^**..

Thus the pigments at once indicate and participate in the increased turgcscence.

Study of allogamy leads to the conclusion that floral coloration has not originated

from the intervention of insects, but that the crowding of foods into the flnral

leaves has led first to the starvation of the chloroplasts, later to their modification,

and finally to the appearance of the anthocyanic coloration, which became fixed

by the agency of insects. To hold that allogamy is the primary cause of coloration

seems to require belief that flowers are not only intelligent, but can voluntarily

and freely alter their own bodily characteristics with varying external conditions.

Finally, as the chromatic evolution of flowers is found to be probably polyphylctic,

the anthocyanins can hardly have arisen from the xanthic pigments or vice versa.

A new reagent for the anthocyanins—a solution of nicotin— is found to be the must

reliable.

This monograph, which the authors call un modesto contrihuto to the study of

biological problems, suffers from hypertrophy. A more careful bibliography,

confined to legitimate references, a compact relation of the discordant results of

previous investigators, and a condensed presentation of their own work wou

have insured wider attention to an important paper than can be given it in 1

present voluminous form by any except special students of plant pigments. C

The reconstruction of the nucleus and the formation of the chromosom^

in vegetative mitoses is the title of an important paper by Gregoire an

Thp m^tPri^l studied wn« the roots of TrUUum grandijtc^um
\Vygaerts.^7

Thereon-# _

and the homotypic division in the pollen mother-cells of T. ccrnunm.
^

elusions in many cases differ decidedly from the commonly accepted views.

Telophase in root tips. After the chromosomes have reached the pol^t one

sees surrounding and bathing the mass of chromosomes the liquid whic

constitute the nuclear sap. The liquid increases rapidly and causes the forma

^^^

of the nuclear vacuole and nuclear membrane. On this point the '^^"^^'^^'^^^_

in accord with the recent view of Lawson.^% Each chromosome, through a gra^

ual process of alveolarization, becomes resolved into a network, so la

nuclear network is a network of networks. In the resting nucleus ^^» ^
membrane the chromatic network, lying in the nuclear sap, is (with t c c.

^^^^^
of the nucleolus) the only constituent. The nuclear membrane forms in iniin

37 Gregoire, \ ictor, and Wygaerts, A., l-a rcconsirucuv^ii

tion des chromosomes dans les cineses somatiqucs. i- Racines

Horum et telophase homoeotypique dans le Trillium cernuum.

,

forma-

:
7-7^

pis. 1-2, T903.
Ihc pro^

»** Lawson, a. a.. On the relationshi

plast. BoT. Gaz. 35: 305-319. pL /J. i 903
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threads of the central portion of the spindle which may become imprisoned. No
karyoplasm is formed in the nucleus of Trillium. In passing through the telo-

phase to the resting conditionj no continuous spirem is formed.

Prophase in root tips. The nuclear network becomes resolved into alveolar

or reticular pieces. A process of concentration and homogenization {sil venia

vnbo) continues until the chromosomes have the form of homogeneous rods.

There is no continuous spirem in the prophase and the chromosomes never present

the forni of an achromatic ribbon carr)'ing chromatic granules. The longitudinal

division of the chromosomes begins by the formation of a series of chinks lying

along its axis and not by the division of granules. In the nuclear cavity there

are no granular or filamentous structures, but only the chromatin (and nucleolus)

lying in the nuclear sap.

Telophase oj second division in pollen mother-cells. No daughter thread is

formed. The nucleus results from the confluence of one or more vesicles each

of which contains one or more chromosomes. A chromatic vesicle in Trillium

K a vacuole containing a chromosome bathed in nuclear sap. The nuclear mem-
brane is formed by the condensation of the peripheral layer of cytoplasm bordering

tlie nuclear vacuole.

The writers define the nucleus (excepting nucleoli) about as follows: In

Tnllmm the nucleus is a vacuole limited by a cytoplasmic membrane, filled with a

""clear sap in which lies a chromatic network consisting of a homogeneous ground

substance, without differentiation into an achromatic substratum and chromatic

Panules. The network, which arises from the juxtaposition of the networks of

individual chromosomes, apparently retains its composite character during

^. ^^^^'"8 period, and so might be defined as an association of chromosomes
'<^ nave become alveolar and reticular.—Charles T. Chamberlain.

»iors^''v^^^'^^^"'
^^ ^ ^^^^ important paper on the reduction division expresses

ady *. "'^ ^"'^'^ opposed to his previous interpretations. The observations

becauTT"^"
^^^^ ^^"^°^*^ exclusively with the first division in the mother-cell,

"(iucti ^T-
^^^^ ^^ ^^ "" ground for interpreting the second division as a

^orable

'^'""' ^<^^^''«^a candicans, the principal form studied, is particularly

"«W c 'irr^-
^^ ^^s only six chromosomes and is easy to stain. In the pollen

longityj;
J

^"^g Ae loose spirem stage of the first division the thread shows a

bitomesTh
'^''^^'"^' ^"* ^^e daughter threads do not separate. The thread

»iiich areV^^^^'
*'^^^'"' ^^^ simpler, and then divides into six chromosomes

"^"^
ariL T^T^'

^^ ^^"^^
" ^^' ^^^ ^^^* ^^^^ ^^^^ °"^ ^P^'^^

transversely into two.

:^s so oft^^

^ ^ ^ '^^'"omosomes united in pairs. The pairs assume the various

^^ nea ^-^f"^"^^^^-
^^er the two parts of each pair have become separated

*''*fcnmt"rf-°
^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ spindle, a longitudinal fission can be seen. This

^<:Wmo"
^"^^ ^^^^°" commenced but not completed in the loose spirem stage.

_^mes become placed end to end, but are united only by linin threads,

'^-
^iss^^,^!^'

^^UAR^> ^'eber Reduktionsteilung. Sitzungsb, Konigl. Preuss.

587-614.^,.^ jg^^
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and arc distinguishable during the short resting period. In the second division the

chromosomes split longitudinally along the line indicated in the loose spirem stage

of the first division. Consequently, it is the product of the first longitudinal

division which becomes separated at the second division, and not the product of a

second longitudinal splitting as believed by those who support the theorj' of a

double longitudinal splitting. The first mitosis is a reduction division, the second

an equal division {Aequationsteilung). Besides the figures of Galtonia, a series

of diagrams makes the process easily understood. An examination of Tradescan-

tia gave approximately the same results, but in this form the processes are not so

easily observed. The much studied Lilium, though not a favorable form, will

bear a similar interpretation.

The greatest difficulty in the investigation and the most important part of the

discussion concerns the synapsis stage. At this period the chromatin withtlraws

from the linin thread and collects around twelve centers {Gamocentren) correspond-

ing to the twelve chromosomes. The chromatin granules form loose groups, then

unite to form bodies in which the separate granules can hardly be distinguished.

These bodies elongate, become constricted in the middle, the granules of the

two halves begin to separate, and with the aid of the linin form a continuous

thread. The entire thread then splits longitudinally. That the twelve bivalent

segments of this thread correspond to the twelve bodies counted during synapsis,

and that the transverse division of each bivalent chromosome again separates

halves of that body, cannot be doubted. The view that there are differentiated

chromosomes in the synapsis stage is consequently incorrect. Rather, the chro-

matin content of the chromosome is in the form of small granules collected about

a middle point, the number of these middle points corresponding to the reduced

number of chromosomes and to the number of chromosome pairs. One can

actually see the granules form a body which becomes divided into halves.

SXRASBURGER conceives that the granules leave the linin thread that there may

be a freer interchange among them than would be possible in the case of differen

tiated chromosomes. He proposes the term gamosome for the individual ro

matin granules, and zygosome for the body which they form. From each z)'g^

some comes two chromosomes, in the formation of which the linm takes pa -

The chromatic gamosomes are the bearers of hereditar}' qualities, the 1mm awn

only a secondary significance. The diminution of chromatin during the r m.

period of the nucleus is not regarded as evidence that the chromatm is no

^^
bearer of hereditary qualities. In synapsis the individuality of the pa

^^^
and maternal chromatin is given up. They unite to form a ^^""S^^ ^'^^^!
from which come two new chromosomes. These two chromosomes do no^

^^^

tain exclusively paternal or maternal gamosomes. This throws ixg

^^

differences in the offspring of a pair of parents and also upon the ^P
' ^ ^

monohybrids. In discussing the question whether ^ach^ chromosome
^^^^^

the hereditar>^ qualities of the organism, some evidence is found m

view that the chromosomes are not of equal value. -^^ptii^
A fuller presentation of these views and their relation to current c

would be welcome,—Charles J.
Chamberlain.



NEWS.

Mr. E, W. D. Holway has been appointed assistant professor of botany in

the University of Minnesota.

Professor Girolaaio Coccon^i, a well known Itab'an mycologist, died at

Bologna, October 6, at the age of S2.

Professor Gaston- Bonnter of Paris has been elected a member of the

Royal Microscopical Society of London.

August Fraxz LeJolis, the well-known French marine phycologist, died

August 20 at Cherbourg, at the age of 81.

Mr. Clifton Durant Howe, instructor in the University of Chicago, has
wen appointed instructor in botany in the Biltmore Forestry School. He will

enter upon his duties January i, 1905.
A- H. RegixVald Buller, of the University of Birmingham, has been

appointed professor of botany in the University of Manitoba, Winnipeg,
anada, and assumed his new duties in October.

^
The address of Professsor F. O. Bower delivered at the International

^ongress of Arts and Science, St. Louis, September 1904, was published in Science

ctober 21. He discussed the relation of the axis to the leaf in vascular plants.

^^Commissioned by the Department of the Interior, the Swiss Scientific Society

jounces that it will award a stipend of 5,000 francs to enable some Swiss
anist to visit Buitenzorg. Applications are to be sent to Professor Dr. C.

^^OTER of Zurich.

topyLi-,
-"---^^ -viAOAZiJNE (^loKyoj, m Its septemoer numuci, aaao ^^,5-..

Putsthe^
^ ^^^^"^^ °^ ^^^ Japanese papers in some European language. This

^nC^^^^^^
^f the journal within the reach of all botanists, and will avoid the

T neglect of interesting Japanese contributions,

an;^ ^^CTuREs given by Professor de Veies at the University of California

^titled ^^b^^
^^" ^'- ^- ^- MacDougal and will appear in a volume to be

Open Co T,"
'^"'^ varieties; their origin by mutation, to be published by the

^
^^^ Piiblishing Co., of Chicago. The book is promised in January,

gardens fkr
° States Departaiexi of Agriculture has now two cooperating

•W 'Sr
^^"""^ especially for the study of the date palm, one at Tempe,

*^t>Hshed
"""^ ^^ ^^^^''^> California. In all probability a third garden may be

-
plant

i

"^^"^^ '^'''^^- ^^^ thorough studies under way on the life history of

^'l
results'^

''^""ection with its introduction into practical culture promise to

,
of interest both to botanists and to horticulturists.
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The report of the Imperial Botanic Garden of St. Petersburg for 1903 con-

tains the following items of general interest: the collection of living plants com-

prised 34,887 species; during the year there were 40,296 visitors; the herbarium

had an accession of 10,808 species (52,421 specimens); the library contained

14,986 works in 30,952 volumes. Attached to the garden are the biological

laboratory, the seed-testing station, the central station for plant patholog}^ and

the school of horticulture.

Botanical subjects for the Walker Prizes have been announced

follows. For 1905, I. "The life history of any parasitic fungus ;" 2. "Contribu-

tion to our knowledge of the physiologj- of plants;" 3. "Study of hybrids in

animals or plants ;" 4. "Critical study of geographical distribution of species.
'

For 1906, I. "An experimental field study in ecology;" 2. "A contribution to a

knowledge of the nature of competition in plants ;" 3. "A physiological life his-

tory of a single species of plants;" 4. "Phylogeny of a group of fossil

organisms." Address the secretary, Glover M. Allen, Boston Society of

Natural History, Boston, Mass.
;

The Experiment Station Record states that the order establishing the soil

and fertilizer laborator>' in the Bureau of Chemistry, U. S. Department of Agri-

culture, has been abrogated, and in lieu of this laborator>' one to be known as

the plant analysis laboratorj- has been established. The laboratory is charged

with the examination of fertilizers and will collaborate in this work with the refer-

ees of the Association of Official Agricultural Chemists, and with the investiga-

gation of the constitution of plants. It is authorized to collaborate with the

Bureau of Plant Industry in the chemical investigation of problems in which t

two bureaus are mutually interested.

—

Science.

The American Association .for the Advancement of Science will mce

Philadelphia December 27-January 2, and the many affiliated societies gather m

the course of this convocation week. Thus, the eleventh annual meeting t^t

Botanical Society of America is called at this time under the president
0^

Frederick V. Coville. Charles R. Barnes, the retiring P^^^'^^"*'
''^^j^i

an address on The theory 0} respiration. By invitation of the Counci sp«^^

papers will be presented by Professor Balfour of Edinburgh and ^ro^t

^^^

VocHTiNG of Tubingen. On Dec. 28-30, the eighth annual '"^^^'"^j^^^
^^^

Society for Plant Morpholog)- and Physiology will be held. -^^^ ^

'jj^^ygj,

Mycological Society will meet in Philadelphia also in the same wee ,

announcements have not yet reached us.
_

, unusual

There is every indication that these meetings of botanists ^''^^
J^^

^j^^
p,an

interest and importance. Among other matters to be considered w
1

^ ^ ^^.^^

for a union of the botanical societies. Preliminarj' suggestions for

^^^^^^^^
^^.

have been sent by the committees of conference to all
^

members
^^^^^j^j, ^{

sideration, and the replies received will be used as a basis for t e o
^^_^^

a definite plan which will be sent to all members before the meeting.

^^^
^^_^

will then form the basis for the discussion at the meetings and or

for or against a union.
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Every Pair Warrantad

The Name I«

stamped oa every

loop

The

CUSHION
BUTTON

The Best Pens Made

The Esterbrook Steel Pen Co.
Vorb, Camden, N, J. 26 John St., N. Y.

Lies flat to the Ieg«—never

SlipSi Tears nor Unfastens

ALWAYS EASY
GEO. FROST CO., Makers,
Bostoo, Miss., U. S. L

Send
5Dc. for SUk,
26c.forCotto

,

Sample Pair.
'

•

REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

iUinter tourist

Cickets

Extravaoonce
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FLOR
AND THE SOUTH
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COMEwritersdip; that'swastc
'^ ful in a dozen ways, and so

clumsy! Others who use Foun-

tain Pens don't yet know that

ink joints under ihe finger-grasp

and other "good old" features

are cosily enough. Contrast the

comfort and neatness insured to

users of the Middle Joint ** Mod-

ern** Fountain Pens made and

guaranteed by A. A. Waterman

& Co. Look for the "A. A."

and the word "Modern" and

you'll find the way to true Pen

Economy.
The most exacting pen user

can be suited.

"" " »ll stations, or address

»3»SS' ^'°''^^ ^^'^^^'"^ ^g^'^*'

CHICAGO

A. A. Waterman & Co.

'9r% 22 THAMES ST. NEW YORK
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THE SMITH PREMIER TYPEWRITER CO*,
Home Office and Factory. Syracuse, N. Y.

EXHIBIT AT world's FAIR, ST, LOUIS, SECTION 23,
PALACE OF LIBERAL ARTS.

THE EUREKA REMOVABLE

MEMORi^NDTJMS
INEXPENSIVE, HANDY, USEFUL

Fill up one book, simply slide out
of cover and put in new tablet

OXre COVER WILL OUTWEAR 6 TABLETS

fuPEKA

/J

PRICES
Size Complete Extra TAum

Each Eacb

2l4 X4% 20 '

2ji X 4^4 25

3^x55^ 40 •"

Sent postpaid on receipt of price

S. D. CHILDS <a CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STATI05BRS

200 Clark Street CHICAGO

L^ *
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$25 •«<>

THE ONLY REAL TYPEWRITER
AT A LOW PRICE.

TtcombinesUMVERSALKKYROARD.STRONO
MAMFOLIMNC, MlMKOt;RAPEI STKNCIL CUT-
TING, VlMIHLE WRiTixGand interchange-
ABLE TYPB.

The Postal will be sent on one week's trial.

Write for our Booklet and Instalment Plan.

REMOVAL NOTICE.
The favor which the Postal han met since
It first appeared 011 ttie market 18niontha
ago, has necessitated a larger factory,
fthich we now have atNorwalk, Conn.

Postal Typewriter Co., Dcpt. 30
Main Office& Factory, Norwalk, Conn.
Sales- (1140 Broadway, New York.
Tooms ' iTJ Dearborn Suect, Chicago.

BEUABLE AtiEKTS WASTED.

HOW DOES THE LEAD

INTO THE PENCJh:

"^ class, send us tl"^
»f7" « wiU """» ^'i

your name and address and we wm ^^^
Sook that tells the whole story. ^ »^?4„ob. »J»"
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book send you ^.•npl"
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JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLB CO
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FORTY YBARS
0/EDUCATION

in the Piano bu.sin.ess

IWe ought to know something about Pianos,

Others think so, for we do the largest retail Piano

taaness in the world.

IWe are agents for 24 different makes of Pianos

ttd have over 600 individual Pianos on our floors-

IThc prospective purchaser can make compari-

toas here that would be impossible elsewhere.

Tben, loo, we can meet your views in regard to

price, for we have Pianos from $125.00 up.

IWe sell Pianos on such terms of payment
K home need be without this necessary

) rJsdc acquisition.

that

and

A Good Neiv Piaxio for Rent
$4-00 per MoAtH

t lUlussend you our handsome Piano book. It

j Hw for the asking. Write today.

I

38 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

The Prospects of
Small College

% William R. Harper
*^'^«moi the University of Chicago

i^mo, paper; postpaid, 25 cents

}l
University of Chicago Press

ILLINOIS
^<tt(iUvue

0/ Publications Sent Request
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Field Gl
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THE

RELIABLE

PIANO

I
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Say that YOURS is a

STECK
The Reliable'' Piano

and you will have convinced any competent

critic of the soundness of your judgment.

Catalogue No, JO free

Warerooms

TOOTH
PASTE

Differs from the ordinary

dentifrice in minimizing

the causes of decay. Ea-

dorsed by thousands of

Dentists. It is deliciousl)'

^tadShi*r°'l'=«»''' P»»oto B W^ Dentists. It IS aencuu..;
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THS. N, r.

Frankfurt,

V

tal toilet. In convenient tubes,

drug stores, 25c. per tube.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

DENTACURA COMPANY
Newark, N. J., U- 5. A.



THE T>^PEWR

The Recollection of Quality Remains

Long After the Price is forgotten.

The Fox Typewriter is eminently a "quality" machine.

Being tumparatively new. in order to sell it. WE HAD TO
GIVE MORE QUALITY FOR Jioo.oo than others then

better known. The proof of this is the fact that the Fox
iias t>een selected in competitive tests by some of the larg--

est and most cautious typewriter buyers in this country.

On account of its perfected, superior and simple mechani-

cal construction, the Fox will outlast any other typewriter.

It costs practically nothing to keep it in perfect order.

Write us anout our free trial plan.

Old machines taken in part payment and easy terms
C'iven. Write for catalogue.

THE FOX TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
Executive Office and Factory 560 Front St.,

GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN.

F you are having any trouble with the finish

on your floors, or are not entirely pleased
m

with their appearance, it is certain you have not

used LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

ever introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the

wood will dent under a blow, the finish will not

crack or turn white. This is the highest acbieye-

ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not

likely to be improved upon.

Finished samples instmcthre

floort swt

free for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited.

Varnish Manufacturers

NEW YORK

BOSTON

imUDELPHU

BMTIMORE

CWCAGO

CtNCJNNATI

Sf.LCUS

Factory and Hain Office, oeTROrr.
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TTTHY not use a clean Fountain

Pen, one that will write and

write always, without skipping,

blottingi or scratching?

The above Fountain Pen is and

has been sold on its merits all over

the world for sixteen years, and is

unconditionally guaranteed.

Lenses
S'hutters ol etery

Sold Koono ^o^ae frte.

Bausch 4 loni6 Opt ^

Sew York
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winte:r

And to MADEIRA, SPAIN. THE HEDI
TERRANEAN AND THE

By the Twin-Screw S.S. MOLTKE
FROM NEW YORK, JAN. 30, 1905. A CRUISE
OF 76 DA YS, COSTING FROM $300 UPWARDS.

Itinerary includes: FuQchal (Madeira), Cadiz (Seville, Granada, the Alhambra),
bifaraltar Malaga, Algiers. Genoa, Villefranche (Nice and Monte Carlo), Syra-
cuse, Malta, Alexandria, Cairo, the Pyramids of GizehandSakkarah, Luxor,
eic,, Beyrouth (Damascus and Baalbek). Jaffa (Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Jericho,
the Jordan, the Dead Sea), Constantinople ( Hosphonis to the RIack Sea). Pira-
eus (Athens). Kalamaki:( Corinth, Mycense, Argos and Tiryns), Nauplia (Greece),
inessma, Palermo, Naples and Genoa. The steamer then returns to New York.

^Number Umited to 350 persons*

Attention is directed to the following special cruises:

ITALY From "Sew York, January 7 and February 7.

iujtf by S.S. DEUTSCHLAND.
Two fast trips de

WEST INDIES
AND

MEDITERRANEAN

Cruises during January, February, March and

April, by S.S. PRINZESSIN. VICTORIA
LUISE,

MEDITERRANEAN
AND THE

ADRIATIC SEAS

JAMAICA

Short and inexpensive cruises including Dalmatian

Coast points, starting from Genoa and Venice.

Excellent connections made by Company's Atlan-

tic service.
r

By Atlas Liu€ service. Sailing every Saturday. $4ooncway

;

$75 round trip, including stateroom accommodation and meals.

25 DAYS' CRUISE, $125 per adult,
including Jamaica, Columbia, Costa Rica and Nicaragua

Send ior illustrated booklets before deciding Winter plans

nAMBlRG4MERICAN LINE » 37 Broadway. NEW YORK
159 Randolph St.,
Chicago, III.

901 Olive St.,

St. Louis, Mo,
1229 Walnut St.,

pHlLADELPHrA, PA.

Agencies in all principal cities.



Cheap Christmas
Holiday Rates

Canada

Via the

Wabash-Canadian
Pacific Route

Through trains leave

Dearborn Station daily

3:00 p.m. and n:oo p.m.

d^i^th

For tickets and information apply to

Canadian Pacific Ticket Office

228 South Clark Street, Chicago

*«i

^-'*-! V_\ ' t
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Free

Request
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practical

illustration of

the "Y and E" Vertical System

of correspondence filing.

^ Shows exactly how compact

and convenient this method la.

q Files ANYTHING FLAT,

from letters to photo negativca.

fl Want it ?

YAWMAN & ERBE MFG. CO.

Phone: Central 2497

Wabash

??:>-^:*;i-.**>.vy'J;y^'L
^ * • -^^

THE

IHorgan Park Hcade %

FOR BOYS
Is a constituent part of The University of Chi-
cago, and is situated in the beautiful village of
Morgan Park, eight miles from the city site of
the University. This situation is most favorable,
affording healthful surroundings and spacious-
ness of grounds.
The Faculty of the Academy consists of eleven

men, all college graduates, well-tramed in their
departments.
The courses include Manual Training and

meet the entrance requirements of all the lead-
ing colleges and technical schools.

Its seven buildings, all of brick and stone,
consist of three dormitories, the new gymna*
slum, the library containing 6,000 volumes, the
well-equipped science laboratory, and the reci-
tation builditig.

The Academy's ideals are to develop the best
possible manhood in its students and to this end
all its discipline is directed. Especial effort is

made to teach boys how to study and to form
habits of work. The students' interests, athletic,
literary, social, musical, and religious, are well
sustained.

The expenses vary from §250.00 to ;?45o.oo
per year. Forty-five scholarships are given in
recognition of excellence of effort.

THE FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 20TH
FOK ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ADDRESS
WAYLAND T. CHASE. Morean Pa

;\

,'!!i
:;

"follow thk flag-

TAKE THE WABASH

THE ONLY UNE
TO

THE WORLD'S FAIR

MAIN ENTRANCE.

F.A. PALMEB^A «^^J*;io

311 MARQUETT£ Bldo



A Short Ctit
to Comfort
The "Long Distance" HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is

just right for the man who
reads in bed, f Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener. Any-
body can put it

in place without
tools. The porta-
ble switch turns
the light high or
low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs
to be replaced
when burned out.
Cords can be any

\ length desired.

Every Good Operator
deserves

Retnfcplivpewriter

*

^' Look for the
71 ante HYLO
and re/use im-
itations.

V Twelve styles of HYLO lamps.
i;i?^'orCatalogueandbooklet
How to Read Your Meter."

L"1!!"^LPS COMPANY
^8TATE STREET DETROIT, U. S. A-

REMINGTON TYPEWRITER COMPANY,
327 Broadway, New York.
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For AU Nations and Tongues and used by All Classes of People

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is the Best Letter

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.
r

THE SCIENTIFICMAN - Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

range of service.

THE LTTERARY MAN- Because the Hammond allows the use of several

styles and sizes of type.

' THE LINGUIST • - - Because on one Hammond machine more than

twenty languages can be written

THE LADIES - - - - Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script type

and others in preparation.

E V E R Y B D Because one Hammond witt write anything in^
fyte of type, language, or color of ink, on

ize n^ner in anv direction^

HAMM TVPEV.'
69TH TO 70th STS., AND EAST RIVER

COMPANY
NEW yfonn
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l«3emedy of Ordinary Merit Cob!!| Ever Have Received
Indorsations from Men Like Tliese.
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iKiiminuria

and
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fc Henal Calculi

'•»•« in fhe

•Wtler and

^^mmm of
fc Bladder

I

Mom
-'iism and

fJ't7i.hA°.rJ?: .^'-.P-;/--- ^-/. p^^^o^o^the Practice of Medicine
ofNew " '

Medical
r

w- 1?;..^.':^"' A. M., IVJ. D..

W. p. Brock. iVI

Homcepathic Hospital,
Prof. Orificial

way Surgeons and Ml^b^rl^/eii^^lsociJyo/V:

a«iSL*^n,W°°^' ^; "^T^' ^-rP" ^'''^ Clinical Medicin*ana Uimcal Dtagnosu, New York Post-Graduate MedicalSchooL

BoaVdoPHeah^elc^-'
^^'^^''^'"^ 'f^^ Louisiana StaU

rtholow. M. D., M. A., LL.D., Prof.MaUrim

PHn^de^^TkL
''"^''^' ^^-'^>->^. >i »

M. D., A, M., LL.D., former Prof.
ery in the Medical DepL of the Un^
. of the National Board ofH^aHh

Medica
Wood, M former Prof of Materim

'^- '^•f -^''<2/". of Surgery^ Medicmi-t^^//. *?/ j?;%^ University of Michigan.

CuJilai^.^- ^' ^^}^^^i*J^em York, Emeritus Professor,^itnualMedictne
,
CollegeofPhysiciansandSurgeons, New Yor.

a^^'M^^^P^V- ?"»ith, !¥!. D., Prof 0fPractice ofMedM"an^ Oimcal Medicine, Bellevue Medical College, N. Y.

general drvfr and mineral water trad*
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TRADE-MAHK

Highest
Awards in

Europe and
America

want I !!rJcer 2( Co. Ltd.

Established X7SC DORCHESTER, MASS.

HEINRICH CONRIED,
Director of the Conried li^tropoUtmi (herd Co*,

'writes as follows t

New York, May 12, 1904.

**Froin time to time during the past operatic

season I have been impressed with the wonder-

ful resources of the Weber Pianos which we

have been using at the Metropolitan.

"Subjected to immense usage by reason of

our numerous rehearsals, these inslnimcnt*

nevertheless retain their exquisite tone quaiuy.

"I know of no piano that would give ui

better satisfaction, and it is my desire ihat the

Weber Piano shall continue to be used at tl»

Metropolitan Opera House."

HEINRICH COXRIEH.

THE WEBER ?\m m\?\h^
AEOLIAN f.ALL

362 Fifth Ave., near 34th St., New Vork

Catalog: npoo Request

THE DAINTIEST SOAP MADE Is Hand Sapolio for

bath Other
Sapolio removes

soaps hemicaify dissolv

nal

de from the most healthful of the vegetable mis

.„._, but is

It opens the

pores, liberates their activities, but works no chemical change m
those deftcate fuices that go to make up the charm and bloom oi

a perfect complexion. Test it yourself.

THE FAME SAPOLIO d and wl

Everywhere in millions of homes there is a regard for it wl^ch

cannot fc ken has done much for your home

now for yourself—have you ever tried Hand Sapolio, tcr k»»

and bath? It is related to Sapolio only because it is made
-

same company, but it is delicate, smooth, dainty
healinp- to the mnst ft^nA^r clrm lit r>Ua!i^iR ^vzrvo'

soothir

most tender skin, it pleases everyone

ITS USE NE HABIT ITS COST BUT A Tt^JlFLE

rJ^

..-^•^

t;^

AN05 bavebees lilSS^
,*^

r:
^L^

.*> .a

a VOSB ^MO.
t£» amdki^ver

^m^ ^S*2P*

Wfte lor Cfttakfise P ft&d cts^isuitttioffii.

. c * * *-^
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I ew
International Encyclopaedia

HARRY

. Editors-in-Chief

:

DANIEL COIT OILMAN LL D
President Johns Hopkins University (i8;6-x^.), „ow Pre'sidem oi6.ru.,i. Ins.i.u.ion.

THURSTON PECK, Ph.D, L.H.D.
Professor in Columbia University.

FRANK MOORE COLBY, M.A
Late Professor in New York University.

The Nation, New York:
Asm Encyclopedia of American interests for American Tf^arim H B uaJoubtedly the best and fullest in existence

The Sun, New York:
As it stands, the New International is the most hclnful Fnrvclopaedia in English that we have seen. ^ ^°^^

Himllton Wright Habie:

li^ln^^f. ^^^ ^** International Encyclopaedia readv to

rSfJ^^Z"**"*"' """^
f^^'^

"'^ ^^" the information I Lk^»««w«c*rcful person need not fear to trust it imolicitlv u
1::::^'^Tr:lt''

^^-^-- ofknowledgeVi?h^^S;!fcit\^

^
ChlS ^- "a»^P«''. D.D., Prest UniverAlty of

D^d^^'^Wf.^^^^Tu'' "^^
^^'f 'f**

International Encydo-

?v1denr/nf «^i.
^' ' have consulted are well written and showevidence of a thorough and satisfactory erasp of the Huhiett

^n*l"H
""1°^ President Oilman as chief etJtor guarantee. H^ework has been thoroughly done.

Ji 'E\Vry su^^^^^^^^^^^
",""^ ^ 7^*^'- «f' -^ - 't based upon any existing^^ ery subject completely, exhaustively treated down into the year 1904. AbsolutelyO^ accurate, trustworthy, impartial, and intelligible. The most compe-

tent specialists have contributed to its various departments.

The sales have already exceeded $1,500,000. Over 1,000
public libraries have purchased this EncycIopEedia,

It is not a Dictionary but a perfect Encyclopaedia well
worthy of its name. 17 Royal Octavo volumes. 16,339
pages. 65,000 separate articles— double the number foundm any other Encyclopaedia in the English language,

' F

100 full-page colored lithographs. 600 full-page engravings.
More than 7,000 illustrations. Everything arranged for quick
reference by busy men and women.

J"

The New International, now complete, is offered at
a price so low and on terms so easy that every
book-loving individual may possess it and not feel
the outlay.

MfAD & CO
New York

:

*7> Piflh
^^EAD & CO
^^'""e, New Yorl<

There is a host of reasons why The
New International Encyclopsedia is the
best E ncyclopasdia for American
readers. We have therefore pre-
pared an 80-page book of infor-
mation, containing many
handsome illustrations and
maps, fully describing this

monumental work, which
we will send

Please send, without

cost to me, the handsome

book describing The New
International Encyclopcedia

upon request,
free. Use the an-
nexed coupon
and send for
It

you
It is

and containing specimen pajjcs,

colored illustrations, maps and in-

onnation regarding price and easy-

payment plan.

to-day. Name

Post- Office

11 dL. U. C. P. State
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Number of copies

Letter-press, for 4 pages or less . , .

Letter-press, for 8 pages or less . . .

Letter-press, for 16 pages or less . . .

Single plates (i double-2 single) . . ,

Covers, with tide (paper like Gazette cover)

$1.30
1,80
3.20
.So

1.20

Manuscripts

$1.60
2.20
4.00
1. 10

1.60

fi.80
2.50

4*65

1-35
a, 00

$3.00

3.40

articular

form

o<lk(

z requested to write scientific and proper names *^"JfV.

shown in the pages of the Gazette. Manuscnpts smnuu

—.«v« y. lue ooianicai Crazette, 1 he University of Chicago, Chicago, M.
Books and Pamphlets for Review should be sent to the same address. , , _^ipt
Missing Numbers will be replaced free only when claim is made within thirty days aii«

number following. '
.

J

j „r sP«^ "
Special to Foreign Subscribers.—The attention of foreign subscribers is called to ^ ^^^^

necessitated by the payment of extra postage. Until further notice the prices as indicaica

remitted to our foreign agents.
All remittances should be made payable to the order of The University of ^Wc^'

.^ ^ ,d<b«^

Tt TT
'i^^'^spondence regarding subscriptions, advertisements, and bills rendered, sno

1 he Umversity of Chicago Pres^ Chicago, IlL

10

class
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Pleasingly reflects the beauties of Persian Art.
with

romance.
colorings atmosphere

exquisite calendar is di^nctive
design and ilyle, and makes a inking decora-
tion for any home or office. It typifi e joy
of living and the spiritW health.

It is the higher attainment of lithographic

art, and the pidlure here shown gives but a faint

idea of the radiant beauty of the calendar itself.

We could not afford to send it to you for 1

cents, did we not believe it will remind you that

PahstFxttm
IS me
for men and women.

tome—die Ideal malt nerve-food
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Pab^ Extraca is the first aid to hcafth

helps digestion, soothes the nerves, brings reil

to the sleepless, and builds up the entire sy^em.

It is sold by all druggies.

. Send ten cents to-day for this beautiful ex-

ample of Persian Art (size 7 inches wide, 36

incnes long), which will give added charm to

any home. Address

Pabst Extrad Department,

Milwaukee, Wis.
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To Everyone Who Names the Ten

Most Popular Books
UNTIL January 31st next (1905) we shall break the sets of our new Library of the

World's Famous Books and sell you any volume /)r volumes you choose. There are

20 volumes in the set. Which 10 volumes OUt of the 20 will prove to be

the most popular ?
Everyone who predicts before Dec, 15th which ten books we shall sell

before midnight of January 31st in larger numbers than any of the other ten—in other words,

who name the ten most popular ones—will receive $150» in cash. It is not neces-

sary to name the ten in the order in ^vhich they sell, simply

name the ten that sell more than any of the other ten.

Everyone who predicts correctly after Dec. 15th and before Jan. 1st, will

receive $100. in cash.
The date that governs the amount of these prizes will be the date you mail your predictions, as

shown by the postmark on the envelope,
. • u »We believe we shall secure more friends and more publicity for the Library in this way tnaaof

spending one hundred thousand dollars in magazine and newspaper advertising.

We plan to add to this Library from time to time, and expect to do a larger annual l^"***"^ ^'^^

than has ever been done with anyone set of books. So much to explain why we can anora to p»y

these large prizes, although we do not hope to make any profit on the present sale.

I. T»Ic of Two Cities

These are the Twenty Volumes
6. ]anc Eyre

8. Lotna Doone

3. Darwin's Descent of Man 7. John Halifax

3. First Violin

4. Hypatia

5. Ivanhoc

1 1. Vanity Fair

li. Tom Brown's School Days

13. Last of the Mohiuns
'

9. Darwin's Origin of Species 14. Prince of the House of David

10. Undc Tom's Cabin

16. Romoli

Irving'sSkctclBoBi
17'

18. Era: iEmiTI

15. Robinson Crusoe

19

30

TKcIffli

Last Diyi ot Po^

tionablvamonj*
These twenty volumes represent a wide range of taste, but each o^f ^^ unquestionaoiv

^^^ ^
leaders of its class. Any one who is familiar with these twenty books will "^^''''*

J^^^/^tan
versation in any company. This prize offer will secure many new readers tor

^"^^ yiilUhtn T-

which should be in every home where the English language is read and spoken.

Harris, U. S. Commissioner of EducdLtion, writes:

Dear Mr. Merrtll-I am glad you are going to introduce a library of such good books into ea

family of our land. 1 • *' irrpat historical epoch*

There are books which furnish keys to our experience and which explain to us gre
^^^^ ^^

and the growth of important national ideas-the birth of new convictions ^^^^^^ ire ennncnt

lutions, political, industrial and educational. You have books in y^""^
„^5f*^de t^^

You will deserve well of your country if you ^aj^^^^f^" rfARRl^-examples of several types.
and read such books, Yours truly,

Dr. Edward Everett Hale writes:
vdoutbefoi^

"1 am much interested in your plan. The only wonder is .that it ^^^ '^^^ l^ii*^f/'J)erhap*^ J ^
Your list seems to me a very good one, and while, of course, 1 think I ct^^^ij, *3'^ to urail-^

^
, -

sure that if you can circulate these books as you propose, it will be a great ^^^^^V^iP- 1 rd fc- HALt.
"Truly yours,

i^u
^

^

he United

The Washington Post, of Washington, D. C, one of the best ^ewspaper^^^

will decide who are the successful contestants, and to what prize each one
Jf/v. jstreet.

As to our responsibilit>% look up Merrill and Baker, New York, in Dun or i^

How the Prizes Will Be Awe^rded
The entire reputation of our concern, with more than a i^^^^^*^" ^^'il^ff^^^^^^^
pr-^ccf.,1 K^^u%..,ui:^u:_ _ .• T.J-..J i- .1. _ r-r- ^ cr^.i-^rf^ award ins: ana HiJ ;i hta*''^
xu^- ciiiuc icpuiauonoi our concern, witn more uia.u a. i""-— Ti*«rr ^inH oayni'

successful book publishing, is pledged to the fair and square avvarding an
^^

r\o one in any way connected with our establishment or with The yp'^^ ^^nner tha

ital and elcrcflff

will be

d

that will

compete,
take or fraud

Each pfediction will be numbered, dated, and reg'stered m a ma.^^,
^^^^^^ rmJi^ ^^.

id. The correctness of the awarding of the prizes will be certinea
^^ ^^ Street^. . „, | ,

the well-known firm of expert accountants and business engineers, oi ^p^^5 by '
e^

The names of the ten most popular books will be published in the leaaing



I

i

$ 1 50. fo Everyone who Names theTen Most Popular Books
COTTenienceof the Judge of the contest, and to prevent any possible confusion with the rest of our
business, this contest will be conducted entirely from Washington, D. C. Address all inquiries and
predictions to Dept^ 21, World's Famous Book Contest, care The Washington Post, Wash-
lOtoOr D. C.

^^. t

Use Vour Own Bracins and Consult Your Friends
Lo')k over the list carefully and make up your mind which

taiolumes you would choose for yourself if you could have
^fl| the twenty, and only ten. If you have average taste in
hyoanon^t be far out of the way in naming the ten.
toy learned and bookish people, among them Sir John"—

1|,

have published lists of what they considered the
*st tiundred books, and some of the magazines have

ii*«*l"i'r^=''''^^"^'
^^^ '^'^^^'^'^ *^st books. Look upW^ow the wenty mentioned here are rated in such lists.

PtttalKd

thinks will sell the best—which he has sold the most of.

Consult the Librarian of any library to which you have

access.

Ask public and high school teachers and professors which

ten are the best.

Then make your prediction. The more intelligence you

put into making your predictions the greater yuur prospect

ol success.

B\it do this qviickly—at onco—you mvist deter-

mine quickly to'secure one of the larger prizes.

Who Maty Predict Limit as to Time eind Number

J?!nft
^^ ^^'^^^ ^^'"^^ ^^ ^^-O^- Each book is good, honest value for the dollar.

•lilr^rAm^ r^ ^\^ entitled to make one prediction—that is, name the ten volumes which you think

J«
prove most popular-will sell better than the "

,.<..-
For each vol-

• makemrfrp^f*."^^'^.^
^^ ^^^y different p7edic7io^nras'^^^^•Mttmore than twenty predictions.

other ten. You may buy any number of volumes up

But no person will be allowed

*":' time within1 and nra «.:?i ^_
one

received

Your Money BaLck if You Wish
week after you receive your books (one or more) yo
L^onr mrM-\^^r ei f^*. u v t_ ^^^:...^^^A 4-^ nc- in i

iuble,
ise

^ose Who An

^'"'uui make this otter if the books were not a// rig/ir, woma \yci ^
-W lul

books bought by mail before Jan. 15th. Books ordered after Jan. 15th will not be

any withdrawals after that would complicate awarding the prizes.

swer Before Dec. 15 Wii\ Most, Skill Being

*

3** '"11 value in l^;£""^=
^" ^^^'V d°ll" y°^ invest

'*»"» ttMnsH^'pl'l'i^P'T*^'^ ''°"i good readable tvpe

•^•narrins TK "^ °"''' laid paper, very white,

^Wof fiJ/ . /? "^ appropriate full-page illuitra-

^^r Than L' "„ ^^, ''°'"'"^- The bpoks are consid-
•*iuii,»num h^n^

*'^'''"' ""''^^ size and are bound in

al back dp f""^
^'^'^ '^^^^e- ^^ith gilt tops and

•Jflor lihr.... .L^'"" stamped in gold. They will be a
es.

I

Each book is full value for a dollar, and we guarantee that

thS pnce will never be reduced or cut. Not a volume oth«

edition will ever be sold for less than One Dollar. 1 he entire

see, o\iT success deper\ds on yo\jri.u y

faction with every book you buy.

Jjjiwtt of th

An Idea^l CKHstnnas Gift

£i»'°oTt.' "L"
"^'^^^ appropriate Christmas gift than these books? Tj^y/Z^VS th

S

oppor ni-f
""^^ ^'^d the young. You can give away the book and keep for yourseil

"Unity to secure one of the prizes.

Simpson CraLwford Company. New Vork

Jorda.n

C
Boston

Chicago
Ma-rsh Co

Siegel Cooper 6;

'*^^''^buvT
^^1 .^^" these books during the contest. Your right^ to Pjelict^^ji^,; e^^'hle

r?'^foreh„J^:J*i^'U';*^"^ Washington, or at any of these stores.

• *«s« itire"^''"^^- .
'^^^^^ ^tore sales will be counted, of course '"

die totaB
^^ ^^

•• fnmhj. ^**"'^ "ot do this unless they were confident that we w

'^stC'^* one of these stores, send 51.00 for each book you want to Hept- ^..
WORLIVS

ml/ ^<>NTEST, Washington Post, Wash
book

r>«. -•inks ft« L.",
—"* "" ">«'"*«"' ' ''^'' " "—ngton, U.

•'
particulars before ordering,

Den. ,.**" *hich to make your predictions. «>'«" ^'^"^ farther Part.c ^,^^,„ o. C
"'Pt.^,,WORLD'S FAMOUS BOOK CONTEST, Washingrton Post, Wasnin.

Merrill
,5. baker, publishers. New York City



A Fine
Christmas

Gift

A Fine
Gift at

All Times

STIRRING PICTURES
BY

CHARLES M. RUSSELL
The Cowboy Artist

Will be given free to every purchaser of the new book

WAY
By FRANCES PARKER

*

L

Send at once and secure these

eight pictures of Western life.

Exact size and true reproduc-

tions of originals, each bearing

the artist's signature, and all

ready for framing.

"Hope Hathaway" is

another strong Western
story of Montana ranch
life by the author of

"Marjie of the Lower
Ranch."

ff
Send at once for

*»nope Hathawa>

d receive these eight

Stunning Pictures.

an

At all booksellers' or sent postpaid by the publishers. Price, $150

These pict-

ures are for

sale at all Art

Stores.

j
Price, $8. per

[

set. k

'•Hope

Hathaway'*
is beautifully

bound and

fully illus-

trated.

•

C. n. CLARK PUBLISHING COMPANY (Inc.). BOSTON
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THE NEW CHRISTY-RILEY BOOK
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UNIFORM WITH THE
FAMOUS CHRISTY-RILEY BOOK

AN OLD SWEETHEART
OF MINE"

This is the first publication of the com-

plete version of the famous poem, consisting

of twenty stanzas, of which fourteen have

never before been printed.

By James Whitcomb Riley, with forty

illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy,

Beautifully decorated. Printed in two col-

ors. Octavo, cloth, boxed, ^2.00 postpaid.

mm HH

\-^^

.-*'

J

^i.

H'-

^
- -* -*y

'^ ^

-p

'X, ^

AN OLD SWEETHEART OF MINE

By James Whitcomb Riley, with nine-

teen full-page pictures by Howard Chandler

Christy* TJie author's reading version com-

plete. Octavo, boxed, $2.00 postpaid.

AUTHOR'S EDITION.—The drawings repro-

duced in photogiavure, printed on special paper, beauti-

fully bound, $5.00 postpaid.

w^

THE GIFT-BOOK OF THE YEAR

^''^g^ V JoH^ Cecil Cr.AV

'^«'s Garden" k

-^
' ^roll fancy. Maiden

exquisite

^cm thui

ti^rned
ovvers;

attractive

Mr. Clay has made a

volume^u - volume,
"^n of all I

^'-v^ ,
'^^^^ ^f beautiful wom-

^^ ^f beautiful books.

'-^ "^^ cxecut'0" of this sumptuous
• *-Jay as the artist laureate

^ ** printed
^^^ than fr, .

, "" '^''^"'^' P^P"'

;
f^^y

drawings in color.
'^'=^'>rated cover.

special

*-.

\.

,-*-n
J^

< >
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A CAS AWAY
4

Byron's genius, beauty, brilliancy, love affairs, and daring combine

to make him our most romantic hero. His career is here recounted

with marvelous sympathy and insight by Hallie Erminie Rives, author

of *' Hearts Courageous. '

'

Eight Illustrations in Color by Howard Chandler Christy.

Price 0?ie Dollar Everywhere. {Postage I2 cents.)

HAP AVERAGE
A thoroughly American story of a young man who

found himself^ telling the fight of a young college graduate

for a place to share with the girl he loved,

with ambition and success.

It is instinct

Brand Whitlock, author

Variety."" i2mo, cloth, fi.50 postpaid.

'* Her Infinite

-^

i>^

^r

autnS^^^The Mississippi

THE LAW OF THE LAND
A romance of the

Mississippi Delta. Mr.
Hough's knowledge of
the race problem and
the Southern view of It, '^^ >«

and his keen description

of Northern misappre-

hension, equal his tre-

mendt^us power as a ^KPn^v ^
stoiy-tellcr.

By Emerson Hough.
IHuptrated by Arthur I.

Keller. i2mo, cloth,

1^1.50 postpaid.

l-t

t ^

^ ,

1*'

THE GIRL AN KAISER
A delicious story of an American girl at the court ofj

the strenuous Kaiser. Loved by two German offit.cu,

rich and one poor, she cannot tell which tn choose. The

Kaiser attempts to straighten the complication!, wkfc

unexpected results.

Pauline Bradford Mackie. Illustrate* •"'

decorated byJohn Cecil Clay, iimo, cloth, Ji.5op«rt«M.

By the authorTf " Inoci

BLACK FRrDAY
A dramatic noto*

New York in the drp

of the famouj "corsff

in gold/' At thcci^i

the scene shifu to
"

at the time of the

Commune.
«* Black Friday

shows a steady adftfc

in Mr. Isham'i

as a story-teller.

By Frid'"'^

IsHAM. BI«»atrd

Harrison Fisher. '
^

cloth. «i. 50 po*F^

\

:-^^\

4

HULDAH
Here for the first time we have the great-hearted capable

woman ^of the Texas plains. At her " Wagon-Tire
House '• she dispenses biscuits and genial philosophy. The
kind of woman loved by the whole world, is Huld'ah.

ay Alice McGowan and Grace McGowan Cooke.
Illustrated by F. Y. Cory. i2mo, cloth, I1.50 postpaid.

WANTED-A COOK
lelf-

couple in contact with the --"t qu«no"^
'^^^

ard satire of the ^^theac-homc-hfe-m-^ Aj^' I»„ ^^
Mr. Dale's brightly entertaining manna,

,„r the ludicrous predicamen^, with Cook.
about the ludicrous predicamen

By Alan Dale.
po«f|*y.

.€? r^

iCHELsoN's famous Nove

INTH
^ometning

.<;!%BR'ACE
^"To-day every one who reads novels reads * In the Bishop's Carriage/ and

enjoys it."— J^^ Critic,

Speaker Cannon writes: ** When I finished * In the Bishop's Carriage,* I drew
alongbicathand felt I had forgotten everything else but the book, and regretted

that there was not more of it.**
r

By Miriam Michelson. Illustrated by Harrison Fisher.

i2mo, cloth, $1.50 postpaid.

^\j-Z.-M M.

--

wr^A}

J:^

J^>T.=Tli'-^

5J^.
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BOOKS BY JAMES WHITCOM
ILLUSTRATED GIFT BOOKS ^^"^^

RILE7 CHILD-RHYMES, A collection of the favorites of Mn Riley's delight.

b\ Child-Rhymes, illustrated by Will Vawter.

RILEY LOVE LYRICS.
from life by W. B. D}'er.

Mr. Riley's love songs illustrated with fifty studies

Eich of the above Is bound in cloth, i2rno, $1.25 postpaid.

RILEV FARM-RHYMES.
lllwtnted by Will Vawter.

The favorites of Mr. Riley's songs of country life.

Cloth, i2mo, $1.00 net, (Postage 11 cents.)

THE CI3EENFIELD EDITION
The Greenfield Edition of Mr. Rilev's poems consists of eleven

botind in cloth, with gilt tops and ornamental cover design in gold.
umo, uncut, in oak case, ;$i3.5o; half-calf, ^27. 50.

volumes, uniformly

Sold in sets only.

THE-TRA Itr-lO BOVLAND
wide appeal and endearing qualitv of Mr. Nesblt's

By W. D. Nesbit
VlWtt,.

Five full-page drawings by Will
limo, doth, ^1.00 net. (Postage 8 cents.)

A DEFECTIVE
SANTA CLAUS

,

TTi» IS an entirely new poem
^ Mr. Riley's happiest vein
««1 matchless child dialect.

„
JJ-e book is fragrant with the
'^r spirit of Christmas, of-M s innocence and hu-
3an Jove,

The ecstasy of the child who
** ""f tale and the rollicking

i^^«

B2, rfc

^

y

TWO A ZOO
»*?n "'°" °^ '^^ interesting adventures of

'"NHAM.
n "• Forty Illustrations by Oliver
^^^^<'> cloth, $1.^5 postpaid.

HE BAl-LAOS OF SOURBONHAIS
A book of verse written in the delightfal dialect of the

French settlements in the Kankakee Country.

By Wallace Bruce Amsbury. Profusely illustrated by

Will Vawter. ilmo, cloth, ;fi.oo net. (Postage 8 cents.)

^^.

* ^'^

f^

^^•M

C-

k New Christmas Book

by James Whitcomb Riley

drollery of the poem and pic-

tures are extremely infectious.

"A Defective Santa Claus"

is profusely illustrated by

Will Vawter and C. M. Relyea

Bound in ornamental cloth,

i2mo, $i.oo net. (Postage lo

cents.)

AT THE BIG HOUS_
A charming collection of animal folk-tales of the i>ou .

told by two old " mammies" to three children on a Vir-

ginian plantation after the war,

Bv Anne Virginia Culbertson. Illustrated profujely

by E. Warde BlaisdeU. Iimo, cloth, $1.30 po»tpi"l.

r
f:

I

^

FAMOJUa SQiQmoJFQf^f^fh^^^^
THE WIZARD OF OZ. Th^ <,t,^tv of Dorothy's remarkable traveli with

THE WIZAKU Uf vjz.. Inc story or i-»uruui;^

the Scarecrow, the Tin Woodman and the Cowardly Ln)".

Printed on tiatcd paper and lavishly Castrated by W. W- D nrfow.

THE MAGICAL MONARCH OF MO Fully illustrated .n color by

Frank Verbc.k. '^"•^""- -'^'' " The Wizard a

THE ENCHANTED ISLAND OF YEW._

Y- Cory. Uniform with " The Wizard ofOz.
^

Illustrated in color by Fanny

• ^"'J- '^"""" "
„,,r AAir^ Mew edition. lUuitrated in color

DOT AND TOT OF MERRVLAND. New emtio
^^

by W. W. Denslow. Uniform "''^^ '* The Wizara o
.^^^^ ^^^^^^^

THE LIFE AND ADVENTURES OF bAT^iA^^
^^^^^^ ^^.^j^..

illustrated in color., by M^rv C. Clark. Uniform witb

^^g_p^,o
WITH PICTURES IN COLOR, S1.25 EACH, PO»

.-4:"
V.

THEBOBBSMERWaCO
f.

;.*r

J 'J _

^^ip
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THE COST
*' The characters In Mr. Phillip's

novel, ' The Cosr/ are genuinely,

thoroughly, refreshingly Ameri-

can,— people who;n you feel it

would be a pleasure to know,

honest, prosperous, whole-

$ou\cdr—Co//!fr's Wfekly,

By David Graham Phillips.

With sixteen Illustrations

Harrison Fisher. i2mo, cloth,

o postDuid.

)

i

%

»-4j

'^*i^^

t*

THE
GRAFTERS
•* 'The Grafters' is one

of the best examples of a

new and distinctly Americsn

class of fiction that findi ro-

mance and cxcirrnicnt in

business, politics, financf and

law."— 7'>l^ OutkQL

By Francis Lvmji, au-

thor of <*T1k Master of

Appleby,** with tix illuitri-

tionsbyA-IKrller. umo,

cloth, 51.50 postpaid.

I

"i

\

-^H

THE YOKE
A RAmntite of tlie T>tt> » when the Lord Redeemed the

Chl'tlrcu of liiruel fVuiu tJie Buntiuee of K|trypt.

The people, press, and pulpit of America have united

in reading and praising this remarkable ta'e of the Exodus.

By Elizabeth Miller. Ornamental cloth, iimo, 626
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THE VARIATION OF SOME CALIFORNIA PLANTS.

Edwin Bingham Copeland.

(with nine figures)

I.

^XE of the first features of the flora of the mountainous and
rather dry parts of C
Ae eastern states and Mississippi

While
fij^Id must have been struck by this fact, and some have remarked

"' ^" J-^^'^^^^ wen does m
^^^^^m Ca///..«m, it has ne
study.

•/

^
The good material for such work is practically unlimited; but my

'"le has not been so, and it has seemed to me that the study of a few

Pants ought to show what is most characteristic of variation in this

region. I have found that the study of these few has given me a

P ausible explanation of the great local variability, and at the same

"^f
has strengthened views already held as to the commonnr- of

.'nation at other times in the historv of plants beside their conccp-

f'on

uous
variation. Out of the material I have worked

suffir
^ for all purposes if I describe the variation of a fe\\ lodv

and I
^"^ occurrence, and of a few apparently monstrous fern

Wood
' ^'''^'''" variations connecting them with ^ormaHorms.

^

The

p^. y plants selected are several oaks ^
Oj and Rhammis calijornica, Ardostaphylo.

Ch

401
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thus sorediatuSy and Baccharis pilulariSy shrubs of the Palo Alto

neighborhood, of frequent occurrence and reasonably independent

as to altitude, soil, and exposure. As a further limitation, this account

is confined with a single exception to the leaves of these plants; varia-

tion in other features—for instance in the scales of the cup of Quercus

—is not less conspicuous,

Quercus chrysolepis Liebmann.

The leaves of oaks are exceedingly variable everywhere, but the
r

diflFerences between the leaves of this species on the same tree, or on

neighboring trees, are conspicuous even in such a genus. Figs. 1-3

a

Fig. I.

—

Quercus chrysolepis: a, alternate leaves on a branch; h, all the leaves on

a twig; c, all the leaves on a twig. In all series from left to right is towards the apex.

are from neighboring trees, growing in the mountains back of Stan-

ford University. Each tree had a well-defined leaf character, as

these outlines, each representing leaves of one season's growth on one

axis, indicate. The venation of the leaves on each tree was as charac-

teristic as the outline. As a rule, older trees have more entire leaves,

but this is not at all constant; all my specimens are from acorn-bcanng

trees. All the leaves figured grew on well-illuminated parts 01 t e

trees. In the three trees furnishing these leaves the variation m lea -

character was an attribute of the entire tree, and must therefore hay
'lie

occurred at a time in the tree's history when it or the stage m

ancestry where the variation occurred was a single cell, or (possi }}
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at most a small and homogeneous group subject to a common impulse.
We are in the habit of thinking of variations as concerning entire
organisms.

More frequently, however, such leaf forms as these are not so
stnctly characteristic of whole trees; but single twigs show uniformly
aberrant types of leaves ; or most often single or few leaves of diver-
gent forms are found scattered over the tree. Fig. 2, a represents the
eaves of a single twig on which the leaf character changed profoundly
during the season. This might have been ascribed to a change in the
available water during the season, but that not all the twigs of the tree

Fig. 2.

^ig;
Quercus chrysohpis: a, all the leaves of a t^^-ig; b, younger leaves of a

behaved

'e leaves; d, some leaves on one season's growth of a twig.

in this way. Fig. 2, b shows the opposite change in the same
season's crm fU

^ ^6- -, ^ .^ixuvn:, mc uppuMLC Liiaiigc m l..., .^.^.^

repress .•
' ^^ another specimen from Chico; and fig. 2, c,

flow ok
^"^ successive leaves on one twis ofthe same tree, shows

'] abruptly the
ho

^' '^ show-
size, as a character of the twig, may change. Fig.

t«ip- ; .!
.^^'^^^es of a number of leaves on one season's growth of a

'^^ristem •

variation seems to have occurred not in the apical

indivirh M ^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^° ^°th axis and leaf, but in the primordia of the
^uuai leaves.

small

the

(liff

patch

Quercus dumosa Nuttall

leaves of Q. dumosa wen '6

3,a^h

erences
shrubs

ar if^^
therefore independent of the environment. Fig.

^ ^ the leaves of the last season's growth on two twigs of the
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same shrub, showing variation in the shape of the leaf as a character

of the twig. Fig, j, c shows single leaves from other parts of the same

shrub, illustrating variation in single leaves* Figs, j, d, e represent

the characters of the shrubs as the varying entities; the shrub from

which fig. J, d was made bore conspicuously narrow leaves through-

out, while fig. J, e is from an example of the well-known bullatc

variety. This strain is so pronounced that it has been regarded as

worthy of a distinct name; but it intergrades with the more t}7)ical

form, and flat more or less spiny leaves are sometimes found on the

same shrubs with the most bullate ones.

Fig. S'—Querciis ditmosa: a, all the leaves of a twig; b, all the leaves of a t^^ng

from same plant; c, single leaves from same plant; d, leaves of a twig of a bush wit

prevailing narrow leaves; e, leaves from the bullate variety.

QUERCUS WiSLIZENI A. DC.

Q
of the hilltops. In its typical situations it is less constantly and

speciesconspicuously variable in shape than the two cj^^^xv,^ j

In protected spots it varies more noticeablv, but as the influence o

the environment may be directly expressed in these cases, the)

left out of account. About Chico this is the common live oak of the

valley, and is also common in the hills, and is as variable as Q- chryo

kpis or Q. dumosa in that region. As in these, variation is by t e

tree, the branch or twig, or the single leaf. The ditTerence between

neighboring twisrs on the same tree is illustrated by iig- 4'
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QUERCUS AGRIFOLIA Aivn otwittj r> m-c

405

Q. agrijoUa Nee is the commonest live oak of the valley and lower
hills about Palo Alto. It varies in the shape, size, thickness, and
pubescence of the leaves, and like all the preceding may be entire or
vco-much toothed. Variation is by the tree or any part of it, but is by
no means so extreme and chronic as in the oaks I have illustrated; in
^ "'•words It breeds truer to a t3'pe. The other live oak of this region,

other

Q. multifl

siderable. Among the deciduous oaks. Kelloggii

. ,
^' '°™°^

1^ the foothills and mountains, is most variable in

more so than Q

Fig.
4-

^hit

Quercus WisUzeni: all the leaves on two twigs of the same tree

e oak of the valleys

.

of the

Q- Kello
••

^^^^^^y^- In the mountainous north end of the state,

^•ithit
^0" ^^ ^^^^^ ^'^^^ variable, as is the Q. Garryana Dough, found

from
the f

^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ °^ ^^" '^*^^^'' ^- "^'^^^^"^""M^ Kellogg, ranging

"timber Y
°'> ^^^ mountain up in an extreme case to well above

"^''"

sm-Tl^'
'

^^^ ^^ variable leaves as Q. chrysokpis. The leaves

^-
'««///^o

°^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^^^ wooded valleys of this region, known as

of thp n ',

^^^ ^^^ uniform in all respects; but quite unlike those

I„7^-^«"'''^"™
of the south.

^^Phasiz d ^l^^
^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ °^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ cannot be too strongly

Pendent of
^- ^^^ h^Qn discussing only real variation, as inde-

^ade
it Tif

^
,

"^^"^^ °f the environment as experiment could have

^^^)' exist
^ ^'^tluence of differences of environment, wherever

'

IS very evident, and has been broadly handled by Bren-^tR. H
'Bppv

^'^^^ts out the great differences the environment causes

"' ^'so Zur Ent"'
^""^ ^''^^ '^'^^ ^^^ Gattung Quercus. Flora 90:114-160.

" ^"^kelungsgeschichtc der Gattung Quercus, idem 466-470.
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between the leaves of different trees, and even the leaves unequally

exposed on the same. tree; which naturally makes him skeptical of

the value of determinations of extinct oaks by the remains of their

leaves. The variations independent of the direct action of the

environment, which I have just depicted, must strengthen the skepti-

cism.

Before leaving the subject of Quercus I wish to discuss briefly

Brenner's conclusions. He regards the less stabihty of the lobcJ

forms of leaf as compared with the entire as evidence of the greater

antiquity of the latter; such a difference in their variahilily—which

should be a better test of newness than stability under varying environ-

ment—does not exist in this region. Still, considering oaks the world

over, Brenner may well be correct on this point. In his concluding

paragraph, however, he exposes a classical weakness which needs

pointing out as often as it occurs. It reads:

Was als wichtigstes Ergehnis aus derartigen Untersuchungen hervorgchen

diirfte, ist die so oft noch bezweifelte Thatsache, dass die durch aussere Mcdien

hervorgerufcnen Veranderungen an den Pflanzen thatsachlich erblich wcrdcn

und im I.auf der Entwickelung zu eigentlichen Artmerkmalen sich entwickein

konnen. Durch den Nachweis, dass bei den Eichenblattern die Verandeningen

beim Versuch und bei natiirlichen Standortsunterschieden den mit dem Klima

wechselnden Speziesverschiedenheiten entsprechen, hoffe ich einen Theil zur

Kraftigimg dieser Anschauung beigetragen zu haben.

prion as

** Thatsache," he may construe Brenner's observation^ as an illus-

tration of it. But the direct reaction to the environment is fairly to

be regarded as the result of natural selection, developed and pre-

served by virtue of its appropriateness; and since it is appropriate,

it is obvious that by natural selection alone the plants varying m this

direction spontaneously w^ould be at an advantage, and in the long

run would be parents of all the offspring. Since the identity of the

forms assumed as a direct response to the environment with the forms

characteristic of lands with the corresponding climate is fully exp^
-

cable by natural selection alone, it is certainly no vahd argimient in

favor of the inheritance of direct reactions to the environment.
^

My oak leaves will be discussed with those of the other woody

plants.
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Rhamnus califorxica Esch.

In the foothills and mountains back of Palo Alto, R. caJijornka

and its var. tomentella Brewer and Watson are scattered promiscuously

and merge by insensible gradations. The distinctions are supposed

to be that the variety has tomentose reddish twigs, leaves yellow or

white tomentose beneath, and peduncles longer than the petioles.

My material was not collected at a season to illustrate the last feature.

As to the others, individual shrubs possess or want them, so that a

collector might easily gather material of the t}^e or the variety; but

m the field there is no constant relation between the color of the stem

and the tomentum on the leaf, and neither green nor red twigs are

likely to be glabrous. The leaves also vary notably in outhne, apex,

thickness, and margin, and in the rolling back of the sides. The
inost remarkable variability is in thickness and texture, margin, and

pubescence. I have measured the length, breadth, and length of

petiole of all the leaves on one tAvig (one year's growth) of twenty-eight

bushes. In the following table the results, averages for each bush, are

arranged according to the shape of the leaves, the ratio of breadth to

length, because this ratio is a feature that can be exactly expressed,

and one that could not possibly have been considered in the collecting.

This ratio is of average width to average length, and is usually larger

than the average of the ratios for the individual plants.

Further explanation of the table is as follows: under "margin" ^ is serrate,

'SUbserrate, e entire; under "lower surface" g is gi-een and apparently glabrous,.

Hnh green and moderately pubescent, if white (sometimes yellow) and very

Pi^bescent- under "reflex" is given the per cent, of leaf folded back when pressed

esh; under "stem" g is green, rg reddish-green, r reddish, rr red; thickness is.

^'^ in units of a spherometer.

The length of the petiole is not significant. The width of the

«

^^^'es IS omitted from the table because expressed in the shape ;
it

j^j

^!^ ^'^"able than the length, wherefore the average length of the

^^
i^'ely narrow leaves {SS-I^"^) is greater than that of the rounder-

of th

^^^'"''" ^ "^id not attempt greater accuracy of description

pla H
"^^^^^^ ^^^^

^^^^^^S ^^ ^^^^^^' SUbserrate, or serrate. This

leave
^' '^''J"'^^^^ ^^ ^^e leaves in the middle class, which includes-

the r
^^^^ ^ ^^^ prominent teeth irregularly scattered or only near

^Pex, or few or more numerous closely appressed teeth, or rarely
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TABLE I.

Shape

T.8

1.9

2.0

2.1

2.2

2-3-

2.4

2.5

2.6

2.7

2.8

2.9

3-0

3-2

3-3

3-4

Length in mm Margin

254
62.9

27.8

58.0

43-7*
66.5

ss

ss

e

s

ss

e

ss

e

s

ss

ss

ss

ss

ss

s

e

ss

e

e

s

e

ss

ss

ss

ss

e

ss

Lower
surface

Reflex

g
wg

g
wg
wg
w
w
g
wg
g
g
w
wg
g
g
wg
wg
wg
g
w
wg
wg
wg

wg

w
wg

9
o
2

o

2

20

34
36

3
13
2

I

17

3
17
o

40

33
o

25
6

o

I

3

20

24

Stem Color

r

r

rg

g
^g
rg

r

g
rr

rg

rr

rr

r

r

rr

r

rr

rr

r

g
rr

r

r

rr

Leaf
thidoiess

r

r

139
102

106

48

93
122

164
182

62

89

148
102

127
118

100

1 78

126

149

196
181

92

132

i.U

174

154

very numerous very minute teeth, so small as to give the appearance

of none at all Various parts of subserrate leaves may be entire.

I could have counted teeth and reached a quantitative expression of

the serrateness of some leaves, but the entire parts of leaves and tnc

great difference in the teeth made such data rather meaningless.

As the lower surface is described, the majority again of course occu-

pies the broad middle ground, but there is no tendency toward any

particular part of it.

These specimens were all collected in the vicinity of Woodside

(a post-office a few miles from Palo Alto), which avoided the chance

of extending the apparent range of variation by introducing geograp n

oiden,

than
cal varieties. Selection of extremes in any direction was also av

by such devices as choosing a bush at too long range to more
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recognize it.^" Only the two starred m the table were collected after

my attention was attracted to them by their many differences; they

grew with interlacing branches in open ground by a roadside. No
well-shaded bushes were chosen, nor shaded branches on the bush.

While the immediate environment of the leaves was thus ehminated

as a factor in making them different, the condition of the roots was
left uncontrolled. I have no doubt that docking its roots "would

cause one of these shrubs to produce thicker, rounder, and more
entire leaves, and I believe that these would tend to be pubescent

beneath and rolled inward. But no visible differences in the ground

^\'ere associated with the different variations. That the correlated

vanations are not common functions of any outside agent is evidenced
too by their measure of independence—flat pubescent, endre green

'eaves, etc. The data in the table do not approach the range of

\'anation of the individual leaves nor indicate the frequency with

^hich the usually correlated variations are otherwise combined.
The frequent correlation of thickness of leaf with pubescence, rolHng

ackward, and evenness of margin might be due to Such a com-

mation of characters in heredity as many recent writers on inheri-

*=ince assume; but I would rather ascribe it to mechanical factors

''™ operate as the plant grows.
The range of the variabiHty of this Rhamnus is not more remark-

^ ^ than the absence of any well-defined tyT^e from which variation

^an be regarded as taking place; or, to express it in the usual way, in

^erws of curves, the curve representing any one of the varying char-

l^ll
.^^^^^ discussion would be conspicuously broad and low,

tn.
7' ^ ^^'^^^ niarked maximum and steep slopes. That this is

^
^ ^or the shape of the leaf the tabulated arrangement shows. If

cur^-e were plotted with abscissae of 0.2, beginning with 1.7, the

Jinates would be i, 2, 5, 6, 5, 3, 2, i, 2. If the length were plotted

without

a curve with abscissae of i^- (40 per cent, of the shortest leaf),

Cef't' '"""^^ ^^ 3, 4, 6, 6, 5, 2, -I. If a curve were made to

^J^;^sent the thickness, with abscissae of 20 units of the spherometer

'J

40 per cent, of the thinnest leaf), the ordinates would be 2,

is
4 [].

'''^^ "^e branch of whose leaves the ratio of average length to average width

-
^-^-^^^ but as I noticed its slender leaves before collecting it is not included m

the
table.
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I, 3, 6, 6j 3, 3, 3; or if the abscissae represent 40 units, beginning

with 40, the ordinates become 3, 9, g, 6. The shape curves of varia-

tion of this plant must be clear from these three illustrations. Of

course, the curve could be made steeper and narrower by increasing

the value of the abscissal units; but by this process, if carried to an

extremCj any curve can be reduced to a vertical Hne; and 40 per

cent, of the shortest or thinnest leaf ought to be a large enough unit.

The curves for the entireness of the margin and the pubescence of

the lower surface would be of the same shape as these if there were

scales by which they could be measured. These numbers arc too

few to make symmetrical curves, but as an objection to the validity

of the conclusions this is largely removed by the fact that each num-

ber is an average of a considerable number of measurements.

Arctostaphylos tomentosa Lindl.

manzanita Some authors

have detected more than one species in what I include in it, but 1

am sure nobody would do so on my material. It was all collected

in a limited region near the top of the mountain south of Woodside,

. using the same care to preclude the influence of local dilferenccs of

environment as in collecting Rhamnus. -Variable as it is, the man-

zanita has proved a much less favorable subject for this work than

the Rhamnus, for several reasons. The most variable feature is the

pubescence of both stems and leaves, and I have not found it feasible

to measure this, because the chaff varies in size as well as in abun-

dance, and is irregularly deciduous. Another difficulty is that t e

leaves formed at the ends of the seasons are smaller, narrower, a

more entire than fhosp tvniral of the nlants: this made it necessary

nd

more-- ""'^

where the typical leaves ceased on each axis. As this left too

leaves on each axis to furnish a safe average, I used all the fat ca

t>
shrubo...^^. Tables II and IH

and the details of the indi-

The
vidual leaves of one plant, to show their individual vanabihty.

^^
data under "margin" show the average number of teeth on eac

^^
^^

of the leaf, and the average per cent, of the distance from ba.se

apex at which the most

their angles are given.
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TABLE II.

Shape

130

162

169

180

184

190

198
202

Length

39-8

39-9
37-0
46.2
38.2

29-5

39-3
37-1
41-5
31.8
32.0
42.4

Teeth

0.0
0.0

0.5
0.0

0.25
0.2
8.8
2.7
0.0
0.1
0.0

Margin

Serrate %

0.0
0.0
24.0
14.0
0.0

8.5

3-75
4.0

63.0

37-0
0.0
2.0
0.0

Base

1S7.0

190.0
184-5
168.0

Apex

146.0
121 .0

97.0
112.

172.0 133-0
178.5 97-5
137.0 126.0

188.5 96.5
161 .0 96.0
170.0 106.0

217.0 108.0

181 .0 95-5
169.0 123.0

TABLE III.

Length

4Qrrina

43
46

47

47

45

39
41

48

40

Width

2Vmin

28

.24
23
28

19

21

22

2=;

21

Margin

Teeth

4 .0

2 .0

4 .0

5 .0

I .0

3 .0

^3 .0

0,•5

I

.

.0

3 .0

2

,

.0

2..0

0..0

2.

I .

4.

3-

0.0
I.O
2.0
5-0

Serrate i

50
25
80

30
IS

30

TO

30
SO

55
30

o
20
20

45
60

10

o

25

25
60

Base

17s
165

19s
165
165
195

150

165
180

150

170

T55

150
180

160

165

135
165

165

150
180

Apex

90
120
120

90

95
120

go

130

"5
90
90

75

120

105
100
100

120

135
120

120

95
100
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Baccharis pilularis DC.

This is the most abundant shrub in the country about Palo Alto,

grooving practically everywhere. If B. consanguinea DC. is a dis-

tinct species, it does not grow here. The leaves (of B, pilularis)

vary greatly from plant to plant, and also on the same plant. The

size of the leaf varies on every plant with the order of the branch it

is borne on; which made it so difficult to select a considerable num-

ber of leaves from different plants that as a whole should be fairly

comparable that I did not try to make a table, but have preferred to

reproduce the largest leaves from a few plants in a figure. Fig. S

shows the largest leaf of each of seven plants. Of two of these

4

Fig. 5.

—

Baccharis pilularis: largest leaves of seven bushes.

plants two leaves each are drawn, to show the difference in shape.

Of these seven, the most exceptionally large leaf, on its own plant \yas

the smallest of the lot, the most of the leaves on that plant being

like those on the twig figured.

Ceanothus sorediatus H. & A.

The two commonest and most ubiquitous species of this genus

about Palo AUo are C. sorediatus H. & A. and C. cuneatus Nutt.

The latter is the common one of the valley and is rather the more

variable, but I have not material to illustrate its variation in any one

place. The plants of C. sorediatus from which fig. 6, a was ma e

were collected in a small patch more than half-way up the moun-

tain south of Woodside. Each leaf drawn was the largest on it>

branch. Beside the difference in size and shape, there is an umntcr-

rupted variation, w^hich my figure only suggests, from the en

form, which I suppose gives the species its name, to one wit q
^^

entire leaves; and variation on the individual plants as well as bet\\ct

them.
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Why are very variable plants common in this region ? Because

of the great local range in environments. There is a very strong

probability that the offspring of a plant in the level east will grow

under substantially the same conditions under which its parent grew,

and that this will be true generation after generation. Under such

conditions, variations fitting the plant in the slightest degree to its

environment will in time be selected and will become specific char-

acters. That even the most minor differences which serve as specific

or even as varietal characters have the selection value this assumes

I have not the least doubt ; for they surely are not there to distinguish

the species, nor for the sake of uniformity. It is heredity, acting

within bounds estabhshed by the rigor of natural selection, that

limits variation everywhere. In the mountains of the eastern states

,

conditions are in most places hardly less uniform than in the great

^'alleys; the seed may be carried as far as possible, but the seedlings

will grow under conditions like those of their parents.

When one of these Cahfornian shrubs or trees scatters its seed,

*ere is a strong probabilitv that the plants which grow from some

of thein will find themselves in surroundings decidedly different from

those of their parents. Soils differ more in new and mountainous

than in old and level countries. A difference of some 2000 feet m
altitude, with a corresponding difference in temperature, is possible

an^ong the offspring of any one of these plants; and these are but

minor differences in environment, the moisture and wind factors

being the important ones. Some of the descendants of one of these

plants may start to grow on high ridges swept by ocean gales; others

on lo;^
^ ^ ^

- - •' ' l.nifnnQr
'er

others in the chaparral, dry and hot, but protected from wmd
;

others

!^ the fog-soaked passes, shehered from most winds; and still others

''; the canons, or rather gulches, deep and shady enough to keep tne

^ir fairly moist and still at all times. .

If a plant grew in this region whose lack of variation enabled 1

to produce offspring uniformly well adapted to any one environrneni

^ '^rge part of its seeds would be likely to fall where the seedling

^^st start to grow under conditions for which they were bu il

f^Jted; while a variable plant growing here has some chance tha

'^ offspring, wherever they find themselves, will be more or less at
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home. Since they all produce seed far in excess of what can grow,

this means that in time the descendants of a variable plant will be

found in considerable numbers under very different conditions; and

that in this way it will be able to have many more descendants than

the non-varying plant, the space available to whose offspring is lim-

ited. More descendants bear more seed, likewise variable, and with

that they will thrive wherever they fall. And so the variable plant

has some advantage in competition with the specialized one even

where tlic latter is at home.

Where the environment is uniform over great areas, then natural

selection breeds very close to a type, and considerable variation is

a disadvantage; but where there are great and constant local dilTcr-

. ences in environment the premium is taken off of speciahzation, and

natural selection favors a relatively high degree of variability. In

such a place we fmd not merely that plants vary with the environ-

ment, but that in any single spot the individuals vary conspicuously

as Well.

If this is the real explanation of the variability of these plants, it

is to be anticipated that plants of restricted range and characteristic

habitat in this same locahty will be more specifically adapted to

their particular habitats, and when growing side by side with the

ubiquists will be less variable. I have already pointed out that this

is true among the oaks. The only other Rhamnus of this neighbor-

hood, R. crocea, is not abundant enough even in spots to prove any-

thing. In each of the other genera I have used, Arctostaph) los

Baccharis, and Ceanotlius, we have other species of relatively local

occurrence and relatively limited variability.

Baccharis viminea DC. is a plant of local occurrence on the flank

of the mountains. Its leaves are sometimes entire, at other times

sparsely serrate toward the apex ; otherwise it is vcr}^ constant

iostaphyl

the fog belt. Tlic following

Arc-

..^'S in

selected

in the field to show the extremes of variation; twenty-seven
pans

selected as were those of A. tomentosa would probably have ^an

less widely than these five do. No entire leaves were found.

Shape: i6i, 169, 200, 203, 207

Length: 35-5, 44, 54, 4^ 4i-9

Serration %: 18, 76, 29, 36, 29
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pap

fog belt, and is correspondingly constant. C.
'•fi'

Esch.

comes farther down the mountains, but not to their foot, and
avoids exposed situations. M

A
same way, before I realized that there was a difference in the varia-

bility of the two species, or suspected the reason for it. The contrast

of the two is very striking.

II.

Some time ago I published a very brief note^ on some freak ferns

found in West Virginia, and suggested at the same time the interest

01 such freaks when the relation of minor and more conspicuous

a

Fig. 6.
, °'Ccanothus snrediafiis: ]arzest\evivcs oi six shrubs, b, C thyrsifloriis:

^eest leaves of five shrubs.

I^anations was being vigorously disputed. Since that time the muta-""- .vfta ut'ing vigorously disputed, bince uiaL lhhc tin. x-...^

^|on theor)' has lost none Qf its interest and probably none of its pres-

!^^' ^^J^eantime I have collected many more freak ferns, and some

JO'
full series illustrating less unusual' variations; of these "^ "^^"^

^.

^i^'*_^s<^nted here as seem necessary to justify the view that

^^^"ations are indefinite in range and that extremes of series of such

^^"ations would be regarded as sports or mutations if found or

lected alone. A detailed argument on this point with each fern

y^ would be superfluous. As in the former paper, I rely on

as many

nary

^

'^'n would be superfluous. As in the former paper, I rely on

!^^
rather than words to describe some of these ferns.

^^e variation in the extent to which some ferns are serrate,

^"^'^atifid, or pinnate is very familiar. Aspidium munitum Kaulf.

usually only moderatelv .erratP. like ^-- 7. h. It varies in one
^ .

V v>my moderately serrate, like pg. 7, ^- ^^ ^'^^'^^ " —
j^

J^^^on to a form with teeth so closely appressed that at a distance

Wars entire, and in the other to a form with compound teeth,

^"^^ 34:142-144. 1902.
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tlian A. aculeatum

Swtz., in several varieties endowed with names, but freely merging,

varies from a form but little deeper cleft than the most incised form

of A. mimitum to one in which these teeth become pinnae which in

midrib

a

b

from pinnate to tripinnatc, the most

divided part of fertile fronds being

This

c

d

€

considered in every case,

variation could be duplicated in

many ferns. It is doubtless continu-

ous; but many of our fern species

are founded on dilTerences so small

that a series of tlicni would not

bridge the gap between the extremes

of this variation.

Fig. 5 is a fragment of a very

Y^.^^AspiMummunUum:^
abnormal frond of A. argulim

Kaulf. Such freaks are not

exceedingly rare. Some pinnae are usually normally developed, and

there are all stages between these and mere lumps marking the place

from six fronds, all drawn to same scale.

wdiere pinnae should

be. These freaks are

almost always sterile,

as other very abnor-

mal ferns are likely

to be. Reproduction

is the consummation

of normal develop-

ment, and any devia-

tion from the usual

course is Ukely not to

lead to this end. Of
Fig. 8. -Aspldium arguinm: part of abnormal

frond.

course, this is not true

of ferns alone. I have found sterile freaks of a number of flo^^^emg

plants among fertile normal forms. Reproduction ^^'"'""j

^^J
decidedly more perfect concatenation of favorable extern

internal conditions than does growth.
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There are several different lines of interesting variation of Poly-

lodkm caUjornicmi Kaulf. One of these is the elongation of the

pinnae, some or all of them, on a frond. Fronds noticeably more

acute than the normal are not rare, bi

variations are proportionately seldom :

long as the normal; but none so con-

spicuous in this respect as the P.

indgare from West Virginia, in my
other note on this subject. Another
line is the increase in the size of the

teeth and the deepening of the incisions

between them until the pinna is

pmnatiiid, even to the midrib on the
lower side. In this case the number
of times the veins are forked is greatly

"icreased, which disturbs one charac-
ter often deemed specific in Polypo-
^ium; and the veins all remain free,

^Wch would be more notable if the
separation of Goniophlcbium as a dis-
tinct genus were natural. In merely
ferrate plants the union of the veins to
^wm areolae of the Goniophlebium
Tpe may or may not occur, the anasto-
mosis or its failure being utterly with-

^f
rule, even on single fronds or single

pinnae.

Th
lar It

I have some twice as

6 anastomosis is likewise irregu-

Hook
so unstable

"^
other respects that it would as well

be..
a form of P. californi

'X

Fig. 9

I^own close to the beach, where cum: a series

.Polypodium calijorni-

of abnormal frond«.

hich
!
^ typical form of P. Scotileri is'found, .

.

] '' jariable, there being from three to twelve pairs of V^^^^'^'^

^ ".typically" twisted and thrown forward until they all fo d m

^^^^ing, but are sor^.tin... n.rfertlv nlane. Where more protected
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they arc thinner, with more acute pinnae. To what extent P. Scoitleri

represents the direct action of the environment, and to what extent

it has developed into a really independent species can only be deter-

mined finally by experiment, but certainly it is very variable, and is

also profoundly modified by the environment. Its variability is evi-

dence on the point demonstrated by the oaks and shrubs.

A most remarkable monstrosity, many individuals of which have

lost all characteristics of P. calijornicum and are indistinguishable

from a freak of P. vulgarc reported from Germany, was first found

near Chico, where it had complete possession of a small patch of

ground {fig. g). Its essential feature is that the distal part of the

midrib of the lateral pinnae and segments, and the whole axis of

the terminal one, develop no wing, but spring free from the spore-

bearinti surface of the blade. In correlation with this, the growth

of the segments is arrested, making their apices round and dentate,

and the frond as a whole truncate-oblanceolate. The free part of

the midrib may be prolonged to at least the natural length of the

segment; or may be shorter, even to the extent of not springing free

at all; in which case the development of the blade may be anywhere

from very stunted to normal. All the pinnae may be affected; or

some of them toward the apex may not ; or only a few or a single one

may be modified, making a complete series from normal fronds to

the most monstrous. Since collecting it near Chico, I have twice

found a few ferns like these back of Palo Alto, but in these only a part

of the segments were ever malformed.

III.

I wish now to use this material, both the shrubs and the ferns,

as the basis for a discussion of the "mutation theory" in bionomics.

It is already clear enough that I do not believe there is any foundation

at all for the view that mutations as essentially distinct from ordinar>'

variations exist. That they do not I endeavor to show. But t e

mutation theory under one or another caption has for years oee

refuge for those who on any ground regarded natural selection

inadequate to the demands upon it, and has recently been so po\\er-

fully supported by De Vries and others (Batesox, Wettstein-

etc.), and has been so enthusiastically received that it has
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a proper subject for discussion by those who recognize no ground
for it.

The mutation thcor}' docs not, as some of its supporters seem to

believe, do away with the doctrine of natural selection. This doc-
trine IS tliat among more living things than can live and bear progeny
those best adapted to the existing environment wiYL survive. It

assumes, what is the fact, that the existing organisms differ. The
mutation theory would explain the origin of the diiferences, saying

at from their first appearance they are too wide and fundamental
to fall in the category of " individual variations." The more prevalent
l<Jea since Darwin has; hp^n tTiat ttir^c^ mlnr^r inrr^ccnntlv flnrtonrincr

differences were the raw material for nature to select among, and

with
that by the constant

advantages new races, varieties, and species might arise; but eytry
partisan of natural selection recognizes variation as prerequisite to

an} evolution. The apparent issue is : " are the differences whose per-

petuation gives rise to new species the ordinary individual variations,
or the less usual but more considerable mutations ? " But a question
^^' ich should obviously be settled first is: "are indi\'idual variations
and mutations distinct?"

ce I do not beheve that the differences between the offspring

^common parents differ fundamentally among themselves, it is

"
.

^^tural that I should be unable to frame a definition of a mutation

,

^^^ ^^^^^d really distinguish it from the general run of variations.

or the most authoritative definition I have consulted De Vmes's

Sin

^
icti would really distinguish it from the general run of variations.

If

\.

"^^^^''^'Iheorie. To my surprise, I have read the book, and tnen

aMh-'"''^^''^^^'
re-read the general part, without finding anywhere

\^S t^at has the force or form of a definition.
An the introduction, where " es sich darum handelt, den Unterschied

tj^'

^;;iden Grundformen der Variabilitat so klar wie moglich darzu-

^^^' he says: "Die Mutarionen sind Vorgange, uber dercn Natur

^
noch sehr wenig wissen. Die bekanntesten Beispielen solcher

;.,
.

!'^^^^ sind die sogenannten spontanen Abanderungen ('single

entsrr''^'
durch welche scharf unterschiedene neue Vanetaten

sehen. Han nennt sie auch wohl Sprung\'ariationen " (p. 4)-

C he says (p. 22): "Die letzteren [single variations] sind zufal-

^ ' 'Ppntane Abanderungen, unseren Mutationen entsprechend
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(italics mine). And (p. 23): "Die single variations sincl zufiillige,

nur von Zcit zu Zeit auftrctende, sprungweise die Formen vcrandcrnde

Erschcinungcn." He says (p. 5): "Die Gcsctze der Mutabilitat

sind ganz andere als jene der Variabilitat ; " but this clue to the dis-

tinction fades when we read (p. 23) that "Die 'single variations'

sind zufallige Erscheinungen, von deren Gesetzen man bis jetzt keine

Erfahrimg hat."

Calling single variations and saltatory variations and discontinuous

variations synonymous with mutations does not tell what any of them

are. The one criterion by which De Vries tries consistently to

distinguish mutations is their giving rise to specific characteristics.

This certainly does not admit of practical application, because we do

how to identify a specific characteristic. It is a very tenable

position at present that the species is a group of organisms with

limits set by our convenience, and that many "valid" species—to put

it moderately—are characterized by distinctions which are matters

of degree. The specific characteristic can hardly be more clear-cut

than the species it characterizes. If specific characteristics are in

nature unstable and not exactly definable, this one means of identify-

ing mutations is imaginary, in addition to being inapplicable. De
Vries holds that species, not necessarily with the usually recognized

limits, are definable and never have merged, and that their individual

characteristics are likewise definable and stable ; but when he identifies

know

arffu

into a circle.

The practical characteristic of mutations on which De Vrhs
lays most emphasis is their inheritance: "Solche sind fast stets

entweder vollig oder doch in hohem Grade erblich" (p. 16). But,

as he of course recognizes, the continuous individual variations are

also hereditary. \W see that on every hand. The most familiar

examples are furnished by human beings. De Vries says explicitly

that the differences between them have not arisen by mutation as he

uses the term. Yet what characteristic of any species is more certain

to be inherited than the straight hair or the black hair of a pure

Chinese, or the complexion of an Ethiopian or an American Indian .

Among the much less constant features of our own race we know

how likely the color of the eyes and hair, and other physical pcculiari-
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ties, and even mental eccentricities, are to be inherited. On the other

hand, mutations are not always inherited, as De Vries's observations

on Oenothera show; and if they were, there could be no mutations.

Variations certainly differ in the reliabihty with which they are

inherited; but mutations, if there were such, would not be distin-

guishable from other variations in this respect, 'unless sometimes in

degree.

Many authors have sought to distinguish single variations or dis-

continuous variations from the continuous individual variations by the

extent of the deviation from the parental type. De Vries does not

ay himself hable on this point, saying explicitly that they are not dis-

tinguishable in this way (p. 41): "Die Betrachtung mancher sin-

S^e variations hat die Einsicht eingebiirgert, dass die Mutationen
jedesmal bedeutende Veranderungen sein mussen, namenthch, dass

sie grosser sein sollten als die Variationen. Solches ist aber durchaus
nicht der Fall, und anscheinend sind wenigstens zahlreiche Muta-
twnen kleiner als die Unterschcide zwischen extremen Varianten."

K mutations cannot be recognized by their range of deviation,

l^or
by their being inherited, from other variations which may chance

be unusually wide and to be hereditary, there is no test by which

ey can be recognized. If a practical definition of a mutation had
ever been framed, it could not have escaped De Vries ;

and if his idea

could be formulated so that it would represent a distinct phenomenon

Recognizable as such in nature, he would certainly have given it that

''"^- I agree heartily with its friends in welcoming De Vries's work

s/be most valuable empirical contribution to our knowledge of the

«"gm of novel forms of organisms since the Origin oj Species; and

« De Vries's method-the analysis of the composite character of a

Pecies into its elements, and the study of the origin {and change) of

,
^^e-is far more rational and promising than the study of the

^P^c^es," as we recognize them, as a whole. But I regard his muta-

^^ as generically different from ordinar>^ variations, and his specihc

.f
^acteristics as distinct and clear-cut in their existence and abrup

^/^ngin, as undefined and not scientifically definable, because not

Pj;esenting
distinct natural phenomena.

J^^
Vries's recognition that the discontinuity of "discontmuous^^

'''^^^Qns does not necessarily distinguish them from "contmuous

m
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variations is one of the best evidences of his familiarity with the sub-

ject. Numerous writers ascribing to discontinuous variations the same

importance he does to mutations have, as he says, regarded them as

fundamentally distinct in the range of their deviation. Some of these

writers have regarded their importance as a function of the extent to

which they arc aberrant. This question has been threshed over so

thoroughly that I do not care to touch on it more than to suggest again

the frequent stcriHty of sports. The assumed distinctness of discon-

tinuous variations is, however, by no means so trite a subject.

I disbelieve in the distinctness of these two classes of variations

on empirical ground, and a priori We will consider the former first.

If they are distinct, it must be possible to draw a line between them,

and to say positively of any variation with which we are thoroughly

familiar that it is the one or the other, and to give a reason for the

judgment. It will be classed as discontinuous only when the series of

less considerable variations in the same direction breaks short of it*

But every first-hand worker in this field knows that such series always

tend to fill when the material is increased. In variation within wide

limits or hmits approximately but not absolutely fixed, the extremes

of any finite number of examples are likely to be disconnected. When

the number is increased sufficiently the gaps fill up, but new isolated

extremes are found. Do the variations which are assimilated to the

regular curve in this way thereby become continuous? If ''discon-

tinuous '* means anything, they do; and if they do, it obviously does

not mean very much.

My abnormal ferns illustrate this assimilation of apparent mon-

strosities into a regular series with the accumulation of enough

material The Polypodium I described from West Virginia, with the

apical segment and its neighbors greatly enlarged, seemed most

remarkable when I first collected it; but a
pot

the next season showed a long scries of specimens bridging the gap

between these seeming monstrosities and typical plants. I have ha

the same experience with several lines of variation of P^ calijorntfum.

as

oblanceolate, the individual segments abnorm

widening

g curved
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freak fern I have ever seen. From
RIES

sense. And yet, examining hundreds of specimens, I have found a

with tvDical plants. Does
the fact that thorough search fills the series class this freak outside of

discontinuous variations,where it would unhesitatingly be placed if

I had done less hunting ? What fern in the series is just aberrant
enough so that if found alone it would constitute a mutation ? An

mutations
Polypodium caUjornkiim with its veins all free exhibits variation

not merely beyond the hmits of the species, but beyond those of the

sub?enus.4 That w^,,i^ 1
' *

mutation

some
*is kind and others with _.... ...............^
Aizome; fronds with anastomosing veins on one side of the rachis and
ree on the other; and fronds with the two forms of venation variously

jstributed among the segments. Among the fungi I have a number

examples of extra-generic variations, as the genera are now hmited ;

^^ the boundaries are so artificial or dubious that most of these have
°o certain interest at present. In a dozen or so American species of

uccinia, spores of the Uromyces type are common or at least known.

^ collections of Lenzites from a single log, I have specimens with

'Jany connected lamellae, and others with all of them free, which by

^
emselves would unhesitatingly be referred to Agaricaceae, and still

° ers "Strongly suggestive of Irpex.

more. J vvijitii vvane to renearst; luuic iiici.<^^^^^" —
;^^s and ordinary variations cannot be distinguished; these few seem

to me to

V;

morewomuuu.c. If mutations and

amen

y one of these pecuHar ferns that it belongs in one or the other cate-

fy^ and the more copious the material the easier it would be to apply

f
^ classification;

if it were but natural. But the more thorough]^' I

2'' collected and examined them, the more evident it has become that

2' slight and extreme variations differ only in degree. I am qui e

'^^^^ that this evidence is not of the same kind as De Vkies s, and that

ha

Restored
^°^ was regarded as

that rank by Underwood.

Blime
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nd

My evidence is appropriate, however, to the question at issue. Irre-

spective of the individual parentage of the plants, it shows that the

distinction between wide and narrow, or continuous and discontinuous,

variations is artificial. That these aberrant forms should be the result

of several generations tending in the same direction would be incom-

prehensible in view of the sterihty of some of the forms and partial

sterility of others; and would itself be contradictory to De Vries's

idea that new forms of plants arise suddenly, without preparation or

intermediate steps.

The a priori objection to really discontinuous variation is the

impossibility of really discontinuous development. Every organism

that varies grows, and varies only as it grows. All organisms of any

kind are indistinguishable during a considerable part of their develop-

ment, but sooner or later their individual differences appear a

become fixed. The tendency of heredity, as the conservative factor

in both evolution and development, we believe is to postpone the

appearance of deviations from the parent types. If they appear very

late, the variations will be very small; if they appear earher, they will

obviously be more notable. If variations in growth appear much

earher than usual, the variation will be unusually profound. But it

must be evident to anybody that it is not possible to select any point

within the range of known deviation in the development of any organ-

ism whatever, and to say that the differences which occur before this

time are different in kind from those which appear at and subsequent

to it.
.

.

Variation, when it is just appearing, is a phenomenon involving

small and homogeneous groups of cells ; or, regarded in finer detai

,

single cells. When variation occurs it is by the unit of the varying

structure. If it occurs early, the subsequent development of the um^s

can make it become very conspicuous ; but the variation is when i

'j

irrespective of later growth based on it. Stomata and trichomes are^^

a rule formed late in development, and the presence of two
"^^^^^J^^

is normal is Hkely to escape our attention, as is the presence

^^^
extra leaf on a tree ; cotyledons are formed earUer, and an e^

form
But

grows

when the first step toward the -formation of the extra coty e o
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taken it was certainly as small as can be imagined. And surely there

is no point between the formation of an extra cotyledon and that of an

added leaf on a season's growth where mutations leave ofT and varia-

tions begin. Both begin with the formation of two growing points

from one. Every step in growth is an insensible move from the pre-

ceding state; and variation, inexorably dependent on growth for its

appearance, cannot be less continuous than growth is.

It may be objected to this argument that the variation does not

occur in growth, but before it begins; say in the formation of the germ

cells. That cannot be demonstrated, even in as favorable subjects

as the insects. And if it were really and demonstrably true, it would

not damage the argument, but merely shift it. Life is an uninter-

rupted process from generation to generation. The division of tho

chromosomes, the reduction in their number, and their combination

m the sexual union are orderly, regular processes, just as the growth

of any individual is. In our ignorance of the forces at work and their

way of worldng I can imagine no discontinuity in these finer, more

recondite processes, any more than in more visible growth. Nor can

I see why we should regard differences between twin organisms as not

arising in growth because we suppose their environment to be identical,

and on that ground refer the diiferences which we certainly do see to

still eariier stages in ontogeny, perhaps even antedating fertihzation

;

unless we can show differences in the environment there. It is perhaps

natural to suppose that the things we do not understand happen in

the stages we know least about, but this assumption docs not share the

i^ature of a proof. It is therefore sophistry to plead that variations

are independent of growth as an objection to the principle that they

^ust be as continuous as growth is.

If variation is a phenomenon of growth, it may occur wherever

growth is going on. In the beginning of this paper I have pointed out

*at it actually does this in the oaks I studied. It is as reasonable to

speak of variation locahzed in the parts of a tree, each the product

^ the activity of an isolated meristem, as to regard the differences

^tween parthenogenetically produced offspring of a single parent as

examples of it. Kellogg has shown that variation is more consid-

erable among the parthenogenetically than the bisexually produced

»^embers of a hive of bees.
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SUMMARY.

In this part of California, where conditions are locally very diverse,

plants are more variable congenitally than In regions where the

environment is uniform. For in the latter, natural selection acts

along the same line on many generations, and the more closely plants

breed true to forms fitted to their uniform environment, the better are

their chances of perpetuation; while here natural selection is unh'kely

to work in the same way on many generations of variable plants; and

breeding very close to a form fitted to any one sort of environment

decreases the number of the plant's prospective descendants.

For the same reason, the ubiquists in this region are more variable

than the plants of restricted occurrence. Their variation enables

them to be ubiquists, and being ubiquists keeps them variable.

^'Mutations," or discontinuous variations, and the most Insignifi-

cant of individual variations arc parts of one unbroken series.

Government Laboratory,

Manila, P. I,



KLINOSTATS AND CENTRIFUGES FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL
RESEARCH.^

Frederick C. New combe.

(with three figures)

Some years ago, when the author had to make use of the klinostat

for extensive experimentation, the work went so slowly with one

machine that means were sought to secure the operation of several

klinostats at the same time without incurring the expense incident to

the purchase of a number of the costly machines in common use.

After some attempts to construct apparatus on too light and too cheap
a scale, the apparatus here described was designed and manufactured
^ith the cooperation of Mr. Ralph Miller, at that time university

mechanician. It has been used extensively for seven years, and has

answered every demand made upon it. It is herewith described

partly in response to several inquiries by men in other universities,

and partly with the hope that it will be welcomed as offering a means
for various kinds of research now practically impossible with the

spring machines.

This apparatus can be provided with a horizontal and a vertical

klinostat to run at the same time, the whole costing less than a Pfeffer

J^achine; and the number of turn-tables can be increased almost

indefinitely. Moreover, it will carry a much greater load than the
spnng khnostats.

I. CENTRIFUGES.

Used

^or both the centrifuges and klinostats the same motive power is

an electric or a water motor. I have found it convenient to

ave both kinds of motors; for while the electric motor runs more
^enly and with less noise, the current is more liable to interruption
rom one cause or another. Should one have the advantage of a
^onstant head of water, secured by a tank with constant water level,

suggested by x\rthur,=' a water motor alone would suffice.

' Contribution 83 from the botanical laboratory of the University of Michigan.

RTHUR, Water power for botanical apparatus. Proc. Indiana Acad. Sci. 1897 :

as

156.

I904]

427
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By a series of pulleys on shafts, as shown in fig. i, any desired

speed of revolution can be secured. In the figure two centrifuges

are shown for revolution on a horizontal axis. The centrifuge nearer

the motor shows a large chamber fastened to the revolving plate, as

already described from this laboratory by Reed,^ while the ccntrl-
+

fuge at the right carries a plate of ordinary size—about 15

diameter.

cm m

\—^ \AnA \ ^ 'j*j* ^^

c
Virfi

Fig. I.—Electric motor (a) and two horizontal centrifuges {b and c)

II. THE KLINOSTATS.

fig immediatelyine eeniniuges oi pg. i are immeuiaieiy luiucli imv^ "—

—

the interposition of a worm reducing gear between the motor and the

first shaft pulley. Fig. 2 shows the apparatus set up for klinostat

revolution; but in this figure, instead of the simple shafting with

figpiuLc aucicneu, as in jig. i, we nave a bpccitti luim wx ^v...-^.--

a form capable of revolution about either a vertical (a), a honzonta

axis (5), or any obUque axis.

III. DESCRIPTIVE DETAILS.

The chief excellencies of this apparatus are found in what ma>

be termed its unit construction, enabhng an interchange of parts
""'

an indefinite increase of turn-tables. The shafts are all the same

diameter, the pulleys are interchangeable, and the shaft suppo

and

all the same size.

1901

3 Reed, A damp-chamber for use on the klinostat. Jour. Apph ^ i*^^^"'
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The »w/or^.—Instead of temporizing with cheap motors, it is

better to purchase those of known efficiency at the outset. A one-
fourth horse-power will do the work well. A constant water pressure
or a constant electric current will demand only one motor. Neither
of these sources of power being always constant at this university, I
had to purchase both kinds of motors. The water motor is a Pelton

\ HP with a water head of about lo*". The electric is a Sprague-
Lundell pattern, \ HP. Both motors have a speed of 1,600 revolu-
tions per minute.

a

barl 7'l'~'^^^^
klinostats {a and b), the worm gear (c), and the electric motor

^^ ot the worm gear.

The worm gear
{fig, j, a).—As made by IMiller this reducing

gear IS manufactured in two sizes. In the smaller size the pulley

\nC
^^ ^^^ ^°^"^ ^^^ ^^^ *^^*^' ^^^^ reducing the speed to o.oi;

^ _

e arger size the pulley has 200 teeth, thus reducing to 0.005.

^^

SI es this reduction caused by the worm, the pulley attached to the

^j

^"^ ^^^^ ^nd receiving the belt from the motor is four times the

by "^h^^
°^ ^^^ pulley of the motor shaft. Thus the total reduction

four
^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^ brings the 1,600 revolutions of the motor down to

With l!^*^^

°^ ^^^'^ times per minute, according to the use of the pulley

jj
,

^°° ^^^th or 200 teeth. A revolution of four times per minute

pla t

^-^^ ^^o^^'n by CzAPEK^ to bring in centrifugal action unless the

^dih
^^^* ^^^^^^ ^'"^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^ °^ revolution; and hence, for

^ y neutralizing the effect of gravitation, one should still further

^'^PF-K, Untersuchungen iiber Geotropismus. Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 27: 243. 1S95.
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from

orm gear and the first klinostat. By

the Interposition of one such pulley, the speed of the first khnostat can

be reduced to one revolution per minute^ which is slow enough for

objects less than one meter from the center of revolution. If desired,

speed may be still farther reduced by other pulleys between the worm

gear and the klinostat-

The shafls (fig, j, d).—The shafts arc of half-inch cold rolled

steel, and are cut to any length.

The shaft supports {fig. j, c),—These supports have a total

minimum height of 12.5''"', and by raising the upper part of the

support may be extended to a height of 15.
5*^"^. This adjustment of

the height of the support allows the shaft to be leveled up when the

table or other object to which the supports are fastened is not level.

The lower part of the support is a socket in which the stem of the

upper part is held by a set-screw. The brass cojlar at the upper end

of the support acts as a bearing, as shown in fig. i, and automatically

rm
through it. (fig

of a tuning-fork, the stem of which is held in the socket below, and

between the forks of which is received a plate projecting from the

lower side of the collar above. An iron pin passing through the arms

of the fork and the plate of the collar suspends and hinges the collar,

and thus allows the automatic tilting. The three movements allowed

the upper part of the support—that of vertical movement in the socket,

rotation in the socket, and tilting of the collar—give ready adjustment

to all possible faults of mounting of the shafts, prevent all bmdmg,

and have much to do with the easy running of the machines.

The pulleys
(fig. j, J).—The pulleys for the horizontal shaftj

are of cast iron, and made with three steps of 4, 8-5) ^^^ ^5

diameter respectively. Each step has a peripheral thickness of i

and has turned in it a V-shaped groove to take a quarter-inch leather

belt. The pulleys are fastened to the shafts by set-screws.

Special turn-tables {fig. 2, a and b; fig. 3, 6)--The foregoing

apparatus is sufficient for centrifuges and klinostats revolvmg '^i

horizontal axis. For revolution about a vertical axis the machm^

shown in the fip-nrp'^ rpfprr^H to h^avp been made. They ha^e

cin

ctn
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base 20X14X2.5''™, An iron support screwed to this base rises

vertically and carries at its upper end a horizontal arm which holds

a collar through which passes the half-inch shaft of the machine.

One end of this shaft, as shown in the figures, receives a brass' two-

step pulley, and the other end the usual plate for supporting the

object under experiment. This plate is of heavy brass 15-20'"" in

diameter, and has cut in it three equidistant radial slots which

receive the ends of brass posts. The brass posts have shoulders

which rest upon the brass plate on the upper side (fig. 2, a), while

nuts on the opposite side secure the posts at any desired distance from

-^

«i^

a h c
/^^^ji^^riit

- ^ ^^^^T^i T^^^^l*^
. "jf'.^Xx-vLij-^xp^^ ^-^VrfV^V>-«i--- V<i-.

Fig.
3

pulleys {d).

1

Worm gear (a), turn-table (b), shaft standard (c), and shaft and

the
J

center. The free ends of the posts have a thread on which runs

a nut to be screwed down over the edcje of a flower-pot or other con-

tainer.

^iit horizontal arm projecting from the support rising irom inc

^se is held against the vertical support by a heavy friction screw

Passing through the vertical support and into the horizontal arm.

nis friction screw is turned by a removable steel rod passing through

^^ head of the Qrr^w "Rtr ^r.r.\r^^^\r,i^^r^a thp fnCtiOU SCrCW, thlS

"^achin

of the screw. By manipulating the friction screw,

or obli

' may be set with its shaft at any angle desired, allowing the

kHnostat f^ K^ ...^A
fQj. revolution about a vertical, horizontal,

{fig
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Idler pulleys and support.—For adjusting the klinostats to cramped

positions, or to fixed directions of light, it is often desired to turn a

driving-belt from a straight course. This has been accomphshed by

means of the shaft and two small pulleys shown standing in the right-

hand end of the khnostat base in fig. 3, h. This position of these

idlers is right for the klinostat to which they arc shown attached when

the khnostat is adjusted for revolution with horizontal axis. For

other purposes I have had made a cheap iron base into which the

pulley shaft is set, and this device allows a belt to be turned at right or

oblique angles anywhere desired.

Belting and couplings.—The belts used are of one-fourth inch

leather. The thimble-hke couplings screw over the ends of the belt

and hook into one another. Both belting and couphngs are common

articles of trade.

Shajt-sto^s.—It is often desirable to keep a shaft from working

out of some position in which it is placed or to prevent it being acci-

dentally pushed out of position and thus destroying the alignment

of the pulleys. For this purpose several collars are cut from half-

inch brass tubing, and each collar is provided with a set-screw. Two

such collars are shown one above and one below the small pulleys

on the vertical shaft rising from the base of the khnostat (fig. J, &)•

Besides what has been already mentioned there are several things

which might be added in commendation of this apparatus. It is

easily portable, in spite of its seeming size. The parts may all be

screwed to a movable table, or each part may be screwed to a piece of

plank and the parts then clamped to tables. The shaft supports and

bearings are easily shifted, placed nearer together or farther apart, so

that one may use many shafts of various lengths with any two sup-

ports. One end of a horizontal shaft may be made to project any

desired distance beyond a support, and the free end of the shaft may

support a klinostat or centrifuge plate, thus allowing the plants used

to be pushed into the recess of a window or into a small, closed

chamber. The pulleys can be shifted to any position on the shafts, or

any number of pulleys attached to a single shaft, thus allowing the

turn-table driven by that shaft a variety of positions, or allowng

several turn-tables to be driven from one shaft. The speed of revo-

lution can anywhere be increased or diminished, and a variciv
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speeds can be otained from the same shaft at the same time by belting

to larger or smaller steps on the pulleys.

A machine, however simple and however powerful, is of little use

unless it will accomphsh the purpose of its design. A klinostat, as

is well known, must move through any quadrant in the same time it

traverses its counter-quadrant. The experience of years has demon-

strated that the^pparatus here described is not faulty in this particular.

Of course, the loads must be balanced, and this is done as on any

klinostat. There is no danger from the creeping or stretching of the

belts. The unevenness oi

to a central svstem seems to have no effect in causing either heliotropic

motion

or geotropic curves on the Minostats, the irregularities of one minute

apparently correcting those of another, since the irregularities are not

periodic.

Cost. mimmum
^ay be given thus

:

iHr electric motor with rheostat
4HP water motor - - - - - - - • $24

.

I

I

$35 . 00

00
I worm gear

2 shaft supports *

2 ft. i in. steel shaft - '

^3-step pullev -

'^uiostat
(fig, 2, a and b) revolving on either vertical or

horizontal shaft - -

12.50 1:2.50

2.50 2.50

.12 .12

1.50 ^-50

Total cost

9.00 9.00

$49.62 or $60.62

horizc

almost

this

dow

• any lower speed, and with a klinostat revolving on either

-al or horizontal axis with speeds from the centrifuge rate

o'one revolution in four minutes. Moreover, it allows one

centrifuge and one Minostat to be operated at the same time, or two

centrifuges to be operated at the same

obtained
o with

$6 each, and with vertical axis for $9

^
^^hen one considers that the standard spring klinostats with but

^^e turn-table cost $60 to $80, it can be seen that for the same expen-
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many

efficiency of those, not counting cost of power.

construct

to give additional details; or I will gratuitously supervise the con-

struction should any one wish to have the work done by Mr. Miller.

In the latter case, application for construction should be made to

Messrs. Eberbach & Son, Ann Arbor, Mich., into whose employ Mr.

Miller has entered.

University or Michigan,

Ann Arl)or, Mich.



ECOLOGICAL XOTKS OX THE TREES OF THE
G

Grace E. Cooley.

(WITH FOUR figures)
A VIEW of the country about the bay of Naples in the spring gives

^
pable. The only trees left standing are the stone pines, and

2!
"'' P^^^ *« ^he ^ .n- crown for firewood, leaving only the

pper cone-bearing branches, which produce the seed the people
so much enjoy. The ilex oaks never ^et much l.,vi,.. ti.o. .1.: ..1

heather, and

yards.

^ rock niches to grow in. To be sure^ the

Kk poplars, but only for use in their vine-

make the vine no.«;tQ nnri tV»p rnt Krar.<-lioc

trunks
Hing tendrils. Every winter (he shoots

trunk, and
(jjg

—
'

ever}- summer a small new crop grows from

s^jj^

"^"^"ated top, making a light shade from the hot rays of the

Iti

in th

^\^ ^^^'^^^^^h' treeless region. The impression of the country

Cascad
^^ ^|"^^spherc Is much like that of the foothills east of the

is thT
^^ ^^ ^'^^ '•'iJnless regions of Washington and Oregon. There

the infl^^^
^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^"^ °" ^^^ ^^^' ^^^^ ^^^^^^y changes under

the ro t

*^

^.^^ °^ ^^^^" ^"^^ ^"^ ^^^ clouds, and the gray artemisias on

^^
s help to make the picture the same. Yet this land, so like

powe
^^*^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^"^ absence of trees, is very different in its

^^^^\h

^^^^^"^^ *^^ ^^^^"^s o^ the soil. There is water to be had
^ clouds in aljundance at all seasons, except in the three

our

suflim

the ki 1

^°"^^^' ^"^^ the apparent barrenness is only the result of

the Tiaf,-„
^^^f*^ t^^ peasant plants, and the way he has dealt with

^ trees. Ever}- available spot is devoted to the cultivation
nativ

^olcan '
^"^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ terraced for vines up the slopes of the old

1504J

^°^^'^ ^nd sometimes down to the very depths of their worn-

435
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out craters. All the wild shrubs go into the fire to cook the daily

meal. The succulent cactus and the spiny century plant, fugitives

knife

themselves

It is only in the gardens that one sees trees, and there one is struck

by the cosmopolitan mixture. There are few natives of Italy, but
many foreigners. The ilex oak is the hardiest of the natives, and
the tree most often used along the avenues in the parks, but, with
this exception and the cypresses and Judas trees, the gardeners have
gone to other countries to get trees for adornment. A critical eye

marvel

multitude of plant types

ment
Italy. This Mediterranean region is the home of the Hartlaubge-
holze of the warm temperate zone, with the ilex oak, European olive,

most

from
trees from the cold northern forests of our 0T\m land ; some from the

from They
stand for types of all the ecological regions of Schimper, except the

Arctic and the ever rainy forests of the tropics. The soil and the

cUmatic conditions seem remarkably congenial to these strangers,

and they appear to grow as well as under the conditions native to

them.

the
Napl

and
these are growing almost in a state of nature. The funds of the garden

them much care beyond

them the chance to live. The
whole yearly allowance for the support of the gardens, the greenhouses

ployed

7000 lire (about $1400) was

has

:xpected from the city of Napl

the actual needs of a botanical garden. One resident spoke of it

as "a ruin

to a student of ecology. It shows forms from many climates mingling
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and growing freely under conditions unnatural to them at home,
and the marvel is that they find it so easy to do it.

run

Ith

other lands which have representatives here. Naples Hes in the warm
temperature region of winter rains. The latitude is 40° 52', the
longitude 14° 15' east. The garden is a short distance from the sea,
from 31.30 to 44- 50"^ above it, and lies on a slope that looks southeast
to Vesuvius, winds
the hill of Capodimonte, on which is an observatory from which the

belo\

observations

*v. bmce the hill is much
exposed, the conditions are not quite those which hold in the garden
itself, 103°^ below. 867
by ?ASQUALE, a former director, some of the climatic conditions are
discussed. summary
0^ temperature for twenty-four years. The medium temperature for
these years was 15.66° C. The highest temperature recorded was

) C; the lowest was February 21, 1845, -5.8° C.July ly, 1041, 3
^iie period of greatest heat succeeds July 25, and that of greatest
cold January 24. Specially cold nights are recorded, when the

temperature sank to -7° C. and -8° C. Such periods of extreme
cold are rare, occurring perhaps only once in ten years. The ther-
III f \ F '^ ^^ i -r^ It ^^

seldom

observatory

nusual. The table given below is for the year 1902, and is taken
from the monthly reports pubhshed by the
oionte, 149m

^bove sea-level.

The rain falls for the most part in the winter, but the amount that
CT^^^,„^

months varies from year to year. In general it is

Au
from

gust; m 1902 sinking to zero in July

and least in June, J

^CHiMPER divides the globe into regions according to the relative

ounts of rain during the year and the seasons in which it falls.

^ve follow this classification in arranging the plants of the garden

, „ _ _ with
''^le to make some

we shall be
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METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS TAKEN AT CAPODIMONTE FOR THE
YEAR 1902

Months

January.

.

February.
March...

.

April
May
unc
ulv

August ..

.

Scptrmbcr
October.

.

November
December

!r» e «> ^

<

O 3 oj ti

<

rt rt E f^

11.88 7.23
13.32 8.66
14.12 8.19
18.79 12.26

18.3s 11.42
23 -99 16.59
28.73 20.50
28.66 20.29
26.14 18.98
20.34 15.41
14.98 9.80
11.23 6.91

>

I

a

a i^ ^ o ^
^.S4= E

62.8
76.6
68.7
71.6
55-3
55.0
61.

1

62.7
643
78.7
70.8
67.8

65.6
103.4
76.1
65.8
80.2
8.0
0.0
9.0

82,5
171.

7

157.8
66.9

44.8
34-1
56.9
55.6
70.3

107.0
137.7
1 10.

5

102.

1

59-8
47.0
46.3

e CO

E >-•

.3 S3

4 *

887.0

16.9
17.5
21.7
26.3
29.7
31-3
33-6
32
26.3
18.5

0.8

4.1
2.4
6.5
8.0

II .0

17.8
16.0
13.6
10.2

5.3
2.1

I. temperate regions of

The countries included are Italy and the other lands bordering on

the Mediterranean, the coast of southern California, and the coast

region of southwestern Australia. These regions are in about the

same latitude, and they all have an annual rainfall of 60-130"'".

Representatives in the garden are many, the ones selected for our

purpose being as follows: Italy: Q Ilex, Olea europaca

Laurus nobihs, Pinus Pinea, Cupressus sempervirens ; Greece to

Persia and Afghanistan: Pinus brutia; Asia Minor: Cedrus

Libani; souTmvESTERN Austr.\lia: Eucalyptus and Acacia; PACinc
Coast of southern California: Libocedrus decurrens, Chamae-
cyparis Lawsoniana, Cupressus macrocarpa, Pinus sabiniana. Sequoia

sempervirens.

2.

'/

'/ heaviest rain in spring

Included in

this group are the greater parts of Spain, France, Switzerland, and

Austria. The annual rainfall varies in these countries from 60 to

over 130'^"^. It will suffice to give only one or two examples from the

many that could be given : Larix europaea, Fagus sylvatica, Qucrcus

Suber, Pinus pyrenaica, Abies Pinsapo.

3. The regions where all the months of the year are rainy or snowy.—
Included in this class are northern Europe, parts of Siberia and the
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extreme north of Japan, North America on the east from Hudson
Bay throughout the Allcghanies and on the west as far south as
British Columbia. The range of latitude is from 30° northward;
and the annual rainfaU is 60-200'='^. Europe: Picea excelsa, Pinus'
sylvestris; Siberia, Amoor region, and northern Japan:' Abies
firma, Cryptomeria japonica; West coast of America: Chamae-

Pinus Strobus, Lirioden-
dron tuHpifera, Prunus serotina, Robinia pseudacacia, Celtis occi-

dentahs, Tilia heterophylla, Gleditschia triacantha, Quercus nigra.

4- The regions of winter rain or snow and heavy summer rains.—
Countries included in this group are British Columbia, Central
Japan, and parts of Chile. The range of latitude is 40^-50° and the

Examples of these regions are

cyparis

200
astollows: British Columbia: Chamaecyp
Araucaria imbricata; Cextr.\l Japan: Chamaecyparis pisifera,

Torreya nucifera.

5- All the months of the year rainy, the most in winter, hut no
month without fifteen rainy days.—The southern part of New Zealand
IS the only region where tliis condition holds. No trees of the garden
are surely from this region, unless possibly a Dacrydium sp.

6.
'/

rain.—Under this group come the deserts of the Sahara,
central Asia, central Australia, Arizona, and southern California.

The latitude range is 2o°-5o°. Tliis region is that of least rain,

never more than 60^™ falling annually. Oases of the i

Phoenix dactylifera; Gobi: Tamarix articulata; ArizOxNa: tree

ahara

yuccas

.
7- Regions of the normal rainy season of the tropics and suhtropics,

^w some drouth in winter and spring.—The countries included
^re China, Japan, India, the East Indies, New Guinea, eastern

Australia, southern Florida, the Mexican plateau, the West Indies,

Central America, Peru, Brazil, and Argentine Repubhc. This region

monsoon
^a-mfall exceeds 200^"^, the latitude ranging from the equator to 40°.

e trees selected from the garden to represent this region are as

^ollows: China: Camphora officinahs, Ginkgo blloba, Cephalo-

^^us Fortune!, Chamaerops excclsa, Livistona chinensis; Japan:
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magnolias and camellias; India: Pinus excelsa (found also in an

isolated area on a height in Greece), Acer oblongum, Corypha

australis; New Guinea, Australia, and New Zealand: Araucaria

Bidwcllii, A. Cunninghamii, Melaleuca styphelioides, Calistemon

saligneum alba, Grcvillea robusta; Sandwich Islands: Pritchardia

pacifica; Brazil and the Argentine: Eugenia Michelii, Arau-

caria brasiliensis, Prosopis torquata; Andes, Peru, Bolivia: Schinus

moUe, Phytolacca dioica; Mexico: Pinus Montezumae, P, patula,

Taxodium mucronatum, yuccas and agaves in regions of less rain;

West Indies: Cordia martiniccnsis ; Florida and the adjacent

Gulf States : Sabal Adansoni, Magnolia grandiflora, Planera

aquatica, Liquidambar styraciflua, Torreya taxifolia,Persea Borbonia.

The plants chosen from the large number in the garden to represent

the above regions have been selected particularly because they are

well known as types of peculiarly significant societies. Another con-

sideration, which is also a limitation, has restricted the examples to

certain groups, such as the conifers and palms, because it has

been impossible in many other cases to secure data as to the exact

climatic conditions under which the trees are found in a natural state.

Information of an exact nature in reference to this is most meager,

as everyone knows who has consulted floras to find the ranges of

species or the habits of plants with regard to environment. No
plants were placed in the list which do not seem to be reasonably

vigorous, and many of them are growing most vigorously, as will be

seen by the following measurements of circumference taken 30

from the ground: Pinus excelsa 297 ^'^y Camphora officinalis 278

cm

cm

(spread of horizontal branches 12^), Taxodium mucronatum 258^^,

Sequoia sempervirens 239^"^, Cedrus Lihani 227''"', Araucaria Bid-

wellii 195^"^, Ginkgo hiloha 191^^, Chamaecyparis Lawsoniana

172^"".

The classification shows that the garden represents plants from

61° north latitude to 48° south latitude. Countries are represented

with an annual rainfall of 20 to more than 220^^. There are plants

from the high mountains, the Canary pine growing at 2000"^; Finns

excelsa has a range on the Himalayas of 1800 to ^200"^] Taxodium

mucronatum grows on the highlands of Mexico from 1600 to 2300

and Pinus Montezumae from 2500 to 4400"" on Orizaba. There are

m
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both

plants that thrive in swamps and those that grow in rocky or sandy
places. Few regions of the whole earth have not here their repre-

sentatives.

Still more impressive than these plain facts is a walk in the garden
itself in early spring, when the great variety of foliage shows itself

to perfection. There is a yellow-green just appearing in the decidu-
ous oaks and maples in the midst of the jungle of tropical evergreen
trees with their glossy dark green foliage, and in sharp contrast to

are the gray pliyllodial leaves of the Australian wattles, and
such plants as Colletia cruciata, or the thin gray foliage of the lofty

melaleucas and eucalj^Dtus trees. Tree yuccas and tall dracaenas
thrust their swordlike leaves through the soft sprays of the conifers,

ine date palms grow here vigorously and sometimes show a curious

adornment of climbing ivies, w^hile northern ferns and blossoming
herbs grow in the axils of their fallen leaves. One such palm on close

observation showed a score of young seedling maples that had taken
root on the trunk of the tree, and had already passed their first sum-
Dier successfully. Beside the maples, there were on the same tree

runk raspberries, grasses, geraniums, Cotyledon umbilicus, fumitory,

niasterwort, and perennial ferns, forming a most friendly and thriving

community.

On superficial view of the trees there seems httle variation from
normal habit, but there is one tendency so strongly developed here

that It seems to be climatic. Many trees develop root-shoots and
sprouts from the old wood of the trunks. This is conspicuous in the

conifers and palms, where it is certainly an exception to the usual

abit of the groups. Chamaecyparts Laivsoniana has, besides the

^am trunk, four prominent ones given off just at the ground line,

jnd they are conspicuously large and well-developed, the main trunk
feeing ij2'^^ in circumference, and the others S^, 45» 4°, and 40^°^.

Araucaria Cunninghamia has four bushy shoots about 90'="' from

^Je
base of the trunk. Some specimens of Pinus camriensis are

^lothed to the ground with filmy shoots, recalling the habit of many
^nierican elms {jig. j). No other pine with which I am famihar

^s this habit except P. rigida, which frequently exhibits it in regions

'Object to forest fires.

^ne specimen of Cryptomeria japonica has a remarkable habit
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from

down, and when they meet the soil broaden out and root, throwing

up erect stems which become independent trees. The tree is no""'

in circumference and has given rise to six such independent

growths, one 65'="' in circumference; the others 45, 30, 27.5, 12.5, and

Fig. T..—:Pinus canariensis: trunk

clothed to the ground with shoots.

Fig. 2.

—

Cryptomcria japonica, show-

ing one of five daughter trees from suck-

ers; two suckers in view.

12.5^'", all 30*=^" from the ground. The highest of such rootmg
cm

It is 8.75branches is given off from the trunk 60'''" above its base.

in circumference until it touches the ground, where it flattens and

broadens to 15'='" in surface view, and creeps some distance from

the trunk before rising into the erect shoot. Fig. 2 shows only one

of the daughter trees and two of the suckers.

Several specimens of Phoenix dadylijera in the garden produce
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leafy shoots in the axils of the old leaves near the base of the trunk
and even some distance from the ground. A very- remarkable case
of this kind is shown in fig. 3, a photograph of a palm growing in a
private garden in Naples. Twenty leafy shoots were counted on
one side of the trunk alone. The trunk just above the soil measures

" ^""'•^J^ff^fcith

leafv^f
•^•~^^'''^«^"^ daclyHJcra, with

^^fj shoots in the axils of old leaves.

Fig. ^.—Phoenix dadylijera; com-

panion tree to that shown in fig. 3,
whose

leaves show in the upper foreground.

^Ji m Circumference, but these abnormal growths so increase its

^^ at a height of 130^"^ that it measures 500^^™ In this tree and on
^^e others in the botanical garden roots had arisen from the base of

^fse shoots, but after growing a few centimeters they had died,

fJf
"^ ^^°^vs the companion tree to the date palm of fig. 3, which has

^

developed in every other way
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- Chamaerops humilis, the low native palm of the Mediterranean
coasts, grows here into a thick bushy tangle from the development of

an immense number of underground shoots. This is not an uncom-
mon habit of the plant when growing wild in northern Africa. Phyto-

formation

from
a great number of slender vigorous shoots.

The trees of the garden are not of great age, for the garden itself

in its present foundation is not very old. Although as early as 1662
there was here a pharmaceutical garden connected with one of the

church hospitals, in fts present state it was founded in 1809 under
the auspices of the Bourbon rulers. Its first director was Michele
Tenore, who held the position for fifty years. He was succeeded

GuGLiELMo Casparri (1861-1866) and Giuseppe Antonio
Pasquale (1866-1867). In 1893 Fredirigo Delpino, formerly
in Genoa and Bologna, became its director, and he still holds the

position. Tenore in his long term of fifty years put in train the

plans which have been largely followed since. The important large

trees now in the garden are included in a catalogue pubHshcd in

1867 by Pasquale. In many cases he gives the heights of the

tallest trees, and from his figures we can judge that the growth since

that time has been strong and normal. With a few exceptions the

trees are probably none of them much older than one hundred years.

A few of them have been broken by tempests and one or two are

stag-headed, but most of them show no signs of abnormal growth.

They are not well pruned, but in a natural woodland condition that

is most interestinir.&
It is a remarkable collection when one considers how Httle care

has been given it. One marvels at the friendliness of the climate

which has proved congenial to so many strangers. In our own
country southern California has a somewhat similar t^T>e of native

SImi
It would hardly be safe to leave such a collection of trees to themselves

One

region, which has been under the influence of civilization for three

thousand years, and probably a good part of that time under cultiva-

tion, yet it still yields several harvests a year.
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Such a climate as this would be an ideal one in which to estab-

lish an experimental garden, with the study of variation in structure in

special view. The garden already contains valuable material for

research, Naples has proved to be a splendid situation for the

Marine Biological Laboratory. There is a place here also for a

great botanical station for the study of plants from all the world*

The botanists have left the ecology of this region almost untouched

until lately, and now Professor J. Y. Bergen is working on the

plants of the Solfatara. This pioneer work should indicate the

possibilities of this region as a place where the American botanists

might estabhsh a station which would do for botany what the German

zoologists have done for zoology.

Stazione Zoologica,

Naples.



RELATIVE TRANSPIRATION OF OLD AND NEW LEAVES
OF THE MYRTUS TYPE.

Joseph Y. Bergen.

While making some studies of the transpiration of the coriaceous"

leaved evergreens of the Neapolitan region, such as Olea^ Pislacia^

and Qucrcus Ilex^ the writer became interested in the question of

the relative activity in transpiration of their old and new leaves.

Some results of the measurements made upon them are here set

down, together with a few words of discussion in regard to the mean-

ing of the facts observed.

It is commonly said that the trees and shrubs of the Mediterranean

region are largely evergreen, but a little examination into their

characteristics shows that the word '^evergreen" should be used to

describe them only when its meaning is carefully defined- When
local floras, hke Gussone's excellent catalogue of the plants of

Ischia, describe such summer deciduous shrubs as Spartiufft jtmcewn^

Cytisus scopariuSy and Calycotome villosa as evergreens, it would

seem that any woody plant with leaves which remain green during

a considerable part of the winter is considered to be an evergreen.

As a matter of fact, the angiospcrmous trees and shrubs of the coast-

wise region about Naples seem to be classifiable, as regards their

mode of shedding the leaves, into the divisions shown in the

table' on the opposite page.

Some of the plants of di\ ision I may be described as facultative

deciduous species; that is, they may retain their leaves almost or

quite the year around. The Medicago and the Euphorbia above

named do this when the water supply is abundant.

The members of division II are more or less covered with leaves

at all seasons. Those which belong to subdivision i show little

difference in density of fohage dependent on the season. T^Iany,

however, of subdivision 2 lose nearly all their old leaves soon after

the new leaves have reached their full size (area). Rhamniis Alater-

» The table given is merely illustrative and does not embrace nearly all the species

which the writer has observed.

446
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I. Winter decidu- l^H^^''^, Popuhis, Fagus, Cas-

\
^^"^'^, Quercusdn part). Ulmux

[ Moms.
ous

I. Leaves simulta-
l^v^orus^^tcuy

neously deciduous
Calycotomevtllo^

2. Summer de-
C^rofnlla Emerus

I

I. Leaves not simulta-

ciduous i ^P^^i^^^^ funceum
Medicago arhorescens

[ Euphorbia dendraides
X. Leave some ^

of them lasting I Oka europaea
two years or

] Pistacia Lentiscus
more ^

'^^''--U Leave,,..., !-''--<<'-«-
more than one !

^^^^

year but less

than two
Ceratonia Siliqua

_
Arbutus Unedo^

3

ms and Nerium Oleander are therefore much less leafy by July i
tiian they were throughout ISIay.

A large proportion of the time spent was devoted to leaves of the
so-called Myrtus type- those namely of Olea europaea, Quercus

""' ^^'^^^nus Alaternus, and Nerium Oleander.
our other species, namely, Pisiacia Lentiscus, Hedera Helix,

miiax aspera, and Vihurnum Tinus, were also studied,' in order

^0
give any conclusions that were reached a more general value, as

^^^iil^,^^^
^^ ^^^ sclerophyll trees and shrubs of the region.

eiy species, some comparisons of the relative rate of
nspiration for old and new leaves were made as soon as the latter

'^ reached their full areal aro.^ih.

With ev

RELATIVE THICKNESS OF OLD AND NEW LEA\^S.

of th^
'^^"^P^^^^g the thickness of the old leaves with that of new ones

Ma ) T^^
^Pec^cs which had just reached their full area (usually in

of ^h
^!^^^ °^^^ ^^^^^ commonly found to be somewhat thicker. All

pecies m the list above given were examined except Viburnum,
^Q the averao-p rat^r^. f^^ r.^^

• thickness old leaf ^ ^^J'loe ratio lor all seven species was -r^, 7— = 1.2.

f^he or f •
thickness new leal

6 eatest disparity was found in Pistacia, which sometimes gave

sho ri

^"^^' ^^^ *^^ ^^^^^ '^'^'^^ ^^ Hedera, which frequently

thick^
^^ f^iffcrence in the respective thicknesses. The greater
s of the old leaves was not mainly due to growth of the

^se ast fifteen months or but little more. 3 These last eighteen months or more.
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1

epidermis; the amount due to this cause was never found to be

more than lo per cent, of the whole difference in thickness, and

sometimes the epidermis of the new leaf was as thick as that of the

old one. All the measurements were carefully made with the eye-

piece micrometer.

RELATIVE

made
tion of loss of weight of twigs in water^ except in the case of Nerium
of which leaves only were used, with the petioles immersed. The
time allowed was usually one hour, and the temperature (always the

same for each comparison) ranged on different days from 25 to 31^ C.

August 6.

May

In the following table are given the ratios of rates of transpiration

for equal areas of old leaves and new ones which had just attained their

maximum area. The values given are usually averages of several

observations taken daily or at intervals of two or three days during

a period of a week or ten days. The column o^-n represents the

ratio, amount of transpiration per hour for loo^^i™ of old leaves

divided by the corresponding amount for new leaves. ^

TRANSPIRATION RATIOS; EQUAL AREAS.

Olea europaea - - - - - -1.05
Qucrcus Ilex - - - - - - 3.53

Rhamnus Alaternus 0.78

4

•

Nerium Oleander 2.45

Pistacia Leniisciis i.oS

Iledera Helix -

Smilax aspera

Viburnum Timis

0.18

2.16

2.10

It is obvious at a glance that in general the new leaves have not

attained their full power of transpiration when they have reached

the area of maturity. This fact is not wholly a result of the imperfect

development in thickness already mentioned, for when the transpira-

tion ratios arc referred, not to equal areas of leaves, but to equal

weights, the older leaves often maintain their position as the more

active, as is sufficiently shown by the following values. These results

cannot be closely compared with those of the preceding table, since
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the former contains averages based on a larger number of determina-

tions for each species.

TR.\XSPrRATIOX RATIOS; EQUAL WEIGHTS

Querciis Ilex

Smilax aspera

Viburnum Tinus

2-73

2.32

1.74

In two species, the Rhamnus and the Hedera, the old leaves are

seen to be notably deficient in capacity for transpiration. In the

former this fact is very possibly due to the moribund condition of the

old leaves, which at the time of obser\'ation were about to turn yellow

and fall. In the latter, the leaves were not ready to fall, and some

other explanation of their sluggish action needs to be sought.

In view of the marked diflferences in transpiration between the

old and the new leaves of most of the species studied, it seemed

^'orth while to investigate the question whether these differences

^'ere accentuated or diminished by covering the stomatal surface

(the lower one) with wax and so comparing the normal transpiration

^ith the epidermal taken alone. This inquiry was not undertaken

until so late in the season that only a portion of the comparisons

make The
most convenient w^ay of expressing the results seemed to be to give

^ne ratio, loss of water by plain leaJ divided by loss of wafer hy waxed

H first for the old leaves, then for the new ones, of each species

examined.

TRANSPIRATION RATIOS; PLAIN AND WAXED LEAVES

Olea europaea. . . .

Neriuni Oleander.
Pistacia Lentiscits.

Hedera Helix

Plain -s- Waxed

Old leaves

2.62

3-52
3.00

2.93

New leaves

3-17
12.75

5-33
6.80

In the species examined it is evident that the total transpiration

^^ceeds the epidermal alone much more in the new leaves than the

old ones.

each
Examination of the actual amounts of moisture lost in

case leads me to suppose that this inequality is due to the
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greater impermeability of young epidermis (several months old)

than of that which is more than a year old, and to the greater functional

activity of the younger than of the older stomata* One would a

priori have expected to find the thicker and more indurated epidermis

of the older leaves more impermeable than that of the younger ones,

but in many cases it certainly is not. For instance, the older leaves

of Nerium were found to lose moisture more than five times as fast

for equal areas as the younger ones (both with the lower surface

waxed), and the older leaves of Olea lost moisture nearly four times

as fast as the younger ones (both waxed below).

Tn the table above given the losses from waxed leaves may be a

lllllc too high relatively to the losses from plain leaves, since the

former values were obtained after the leaves had been standing in

water longer, and therefore, perhaps may have estabhshed a better

transpiration current. But this would not affect the general conclu-

sions to be derived from the data.

The leaves of Olea and of Pistacia compared in the last table

were aged about six months (^^ young") and eighteen months ("old")

respectively, and those of Nerium and Hedera were about three and a
r

half and fifteen and a half months of age.

None of the results obtained by the writer in transpiration experi-

ments upon sclcrophyll leaves can be much elucidated by comparison

with the conclusions (contradictory among themselves) obtained

in the studies of young and old leaves by Schirmer, Krutitzky,

TSCH.VPL0WITZ, HoiixEL, and others,^ since none of these authors

dealt with leaves which differed in age by an entire year. It is also

unlikely that sclcrophyll leaves should in their behavior as regards

transpiration closely resemble the leaves of the herbaceous Gramineae,

those of Colcus, Phaseolus, Pisum, and such other species as have

received most study with reference to the relation between their

development and their power of transpiration.

CONCLUSIONS,

The conclusions of the present paper may be summarized as follows

:

I. The evergreen trees and shrubs of the Neapolitan region differ

greatly in the longevity of their leaves, some of the species having

4 Summarized by BuRGENSTEiN, Materialien zu einer MonograpKie betrcftend

die Erscheinungcn der Transpiration der Pflanzen. II Theil, pp. 25, 26. Wien.

1889. A. Holder.
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months

and a half

2. All of the leaves studied reach their maximum area consider-

ably before they attain their full thickness.

3. The leaves of six out of the eight species studied transpire more

for equal areas when fifteen to eighteen months old than they do

when they have just reached their maximum area {i. e,^ at three or

four months).

4. Transpiration for equal weights of leaves is generally more

more

months or a Httle older.

5. Epidermal transpiration bears a much smaller ratio to total

transpiration in leaves of three months than in those of fifteen months.

Naples, Italy.

-*



REGENERATION IN ZAMIA.

CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE HULL BOTANICAL LABORATORY
LXV.

John M. Coulter and M. A. Chrysle-r.

(with eight figures)

Mr. p. H. RoLrs, in charge of the Subtropical Laboratory of the

United States Department of Agriculture at Miami, Florida, first

called our attention to the remarkable power exhibited by mutilated

stems of Zamia floridana of producing new shoots and roots. This

cycad grows in great abundance in the neighborhood of the station, and

Rolfs stated that he had seen "portions (of the stem) not larger than

an English walnut '' produce both shoot and root- He was kind

enough to send an abundant supply of this mutilated and sprouting

material, collected about February i, 1904. The plants grow at

Miami in a pure and well-drained sand, with a soil temperature

standing rather uniformly at about 30° C. On April 16 Rolfs

reported that the temperature of the soil one inch below the surface

was 40° C. ; three inches below, 38^ C. ; and six inches below, 35*^ C.

In most of the cases studied, the top of the thick stem had been

cut off by the grubbing hoe, leaving the subterranean portion intact,

though all of the smaller roots were lacking. Some of these stems

were planted and observed at intervals. One of them, a plant about

two years old, w^as placed in the greenhouse about February 13; the

fully spread leaves soon withered, and no activity was visible for two

and a half months, at the end of which time a new leaf was put forth

from the bud. On June i the plant was removed carefully from the

soil, its appearance being show^n in fig. 2. The stem had been cut

off at x^ and had produced a new apex. Since the last planting no

ordinary roots had been produced, though an upwardly directed spur

2 """^ long (not shown in the photograph) indicated the beginning of

one of the characteristic apogeotropic roots; and yet the young shoot

was in \ngorous condition.

An attempt was made to discover experimentally the possible

452
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anatomical limitations of this reproductive power, by artificial mutila-

tions of various kinds, but probably the proper conditions for vigorous

growth were not maintained; at least no results were obtained.

We

century

ing is a translation:

The majority of palms die as soon as their trunk is cut or even damaged.

There are only a very small number of them which, like Chamaerops humilis and

Rhapis fahcllijormis, send out from their root new shoots; and Cycas circinalis

IS the only one which sends out shoots from its trunk when this has been cut;

further, the stem of this tree gives out new roots where it finds itself in contact

with the soil. The different species- of Zamia maybe cut up and thus multiplied

artificially by cuttings, but with the exception of Cycas and Zamia no other palm

survives amputation of the stem.

This power of producing new shoots and roots after mutilation

is usually called "regeneration," but this term seems to have been

applied primarily rather to the restoration of lost parts than to the

production of a comolcte new structure. As a consequence of its

tend

rily obsc

former 1

structure

an integral part of the old. The great majority of the illustrations

of regeneration in plants are cases of adventitious budding rather

than regeneration in the stricter sense. We recognize the fact that

the whole subject of regeneration among plants is in an inchoate

condition, but perhaps the two kinds cannot be distinguished by any

exact definition. Most of the cases presented in this paper are not

regeneration in the restricted sense defined above, but in addition to

adventitious sprouting in Zamia there also seem to be cases of direct

restoration of lost parts.

In the mutilated
the new shoots arise most frequently from the vascular part of the

central cylinder, as many as five shoots having been observed to

spring from this region in a stem 3 <=«» in diameter, though only one

shoot may occur. The vascular elements present in these shoots

^WaiDENOw, C. L., De quelques nouveaux pahniers de I'Amerique m^ridionale.

^em. Acad. Roy. Berlin, 1804, p. 29.

mo
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are continuous with the vascular tissue of the central cylinder of the

stem

•i

Less frequently, the new shoots arise from the peripheral part of

the wounded surface of the cortex. Both of

these regions of origin may be used in the same
stem, as illustrated by fig. i. In the case just

referred to, a distinct group of vascular strands

was traced from each shoot to the vascular tis-

sues of the central cylinder.

In certain other cases no

vascular connection was
found, due probably to the

fact that the shoots were

younger and undifferenti-

ated.

In a few cases the new
structure stands directly

over the central cyhnder, as

illustrated by fig. 2 and

observed also in much older

plants. In such cases, a

series of vertical sections

shows that the vascular tis-

sues of the central cyHnder

converge to form a dome-

shaped cap underneath the

restored part {jig. j), that

is, the whole cut end of the

central cylinder regenerates,

in the strict sense, the lost

*^T

««
part being thus restored-

Fig. r.—Decapi-
tated stem showing one

In all Other cases there is

no such restoration, but the

production of entirely dis-

i-Jt

shoot growing from the .tinct and
vascular ring and one
from the margin of the

struct

Fig, 2.—Young

plant which was de-

capitated at X and

wounded surface.X f. Just

Ures upon the old stem. has produced a nc%^

apex. X i-
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mine the formation of a complete new structure in the one case, and
the restoration of the" lost part of the old structure in another case
may not be clear, but it is entirely probable that the central cylinder is

more apt to be restored in young plants.

The origin of the new roots is just as variable. It is customary
to think of secondary roots as
arising from vascular tissue,

and this was found to be true
in several of the cases studied.
In the case illustrated by
k- 4, however, no trace of
central cylinder was found,
the piece of stem from which
the shoot springs on one side
and the root on the 6pposite

the

chip from
cortex of an old stem

Between this shoot and root
«t cortical origin a distinct
and complete vascular
flection was traced, the

con-

vascu-
FlG. 3.—Median vertical section through

apex of stem represented in fig. 2: I, base^of

1 r . • 1 1 ,.i;„^QT- V A

larelempntc f • in ^P^^ o^ ^^^^ represented in fig. 2: I, base
ems lormmg a hollow

icaf; p, periderm; V, vascular cylinder. X 4-

Jlinder tapering at the ends
ik seems certain that the decay of the ''chip

M m this

se would uncover a completely organized new plant. In any
^^t, from this isolated cortex new organs and new kinds of

formed

fron7
^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ region of the cork cambium, and the root arising

-
. . Whether the starting of theinternal

°ot determined the root, or vice versa, or neither, are matters of

^onjecture, but a completely organized and independent new plant

^sbeen derived from isolated and relatively old cortical tissue,

wh K
^ ^^^^"^Pt was made to determine the exact layer or tissue from

^
^ch the new shoots proceed. It seems evident that regions of

enstematic tissue alone are concerned, that is tissue which has either

stem least three such active regions
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in addition to the growing point, namely the fascicular cambium,
the pcricyclc, and the cork cambium. Simon^* finds that in regener-
ating root-tips the pericycle is the active layer. In Zamia the peri-

cycle is poorly differentiated, and
does not act as a secondary cam-
bium, as is the case in Cycas and
certain other cycadean genera.

In the cases observed the new
shoots nearly always arise from
the wounded surface; and as a

layer of wound-phellogen is always

found beneath this surface it

must be added to the Hst of

active regions. It has been im-

possible thus far to secure the earli-

est stages in this adventitious

shoot-formation, but sections
through moderately young re-

gions of this kind show the layer

of callus curving outward around

the base of the shoot-primordium

{fiS- ?)• This suggests that the

phellogen forming the callus is

Fig. 4.—A chip from the cortex

responsible for the initial growth

of the new shoot. If this be

true, a new shoot may be pro-

duced at any point of the surface

covered by the callus. In fact,

in the cases of Zamia before us

the new shoots stand over either

fascicular cambium or cork cam-

that has produced a new shoot and ^^^"^' ^^^ ^^^^^ position seems to

^^^' ^ §• us to be favorable rather than

essential to shoot-formation.
A case of the production of adventitious shoots from the h}'pocotyl

^SiMON, S., Untersuchungen uber die Regeneration der Wurzelspitze. Jahrb.
uiss. Bot. 40:103-143. 1Q04.
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observed {fig The photograph shows a

leaf arising from a bud on one side of the h}^ocotyl; another bud,

the one shown, is present c

tomical examination

Ana-

tains a strong vascular strand that runs

straight inwards to join one of the bundles

of the hypocotyl. A layer of periderm is

present just be-

neath the surface

of the h\^ocotyl,

and around the

bud this layer

bends outward

to form a sort

of collar (fig. i).

The tissues of the

bud show no evi-

dcnce of break-

ing through the

cortex, as is the

Fig. 5.—Vertical casc with lateral

section through the

piece shown in pg.
4- h base of leaf; p,
periderm

; r, root ; v,

vascular

roots; hence it is

probable that

jrrowth of the

Xa.
cylinder. shoot Started in

the phellogen.
^Vhether the bend of the hypocotyl indi-

<^ates some slight injury or not cannot be
^fiswered, at least there is no direct evi-

•^^i^ce of an injury of any kind,

^hat a so-called polarity does not

'^ine in this case the nature of the
structure produced at each end of the

,
X, ov-v.i.10 Lv be indicated

y such a case as that represented by
^- °> m which two new shoots and a

^ are arisins: from one end and a shoot

^eter

stem seems to

jrj(, 6.—SeedUng showing

production of shoot from the hypo-

cotyl. X I-
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from the other. It is probable that the horizontal position of the old

stem is directly related to this result ; and if so it would be referred

to the influence of gravity.

Fig. 7.—Part of transverse section

through hypocotyl at level of the new shoot:

c, cortex; ca, callus; w, mucilage duct; p,
periderm; v, vascular strands. X 10.

points, such as have been

called 'latent buds," and

which in this sense can

have only a hypothetical

existence; but is gener-

ally present in all meri-

stem and expresses itself

under favorable condi-

tions- The evidence
against wounding as a

necessary condition for

such production of new
shoots is suggestive, and

that against the theories

of "polarity " and ''latent

buds" seems to be clear.

/:

The suggested conclu-

sions are that in the case

of the stem of Zamia the

power of regeneration and

of developing adventitious

shoots and roots is present

in all meristematic tissue;

that in cases of mutilation

the meristematic tissue

chiefly concerned is the

phellogen of the callus, that

over the region of the cen-

tral cylinder being more

often successful than that

over the cortex. This

power does not seem to be

localized in any definite

m

CJ-j^^^WbVL

Fig. 8.—Piece of stem showing two shoots

University of Chicago.

and a root springing from

from the other end- X |.

one end and a shoot



BRIEFER ARTICLES.

NEW OR UNREPORTED PLANTS FROM SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA.

REENEI pl- 79,h
2- Los

July 1904, by Geo. B. Grant. The U'pe was collected at Olema, Marin co.

and the plant is common there and at Lake Merced, near San Francisco

but has not been met with heretofore elsewhere.

PoA Haxsexi Scribner, U. S. Dept. Agric, Div. Agrost., Bull. 15

P- 53- P^- 9-—In an alkaline meadow at Rabbit Springs, 2700^* alt., Mojave

Desert, 4888 Parish, June 1901. This and the following grasses were

identified at the Division of Agrostology of the U. S. Department of Agri-

culture.

PoA LOXGiLiGUA Scribncr and ^lerritt, U. S. Dept. Agric, Div. Agrost.,

Circ. 9:3.—In open pine forests, Mill Creek Falls, 5500^* alt., San Ber-

nardino Mts., 5043 Parish, June 1901.

PoA SECUNDA Presl, Rcl. ITaenk. 1:271.—Collected at the same time

and place as the preceding species, and distributed under no. 5044.

Eragrostis reptans Nees, Agrost. Parag. 5T4. E. hypecoides B. S. P.

Prelim. Cat. N. Y. 69.—Los Angeles, Rev. J. C. Nevin, 1904. Probably

a recent immigrant.

Festuca californica Vasey, Contrib. U. S. Nat. Herb. 1:277

Forest clad slopes, Mill Creek Mts., Head of Edgar Canon, 4000^* alt.,

% 1881, 857 Parish; ALU Creek Falls, 5000" alt., July 1892, 2490

Parish. The type of this species was collected near San Francisco, whence

It extends to Oregon. The present report brings it nearly to the southern

boundary of the state.

SiTANioN RiGiDUM
J. G. Smith, U. S. Dept. Agric, Div. Agrost., Bull.

^8:13.—Collected by Mrs. H. E. Wilder, June 1904, growing in the

devices of rocks on the summit of Grayback Mt., 11,725" alt. The

'dearest station reported for this grass is Alt. Shasta, at the northern end

°^ the state, but it may be expected on the intervening high summits of

the Sierra Nevada.

JuNcus TENUIS CONGESTUS Engelm. Trans. St. Louis Acad. T-ASo,

Prairie Flat, s,ooc/t ^it., 3959 Parish, June 1895.

1904]
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Chenopodium leptophyllum Nutt., Moq. in DC. Prodr. 13*: 71.

I have a specimen of this plant collected long ago at Lang, Los Angeles
CO., by Rev. J. C. Nevin. Subsequent collectors appear to h ave over-

looked it.

Saxifraga punctata Linn. Sp. PL 401.—Dry Lake, Grayback Mt.,
about 9000ft

alt., June 1904, Mrs. H. E. Wilder. Mt. Whitney, where
it was collected by Coville, is the nearest recorded station, so that the
present one becomes the southern Hmit of this species in the Sierra Nevada.

Spiraea Douglasii Hook. Fl. Bor.-Am. 1:172.—Near the electric

power-house In the canon of the Santa Ana River, San Bernardino Mts.
Collected in 1903 by Miss Marguerite Graham. The southern limit of

the species.

Wilderae
.

n. sp.—The whole plant sparsely pubescent:
stems several from a perpendicular root, 2^"^ tall, slender, erect, much
branched above: stipules lanceolate, entire or i- or 2-toothed at base; basal
leaves 6-8^"^ long; leaflets 5 or 6 pairs, cuneate, s'"'" long, deeply incised,

the few lobes oblong; upper cauline leaves unifoliate, deeply dissected:
cyme diffuse: flowers numerous on slender pedicels, 3-8"^"! long: hj^an-
thium glabrate, saucer-shaped, about *2«m jn diameter; bracts hnear-
oblong, obtuse or acutish, i^im jo^g: calyx lobes lanceolate, 2"^"^ long:
petals obovate, white, about equahng the sepals: stamens 10: achenes
2 or 3.—Along the trail leading from Barton Flat to South Fork of Santa
Ana River, 6000-8000" alt., San Bernardino Mts., June 1904, Mr5. H.E.
Wilder. The stems, and still more the calyces, are tinged reddish-purple,
so that the whole plant appears of that color. Even the leaves soon become
highly colored. Near H. Michneri Rydb., from which species it is well
distinguished by its more diffuse cyme, smaller pedicellate flowers, and
glabrous calyx lobes.

^

DrymocaUis viscida, n. sp.—Viscidly villous throughout, with inter-

mingled straight one-celled and crisped glandular several-celled hairs,

which are sparse on the stems and abundant on the peduncles: stems
several, erect, tinged with purple, about 3^"^ tall: stipules semiovate and
acuminate-pointed, more or less toothed; basal leaves tufted, about i*^"^

long; petioles as long as the rachis of the pinnae, of which there are 3 pairs,
5-15''"' long, orbicular to obovate, the terminal one cuneate, sessile; the
lowest cauline leaves similar, the upper ternate to unifohate, all coarsely
incised-toothcd: cymes rather condensed, few-flowered: bractlets narrowly
lanceolate, 2"^"! long: sepals ovate-lanceolate, caUous-tipped, s'"'"

long:
petals yellow, obovate, a little shorter than the sepals, both merely spread-
'"" in anthesis; stamens about 20; filaments 1 to 1.$"^^ in the same flower.
ingi
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Snow Caiion, 5ock)^' alt., San Bernardino Mts., 5060 Parish, June 20,

1901. Near D. rrffrxa R)'db., fi-om which it differs in its smaller size,

pubescence, and spreading sepals \nd petals.

Trifolium iioxAxiiir\f teneru 1. T. monanthutn Eastw. BtiU. Torr.

Bot. Club 29:81.—In meadows, at h'gh altitudes in the San Bernardino

Mts., Bluff Lake, 7400^^ alt., 3309 lirish, June 1894; Vivian Canon,

6343 Geo. B. Grant, July 1904.

HosACKiA ToRRE\T Gray, Proc. .\mer. Acad. 8:625.—Little Bear Val-

ley, 5500^* alt., San Bernardino Mts., Mrs. H. E. Wilder, September 1904.

Pelargonium australe clandesttnttm Hook. Fl. N. Zea. 37. P.

dandestinum L' Her. ex DC. Prodr. l:66o, as synonym.—Santa Ana,

Orange co., Rev. J. C. Nevin, 1904. Perhaps only adventive, or casual,

but of interest as the second species of this genus collected in North America.

The pre\iously reported species is also from California, having been col-

lected near San Francisco by Miss Eastwood. Identified by Dr. Greenman

Rhus Chino Canon, near Palm Springs,

Jacinto Mt., November 1903, H. E. Hasse Dr.

true

species
This

or few

station becomes the western limit of the species.

Gentiana viridula, n. sp.—Annual: stem leafy, erect, simple,

branched, 3-6^1" tall: leaves narrowly scarious-margined, the lowest

orbicular, apiculate, 5"^^ in diameter; the upper narrowly oblong, s™'"

long, obtuse, connate-sheathing: flowers solitary, terminal: corolla funnel-

form 5mm
I tj^g j^i^

one-toothed: anthers oblong; filaments i'""^ long: capsule (immature)

obovate, on a stout stipe 3™™ long.—Growing at the edge of water at the

head of th*e South Fork of the Santa Ana River, 8500" alt., San Bernardmo

^K Mrs. H. E. Wilder, June 1904. § Chondrophylla
Bunge, and

near G. proslrata Haenke.
Mentha citrata Ehrh. Beitr. 7:iso.-Well established along Town

Creek, near San Bernardino, September 1904. In the Manual of the Bay

^'gion, Greene reports this mint from West Berkeley. Apparently it is

rather rare in the older states.

Aster defoliatus, n. sp.—About i"^ tall, minutely hispid above: stem

eaves unknown, early deciduous; those of the pedicels narrow and bract-

'e, pungent, 3-8^- long: heads in a loose elongated raceme, sohtary or

^^rely 2 or 3 at the ends of the elongated leafy pedicels, small, S'^- high

and somewhat broader; bracts narrow, the green tips not much enlarged,

'oosely imbricated in a few series: rays about 40, Kg^t violet: achenes

lea

lik
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hispid.—In a meadow at San Bernardino, 5335 Parish^ October 17, 1903.

This species belongs to Gray's subsecaon Divergentes, and is quite

distinct from any other Aster of Southern California.

Antennaria marginata Greene, Pitt. 3:290.—Grayback Mt., about

7000^^ alt., June 1904, Mrs, II. L, Wilder. A New Mexican species.

Identified by Dr. Greene.

Pstlocarpus tenellus Nutt. Trans. Am. Phil. Soc. 7:340.—^In the

coastal subrcgion, probably not uncommon. San Diego, Brandegee;

Glendale, near Los Angeles, Braunton.

Senecio sparsilobatus, n. sp,—A cespitose perennial, tomentose through-

out: stems few, slender, 10-15^"^ tall: basal leaves 5-7^^ long, the long

petioles bearing near the end about five cuneate toothed pinnae 3-5^"^ Ion

those of (lie stem similar, but few and reduced: heads i^^ high, calyculate

with 2 or 3 short filiform bracts, these glabrate on the margins; rays 8,

disk flowers numerous*—Collected June 1904 by Mrs. H. E. Wilder, at

about 7000^^ alt., on the trail from Barton Flats to South Fork of Santa

Ana River, in the San Bernardino Mts.

Centaurea Cyantjs Linn. Sp. PL 911.—Well established at the race

track, Los Angeles, where it was collected in the present year by the Rev.

J. C Neinn.—S. B. Parish, San Bernardino^ California.

cr'



CURRENT LITERATURE.
BOOK REVIEWS.

The phenomena of fertilization.

Fecundation in plants is the subject of a treatise by Mother^ published

by the Carnegie Institution, in which is discussed a variety of cytological topics.

In judging the work the reader should bear in mind that the preface is dated

August 1902, more than two years previous to the time of actual publication, a

delay on the part of the Carnegie Institution that seems somewhat unjust to the

author, and unfortunate in that it has withheld from investigators for many
months an important contribution in a field of very active research where points

of view change rapidly by reason of new discoveries. The book is chiefly a dis-

cussion of the nuclear activities connected with "fecundation," as the author

prefers to call the fusion of sexual cells instead of using the more usual term

fertilization.

Preliminar)' to the main discussion ]Moxtier gives a general account of nuclear

and cell division, based chiefly on his own work upon Dictyota and various

types of the Liliaceae. There is a brief account of the centrosome and blepharo-

plast, the author believing that the latter structure arises de novo and holds no

genetic relation to the former, which is the opinion of Strasbueger, Webber,

and others. The topic ''significance of the sexual process and the numerical

reduction of the chromosomes" is an excellent summary of Strasburger's

views on antithetic alternation of generations.

The last two-thirds of the work treats of sexual processes as understood in

tte plant kingdom, beginning with Ulothrix and Hydrodictyon and continuing

through higher groups, without any attempt, liowever, at an evolutionary dis-

cussion. Indeed, the arrangement of forms follows closely the old classification

of Sachs into zygosporic, oosporic, and carposporic types of sexual reproduction.

Thus the arrangement of types of the Conjugales side by side with Sporodinia

under the heading "non-motile isogametes" seems a very artificial division, in

yiew of the many recent studies on multinucleate gametes (coenogametes). It

is among the thallophytes that the work is likely to suffer most from the advanc-

ing investigations, and since 1902 papers on the coenogametes of several ascomy-

«tes have appeared, also accounts of oogenesis in Vaucheria and Saprolegnia,

while the recent work of Wolfe on Nemalion is likely to change ver>' materi-

a% our conception of the morphology of the sexual organs in the Rhodophjxeae.

The account of the archegoniates and angiosperms describes in detail the

' MoTTiER, D. M., Fecundation in plants, imp. Svo. pp. %iii-f-i87. figs. 75-

Washington, D. C.: Published by the Carnegie Institution. 1904.
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structure of the sperms of the pteridophytes and the sexual processes in Onoclea,

CycaS; Zamia, Ginkgo, Pious, and for the angiosperms Helleborus and Lilium.

Among these higher forms every month is bringing forth important papers and

there are no cytological topics in which the ground has so frequently shifted and

is still so unstable as that treating the events and significance of synapsis and

heterotypic mitosis and the behavior of chromosomes during reduction and fer-

tihzation.

The work deserves special mention for its clear exposition of the chief theories

of Strasburger on subjects associated with sexual reproduction. It is the

most complete account of the speculations of this master published in English

ani! should l)e very welcome to the general reader.

71ic book is very fully illustrated and the figures excellent, but they would

have been even clearer if printed on a paper with a smoother surface.—B. M.
Davis.

Guf RiN^ has brought together in a very useful way for French readers our

information in reference to fertilization and associated phenomena in seed-

plants. S|x;rmatogenesis, oogenesis, and fertilization in angiosperms are first

presented; and the same topics are taken up under gynmosperms, the Cycadalcs,

Coniferales, and Gnetales being considered separately. In each case a brief

historical rc^sum^ is given, and the references to recent bibliography are fairly

complete, surprisingly so in the case of American publications. There are numer-
ous illustrations, and the orderly presentation of topics makes the work very

easy to consult. Of special interest in a work issued from Gthgnard's laboratory

is the full presentation of "double fertilization." Brief concluding chapters

deal with a comparison of angiosperms and gj-mnosperms as to the origin and
development of the reproductive structures and the phenomena of fertilization,

a comj)arison of the phenomena of fertilization in plants and animals, and a

general interpretation of the phenomena of fertilization. The work is a compact
organization of current knowledge, and should be of great ser\'ice in calling the

attention of French botanists to the more modern points of view in connection

with seed-plants.—J. M. C.

Botany among the ancient Greeks.

WiULE ALL botanists have heard of Theophil^stus, and know that he wrote

a treatise on plants, it is safe to assume that only a few have taken the time to

read him in the original. We have had translations of his 'Icrrop^ac rQv <PvtQv^

but now for the first time there is before us a critical study of this work, as well

as the works of other Greek and Roman writers.^ It appears that the stimulus

for the 'Uroplai was largely given by the reports brought back from India by
those who accompanied Alexander the Great upon his journey of conquest

» GuERix, Paul, Les connaissanccs actuelles sur la fecondation chez les Phane
rogames. pp. vii-Hi6o. Paris: A. Joanin et Cie. 1904. 10 /r.

3 Bretzl, Hugo, Botanische Forschungcn des Alexanderzuges. 8vo. pp. xii+412

figs. IT. maps 4, Leipzig: B. G. Tcubncr. 1903. Af 12.
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The original reports of the officers of this expedition are lost to the world, perhaps

forever, but TnKOPHRASTUS had access to them, and has presented their observa-

tions on plants, together with his own. Bretzl, the author of the work, believes

that TiiEOPHRASTrs deserves to rank among the great botanists of the world,

and that he was the only great botanist of antiquity, so far as we have record.

Plixy, in comparison, is regarded as an inaccurate copyist. It is certainly

remarkable that at the ver}- earliest dawn of botanical study so many correct

observations should be made, observations, too, which have commonly been

lost sight of even until now. Nearly all of the important observations made by

Theophr.\stus have been reported as original by modem botanists.

A few of the more striking contributions made by the Greeks may be here

mentioned. Mangrove swamps were reported about the Persian Gulf, and
this record is the only one we have of them; they have not yet been '^originally''

reported by modem botanists; Schimper says that, with the exception of Avi-

cennia, mangroves have not been seen west of the Indus. The descriptions of

the mangroves are so exact that one has no trouble in making out the character

species as we now know them. The zonal relations of the species were noted,

Rhizophora being correctly regarded as the pioneer. It was inexplicable to them,

as it is to us still, that plants, and particularly trees, could grow in salt water.

Similar geographic studies were made in the deserts of Beluchistan, and there,

as in the mangrove swamps, the character plants were described as such. Theo-

Pm^ASTUS used a series of leaf types in his descriptions, based largely on ecological

features; more than two thousand years later, HuiiBOiDT made out a similar

series, and largely because of this has been generally regarded as the father of

plant geography. The nyctitropic movements of the tamarind leaf are care-

fully described and are definitely termed sleep movements, distinction being made

between leaves of that type and those of Mimosa. The banyan is correctly

regarded as a fig, and the supporting roots are called roots and not stems, because

they are leafless, and not green; their adventitious character is also noted. Com-

pound leaves are so regarded in spite of the leaf-like appearance of the leaflets;

|he reasons given are the fall of the entire structure in autumn, and the fact that

^ the buds the leaflets are not differentiated. The sexuality of plants is cleariy

shown, especially in cucurbits and dates, and use is made of the terms male and

female. Nearly two thousand years later, Camerarius again showed the sexuality

^f plants, although it was late in the centurj^ just past before it was universally

accepted.—Henry C. Cowles.

Biological statistics.

AVENPORT
to embody all the more important recent developments in the mathematical

analysis of variation in living organisms, as elaborated chiefly by Pearson and

.
^ Davenport, C. B., Statistical methods with special reference to biological varia-

^^^- 2d. ed. i6mo. pp. yiii + 223. figs. 10, 1904. New York: John Wiley & Sons.

or review of first edition see Box. Gaz. 28: 364- 1899.
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his students. Much of the book has been rewritten and man}^ additions of new

examples and new methods are given, making it more indispensable than ever

as a handbook for the student of this important phase of biology.

The changes which have been made are too numerous to be considered in

detailj but the most noticeable are as follows, {a) The section is omitted which

dealt with the quantitatve expression of terms used by botanical taxonomists

in the description of leaf-form. (6) The subject of correlation has received new

and altogether better treatment by the substitution of Yules's method for

Duncker's, and the addition of Pearson's method for determining the correla-

tion between qualities not quantitatively measurable, {c) Two additional

types of asymmetrical curves are presented, (d) A section is introduced dealing

with ]Mkndel's law of alternative inheritance, {e) A 22-page chapter on the

results of statistical biological study is substituted for the 2-page chapter on the

applications of statistical methods. (/) A professedly complete bibliography is

given instead of a selected one.

A comparison of the bibliography with that given in the first edition shows

in an interesting way the remarkable activity which has developed in this field.

In the earlier edition thirty-nine titles w^ere given, in the present edition there

are 265 references^ 186 of which bear dates later than the date of publication of

the first edition. As is usual in extensive bibliographies the attempt at com-

pleteness leaves something to be desired. A number of titles not found in the

list occur to the reviewer as being of more value statistically than some which

are given.

The unique feature of the chapter on the results of statistical studies is a

tabulated analysis of the literature, showing the general bearing, and in some

instances the point of view, of each paper. At least two of these papers arc listed

under subjects to which they make no significant contribution; e. ^., Harsh-

BERGER on ''The limits of variation in plants" and Kellerman on "Variation

in Syndesmon thaliclroides^^ are classed as dealing with correlation, but neither

paper treats specifically of questions of correlation, and the data given by each

are too meager to be of value to students who would be interested in turning them

to account in the study of correlations.

Ever}'one will appreciate how difficult it must be to keep free from errors a

work made up so largely of tabulations. A reference on p. 113 to Table X means

Table X of the first edition, which has become Table XII of the present edition.

Botanists will be astonished to see Syndesmon tJialictroides classed as a desmid

on p. 78.

On the whole, the second edition is a very marked advance over the first,

and there is every reason to expect that with its assistance the bibliography ot

biology not alone in the

number of titles but also in the clearness and completeness of mathematical

analysis and in the importance of the conclusions reached.—George H. Shull.
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Gasteromycetes of Hungary.

Holl6s's5 imposing monograph of the Gasteromycetes of Hungary, the Ger-
man edition of which has recently come from the press, will form one of the most
valuable additions to the literature of this group. One cannot read the intro-

ductory parts of this work without feeling that the most careful and critical atten-

tion has been given to ever}' detail.

In 1896 the author, as he tells us, began to devote exclusively to the study of

the gasteromycetes the time that his duties as teacher in the Staatsobcrrealschule

in Kecskemet left at his disposal. From this time until the completion of the work
material was collected principally by innumerable excursions into the various

parts of Hungary, while many specimens were received from collectors throughout

the country. By purchase or exchange the author was able to secure numerous

types from other European countries and from America, thus making possible a

direct comparison of specimens representing species common to these countries.

The scope of the study was still further widened by visits to all the important col-

lections of gasteromycetes in Europe.

In the workj which is a large folio volume, eighty-one species and many

varieties are described and illustrated. These represent all the forms known

to occur in Hungar\\ To the technical descriptions the author has added his

own obsen^ations, both adding to the original description and pointing out many

peculiarities of appearance or form occurring during the different stages of the

growth of the plants. These incidental characters, that are too often omitted in

descriptions, bring to the mind a clearer picture of the plant in question than the

categorical enumeration of technical characters. The text includes complete

citations of specimens seen by the author, enabling the future student to identify

the plants which the author had in mind or h"s descriptions and drawings. A
full list of synonyms is found at the end of the descriptive portion.

The work contains thirty-one beautifully executed plates, printed by a color-

type process from colored drawings and from colored photograph . In the illus-

trat ons the author has endeavored to represent specimens showing the different

stages and forms in which the fungus is likely to be found. Vaiiable species are

more fully illustrated. Five plat s a e devoted to the forms of Secolium agari-

coides. Microscopical details are added in most cases.

The complete descriptions, full synonomy and citation ,
and the excellent

illustrat ons are three features that will insure this book a position of authority

among taxonomic works. Not only will it be of value to the students of the coun -

try for which it was written, but also to American students, for most of the gastero-

mycetes have a worid-wide distribution. Of the forms described neariy all occur

in this country and specimens of many of these were seen and cited by the author.

-H. Hasselbring.

5 Hollos, Ladislaus, Die Gasteromyceten Ungarns. Im Auftragc der ungar-

ischen Akademie der Wissenschaften. Autorisierte deutsche Uebersetzung, mU L nter-

stutzung der Ungarischcn Akademie der Wissenschaften. Folio 30X42^^"^. PP- ^79-

P^s.ji. Leipzig: Oswald WeigcL 1904.3/80.
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Two recent books on algae.

A VERY readable text on British fresh-water algae by G. S. West*^ has appeared

and will be welcomed as the only work of its kind in English that is up to date.

The descriptive portions of the book are clear and the figures excellent. The

accounts of the desmids, diatoms, and unicellular green algae deserve special

mention. The general arrangement of the groups is quite simple and consistent

from the author's point of view, but few specialists would be likely to agree with

him, so varied are the classifications of the algae. West's arrangement is in the

main consen^ative, and the synopses and keys are so clear that the reader cannot

be confused. There is a preliminary account of methods of reproduction, sexual

organs, polymorphism, and phylogeny. These topics might well have been
+

expanded, as in their condensed form a reader with little knowledge of mor-

phology is scarcely likely to grasp the underlying homologies and evolutionary

principles illustrated in the algae.

Much more pretentious is a large volume of Oltmanns^ which is announced

as the special part and is to be followed shortly by a second that will treat of general

problems. Oltmanns covers the entire group of the algae, fresh water and

marine, excepting the Cyanophyceae, and aims to collect all impoitaht literature

of recent years. His classification is elaborate, and the arrangement of the great

groups is quite different from that in Die natilrlichen PflanzenfamiHen. How-

ever, the families are easily understood, and it is around them that the descriptive

matter is collected in convenient form. Reproductive processes are discussed in

great detail, especially for the Phaeophyceae and Rhodophyceae, where the

advance in our knowledge has been greatest in recent years. The account of the

Rhodophyceae, following his interpretation of the cystocarp as involving a sporo-

phytic generation associated with the gametophyte, is an especially valuable con-

tribution, bringing order into what has been one of the most chaotic subjects m
botany. The work is very full of figures, some 470, excellently reproduced, many

of them covering the greater part of the page. This first volume is sure to find a

hearty reception and the second one will be awaited with keen interest.—B. M.

DA\r[s.

Index Bryologicus.

The Index Bryologicus ol General Paris^ was completed in 1894 and a sup-

plement was published in 1900. It was welcome as a real boon to br}'ologists

and the immense toil of its author was gratefully appreciated. Now it has been

6 West, G. S., A treatise on the British freshwater algae. Svo. pp- S?^- fis^-

166, Cambridge University Press. 1904. los. 6d.

7 Oltmaxxs, F., Morphologic und Biologic der Algen. Vol. I. Svo. pp. 733-

figs. 462. Jena: Gustav Fischer. 1904. M 20.

8 Paris, E. G., Index Bryologicus sivc enumcratio muscorum ad diem ultimam

anni 1900 cognitorum, adjunctis synonymia distributioneque geographica locup e is-

simis. fasc. II. Svo, pp. 65-128. Paris: Librairie Scientifique A. Hermann. I9°3

2.50 /r.
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determined to recast the work and to supply certain deficiencies, especially in

dates of publication and in Scandinavian literature, bringing the work down to

the beginning of the twentieth century as a point of departure for future investi-

gations.

The original was unfortunate in usually omitting the dates of publication of

species; the prospectus announces that in the second edition this lack will be sup-

plied. Yet the second fascicle (which alone has just reached us) shows many

failures to carry out this laudable intention. Nomina nuda (admitted in the first

edition in hope of proper publication!) will be rigorously excluded, it is said, but

the Index will include besides described species and those issued in numbered

exsiccati, species ''existant dans les grands herbiers publiques (Kew, British

Museum, Paris, etc.) ou on pent les consulter." The latter have no place in such

a work and should be as rigorously excluded as other nomina nuda.

The author of so important a bibliographical work should have adopted a

consistent system of citation and adhered to it rigidly. Much space might have

been saved and greater clearness attained by attention to such details. Refer-

ences ''loc. et op. citr are maddening because they compel the users to hunt back

for the last citation often some lines back and not prominent enough to catch the

eye readily. Even with its faults the revision of this indispensable Index will be

greatly appreciated. We trust the publisher will take due pains to make its dress

accurate and worthy of this valuable work. It is to be issued in monthly fascicles

of which about 25 will be needed.—C. R. B.

Wiesner and his school.

The personality of a great investigator is very properly recognized upon

festal days by his associates and pupils. Hofrat Professor Dr. Wiesner founded

in 1873 the institute for plant physiolog)^ in University of Vienna, and upon the

occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of his professorship his many pupils have

united in congratulations, and a Festschrift ^ has been prepared by three of them,

which takes the form of a contribution to the history of botany. After a congratu-

MOLISCH In the first is

a bibliography of Wiesner's writings, which number 213 titles extendmg over

fifty years (18^4-1903), and a running summary' of his contributions to various

subjects, classified so as to facilitate ready reference. As a second part there is a

bibliography of 157 titles and a similar resume of the work by his pupils which

has issued from this institute. The first part was prepared by Dr. Ludwig

Linsbauer of the Imperial Gymnasium and Dr. Karl Linsbauer of the Insti-

tute (Professor Wiesner's assistant), and the second by Count Leopold von

Poriheim, of the Biologische Versuchsanstalt recently established m the Prater.

p LiNSB.^UER, K., Linsbauer, L., and Portheim, Leopold R von, Wiesner

und seine Schule; ein Beitrag zur Gescluchte der Botanik. Festschnft anlasshch dcs

dreissigjahrigen Bestandes des pflanzenphysiologischen Institutes der \\ .ener L nryer-

...... :^.. ^ _. i^ , T^ TT.„„ Tv/r^TTcrTT Rvn nn. Xvm + 260. Wicn:
sitat. Hans

Alfred Holder. 1903.
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Among the names in the second bibliography one finds those of Burger-

stein, CzAPEK, Fritsch, Haberlandt, Krasser, Linsbauer, Mikosch,

MoLiscH, Wettstein, Zahlbruckner, and others—certainly a notable list. It

has been a pleasure to many American botanists to meet Professor Wiesner this

summer and to join in the congratulations upon his past labors and extend to him

our best wishes for the future.—C. R. B.

MINOR NOTICES.
Fritsch has published an interesting contribution to the comparative mor-

pholog}' of the seedling of Gesneriaceae.^° The account is so largely a description

of many forms that a satisfactory summary is difficult to give. The book is

divided into two parts. In the first part twenty-six species, comprising fourteen

genera, are treated, and the gross form, particularly in several species of the Strep-

tocarpus, is described in considerable detail. In the second part the structure

of the grown plants is considered, and the behavior of the cotyledons, leaf arrange-

ment, anisophylly, and kindred topics presented by this group are discussed. A
chapter is devoted to a short account of the anatomy of Gesneriaceae and one

also to the structure of Steptocarpus as compared with other Cyrtandroideae.

—

W. B. MacCallxjivi.

The Horticultural Society ofNew^ York has published" the proceedings

of the International Conference on plant-breeding and hybridization held in New
York city, September 30 and October i and 2, 1902. The conference was such a

notable one in the quality of the papers presented that it is a valuable service to

biology in general to have them accessible. Not only are the presented papers

published, but also the discussions and the papers read by title. Forty-two papers

are thus brought together, most of them dealing with the fundamental principles

of plant-breeding and hydridization, and they represent investigations and con-

clusions that botanists should become more familiar with.—J. ]M. C.

LiNDAu'2 has published a pocket handbook for the collection and preparation

of the lower cryptogams with special reference to conditions in the tropics. In

this work of some 75 pages the characteristic habitats of mosses, liverworts,

algae, and fungi are described; directions are given for the preparation of material

in herbarium form and for the simpler methods of preserving in spirits or in

formalin. It is a book which the traveler and collector wath botanical interests

will find very useful.—B. M. Davis.

1° Fritsch, K., Die Keimpflanzen des Gesneriaceen, mit besonderer Beriicksichti-

gung von Streptocarpus, nebst vergleichenden Studien liber die :MorphoIogie dieser

Familie. 8vo. pp. iv-f-iSS. figs. j8, Jena: Gustav Fischer. 1904. 3/4-50-

" Proceedings International Conference on plant breeding and hybridization.

1902. Hort. Soc. N. Y. Memoirs, Vol. I. New York: Horticultural Society. 1904-

" LiNDAU, G,, Hilfsbuch fur das Sammeln und Priiparieren der niedcrcn Krypto-

gamen mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der Verhaltnisse in den Tropen. isnio.

pp. 78. Berlin: Gebruder Borntraeger. 1904. if1.50.
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The twentieth part of Engler's Das Pflanzenrekh is a presentation of tlie

great tropical family Zingibcraceae by Schumann.'3 The usual critical discus-

sion of the family from various standpoints is followed by a prcsentutiua of the

38 genera and 849 species. Four new genera {Odonlydmm, Gagmpnima
Monocosius)

J
Roth's Europdischen Laitbmoose'^* progresses rapidly, the eighth part ha\ ing

July They contain the conclusion of

the Acrocarpae and a good share of the Pleurocarpae. It would seem that two

more parts might complete the w^ork. The author would do well to dcvute a

final part to keys to genera and species.—C. R. B.

The second fascicle of the third volume of Halacsy's's flora of Greece com-

pletes the work, including from Gramineae through the ptcridophytcs. With

this last fascicle appear the general preface, the bibliographyj an introduction

describing the floristic regions, and a good index.—J. M. C.

NOTES FOR STUDENTS.

Bessey'^ has described the peculiar stomata of Holacantha Emoryi^ a leafless

shrub of the southwestern arid regions. The guard cells lie at the bottom of a

narrow chimney-shaped cavity which extends above and below the epidermis,

and consists of about eight vertical rows of cells.—J. M. C.

The morphology and general histology of three Pacific coast algae are

described in the last number of the Minnesota Botanical Studies:^' Callymema

phyllophora by Clara K. Leavitt; Endodadia miiricata by Florence M.

Warner; and Laminaria bullata by Olga Mueller.—B. M. Davis.

RussELL^s shows many photographic prints produced by contact or mere

approximation of various woods with a sensitized plate in darkness. The amount

of action varies greatly with different woods, exposures of thirty minutes to eighteen

hours or more being required. The active agent seems to be H.O., and i)robably

the resin in the wood is the indirect cause.—C. R. B.

^3 Engler, a., Das Pflanzenreich. Heft 20. Zingibcraceae von K. Schumann.

pp.458. Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1904- -^^23.

UROTH, Georg, Die europaischen Laubmoose. Leifcrung 8, pp. 257-384.

Ph. 21-J0. Leiferung 9, PP- 385-51^- P^^' S^-^o- Leipzig: Wilhelm Engclmunn.

1904. Each M 4. Not sold separately.

's Halacsy, E. de, Conspectus Florae Graecae. Vol. HI. fasc. 2. pp. 3^1-5^0.

Leipzig: Wilhelm Engelmann. 1904. M 6.

^'^Bessey, Charles E., The chimney-shaped stomata of Holacantha Emoryu

Bull. Torn Bot. Club 31 : 523-527. pi. 24- '^9<=>-\-

^7 Minnesota Botanical Studies 3:291-308. ph. 44-47- i904-

'« Russell, W. J., On the action of wood on a photographic piate in the dark.

Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc. London B. 197:281-289. pis. n-l8. 1904-
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ScHULZE^9 has investigated quantitatively the formation of arginin in various

stages of the germination of Ltipinus lutciis. He finds it is produced entirely

from proteid decomposition, probably through the action of erepsin, a protease.

The facts adduced seem to support his contention that asparagin is a secondary
product, because it is not formed pari passu with decomposition of proteids as

arginin is.—C. R. B.
-

MoLiscH reports^" an extraordinarily rapid autonomous movement of the

leaves in Oxalis hedysaroides HBK., far exceeding the oft-described movements
of Desmodium gyrans. In the latter the leaf completes its elliptical path in 85-90
seconds at a temperature of 35° C, while in the former the tips of the leaflets

may sink at once 30-45° or a distance of 5-15"", in a single second, though
the movement may consume twelve seconds and be executed in a succession of

six jerks, with a pause of about a second between. The recovery occupies about
five minutes.—C. R. B.

The results of Schoute" on the histogenetic layers of Hippuris vulgaris

have been called in question by Kniep== who considers that Schoute studied

too few specimens and used unsuitable methods. From a renewed study of the

growing point in a large number of stems of Hippuris, Kniep concludes that
J_l 1*1 * • ^ m ^^

Hanstein
Van TiEGHEM, thus going back to the old accepted view. It is unfortunate

for this theor}' that Hippuris is the only flowering plant in which the histogenetic

layers of the stem are distinguishable.—M. A. Chrysler.

ScHiEFNER calls CoKER sharplyto account^'^ for overlooking his characteriza-

tion of Dumortiera as having rudimentary air-chambers and so misrepresenting

him.=^4 He contends that the obliteration of the air-chambers is not an adaptation

to a moist habitat, as Coker suggested, nor dependent on exposure to hght, as

Stephani held. Observ^ations in Java and the constancy of D. trichocephala

and D. velutina under cultivation for twenty years in the Vienna botanic garden

are adduced in favor of his view that the extent of development of the air-chambers

is a fixed and hereditable character of each, species.—C. R. B.

The jointed structure peculiar to some genera of the corallines in the red

algae has been studied by Yendq.^s These regions of the plant are free from

19 ScHULZE, E., Ueber die Argininbildung in den Keimpflanzen von Ltipinus

luteus, Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:381-384. 1904.
20 MoLiscH, Hans, Ueber eine auffallend rasche autonome Blattbewcgung bei

Oxalis hedysaroides HBK, Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 22:372-376. figs. 2. 1904.

^^ See review in Box. Gaz. 35: 144. 1903.

" KxiEP, H. Sur le point vegetatif de la tige de VHippuris vulgaris. Ann.

Sci. Nat. Bot. VIIL 19:293-303. 1904.

=^3 ScHiPFNER, v., Ueber Dumortiera. Hedwigia 43:428. 1904.

2-+ CoKER, \V. C., Dumortiera. BoT. Gazette 36:225. 1903.

^s Yendo, K., a study of the genicula of Corallinae. Jour. Coll. Sci. Imp. Univ.

Tokyo 19:—. [pp. 41, ph. /.] 1904.
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the lime which is deposited between the cells in all of the nodes. The form of

the genicula are frequently of important taxonomic value and they present several

types of structure, the pitted structure being described and figured. T\\v ])its

are both lateral and terminal and consist of depressions which extend to the

middle lamella where there is a lens-shaped thickening which, however, lies in

the middle of the cavity and does not completely close the pit.— li. M. Davis,

Miss Ford^^ has published a somewhat detailed accouiit of the anatomy of

Psilotum. The plant is monostelic throughout, being protostelic at the base of

the aerial stem and often siphonostelic above. In the aerial branches a central

core of sclerenchymatous fibers is found, and throughout the phloem Is ]>(>orly

developed. The form is probably a reduced one, but the anatomical cviii<-nre

does not relate it closely to any of the living Lycopodiales. There is closer

resemblance to certain Lepidodendron forms; but the combination of sjX)rungial

iggcstcd

J. M
DEVELOPMENT of sicvc tissuc in conifcrs has been studied by CllAU\'EAV

cribes elements intermediate between sieve tubes and parenchyma oc

ring in the hypocotyledonary portions of Abies Pinsapo, though not found in the

higher regions of the stem. These elements are succeeded by the primarj- phloem,

and both are eventually squeezed to a flat mass by growth of the secondar}^ phloem.

In another paper^^ ^}^^ s^^j^e author shows that the double leaf trace in the genera

Abies and Pinus is single in the leaf of the seedling, and in the course of ontogeny

splits into two, that is the double leaf trace is a secondar}^ formation.—M. A.

Chrysler.

Denniston^9 finds in developing starch grains of various sorts an outer sharply

defined layer of material next the plastid which takes up orange strongly from the

safranin gentian-violet orange stain, while the body of the grain becomes bright

violet. Grains partly digested by diastase show the orange-staining layer httle

affected, while the violet regions are much dissolved and orange-stammg material

appears in the corroded interior. Dexnistox interprets these reactions to mean

cases
Liiat uie ouier layer lb uiuciciiu iiuiii i.^^-- *^-'»'

V

'

i ^ \

to find such a layer in potato starch) and, in harmony with Timbfrlam. S study

polj

to starch.—C. R. B.

26 Ford, Sibii-le O., The anatomy of Psilotum Inqtcetrum. Ann. Botany i8:

Ann. Sci. Nat.
589-605. pi. 39. 1904.

-7 CHAm^EAUD, G. Le liber precurseur dans le sapin pinsajx*

Bot.VIII. 19:321-333. 1904-
,

^s CHAUVKAUP, G. Origine secondaire du double faisccau fol.are che. le.

sapins (Abies) et les pins (Pinus). '• c- 335-348-

^. DENMSTON, R. H., The structure of the starch grain. Trans. N\ >s. A. ad. 14:

527'533- 1904.
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From a series of experiments in which the radicles of seedlings were employed
as physiological reagents, Dandeno3<^ concludes that the theory of electrolytic

dissociation is without support from the physiological side. The author also

finds, as True and Oglevee have already shown,^^ that the toxic effect of cer-

tain solutions is greatly reduced by the mere presence of non-chemical bodies,

such as pure sand whose property of physical affinity retards chemical action

and physiological effect. The economic significance of these facts is also stated.

Other factors regarded as affecting toxicity of solution are quantity of solution,

rate of diffusion, shape of container, and even the glass walls of the container.—Raymond H. Pond.

Two NOTES of interest in relation to the way in which the powdery mildew
and downy mildew live through the winter are published by ISTvANrEi.3^ As is

well known the perithecia of the powdery mildew rarely occur in Europe, and
according to the author they have not been found in Hungary. Patches of

mycelium, however, are said to remain alive during the winter on the stems and
dried clusters of grapes left on the vines. From these fresh conidia were pro-

duced when taken into the laborator}^ in January. Similar observations, the

author states were made by Appel. The mycelium of the downy mildew is

also found 33 to survive the wnnter in parts of the vine, especially in the buds, thus

confirming the observations of Culoni.—H. Hasselbring.

To ascertain the influence of a periodical dry season upon the meristematic

activity of the cambium, Ursprung34 has studied the anatomy of certain species

common to Buitenzorg and East Java. The climate of the former locality is

uniform, while that of the latter shows a distinct periodicity of wet and dry seasons.

He finds as a general rule (for representatives of six different families) that material

from East Java shows a much more complete and distinct zonation of wood
structure than specimens of the same species from Buitenzorg. Species vary,

however, in susceptibility to climate, since the one which shows the relatively

clearest zonation in Buitenzorg may not sustain this relation in a group of the

same species from East Java. The influence of foliation and defoliation upon

30 Dandeno, J. B., The relation of mass action and physical afiinity to toxicity,.

with incidental discussion as to how far electrolytic dissociation may be involved.

Amer. Jour. Sci. IV. 17:437-358. 1904.

31 True, R. H., and Oglevee, C. S., The effect of the presence of insoluble sub-

stances on the toxic action of poisons. Science N. S. 19:421. 1904.

3» ISTVAXFPi, Gy. de, Sur rhivernage de I'oidium de la vigne, Compt. Rend.

Acad. Sci. Paris 138:596-597. 1904.

33 Istvanffi, Gy. de, Sur la perpetuation du mildiou de la vigne. Compt. Rend.

Acad. Sci. Paris 138:643-644 1904.

34 Urspruxg, a., Zur Periodicitat des Dickenwachsthums in den Tropen. Bot.

Zeitung 62^:189-210. 1904.
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the activity of the cambium is given some attention, but no general conclusion is

established.

—

Raymond H. Poxp

Several methods in cytological technique are described by Osterhout.^s

One of these is a substitute for the universally used paraffin method. Though
various soaps have been tried and found unsatisfactor}-, Osterhout has developed

a method with cocoanut oil soap which he regards as superior to the paraffin

method. It is better to make one's own soap, using 70^^ of cocoanut oil to 38.5^*=

of 28 per cent, solution of caustic soda in water. The tissue is placed in warm
water and the soap added gradually until a fairly strong solution is obtained. It

may then stand in the bath for two or three days. When sufficiently firm, the

block may be cut. The sections form a perfect ribbon and do not crumble or

crush as is so often the case with paraffin. They may be fixed to the slide with

albumen. In trying this method one should have the full paper at hand.

Charles J. Chamberl.\in.

The great and, indeed, almost violent interest taken in some quarters in

Bulletin 22 of the U. S. Bureau of Soils, will cause the appearance of Bulletin

23 to arouse some curiosity at least. ^^^ The subject-matter of the present bulle-

tin falls into two separate portions. The first presents a series of rather incom-

plete experiments on the movement of soil water, together with some data on the

rate of imbibition of seeds in contact with moist soil, while the second portion
1

deals with experiments on the growth of plants in culture media. The first mass

of material is not important, but the second presents a discovery which, if sub-

stantiated and generally true, is as far-reaching and important as it is unexpected.

This discovery is, briefly, that the good or bad characteristics of a soil arc trans-

mitted to its aqueous extract. This is shown by growing wheat plants in pots

of the soils to be compared and in bottles of watery extract of these same soils.

In such an experiment the different water cultures show the same relations as do

the pot cultures. The plants were compared in respect to size and general appear-

ance and to amount of transpiration. That this difference In soils and their

solutions is not one of mineral salts is shown by the fact that good and poor Cecil

clay show the difference markedly, although practically identical in chemical

nature. It is suggested that the bad properties of at least some sterile soils may

be due to organic substances. The bulletin is essentially a report of progress and

all of its lines of investigation will need further work before they can be regarded

as established.—B. E. Livingston.

35 OSTERHOUT, W. J. V., Contributions to cytological technique, (i) A simple

freezing microtome. (2) Fixation in vacuo. (3) A simple slide holder. (4) A rapirl

method of mounting in aqueous media. (5) Embedding microscopic algae. (6)

Embedding with incomplete dehydmtion. Univ. of California Publicat.ons. Botany

2 73-90- 1904-

36 Whitney, M. and Cameron, F. K., Investigations in soil fertility. U. S. Dcpt.

Agric, Bureau of Soils, Bull. 23. 1904.
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Miss Matthaei37 has made a careful study of the effect of temperature on
photosynthesis, which by avoiding radical sources of error corrects the resul s of

various obser\'ers and particularly those of Kreussler, which have been accepted

and quoted for more than a decade. Having found that the actual temperature
of a leaf was not that of the water bath within which it was placed when high
intensity of light w^as used, thermoelectric measurements of temperature became
necessary. A thermocouple of copper and constantan wires only .087 "^"^ in

diameter was imbedded in the midrib of the leaf used and was connected with
a galvanometer to which also a second thermoelement in a water bath was con-
nected. When this bath w^as brought to such a temperature that there was no
detlection of the needle the temperature of the element in the leaf was known.
The results show that corresponding to each temperature there is a definite

mnximal amount of photosynthesis which cannot be reached unless both light

and CO3 supply are adequate. These maxima increase with increasing tempera-
ture, forming a curve convex to the temperature abscissas which resembles the

respiration-temperature curve. They begin to decrease suddenly some degrees
below the temperature which can be endured only a few hours. The maximum
photosynthesis at any temperature can be maintained only for a short time,

the higher the temperature. The difficulties overcome in

the experimentation and the manipulative skill exhibited make this a notable
contribution to plant physiology.—C. R. B.

KuYPER38 has given an account of the events of the development of the asco-

carp of Monascus purpureas Went and M. Barkeri Dangeard. The account of

the former agrees in the main with that recently given by Ikeno,3p but differs in

some respects. The sequence of events is as follows: The ascogonium consists

of two cells, the lower of which develops. No fusion was obser\Td between the

ascogonium and pollinodium. The number of nuclei in the ascogonium increases.

'Tree cells" are then formed possessing one to several nuclei. The i-nucleate

stage is regarded as having arisen from the fusion of the nuclei of the originally

binucleate cell, a view opposed to that of Ikeno, w^ho believes the cells to appear
with single nuclei. In the next stages the number of nuclei in each free cell

increases to a considerable extent. It appears that the spores are now formed
within the free cells. These are represented as containing a variable number of

nuclei, one to many, so that the whole spore is deeply stained. According to

Ikeno each spore contains but a single nucleus while the other nuclei of the free

cell degenerate. When mature the spores fall apart and come to lie free in the

37 Matthaei, Gabrielle L. C, Experimental researches on vegetable assimila-

tion and respiration. III. On the effect of temperature on carbon-dioxide assimilation

Phil. Trans.. Roy. Soc. London B. 197:47-105. figs. 6, 1904.
3S KuYPER, H. P., De perithecium-ontwikkelung van Monascus purpureiis Went

en M. Barkeri Dangeard in verband neet de phylogcnie der Ascomyceten. Disserta-

tion, pp. 148. Amsterdam. 1904.

39 Ikeno, Ucber Sporenbildung etc, Ber. Deutsch. Bot. Gesells. 21:259. 1903.
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ascogonium. The account of .]/. Barken follows the same general outline with

some differences as to details. The protoplasm of the ascogonium is divided

into sections by irregular vacuoles. These sections become free cells within

which the spores are formed. In the summary one spore is said to be formed

from each of the eight nuclei in the free cell; in the text, however, the spores are

described as possessing many nuclei. The paper contains also a long discussion

of the Hemiasci and the phylogeny of the ascomycetes.—H. Hasselerixg.

Nathansohn-*'' continues his investigations of the nature and functions of the

plasmatic membrane in plants. The following points are now announced. If

slices of Dahlia tubers be placed in 2 per cent. Na3S203 solution for two days,

they absorb the salt to such an extent that at the end of the experiment its concen-

tration within the tissues is about one-sixth of that without. If now these slices

be changed to a solution of the same salt of a concentration equal to that now

within the tissue, there occurs a marked outward diffusion, so that at the end of

another two days the inner concentration is considerably less than one-half of the

outer one. This means, of course, that the salt has passed through the plasmatic

membrane in a direction from the weaker to the stronger solution, i. e., against

its own diffusion tension. This case substantiates similar results already pub-

lished by the same author.

Furthermore, slices of the tubers of Helianihiis tuberosus and of the roots of

the red beet placed in solutions of NH^Cl, NH4NO3, (NH4),S,03, (NH4),S04,

and (NH4)2HP04, absorb much more of the ammonium ion than of the anion.

This is not accompanied by an increasingly acid reaction of the external solution.

The last observation led to an investigation of the substances which might diffuse

out from the cells, and enough Mg was found to have escaped to account for

about three-fourths of the NH4 which had entered. The author supposes that

some other cations, perhaps in pait organic bases, must be given out from the

cells, and thus explains the lack of acidity. It is possible also to cause the extru-

sion of ^fg by subjecting these tissues to a solution of a potassium salt. K is

absorbed and Mg replaces it in the external solution,

A very interesting theoretical discussion makes up a good part of the paper,

in which the nature of the protoplasmic layers is considered in the light of the

new facts, but this cannot be entered into here.—B. E. Livingston.

Briggs and McCall-^^ have devised an ingenious method for investigating

soil solutions and the rate of movement of such solutions in the soil. The appara-

tus consists, briefly, of a porous porcelain filter tube connected with a vacuum

chamber. The w^all of the tube is saturated with water, and in this condition it

can be exhausted to the vapor pressure of water, and will maintain this nearly

4^ Nathansohn, a., Weitere Mitteilungen iiber die Regulation der Stoffaufnahme.

Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 40:403-443. 1904. '

4^ Briggs, L. J. and McCall, A. G., An artificial root for inducing capillar)- move-

ment of soil moisture. Science N. S. 20:566-568. 1904.
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complete vacuum against atmospheric pressure for a day or more. The tube thus

prepared and connected to a two-liter vacuum chamber is placed in the soil to be

studied. The water surfaces of the pores in the tube become continuous with

the surfaces of water films in the soil^ and water moves into the tube at a rate

which varies with the nature of the soil and its amount of contained moisture.

The force involved in the movement of water through the wall of the tube is the

difference between the capillary pressure or surface tension of the water surfaces

at the external and internal ends of the pores of the wall. And since the external

surfaces arc continuous with those of the soil water, it follows that water must pass

from the soil into the tube, for the soil films are subjected to a pressure of one

atmosphere, while those at the internal surface of the tube bear a pressure only

equal to the vapor pressure of water. The authors do not make this matter

immediately clear, and it may simplify matters to call attention to the fact^^ that

the films of tube and soil form a system one extremity of which (in contact with

the vacuum) is subjected to a very low pressure, while the other extremity (in con-

tact with the air) is subjected to a pressure relatively ver}^ great. Thus in the end

the solution is driven through the tube by atmospheric pressure, though the steps

in the movement involve the forces of capillary films.

The rate at which water collects in the tube is the criterion for the soil's power

of delivery. The authors state that the nature of the collected solution is the same

as that of the soil itself, though proof of this is reserved for a later paper.—B. E.

Livingston.

ERIKSSON43 has published two further accounts bearing on the mycoplasma

theory of rust fungi. These accounts deal with Puccinia dispersa Eriks. on ryt

and P. glumarum Eriks. & Henn. on barley. The facts, according to the author,

are these. The teleutospores of P. glumarum are capable of germinating imme-

diately after ripening in midsummer. Aecidia occur on Anchusa arvensis and A.

officinalis. During thirteen years* observations the aecidia were observed only m
three instances in the vicinity of Stockholm. Both because the aecidium is pro-

duced from the teleutospores in summer or autumn, and on account of its rare

occurrence in this region, it cannot be the source of spring infections of rye. It

is also impossible to find living mycelium in the plants during the winter. These

facts point to the conclusion that the infection arises from a germ already existing

in the seed. In the lea\'es sectioned during the winter the author found peculiar

dense protoplasm which he considers as a mixture of the protoplasm of the host

and of the fungus mycoplasm. Later the nucleus is partially dissolved, while

"nucleoli" begin to appear in the mycoplasm. This stage occurs immediately

4^ This method of statement has been hinted at in a review of this article by King.

Either this reviewer has failed to grasp entirely the meaning of the authors or his own

statements are so ambiguous as not to warrant a discussion of his criticisms here.

King, F. H., An arUficial root for inducing- capillar}' movement of soil moisture.

Science N. S. 20:6So-6Si. 1904.

43 Eriksson, J., Ueber das vegetative Leben dcr Getreiderostpilze. Kungl-

Svensk. Vet.-Akad. Handl. 38:— . [no. 3. pp. 18.] ph. J. 1904.
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before the appearance of uredosori. In the next stage intercellular protomy-
celium begins to appear. The patches of mycelium are connected with the
^'nucleoli" mentioned above. These are the centers of development for the inter-

cellular mycelium. The course of development of P. glumarum follows the same
lines.

Some of the author's figures admit of a different interpretation from that

given. It is difficult to see how a nucleus being dissolved by a substance diffused

throughout the cell as the mycoplasm would be can be cut away on one side in

such an abrupt way as figured in pi. i. It would seem possible that the proto-

plasmic connections extending from nucleoli to the intercellular protoplasm

represent haustoria, for, to use the author's own w^ords, they give exactly the same
impression as a young haustorium of the Uredineae.—H. Hasselbring.

The regulation of turgor in molds is again the subject of study, this time by

P^Ar^TANELLi,44 working with Aspergillus. The author points out that, since in

these organisms the cell walls are normally in a state of tension owing to the

pressure within, the method of plasmolysis is not available directly as a measure

of turgor pressure. Incipient plasmolysis will occur only after the application of

an external pressure which is equal to the normal pressure of the vacuole plus that

of the stretched wall. He further shows that the pressure which Influences the

wall is made up of at least three components: the osmotic pressure of the vacuole,

the pressure of swelling of the protoplasm itself {Quellungskrajly closely related,

if not identical wath the pressure of imbibition in organic bodies), and the tension

of the surface films. The latter is exerted toward the center of the cell, and is

negligible when compared w^ith the other two which ^re exerted in the opposite

' direction. An ingenious method for approximating these two outwardly directed

forces is used in the work. It is based on measurement of cell shrinkage in plas-

molyzing solutions. To control the results obtained by plasmolysis, the method

of determining the freezing-point of expressed sap is resorted to.

Cells of this form live but a few days and practically all the cells of a culture

die when spores are produced. Thus it is necessary to be sure one works w^ith at

least a great majority of living cells. The pressure of swelling decreases with age

of the cell, while the osmotic pressure of the sap first rises and later falls, but is

always dependent upon the pressure of the nutrient medium. The total turgor

pressure of a cell depends in great measure upon conditions of nutrition, rising

with increase of sugar in the medium, sinking with lack of oxygen. Other con-

ditions, such as temperature changes, anaesthetics, etc., affect turgor pressure,

and the author is convinced that in these changes we have a true response within

the protoplasm itself. When the fungus responds to sudden increase in external

osmotic pressure, its adjustment takes place at a rate which is related to the velocity

of penetration into the protoplasm of the solute used. This leads to the idea that

the perception of the osmotic stimulus occurs only when this solute has distributed

itself throughout the protoplasm.—B. E. Livingston.

^^Pa^CtLnelli, E., Zur Kenntnis der Turgorreguladonen Lei Schimraelpilzcn.

Jahrb. Wiss. Bot. 40:303-367. 1904.
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Kellerman
first three months of the coming year in Guatemala. He expects to traverse the

country from east to west, and to spend considerable time in the Andes Mountains.

The purpose of the trip is to collect parasitic fungi, and incidentally to execute

some small botanical commissions.

The former students of Professor Charles E. Bessey who are connected

with the Office of Vegetable Pathology and Physiology, Department of Agricul-

ture, have had an enlarged copy of his photograph framed and presented to the

oflfice. The portrait w^as unveiled by Dr. E. A. Bessey, at a gathering of the

office staff on November 28. Miss Carrie Harrison presented the picture, and

appropriate remirks ware made by Messrs. Woods, Webber, and Shear.

480 - ' [DECEMBER

Professor W. Peeffer has been elected a corresponding member of the

Vienna Academy of Sciences.

F, M. Rolfs has been appointed professor of botany and horticulture in the

University of Florida, at Lake City.

R. S. Williams, who has been collecting in the Philippines for the New York

Botanical Gardens, has lost his collections of four months by fire in a hotel where
\

he was making his headquarters.

Professor N. L. Brixton, director of the New York Botanical Garden,

received the honorary degree of D.Sc. from Columbia University in connection

with the recent celebration of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of its

foundation as King's College.

Bernard Renault, the well-known paleobotanist at the Museum of Natural

History in Paris, died October 16, 1904, at the age of sixty-eight years. His
|

studies of the conspicuous vegetation of the Coal Measures have been of the

greatest possible service to anatomists and morphologists.
'

f

\

4
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The most important classified entries will be found under Contributors, Per-

sonals, and Reviews, New names and names of new genera, species, and varieties arc

printed in bold-face type; synonyms in italics.

A
A. A. A. S. 400
Abies, crystals 327; Pinsapo, Chauveaud
o^ 473; sibirica xo

Abietineae, pollen 208
Abortiporus, Murrill on 313
Abronia \dllosa 52
AcanthaceaCj Lindau on 238
Acarospora, cervina 271; xantliophana

271
Achlya polyandra, Horn on wall forma-

tion 315
Acorus Calamus, central cylinder 163

Actinella, Cockerell on 395
Adams, C. C, personal 318
Adiantum cuneatum, canal cells 248

Aechmea, Mez on 312
Aecidium, of maize rust 64; Oxalidis 66;

Peyritschianum, aecidia on 66

Agapanthus umbellatus, central cylinder

Agave 56; Lecheguilla, Bray on histology

306
Agrop}Ton, Bakeri 378 ; dasystachyum

subvillosum 378; GmeUni 378; spica-

tum Vaseyi 378; subvillosum 378;

Vascyi 378; violaceum 378
Agrostis, alba 140; borealis 142; canina

142; capillaris 142; rubra 141; stolonif-

era 139; verticillata 140; vulgaris 142

Alaskan cryptogams 73
Albugo, coenogametes 255; Ipotnoeae-

panduranae, oogenesis and fertilization

300
Aleuria cerea, Guilliermond on 224

Algae, Alaskan 73; coralline, Yendo on

472; Moore and Kellerman on kilhng

225
Allium

.
313

Alnus,

central cylinder 175; Rydberg on

Britton on 313; Fernald on 226,

313; mycorhizas, Shibata on 391

Alocasia odorata, central cylinder t68

Aloe, central cylinder 175
Alsine media 356
Alsinopsis, Rydberg on 313
Alsophila, Christ on 394

1904] 481

Amar, M., on calcium oxalate 392
Amarella, Greene on 395
Ambrosia, 'abnormal ;^^y, trifida 65

Amidases, Shibata on 222

Ammobroma Sonorae 45
Amphiloma lanuginosum 271

Anatomy, of leaves of Ptcris, Boodle on

74; of Pilostyles, Endriss on 390; of

Psilotum, Ford on 473; of Tillandsia

usneoides 99
Anemarrhena asphodeloides, central cyl-

inder 176
Anemone nemorosa 359
Anogra, Nelson on 238

Anomopanax, Harms on 313

Antennaria, Greene on 237; marginata

462; Liliago, central cylinder 175

Antheridia, of Monoclea 190; of Pterido-

phvtes 246

Anth'oceros, antheridia 253; univalvis 186

Anthocvanin, Buscalioni and Polaccion 395

Antithamnion plumula, Tobler on 393

Apocynum, Greene on 395
Apogamv, Blackman on 311

Arabis, Osterhout on 238

Araceae, central cylinder 161

Araucaria, pollen 208; Bidwellii 440;

Cunninghamii 441; excelsa, Vochtmg

on regeneration 157

Arbutus, Andrachne, transpiration 286;

Unedo, sun and shade leaves 286

Archcgonia, of bryophytes 246; defined

246; of Ephedra trifurca 12; of Monoc-

lea 193
.\rchontophocnix Alexandrae, Gatui on

root 230
\rcterica, Yabe on 388

Arctostaphylos, Andcrsonii 4^4; tomen-

tosa, variation 410

Arenaria, Greenman on 237; Rydl)ergon

Arginin in Lupinus luteus, Schulze on 472

Ariocarpus fissuratus, Bray on histolog}',

707

Arisaema, central cylinder 168

Arkiv for Botanik 160
^ ^. ,

Arnoldi, W., on proembryo of Gmkgo

biloba 223
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Arthur, J. C. 64, 159; personal 319
Arts and Sciences, International Con-

gress 80
Arum italicum, central cylinder 168
Ascidia 367
Asclepias, Vail on 395; albicans 55; sub-

ulata 52
Ascobolus marginatus, Guilliermond on

224
Ascocarp of ilonascus, Kuyper on 476
Ascomycetes, sexual organs 256
Asparagin, Prianischnikow on 230
Asparagvis, central cylinder 174; rust,

water relation 19
Aspergillus niger, respiration, Kosty-

tschew on 228; Maximow on 229
Asphodeline liburnica, central cylinder

175
Asphodelus fistulosus, central cylinder

^75.
Aspidium, variation in 415, 416
Aster, defoliatus 461 ; Xovae-Angliae 363;

prenanthoides, place constants 333
Asteropeltis, Hennings on 394
Astragalus Vaseyi 52
Atkinson, G. F., *^ Relation of plants to
emironment" 305

Atractina, Hohnel on 238
Atrichum undulatum, sexual organs 247
Atriplex 47; Rydberg on 313
Aulospermum, Osterhout on 238
Australia, Diels and Pritzel on flora of

western 237

B

Bicknell, E. P., on Sisyrinchium 313; on
Viola 395

Billbergia, Mcz on 312
Billings, F. H. 99, 230, 237
Biogeograph}' section 31S

Biography of Carl Schumann 143
Biological Station, of University of Mon-

tana 160; of University of Washington

319
Biometric study of Aster ^;}^

Biota 8 ^

Blackman, V. H., on fertilization, apog-

am* and parthenogenesis 311

Blakeslee, A. F., personal 79; reproduc-

tion in the Mucorineae 153, 313
Blanchard, W. H., on Rubus 394
Blepharoplast, Ikeno on 222

Bog plants, Transeau on causes of xero-

phily 154
Bonnier, G., personal 318, 399
Boodle, L. A., on anatomy of leaves of

Pteris 74; on Psilotum 306; and

Fritsch's *' Systematic anatomy of the

dicotyledons" 160

Borg, v., on flora of Finland 152

Bornetia, Tobler on 393
Botanical Magazine 399
Botanical Society of America 400; annual

report B>o

Bouchetia, arniatera 377; crecta 376; pro-

cumbens 376
Bower, F. 6., personar3i97 399

Bradburya, Britton on 395
Brandegee, Katherine, on Cactaceae 237

Brandegee, T, S., on new Mexican.species

^37
Baccharis, pilularis, variation 412; vimi- Brandt, K., on nitrogen content of the sea

nea 414
Bacidia inundata 270
Bacteria, Dixon and Wigham on effect of
radium rays 152

Bactridiopsis, Hennings on 394
Balfour, LB., personal 400
Barnes, C. R. 73, 74, 150, 151, 152, 154,

157. 222, 230, 387, 389, 395, 468, 4(39,
47ij 472, 476; personal 400

Batrachospermum, sexual organs 260
Beans, peas parasitic on 214
Beard, J., on ^'The track of heredity" 153
Bergen, J. Y. 285, 446; "Notebook" 151
Bergh,

J., on heterotypic chromosomes
228

Bernard, Ch., on photosynthesis outside
the organism 152

Berry, E. W., 74, 76; personal 79
"

Bessey, C. E., personal 319, 480; on sto-
mata of Holacantha Emoryi 471

Bessey, E. A., personal 480; on pigment
formation in fungi 391

Biatora myriocarpoides 270

3S9
Bray, W. L., on forests of Texas 312; on

histology 306 ,

Bretzl, H.', ^'Botanische Forschungen aes

Alexanderzuges" 4^4 ., ,

Briggs, L. J., and McCall on soil solu-

tions and rate of movement 477

British Association for the Advancement

of Science 320
Britton, N. L., personal 239, ^^o\ on

Alnus 313; on Bradbur}'a 395; on bcir-

pus 238 Q
Britton, W. E., on sand plams 308

Bromeliaceae, water absorption by epi-

phytic, Mez on 236
Bryonia, hybrid 78

Bryophytes, sexual organs 246

Bubak, Fr., on Lcntodiopsis 23S

Bulbinc, central cylinder 175

Buller, A. H. R., personal 399 . . .

Bureau of Plant Industry, chemical m-

vestigation 400
Bursera microphylla 55
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Buscalioni, L., and Polacci on anthocya-
nin 395

Buxus sempcmrens, sun and shade leaves
286

c
Cactaceae, Brandegee, Katherine on 237;
Greene on 395

Caladium bulbosum, central cylinder 168
Calcium oxalate, Amar on 392
California, new plants 459; plants, varia-

tion 401
Calla palustris, central cylinder 166
Callithamnion, Tobler on 393
Callitris 8; pollen 207
Callymenia phyllophora, Leavitt on 471
Calochortus 49; venustus, central cylinder

175
Caltha palustris 357, 367
Calycotome \-illosa, as evergreen 446
Camassia Fraseri, central cylinder 175
Cambium activity, Ursprung on 473
Cameron, F. K.', and Whitney on soil

fertility 475
Camphora officinaHs 440
Cannon, W. A., on Phoradendron 307
Cardot,

J., and Theriot, "Alaskan
mosses" 73

Carex acuta 6
Carleton, M. A., on rusts 225
Cassia 48
Castilleia, Brandegee on 237; Nelson on
238

Ceanothus, cuneatus, variation 412; pa-
pillosus 415; sorediatus, variation 4x2;

thyrsiflorus 415
Cedrus Libani 440
Celloidin, method with hard tissues 145;

technique 381
Cenchrus 55
Centaurea Cyanus 462
Central American flora, Greenman on 226
Centrifuges 427
Cerastium, Greenman on 237; Rydberg
on 313

Ceratozamia, longifolia 8; mexicana 5
Cereus, Brandegee, Katherine on 237;

pecten-aboriginis 54; Pringlei 54
Ceylon patanas, Parkin and Pearson on

309
ChamaecyparisS; pollen 207; Lawsoniana

440
Chamaerops humilis 444, 453
Chamberlain, C. J. 76, 145, 152, 153, 223,

224, 225, 226, 227, 228, 232, 235, 308,

3^Q. 311. 3S1, 3^^y 390. 39^y 396, 397.

475; personal 160
Chara fragilis, Mottier on sperm 224
Charales, sexual organs 244
Chauveaud, G., on Abies Pinsapo 473

Chemical investigation, Bureau of Plant
Industry 400

Chenopodium leptophyUum 460
Chlorophytum elatum, central cylinder

Chloroplasts of Tillandsia usneoides 112
Chodat, R. 320
Chondrophylla, Nelson on 23S
Christ, H., on Loxsomopsis 238; on new

species from Costa Rica 394
Christen, personal 239
Chromosomes, Bcrgh on heterot_\i>ic,

228; Gregoire and Wygnerts on 396;
Rosenberg on individuality, 227

Chrysanthemum Leuranthemum 336;
segetum 360

Chrysler, M. A. 157, t6i, 452, 472, 473;
personal 239

Cincinnobella, Hennings on 394
Citrus Aurantium, sun and shade leaves

286

Cladonia, cariosa, cristatella, fimbriuta,

furcata, gracilis, mitrula, pyxidata 270
Claytonia, Rydberg on 313
Clements, F. E., "Development and

structure of vegetation" 303 ,

CHntonia, borealis, umbellata, central

cylinder 170
Clover leaflets 367
Cocconi, G., personal 399
Cockrell, T. D. A., on Hymenoxys 395
Coenogametes 254
Cofi'ee, Zimmermann on insect and

fungous enemies 231

Coix dactyloides 298

Coker, W'. C, 206

Colletotrichum gloeosporioidcs, Rolfs

on 226

Coltricia, Murrill on 238

Coltriciella, Murrill on 238

Congress, International, of Arts and

Sciences 319
Conidia 257
Conifcrales, phylogeny 330; spores 206;

sieve tissue, Chauveaud on 473

Conjugales, sexual organs 243

Contributors: Arthur, J. C. 64, 159

Barnes, C. R. 73, 74, I5<^» '5h 152.

154, IS7, 222, 230, 387, 389, 395, 4^,

469, 471. 472. 476; Bergen, J Y. 285,

446; Berr>', E. W. 74, 7^; Bilhn.^, F.

H. 99, 230, 237; Chamlx:rlain, C. J. 76,

145. 152, I53> 223, 224, 225, 226, 227,

228, 232, 235, 308, 309, 311, 3^i^3^^*

390, 391. 396, 397, 475; Chrysler, M. A,

157, 161, 472, 473. Coulter and, 452;

Coker, W. C 206; Coolcy, Grace h.

435; Copeland, E. B. 401; Coulter,

J. M. 74, 75. 149, 150. '5^^ ^53r ^54,

155; 15^^ 220, 223, 224, 226, 227, 233,

» ^-» •
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237. 3^5y 306, 307, 311, 312, 316, 387,
388, 390, 394, 464, 470, 471, 473, and
Chrysler 452; Cowles, H. C. 146, 148,

3<^3^ 304, 305^ 306, 308, 309, 310, 385,
464; Davis, B. M. 81, 241, 313, 463,
468, 470, 471, 472; Eastwood, Alice ^S;
Fink, Bruce 265; Hasselbring, H. 225,
226, 231, 390, 467, 477, 478; Herre,

A. C. 2j8; Hitchcock, A. S. 139, 297;
Howe, C. D. 312; Hottes, C. F. 231;
Jeffrey, E. C. 321; 381, Jensen, G. H.
234, Livingston and, 67; Johnson,
D. S, 185; Land, W. J. G. i, 229;
Life, A. C. 383; Livingston, B. E.
226, 233, 235, 314, 315, 475, 477, 47Q,
and Jensen 67; MacCallum, W. B.
39o» 393. 470; MacDougal, D. T. 44;
MacMillan, C. 379; Marquette, W. G.
224; Nelson, Elias 378; Newcombe,
F. C. 427; Olsson-Seffer, P. 152, 309,
310; Parish, S. B. 459; Peirce, G. J.
214, 320; Perkins, Janet 143; Pond,
R. H, 75, 229, 230, 2^8, 392, 473, 474;
Robinson, B. L. 376; Shull, G. H.
77^ 221, 333, 465; Smith, R. E. 19;
Snow, Lactitia M. 311; Spalding,
V, M. T22; Stevens, F. L. 300; Volkcns,
G. 143

Cook, M, T. personal 79
Cook, O. F., on Plectis 238
Cooley, Grace E., 435
Copcland, E. B. 401
Corallines, Yendo on 472
Corallorhiza, Rydbcrg on 313
Cordyline australis, central cyhnder 174
Corispcrmum, Rydberg on 313
Corn, aecidium of rust 64; Reed on
enzyme cells 75

Corrcns, C, on evolution 78; on Mira-
bilis hybrids 77

Costerus, J. C, and Smith on mon-
strosities 306

Coulter, J. M. 74, 75, 149, 150, 152, 153,
154, 155? ^5^y 220, 22s, 224, 226, 227,
233> 237, 305, 306, 307, 31 r, 312, 316,
387, 3^^y 390, 394, 464, 470, 47i» 473;
and Chrysler 452 ; personal 319;
"Plant Structures" 305

Coulter, S. M., on swamps 156
Coulter, Stanley, and Dorncr, "Forest

trees of Indiana" 3S7
Coville, F. v., personal 400
Covillca 49; tridentata, water supply 122
Co^vles, PL C. 146, 1^8, 303, 304, 305,

306, 30S, 309, 310, 385, 464; personal
3^8, 3T0

Cratty, R. L, "Flora of Emmet Co.,
Iowa" 387

Creosote bush, water supply 122
Cressa truxillensis 49

Croton californicum 54
Cryptogams, Alaskan 73
Cryptomeria japonica 8, 441, Lawson
on 316; pollen 207

Crystals in Abies 327
Cummings, Clara E., Alaskan lichens

73; personal 160
Cupressineae, phylogeny, 331
Cupressus 8; pollen 206; Lawsoniana 4
Cutting, personal 319
Cyanophyceae, Wager on 75
Cyathea, Christ on 394
Cycas 8; circinalis 12, 453
Cyclolejeunea, Evans on 238
Cyclomycetella, Murrill on 313
Cycloporus, Murrill on 313
Cynodon dactylon 299
Cyperaceae, Canadian, Holm on 238
Cyperus, Holm on 388
Cytisus scoparius, as evergreen 446
Cytology 81, of Cyanophyceae, Wager
on 75; Davis on 308; of Drosera
rotundifolia, Rosenberg on 228; of

enzyme cells. Reed on 75; of mycor-
hiza 391; N£mec on 232

D
Dalea, Greenman on 237
Dandeno, J. B., on electrolytic dissocia-

tion 474
Darwin, F., personal 320
Dasya, Tobler on 393
Date, enzyme cells, Reed on 75
Date palm, garden for study 399; S^^'ingle

on 233
Davenport, C. B., *' Statistical methods"

465
Davis, B. M. 81, 241, 313, 463, 468, 470,

471, 472; on cytology 308
Davies, Wilson, 'and Knuth's "Pollina-

tion of flowers" 160
Debar}^ella, Hohnel on 238
Deformation of plants by external influ-

ences, Rcinke on 393
Delta and desert vegetation 44
Denniston, R. H., on starch grains 473
Dermatocarpon pusillum 271
Desert shrubs, water supply 122; vegeta-

tion 44; MacDougal on 310
Detto, C, "Theorie der direkten Anpas-

sung" 385
Dictyota, sexual organs 245
Diels, L., and Pritzel, on flora of western

Australia 237
Dielsia, Diels and Pritzel on 238
'Digitaria, spp., synonymy 298
Diplodiopsis, Hennings on 394
Diseases of coffee, Zimmermann on 231

Disko Island, Porsild on ecolog}' 234
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Distichlis spicata 49
Ditaxis serrata 54
Dixon, H. H., on effect of radium rays
on growth 152; and Wigham, on
bacteria 152

Dolichometra, Schumann on 394 '

Dorner, H. B., Coulter and, *' Forest
trees of Indiana" 387

Dracaena, central cylinder 174
Drake del Castillo, Emmanuel, death

of 160

Drosera, hybrid, Rosenberg on 76; ro-

tundifolia, Rosenberg on cytology 228
Drude, O., personal 239, 319
Drymocallis, reflexa 460; viscida 460
Duggar, B. M., personal 319
DuggeU, M., "Monographic des Sihl-

tales" 22

T

Dumortiera, Schiffner on 472; dilatata 188
Dunes, Westgate on reclamation 308
Duvel, J. W. T., on vitality of seeds 156
Dwarf trees 379

E

Earle, F. S., personal 79
Eastwood, Alice, 38
Eastman, Helen, "New England ferns"

305
Echinocactus 54
Ecology, Boodle on 74; of Disko Island,

Porsild on 234; of New South Wales,

Maiden on 306; physiographic, of Mt.
Ktaadn, Harvey on 74; of sand dunes,

Britton on 308; sandstone riprap 265;
of trees of the Botanical Garden,
Naples 435

Eichler's "Flower diagrams" 160

Electrotropism of roots. Plowman on 3S8
Elliott, L. B., personal 79
Embryo of Ginkgo biloba 223 ; Lyon on 390
Embr}'ology, of Cryptomeria japonica,

Lawson on 316; of Pilostyles, Endriss

on 390
Embryo sac, of Coniferae 209; of Tilland-

sia usneoides 102
Embryonal substance, Noll on 235
Encephalartos, pollen 208
Endocladia muricata, Warner on 471
Endriss, W., on Pilostyles 390
Engler, A., personal 239; "Das Pflan-

zenreich" 150, 471; "Syllabus der

Pfianzenfamilien" 387
Enzymes, and respiration, Kostytschew
on 228; Maximow on 229; Shibata on
222

Enzyme cells, cytology. Reed on 75
Ephedra 52; altissima 12; campylopoda

8; helvetica 8; trifurca, spermato-

genesis and oogenesis i

Eragrostis reptans 459
Eremascus, sexual organs 259
Eriksson,

J., on mycoplasm theory 158,
478

Eriodictyon, Heller on 395
Eriogonum, Nelson on 238; inflatum 55
Erysiphaceae, Salmon on 155
Erythronium americanum, central cylin-

der 175
Eupatorium, Greenman on 237
Euphorbia, antisyphihtica, Bray on his-

tology 307; Cyparissias, Rcinke on 394
Evans, A. W., "Alaskan liverworts" 73;
on Hcpaticae of Puerto Rico" 238

Evergreens, broad-leaved, transpiration

285
Everhart, B. M., death of 318
Excretions of roots, Prianischnikow on

311

F

Farlow, W. G., personal 79
Ferguson, Margaret, personal 160

Fernald, M. L., on Alnus 313; on Mexican
flora 226

Ferns, Brazilian, Lindman on 313; varia-

tion 415
Fertilization, in Albugo Ipomoeae-

panduranae 300; Blackman on 311;

of Tillandsia usneoides 103

Festuca californica 459
Fink, Bruce 265

Finland flora, Borg on 152

Flahault, C, personal 239, 319
Flora, of Disko Island, Porsild on 234;

of Finland, Borg on 152

Flowers, of Gnetalcs, Lignier on 222; of

Tillandsia usneoides in
Ford, Sibille O., on anatomy of Psilotum

473
Forests of Texas, Bray on 312

Fossil plants, Sequoia 321; Seward on

74; Weiss on 76; Zodda on 76

Fouquieria splendens 52

Frank, T., on production of zoospores in

Chlamydomonas 314
Frankenia Palmeri 54

Fries, R. E., on ornithophily 152

Fritsch, K., "Keimpflanzen des Gesner-

iaceen" 470; Boodle and, "Systematic

anatomy of the dicotyledons" 160

Fr>'e, T. C., personal 319

Fujii, K., on Taxus baccata 388; personal

320
Fungi, Alaskan 73; on coffee, Zimmerman

on 231; fossil, Weiss on 76; from the

Amazon, Hennings on 238; new

species. Peck on 238; pigment forma-

tion, Bessey on 391; Ternetz on 222
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G
Gaertneria, albicaulis 52; ilicifolia 54
Galtonia candicans, central cylinder 175;

reduction division Strasburger on 397
Galvanotropism, Plowman on 388
Gametangium, defined 246
Gametes 257
Gamctocyst, defined 243
Gametophyte, of Ephedra trifurca, female

IT, male 5
Garden, Botanical, at Manila, 160; at

Naples 435; report of Imperial, St. Pe-
tersburg 400; for study of date palm
399

Garjiscy's Eichlcr's "Flower diagrams"
160

Gatin, C. L., on first root in germination
230

Gentiana, Brandegee on 237; Greene on
395; Nelson on 238; viridula 461

Geotropism, Schroder on 223
Gerassimow, J. J., on influence of nucleus
on growth 231

Germination, of Tillandsia usneoides 107
Giesenhagen, K., on Sorica 238
Gilia, Brandegee on 237; sapphirina 71
Ginkgo 8; Arnoldi on proem br}'o, 223;
embryogeny, Lyon on 390; pollen 206;
biloba 440

Globifomcs, Murrill on 313
Gluionema, Willc on 309
Gloriosa superba, central cylinder 176
Gnetales, Lignier on "flowers" 222
Gnetum, Gnemon u; Ula, Lotsy on

parthenogenesis 225
Goebel, K., personal 319
Grasses, North American 139, 297
Greene, E. L., on Antennarias 237; on

Cactaceae 395
Greenman, J. M., on Mexican flora 226,

237; Robinson and, on Mexican flora
226

Grcgoire, V., and Wygaerts, on nucleus
and chromosomes 396

Greigia, Mez on 312
Griffithsia Schonsboei, Tobler on 393
Grifola, Murrill on 238
Growth, effect of Roentgen rays, Koer-

nicke on 74, influence of nucleus,
Gerassimow on 231; effect of radium
ravs, Dixon on 152; relation of soil

67
Guerm, P., "Fecondation chez les Phane-
rogames" 464

GuilHcrmond, :M. A., on nuclear and cell

di\'ision 224
Gymnoascales, coenogamctes 254
Gymnosperms, megaspores 10; prothal-

Hal cells 8

H
V

Haberlandt, G., on heliotropism 154, 157;
" Physiologische Pflanzenanatomie " 146

Halacsy, E. de, ''Conspectus Florae
Graecae" 471

'

Hansgirg, A., "Phvllobiologie" 304
Hapalopilus, Murrill on 313
Harms, H., on Anomopanax 313
Harris, J. A., personal 319
Harrison, Carrie, personal 480
Harshberger, J. W., personal 318
Harvey, L. H., on physiographic ecology

of Mt. Ktaadn 74
Haselhoff, E., and Linclau, *'Die Bescha-

digung der Vegetation durch Rauch"
148

Hassclbring, H., 225, 226, 231, 390, 467,

477- 478
Hedeoma, Nelson on 238
Hedera Helix, transpiration of leaves 447
Heilprin, A., personal 318
Helianthus, divaricatus 69; strumosus 69
Heliotropism, Haberlandt on 154, 157;

Jost on 157; Radl on 157
Heller, A. A., on Ribes of California 395
Hennings, P., on fungi from the Amazon

238; on Ule's Fungi amazonici 394
Hepaticae of Puerto Rico, Evans on 238
Herbarium of Small 240
Herre, A. C, 218
Hesperaloe parviflora, Bray on histology

307
Hespcrocallis montana 52
Heuchera, Heller on 395
Hcxagona, Murrill on 238
Heydrich, F., on Stereophyllum 238
Hieracium, Robinson and Greenman on
226

Hippuris vulgaris, Kniep on histogenetic

layers 472
Hitchcock, A. S., 139, 297; on, control of

sand dunes 305-
Hohnel, F. von, on Atractina 238; on

Kordyanella and Debaryella 2i,S

Holacantha Emoryi, Bessey on stomata

471
Hollos, L., *' Die Gasteromyceten Un-
garns" 467

Holm, G., on Canadian Cyperaceae 238;

on Cyperus 38S; on roots of orchids

307
Holway, E. W. D., personal 399
Horkelia, Michneri 460; Wilderae 460
Horn, L., on wall formation in Achyla

polyandra 315
Hosackia Torreyi 461
Hosseus, C. C, personal 79
Hottes, C. F. 231
Howe, C. D. 312; personal 399
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Hyacinthus candicans, central cylinder

'175

Hybrid, Bryonia 78; Drosera rotundi-

folia X longifolia, Rosenberg on 76;

Hyoscyamus, Correns on 78; Mirabilis,
' Correns on 77 ; Moenkhaus on 226

Hybridization and Plant Breeding, Proc.

International Conference 470
Hydatella, Diels and Pritzel on 238
Hydnum, Sumstine on 238
Hyoscvamus annuusXniger, Correns on

78

'

Hymenophyllum, Christ on 394
Hymenoxys, Cockerell on 395
Hypoxylonopsis, Hennings on 238

I

Ibervillea tonella 54
Ikeno, S., on blepharoplast 223; on sper-

matogenesis in Marchantia polymorpha

235
ImbeddinfT, soap for, Osterhout on 475
Intercellular protoplasm of Lupinus albus,

Kny on 152
Iowa lichens 265

Istvanfii, Gy. de, personal 160; on mildew

473

J

Jeffrey, E. C. 321, 381
Jensen, G. H. 234; Livingston and 67

Johnson, D. S., 185

Jost, I^., on heliotropism 157

Juel, H. O., on parthenogenesis in Tarax-

acum officinale 224

Juncaceae, Laurent on 223

Juncoides, Rydberg on 313
Juncus, Rydberg on 313; tenuis 459
Juniperus 8; pollen 206

Juruasia, Lindau on 238

K
Karyokincsis in roots of Vicia Faba,

Sabline on 229
Kearney, T. H., personal 318

Kellerman, W. A,, personal 480; Moore

and, on killing algae 225

Kennedy, G. G., "Flora of Willoughby,

Vermont" 387
Kincaid, T., personal 310

Klebahn, H., on mycoplasm theory 159

Klinostats 427
Kniep, TL, on histogenetic layers of Hip-

puris vulgaris 472
Kniphofia, central cylinder 175

Knuth^s " Pollination of flowers " 1 60

Kny, L., on intercellular protoplasm of

Lupinus albus 152

Koernicke, M., on effect of Roentgen rays

on growth 74
Koorders, S. H., on Teijsmanniodendron

313
Kordyanella, Hohnel on 238
Kostytschew, S., on enzymes and respira-

tion 228

Kozlovia, Lipsky on 395
Krynitzkia, Brandegee on 237
Klister, E., on polarity 390
Kuvper, H. P,, on ascocarp of Monascus

476

L
Laboulbeniaceae, sexual organs 244, 259
Lachenalia pendula, central cylinder 175

Ladyginia, Lipsky on 395
Laminaria bullata, Mueller on 471

Land, W. J. G., i, 229; personal 239

Langloisia Schottii 52

Larix, europaea 8, pollen 208; sibirica 10,

megasporcs 213

Laurent, M., on Juncaceae 223

Lavauxia, Nelson on 238

Lawson, A. A., on embryology of Crypto-

mcria japonica 316

Leaf, arrangement, Winkler on 233; cast-

ing, Wiesner on 153; movement in

Oxalis hedysaroides, Molisch on 472;

of Tillandsia usneoides in; transpira-

tion, of old and new 446; of sun and

shade 285

Leavitt, Clara K., on Callymenia phyllo-

phora 471
Leavitt, R. G., on root hairs 227

Lecanora, cinerea 271; muralis 271

Lecidea, enteroleuca 271; salvkola 270

Leersia oryzoides 298

Lejohs, Y., death 399
Lenophyllum, Rose on 395

Lentinus lepideus, Reinke on 394

Lentodiopsis, Bubak on 238

Lepidium, Theilung on 313

Lichens, Alaskan 73; growth 218; sexual

organs 244; society of sandstone rip-

rap 265

Life, A. C, 383
, , , ^ ,

Lignicr, O., on Equisetales and Sphcno-

phyllales 222

Liliaceae, central cyUnder 161, 175

Lindau, G., on American Acanthaceae

238; Haselhoffand, "Die Beschadigung

der Vegetation durch Ranch*' 146;

"Hilfsbuch fiir das Sammeln"-47o

Lindman, C. A. M., on Brazilian ferns

31^; on Trichomanes 313

Linnean Society and women 70

Linsbauer, K., personal 3^^
, ^ ^ .

Linsbauer, K. and L., and Portheim,

"Wiesner und seine Schulle 409
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Linum, Nelson on 238
Lipsky, W., on flora of central Asia 395
Liverworts, Alaskan 73
Livingston, B. E., 226, 233, 235, 314, 315,

47S> 477> 479; and Jensen 67

Lock, R. H., on Turnera ulmifolia 152

Lotsy, J. P., personal 318; on partheno-

genesis in Gnetum Ula 225
Loxsomopsis, Christ on 238
Lupinus, albus, Kny on intercellular pro-

toplasm 152; lutcus, Schulze on arginin

472 ; mexicana 52

Lychnis, Rydberg on 313
Lycium Torreyi 54
Lycopodium, annotinum, canal cells 248;

complanatum, canal cells 248; Phleg-

maria, sexual organs 247
Lyon, H. L., on emhryogeny of Ginkgo
^390

M
MacCallum, W. B., 239, 390, 393, 470
MacDovigal, D. T., 44; on desert vegeta-

tion 310; on mutation 310; on soil tem-
peratures and vegetation 310; personal

79. 399
Mackenzie, K. K., on Oenothera 238
MacMillan, C., 379
Macoun, J., personal 79
Maianthemum bifolium, central cylinder

171
Maiden, J. H., "Eucalyptus" 151 j on

ecology of New South Wales 306
Maize rust, aecidium 64
Malformations, Reinke on 394
Mammillaria 54; Brandegee on 237
Marchantia polymorpha, Ikeno on sper-

matogenesis 235
Marchantiaceae, Monoclea referred to 201
Marquette, W. G., 224
Masters, M. T., on Pinus 153
Matthaei, Gabrielle L. C, on effect of

temperature on photosynthesis 476
Maurodothis, Sydow on 237
Maximow, N. A,^ on enzymes and respira-

tion 229
Maxon, W. R., on Polypodium 238
McCall, A. G,, Briggs and, on soil solu-

tions and rate of movement 477
Medeola virginiana, central cylinder 172
Megaspore, of Coniferae 209; of gymno-

spernis 10
Melocanna, Stapf on fruit 307
Membrane, Nathansohn on plasmatic 477
Mentha citrata 461
Metadothella, Hennlngs on 394
Alexican flora 226
Mez, C., on new species of Bromeliaceae

312; on water absorption by epiphytic
Bromeliaceae 236

Microcyclus, Sydow on 237
Microsporangium of Ephedra trifurca 2

Mildew, IstvanflB on 473
Milium lendigerum 142

Mirabilis, Correns on hybrid 77
Mistletoe, Cannon on 307
Mnium, canal cells 248
Mobius, M., "M. J. Schleiden" 386
Moenkhaus, W. J., on hybrids 226

Molds, Pantanelli on regulation of turgor

479
Molisch, H., on movement of leaves in

Oxalis 472
Monascus, Kuyper on ascocarp 476;

coenogametes 255
Monoclea, crispata 186; Forsteri, develop-

ment and relationship 185
Monstera deliciosa, central cylinder 164

Alonstrosities, Costerus and Smith on 306
Montana, Biological Station of Univer-

sity 160
Moore, G. T., and Kellerman, on killing

algae 225
Morphology of Ephedra i; Monoclea 185;

sexual organs 241 ; Tillandsia 99
Mosses, Alaskan 73
Mottier, D. M., *' Fecundation in plants"

463; on sperm in Chara fragilis 224
Movement of leaves in Oxalis, Molisch on

472
Mucor stolonifer, Kostytschew on respira-

tion 22S
Mucorales, coenogametes 254; reproduc-

tion, Blakesleeon 153, 313
Mueller, Olga, on Laminaria bullata 471
Murbeck, Sv., on parthenogenesis 309
Murrill, W. A., on Phylioporia 395; on

Polyporaceae 238, 313; personal 79,

316
Mutation theory, Copeland on 418; Mac-

Dougal on 310
Mycological Society 400
Mycoplasm theory, Eriksson on 158, 478;

Klebahn on 159; Tischler on 158
Mycorhiza, Shibata on cytology 391

;

Weiss on 76
Mycorhizonium, Weiss on 76
Myrica, Shibata on mycorhiza 391
Myrtus communis, transpiration of sun

and shade leaves 286

N
Nama, Greenman on 237
Nathansohn, A., on osmosis 477
Nelson, Aven, on new genera and species

238
Nelson, Elias 378
NSmec, B., on di\asion and fusion of

nucleus 232
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Nerium Oleander, transpiration of leaves

286, 447
Newcombe, F. C, 427; personal 160; on

thigmotropism of roots 389
New York Horticultural Society, Proc.

of International Conference on plant

breeding and hybridization 470
Nigrofomes, Murrill on 313
Nitrogen, Brandt on content, of the sea

389; fungus fixing free, Ternetz on 222

NoHna texana, Bray on histology 307
Noll, F., on embryonal substance 235
Xucleolus, Wager on 155
Nucleus, X£mec on division and fusion

232; Guilliermond on division 224;

Gregoire and Wygaerts on 396; in-

fluence on growth, Gerassimow on 231
Nuphar luteum, Reinke on 394

o
Oaks, variation 401
Oangium, defined 246
Oedogonium, sexual organs 245
Oenothera, ^lackenzie on 238 ; clavi-

formis 52
Olea europaea, transpiration 285, 447
Olneya tesota 54
Olsson-Seffer, P., 152, 309, 310; on telma-

tology 306
Oltmanns, F., "Morphologic und Bio-

logic der Algen'' 46S
Oocyst, defined 243
Oogenesis 258; in Albugo Tpomoeae-pan-
duranae 300; in Ephedra trifurca i;

in Vaucheria 81
Oomycetes 259
Opuntia 54
Orchids, Holm on roots 307
Orthocarpus* Heller on 395
Ornithophily, Fries on 152
Osmosis, Nathansohn on 477
Osterhout, G. E., on Arabis and Aulosper-

mum 238
Osterhout, W. J, V., on cytological tech-

nique 475
Otidea onotica, Guilliermond on 224

Overton,
J. B., on parthenogenesis in

Thalictrum 224
Oxalis, Bowiei, aecidia 66; corniculata,

aecidia 66; cymosa, aecidium 64; hedy-

saroides, Molisch on movement of

leaves 472; stricta, aecidia 66; violacea,

aecidia 66
Oxidases, Porodko on 151

Pantanelh, E.. on regulation of turgor in

molds 479
Papaveraceae, Shaw on seed-coats 306
Parasitism, artificial 214
Paris, E. G., "Index Bryologicus" 468
Parish, S.B. 459
Parkin, J., and Pearson, on Ceylon pata-

nas 309
Parkinsonia microphylla 54
Parmelia, Borreri 271; conspersa 271

Pamulariella, Hennings on 238

Parosela spinosa 54
Parthenogenesis, Blackman on 311; in

Gnetum Ula, Lotsy on 225; Murbeck
on 309; in Taraxacum officinale, Raun-
kiaer on 224; in Thalictrum purpuras-

cens, Overton on 224

Paspalum dimidiatum 299
Patanas, Ceylon, Parkin and Pearson on

309
Patouillard, N., on Seuratia 313

Pax, F., Prantl's "Lehrbuch der Botanik"

Pearson, H. H. W., Parkin and, on Ceylon

patanas 309
Peas, parasitic on beans 214

Peck, C. H., Alaskan fungi 73; on new

species of fungi 238

Peirce, G. J. 214, 320
Pelargonium australe clandestinum 461

Peltandra virginica, central cylinder 166

Peltistroma, Hennings on 394
Pericarp of Melocanna, Stapf on 307

Perkins, Janet 143; "Fragmenta florae

P
Pachylophus, Nelson on 238
Panicum, dissectum 299; sanguinale

virgatum 299

298;

Philippinae" 151

Peronospora conidia 257

Peronosporales, oogenesis 88

Personals: Adams, C. C. 318; Arthur,

T C. 319; Balfour, I. B. 400; Barnes,

C. R. 400; Berry, E. W. 79; Bessey, C.

E. 319; 480, Bessey, E. A. 480; Blakes-

lee, A. F. 79; Bonnier, G. 318, 399;

Bovver, F. O. 319, 399; Britton, N. L.

219, 480; Boiler, A. H. R. 399; Cham-

berlain, C. J. 160; Chodat, R. 320;

Christen, 239; Chrysler, M. A^ 239;

Cocconi, G. 399; Cook, M. T. 79;

Coulter, J. M. 319; Coville, F. V. 400;

Cowles, H. C. 318, 319; Cummmgs,

Clara E. 160; Cutting, 319; Darwm,

F 320; Drake del Castillo, E. 160;

Drude, O. 239, 319; Nuggar, B. M.

319; Earle, F. S. 79; Elliott, L. B.

7q; Engler, A. 239; Everhart, B. M.

7i8; Farlow, W. G. 79; Ferguson,

Martraret 160; FlahauU, C. 239, 319)

Frye? T. C. 319; Fujii, K. 320;

Goebel, K. 319; Harris, J. A. 319;

Harrison, Carrie 480; Harshbergcr, J.

W 318; Heilprin, A. 318; HoKvay, E.
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W. D. 399; Howe, C. D. 399; Hosscus,
'

C. C, 79; Istvanffi, G. de 160; Kearney,

T. H. 318; Kellerman, W. A. 480; Kin-
caid, T. 319; Land, W. J. G. 239; Le-

Jolis, F. 399; Linsbauer, K. 318; Lotsv,

J. P. 318; MacCallum, W. B. 239;
MacDougal, D. T. 79, 399; Macoun,

J. 79; Murrill, W. A. 79, 316; New-
combe, F. C. i6q; Pfeffer, W. 79, 480;
Philippi, R. A. 239; Portheim, L. 239;
Renault, B. 480; Robinson, B. L. 319;
Rolfs, F. M. 480; Rose, J. N. 239;
Rothcrt, W. 160; Saccardo, P. A. 318;
Seward, A. C. 320; Shear, C. L. 480;
Snow, Lactitia M. 79; Spalding, V. M.
160; Stevens, F. L. 79, 80; Thiselton-
Dycr, W. T. 239; DcVries, H. 79, 240,

319, 399; Vochting, H. 400; Wager, H.
320; Waite, M. B. 319; Webber, H. J,
4S0; White, D. 318; Wiesner, J. 239,
318, 319; Williams, R. S. 480; Woods,
A. W. 4S0; Wylie, R. B. 239

Peziza, Guillicrmond on 224
Pfeffer, W., personal 79, 480
Phaeodothis, Sydow on 237
Phaeophyceae, sexual organs 245
PhaeoscutcUa, Hennings on 394
Phalaris arundinacea 298
Philippi, R. A., personal 239
Phoenix, Reed on enzyme cells 75; canari-

ensis, Gatin on root 230; dactylifera 442
Phoradcndron 47; Cannon on 307
Photonasty, Wiedcrsheim on 229
Photosynthesis, Matthaei on effect of

temperature 476; outside the organism,
Bernard on 152

Phototaxis, Frank on Chlamydomonas
314

Phototropism, Radl on 158
Phragmopeltis, Hennings on 394
Phycomycetes, sexual organs 259
PhylHtis, gametogenous tissue 251
Phylloporia, Murrill on 395
Phylogeny of Coniferales 330
Physcia stellaris 271
Picca, excelsa 2; sitchensis, dwarf 379;

vulgaris 8

Picradenia, Cockerell on 395
Pieris nana, Yabe on 388
Pigment-formation in fungi, Bessey on

391
Pilocercus Schottii 54
Pilostyles, Endriss on 390
Pinus, Zodda on fossil cone 76; Masters

'

on 153; pollen 206; canadensis 441;
excelsa 440; Laricio 4; megaspores 213;
maritima 2; Montezumae 440; Nelsoni,
Shaw on 313; rigida 441 ; sylvestris 5

Pistacia Lentiscus, transpiration 286, 447
Pisum sativum on Vicia Fabu 1

2

Pitcairnia, Mez on 312
Place-constants for Aster prenanthoides

333
Placodium, aurantiacum 271; cerinum

271; \itellinum 271
Plant breeding and hybridization, Proc.

International Conference 470
Plantago scariosa 52
Plectis, Cook on 238
Plenonosporium, Tobler on 393
Plowman, A. B., on galvanotropism 388
Pluchea sericea 47
Poa spp.,'synon}miy 297; compressa 69;

Hanseni 459; longihgua 459; pratensis

69; secunda 459
Podocarpus, niycorhizas, Shibata on 391;

pollen 206; coriacea 8

Poison, new sheep 376
Polacci, G., Buscalioni and, on anthocya-

nin 395
Polarity, Kiistcr on 390; in Zamia 457
Pollen on Coniferae 206
Pollination, fluid, Fujii on 388; Fries on

Polygonatum, biflorum, verticillatum, cen-

tral cylinder 172
Polypodium, Maxon on 238; californicum,

variation 417; Scouleri 417; vulgare,

variation 417
Polyporaceae, Murrill on 238, 313
Pond, R. H. 75, 229, 230, 388, 392, 473,

474
'

Populus mexicana 47
Porodko, T., on oxidases 151
Poronidulus, Murrill on 313
Poropeltis, Hennings on 394
Porphyra, gametogenous tissue 252

Porsild, M. P., on ecology of Disko

Island 234
Portheim, L., personal 239; Linsbauer

and, "Wiesner und seine Schule" 469
Potentilla, anserina 69, 367; argentea 69

Prianischnikow, D., on asparagin 230;

on root excretions 311
Pritzel, E., Diels and, on flora of western

Australia 237
Prizes, subjects for Walker 400
Proembryo of Ginkgo biloba, Arnoldi on

223
Prophylla, Holm on 3S8
Prosopis, pubescens 47; velutina 47
Prothallial cells in gymnosperms 8

Psilocarpus tenellus 462
Psilotum, anatomy, Ford on 473; mycorhi-

zas, Shibata on 391; secondary xylem,

Boodle on 306
Pteridophytes, Alaskan 73; sexual organs

246; of southern Brazil, Rosenstock on

238 _ ^
Puccinia, asparagi 19; Sdrghi, aecidium 64
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Punctaria, gamctogcncous tissue 252
Pustularia vesiculosa, Guilliermond on

224
Puya, Mcz on 312; chilensis 104
Pycnoporus, MurriU on 313
Pylaiella, gametogcnous tissue 252
Pyronema, coenogametes 255
Pythium conidia 257

Q
Quercus, Seemen on 313; agrifolia, varia-

tion 405 ; chrysolepis, variation 402

;

dumosa, variation 403 ; Garryana,
variation 405; Ilex, transpiration 286;

447 ; Kelloggii, variation 405 ; multi-

flora, variation 405; vacciniifolia, varia-

tion 405; Wislizeni, variation 404

R
Radium rays, effect on growth, Dixon on

152; Koernicke on 74
Radl, on heliotropism 157
Ramalina, calicaris 271; reticulata, growth

2t8
Ranunculus, aquatilis, Reinke on 394;

arvensis 357; bulbosus 357; repcns 367
Reduction division, of Ephedra trifurca

5; Strasburger on 397
Reed, H. S., on enzyme cells 75
Regeneration, in Torenia, Winkler on

157; in Zamia floridana 452
Reinke, J., on deformation of plants by

external influences 393
Rehmiomyces, Hennings on 238
Renault, B., death 480
Rendle, A. E., 'Xlassification of flower-

ing plants" 149
Reproduction in Mucorineae, Blakcslee

Resin canals in Sequoia 322
Respiration of Aspergillus niger, Maxi-
mow on 229; Kostytschew on 228

Reviews: Alaskan crj'ptogams j^', At-

kinson's '* Relation of plants to environ-

ment" 305; Bergen's "Note book" 151;

Bretzl's "Botanische Forschungen des

Alexanderzuges" 464; Clements's ''De-

velopment and structure of vegetation"

303; Coulter's "Plant structures," 305;

Coulter and Dorner's " Forest trees of

Indiana"387; Cratty's "Flora of Emmet
county, Iowa" 387; Davenport's "Sta-

tistical methods" 465; Detto's "Theorie

der direkten Anpassung" 385; Dugge-
li's "Monographic des Sihltales" 221;

Eastman's "New England ferns" 305;

Engler's "Das Pflanzenreich" 150, 471;

"Syllabus der Pflanzenfamilien" 387;

Guerin's "Fecondation chez les Phane-
rogames" 464; Flaberlandt's "Physiolo-
gische Pflanzenanatomie" 146; Halac-
sy's *' Conspectus Florae Graecae" 471

;

Hansgirg's " Phyllobiologie " 304; Ha-
selhoff and Lindau's "Die Bcschadig-
ung der Vegetation durch Rauch" 148;
Hollos's " Die Gasteromycetcn Un-
garns" 467; Kennedy's "Flora of

Willoughby, Vermont" 387; Lindau's
"Hilfsbuch fur das Sammeln" 470;
Linsbauer and Porthcim's "Wicsncr
und seine Schule " 469 ; Maiden's
"Eucalyptus" 151; Mobius's "M. J.

Schleiden" 386; Mottier's "Fecun-
dation in plants" 463; Oltmanns's
"Morphologic und Biologic der Algen"

468; Paris's "Index Br}'ologicus" 468;

Pax's "Prantl's "Lehrbuch der Eo-

tanik" 150; Perkins's "Fragnicnta

florae Philippinae" 151 ; Rendle's

** Classification of flowering plants"

149; Roth's " Europaischen Laub-
moose" 151, 468; Willis's "Flowering

plants and ferns" 220

Rhamnus, Greene on 395; Alaternus,

transpiration 286, 447; californica,

variation 407; crocea 414

Rhapis flabelliforrais 453
Rhodophyceae, sexual organs 244; Tobler

on 393
Rhus glabra 461

Ribes, aureum, Kiister on polarity 390;

Californian, Heller on 395
Rickiella, Sydow on 238

Rinodina sophodes 271

Robertson, Agnes, on spore formation in

Torreya californica 307

Robinson, B. L. 376; personal 3^9; and

Greenman, on Mexican flora 226

Roentgen rays, Koernicke on effect on

growth 74

Rolfs, F. M., personal 480

Rolfs, P. H., on Colletotrichum gloeo-

sporioides 226

Romellia, Murrill on 238

Root, of Archontophoenix and Phoenix,

Gatin on 230; electrotropism, Plowman

on 388; excretions, Prianischnikow on

311; hairs, Leavitt on 227; of orchids,

Holm on 307; origin in Zamia 455 !
^f

Taraxacum, Kuster on polarity, 390;

thigmotropism, Newcombe on 389; tips,

Simon on regeneration 157; of Vicia

Faba, Sabline on karyokinesis 229

Rose, J. N., personal 239; on Lenophyl-

ium 395 , _
Rosenberg, O., on cytology of Droscra

rotundifoUa 22S, on hybrid Drosera 76;

on individuahty of the chromosome 227
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Rosenstock, E., on pteridopliytcs of

southern Brazil 238
Roth, G

.
, " Europaischen Laubmoose "

Rothert, W., personal 160

Rubus, Blanchard on 394
Rumcx acetosella, Transeau on 154
Ruscus aculeatus, central cylinder 174
Russell, W. J., on action of wood on photo-

graphic plate 471
Rust, accidium of maize 64; asparagus 19;

Carleton on 225
Rydberg, P. A., on Rocky mountain flora

3^3

S

Sabazia, Robinson and Greenman on 224
Sabline, V., on karyokinesis in roots of

Vicia Faba 229
Saccardo, P. A., Alaskan fungi 73; per-

sonal 318
Saccardomyces, Hennings on 394
Salix, Rydberg on 313; vitellina, Kiister

on polarity 390
Salmon, E. S., on Erysiphaceae 155
Saprolegniales, oogenesis 88, 258
Saunders, DeAlton, "Alaskan algae" 73
Saxifraga punctata 460
Scales of Tillandsia usneoides 114
Schiffncr, V., on Dumortiera 472
Schimper, on water absorption by epi-

phytic Bromeliaceae 236
Schizniatoglottis Roebelinii, central cylin-

der 166
Schizomeris, gametogenous tissue 252
Schoenocrambe, Rydberg on 313
Schroder, H., on geotropism 223
Schulze, E.J on arginin in Lupinus luteus

472
Schumann, Carl, biography 143; on new

African genera 394
Science, International Congress of Arts
and 80

Scilla hyacinthoides, central cylinder 175
Scirpus, Britton on 238; Holm on 238
Seed, imbibition from soil, Whitney and
Cameron on 475; of Tillandsia usne-
oides T04; vitality, Duvel on 156

Seed coats, of Papaveraceae, Shaw on 306
Seemen, O. von, on Quercus 312
Selaginella apus, canal cells 248
"enecio sparsilobatus 462
Scptodothideopsis, Hennings on 394
Sequoia 10; fossil 321; pollen 208; Pen-

hallowii 328; sempervirens 2, 440;
megaspores 213

Seuratia, Patouillard on 313
Seward, A. C, personal 320; on fossil

plants 74

Sexual organs 241
Seynesiopsis, Hennings on 394
Shaw, C. H., on Papaveraceae 306
Shaw, G. R., on Pinus Nelsoni 313
Shear, C. L., personal 480
Shibata, K., on amidases 222; on cytology

of mycorhiza 39

1

Shoots, origin in Zamia 453
Shull, G. H. 77, 221, 333, 465
Sidalcea, Heller on 395
Sieglingia flava 297
Sieve tissue in conifers, Chauveaud on 473
Simon, S., on regeneration in root tips 157
Simons, Etoile B. 393
Sisyrinchium, Bicknell on 313
Sitanion rigidum 459
Small, J. K., herbarium 240
Smilacina, racemosa, central cylinder

172; stcllata, central cylinder 171
Smilax aspera, transpiration of leaves 447
Smith, J. J., Costerus and, on monstrosi-

ties 306
Smith, R. E. 19
Snow, Laetitia M. 311 ;

personal 79
Society, Botanical, of America, 400, an-

nual report, 80; for Plant Morphology
and Physiology 400

Soil, relation to plant growth 67; effect of

solutions in, Whitney and Cameron on

475; temperatures, MacDougal on 310;
water movement, Whitney and Camer-
on on 475

Solerederis "Systematic anatomy of the

dicotyledons" 160
Solidago serotina 69
Solutions, Dandeno on toxic effect 473
Sorica, Giesenhagen on 238
Spalding, V, M. 122; personal 160

Sparganium Greenei 459
Spartium junceum, as evergreen 446
Species and varieties, their origin by

mutation 399
Sperm in Chara fragilis, Mottier on 224
Spermacoce, Brandegce on 237
Spermatangium, defined 246
Spermatocyst, defined 243
Spermatogenesis, in Marchantia poly-

morpha, Ikeno on 235; in Ephedra tri-

furca I

Spermatophytes of Mexico and Central

America, Greenman on 226
Sphaerotheca, gametes 257
Sphagnums, Alaskan 73
Spirostachys occidentalis 54
Sporangium, defined 246
Spores of Coniferae 206
Sporocyst, defined 243
Sporogonium, of Monoclea 195
Stanleya, Rydberg on 313
Stapf, O., on fruit of Melacanna 307
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Stem of Tillandsia usncoidcs 119
Stenotaphrum dimidiatum 299
Stcphanuslcma, Schumann on 394
Stereocaulon paschale 271
Stercuphyllum, Heydrich on 238
Stevens, F. L. 300; personal 79, 80
Stigeoclonium tenue 246
Stillingia annua 52
Stomata, of Holacantha Emom, Bessey
on 471; of Tillandsia usneoides 116

Strasburger, E., on reduction division 397
Streptopus roseus, central cylinder 172
Strobilus, of Ephedra trifurca 2, 9
St. Petersburg, Report of Imperial

Botanic Garden 400
Sumstine, D. R., on Hvdnum 23S
Swamps, Coulter on 156
Swamp plants, on sand plains, Britton on
308

Swingle, W. T., on date palm 2^^
Swiss Scientific Society award 399
Sydow^ H. and P., on new genera of

Dothideaceae 237; on Rickiella 238
Symphoricarpos, Nelson on 238
Symplocarpus foetidus, central cylinder

165
Syntherisma 298

T
Tanacclum corymbosum 357
Taraxacum, Kiister on polarity of roots

390; officinale, Raunkiaer on partheno-

genesis 224
Taxodium, megaspore 209; 'distichum 8;

mucronatum 440
Taxonomy 237, 312, 394
Taxus, embr}'o sac 209; pollen 206; bac-

cata 8, Fujii on ^88
Technique, cytological, Osterhout on 475
Teijsmanniodendron, Koorders on 313
Telmatology, Olsson-SefFer on 306
Temperatures of soil, MacDougai on 310
Teratology, Costerus and Smith on ^06
Ternetz, Charlotte, on fungus 222

-Texas forests, Bray on 312
Thalictrum purpurascens, Overton on

parthenogenesis 224
Theilung, A., on Lepidium 313
Thelypodium, Brandegee on 237
Theriot, I., Cardot and, " Alaskan

mosses" 73
Thermonasty, Wiedcrsheim on 299
Thigmotropism of roots, Newcorabe on

309
Thiselton-Dyer, Sir W. T., personal 239
Thuja, embryo sac 209; gigantea, dwarf

379; occidentalis S; orientaHs 8, pollen

207

Tillandsia, streptocarpa, Mez on water
absorbed by scales 237; usneoides,

anatomy 99
Tischler, G., on mycoplasm theory 158
Tobler, F., on Rhodophyceae 393
Torenia, regeneration, Winkler on 157
Toxic effect of solutions, Dandeno on 474
Transeau, E. N., on causes of xerophily

in bog plants 154
Transpiration, of old and new leaves 446;

of sun and shade leaves 285

Trees, of Botanic Garden at Naples,

ecology 435; British Columbian dwarf

379
Trelease, W., "Alaskan fungi" 73;

"Alaskan pteridophytes" 73
Trichomanes, Christ on 394; Lindman on

313
Trifolium monanthum tenerum 461

TrilHum, central cylinder 173; Grcgoire

and Wygaerts on 396
Triodia cuprea 297
Tripsacum dactyloides 298

Triticum repens sub'viUomm 378

Trixis, Robinson and Greenman on 226

Tsuga heterophylla, dwarf 379

Tumboa 11

Turgor, regulation in molds, Pantanclli on

479 •

Turnera ulmifoha, Lock on 152

Typha angustifolia 48
Typhonium divaricatum, central cyhnder

169

u
UleopeUis, Hennings on 238

Ulva, gametogenous tissue 251

Urceolaria scruposa 272

Uromyces euphorbiae, Carletonon 225

Urophylyctites Stigmariae, Weiss on 76^

Ursprung, A., on secondary thickening in

tropics 473
Usnealongissima2i8

, ,. , .

Uvularia grandiflora, central cylinder 17O

v
Vail, Anna Murray, on Asclepias 395

Variation, of some Californian plants 401

Vaucheria, oogenesis 81, 25S

Verbena, hastata 69; stricta 69

Verrucaria, fuscclla 271; muralis 271

Verschaffelt, E., on poisons 388

Viburnum Tinus, transpiration of leaves

447
Vicia Faba, Pisum sati%aim on 214

Viola, Bicknell on 395

deVries, H., personal 79, 240, 3 19,. 399.

"Species and varieties; their origin bv

mutation" 399
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Vochting, H., personal 400; on regcnera

tion in Araucaria excelsa 157
Volkens, G. 143

w
Wager, H., personal 320; on cytology of

Cyanophyceae 75; on nucleolus 155
Waite, M. B., personal 319
Wales, New South, Maiden on survey 306
Walker Prizes, subjects 400
Warnstorf, C, '* Alaskan sphagnums" 73
Warming, E., "Plant geography" 160
Warner, Florence M., on Endocladia

muricata 47 t

Washington, Marine Biological Station of

University 319
Wator^ absorption by epiphytic Bromeli-

accae, Mez on 236; movement in soil,

Whitney and Cameron on 475; relation

of Puccinia asparagi 19
Webber, H. J., personal 480
Weiss, F. E., on fossil fungi 76; on mycor-

hiza 76
West, G. S., ''British fresh water algae"

468
Wcstgate, J. M., on reclamation of dunes

308
White, D., personal 318
Whitney, M., and Cameron, on soil fer-

tility 475
Wiedersheim, W., on photonasty and

thermonasty 229
Wiesner, J., personal 239, 318, 319; on

casting of leaves 153
Wigham, J. T., Dixon and, on bacteria

152
Wille, N., on Gloionema 309; and Wit-

trock, on nomenclature proposals 310
Williams, R. S., personal 480

Willis, J. C, ** Flowering plants and
ferns" 220

Wilson and Davies's Knuth's ''Pollination

of flowers " 1 60

Winkler, H., on leaf arrangement 233

j

on regeneration in Torenia 157
Wittrock, v., Willie and, on nomenclature

proposals 310
Wood, action on a photographic plate,

Russell on 471
Woods, A. W., personal 480
Wygaerts, A., Gregoire and, on nucleus

and chromosomes 396
Wylie, R. B., personal 239

X
Xerophily in bog plants, Transeau on

causes 154
Xylem, secondary, of Psilotum, Boodle on

306

Y
Yabe, Y., on Arcterica 388
Yendo, K., on coralHne algae 472
Yucca 56, central cylinder 174

z

Zamia 8; floridana, regeneration 452
Zantedeschia, central cylinder 167

Zea Mays, aecidium of rust 65
Zimmermann, A., on enemies of coffee

23^
Zodda, G., on fossil plants 76
Zoosporangium, defined 246
Zoospores, *Horn on production in

Achlya 316; Frank on production in

Chlamydomonas 314
Zoosporocyst, defined 243
Zukaliopsis, Hennings on 394
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THE ODORLESS DISINFECTANT
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• • AL\A/AYSSHARP
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25c
1

Just Press the Top for a PirOl Sharp Point. Absolutely Guaranteed a year.

PENCIL AND 33 LEADS at dealers' or best POSTPAID on rkchipt of

AJ4SB.ICAN LEAD PENCIL
OS East lVa»Hi»gto» Sciuaret N. TT, Write for

31 Farringdon Ave., E. C, London. ^g^^^^. Proposition B.j.

rJ^ -^ -"

^*-r*

TH UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO
Educational and Scientific works printed in English, German,
French, and all other modern languages. Estimates furnished.

STREET AND ELLIS AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Unit Vertical Filing Systems

Cand manatee

described and illustrated,

wonderful resources

shown, and its strange and

absorbingly interesting

history, recounted in the

Seaboard Magazine.

Library Bureau
Boston New York
Send for Catalog

Chicago

SENT FREE ON REQUEST

J: W. WHITE, General Industrial Agent

PORTSMOUTH, VIRGINIA

Seaboara Jfir Cine Railivdy

The University of Chicago Press

HE books and periodicals published by the University of Chicago Press
appeal particularly to purchasers of books other than fiction: and every
dealer should familiarize himself with our list, so that he may pre-

sent appropriate books to interested customers. Our publications are also
especially desirable for libraries who aim to supply their patrons with the
more solid current books and magazines. Consult our catalogues for par-
ticulars, or write to either our eastern or home office

and 150 FiftH NEW YORK



of the UniversUy
of Chicagfo

of the Illinois

Central Railroad

GEORGE G.
TUNELL

of the Chicago &
Northwestern
Railway

of the Atchison,
Topeka .S: Sante
Fe Railway

of the Chicago,
^lilwaukee & 3t.
Paul Railway

D. R. FORGAN
of the First N'aional Bank

Chicago

Investments

JAMES H. ECKELS
of the Commercial'National Bank

Chicago

The Comptroller of tlie

Currency
The Methods of Banking

H. K. BROOKS
of the American Express Co.

Foreign Exchange

SUCCESS BUSINESS
is gained by men who know how—who
have a thorough understanding of the

methods employed in modern commercial

life. The University of Chicago Press, in

reproducing a course of lectures delivered at

the University of Chicago, on modern busi-

ness procedure, has rendered a real service

to all who would have a first-hand knowledge

of the routine followed in present-day in-

dustry and who would thus equip themselves

towork along similar lines. Thisbook, entitled
r

LECTURES ON COMMERCE
(edited by Henry Rand Hatfield), is now in

its second edition. It is packed full of val-

uable information, interestingly told. The

names and subjects in the margin of this

advertisement guarantee the ty of

the volume ; the reviews here quoted give

of impartial critics.

TKOM THE EEVIEWS
•• The book contains an astounding

amount of information."— C/«Vfl^£?

journal,
•* We have no hesitation in com-

mending this volume as a really val-

uable handbook."-- The Outlook.

•• This is a book of unusual interest

and great practical value."— ^^- -^'"'^

•' One of the most informing books

ever put out by a university."— CA*-

cago Daily Ne-ws.
*' These papers make most interest-

ing and instructive reading. — 7 M€

Dial.

,
T

•' The volume is of special interest

and will be found of practical value to

railway men, economists, investors,

apd commercial educators."

—

T/te

K.ail'way Agt-

" The book contains much that will

be of value to the young man seeking

to improve his knowledge of the sub-

jects \i^^X^<ir— Pittsburg Times.

" This volume is of unusual interest,

and the lectures are on subjects of

value to economists, railroad men, in-

vestors, and commercial educators."—

The Courier journal (of Louisville)

.

$1,50 net; $

H. F. J.
PORTER

of the Bethlehem
Steel Co.

The History
of the

ArtofForging

A.C.
BARTLETT
of Hihbard.

Spencer, Uartlett

&Co.

At
Wholesale

JOHN LEE
MAHIN
of the Mahin

Advertising Co.

The
Commercial
Value of

Advertising

DORR A.

KIMBALL
of Marshall Field

& Co.

The Credit
Separtmeat
of Modern
EusmesB

A.F.
DEAN

of the Springfield

Fire and Marine
Xnsurancc Co.

Fire
Insurance

Published by

The University of Chicago Press

CHICAGO and 156 Fifth Avenue NEW YORK
of Chicago Press

CHICAGO, ILL.

Send for our Catalogue

of Publications

It is

free

Please send mc, all charges prepaid, a

Commerce

I Inclose (or will leuiit) $1.63.
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FOLLOW THE FLAG."

TAKE THE WABASH
TO

THE ONLY LINE
f

TO

WORLD'S FAIR
MAIN ENTRANCE.

F. A. PALMER, A. G. P. A.,
311 Marquette bldg., Chicago

new catalogue

of the booksand
periodicals pub-

lished by the Univer-

sity of Chicago Press
has just been issued.

Those interested in

learned and scientif-

ic works may obtain

a copy free by ad-

ressing
4

THE UNIVERSITY of CHICAGO PRESS
CHICAGO OR 156 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK

THE

U
1 1

V

llnanimously Voted to the

Underwood Typewriter
by the Internatloneil Jury of the

Louisiana Purchase Exposition,

St. Louis. Mo.
FIRST GRAND PRIZE, ST.LOUIS. 1904
Grand Diploma of Honor, St. Petersburg, 1904

Diploma of Honor, Rome,
1903

Grand Prix, Limoges,l903
Grand Premium, Rome,

.
1902

'

First Grand Diploma, Ven-
ice, 1901

Gold NiedaL Pan-Amerl-

^ can, Buffalo, 1901
Gold Medal, Paris 1900

2-*! Bro^a^vAv, Ne^vVor

,«d«f^-o°i

1-C >F .H*."

^RlOEACOCK-HORSE TO BaNBURV CROSS.
SEE A FINE LADY UPONA WHITL HORSE.

fNGS ON HER F1NGLRS.AND BELLS ON HER TOES.

bm SHALL HAVE MUSIC WHEREVER SUE GOES:

r

So SWGS THE fOND MOTHER IN NURSERY RHYME

to her clad infant.the while keeping- time;

And so can all mothers with tuneful refrain

DeLIG-HT in their 1NFANT3.WH0SE health they MAINWIN,]

Through

NRSWINSLOWS SOOTHING SYRUP
OVER FIFTY YEARS SOLD

TOMIILIONSOF MOTHERS IN THE NEW WORLD AND

i

4



Established I860 r

150 Varieties t'

All overthe civilized world

THE I^IPROVED

Esterbrook's
' I

steel
--i<

IS KNOWN AND WORN
Every Pair Warranted

The Name la

stamped oo every

Sold Everywhere

The Best Pens Made

The Esterbrook Steel Pen Co.

Works, Camden, N. J. 26 John St., N. Y

The

CUSHION
BUTTON

^^ flat
never

Onfastena

ALWAYS
GEO. FROST CO., Ilak«r».

Boston, Mass., U. S. A.
Send
fiOc. for Silk,

25c. for Cotton,

^**°^^'^^'ltEFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

ntcr Ccurl$t

CkKets
TO POINTS IN

AND THE SOUTH
ARE NOW ON SALE VIA THE POPULAR

Big Tour Route
AT VERY LOW RATES, GOOD UNTIL

JUNE T, 1905, FOR RETURN, ALSO

GOOD FOR STOP-OVERS, ETC.

Ask agents for tickets, via the "Big Four/'

on sale at all stations, or address

Extravagance

SOME writersdip; that's waste-

ful in a dozen ways, and so

clumsy! Others who use Foun-

tain Pens don't yet know that

ink joints under the finger-grasp

and Other '*good old" features

are costly enough. Contrast the

comfort and neatness insured to

users of the Middle Joint "Mod-

ern" Fountain Pens made and

raranteed by A. A. Waterman

Co. Look for the "A. A.

and the word -Modern and

you'll find the way to true Pen

Economy.
The most exacting pen user

can be suited.

J. C. TUCKER, General Northern Agent,

238 Clark Street - - CHICAGO

A. A. Waterman &

22 THAM NEW YORK

DEPT. G.



cS ê HEARTS
THEAN6£LU^
Pbras iug

is the
l^eyeir

'T^HE Phrasing Lever has happily been called *'The Heart
X of The ANGELUS." It seems almost literally to

imbue this wonderful instrument with life. The Phrasing

Lever givtsjou just as little or just as much life, shading,

phrasing, individual expression, or personal sympathy as you
want, be your music classic or popular, sacred or operatic.

Yes, you can play without touching The Phrasing Lever
and still play one note after another in exactly the proper
time, use loud or soft pedal, and even accent any certain

notes or passages. You can do all of this without The
Phrasing Lever, but it will leave you cold and unmoved.

But then begin using The Phrasing Lever and it will

completely transfigure your playing, interpret instantly your
mood and feeling—your very thoughts and fancies. Then

07ify an ANGELUS will satisfy you

for only The ANGELUS has The Phrasing Lever.

- Purchased by Royalty and the world's greatest piusiciatis. Send for
{free) handsome booklet and the name of the nearest agent.

THE WILCOX & WHITE CO.
Established 1876 : MERIDEN, CONN., U. S. A.

-

'-/r

^ V
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THE Only TVay
BETWEKS
CHICAGO
ST. LOUIS

KAXSAS CITX

PEORIA
Handsomest, most
luxurious trains in the
world; completely
rock-ballasted road-
bed, no dust, no dirt,
no smoke, no cinders.

THE
ALTON'S
1905

Copyright, 1904, by the
Chicago & Alton Railway Co.

Sequel to the famous ^^^/^tC 1
"Fencing" and "Cow-Boy" i^ * t -r-»XTT-w a n

Gir! Art Calendars. ^ALillrlNJJAK^
V

Five Sheets, Ea.ch 10X15 Iwchbs

SEXD 25 CTS.
with name ofpublication in which you read this advertise-
ment, to Geo. J. Ch.'VRLTON, General Passenger Agent,
Chicago & Alton Railway, Lock Box 6i8 CHICAGO. 111.,
and get the handsomest calendar ofthe'year. Four graceful
poses in colors, unmarred by advertisements and ready for
framing.

The Universal Perfume^*

Most delightful,

I
I r - —

^

\\ ..\\-'^
M ' 1 1 I

W '"A\
nil

^Z "'.

L|

.

_

, I F V
f

Most refreshing,

Most lasting,

Most popular.

MURRAY
t,.

P-l^^-L

^-

\\^

w.^

*' '^

LANMAN'S
FloridaWaien

I

h m

rOft THZ
L*kf

ILl

HANDKERCHIEF,
DRESSING -TABLE

AND BATH.
*

Is beyond a question the

best of all

Toilet Perfumes,
i^i]

Ask your Druggist for iti

t

I

t

I

I

<
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THE

morgan Park Jlcademy

FOR BOYS^=
Is a constituent part of The University of Chi-
cago, and is situated in the beautiful village of

Morgan Park, eight miles from the city site of

the University, This situation is most favorable,

affording healthful surroundings and spacious-
ness of grounds.
The Faculty of the Academy consists of eleven

men, all college graduates, well-trained in their

departments.
The courses include Manual Training and

meet the entrance requirements of all the lead-

ing colleges and technical schools.

Its seven buildings, all of brick and stone,

consist of three dormitories, the new gymna-
sium, the library containing 6,000 volumes, the

Well-equipped science laboratory, and the reci*

tation building*
The Academy's ideals are to develop the best

possible manhood in its students and to this end
all its discipline is directed. Especial effort is

made to teach boys how to study and to form

habits of work. The students* interests, athletic,

literary, social, musical, and religious, are well

sustained.

The expenses vary from J250.00 to JS4S0.00

per year. Forty-five scholarships arc given in

recognition of excellence of effort.

THE FALL TERM BEGINS SEPTEMBER 20TH

FOR ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE ADDRESS

WAYLAND T. CHASE. Morgan Pa

i bottom layer
of a box of

CAND I ES
brings forfli as many

delicious morsels

and surprises

as the top layer.

S63M50 BROADWAY.
JJ^g g^JnOSS

5O8 FIFTH AVE.
^ ^^^ UUUUiiTOS.

2\ w. 42 nd. ST. Iresbness & Puntj
'^^'-

is tksame all throngk

Braijdws in Prindpal Cities.

EVERYWHERE BY ¥-^.!L OR
I



THE EUREKA REMOVABLE

MEMORANDUMS
INEXPENSIVE, HANDY, USEFUL

Fill up one book, simply slide out
of cover and put in new tablet

ONE COVER WILL OUTWEAR 6 TABLETS

LIT—'

L*r'"

r--'

^I'iS^

',^
^J-\

' r-

^^
^ ^

ti

^25-00
THE ONLY REAL TYPEWRITER

AT A LOW PRICE.
It COTnTjineStryiVKRaALKKYHUARD, STRONG
MANiyoLDINCi, MIMKOORAPH STKNCTL
TINd, VISIBLE WKITiNUaud lH
ABLK TYFB.

The Postal will be sent on one wcck't trial.

Write lor our Booklet and Instalment Plan.

REMOVAL NOTICE,
The favor which the Postal haa met since
it first appeared on the market ISmontha
ago, baa necessitatea a larger factory,
•wrhich we now have at Norwalk, Conn.

Postal Typewriter Co., Dcpt. 30
Main Oific© & Factory, Norwalk, Conn-
Sale*- (1140 Broadway, New York.
toom»* 115 Dearborn Street, Chicago.

REUiBLK AI1£ATS WASTFD,

m u m

PRICES
Size Complete . Extra Tablets

Each Each
2^A X4U 20 .05
2^ X 4^X 25 .08

3^8 X5K8 30 .10

?,Hxs% ,40 .10

Sent postpaid on receipt of price

S. D. CHII^DS <SL CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL STATIONERS

200 Clark Street CHICAGO

HOW DOES THE LEAD
INTO THE PENCIL?

THIS has puzzled a great taany, but if you would
like to know, so that you can explain it to a
class, send us this advertisement together with

your name and address, and we will send you a little
hook that tells the whole story. The process of man-
ufacture is not the result of an inspiration, but the
product of much care, thought, and skilful manipula-
tion.

If you are a teacher, we will in addition to the
book send you samples of our pencils so you can try
them in your school and see how useful they are in
the miany kinds of educational work,

JOSEPH DIXON CRUCIBLE CO.
JERSEY CITY, K. J.



FORTY YEARS
0/ EDUCATION

in tHe Piano business

f We ought to know something about Pianos.

Others think so» for we do the largest retail Piano

business in the world.

U We are agents for 34 different makes of Pianos

and have over 600 individual Pianos on our floors.

f The prospective purchaser can make compari-

sons here that would be impossible elsewhere.

Then, too, we can meet your views in regard to

price, for we have Pianos from I12S.00 up.

If We sell Pianos on
no home need be
artistic acquisition.

such terms of payment that

without this necessary and

A Good New Piano for Rent
$A*00 per Montlm

H Let us send you our handsome Piano book. It

is free for the asking. Write today-

36 ADAMS STREET, CHICAGO

The Prospects o
the Small College

By William R. Harper
President of the Univershy of Chicago

12 mo, paper; postpaid, 25 cents

The University of Chicago Press
CHICAGO I L L I N O

A Compute Catalogzit of Publications Sent on Request

I

Our Microscopes, Microtoines,

laboratory Glassware. Chemical

Apparatus, Chemicals, Photo

Lenses and Shutters. Field Glasses.

Projection Apparatus, Photo-Micro

Cameras are used by the leading

Laboratories and Government De-

partments Round the World, Catalogs
trc6«

Batjsch ti Lomb Opt. Co.
Rochester. N- Y. *

New York Chicagro Boston Frankfurt, G v

Composed
PArslFal

:i
>kT

THE mm

RELIABLE

PIANO
.5--VP
^I7Z=-^-.il

^ ^
. >

Say tKat YOURS is a

The Old Reliable" Piano

and you will have convinced any competent

critic of the soundness of your judgment.

Catalogue No. lO free

Warerooms, 136 Fifth Ave., New York

TOOTH
PASTE

Differs from the ordinary

dentifrice mininiizing

the causes of decay. En-

thousands of

Dentists. It is deliciously

flavored, and a delightful adjunct .to the den-

tal toilet. In convenient tubes. For sale at

drug stores, 25c. per tube.

AVOID SUBSTITUTES

DENTACURA COAIPANY,
Newark, N. J., U. 5. A.



Decennial
THE UNIVERSITY CHICAGO, 1892-1902

Noiv Ready QuartOt SilK Clotli

VOLUME I
The President's Report, covering the administration of the

University during the first ten years of its existence. The his-

tory of the institution is presented in an exhaustive introduction

»

and the body of the work contains many valuable statistics

bearing on the first decennium.

VOLUME II
185 pp., 53-00, net

(In paper, ^2.50, nei)

The President's Report, containing a detailed and classified

list of the publications oi the members of the University during

the period 1892-1902.

VOLUME III

244 pp.. $3-00, net

Including papers on Theology, Church History, Philosophy,
and Education. A volume of great interest to theologians,

students of philosophy, and teachers in high schools, normal
schools, colleges, and universities.

VOLUME IV
I

353 PP-f S4.00, net

Devoted to Political Economy, Political Science, History, and
Sociology. The papers making up this volume are invaluable

to those who would know what progress is being made in the

several fields represented.

VOLUME V
250 pp., ]p4.oo, net

An interesting series of writings on the Semitic Languages and
Literatures, Biblical and Patristic Greek. Of especial value
to theologians and students of Orientalia.

VOLUME VI
288 pp., $3.50, net

Treating the Greek and Latin Languages and Literatures,
Sanskrit and Indo-European Comparative Philology, Classi-
cal Archaeology. A book that should be in the hands of

every student of the classics.

VOLUME VII
347 pp., 54-00, net

Includes a series of papers on the Romance and Germanic
Languages*and Literatures, and on the English Language
and Literature. All students of modern languages would read
this volume with profit-

VOLUME VIII
414 pp., $6.00, net

The papers and plates in this volume are essential to the
student of Astronomy and Astrophysics. The results of
some of the latest researches are here published for the first

time.

VOLUME IX
206 pp., $3.50, net

A series of thirteen papers on Mathematics, Chemistry, Phys-
ics, and Geology that will prove of immediate interest to stu-

dents of the sciences.

VOLUME X
396 pp., Si 0.00, net

The most interesting collection of papers and plates on the
Biological Sciences now available within a single cover. Every
paper is a distinct and valuable contribution to the literature
of biology, \

The University of Chicago Press:

Please send me your special Decennial Cat-

alogue containing information about reprints

and separates of the papers in the First Series^

as here'advertised.

All of the contributions to these volumes are

issued as separates in paper covers and are now-
available in that form. Full information in

our special catalogue, sent on request. Simply
detach and mail the adjoining coupon.

At all %^%\% ksellers, or order direct from

The University of Chicago Press

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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i
Decennial Publications
THE UNIVERSITY
Now Ready

VOLUME I
xxvi+92 pp,, $1.50, nef

VOLUME
xvi-\-S38 pp., I3.00, ftef

VOLUME III

166 pp., $2.00, nei

VOLUME
xvi4-i42 pp., $6.00, mf

VOLUME
cxxxiv-f-436 pp., $3.00, ne/

VOLUME VI
xxviii-l-i20 pp., $1.50, ne/

VOLUME VII
xviii4-i82 pp., $2.00, nei

VOLUME VIII
xiv-j-iso pp., $1.50, m/

VOLUME
^^5+578 pp., $4.00, nef

VOLUME
xiv-j-388 pp., $2.50, nef

VOLUME XVIII
xviii-|~i26 pp., $1.50, nef

CHICAGO, 1892-1902

Lar^e Svo, SilK Cloth

The Life and Repentaunce of Marie Magdalene

Edited by Frederic Ives Carpenter

The Second Bank of the United States

By Ralph C H, Catterall

Light Waves and Their Uses

Assyrian and Babylonian Letters Be

Kouyunjik Collection of the Bri

By Robert Francis Harper

The Poems of Anne Countess of Winchilsea

By Mvra Reynolds

LaPerfectaCasada,por el Maestro F.Luysde Leon

By Elizabeth Wallace

Legal Tender: A Study in English and American

Monetary History

By SoPHONisBA P, Breckinridge

The Role of Diffusion and Osmotic Pressure in

Plants

By Burton E. Livingston

History

the

By Wesley Clair Mitchell

Studies in Logical Theory

Edited by John Dewey

ical Chemistry in the Service of the Sci(

By Jacobus H. van't Hoff

English version by Alexander Smith

Coniplete sets of these Decennial

Publications are especially suitable

for library use. Write us about it.

Press

riease send me your special catalogue de-

scribing both series of the Decennial Publtca-

tions.

At all booksellers, or order direct from

The University of Chicago Press

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

^ *

I
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GoldMedal
has been awarded to the

LOFTIS SYSTEM

H-,~H

i

H

by the Judges at the Saint Louis Exposition.

This is the highest endorsement possible, and
puts the official stamp of the greatest exposition

ever held upon our goods, prices, terms and meth-
ods, against all competition, foreign and domestic.

What is the Loftis System? J?h',U^%T^^'?s
the far-away buyers to select the (Inest Diamonds, "Watches and Jewelry

from our bcuutllully Illustrated catalogue and have them aeut to their home,
plaoc of b^|^!!\oss or express* office on approval. You need not pay one penny

for expreaa charjjres or otherwise—we pay everything—leavJiiK you free to decide
•whether to buy or not after the fullest examination of the article sent-

/^ jl j. T^^^^rr-i c '^ what we send meets with your entire approval, you pay
Vil^£Vlll. Jl Crin5# one-tUth on delivery and keep the article, sending the balance
to UB direct, In elfs'ht equal monthly payments. These terms make anyone's credit good, and
permit um to open eoiiHdcntlul eharire ac-oouiitn with all classes and conditions of people. The
ten-doliara week employe is just aa welcome as acustomeronourbooks as is his wealthy employer.

4^-

.**

V
^^.^'

f

1^
/^otVi T^^r-mc ^® also have a cash plan, and It Is just as far beyond competition as our
^a!?! I X cX lll3« easy payment terms. Kead this: Select any Diamond and pay cash for It,

and we win give yon a written agreement that you may return the Diamond anytime within one year,
and get all you paid for It—less ten per cent. You might, for instance, wear a fifty dollar Diamond ring
or stud for a year, then bring or send It back to us and get forty-five dollars, making the cost of
wearing the Diamond for a whole year, less than ten cents per week.

^iiOfaT-lf^^ nnrl "F-V-nViOTlrf/a With every Diamond we give a written guarantee of
uUIctl dllLCC allU. luAi^lltXll^tZm quality and value signed by a member of the firm. We
aWo ac^^cjit any lUan^ond ever sold by us as »o much money in exchange for a larger Diamond or other goods,
Kvery transaction witii our house will be satisfactory—our record is a guarantee of that. In 1858 a very pmall
jewelers shop—today the largest house in the business, and winner of the World's Exposition Gold Medah

/^|— -M-JcfT~n a c ^/»lrf>/»i'1rf^'n c I*oh't wait to make Christmas selections for you can save time,
\^I1X Idtlilad k7clc^C LlUil3* money and worry by doing it now. We have Christmas gifts 8ultai:)le

i=r frieuda, relatives aiul loved ones, all at low prices and on terms to suit any purse. Don't make the mistake
of buying something cheap or trashy—the same money would make the first payment on a beautiful Diamond
ring, stud, brooch, locket, a pair of cnlf buttons or earrings, or a fine watch. A Diamond is the ideal gift for a
loved one—it lasts forever, and every day reminds the wearer of your regard and good judgment.

Our handsomely illustrated Christmas Catalogue Is

ready and vrill be sent postpaid on request. Write lor It
today, and do not make a single selection until you have received it. It will save money for you,
and is the best possible guide you can have to reliable ^oods. satisfactory dealings and convenient
terms of i>ayment. Notwithstanding the fact that vire have the greatest capacity and best facilities
in the world tor handling business expeditiously and satisfactorily, we strouirly urge upon you the
advisability of ordering your selection early. Our Christmas business is something enormous;
mistakes are vexatious; delays are dangerous. Write tuday,

^OnVPniT* You will receive in addition to our Christmas Catalogue a copy of our
x^KJKO. V &A11A • beautiful Souvenir History of Diamonds^ more than a million copies of

Clrristnias Catalogue.

which have been distributed at our Diamond
Building at the Universal Exposition, St. Louis.

Cutting Exhibit in the Varied Industries
Write at once to insure receivinff a copy.

^3

LOtnS BROS, fy CO
Diamond Cutters and

Manufacturing Je\veler3

Dept. P. 3 '8. 92 to 98 State 5t., Chicago. III.

^^'

I t

I t I

CopTricht. 1904, FnakUs AdT«rtUla( A«*nc7, Cbloan
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F you are having any trouble with the finish

pn your floors, or are not entirely pleased
with their appearance, it is certain you have not
used LIQUID GRANITE, the finest floor finish

ever introduced.

It makes a finish so tough that, although the
wood will dent under a blow, the finish will not
crack or turn white. This is the highest achieve-

'^ment yet attained in a Floor Finish, and is not
likely to be improved upon.

; Finished samples of wood and instructive

pamphlet on the care of natural wood floors sent
free for the asking.

BERRY BROTHERS, Limited,
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THE TVPEWR

Varnish Manufacturers,

IWYORK

DSTON

PHIUDaPHIA

DALTIMORC

CHIGAeO

ONCINNAn

ST. LOUS

SAN FRANCISCO

Factory and Haln Office, DETROIT.

It costs you nothins^ to receive our
announcements and other adver-
tising matter. Simply ask to be
placed on our mailinsr list.

The University of Chicago Press." Chicago, 111.

SEE THAT CUP?
JHE NIAGARA CLIP holds securely from

tnc thinnest sheet of paper up to % inch in

SL^n ^*,i
and can be used over and over

f^n. Better than pins for filing letters,
records, cards, etc. Avoid unsightly pinholes

rh^l '^^^i^
second letters, business cards,

^nft:ks. drafts, invoices, etc. Put up in boxes
100 especially for desk convenience. Sam-pie box 15 cents, postpaid,

^GARA CLIP COMPANY. 123 IIBFRTY STRfl

FACSIMILC

NEW YORK 6ITY

The RpfflflpctTon of Quality Remafns

Long After the Price Is Forgotten,

The Fox Type^-riter !s eminently a "quality" machine.
Being comparatively new, in order to sell it, WE HAD TO
GIVE MORE QUALITY FOR Iroo.oo than others then
better known. The proof of this is the fact that the Fox
has been selected in competitive tests by some of the larg*
est and most cautious t>-pewriter buyers in this country.
On account of its perfected, superior and simple mechani-

cal construction, the Fox will outlast any other typewriter.
It costs practically nothing to keep it in perfect order.

Write us about our free trial plan.
Oid machines taken in partpayment and easy terms

g^iven. Write for catalogue.

THE FOX TYPEWRITER CO., Ltd.
Executive Office and Factory 560 Front St.,

GRAND RAPIDS. MICHIGAN.
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Photo Lenses
and Shutters of every
kind for all purposes

;

Professional,
Amateur, Process.
Sold Round the World on all

Cameras. Catalogue free.

Bausch & Lomb Opt Co
BOCHESTER, N. Y.

New York Chicago Boston

©^c

^
Paul E. Wirt Fountain Pen

Is the most sensible and satisfactory

. CHRISTMAS GIFT
Thoroughly reliable— Unconditionally guaranteed

Ask your dealer. Sold on its merits.

Catalogue of 100 styles on request.
.'*<

.ftf*. Box G'li Bloomsburg, Pa
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Cheap Christmas

Holiday Rates

Canada

Via the

Wabash-Canadian
Pacific Route

Through trains leave

Dearborn Station daily

3:00 p.m. and 11:00 p.m.

^^^

For tickets and information apply to

Canadian Pacific Ticket Office

aaS South Clark Street, Chicago

The
Psychology ChUd

Development

IRVING KING
OF PRATT INSTITUTE

Aycry practical and helpful book, which should
DC read and studied by everybody who has to do with
developing the intelligence and character of children"—
/Ae Progressive Teacher,

,
.''.'^'^

"^^J^"""*^
,appears to approach the subject of

child study from the right standpoint— not resting on
the asMimption that child psychology is simply adult
psychology reduced to lowest terms The book
Ik a most valuable addition to our child psychology
literature. ^Wtscomin Journal of Education,

.
**••••'* is a l>ook sound in theory, full of sugges-

tion, and valuable alike to the practical teacher and the
educationalist."- r/;* Educational News,

280 pp., i2mo, cloth, 5koo, net;
postpaid, $1.12

At all booksellers, or order direct from

The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Free

Request 4*1

>t

.
» 4
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It'nj practical

illustration of

the "Y and E " Vertical System
of correspondence filing.

^ Shows exactly howcompact
and convenient this method is.

fl Files ANYTHING FLAT,
from letters to photo negatives.

q Want it?

^tS

YAWMAN ERBE
Phone: Central 2497

138-140 Wabash Avenue

}*tCS£**':'':i'XL'\'.''iAz\\'*i^^

Trains a Day
ia tH

and C. H. €Dk D. Rx»

Only Hours

CHICAGO
to

CINCINNATI
BY DAY, Parlor and Dininf^

NIGHT, Palace Sleepint|f
jud Compartment

CHAS. H. ROCKWELL,
TrafFic Manager,

200 Custom House Place,

FRANK J. REED,

Geni Pass. Agt.

CHICAGO.



SAVES A Short Cut
to Comfort
The "Long Distance" HYLO
(shown in the illustration) is

just right for the man who
reads in bed, H Cord snaps

on like a glove
fastener,. Any-
body can put it

In place without
tools. The porta-

ble switch turns

the light high or

low or entirely
out. Switch lasts

indefinitely. On-
ly the lamp needs
to be replaced
when burned out.

Cords can be any
length desired.

->-

-J ti

, ^

r-"

Look for the

name HYLO
and refuse im-

itations.

THE PH
106 STATE STR

Twelve styles of HYLO lamps.

SendforCatalogueandbooklet
*' How to Read Your Meter/^

COMPANY
DETROIT. U. S. A.

WHO KNOWS
the good and the bad points

of all typewriters buys

Remington
Remington Typewriter (

327 Broadway, New York



Hammon Typewriter
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Far ^// Nations and Tongues and used by All Classes of People^

THE BUSINESS MAN - Because the New Hammond is

Writer, Manifolder and Tabulator.

Best Letter

THE SCIENTIFICMAN- Because the Hammond has a practically unlimited

ravage of service.

r

THE LITERARY MAN - Because the Hammond allows the use of several

styles and sizes of type.

THE LINGUIST - - - Because on one Hammond machine more than

twenty languages can be written.

THE LADIES ^ - - Because the Hammond has a beautiful Script type

and others in preparation.

J? V E R Y B D Y -

fyle of type

Hammond ^ilt <Q)rHe anylhing in any

direction

color of ink, on any

THE HAMMOND TYPEWRIT
69TH TO 70TH STS., AND EAST RIVER

COMPANY
NEW YORK, N.Y



Remedy of Ordinary Merit Could Ever
Have Received Lidorsations from

Men Like These.

Brighf's Disease

and

Albuminuria

V

Prepancy

Samuel O. L. Potter, A, M., IVl. D., M.R.C.P., London,

Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical

Medicine in the College ofPhysicians and Surgeons, San Francisco.

Dr. Wm. H. Drummond, Professor Medicalfurisprudence.

Bishop's University, 3Totitreal, Canada.

Cyrus Edson, A. M., M. D., Health Commissioner Nem
'Fork City and State, President Board of Pharmacy^ New York

City, Examining Physician Corporation Council, etc.

John V. Shoemaker. lyi.D,, LL. D., Professor Materia

Medica and Therapeutics, Medtco-Chtrurgtcal College, Philadelphia.

Dr. George Ben. Johnston, Richmond, Va., Ex-Presideni

Southern Surgical and Gynecological Association, Ex-1 resident

Medical Society of Va., and Professor of Gynecology and Abdominal

Surgery, Medical College of Va.

In Sfone in the Blad-

der, Renal Calculi

and
Inflammation

ofihe

Bladder

!

Or. A Gabrie! Pouch et, Professor of Pharmacology and

Materia Medica ofthe Faculty ofMedicine, Parts.

Or. J. T. LeBlanchard, Prof Montreal Climc,SM.,SN.,V.U.

J as M. Crook, A. M., M. D., Professor Clinical Medicine

anfclinical Diagnosis, Nez^ York Post Graduate Medical School.

Louis C, Horn. M. 0., Ph. D., Professor Diseases ofChih

dren and Dermatology, Baltimore bntversity.

Oi. J t^\^%tir, H^^^^S, President and Professor Nervous and

mZJbiseafeTuntvl%y 'College ofMedicine, Richmond, Va.

In GoutI

Dric Acid

College ofMedicine, SL Louts.
, , , ^* —,^. MnllD Et' President American

Md many other ofthe leading medicalm«x of fl.. day say

EFALO LrnHAWATER diseases
'*s for sale bv the general Drug and Mineral

'

m the treatment of the^

PROPRIETOR BUFFALO LITHIA SPRINGS. VIRGINIA



ST. LOUIS FAIR
GRAND PRIZE

AWARDED

&Co:

-'1

U^.H

L^

ocoa

C t'

Tho highest
skw^rdever matde
in this Countmy

iprt*

LOOK FOR THIS
TRADE MAKK

A new, illustrated recipe book
sent free.

Walter Bak & Co. Ltd.

Dorchester, Mass.Established
1780

I 'H

Weber Small Grand
(Smatler, even, than the Baby Grand)

ADMIRERS of the magnificent tone of

the yVeber Grand, but who have in

the past been debarred from owning
a Grand Piano on account of the space re-

quired, will find a most agreeable surprise

awaiting them in the latest creation of the
Weber house— the Small Grand. Its length
is but five feet four inches, rendering it avail-

able in many homes where the limited size

of the music-room precludes the use of
larger Grand.

It is of this iiistniment that Felix Mottl,
the great Wagnerian conductor, has written:

"Kswr SfHallgrand^iano is a revelation.
I never thought it would be possible to
encompass suck marvellous tone in so
rmall an instr-umt^-nt :*"*

*

payment *

THL WEBER PIANO COMPANY
AEOllAN HAll. 362 Ftfth Ave, near 34th St.

NEW YORK

WHY TAKE D.\INTY CARE of yout mouth an<J neglect
the myriaJ mouths of yow skin? The

•Iffores
• • the

ody. If they te kept in perfect orcJet hy constant and intelligent bathing^
very gfeneral source of danger from disease is avoided. HAND Sapolio is
equaled as a gentle, efficacious pener. It does not gloss them

or chemically dissolve their health-giving oils, yet clears
by a method of its own.

tliorotighly

r M'\f^ ^ REFRESHING BATH with Hand S.W)U0, every
of the .^8I,24S healthily-opened pores of your skin will shout as -'—,,
trumpet, For this relief, much ^c .V

ks.n
equals hours of so-called Health Exercises.

Don't argil nfer

minutes with HAND S

fine ha!»it
Its cost a trifle

piW^Mt^ '^W^

ANOS
dktSUQBrtti

been estabJished over 30 VBARS. By ouf «yst«»

« v«2?^*^ -^^^^ ^« modaratc drettmstances caa 01
a yo3B piano. We take old mstniments is ti^:.hma^ «
aci.ver tbe new piano ia your hose Ixm oI szp

of

l*i t explana iocs


